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ABSTRACT

Shared parenting after separation or divorce is an intricate, fluid prccess in which
gender, power and ideology are implicated. The dominant focus of the literature is on

shalply polarised assessments of the value of joint custdy or shared parenting, and on the

elaboration of the individual moral qualities ideally required by each parent which will help

ensure the arrangement's success or failure. This thesis, however, addresses the systemic

(individual and social) isssues, and the processes of family life which facilitate or
complicate the arrangement.

The conclusions indicate that it it is inappropriate to view shared parenting as that

form of custody which necessarily safeguards the child's best interesrs. Rarher, it should

be viewed as one among several possible modes of custody; and that the panicular

outcome for any family of a choice of shared parenting after separation depends largely on

the ability of those parents to manage their relationship, in which systemic, as well as

personal factors are significant.

The value of detailed qualitative research as a means to explore and understand

areas of family life and relationships is demonstrated, in particular because of its power to

reveal the complexity of family process. The cmcial material evidence is the transcription

of the unstructured, intensive, longitudinal interviews which generates texts suitable for a

close textual reading or deconstnrctive analysis. Such an analysis opens for inspection the

way that experience and the respondents' and researche/s textud production is

constructed from and by gender, power, ideology, ambivalence, and process. tt highlights

the way in which elements of experience are often divided from each other and held

separate as a consequence of the research act" and their interrelatedness obscured and

desnoyed.

The use of deconstructive qualitative analysis has facilitated a further redefinition of
the researcher/respondent relationship. It has emphasised the importance of creating

typologies which, within a specific category, can encompass a diversity of experiences and

positions. It has challenged the usual mode of sociological writing in which only the

authorial voice is present, and has indicated the significance of allowing a range of voices

to enter the text, thus emphasising the uncentredness of the social world.

VICTORlA UNIVENSITY OF WELLINGTON
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INTRODUCTION

There are poins in one's life where, retrospectively, one can date the beginning of
a particular interest - an event or a book which sparked off a desire to take something

further. With the advantage of hindsight, one can look back and assign a chronology,

construct linear relationships, place the'event' as centre. Although to do so overlooks and

obscures the role of other 'events' which have had considerable bearing on the production

of the thesis, including my long-temr interest in families and the years I spent working as a

social worker and lanerly as a family therapist, there are nevertheless two events to which I
can assign this retrospective significance. The first was a family with whom I had contact

in the course of my work at the Wellington Child and Family Service who rang to say they

were separating. Both parents had been extensively involved in caring for the children, and

wished to know what arrangements might allow the joint caring to continue. I remainEd in
contact with that family for about nine months, during which time they separated,

established their separate homes, and worked out their shared parenting anangement. In
the course of our work together I became conscious of several issues. The only
immediately accessible book on the subject (Galper,1978), although filled with optimism

about the possibilities of joint custdy, was an American book, and some of the legal and

other situations which the author and her ex-spouse were attempting to circumvent werc

not relevant for New Tnaland families; and furthermore, in the context of the experience of
the family with whom I was working, Galper made it seem all too easy. The book

abounded with advice about how to set things up, and confidence about the value of the

arrangement. There was little conrment on the difficulties that families might encounter, not

only at the outset, but also as the arrangement progressed. I was aware that my family was

not finding the going as easy as Galper suggested they might, glven their determination to

make the shared parenting work, and the drawing by one of the children, of the nvo

houses and herself between them, remained vividly with me.

About two years later I left the clinic with the intention of re-orienting my career

towards research. My husband, children and I were also going to the United States for a

year. I left New Taaland with two possible thesis topics in mind, one of which was a

phenomenological study of joint custody. Within a week or so of arriving in Madison,

Wisconsin, I went to a public lecture (the second'event') given by Professm Martha

Fineman, who was then serving on a legislative committee enquiring into changes in

Wisconsin law to make joint custody presumptive (i.e., the custody of choice unless good

reason could be given to prove that it should be otherwise). Some of the concerns that she

raised then and in our subsequent, valuable conversations resonated with doubts and

interests of mine. In the light of the prolific but often unsatisfactory American literature

which I was reading, I decided that a study of New Zealand families which was differently

oriented, and which was not concerned primarily to evaluate outcome after only b'rief

contacts with families, would be of value.
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I came to the study enthusiastic about the possibility that fathers might actually rake

a significant role in the bringing up of their children. At the same time I was very uncertain

about the ease with which such a major gender reorganisation, in which structual change

was clearly implied, would be achieved. I was very conscious of the optimism and fervour

which permeated much of the literature I was reading, yet that optimism about the inherent

goodness of human nature and the ease of self-actualisation did not seem so apparent in the

(American) society about me. I found myself for a period oscillating rapidly between belief

and disbelief, until I reached more of a middle point of scepticism where I assumed that the

alTilngement was not necessarily bener or worse than other modes of custody, that there

were likely to be points of tension given the circumstances in which it operated, and that

there were likely to be some advantages.

My choice of a qualitative approach to the study reflected my long experience as an

interviewer, my interest (and delight and despair) in family pr@esses, and families'

interaction with the society, by which they are defined and whose definitions they

challenge. My experience of such processes led me to believe that a qirantifiable approach

would be inadequate to explore the dimensions of experience of families who were sharing

parenting. Furthermore, such methodologies are too often intellectually sluggish in that

they tend to confirm established ways of thinking and restrain appreciation of what might

lie beyond. My reading of post structuralism as theory and method, and my recognition of
its value for the sort of research I wanted to do because of its concern to make explicit the

processes of textual production and the ideological assumptions inherent in the texts (both

the respondents' and the writer's), has had a major impact on the way I have thought about

the data and constructed the thesis.

Although it is easier to recognise the implications of some of the conscious ways

that the thesis has been structured, it is also important to say that I have written it as a New

7*aland woman living in New Tnalandduring the1980's, and that my personal

experiences, my cultural knowledge and my geographic location have affected what I
could write. My experience as a therapist meant that I assumed from the outset that the

arrangement would be complex in its effects and outcomes. I have to admit to placing

myself more rather than less conservatively in relation to intellectual assumptions about the

human capacity for change. I think that the human capacity for major change is limited,

while recognising that some individuals can achieve extensive changes in attitude and

circumstance. My culnral and life experiences have contributed to a particular concern

with women's issues and experiences and with a desire to redress some of the imbalances

in the treaunent of women in much of the psychological literature on families. Equally, any

exploration of issues of gender calls for an awareness of the issues for men and an

appreciation of the points of clear demarcation and of fluidity in gender boundaries. It is,

however, important to state quite categorically that my purpose in writing the thesis has not

been to elevate one gender over the other. I do not wish to enter into a competitive

framework in which one gender is seen as superior to the other, but to help clarify and to



draw attention to the manifold social, structural and gender implications of shared

parenting.

As I have said, my intellectual and personal experiences have inevitably structtred
the way that I have read, analysed, and written up the data. The reading that I offer of
shared parenting is only one possible reading. Others with a different genealogy, reading

the same data, could well address different points, draw different conclusions. In line with
post structuralist thought, I cannot claim the deftnitive reading, but what I can claim for
my text is that it identifies the issues of family relationship, gender, power, ideology and

social structure in shared parenting.

There is another point to be made. Questioning ttre possibility of achieving the

definitive statement immediately has the effect of challenging the imposition of a single,

and therefore dominant, authorial voice upon a text. Since most sociological srudies,

including qualitative ones, reproduce little of the raw data on which the srudy is based, the

reader receives the authorial interpretation of the daa with linle sense of how that particular

interpretation was reached. Early in the analysis of the data I realised that rhe incorporation

into the text of extensive quotations from my respondents was theoretically and

methodologically vital. Such a practice would give access to the actual material which I had

placed in a par:ticular interpretive framework, thus making the interpretation open for
inspection and reinterpretation. It would also allow the very different voices of the

respondents to range through the text and to assert their presence, their validity, their
position, and their difference in all their complexity and vitality, in conjunction with my

interpretation of what they had intended. This method recognises that, although I wrote the

analysis, the respondents share in the textual constnrction, and it acknowledges my

dependence on my respondents and the intimate relationship between us.

The thesis falls into three parts. The first four chapters, in which therc is some

recursiveness as I move benveen the theoretical and the practical, set out the theoretical and

methodological assumptions on which I have constructed my analysis. Chapter One

provides a review of the literature and sets out the issues I wished to address in my own

research. Chapter Two begins with an account of the problems inherent in
phenomenology, the theoretical perspective I initially intended to adopt, and moves on to

establish deconstruction, with its requkements of close textual and ideological analysis, as

the more useful way of approaching the data I gathered. Chapter Three deals with
methodological and ethical issues, the processes of interviewing, the implications of
participation in the research and the way the analysis was conducted. Chapter Four

introduces the issue of voice, the significance of language and the importance of close

textual reading in the analysis of the data.

The second part of the thesis concentrates on the families' experiences of shared

parenting. As part of recognising the embedded nature of decisions, Chapter Five analyses

the context in which separation occurrcd and the decision was mken to establish shared

parenting. In this chapter relevant information is presented about the families' histories
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prior to separation because of the the effect of those histories on decisions about cusrdy;
the implications of the manner in which the separation was managed are elucidated; the

problematic question of the concept of the paramountcy of the child's best interesrs and the

parents' definition of those interests is discussed; the nature of the information and

community and family support available to the families at a time widely recognised as

highly snessful is examined; and the families'initial experiences with shared parenting are

considered.

Chapter Six continues the discussion of the issues raised by the decision making.

In panicular I ad&ess the question of gender and power in relation to the initiation of the

decision to set up shared parenting arrangements, and draw attention to what I have called

'personal consciousness', the personal and ideological backgrounds which informed

individual assessments of the desirability of shared parenting. Chapter Seven focuses more

on the day to day issues raised by shared parenting: the establishment of routines; the

nature of the transitions; the effect of reconstitution on the families; the parents' assessment

of the consequences of deciding to share the parenting in relation to their appreciation of
the interwoven advantages and disadvantages; and their experiences of shared parenting

over time.

Chapter Eight deals with the nature of the adult relationship, which I have

described as central to the functioning of the anangement. It examines the demands of
shared parenting on the adults; discusses the inadequacies of one set of interactional

typologies' and sets out an alternative set which seeks to encompass pr@ess, fluidity and

change; and returns to significant issues of power and gender in the adult post-separation

relationship. Chapter Nine deals with the way that the adults shared out the financial costs,

and points specifically to the gender and structural issues inherent in such arrangements.

Chapter Ten is specifically concerned with the views of the children, and their assessment

of the value and problems of the arrangement.

Chapter Eleven addresses the changes with which the families have had to contend

over the eighteen months to two years period of my contact with them, and with the

changes that they expect to meet in the coming years. It also returns to issues of process:

firstly, to the changes in identity which parents experienced as a consequence of shared

parenting and to the manner in which gender affected those changes; and secondly, to a

further discussion of the therapeutic nature of the interviews and its implications for social

work practice.

The final chapter, and last part, would typically have been called a'Conclusion'. I
have used the words'Review and prospect' to avoid the implication of definitiveness, and

that there was nothing more to be said Rather than merely summing up what has come

before, I have sought to move the material on, to think funher about the implications of
using the theoretical and methodological approach that I have taken, to explore the practical

implications of my work, and to discuss issues of gender, power and structure which the

research has highlighted.
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There are two general points to be made. Firstly, although I have referred in
Chapter One to'joint custody'following American terminology, I have used the phrase

'shared parenting' in subsequent chapters, except when discussing aspects of the

American research or literature. The latter phrase was used by more of the families in my

study than was'joint custody', and it has different political implications. The American

usage refers to the fact that, until recently, the non-custodial parent lost all parenting rights,

and that one of the reasons behind the introduction of joint custody was the establishing of
the on-going legal participation of both parents in the care of their child/ren. The New

Znaland phrase, on the other hand, takes into account that under New Zealand law both

parents retain guardianship righs to the child and is indicative of an emphasis on non-

adversarial custody proceedings. In place of the previous 'custody/access' terminology

which is thought to emphasise winners and losers, the phrase'shared parendng' stresses

instead the general principle of continuing, dual parental responsibilities.

Secondly, as the writer, I am acutely aware of the unavoidable dissections and

divisions that I have had to make of the rich and multifaceted data. Placing the data in one

category rather than another is certainly not intended to imply a restriction of reference,

although such an action was necessary for analyrical purposes. Equdly, some of the

chapter divisions imply a discreteness in experience that did not exist in everyday life, so

that Chapten Five to Eleven have to be read as illustrating specific dimensions or features

of shared parenting and also as discussing events which continually refer across a range of
experiences. My hope is that the quoted material will give some indication of the richness

of reference and diversiry of experience.

Notation
I have incorporated often substantial quotes from the respondents'texts into my

own. The key below indicates the meanings of the symbols that I have used within those

sections:

{ word(s)}

(...)
I]

ffiat?)

{ Yes but

{ Iam

indicates (subjectively) the length of silences between

comments.

explanatory comment which I inserted.

omission of text.

section of text impossible to decipher. Any word within the

brackets indicate an informed guess about what was said.

Single word or brief phrase which cut across the dominant

speaker.

Two people speaking together.



THE CONTEXTS OF THE STUDY

Introduction
No text exists in a vacuum. Texts are historical products shaped by and shaping the

cultures, politics and ideologies current within a society at the moment of writing. The

reading of any text and judgment of its pertinence is similarly governed by contexnral

factors. Writers and readers may not share the definition of subject and subject area

informing a text; they may view from different perspectives the field of experience and the

issues within that field which it is appropriate or necessary to address. While these

differences may constrain the reading of a particular text, they also are the basis upon

which a text may shift the boundaries of a field of knowledge.

In a more immediate sense each text has its own biognphy and its peculiar context,

constraints and freedoms. The joint custody literature, which fundamentally informed the

directions of my research, was one of the contexts from which my own text developed.

Reading the literature gave access to the discourse on joint custody, established the natue
of the pammeters already in place, pammeters of content and of theoretical orientation

where, in this instance, much had been accepted as self-evident. My approach to joint

custdy partly because of the New Zealand context in which rhe thesis has been written

and panly because of what is distinctive in my personal and intellectual history is

substantially different from that developed in the United States. Conrexrs, then,

simultaneously inform, expand and resnict. The initial set of boundaries established by

the available literature provided a way of moving beyond the content and theoretical

position adopted by commentators and researchen in the United States.

Joint custody in the United States.

Articles about joint custdy began to appear in the United States, mostly in the

popular press, at the end of the 1970's. By the early to mid 1980's, the subject of joint
custdy occupied a prominent place in the literature on divorce, and significant legislative

change redefining the role of the custodial par€nt had been effected in many stares. Under

previous family law, the custdial p:uent at the time of divorce was given full legal and

physical responsibility for a child or children, and the non-custodial parent (often the

father) lost all legal status and consequently was described as having been legally divested

of his role in the family (Folberg & Graham, 1979; Roman & Haddad, 1978). The

introduction of joint custdy, with its distinctions between joint physical and legal custody

(where the child spent some time with both parents in their separate homes, with parents

sharing legal and physical responsibilities) and joint legal custdy (where each parent

retained legal rights but where the child resided primarily with one), was seen as a way of
redressing the legal imbalance, and of ensuring that both parents retained full legal rights

and that the child's psychological needs were nret through retention of contact with both

parents. The re-defining of roles and responsibilities is stated clearly in the Californian
legislature, the first to introduce a joint custody statute:



The Legislature finds and declares that it is the public policy of this state to assure minor children of
frequent and continuing conhct with both parents after the parents have separated or dissolved their
marriage, and in order n effect such policy it is necessary to encourage parenis to share the righa and
responsibilities of child rearing . . . Uoint custdyl means an order awarding the custody of the minor
child or children !o both parcnts and providing that physical custody shall be shared by the parenrs in such
a way i$ to :tsstue ttte child or children of frequent and continuing contact with both parents; provided
however, that such an order may award joint legal custody without awarding joint physical custdy
(Irombetta, 1981, pp. 213 - 214).

The changes to Californian custody statutesl were followed rapidly by similar

changes in many other state legislatures2. Yet three years later, Hagan (1987) notes that the

four types ofjoint custdy statute which have developed are all problematic. The first type,

subscribed to by about one third of the states, makes joint custody available as an option to

the judiciary. This means that a judge may impose joint custody on parents, an exercising

ofjudicial authority which sits uneasily with the belief that good will and co-operation

between parents are necessary to such arrangements. The second goup of statutes

emphasises parental agreement as a necessary condition for joint custdy. What Hagan

believes is not addressed in these statutes is how 'agreement' is reached because of the

presence of what have been called 'friendter parent' clauses (Scott & Deryden, 1984).

These clauses give the judge the right to grant physical custody to the parent seen by the

court to be better disposed to allowing the other parent easy access to the children. Under

such legislation, women who have been in violent, abusive relationships are potentially

significantly disadvantaged. Refusal to endorse joint custody as the custody of choice

could lead to an interpretation of their behaviour as'unfriendly' and result in the father

being grven physical custody; while agreement to joint custody in order to avoid this

outcome could lead to the perpetuation of a dysfunctional and controlling adult

relationship. The third group (only four states) allows for joint custody on request. This

approach creates the potential for difficulties like those that the second group could

encounter, as well as assuming parental cGoperation. Furthermore, the lack of guidelines

about when it is appropriate to use joint custdy could mean that the courts may confirm a
joint custody decision in a family where such a decision is inappropriatd.

The fourth type of statute, into which half of the joint custody legislation falls,

defines the arrangement as presumptive, i.e., it is taken as the norrn, and other custodial

modes are viewed as exceptions. [t is restrictive, insofar as the courts are required to

consider joint custody first, and other forms of custody may only be considered once

I See Cook (1984) for a discussion of Californian legislative intent.

2 See Folberg (1984), Appendix A, for a list of joint custody statutes and judicial interpretations.

3 Some states have addressed this issue. Alaska, for example, has defined certain circumstances which must
be taken into consideration before joint custody can be confirmed by the court. These include the actual
arnount of time the child is to spend with each parent, and parental proximity; the child's special needs;
which parent would be more likely to encourage the child's easy contract with the other; the willingness of
each parent to use dispute resolution methods, and whether there is a hisory of violence (Salm, 1984, a).
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evidence has been produced which proves that joint custdy is not in the child's best

interests. The advantage of presumption is that it normalises what was seen to be an

unusual form of custody, but at the same time Hagan thinks that there are inadequate

means of ensuring that parents are prepared for managing the implications of the

iuTangement itself.

The social, economic, political and cultural motivations that informed this

burgeoning of legislation are complex, dynamic and at times contradictory. The ideological

underpinnings which have informed joint custdy are several. What could be called the

aspect informed by a feminist reading of society has been described by Blood & Blood

(1979\ and Morganbesser & Nehls (1981) as a development of the penonal growth and

humanistic philosophy of the 1960's. Grassroot parental pressure Foups who endorsed

the active day-to-day participation by fathers in child-care campaigned for legislative

change (Woolley, 1978), and some parcnts who were divorcing chose joint custody,

despite its'illegality', in order to extend and give value to the patemal role. Feminist

redefinitions, because of the consciousness of the exploitation and oppression experienced

by women in the nuclear family, also contributed to a changing perspective of the

masculine role in families. The writings of, for example, Chodorow (1978) and

Dinnerstein (1976), explored the possibilities of the development of an alternative male

consciousness, in which the qualities of nurturance and gentleness currently located within

maternal behaviour could become part of masculine self-definition, particularly through

male panicipation in child-rearing. However, the ideology of the panicipant and nurturant

male has resulted, as Scott & Deryden (1984) and Volgy & Everret (1985) have

commented, in often unquestioned assumptions about the extent of the acnral behavioural

changes in the way that men relate to thet familiesa. The assumption by many

comnrentators that these changes have been widesprcad has then been used to lend weight

to the general desirability and potential ofjoint custody.

The second strand in the dominance accorded joint custdy as a mode of custody

resolution lies in the interaction benreen legislative change and the extensive social concern

about high divorce rates (in which images of loss and familial and personal instability are

deeply embedded); the problems confronting solo parrents, and in particular solo mothers;

and the recent politicising of the financial consequences of separation and divorce for

women and children. The attraction of joint custody lies in its assumption of continuity,

4 Recent research suggests that involvement by fathers in intact families in close, nunrant roles is not as
widespread as has at times been suggested. See, for example, Backett, 1982,1987; Brannen & Moss, 1987;
Chesler, 1985; Richards, 1982; Russell, 1983. Role reversal has not been taken up by many families, and
those who have done so have experienced a number of constraints and problems peculiar to that situation
(Harper, 1980). For a critical assessment of fatherhood, see l*wis & O'Brien, 1987; McKee & O'Brien,
1982; Richards, 19E2. Now Zealand studies which comment on male participation within the everyday life
of the household also suggest some difference between tlre rheoric of the nurturant, involved father and the
everyday reality. See Barrington & Gray, l98l; Gray 1983; McKinley, 1983; NoviE, 1978. Lewis & Salt
(1986), however, state that there is some evidence that an increasing minority of men are more actively
seeking a more involved role in the family.
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both among family members and in the parental acceptance of family responsibilities,

notwithstanding the disjunction occasioned by the separation or divorce. Under these

circumstances a form of custody which could simultaneously address the issue of family
dissolution at the sociological level; provide a form of custody that allowed for continuiry

of caring adults, and on-going paternal participation in families so thar the children's besr

interests were preserved at the psychological level; and address the'feminization of
poverty'(Weitzman, 1985) at the economic, has considerable power.

Recent work on the effect of divorce on children has shown, irmong other things,

that an involved paternal presence is significant for children's, and panicularly bys',
mental health. Much of the joint custody literature refers to the studies carried out by

Hetherington, Cox & Cox $nD and Wallerstein & Kelly (1980) in which attention to the

child's experience of paternal loss was highlighted. These studies have also been

instrumental in shifting the focus of enquiry into divorce away from assumptions about the

individual pathology of the separated/divorced adults to the stages of postdivorce

adjustment of parents and children, and to the way that the child's positive post-divorce

adjusunent in particular is facilitated or hindercd by the father's presence or absence5. In
addition to this research, which clearly grants fathers a more central role in the promotion

of their children's well-being than they had previously been gtven, has been the snrdies of
divorced men. These studies have emphasised how men's non-custodial status, which

could be read as a legal reinforcement of irresponsibility, has contributed substantially to

feelings of depression, powerlessness, loss and low self-esteem and that these feelings of
redundancy and inadequacy wer€ influential in the fathers'failure to maintain a visiting
relationship and financial assistance @'Andrea, 1983; Grerf, 1979; Keshet & Rosenthal,

1978; Luepnitz, 1981).

Over the last few years, research in the United States (Fineman, 1983; Seal, 1979;

Weitzman, 1985) and internationally (Cass, 1987; Eekelaar & Maclean, 1986; Johnston &
Johnston, 1985; MacDonald, 1986; Smart, 1984) has indicated that while women and

children are financially impoverished as a consequence of divorce, men's financial position

in conuast tends to improve. The perception that joint custody can help redress the

financial imbalance stems from the findings of the father-loss studies quoted above. It has

been suggested that the greater the involvement of the father with his child after sepiuation,

the more likely he is to honour his child support payments, the regular payment of which

plays a major role in keeping women and children above the poverty line and not

dependent on welfare. Financially, then, joint custody appeus to offer a means by which

the financial hardship experienced by so many separated families can be avoided6. The

5 There is an interaction in some of the relevant literature between assumptions of matemal inadequacy, the
desirability of patemal presence, and paternal superiority, For a critique of this reading see Blechman (1982)
and Fineman & Opie (1986, espec. pp. 44 - 53).

6In this context" it is worth noting that, atthough the New 7*,alandguardianship provisions intended that
the non+ustodial parent should continue to irccept responsibility fo his/her family, in the way that joint
legal custody is intended o do, defaulting on child maintenance paymenn has been endemic. Furrher
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economic argument, however, has a further and less altruistic aspect to it. Ideological
questions about issues of dependency and the extent and nature of governmental welfare

responsibilities also inform the debate. Joint custody in these tenns becomes a means of
simultaneously reducing Federal support for single parents and the Federal deficit since it
was estimated that the cost to the Federal Govemment of unpaid child support lay in the

region of $4 billionT (Horowitz, 1985).

The third strand in the argument for joint custody can be called judicial convenience

because of the difficulties United States judges face in custody battles where many have

had no specialist training in family law, and often lack independent assessments of the

parents as an aid to forming the custody decisions. The possibility has been raised that one

of the reasons for the strong suppoft of the judiciary for joint custdy is that, in effect, ir
provides a legal'cop out'from otherwise very difficult situations (Carroll, 1984; Folberg

& Graham,1979; Foster & Freed, 19Ze;4. Gardner's (1984, p. 69) comment that the term

'ioint custody is used to cover what is really sole custody to avoid hurt feelings' gives a

further dimension to this argument. Not only does joint custody remove the need to decide

against one parent, but it also provides a way of ostensibly disappointing neither.

The fourth strand that I have identified within the arguments supportive of joint

custdy is again ideological, but is removed from humanistic assumptions of nurnrrance

and equality. Instead, it is more overtly concerned with the exercise of power and with

male dominance. The literatwe of the fathers' rights movements, in which such notions are

given expression, clearly reflects the ideologies of the New Right in the United Srates.

Joint custody is desirable because it makes possible on-going control and power over the

ex-spouseg. It is at this juncture that the instability of the principle of the 'best interests of

regulations to prcvent avoidance of payment of maintenance for children have recently been introduced. See
also Dodson (1985) on income withholding as a means to defeat child support defaulters, and Williams
(1985) on formulas for estimating adequate awards of child support in relation to parental income.

7 lt had been suggested by 1985 that women should not be eligible for AFDC unless they had taken out a
legal joint custody arrangement with their child/ren's father/s, the intention being that this would provide a
further avenue for the Federal Govemment to locate child support defaulten. Such moves were described as
punitive and penalising women, who often did not want their children's fathers o know of their
whereabouts because of the risk of violence; and because there was some anxiety that 0re men, who
frequently had had liule to do with the children might rhen start exercising their legal perogatives in
relation to the children (i.e., giving permission to marry, get a driver's licence, enter the Forces) as a means
of punishing or controlling the women whom they would see as benefitting from tle child support that the
men were now paying (D. Jones, 1985).

8 Foster & Freed (p. Dll), however, quote part of the opinion given by the Chief Judge in one of the
major joint custody cases as warning specifically against such a situation: "There are no painless solutions.
In the rare case, joint custody may approximate the former family relationships more closely than any
other custodial arrangements. It may not, however, be indiscriminately substituted for an award of sole
custody to one parent. . . . The emotional impetus to avoid making a hard choice, to reward both parents
and to declare the contest a draw . . . should be resisted where essential pre-conditions for a viable division
ofcustody are absent".

9I was fortunate in being able to anend public hearings in Wisconsin in 1985 held by the Special
Committee on Custody Arrangements who were studying possible legislative change in relation to custody
law. A number of the men who spoke at the meeting did so as members of fatheis'rights groups. The
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the child' becomes most noticeable, because of the tendency to merge and supplant the

child's interests with parental rights. In this respect joint custdy is valuable because it
establishes a fundamental legal right by which parents after separation retain their parental

right to control the child, rather than ttrat joint custody provides a means by which fathers

can play a caring, involved role. In the discussion of these rights what is emphasised is the

'fundamental right of parental autonomy' (Canakos, 1984, p. 232) , a phrase that does not

immediately appear to incorporate concepts such as interdependence and co-operation, or

take account of differing interpretations of 'control' which may be employedlo. Statements

such as 'the right of each parcnt must be regarded as equal with that of the othen and the

right in question is not a right to total conrol but rather a right to the same level of control

one had in the marriage' (p.232), as$umes equal involvement in child-rcaring prior to the

separation and ignores issues of power between couples and the potential abuse of that

power.

Relatively few commentators raise questions about on-going power issues in the

post-separation relationship (Bruch, 1988; Chesler, 1985; Fineman, 1985; Grant et al,

1984; Hagan, 1987; D. Jones, 1985; Kaplan, 1985; Scott & Derdyn, 1984; Henrickson &
Shulmann, 1981; Shulmann & Pitt" 1982/1984). There is general concern amongst these

conrmentators that the equal parental relationship assumed by the dominant joint custody

model is not universally valid. They argue that gendered power imbalances are frequently

overlooked in mediation sessions, and that a joint custody situation is not in the child s

best interests when the wife has ben pressured into agreement by her ex-husband who is

using custody as a means to continue ro assert his authorityll. What their work highlights

in general is the lack of research into the pow€r dimensions of the post-marital

advantage they envisaged as arising from a legislative change favouring joint custody would be ttrat their
wives may well not leave the marriage if they knew that legal joint custody was the presumption; urd that
if they did leave, joint custody would enable the male to retain much greater power over his ex-spouse, and
over the way she spent child support than he currently enjoyed under the existing legislation. See Chesler
(1985) who found that the wish o control and punish their ex-qpouses formed a major part of the
motivation to contest custody among often abusive, and violent men in her study.
The aggressive lobbying tactics used by these groups were at that sage being snrdied. The researcher noted
that the groups' ability to give the impression of widespread public support meant that they did have a
considerable influence on legislators (Mike Rausch - personal communication).

l0 For a critique of the way that arguments about 'rights' ilssume eqrJality of access to power, see
Herdrickson & Shulrnann (1981).

I I Bruch (1988, p. 120) argues that, Even a skilled med.iator cannot compensate for the sharp disparities in
power and sophistication that often exist between divorcing spouses. . . . established patterns of interrction
are virtually impossible for a weaker spouse to overcome under the pressure of unaccompanied face-o-face
negotiations. . . . studies . . . suggest ttriat gender-based power distinctions are present in much divorce
mediation. Mascutine control of male-female dialogues through the rse of such techniques as
monopolization of speaking time and the use of intemrptions is so commonplace that even a trained
mediator may not perceive the imbalance it portends . . . 'and she quotas other studies of informal
settlements where women have, as a consequence of 'the pre-existing power relations . . . participate[d] in
their own domination'.
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relationship, all the more peninent given the significance accorded the parental relationship

in much of the writing on joint custdy.

The joint custody model

Models are developed in order to explain social realities, yet the very nature of the

model with its inevitable simplification and its'shorthand'makes suspect and at times

'misleading' what is intended as explanatory and useful (Herzog & Sudia, 1971, p. 84).

The misleading nature of models is further intensified because of features such as imputed

unity, dichotomy, stability, and symmeury, so that differences in what is being measured

and temporal elements which complicate prediction are ignored (pp. 88 - 90). In addition

to these problematic qualities which complicate an easy acceptance of models as reflective

of a unitary social reality on which recommendations can properly be based, Hirschman

(1979,p.17$ draws attention to the underlying ideological content inherent in models and

also suggests that the reading of a model is a complex action:

without models, paradigms, ideal types, and similar abstractions we cannot even start to think. . . . the

kind of paradigms we search out, the way we put them together, and the ambitions we nurse for their

powers - all this can make a geat deal of difference. . . . in evaluating the broader social and political

consequences of some ongoing event we must be suspicious of paradigms tlrat pretend to give a clearcut

answer about tlrc desirable or undesirable naure of tlrese cons€quences.

A model, then, can be viewed as an ideological constnrction, representative of a
particular angle on social realities rather than a neutral or objective description. Viewing a

model in this way encourages enquiry into what was suppressed in its formation.

ln terms of output the literature on joint custody reaches a peak between 1980 -

1985, also a time of much legislative action in the United States, after which there is a

distinct decline in production. Within this literature two identifiable tones emerge, panly

linked to chronology - the rime of writing - andpartly linked to the nature of the rwiting
itseH - whether or not it is based on research. The writers in the earlier period tend to adopt

an emotive, almost categorical tone, irrespective of their perception of the viability of the

iurangement, and the perspective adopted is a'commonsensical' one in which widely
differing views about what children and parents are or are not able to cope with in relation

to life-style and family structure are advancedl2. Those writers in this goup who view the

ilrangenrent favourably describe children as adaptable and able to respond to change, and

parents as able to prioritize their parenting responsibilities over and above their need to

express personal animosities. Those viewing the arrangement unfavourably emphasise

older psychological notions of the need for a stable (mother?) careraker, children's

potential vulnerability, and the inevitabiliry of on-going parental hostilities. The second

12 For example, whereas Wmltey (1978) firmly endorses the arrangement Skolloff (1984) equally
categorically opposes it.
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tone, one of greater cautiousness, is adopted by a number of writersl3 and by the

researchers (Arbanel, 1979; Bowman, 1983; lrving, Benjamin & Trocme, 1984;

Luepnitz, 1982; Morganbesser & Nehls, 1981; Steinman, 1981, and Steinman,

Zemmelman & Knoblauch, 1985), who point to problems of conceptualisation, lack of
reseatch, lack of unambiguous findings, lack of an ecological approach, and insufficient

knowledge about those families for whom joint custody is more likely to be a stressful

experience. More recently, Ahrons & Rodgers (1987) have wrinen that very litde is known

about how families actually manage a joint custody arrangement. In contrast to Ahrons'

earlier and more positive writings when she positively endorsed the concept, the authon

believe now that it is a mode of custody that parents may be able to sustain for a short time

only when both parents have voluntarily agreed that this is the best form of custody for
their family.

Given this diversity of view, the dominant tendency of the witing on joint custdy
is to make joint custody appear a very attractive option. A critical reading reveals the

existence of a model of joint custody which much of the nwiting either takes for granted or

aims to validate. The main elements of the model are a concept of adult rationality, a

positive social role for the law, and the claim that all family memben benefit from the

alrangement. The development of such a model can be seen to be in line with the earlier

legislative changes rejecting the adversarial divorce processes in favour of nefault
divorce. These changes were premised on the belief that the destructive processes of the

adversarial divorce made the socially desired amicable post-divorce relationships almost

impossible to achieve.

The concept of adult rationality assumes the existence of flexible, rnature adults,

able to co-operate and communicate with their ex-spouses non-manipulatively in a way that

highlights the child's best interests, so causing minimal disnrption to the child's life and

providing a caring environment that will provide more adequately for the child's and

parents' psychological and physical needs (Carroll, 1984; Elkin, 1979,1984; Folberg &
Graham, 1979; Gardiner, 1984; Milne, 1978; Noble, 1983; Stack, 1976; Steinman, 1983;

Truedell, Cox, & Cease 1979). Hostility is recognised as a potential complicating factor

(Irving, Benjamin & Trocme, 1984; Kelly, 1984; Stahl, 1984) but not as insuperable

provided that parents maintain their focus on the child's needsla. Ahrons (1983) suggests a

woman's anger towards her ex-spouse reduces over time and in relation to the degree of
perceived interest by the former spouse towards the child.

13 Fo. example, Climgenpeel & Repucci (l982ll9%): Folberg & Graham (1979) Ilagan (1987) and
Volgy & Everret (1985).

14 The assumption (Kelly, 1983) ttrat couples do not divorce because of child oriented hostilities implies
the ability to agee on child-rearing practicas. Kelly (1984) believes in the'reality'of parental cooperation,
stating that postdivorce anger is sustained only beyond the two year period in merely fifteen percent of
divorce cases. She does not discuss the way that" alttrough the anger itself may not be sustained, the post-
divorce reladonship may be substanrially altered as a consequence of the dynamics of the two years of
distrust and bittemess.
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Furthermore, in this model ofjoint custody the law plays a positive social role.

kgat processes can facilitate the achievement of parental co-operation and continuity
(Folberg, 1984), rather than serve to intensify parental hostitty. Elkin (1979, p. A17)

highlights this emergent legal role:

Joint custody is more than a decision. It is even more an aninrde held by coiuts, atlorneys, parens and
society towards the divorcing family and roles we assign to the parents. Society's expectations of divorcing
parents have been loo low. They are capable of mrrch more responsibility and commitment than we have
permired them to exercize.

The dominant image, then, is of adult, rational parents continuing, despite

separation or divorce, to share family roles and responsibilities. In the light of a high

divorce rate and continuing debates about the threat posed by separation and divorce to the

nuclear family, the appeal of joint custody is obvious and has produced claims that it may

even result in better parenting for a child than s/he would have received in an intact

familyts. This model ofjoint custody implies that although the surface view of rhe family

structure would suggest p€rmutation and dissolution, a more perceptive viewing would
recognise that intactness, integrity, significance, and equality of parental roles could be

retained. Concepts such as'families are forever' (Elkin, 1984, p. l0), emphasising a

focus on the re-integration of divorced families rather than their dissolution, are associated

with this model as are notions of continuity and 'continued interdependence'. The laner are

present in Ahrons' (1983, p. 57) systemic approach to issues of family change:

The central assumpdon is that divorce is a crisis of family uansition which causes structuxal change in the
family system. It results in changes in the family characteristics . . . but it does not necessarily obliterate
one of the parent-child rclationships no the relationships between par€nts. The concept of continued
interdependence between former spouses is cenral to understanding the continuing relationship within the
family as the divorced family redefines irs prameters.

The model, then, holds within it the promise of a new, more equal and less

adversarial way by which children and parents can live a post- separation or divorce

relationship. Substantial benefits appear to be available to all family members. Children are

described as benefining from a reduction of the sense of loss of the non-custodial parent

(Arbanel, 1979; Grote & Weinstein,1977; Salm, 1984, a), and from the support gained

from the presence of both parents in a situation where one parent is unstable, or where the

child is going through a period of conflict with one parent (Climgenpeel & Repucci,

1984). It is also proposed that there is benefit to be gained from the diversity of parental

handling and different modes of living (Lupeniu, 1982; Stack,I976), and from the

experience of living in an environment where the child has the chance to see the parents

coping successfully with their hostility towards each other. Steinman summarises the value

15 Lee Salk, a prominent psychologist who was involved in a bi6er custody baale said "a (oint) custody
arrangement provides some children with more attention than they got when ttrcir parents were living
together" (Scott & Deryden, 1984. p. a60).
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of joint custdy as offering the child a clear message of being loved and valued, and of
enabling the child to see the parents making a concerted effort (and going to considerable

lengths in so doing) to take account of her/his needsl5. In addition the child rerains

psychological and physical access to both parents (Steinman, 1983).

Parents are said to benefit as well, the father in particular maintaining the

(assumed) continuity of the relationship with his child (Ahrons, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983;

Bowman, 1983; Elkin, 1984; Gardner, 1984; Steinman, 1983). The continued

involvement of both piuents increases rcsources for childcare. Both parents may be seen to

benefit from the opportuniry to be self-determining (Elkin, 1984; Milne, 1978). Steinman

(1983) suggests that both p^rents benefit from a bolstering of diminished self-esteem and

guilt over the break-up through the continuity of an aspect of their pre-divorce life. Ramey,

Stender & Smaller (1979) suggest that joint custdy means that the rnother is relieved of
guilt feelings she might otherwise have had if the child had been deprived of a male model,

and that women may gain in self-esteem by being forced or enabled through joint custdy
to go out into the paid work force. The more acceptable joint custody becomes as an

option, the more women will feel freer to chose it, so developing a broader range of skills

and experiences. This argument, however, is not one with which they are entirely happy

as they then point out that feminists believe that joint custdy can represent a strategic loss

for women, because of the lack of equal economic rights ouside of the home (p. 576)17.

The possibility of reduced litigation is also advanced as advantageous to both parents

(Bowman, 1982; Irving, Benjamin & Trocme, 1984; Ilfeld, Ilfeld & Alexander, 1982).

Bruch (1981), however, quotes another study which found that increased litigation
occurred in situations where the parents had agreed to joint custody as a compromise.

In summary, the benefits to families which it is argued flow on from the use of
joint custody are: women experience a reduction in the stress associated with full-time

l6ln Lcvy v. Levy ( 1976), the judge stated "the court ganls each parent joint control of the child's
education and upbringing and reasons ttut by granting the parens an eqrul voice in the raising of their
child much of the acrimony and ill will generated by the divorce will be ameliorated. Joint custody will
also serve o give the measure of psychological support and uplift to each parent which would
communicate itself o the child in measure of mutual love, muoral attention and mutual training"
(Morganbesser & Nehls, 1981, p. 38 - 39).

17 A further embnoidering, and one which I believe is quite dislasteful, because of rhe implications of class
snobbishness, the inherent superiority of the middle class and the rigidity of the division between
satisfaction and employment, parenting and non-satisfaction, is given by Richards & Goldenberg (1985, p.
36). They write: 'the effect of joint physical custody on mothers has received less attention in the literature.
Some women have reported a sense of loss . . . This response may characterize women whose career
opportunities are severely limited. In fact, the argument has been made by feminist lawyers that joint
physical custody may be unsuiable for working-class women. The majority of working class women are
in low paying jobs that lack tlre advancement poesibilities of jobs for beuer+ducated middle-class women.
Moving to a half-time mother role may be perceived as a deprivation by the working-class woman who has
no comp€nsaory job advancement possibilities (Uviller, 1978). On the other hand, one can speculate that
mothers might welcome the free time. My data, howeverr suggests that women did not so readily divide
their lives and their sense of satisfaction so readily into familial and work spheres. The implicarion that
having a successful career in some way compensated fs the loss of time with the child was not confirmed
by the majority of women in my study, most of whom were in full-time jobs, which they regarded as
challenging and interesting.
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responsibility for child-rearing and may be freed to pursue a career/job; men avoid the loss

of their children and therefore the loss of their parenting role, a process seen to lead to a

loss of self-identity, poor self-esteem and to the development of frustration often

expressed in rapid decreases in visitation and in child support payments; the parental unit

can be seen to benefit through ils ability to offer support and assistance to each other, each

parent gaining in flexibility and strength which itself assists in the processes of re-

structuring their lives after divorce (Richards & Goldenberg, 1985); the overriding benefit

for the child is the maintenance of contact and the enjoyment of a full relationship with

both parcnts. In terms of wider social changes, joint custody results in changes to role and

expectations @lkin, 1979), thus creating a more androgynous personality (Climgenpeel &
Repucci, 198211984) and greater flexibility in the ways that the family stmctures itself
(Salius, 1979).

There are some possible disadvantages noted in the literature, but they tend to be

less emphasised and noticed by fewer commentators, than are the perceived advantages of
the system.

Some writers have suggested that children, and especially prc-school children may

be very unsettled by constant moving benveen homes, so that instead of developing a

sense of continuity and stabiliry they develop a sense of discontinuity, potentially enhanced

by different parental life-styles, routines, peer $oups and economic and physical

circumstances (Climgenpeel & Repucci, I98A984; Morganbesser & Nehls, 1981;

Steinman, 1983; Salm,1984, a). Concern is also expressed that the assumed close and

supportive parental relationship may assist children to retain fantasies about parental

reconciliations; that maintaining social relations across different neighbourhoods could be

difficult; and that children could suffer as a consequence of the smrcnre of the

flrangenrent where there was on-going parental hostility in which they could be caught

(Morganbesser & Nehls, 1981; Gardner, 1984). Climgenpeel & Repucci also point out

that an implicit assumption that joint custody parents are supported by either informal

networks or formal institurions needs further research.

The disadvantages or problems which might arise for parents are believed to centre

on the Parental management of the post-separation relationship, because it is acknowledged

that the possible development of a power stnrggle would contribute to difficulties in

resolving child-related issues (Morganbesser & Nehls, 1981; Salm, 1984). Joint custody

is also seen as potentially restrictive should parents want to relocate @odenheimer, 19'77,

1978; Bruch, 1981; Salm, 1984;ta, and as causing logistical difficulties. There is also

some suggestion that the financial implications of the arrangement need further study

18 This issue was also raised extensively during the public hearings held by the Wisconsin Special
Committee on Custody, May, 1985. Raines (1986) writes very categorically that when joint custody
parents wish o relocate, they should be prevented from so doing by law. To support his argument he refers
to literature indicating that children are destabilised by family mobility, but interestingly, he does not take
his argument to is logical conclusion, i.e., that no family should be allowed !o move! That he does not do
so suggests the existence ofa double standard fmjudging the separated and non-separated.
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before the arrangement is adopted as valid for all families (Bowman, 1983; Patterson,

1984; Salm, 1984).

Gender-related issues are raised specifically by Bruch (1981), Fineman (1985),

Grant et al. (1984), Henrickson & Shulrnann (1981), Kelly (1983), Ramey, Stender &
Smaller (1979), Shulmann & Pitt (198211984) and Scott & Deryden (1984). Their

comments higttlight the too easy assumptions of equality within the marital relationship

(also reflected in the osrcnsible equalising of parental rights under gender-neutral

legislation), and they suggest that the experience of each parent is liable to be different and

ordered along gender lines. In particular, concern is expressed about the viability ofjoint
custody when the adult relationship has been physically or emotionally violent; about the

unequal distribution of power within a relationship which may result'in women being

forced to stay in a joint custody situation, or lose custody; and about the way a joint

custody order may involve the loss of power and connol for the women, whose lives are

often still centred on the home. Finally, concern is expressed that within defended hearings

women's parental performance is more harshly assessed than men's. Joint custdy is seen

as potentially removing an emphasis on what is best for the child, putting in place instead

an emphasis on parental agreement and equalising the rights of parents, one of whom may

have had little to do with the day-to-day care of the child. In this way, joint custody may

lead to a denial of the value of the mother, and to her further loss of control over her life.

To summarise: the thrust of much of the literature is to argue the case for joint

custody in tight of the problems of single-parent custdy, and to develop a profrle of the

adequate joint custodial parent. The most extensive list of parential qualities is developed by

Elkin (1984) but a review of other writers (Carroll, 1984; Climgenpeel & Repucci, (1984;

Gardner, 1984; Folberg & Graham,1979; Folberg, 1984; Freed & Foster, 1979; Kelly,
1984; Noble, 1983; Steinman, 1983) indicates that the most commonly listed qualities

required are: maturity; flexibility; co-operativeness; an ability to communicate and to solve

problems; a respect for the other as parent; an ability not to interfere in the other's

parenting role and an ability to separate spousal from parental roles; previous active

involvement in child-rearing and the possession of the ability to come to a neasoned

decision about the child's best interest. Conversely, the lack of these qualities would

suggest that joint parenting may be a precarious exercise.

Research studies

The few research studies on joint custody (Arbanel, 1979; Ahrons, 1980;

Bowman, 1983; Irving, Benjamin & Trocme, 1984; Luepnitz,1982; Morganbesser &
Nehls, 1981; Steinman, 1981; and Steinman,T*mmelnan & Knoblauch, 1985) that I have

been able to locate are primarily outcome oriented. Although Luepnitz'major purpose is to

compare single parenthood with joint custdy, she also states her desire to understand the

'dailiness' of family life (p. 16) and Irving, Benjamin & Trocme describe their paper as

part of a larger research study which will result in a theoretical model of joint custody.

Only Arbanel, Luepnitz, Morganbesser & Nehls and Steinman acrually interviewed the
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children in the families. Importantly, especially in the context of legislative activiry in the

United States, most of the research was carried out when the idea was relatively novel, and

most of the parents were both commined to the idea ofjoint custdy and highly motivated

to make it work for them. The families involved in the research were generally well-

educate4 white and middle-class who saw themselves as pioneers, a point which makes

an across-the-board generalisation from their experience somewhat dfficult, and on which

Arbanel, Irving, Benjamin & Trocme, and Steinman also commentl9. All the researchers,

with the exception of Steinman, Zemmelman & Knoblauch, who report on a three year

longitudinal study of fifty-one joint custody families, present their work as preliminary,

and there is general agrcement that longitudinal studies need to be carried out. Although in

the earlier studies, the parental level of satisfaction with sharing was generally high, it is

significant that the tone of the researchers is cautious. Arbanel notes the importance of
taking account of familial change and idiosyncrasies which can alter the 'fit' of the

arrangement" and rejects the easy assumption that, because joint custdy works for some,

it should work for all. Equally, Steinman argues strongly against making joint custdy
presumptive. She believes that joint custody must be regarded not as a panacea but as a

process. Similarly,Irving, Benjamin & Trocme also suggest that shared parenting should

be one option amongst others, rather than the only one.

Not surprisingly the possession by parents of qualities of flexibility, toleration, co-

operation and commirnent to joint custdy receive further endorsement by the researchers.

In particular, Steinman, Zemmelman & Knoblauch construct a series of parcntal

characteristics, the presence or absence of which would indicate more precisely the

likelihood of the joint custdy succeeding, failing or being sustained under stressm.

The advantages for the men are again described as allowing continuity and a greater

degree of involvement in the daily lives of their children. One of the results of male

involvement, Luepnitz concludes, was that men reduced theircommitment to work, but

women developed new skills outside the home, and were in this way forced to reorient

themselves more substantially than the men. Bowman, also commenting on the increase in

male participation in the lives of their children, describes a more positive father/child

19 Kelly (1934) notes the lack of research ino families where rhe decision-making was done by an outside
agency.

20 The successful parents possessed qualities which allowed rhem o: (l) respect and appreciate the bond
between the child and former spouse, and o maintain thatdespite negative feelings about the maniage
failure; (2) stand back, and maintain an objectivity through the divorcing process in relation u least to rhe
child; (3) empathize with the point of view of the child and other parcnq (4) shift emotional expectations
of the spouse from the role of mate o 0rat of co-parenq (5) esublish new role boundaries; (6) maintain
high self-esteem, flexibility and openness to help. Conversely, the least successful pilenb were those who:
(l) continued to hold on !o intense, and continuing hostility; (2) overwhelming anger and a need to punish
the ex-spouse; (3) had a hisory of physical andor substance abuse; (4) held onto ttre belief that tle other
was a bad parenq (6) were unable to separate their own feelings and needs from those of the child (pp. 561 -
s62).
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relationship. Both parents felt that they benefitted from the other's support, and that the

continuity of the family was presewed.

Some of the findings of the studies, however, did note aspects of the iurangement

which were problematic. Ahrons suggests, in relation to the adult level of satisfaction with
joint custody, that the less physical time the fathers spent with their children, the more they

felt they occupied the role of 'visito/ and were marginalised within the family system, a

finding which is, nonetheless, substantially ignored by her persistence in defining joint

custdy as not necessarily meaning equal or nearly equal quantitative time with each

parent. Irving, Benjamin & Trocme point to lower degrees of satisfaction the higher the

levels of Court involvement and the hrgher the level of parental guilt about the ending of
the marriage.They also note that, the perceived benefits nonrithstanding, there was

continuing anxiety among parents about the long-term effects on the children of frequent

moving between homes. Luepniu suggests that the disadvantages for the adults lie in

having to manage the post-divorce relationship, and in the more insecure financial stanrs of
women. The redeeming feature for the women in her study was ttraL although they were

financially disadvantaged after divorce in relation to men, the sharing arrangenrent resulted

in the regular payment of child-support. In contrast to the maternal custdy families with
whom the joint parenting families in her study were compared, none of the joint custdy
women had to go to court to enforce payment.

Statements in the research studies about the children's happiness, good adjusunenr,

and valuing of the continuing contact with both parents are partially undermined by other

findings. In three out of the seven research projects - those of Arbanel, Morganbesser &
Nehls, and Steinman - the suitability ofjoint custdy for adolescents is queried, since

adolescence is a time when children need to start to take control of their own lives and

loosen the parental bonds. Steinman's research also raised additional uncertainties about

the overall positiveness of the children's experiences in joint custody. Although confusion

around changing homes did not appear to be the major issue that some writers suspected it
might be (some of the children thought of their ability to manage the moves satisfactorily

as indicative of maturity), one quarter of the children in her study experienced some

confusion in switching homes. Differences between homes in expectations and rules was

not a problem, and joint custody allowed the children to feel free to love both parents. But

the children experienced strain especially in the context of parental conflict over child

management. Furthermore, the arrangement did not eliminate issues of loyalty. Steinman

describes one third of the children feeling that rhey had to be 'hyperloyal' (p. 410).

Although joint custody may in some instances be the least disruptive form of custody in

relation to the child's previous experience as Folberg & Graham (1979) suggest, children

were clear that they would have preferred their parents to have remained together, rather

than to be living apart.

Despite some qualifications to the general conclusions of the literature, optimism

dominates and the literature reads at times like a series of 'campaign slogans' in an
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'election' for prevailing social values2l. Much of the writing suffers from what lnring,
Benjamin & Trocme describe as a'surfeit of rhetoric' and a lack of balanced evaluation (p.

133). There is a uniformity about the way that many of the arguments are constructed. The

same research is unquestioningly quoted in many anicles as an adequate rendering of the

reality and truth of the problems of separated families, so that the sensation for the reader

is initially of the overwhelming validity of the case for joint custody. But gradually doubts

begin to emerge.

The problems with the literature are several. Some of the difficulties arise, I think,

because of the perceived need to develop profiles of 'successful' joint parenting families,

so that the concentration in the writing has been to stress what should be (the evolution of
the new moral order?) while not taking account of what is. The difficulty with the model

informing the discussion is that it is extremely prescriptive. It does not admit ambiguities.

It seems straightforward, thus disguising experiences that are complex, tense, and

uncertain - those of parenting in general, and of sepantion and divorce in particular. It
tends towards gender neutrality. It ses forth as part of the criteria the need for previous

involvement by both parents in child-rearing, yet there is no questioning or evaluation of
the culturally acceptable differences between behaviour for men and for women in relation

to child-rearing22.

Dwelling on how parents ought to behave has obscured and glossed over

consideration of areas of family life that need further investigation. I would argue here that

the way in which family life is conceptualised is often too simplistic, that it is too often

based on unquestioned assumptions, and indeed that ttre explicatory models of family
strucMe and system are based on idealisations which have not yet sufficiently accounted

for process and psychological events as well as biological and sociological ones. This has

meant, for example, that assumptions about equality within the marriage are then carried

through to a model of a separated family, so that issues of power and gender tend to be

dismissed or ignored as irelevant, an attitude all the more surprising in the light of
extensive feminist research into gender inequality within the family. Furthermore,

information about the poverty of women and children in women-headed households was

21 Rich (1983/1986, p. 156) nores rhe tendency of North Americans ro see rheir'parricular issues as some
kind of model or vanguard for lparents] everywhere. (This is a common North American, Euro-American,
form of chauvinism)'(my substitution). Her words, although in this insance addressed to feminists, are
apposite in relation to the joint custody literanre, where there is frequently the sense that a new era in
human relations is about to be ushered in and that what is being proposed as the significant part of this
new ena has universal validity.

22 Chesler's (1985) book, Mothers onTrial, about women who lost custody of their children, highlights
this issue. Out of the twenty-five basic tasks routinely associated with child-rearing, ranging from the
physical care of babies (changing nappies, feeding, bathing) to helping with homework, driving to sport
etc., the men who were given custody in preference o their wives had either MVER or very rarely
panicipated with their children in the performance of these usks. The fact that they had had such minimal
involvement was not seen as a handicap in relation to their assuming day-lo{ay care. There are, however,
some legislatures who have specifically defrned the primary caretaker as the person who has performed a
clearly defined nurturing, and caring role in order to ensure that a sole custody disposition is made in the
child's best interests (Neely, quoted in Bruch, 1988).
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available well before the interest in joint custody surfaced yet did not excite particular

interest. What this suggests is that knowledge is frequenrly compartrnentalised and

segmented. For decades psychological explanations of women's inadequacy have been

used extensively to explain the problems besetting solo mothers and the sociological,

structural issues have been conveniently placed to one side. By individualising what are

wider social issues ofjustice and redistribution the need for an ecological approach could

be ignored. Such processes help disguise the way that political and ideological stances

dominate the construction and distribution of knowledgea.

One notable example of the interaction between knowledge, social policy and

ideology in the joint custody literature is the way that the original, grassroots concept of
joint custody as equal sharing of parenting rcsponsibility was very rapidly subverted. The

importance of the original conception lay in its challenge to the social roles, gender

construction and expectations of men and women, yet the moment of revolution was

subsequently lost as a consequence of the legal definition of joint physical and joint legal

responsibility, which largely confirms curent familial patterns of organising child-care%.

While it is clear what physical custody means in practice, it is much less clear what legal

custody means for the legal custodian's relationship with either the child or the ex-spouse,

and Johnson's (1982, pp. 8 - 9) comments on the New Zealand legislative provisions for
guardianship are worth noting:

the postdissolution custom in New Ta,almdof leaving the non-custodial parent a joint grrardian with rhe
custodial one is unusu,al and would be regarded in some jurisdictions as fraught with trouble and conflict.
The explanation of New Zealands satisfacory experience with this approach may be ttrat non-custodial
parents tend not !o try to influence the upbringing of their children as much as their joint guardianship
theoretically entitles them to.

If Johnson's statement is valid, then the inscription of the two positions of legal

joint custody and physical joint custdy within American legislation successfully

undermines the entire edifice that was being constnrcted alound the need for the child's on-

going contact with the father. I-egal joint custody gives rights of intervention in up-

bringing, a position which reinforces patemal rights to the child. What it does not

guarantee is physical contact, which the research on the child's adjustment to the parental

sepiuation argues is psychologically necessary for the child. Indeed, there is some

indication that very few families have joint physical custody (Fineman, quoting Glendon,

23 For example, Blechman's (1982) review of the lirerature on the psychological risk o children in women-
headed families is rarely cited in subsequent reviews of literature on the subject- One of the purposes of her
review is to broaden the dimensions of the arguments - !o inuoduce the sociological as well as the
psychological - and to challenge the usual reading of Hetherington, Cox & Cox's assessment of the
inadequate functioning of women and girls in women-headed families after divorce. For additional
comments on the difficulty of geuing feminisr research'accepted'see Spender (1981).

24 Kizinget (quoed in McKinley, 1983, p. l) writes: 'Values change and the culure of child-rearing
changes too. We cannot alter styles of mothering without ultimately changing the larger society and re-
examining what it is to be a male and female, what it is to be a child, the role of prents, and the
significance of the family in that culture'. Given the strong identification of cunent family pattems with
the capitalist system, it is not surprising that the challenge initially posed by joint custody was re-directed.
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1983; Weitzman, 1985). If, as Weitzman notes, referring to research on custody in Santa

Clara done by Mnookin & Maccoby in 1982 - 1983, the custodial decisions labelled as

'joint' are merely a relabelling of custody and visitation, then this would suggesr that the

flow-on of benefits of contact to all family members, such as continuity, improved self-

regard, and financial solvency, may not eventuate. A change in nomenclature may make

couples feel better at the time of negotiating an agreement, but subsequent recognition of
an empty formula may frustrate the anticipated behavioural changes.

A funher problem is that the research has been considerably hampered by its

methodology. There are two major criticisms. The first comes from within the quantitative

paradigm itself. It relates to shorrcomings which the authors themselves identify such as

sample size, lack of randomness, and pnoblems of universality. These criticisms relate not

only to these studies but to the studies which are used to define and illustrate the issues of
custdy itself, where the limitations are described as both methodological, and conceptual

(Kurdek, 1986; Lrvitin, 1979; White & Mika, 1983), because of the stated lack of more

descriptive research into areas of divorce. What, however, is fascinating is the process of
concretisation of work judged problematic, so that Kurdek, for example, first lists the

limitations of the work on children and divorce, thus cr€ating an impression of its

instability, but then proceeds to use as authorative the very work that he has criticised, so

negating the very limitations which he has just described. This procedure is akin to the one

aptly described by Denida where he writes about the importance of thinking through more

thoroughly the implications of concepts and the usual manner of critique. He suggests that

one possible and 'daring way' would involve concerning 'oneself with the founding

concepts of the entire history of philosophy', a step which he believes might prove

difficult for those'who in general are swallowed up in metaphysics in the entire body of
discourse they claim o have disengaged from. The alternative and conservative choice

made in place of the radical one

consists in conserving all these old conceps within the domain of empirical discovery while here and there
denouncing their limits, treating them as tools which can still be used . . . ; there is a readiness to abandon
them,if necessary, should other tools appear more useful. In the meantime, tfteir relative effrcacy is
exploited, and they are employed o desuoy the old machinery to which they belong and of which they
themselves are pieces. This is how the language of the social sciences criticizes itself (Demda, 1987, p.
284).

Criticism can also be directed at the research methodology. Although I do not

propose to enter into an extensive discussion of the value of qualitative methodologies and

the difficulties created by quantitative methodologies (which have been well presented

elsewhere2s and constitute part of my own decision to use and develop qualitative

25 See for example, Bleicher, 1982; Blumer ,1967,1969; Cicourel, 1964; Douglas, 1970; Gadam er,1979:
Giddens, 1976; Mackie, 1985; Morgan, 1985, O'Neil, 1975;Pelz,1974; Phillips, 1973; Phillipson, 1983;
Plummer, 1985, Silverman, 1985; Shutz, 1962, 1976; Shuu & Luckmann, 1973; Walker, 1985: Watson,
1976. Feminist writers have also criticized the quantitative mode extensively, in particular in relation to its
refusal to entertain the issue of difference. See for exarnple Benslon, 1982; Greene & Kahn, 1985; Keller,
1983, 1985; McCormick, 1975; Oakley, l98l; Smith, 1975; Stanley & Wise, 1983; Vickers, 1982.
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methodology), I want to reiterate some of the frequendy encountered criticisms. These are

that: quantitative methodologies are closed rather than dynamic; the need to be able to

measure takes precedence over the narure of what is to measured; there is reliance on a

complex of beliefs and perceptions which are assumed to be universal and which do not

need further questioning; and the ultimate concern is with control and power.

These methodological constraints have meant that issues of significance in joint

custdy have not been addressed. In particular, how joint custody families make their

decisions and manage the on-going complexities of their lives has not been investigated. In

other words, how families are, and not what they should be, has hardly been addressed by

the research literature in ttre United States%.

Although some of the studies interviewed bo0r parents (e.9., Arbanel, 1979;

Ahrons, 1980) there is no development of an intertexnral approach to the accounts of each

couple, in order to explore the poins of contradiction and tension. Instead, such an

approach is treated as methodologically toxic. Interviewers do not interview members of

the same family out of a desire to avoid contamination of responses, an approach which

then places each account in isolation and ignores the mutuality and shared experience out

of which it grew. There is some recognition that experience is mediated by gender

difference, but the fuller social implications of gender as a determinant of experience are

generally not discussed.

My critique of the American joint custody literature identifies nllo fundamental

issues. Firstly, the model (on which extensive legislative change has been based) which

emerges from this literanre assumes as general the existence of a particular style of family

and parental relationship and many of the assumptions about the beneficial aspects of joint

custody are insufficiently backed up by research. Secondly, the research methodology and

orientation of the research has hindered a fuller understanding of how families in joint

custody arrangements manage their lives.

New Zealand, shared parenting and problem definition

In conrast to the sinradon in the United States, in New Tcaland there is no

extensive literaturc on shared parenting2T and I have been able to locate only three articles.

Two of them @avidson, 1984; Johnson, 1982) basically cite overseas research, list

parental qualities necessary for successful sharing and suggest that shared parenting has

26 Of an f,he researchers, Luepnitz's work is fie most notable atlempt to come to terms with these issues.

But her method is against her, since it is not clear how one achieves a full description of 'dailiness' when
'forced answer'and limited choice questions are the research tools.

27I*ibrich & Holm (1984) also comment on rhe pucity of New 7:alandmaterial on custody. In their
discussion paper on the Family Court and the identification of issues needing research, ilrcy comment on

the differerrces between United States and New Zealand law and the growth of the joint custody option in
the United Slates, and suggest that consideration may need to be given to the specific inclusion of joint
custody as it has been more recently understood within the Guardianship Acr
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some advantages and some disadvantages. The third, (Maskill, 1981) is a review of access

cases in custody proceedings, in which she is critical of the District Magistrates' decision-

making processes in the fourjoint custdy cases out of one hundred custody and access

cases reviewed2s. Bunerworths Family Law Service (1987) notes that joint custody can be

used where both parents are genuinely motivated to continue close day+o-day parenting,

thus giving maximal continuity to the parental relationship and avoiding both the visiting

parent syndrome and the overburdening of a sole custodial parent. The exact nature of
'genuine' motivation is not defined, but minimal conditions are set forth: both parents must

be individually fit as parents; both must be committed to the idea of joint custdy and able

to co-operate; and geographical proximity of parents facilitates the easy functioning ofjoint
custody. There is a further comment to the effect that shared parenting will mostly come

about as a result of parental decision-making, but that some parents, unable to co-operate,

will need professional inpu129. I was unable to find any law reports of court cases

involving shared custody and the frles of the Family Court were not available because of
i ssues of confidentiality.

Exact numbers of families engaged in shared parenting are not available, because

of statistical inadequacies within the system, because of the fact that a large number of
separations stay outside the legal system, and because it is impossible to assume that the

original custdy decision will continue unchanged for a number of years. The phrase

'shared parenting', as does its counterpart in the United States, appears to cover a wide

variety of situations, ranging from fifty/fifry sharing of responsibility to one parent having

much less time with the child 30, because of the dcsire by professionals to prcvent one

parent feeling a'loser'. For this reason, parents who are separating have been encouraged

to think about their anangement, irrespective of the arnount of time each parent is

responsible for the child, in terms of 'sharing' rather than 'custody', although this blurs

strucual and gender implications. As Smith (1985, p. 45) has noted,'far from existing

outside the family, the law and legal agencies effectively contribute to the determination of
the role of the family and the rights, obligations and capacities of family members'.

28 n tggO legislation was passed considerably amending previous family law (see Family Proceedings Act"
1980; Guardianship Amendment Act, 1980; Family Courts Act, 1980; and Social Security Amendment
Act, 1980) so that ldaskill's research was based on cases heard prior to the esnblishment of the Family
Courts in 1981.

29It is interesting to note that both the families in my study who were involved with the Family Cours
did not meet at least two of the fairly minimal criteria outlined in Butterworths, i.e., those of commitment
and co-operation. In one case both parents described that the sessions with the psychologist as unhelpful
since they were purely for assessment purposes, and tlrey believed there had been no attempt to offer any
therapeutic assistance then or later with respect to how the couple would effectively share &e parenting
when &ey had a long and hostile hisory behind rtrem.

30 As Steinman, Zemmelman & Knoblauch (19E5, p. 554) note that Because the term 'Joint custody" has
been deltned in so many different ways, there is confrrsion among parents and professionals as to what it
mea.ns'.
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In the light of the very different cultural and legal milieu of the United Srares, and

because of the paucity of research and the inadequacy of much of the American writing on

the subject, a study of shared parenting in New Tr,aland is important. There are no

previous New Zealand studies of any custodial moddl. Furthermore, simply to follow the

lead of the United States and adopt shared parenring as the most desirable form of custody

would mean adopting a concept the day-to-day consequences of which have not been

explored and the tensions in the arrangement have been overlooked in the search for

parental qualities which are more likely to ensue that it is successful.

One of the major values of reviewing the American literature was that it alerted me

to the pervasive, embedded ideology about families and family structue and the extent to

which that ideology was taken for granted and seen as universal. The second value of the

review lay in developing an awareness of what was suppressed by the theoretical and

methodological directions that the research and literature had taken, and in the recognition

of the value of a qualitative and longitudinal study whose focus would be on the process of
living out the decision made about custody. At a very simple level, the question I decided

to address was: What is it like for the adults and children living in a shared parenting

family? I believed that a study of family systems and stnrcture could no longer afford to

ignore issues of ideology, power, equality, and identity, and that a more detailed,

intertextual and processual account of the adult separated relationship which would also

incorporate these factors was significant in understanding more fully what such an

atrangement involved for the participants. As part of undersAnding process, change and

development in shared parenting an apprcciation, unavailable within the American research

to any extent, of the means by which parents had come to decide on this particular mode of
custody would be necessary.

Within the process of researching and writing two other major questions came to

the fore, both at a more abstract level than the first, and one of which was foreshadowed in

my original thesis proposal. At that time,I wrote that the area of significance that I wished

to investigate was the relationship benveen socially ransmitted stocks of knowledge

(Shutz, 1962; Shutz & Luckmann, 1973) and the individual biognphy. As the study

progressed, and the ecological implications ciune more fully to the fore, the particularity of

this concern became more appuent and receded further into the body of the thesis, but at

the same time what emerged from it was the question (embedded but not acknowledged or

addressed in quantitative research also) of the relationship between the individual and the

general. In other words, what is the impact of a generalisation, in what ways can it be

read, and in what ways does it restrict an understanding of the situation under review?

The second question, which became more insistent as the interviewing and the

creation of the transcripts of the interviews progressed, was how to read the material that I
was collecting? While agreeing with Halfpenny's (1979) statement that the knowledge

3l The Justice Dept. is currently carrying out research ino custody and ino the work of the Family Court.
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produced by qualitative research is different from that prrrduced by quantitative research, I
have come to believe that the nvo methodologies as currently constituted are essentially

two sides of the same logocentric coin. The question, then, evolves into one about the

natue of knowledge and the ways in which qualitative research can become sufficiently

liberated from its naditional phenomenological and quantiutive framework to acnrally

achieve the significantly different understanding claimed for it by its adherents. These

issues are addressed in the following chapters.

Summary

The inadequacies of the American literature on joint custody derive fr,om its

typically atheoretical approach and methodology which have seriously restricted the

breadth of the work. The major concern of most conrmentators has been to focus attention

on those qualities possessed by individual parens which will result in the arrangement

succeeding or failing. Attention to outcome tm readily assumes the desirability of the

ilrangement which in nrrn assumes a particular family strucnre and power balance. Such

assumptions remain unquestioned because of the fairly general tailure to locate the family

within the wider social context and because of the implicit model of the family as caring,

nurturant and ungendered.

The methodology used and the direction of the research enqulry has also resulted in

a suppression of process. The value of anending to process is that it allows some

appreciation of the ways in which events happened, the conduct of the decision-making,

and the historicity of the:urangement. A study of process moves attention beyond the

possession of particular qualities by individuals to focus attention also on the family

system; and it goes beyond the family system to note the way that these issues express and

reflect culent social concerns.
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THE CONTEXTS OF THE STUDY: TEXT AS 'FABRIC'

Introduction
This chapter, like the first, is also concerned with aspects of textual biography. It

sets out the theoretical orientation which informed my reading of the joint custody literature

and the texts of the transcripts of the interviews I conducted, as well as the construction of
the text of the thesis. As with all biography, there was an element of process, of movement

from an initial position and mode of understanding to another as I came to analyse the

interview material and sought a means of reading and writing which would incorporate, as

a critical part of the reading I wished to produce, the multiple voices to which the

interviews with the respondents gave access, the elements of instability and contradiction

embedded in the the texts, and the rejection of a mode of analysis that dichotomised or

schematised experience. Understanding the'text as fabric', to use Barthes' frequent and

felicitous metaphor, proposed a very different way of reading a text. It broke from the

naditional focus of a reading for meaning, in which metaphors of depth dominate. Instead

it focussed anendon on the breaks in the weave, only apparent through a close scrutiny,

and on elements of density, texture, and colour. At the same time, the phrase incorporated

the mythic reference to Penelope and the process of weaving and unravelling, of
construction and deconstnrction, of the clottr/text as surface over which interpretations

moved.

Awareness of the way in which language is used contributed significantly to the

reworking of my theoretical position, which in its turn has expanded my understanding of
the theoretical and methodological base of qualitative research, its contribution to

sociological understanding, an4 therefore to its very different constitution and relationship

to knowledge from that achieved by quantitative research.

The phenomenological and the hermeneutic

I assumed a qualitative framework from the beginning of my project. My basic lack

of sympathy with quantitative resea.rch derives from a view which I have found is shared

with an increasing number of sociologists, that the perception of the objective, 'scientific'

assumptions of much sociology are both philosophically and methodologically

unsustainable; as sociologically misleading and stultifying; and as blocking the elaboration

of experience, imagination, and ultimately, creativity with its alter ego, playfulness

(Phillips, l97l1r.
The second reason for a qualitative orientation was related to the directions I

wanted to pursue in my research which would be obstructed by a non-qualitative

approach. A detailed, intensive study would, I believed, throw more light on families'

t pftiffipr **o, pf"V, Uy n -trg ," f."r a heavy dependence on method, may enable us to confront the
world without scientific'blinkers'required for membership in the sociological community. Play may not
only give free rein to imagination, intuition, and creative urges, but may help us to see more clearly' (p.
163).
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experiences of shared parenting than would a further quantitative study, where essentially

the same concerns already addressed in the American research would be re-worked. At a

philosophical level phenomenology gave priority to the primacy of individual experience

since basic to the phenomenological position is the valorising of the individual against the

dehumanising, absfact society. Phenomenology acknowledges the existence of multiple

realities. It recognises too the signif,rcance of the act of communication, conceptualised as a

moment of bridging the gap between two consciousnesses, a reaching out to another

across shifting realities, and it recognises the fluidity of the boundaries between the

individual and the social nexus.

The concern of the phenomonologist2, and other schools of thought informed also

by phenomenology such as ethnomethodology (Cicourel, 1964; Douglas, 1976; Garfinkel,

1967; Goffman, 1974/1986) is not to pursue that which might be subsumed under the

label of the typical, but to expand appreciation and understanding ofeveryday experiences

in an everyday world. By 'bracketing' his/her approach to the world, the researcher is

assisted in disengaging from implicit assumptions or'taken-for-grantedness' held in

relation to the existence of the everyday and to the construction of reality, so permitting the

subjective natue of multiple worlds in which both the researcher and the subject are

implicated to emerge. This position explicitly undercuts much of the positivist frarnework,

as Ceertz (1983, p. 34) points out:

The srict separation of theory and data, the "brute fact" ideq the effon to create a formal vocabulary of
analysis purged ofall subjective reference, the 'ideal" language idea; and the claim to moral neutrality and
the olympian view, the "God's ruth" idea- none of these can prcsper when explanation comes to be
regarded as a matrer of connecting action to its sense rather than behavior to its determinanrs.

What a phenomenological approach offers is a mode of enquiry which goes

beyond the boundaries imposed by quantiative research. It centres on the relevance of

everyday experience and on the value of an exploration of meanings of the social actors in

order to extend awareness of meaning, and a fuller elaboration of social processes. But

within the phenomenological framework I found a series of internal contradictions. The

diverse, complex, and multiple worlds were theoretically reduced to a singie, consensual

moment of 'non-competitive' truth (Pelz, 1974, p.ZM) in which the question of by whom

and how truth value is determined was omined from consideration. Instead of the

interaction posited between individual and society, individual experience became privileged

as the source of tmth and society conceived as an alien and external force against which the

individual is pitted. The theoretically fluid and developing identity was caught and held

within a (theoretical) moment of self-actualisation and achievement of authenticiry. The

enthnomethodologists whose stated intention is to explore (and thus problematize and de-

familiarize) the mundane world, and to focus on the accomplishment of 'communication,

2 For example see Heller, l970ll9&4; Mackie, 1985; Pelz, 19?4; Shutz & Luckmann ,1973.
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decision making, reasonableness, and acdon in everyday life' (Rogers, 1983, p. 84)

develop their analyses around assumptions of rationality and the underlying structures and

rules governing behaviour. The method masks a significant ideological stnrggle:

Although a battle is being waged for the subjectivity of every individual - a battle in which real interests
are at stake, for example, gender-based social power - dominant, liberal-humanist assumptions about
subjectivity mask this struggle. Common sense and dre liberal humanist radition . . . suggest thar every
individual possesses an unchanging essence of subjectivity. Consciousness is ttrought to be a continuous
sEeam ratler tlran a fragmentary and contradicory effect of a discursive battle for the subjectivity of the
individual. The exclusiveness of the assumption of a particular form of subjectivity, which rules out its
alternatives, ogether with the individual subject's misrecognition of herself as the rue author of her
thoughls, speech, and writing, gives the articulation of subjectivity in language the temporary appearance
of fixily. This sense of fixity seems to rule out change (Weedon, 1987, p. 105).

Nor is the phenomenological account of the cornmunicative act adequate. Shutz (1976), for

example, has devised a typology of relationships in which distance and the formation of
the stercotype determine the nature of the understanding that can be achieved He suggests

that at the most intimate and idealised level, a'we-relationship'exists whereby direct

experiencing of the other is possible through sharing of a common time and space (what he

calls 'temporal and spatial immediacy' (p. 21)), a relationship rhat, as rhe abiliry to

experience together becomes more tenuous, itself becomes morc stereotypic and distanced.

The diffrculties with this explanation are nrofold. Firstly, it deals with idealisations within

the formal mode of philosophical exposition, so divorcing the reading from the everyday

world supposedly under investigation. Secondly it implies an ultimate point at which

differences are submerged and a commonality of view shared, a position in which a

monologic exchange between equal parmers is taken as typical, and it ignores the

normative power of the individual, reinforced by a social praxis and relations, to achieve a

dominant or dominating ascendency of viewpoint. By presupposing the ability to

understand as the other ltas understood, and by implying the ultimate transparency of the

other and the existence of an ultimate point of meaning and significance, phenomenology

defines the communicative act as one of consensus, where differcnce and power arc

submerged and suppressed. As Rabinow notes, within both the phenomenological and

hermeneutic traditions, the capacity to understand is rooted simultaneously within one's

own self-definition and shared cultural expectations, so that one is caught in a circle. '[T]o

agree on what makes sense necessitates consensus; what makes sense is a function of
one's readings; and these in turn are based on the kind of sense one understands (Rabinow

& Sullivan, 1979, p.7).

Although a hermeneutic approach appeared to offer a way of reading texts which

accounted for a multiplicity of interpretative possibilities, it was also unsatisfactory

because of its attention to determining the meaning of, rather than production of, the text.

Within the hermeneutic paradigm a text can sustain multiple readings, with each level of
interpretation open for re-interpretation, the basis of which is drawn from the interpreter's

cultural tradition in order that the 'truth-claim of the text can conre to the fore' (Bleicher,
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1982, p.72). Under these circumstances, the interpretations within a rext, although

remaining stable and unambiguous at the point of each reading, nonetheless have a

succession of interpretative possibilities as social and cultural understandings succeed each

other. Of this process, Fish (1979 , p.248) writes that a text 'is stable in more than one

direction, as a succession of interpretative assumptions give it a succession of stable

shapes'. Meanings are thus displaced as social and cultural perceptions change, but

'meaning' itself remains as the goal of reading. Relativity is an anribute not in the text

itself, but of the readers who approach it. There are nroments when it appears that the text

has broken its bounds and the reader is able to achieve a degree of independence from the

author, and to move, in her/his interpretive acts, beyond authorial intent so that the bounds

of the text have been broken:

But the lext's cale€r escapes the finite horizon tived by its author. What the text says now matters more
tian what the author meant to say, and every exegesis unfolds its procedures within the circumference of a
meaning that has broken is moorings to the psychology of the author. . . . Henceforth, only the
"meaning" rescues tfre meaning, without the contribution of the physical and psychological presence of the
author (Ricoeur, 1979, p. 78).

But such moments are almost immediately restrained. The relationship benreen reader and

text is viewed as consensual and is described as a'productive enterprise' (Bleicher,l982,

p.72) enabling'a widening of one's own horizon so that it can integrate the other' (p. 74).

The discovery of the tme meaning of the text remains as the reade/s task. Under this

system, the reader is constrained by the necessity of remaining within the social

framework and of accepting the structures of the text as given and as unremarkable.

Deconstruction

In the remainder of this chapter I want to account for the way deconstnrction has

informed my reading and analysis of the ranscripts of the interviews which formed the

data base for my research, and wrinen the thesis. The following paragraphs outline very

briefly the different reading of texts produced by deconstruction. These are followed by a

longer discussion of Barthes' notion of 'text', and the last section of the chapter discusses

aspects of textual production, with particular reference to suppression, power and

ideology.

Deconstruction makes its radical break with traditional philosophical assumptions

around the notion of the 'signifier' through the extension and development of Saussure's

work on the arbitrary narure of the signifier and signified. Rather than accept the signifier

as'pre-existent', Saussue noted the way meanings/institutions aggregate around particular

concepts, so that while changes in meaning over time have occurred, the original meaning

becomes irrevocable. The current usage becomes accepted as natural and enduring and the

'spaces of interpretation' (Iritch, 1983, p. 5) are covered over. The arbitrary relationship

of the signifier to the signified is rejected in favour of a ' floating' signifer. This means

that, in the absence of essential meanings, a signifier within a linguistic system can express
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meaning only through dffirence. Each signifier exists in a different relationship to other

signifiers.

What Derrida does is to take up and considerably extend the analysis of the sign.

Through a complex series of nansformations3, Denida displaces speech frrom its position

of privilege as indicative of presence, reason, truth and authenticity (Nonis,1982) by

repositioning witing as more than just literacy in the Western sense of the word, and as

encompassing all non-phonetic experience, and as that which then precedes speecha.

Under this system, writing becomes Ccriture, a concept which Iritch defines as that which

'signifies any practice of differentiation, articulation, and spacing'and which'designates

the primary processes that produce language', and which is intended to'force a break with

normality' (Leitch,1983, pp. 26 - 27).

Derrida also extends the meaningof diff4rence to that of diffCrance, in which the

theory of meaning in logocentric writing is further challenged. There are three different

significations caught here: '(1) "to differ" - to be unlike or dissimilar in nature, quality, or
form; (2) "differe" (Latin) - to scatter, disperse; and (3) "to defer" - to delay, postpone' (p.

4l). These simultaneous significations permit the emergence of the notion of meaning as

supplemenlary, as endlessly created and endlessly deferred. Between signifiers there is

free play. Associations are infinite. Meaning is forever partial. A single interpretation

cannot encompass all possible meanings since its own existence has the potential to

generate additional meanings not apparent to th€ hrst interpreter. The hermeneutical and

phenomenological association of meaning with depth, so that reading is discovering the

hidden meaning is rejected for a concept that of meaning spreads out over a surface, no

one meaning being privileged over any other.

My understanding of deconstmction has been significantly influenced by Barthes'

definition of 'text'. In his essay, FromWork to Text (197111986), Barthes opposes

'work', whose constrained author/reader relationship he wishes to challenge radically,

wilh'text', where he wishes to review the

principal propositions at whose intersection the Text is located . . . ; the word proposirlon must be
understood more grammatically than logically: these arc speech-acts, not arguments, "hints," approaches
which agree to remain metaphorical. Here are these propositions: they concern method, genres! the sign,
the plural, filiation. reading, pleasure (p. 57).

Funher distinctions follow:

3 For a detailed account of these processes and Denida's building upon and differentiation from forerunnen
such as Saussure, and Freud, see Lrilch, 1983.

4 See Benten-ak, Muecke, & Roe n Reding the country (1984), for adeconstructive reading of the
Roebuck Plains in Weslern Ausrralia The authors have produced three intenelated readings of the Plains,
one Aboriginal, one Western-historical and the orher artistic (the artist himsetf drawing upon both North
African nomadic hadition, and Western culnue) which draw attention tio the way in which different
interpretive and cultural experierrces govern pattems of perception.
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lTlheworkisafragmentofsubstance....TheTextisamethodologicalflreld...;theworkisheldinthe
hand, the text is held in language: it exists only when caught up in a discourse . . .: The Text is
expericnced only in an activity, in a productioz. It follows that the Text cannot stop (for exarnple, at a
library shelQ; its constitutive moment is traversal (notably, it can traverse the work, several works) (pp. 57
- 58).

The Text is subversive, breaking and challenging previous forms of
categorisations; it is always at the limit. [n contrast to the work, which'closes upon a

signified' (p. 58), where a final meaning or interpretation has been sought, the Text does

not seek closure. The signif,rer is not "the first part of the meaning" (p. 59), and the

signifier itself has an'inftnitude'which refers to a notion of play, so that the

field of the Text is not, achieved by some organic process of maturalion, or a hermeneutic process of
"delving deeper," but rather by a serial movement of dislocations, overlappings, variations; the logic
governing the Text is not comprehensive (trying to define what the work "means"), but metonymic: the
activity of associations, contingencies, cross references coincides with a liberation of symbolic energy (p.

se),

so that the Text is'restored to language', 'structured but decentred'.

Openness implies plurality, which extends beyond the possession of several

meanings to an'irueducible pLurality', where meaning is'traversal' (p. 59), and

disseminatory, depending not on ambiguity of content but on 'the stereographic plurality

of the signifiers that weave it (etymologically, the text is a fabnic)' (p. 60). The Text is

extended beyond the immediately attributable sources by plural and anonymous sources,

'quotations, references, echoes: cultural languages . . . which traverse it through and

through in a vast stereophony'. Its existence as an intertext, and the profoundly different

ways of reading which its plural texnre demands, constitute a challenge to the

monologism manifested in many institutions and work. Barthes extends the radical nature

of his challenge by his comments on frliation. Works are essentially possessed by their

authors, and their intentions as to the meaning of the work are to be respected. In contrast

The Text . . . is read without the Father's inscription. The metaphor of the Text is here again detached from
the metaphor of the work the latter refers to the image of m organism which grows by vital expansion,
and "development" . . .; the metaphor of the Text is that of the network; if the Text expands, it is by the
effectofacombinativeoperationofasystematics...;novital"respect"isthereforeduetotheTexu...;
the Text can be read without its father's guarantee; the restoration of the intertext paradoxically abolishes
inheritance. ItisnotthatttreAuthorcannot"retumnintheText...buthedoesso...itsaguest..;his
inscription is no longer privileged . . . but ludic ( p. 6l).

In the above passage, Barthes has introduced the word'ludic', a word which

insists further on a reorientation of traditional conceptualisation of the author/reader

relationship, and which implies a view of the text as free floating, as unbound. Instead of

seeing the text, as one does the work, in relation to'consumption' (a word purposefully

implying eating, digesting and passing through), the purpose of a text'decants the work .

. . and recuperates it as play, task, production, practice'. Insisting on the importance of

regarding writing and reading as 'one and the same signifying practice', instead of

separated by distance, Barthes suggests that the ludic qualities of a text results in the reader
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playing the text through a dual creative process which he likens to the period where'active

amateurs' both played and listened to music, in what was a'virtually undifferentiated

activity'. The text, then, encourages the reader, transformed now into author, to take it

further, to respond, to allow his/her creative and imaginative capacities full rein to extend

the associations brought to bear by the readet's own intertexts, to 'makc it go', to discover

the pleasure in the text thrcugh an unleashing of her/his own creative processes (pp. 62 -

63).

The concept of intertextuality is critical to a deconstnrctive rcading, because it

implies a major and strategic reorientation of the author/reader relationship and views the

way in which a text develops very differently from a traditional standpoint. In a different

article, Barthes writes:

We know now that a text consists not of a line of words, releasing a single "theological" meaning (the
"message" of the Author-Cod), but a multidimensional space in which are manied and contested several
writings, none of which is original: the text is a fabric of quotations, resulting from a thorsand sources of
culture @arthes, 1968/1986, pp. 52 - 53).

In another of his rich, packed sentences Barthes weaves the concepts of filiation and of

traditional boundaries by which the notion of meaning as essence has been maintained in

contrast to the manner in which he believes a text is created and from which it derives its

energy. A text goes beyond what can be acknowledged bibtographically since its sources

are so heterogeneous, disparate and contradictorys. Intertexuality demands consideration

of the interrelatedness of texts, assuming that no text is complete in itself but refers always

beyond itself to others. Each text has a "genealogy" (I-eitch 1986, p. 59), a word which

emphasises the lack of autonomy and incompleteness inherent in each text. Texts are

recursive. They incorporate past individual history and cultural traditions, both equally

unstable and recursive. The result, as Irirch (p. 59) graphically puts it, is that

the text resembles a Cultural Salvation Army Outlet with unaccountable collections of incompatible ideas,
beliefs, and sources. The "genealogy" of the text is necessarily an incomplete network of conscious and
unconscious borrowed fragments. Manifested, tradition is a mess. Every text is an intertext.

To read intertextually implies that all texts are incomplete, always refening beyond

themselves, and giving no one voice grpater privilege than another in constructing the

meaning of an event. For example, an intertextual analysis of respondents' texts enables a

comparison of the way that each text seeks to set itself as centre, and to establish its

definitions of events and their meanings as accurate, and of the way that this action

involves suppression of additional or alternative events and interpretations to which the

reader has access through the related texts. The usual sociological practice whereby each

5 How, for example, would I cite adequately a tramping trip ttrough the South-West Tasmanian wilderness
which enlers this text; or the many other momens of experience which, with different degrees of
consciousness, have informed my writing?
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respondent's account is read independently of others to which it is intimately related

obscures these relationships, and too often results in the researcher regarding the act of
suppression of information as deliberate omission or as an attempt to achieve a personally

favourable account by the respondent, rather than the result of different ideological and

gendered relationships. Such closed readings divert attention from the exploration of
textual prcduction.

The consideration of intertextuality highlights further points of instability in the

production of knowledge and the inadequacy, therefore of ascribing a truth value to a

panicular account. Fintly, an account of a social event does not exist in isolation, but is

structured, implicitly if not explicitly, by other competing accounts, whose entry into the

text may be unnoticed by the researcher or even the speaker. The validity of an account

given by a particular person is not in question. What is brought into consciousness by an

intertextual reading is that the otheF is always present, and forms an unspoken sub-text

against which the speaker elaborates her/his account. Thus the speaker's conscious or

unconscious knowledge that another would have placed different emphases or stressed

different values or produced a competing account leads to this, rather than that, emphasis.

In this sense, the text is produced interactively rather than having a single origin in the

respondent/author.

Secondly, perceptions of events are not stable. They are subtly or not so subtly

altered by the passage of time, by psychologrcal changes undergone by the perceiver, and

by changes in the interaction benreen perceiver and the other. Such changes lead to a

continual, but often umemarked, modification of perceptions and alter the way the event

would be spoken of over a period of time. Thirdly, the actual reporting of the event

provides a further opportunity for re-working and sometimes changing a previous

interpretation or position as a consequence of discussion, and a refocussing of thought in

relation to the questions that have been askedT. Fourthly, the account is

stnrcnued/produced by ideology, so that a speake/s changing ideological perspective will
redefine boundaries and emphases, so altering the shape of the event under discussion.

This process of enquiry into the intertexnral instability of a text is carried further into the

interstices of a particular text through an awareness of textualiry, a reference not only to the

density, texture, colour, energy, and vigour of a text, but also to its mercurial nanrre.

Textuality refers to the way that the dominant reading intended by the author/speaker is

6 I am using 'other' in a very wide sense, lo accommodate a spectrum fiom significant other to 'other'as
culture.

7 nriggs (1986, p. 14) comments on methodological problems in oral history which I think also bear on
sociolqgical research. 'The goal of oral history is to elicit information about past events. Researchers have
noted the selectivity of memory. Yet a lack of awareness is apparent with respect to the fact that oral
history interviews produce a dialognc between past and prcsenL lnterviewees interpret the meaning of both
the past and the present, including the interview itself. Each query presents them with the task of searching
through their memories to see which recollections bear on the question and then fitting this information
into a form that will be seen answering the question. Oral hisory interviews are thus related to the present
as systematically as to the past'.
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undercut, deconstructed by the existence of internal contradictions and marginalisations of
which the author is unawale, whose presence intemrpts and challenges the flow of thought

and suggests, often subversively, an alternative reading. As Gasch€ (1986, pp.l35 - 136)

notes, deconstnrction draws attention to the emergence of the inner differences of the text,

rather than suppressing them, because of the way that'concepts and discursive totalities

are already cracked and fissured by necessary contradictions and heterogeneities'8. The

effect, then, of a deconstructive reading is to read each text from the perspective of its own

margins, so denying its claim to centrality as that version which tells the whole tnrth.

In the light of Barthes' work on texts and faced with reading the transcripts of rhe

interviews I had conducted, I realised that, while phenomenology and hermeneutics had

offered a way into qualitative research, the answers they proposed to the problems I was

encountering in reading the texts created by my research werc conservative (tritch, 1986;

Norris, 1982, 1985) and did not describe the textual phenomena I was experiencing. In

contrast to the closure of the phenomenologrcal and hermeneutic philosophical standpoints

- out of the multiplicity of experience, the meaning, truth and cssence of an event would be

distilled - what I heard (literally and figuratively) were voices demanding a rcading which

rcsisted hierarchical ordering and privileging. To have merely allocated a 'meaning' to a

particular text, would have resulted in ignoring the way that the accounts had been socially

'produced', although the mode of production was largely unnoticed by the respondents

and was given expression as self-evident and unquestionable. Barthes' description of the

inadequacy of such an approach to interpretation, that it is no longer possible to think of
the researcher's text merely as a "decoding" of the event to render it intelligible, reiterates

aspects of his argument outlined above. Reiteration, however, is pertinent, because the

significance of the issue, and because what he describes underlines how this theory of
textuality is significant for conceptualising the respondents' and researche/s texts.

The critical aspect of the old event is interpretaion, i.e., the operation by which one assigns a set of
confused or even conhadictory appeamnces a uniury strucnre, a deep meaning, a "veritable" explanation.
Hence, interpretation must gfadually give way to a new discourse, whose gml is not the revelation of a
unique and "Eue" structure, but the establishment of an interplay of multiple structures: . . . it is the
relations which organize these concomitant structures . . . which must constitute the obiect of the new
theory @arthes, 1968/1986, p. 154).

Social science has been oriented in the past to the unilinear definition of experience,

where events under investigation are placed in a hierarchical relationship to one another

unreflectively. It is unreflective because the mode of analysis does not include

consideration of the moral and ideological derivation of that particular ordering; and

because it is unable to hold contradictions as simultaneously valid but instead subordinates

one dimension of component to the other. It is this stance which Derrida has called

Goti. tf* **t ,f* 
"uf"" 

of d""*rnu.tion in its caprcity o identify 'symptoms of 'blindness' which
mark [a text's] concepural limits' (Norris, 1982, p. 23) and which, if left uninvestigated, shut off potential
lines of analysis.
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'logocentric', a universe whose focus on reason, on the 'Word of God' (Iritch, 1983, p.

25) and on a unified and final tnrth as the penultimate authoritative stance (the goal of
science)is challenged by this kind of thinking. The imptications of a different mode of
interpretation are most empharically spelled out by Barthes (1968/1986, p. 54):

by refusing to assign to the text (and to the world-as-text) a "secret", ie., an ultimate meaning, liberates an
activity we may call countertheological, properly revoludonary, for to refuse to call a halt to meaning is
finally to refuse God, his hypostases, reason, science, the law.

My argument in relation to the crurent practice of qualitative research is that,

notwithstanding its attempts to indicate the existence of a more complex world than that

which has been permitted to emerge from quantitative research, qualitative research has

willy nilly partaken of the same experiential ordering as the former, has participated in the

same attempt to find the "brute fact", 'logocentric universe' and'truth'. The potential of
deconstnrction within qualitative research is that it allows the focus of anendon to become

less the allocating of truth value to statements, and more an investigation of the way in

which those statements, and their implicit worlds have been constnrcted and are sustained.

Textual production

Binary tlnught

Binary thought, the process by which reference to one subject places the other in

subjection and subordination, is deeply embedded in Western culture. The extent to which

interrelated experience is suMivided from itself has been opened to question by feminism

in particulaf and is part of the deconstructive concern with suppression and the structuring

of categories and modes of reading which restrict, rather than liberate, the text. In Cixous'

work, quoted in Moi (1985) and Mcl-eod (1987), the identifrcation of such processes

becomes a highly political one in respect of Cixous' identification of ttre positive/negative -

male/female paradigm finally with death,'And the movement by which each opposition is

set up to produce meaning is the movement by which the couple is destroyed. A universal

battlefield. Each time a war breaks out. Death is always at work (Cixous quoted in

Mclrod , p. 68). Since victory is equated with activity and defeat with passivity, the victor

is the male and the female is obliteratedl0.

The binary pairs that Cixous (quoted in Moi, p. 104) writes of are:

9 the ideotogical subordina[ion of women to men is fundamental to social critique, and much feminist
scholarship has engaged in explorations of the implications of such dichotomising. The aim of feminist
scholarship has been on the one hand to challenge what Greene & Kahn (1985, p. 12) have called the
'single riumphant consciousness', while at the same time drawing attention to the way that such divisions,
when acknowledged, render the feminine side of the oppositior as'negative and powerless'(Moi, 1985, p.
104).

l0 One of the problems, as Cixous (Moi, p. l0S) has sressed is that the terms 'male/ female',
'masculine/feminine' 'l.hemselves imprison us within a binary logic, within, as Conley has said, the
'classical vision of sexual opposition between men and women'.
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Activity/Passivity

SunMoon

CultureNature

FatherMother

Head/Emotions

Intelligible/Sensitive

The persistently recurring oppositional couples that I have identified within the literature on

joint custody, are:

best interest of child/systems theory

qualitative time with chilUquantitative time

legal custody/physical custdy
gain or benefitloss or disadvantage

These are seemingly unrelated to Cixous, but a closer investigation reveals some

interconnections:

best interest (intelligible)/ systems theory (sensitive)

qualitative (culture)/quantitative(nanrre)

legal custody (father)/physical custody (mother) I 1

gatn or loss (head)/ loss & gain (emotions)

Altltough some of the parallels may be a bit forced what I am anempting to illustrate is the

rigrdity of the divisions as they are constinrrcd within the literature on joint custody. The

way in which, within the literature, the constituting members are cast as polar opposites

rather than as interdependent and informing each other reflects the widespread acceptance

of such polarisations within the wider social milieu. The literature tends to emphasise the

legal principle of the best interest of the child and the significance of qualitative time. The

advantages and disadvantages of the scheme are treated as independent from each other so

that the reader is presented with something akin to a balance sheet where the various

problems and benefits may be viewd but the way that they inform and affect each other

ignored. What needs to be more fully recognised are the plural, generalised, and therefore

potentially confusing procedures for determining the best interests of the child.These

would be informed not merely by a legal principle, but by the actuality of a particular

family's situation; and by a recognition that, experientially, the above divisions are

questionable. To think of qualitative time distinct from quantitative time, of a gain or

benefit apart from a loss or a disadvantage, ignores their intricate interdependence. The

l1 For this pairing and the one preceding ir, see Ortner's (1973) distinction between nature/culture and
malefemale where male participation in the activity becomes invested with a significance denied the
female.
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actual complexity of families should frustrate easy categorisations. A textual and

intertextual reading of texts created with the respondents shows that exclusive attention to

one side of a binary opposition is reductive. A mode of analysis appropriate to the

circumstances of family life must recognise the interrelatedness of all elements in the field

and demands of the analysis a fluidity of approach, and a constant realignment of
perspective, in which both sides of the equation are simultaneously held in view.

Tle relatiorship of tlw general and tlu particular

Whereas binary thought addresses the suppression and polarisation of experience

across continua, and thus questions the validity of categorisations which perpetuate such

interpretive modes and writings which result from them, enquiry has also been focussed

on other modes of textual production in which suppression has played a role.

Social sciences are constituted by an investigation of the particular in order to draw

a general conclusion, and the concern with categorisation, especially in quantitative

research, has cenEed on the population size of the study and whether the categories used

can safely be extrapolated to the larger population. Although qualitative research has

emphasised the necessity of delineating the individual nuance, it has tended to revert to a

normative (and therefore frequently a statistical) statement about the frequency with which

certain behaviours occur, an averaging out of behaviour which suppresses significant

differences.

The critical issues which I believe must be addressed are not merely o do with the

generality of a particular form of categorisation. They are instead to do wittr what has been

omitted in order to achieve that generality, and the stance taken in regard to category

formation. It is necessary to enquire tnto the prodrction of the categories themselvesl2.

Two ways of conducting such an enquiry presented themselves. The first, exemplified by

Brcnfenbrenner (1979), draws attention to the problem of categorisations which are too

narrowly conceived. The second, about which Barnett & Silverman On9) write,

concerns the reading of the meta-level where category formation is stnrctured by ideology

whose presence and function is generally ignored.

The value of Bronfenbrenner's contribution is that he has sought to rclate the micro

and macro through a detailed framework which would permit the connections between the

individual person or family and the wider social institutions to be studied. The ecological

penpective he has proposed would, he thought, take account of the way that social

institutions act upon and react reciprocally with the individual. He has posited the existence

of wo levels of interrelated settings: the microsystem, which he further divided into

mesosystems, (those in which a developing person participates) and exosystems (those

12 Foucault's, (1973/1975) I, Pierre Riviere.. . . is in marked contrast !o much sociological writing.
The book, which brings together a variety of divergent, historical and conflicting voices, each with their
reading of the murder marked by a panicular ideological stiance, does not seek to pnvilege any one reading,
but in fact seeks o retain the plurality of voices and tensions arising from the existence of that plurality.
See also Boon (1982, p.2A, who asserts that ethnographic writing should consist of 'an exaggeration of
differences' rather than 'composing the mutual exaggerations into cozy universals'.
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settings into which the person does not enter, but whose relationship to rhe rest of the

social order affects the way that person develops); and the macrosysrem, which he has

described as the generalised patterns of ideology and social institutions within a particular

culnre. Visualizing society in these tenns has had the added advantage of challenging what

he called'the deficit formula' (p. 290) which shows how investigative and professional

effort concentrated on the micro level, too easily deeming it pathological, while at the same

time ignoring wider systemic shortcomings.

Although the integrative mode of enquiry which he has envisaged is sociologically

important, because the analysis must remain grounded in the particular, and also reach out

to €ncompass wider social thematic concerns, there is a conceptual problem in his work. It
is to do with the nature of his model. Although he has stated that the model is interactive,

the extent to which the levels of abstraction ttrat he has posited as one moves further away

from the microsystem imply not only to the geater abstraction, but also carry the

immediate within them, is not clear. For example, he did not seem to imply that through

the study an individual family one is simuluneously to be made aware of the

macrosystems which surround that family, and against and with which it interacts.

BronfenbrenneCs analysis implies, therefore, a greater degree of distance benveen

microsystem and macrosystem. If thought of as a series of concentic circles they would

circle around each other rather than penetrarc each other's space, exerting an influence on

but not as intimately informed by each other.

While Bronfenbrenner's work is important in that he has emphasised the value in

social research of a holistic approach, an approach to categorisation implicit in his work

but not utilised by him, can be identified by reference to textual production. Belsey (quoted

in Creene & Kahn, 1980, p. 22) describes the analysis of production as a means of
opening to view the reproductive social processes, so questioning what is taken for

granted. [n this manner deconstruction becomes a means for creative investigation:

[Deconstructive criticism] seeks out the process of p,roduction of the texn tre organisation of the discourses
which constitute it and the strategies by which it smooths over the incoherences and contradictions of the
ideology inscribed in ir

In their essay on ideology and everyday life, Barnett & Silverman Qng) note the

'fundamentally different approaches to categorization' (p. 3) current among

anthropologists whose nature needs to be understmd to reflect modes of production within

the anthropologists' own culture. Because of the dificuldes in forming categories which do

not merely indicate the extent to which the anthropologist is bound by her/his own culture

Barnett & Silverman describe the theoretical problems inherent in making a generalised

statement as constituting one of the impasses of social sciencel3. Their initial approach

13 See also Bleicher (1982) and Heller (l g7}flg%)who describe the issue as a dilemma of interpretive
sociology.
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evolves around a discussion of how anthropologists too frequently have simply transferred

terminology from a social practice or structure in one sociery to another, thus disguising

what may be very different modes of production inherent in the two structures. They state,

'The object of research is not to fill in a number of blanks under the category label, but to

transcend the categories to uncover the unities which exist internally in a particular culture'

(p. 7).

While plastering over differences may solve a formal conceptual problem, it does

not address the way that those who have constituted those categorisations might

themselves understand their relationship to the larger whole; and Barnen & Silverman note

that what is of cnrcial significance is that stnrctural definitions must deal more with the

subjective element, thus injecting diversity into the overall definitional problem, which

must, however, be investigated funher.

In order to deal critically with our categories of analysis, we must have an analysis of them: an analysis
which, if it does not relate them to a world larger than those categorie.s, can be accused of merely
participating in the social reproducrion ofthis social form (p. l3).

What needs explication in any explanatory system is the ideology that informs the

categorisation, its function, and the way it affects social relations. It is not enough, they

write, merely to describe the need to categorise as, 'a general human tendency, which

impels people to constnrct categories and to draw distinctions. That sort of universalism

acts to deflect attention away from the meta-level' (p. 20). Categorisations, in other words,

are social creations, not pre-existing entities.

For Marx, criticism and praxis began precisely by questioning those units which are thought to be actually
in the world, which are not thought of as creations of ideology, by showing that the placing of tlrese units
outside ideology is itself an ideological smrcgy. The social formation is repoduced through resricdng and
bounding the range of thinkable possibilities, creating a sense of inevitability, and by uniquely sinrating
the present as the seuing of apparent choice {pry.21-22).

Thompson makes much the same point. Only by challenging the ways in which ideology

remains disguised and taken for granted it is then possible to question the function of the

ideological.

For ideology operates, not so much as a coherent syslem of statements imposed on a population from
above, but rather thmugh a complex series of mechanisms whereby the meaning is mobilised in the
discursive practices of everyday life for the maintenance of relations of domination. It is of the utrnost
importance, therefore, to search for ways in which the theory of ideology can be linked to methods for the
analysis of discursive forms in which ideology is expressed flhompson, quoted in Threadgold, 1986, p.
l5).

The pervasiveness of ideology within the ways in which the social world is constnrcted

often goes unrecognised because of the extent to which categorisations are accepted
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uncritically as natural or self-evident, a process assisted by language usel4. Because the

speaker or author frequently assumes the social acceptability of his/her position there has

been little attention paid to the way that mainstream thought is as highly ideological as

thought which is marginal. Insofar as discourse represents an attempt to achieve a

rccognition of a point of view, in which an ideological viewpoint is present, then both

ideology and discourse are intimately connected with relations of dominance. Weedon,

(1987, p. 35) suggests that discourse is to be understood as'the attempt to understand the

relationship between language, social instirutions, subjectivity and power', a statement

which refers to Foucault's (1976) conceprualisarion of power relations.

Foucault rejects an interpretation of power as a stable entity, derived from the

simple consideration of power as the 'over-all unity of domination' (p. 92). The

interpretation that he offers instead is complex and worth quoting from at some length:

power must be understood in the lrst instance as the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere
in which they operate and which constitute their own organization; as the process which, through ceaseless
struggles and confrontations, transforms, strengthens, or reverses them; as the support which these force
relations f,tnd in one another, thus forming a chain or systom, or on the contrary, the disjunctions and
contradictions which isolate them from one another; and lastly, as the srategies in which they take effect,
whose general design or institutional crystallization is embodied in the statc apparatus . . . . Powet's
conditionofpossibility...mustnotbesoughtintheprimaryexistenceofacentralpoint...;itisthe
moving substrate of force relations which, by virtue of ttreir inequality, constantly engender states of power
. . . : power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain strength we are endowed with;
it is the name one atributes to a complex suategical situation in a particular society (Foucault, 1976, pp.
e2 - 93).

Discourse is not subsenrient to power, but power instead calls upon discourse to uphold

certain strategies. Foucault (pp. lffi - 101) writes of discourse that it is

a series of discontinuous segments whose tactical function is neither uniform nor stable. . . . discourse can
be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a hindrance . . . a point of resistance and a staning
point for an opposing strategy. Discourse ransmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also
undermines it and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart it.

In the permanently shifting world described by Foucault, ideology, power and

discourse are in a continual state of flux in relation to each other, where each constitutes

and is deconstituted by the other. Thus an ideological statement derives some of its

authority from discourse, yet discourse, used by a different ideology, can destabilise the

former ideological discourse and expose the power relations inherent in it. The work of the

social sciences must move beyond a descriprivs account of what social forms are to an

analysis both of the manner in which ideology maintains and perpetuates social forms and

the potential for change.

ra Weedon (1987, pp. 30 - 3l) writes that according to Althussser, 'ideology functions for the individual . .

. .by interpellating her as a subject'so that whereas'subjectivity appears obvious o an individual, it is
the effect of ideology', and that the 'subject €tssumes that she 's ttrc autlnr of the ideology which constructs
her subjectivity'. Similarly, Threadgold (1986, p. 16) argues tlrat, ldeology is always otlrcr,the voice of
the other, not my voice'.
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ln order to exemplify the above statements I shall draw on Ahrons'discussion of
systems theory and her concept of 'bi-nuclearity' as an example of highly ideological

writing where a particular view of social relations, in which gender issues are ignored, is

advanced as desirable and normal. I have chosen her work because Ahrons has been

working intensively in the field of divorce and family relations, and has also focussed

specifically on the nature of the post-divorce family, and on joint custody. Her work is

frequently cited by others working in the same area.

Ahrons has been using the two concepts of systems and binuclearity as

interdependent and pivotal to her work since 1979, and her most recent and co-authored

book (Ahrons & Rodgers, 1987) contains the most elaborate account to date of her

theoretical orientation. [n one sense the authors can be seen to have risen to

Bronfenbnenner's challenge, that one attempts to understand what is under investigation by

attempting to change it. The concept of 'bi-nuclear' families is fundamentally an attempt to

create a new normative structure for the divorced, to fill a major gap in literature focussing

on the development of family structures other than nuclear, and to encourage research into

divorce grounded on a family systems orientation (Ahrons & Rodgers,1987, p. viii). But

from a different angle, their account is problematic.

The problem does not lie with the account of the theory itself which relies heavily

on the work done by Kantor & Lehr (1975), in which the view of family relations as a

series of complex interactions is advanced. Survival characteristics - those of
purposiveness, members' awareness, collaboration, shared responsibility for outcome,

and allowance for contingency - ar€ noted (although what is striking about these

characteristics is the element of rationality and constnrctiveness implied), and types of
strategy - maintenance, stress and repair - discussed. The problem begins to emerge when

this model of an open, and changing system is mapped onto a model of family

development, a move strategic in itself which is pan of Ahrons' & Rodger's stress on the

normative phases of divorce. The reference here is to Combrink-Graham (1985) and to his

elegant conceptualisation of family development as a spiral, where centripedal and

centrifugal events create periods of closeness and of distance. The model takes into

account recursive movements and the linking of intergenerational relationships and

stresses. The overall effect is one of continuity and development. However, although

Combrink-Graham writes of the cenrifugal events as significant in allowing for individual

growth, his model is primarily a biological and sociological one. He does not, and nor do

Ahrons & Rodgers, consider the point where psychologically a family loses its sense of
coherence and cohesion, or where there are discontinuities related to re-focussing of
energy and a directing of gaze byond the previous relationships. While the authors have

attempted to circumvent the problems inherent in the previous model of divorce, which

centred on the discontinuous, they offer instead a new model cenuing only on continuity,

in which discontinuity is suppressed.
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I can best illusrate the complexity, tensions, and breaks in continuity of experience

which need to be accounted for by models of family systems with reference to changes in

the family system of one of the families in my srudy. To illustrate how he had seen his

relationship to family members - his wife, Ann4 and two children, Rachel and Joanna

during the marriage - Martin drew the diagram below, which conforms to Western

idealistic notions of family suucrure, and which Minuchen (1974) advances as

normativels. Such a diagram implies that both parents arc equal in relation to each other,

have taken an equal role in the parenting of the children, and possess an equal degree of
knowledge about the children. The model suppresses differences in power and in

knowledge, social status, and gendered experience.

Rachel Joanna

Although in Ahrons' & Rodger's tenns (1987, p. 115) the parents function as

'perfect pals' and would fall within their aegis as a well-functioning bi-nuclear family, the

diagram of Martin's post-separation relationship to his family draws anention to

differences in his physical and psychological presence.

Anna

Mar'AAnna

c
tin

MarlinCC

-

Notwithstanding the continuity of contact and high personal regard in which he is still held

by Anna, Martin's sense of his psychological and his sociological presence in the family

has changed dramatically. Although the separation is in one sense plastered over by the

stnrcture in which he is willingly accorded paternal rights and influence, what is

highlighted in his diagram is not continuity but discontinuity, in which his power as a

parent is significantly decreased. Developmentally, psychologi.ily, and systemically, the

family has changed dramatically, as has Martin's place in it. But such discontinuites are

denied in the bi-nuclear family model, where each parent is placed in exactly the same

relationship to each other, the children, and society as they were in the intact family model.

15 Interestingly, Minuchen deconstrucfs his own model in his therapeutic practice by aligning himself with
the man, who is seen as rightfully having the power in the family and, is head of the household.
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In family therapy one of the therapeutic highlights of understanding families systemically
is the notion that change reverberates through the system. To change one part is to
inevitably produce change in another. Yet although Ahrons & Rodgen state that they are

viewing the family systemically, the model that they have developed is static and portrays a

'reality' of family relations whose ideological basis must be placed under question.

Such a model is not naive. It represents a cons€rvative political statement which

seeks to deny change while at the same time reluctantly acknowledgrng its occurrence and

seeking to restrain it. It represents a highly panicularistic view of families, in which

differences within what is taken as the same overall structure are ignored, so that Elkin
(1984, p. l2), for example, can write of families as being'forever'. One way of
understanding such a phrase is to see it as commonsensical, where the term'family' can be

understood to mean a reproductive unit for the purposes of child-rearing, except that the

Western notion of family is centred on male dominance, heterosexuality, and panicular

emotional links betrveen members. What seems obvious rapidly becomes

anthropologically complex and ideological. The ability of the emergent bi-nuclear family to

address and resolve some of the well-documented dysfunctional aspects of the nuclear

family is not discussed.

The permeability of the model and the extent to which Ahrons has modified it over

the years in conjunction with her research findings also needs to be considered. In her first

article (1979), Ahrons wrote of the concept of bi-nuclearity as penaining to the

maintenance of a relationship with the ex-spouse. Such a relationship would centre, she

believed, around child-related issues (although she does not take differential power issues

into accoun| and would be likely to be achieved by only the most motivated families. But

over time that initial model, seen as suitable for a limited number of families (but which

was clearly 'better' than other types, because of the nature of the parental relationship

implied in it) was elevated to a model of the way that all separating families should

function. At this point things begin to get murky. Ahrons', and Ahrons' and Rodgers' use

of the phrase 'bi-nucleat' seems to oscillate benveen an exEemely general usage - all

children have two parcnts irrespective of whether they are living together - and the

desirability for all parents to maintain a close interdependence (the process of the

continuing parent-child relationship, however, also requires that former spouses continue

to be interdependent' (Ahrons & Rodgers, L987, p. 43)).

Moreover, the model is adhered to despite evidence that separating families are not

as enthusiastic about it as the therapists or the policy maken. Ahrons & Perlmutter (1982)

note that separating families find the concept a difficult one to accept, and there appears to

be a strong desire to exclude the former spouse. But this does not prevent them from

writing that caring and friendliness between ex-spouses appear to be normative. The

grounds for such a statement are that over frfty percent of joint custdy parents (a sample

of ninety-eight families) and thirty percent of mother custdy families still wished to relate

to each other, which can also be read as meaning that about forty percent of joint custdy
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families, and about seventy percent of mother custody families did not so desire. And

because Ahrons & Perlmuner have chosen to portray this desire as normative,

understanding why so many custodial parents did not desire to retain contact is,

presumably, deemed irelevant.

Furthermore, Ahrons & Wallisch (1986) note that by three years after separation

there is a significant decrease in interaction benreen separated parents, and that there is a

greater perception of significant and irreconcilable differences benveen couples, either in

tenns of personality or in relation to child-rearing practices. This information, however, is

not used to query the model's validity. It is, ironically, sustained because piuents, asked to

describe their notion of the ideal post-separation relationship, described a relationship

which permitted open cornmunication, co-operation and flexibility, respect for the child s

needs, and for the separation of child-rearing issues fiom marital ones. [n nanslating these

statements, their ideality is lost sight of and they ale read as straight statements supportive

of a particular ideology of family life which will both counteract public concem about the

fate of the nuclear family and validate social policies that have insufEciently taken account

of gender issues.

Summary

This chapter has defined the approach I have adopted in relation to both reading

and analysing the material that has informed my study, and to my own mode of writing.

Critical to this position is a theory of ttre text which defines it as plural, open, constiruted

within an intertextual field but also intemally textured, and which understands that the

purpose of writing is not to establish a truth (a goal taken to be theoretically and

methodologically impossible to anain) but to analyse the modes of production and the

disctusive practices inscribed in the text. This orientation rejects as sociologically

significant solely the determination of social and cultural norms and generalisations, and

seeks instead to identify the processes informing textual production.
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METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Although this chapter is an account of methodology it is impossible to make a clear

cut distinction between the methodological and the theoretical (Silverman, 1983). The

nature of the information that is gathered and achieved is a function of methodology and

theory (Jones, 1983; Kantor & Lehr, 1975) so that exrapolation out from the data is

inseparable from the researcher's mode of being in the world. Furthermore, the research

act is a process, involving continual re-assessments of data and a critiquing of the

adequacy of theoretical and methodological assumptions. This stance highlights the need to

develop methodologies which take process and change fully into account not only as these

elements bear on the subject under investigation but also as they form part of the context of
active research.

The implications of this position go beyond the particular question of how I
collected and analysed my material to touch upon basic assumptions about the nature of
research and status of texts. The typical description of qualitarive methdology as

exploratory and quantitative methodology as definitive perperuarcs one set of assumptions

where qualitative analysis is accorded inferior status. because the evidence it produces is

regarded as tentative. This stance ignores the potential of a deconstructive analysis to open

up a variety of readings of a text, in which a number of voiccs besides that of the author

are perceived to range through the text, and where a concern with numerical accuracy is

replaced by a concentration on process and on textual production.

Admitting process as part of the research act challenges absolute definitions of
experience and carries implications for the way in which data is interpreted and reported. A
researcher can only discuss and interpret what was occurring at the time that the research

was done. Yet the mode of presentation of much research, and the act of writing itself tend

to appropriate experience and to represent it as something constant, unchanging and

complete instead of incorporating process and changing perspectivesl.

Definitional issues and research design

From the time that I saned working on my thesis three major and related questions

were: How I was going to find the families willing to participate in the research? What

were the criteria for inclusion in the study. How would I actually carry out the research?

I decided early on that the best way of recruiting families would be through the use

of a snowball technique. This of course depended on the visibility of families within the

1 My belief about the importance of taking account of developmental and temporal change in any
discussion of family issues has been intensified by my reading of more recent literalure on family studies
(Ahrons & Rodgers, 1987; Backett, 1982; Gilling, 1984; Kanlor & Lehr, 1975; Voysey, 1975;
Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980); by my experience as a clinician; and by the accounts of parents who spoke of
their experiences of shared parenting at the seminar Women and tltc politics of custody (Opie & Monis,
1986).
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community but it seemed more viable than attempting to use formal channels such as

lawyers on whom I would then have had to rely to spend time locating possible

respondents. As it was, my one affempt to use a more formal network ran almost

immediately into a number of problems. I wanted to include, because my concern that my

study should include as many dimensions of family experience as possible, at least one

family whose shared parenting arrangement was the result of a court order, but was

advised by the Justice Department informally that an application for access to Family Court

records would almost certainly be nrrned down. The Family Court staff were very

conscious of issues of confidentiality, and were anxious lest a request to parents to

participate in research might be seen as intrusive and threatening.

I had also from the outset felt unhappy about approaching counselling agencies for

referrals. Most separating New TeaJand families have negligible contact with the Family

Courts and the associated counselling professionals, apart from the mandatory conciliation

interview at Marriage Guidance or another agency accredited by the Family Court when

one or both partners have filed for separation2. Having most of my respondents referred

from counselling agencies could have rcsulted in an undue emphasis on stress and

difficulty in their experiences. I did, however, decide that there was no reason to exclude a

family referred from other sources simply because they had had some counselling help in

the pasl The Blacks and the Todd/Davis families had been ordered to attend counselling

by the Court between three to five years prior to my interviewing them. The Todd/Davises

had had a custody banle which had gone through rhe courts; the Blacks had decided on

shared parenting as an alternative to a custdy battle. The Butler/Surnrners, whose

arrangements had proved very diff,rcult to stabilise over several years, had had contact with

several agencies prior to their participation in my study, and at the time of interviewing

were having further sessions which were focussed on the termination of the arrangement.

The Merrick/Richards had had about six sessions with a counsellor three yean ago, partly

because of behavioural difficulties with one child, and panly because they viewed very

positively the possibility to talk about alternatives for custody with a disinterested

counsellor.

The particular criteria for inclusion into the research that applied to the parents were

that:

(l) They should be pakeha" a criterion developed after I had attended an Oral

History Conference, which generated considerable discussion about the dangers of

misunderstanding, bias, and appropriation of Maori culture3.

2 Personal communication from the Wellington Counselling Co-ordinator, 1986. This interview, however,
is not obligaory if the couple have had one or more counselling sessions in the year prior o their
separation.

3 Oral History Conference, Wellington, April, 1986.
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(2) I made no attempt to specifically recruit families across the socieeconomic

range. It is worth noting, however, that all but two of the parents had either completed a

university degree or were in the process of so doing, that their occupations ranged from

skilled trades to professional, that som€, male and female, had been, or were at the time of
my initial contact, unemployed because of their family commitments; and that nvo of the

parents conrmented at some length on their belief that a fifty/fifty sharing iurangement was

only possible for middle class families, because of the cost of maintaining nvo

establishments.

(3) It seemed axiomaric that the study should include both parents because of the

legal and ideological emphasis on sharing and mutual responsibility. Because sha.red

parenting, at least theoretically involves ceoperation and continuing adult contact, I
believed that the chance to develop intertextual or comparative analyses would add

considerably to the value of the study. I was, nevertheless, conscious that the result of my

interviewing might be the collection of data which ethically I was resnained from using, an

issue which I address below.

(4) The fourth criterion for inclusion was related to the time that families had been

sharing the parenting of the children. I decided to include families who had been doing this

from between one to six years. Anything beyond six years was, I thought at the time, too

distant in terms of recollection of events around decision making at the time or separation,

while families who had been sharing for less than one year may simply have been too

embroiled in the process of getting the arrangement underway. My initial plan, however,

had been to try to find families who had been sharing palenting for a similar period of
time, and carry out a series of follow-up interviews to trace the ways the arangement

developed. This idea obviously necessitated finding sufficient families who had all been

sharing parenting for, say, one year and it appeared unlikely that I would be able to do

this. The alternative which evolved still allowed for a'longitudinal framework'. Inclusion

in the study of families who had been sharing parenting over different lengths of time

could give access to the development of the iurangement over time, and enable a process of

reflection back on past events. The carrying out of nvo follow-up interviews would also

give information about changes that had taken place during my period of contacC. This

decision had the immediate attraction of simplifying the task of finding families and my

anxiety that parents who had been sharing the parenting for the longer periods of time

might not adequately recall early events becarne less relevant because my theoretical

framework emphasised the potential instability of information, that it is continually subject

to revision and is formulated and communicated textually in an interaction with other texts.

As it happened, parents fairly consistently forgot dates of events. [n relation to the

events themselves, parents often commented on the way that their feelings had changed

over time, and while there were occasional comments on the difEculty of remembering

4I am indebted to Anne Meade for this suggestion.
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reactions or feelings, the detail which I was generally given of events and the surrounding

circumstances suggested that what was impontant for each individual was clearly recalled.

One respondent said more often than others that he could not recall the feeting or event .

clearly. It seems probable that his non-recollection could be ascribed to the unproblematic

nature of the arangement that had developed, and his forgetfirlness related to the lack of
stress.

(5) The fifth criterion related a decision as to what percentage of time with each

parent could'properly' be called'shared parenting', and whether I would impose a

definition of the percentage of time the children had to be with each parent before the

arrangement could be regarded as'shared'. The alternative was to accept iurangements that

parcnts regarded as 'shared' irrespective of the percentage of time the children were in each

household. My difficulty in taking the laner definition was ideological. There a.re clear

gender (and therefore wider social) implications of accepting as 'shared' arrangements

those in which one parent carried out most of the parenting responsibilities, but yet the

other was given kudos for'helping' with parentingS. I decided, however, to accept the

parental definition. This also accords with current New 7*aland legal practice.

Arrangements that recently would have been designated 'custody and access' arc now

being called'shared'on the grounds that doing so emphasises on-going parental

responsibility, minimises a sense of loss for children and parcnts, and avoids parental

hostility.

ln summary, the criteria that I adopted for inclusion in the study were these: that

both parents were available for intenriew; that they designated their child care arrangement

as shared; that they were both prcpared for the child/ren to be interviewed; that they had

been sharing parenting from benveen one to six years; and that they were pakeha.

The contract with the families was structured as follows:

(l) My first contact, following phone calls to each parent outlining the purpose of
the study, took thc form of a briel pre-intenriew visit. I used this visit to provide an

opportunity for us all to meet without the pressure of being actively involved in the

research; to set times for meetings; to sign consent forms about panicipation6; and to have

a preliminary discussion about the subsequent lodging of the tapes in the Oral History

Archive.

(2) I contracted with each parent for an initial group of three interviews which

would comprise observation and taped discussion, thc intention being that I would

therefore spend a considerable amount of time with each parent/child/ren combinatioil. I
did not seek to spend an identical amount of time with each family. The amount spent

5 This point has been made by a number of feminisr writers. See, for example Novitz (1978, p. l8l), who
comments on the need to clarify what is meant by the term 'helping'.

6 See Appendix 4.

7 See lppendix I for an indication o[ the rime spent with each.
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depended to some extent on whether both parents were full time in the paid workforce
(where parcnts were at home when the children came back from school, I arrived on at

least one occasion earlier in the afternoon) as well as on the length of their accounts.

Obviously, not all had exactly the same amount to say. Each interview was planned to be

two weeks apart although, in practice, other life events, such as exarns, absence from

town and difficulty with finding times when we were both available meant that some of the

interviews were more spread out.I did only two interviews with Stephen and Martin. In

both insunces I think it was because the arrangenrent was seen as generally unproblematic

and flowing smoothly. What it was necessary to say was said within the context of the two

interviews. In the Nobles' case, we agreed that I should spend a substantial part of a

weekend with them all since their arrangement, where Martin spent weekends regularly

with his'living apart' family, was different from that of other families in the study8. We

also agreed that I would spend some time with Martin when his daughten visited him.

This took place about a monrh after my weekend with the family.

I had initially planned to spend thrce evenings a week with each parcnt while the

children were in their care. On reflection, this seemed unworkable, because it allowed

insufficient space and time for either myself or for the family. Spreading out the interviews

over at least six weeks had the advantage of giving me a chance to participate in some of
the immediate history of the family's experience of shared parenting, and therefore to

develop a sense of the process of the iurangement. It also meant that I was able to make a

complete ranscription of the tapes prior to the next interview, making it possible for
further thoughts on what had been said at the previous interview to be raised.

(3) I also a:ranged for two follow-up interviews. The first was to be six months

after the initial set of three interviews. The purposes of the interview related in part to

ethical issues created by the research method. Before the interview I hand-delivered to that

respondent a copy of the nanscripts of the tapes we had made together, so that they could

decide what material would be available for use in the thesis. The second purpose of the

interview was to review any changes that had taken place in the families in relation to the

shared parenting, and to get parcnts' comment on the original material and their perception

of it from a more distant vantage point. At this follow-up I spoke again only with the older

children. I had decided against taping the follow-up interviews, but did tape the last six

because I realised that the material was a valuable extension of the first set of interviews.

The Butler/Sunmers were both overseas at the time of their fust follow-up. Both wrote to

me subsequently in June, 1987, so th€re was little point in re-contacting them for further

information six weeks later for the second follow-up.

(4) The final contact with the remaining seven families was a phone call in

August, 1988.

8 I spent from late Friday afternoon to mid Sanrday evening.
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The interview schedule that I used developed as a consequence of some early and

fairly general discussions with four parents in early 1986 (two of whom later became part

of the study) and was modified slightly after the pilot study with the Blacks, whose

interviews I included in the study proper, and again after completing the interviews with
the first four families. I conceived the schedule nor as a series of detailed questions but

more as areas that I wished to investigate. It was designed to address daily experience, to

facilitate discussion on the development of the arangement and perceptions of change both

in the past and the future, and to focus on the processual aspects of par,enthood.

Ethical issues

The ethical issues which I thought that my study qeat€d could not be addressed

merely by stating to respondents that their transcripts would be treated confidentially and

that I would attempt to provide anonymity. I was certainly aware prior to beginning

interviewing that the situation called for sensitivity on my part and that the respondents

ought to have some control over what material from their transcripts was to be quoted or

referred to (Wallis, 1977; Duster,MazAa& Wellman,1979; Gilling, 1984 ; I-a Rossa,

Bennet & Gelles, 1985). The issues which have to be dealt with are: the meaning of
informed consent; confidentiality; conrol over the material once it leaves the mouth of the

respondent and enters the interpretive, analytic framework of the resealcher; and in my

case, the disposal of the tapes on the completion of my research.

The articles by Duster, Mazda & Wellman, and La Rossa, Bennet & Gelles pose

the problem of how, within qualitative research, one defines informed consentg. The

former point out that to advise participants of what may take place would be to prevent the

occrurence of the natural flow of events, already subtly transformed by the presence of the

researche,q the latter that the researcher is unlikely to have a comprehensive idea of the

exact shape that the interview will take or the areas that wiU be opened up for discussion

and that consequently there is a danger of transgressing boundaries because of the ease

with which such research can move from a research to a therapeutic framework.

These are valid concerns, and I certainly felt very aware of them and attempted to

respond sensitively to them, especially because it was impossible to predict what might

provoke distress in each respondents and thereforg to warn each in advance. The best I
could do was to say as a general statement that they might feel some distress, and to talk it
over when it occurred. But one man, for example, felt fine at the end of the first intenriew

and later that night felt very distressed.

The question of what is rcsearch and what is therapy is complicated and one to

which I rerurn later in the chapter. My belief is that although the npo can shade almost

imperceptibly into each other, there are also observable boundaries. Certainly, qualitative

9 Abrams & McCulloch (19?6) comment on ttre British Sociological Association's conceros about the lack
of a clear definition of bonsent'. Abrams & McCullah's suggestion that each respondent must understand
fully what is being written about. assumes that the researcher is clear on this at the outset of the study.
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family research has a bnoadly therapeutic function through the facilitation of detailed

discussion around certain areas so that in some interviews, the respondent might feel that

the concern had been clarified, in others, that there was a heightened awareness of
concerns, the implications of which had not been fully thought through previously. The

distinction which I sought to maintain and practice benveen research and therapy is that

although such events happen in a therapeutic setting, the difference is that therapy

embraces consciously the promotion of change in behaviour and/or anitudes and employs a

nmge of techniques to accomplish the change defined as desirable. I did discuss with

parents their concerns about the children if these were raised, or talk about the implications

of getting counselling help. I did not agree to assessments of children when I was asked,

but suggested an agency to which the parent could go if there was real concern.There were

occasions when it was quite clear that to have moved the conversation in one direction

would have formed the basis of a therapeutic intervention. There were other occasions

when I thought that I was still operating within my guidelines, but clearly I had crossed

normal family boundaries. In some families such occasions occurred when I attempted,

briefly, to promote parenVchild exchanges about the shared parenting.

Although the form that all participants signed said that ttreir identity would not be

known, I discussed the likely impossibility of total anonymity with each parent at some

length, at the time of the first phone call, at the pre-interview visit and at ttre follow-up.

Changing obvious points of identification (everyone was asked to provide a pseudonym

and alternative occupation, for example) does not offer a water-tight guarantee of total

anonymiry in a relatively small community where there are surprising and unexpected

interconnections between people; and preventing a too easy identification was a practical

reason for not using a case-study approach.

At fint blush, the issues surounding confidentiality seemed straighdorward. It

would have obviously been inappropriate during the interviewing to discuss with either

parurer anything the other had said, although knowing what the other partner had said

sometimes helped to interpret responses to some questions. Nor did I ask questions which

challenged the interpretation of the event that I was being glven on the grounds that the

other person had offered a different reading. I did answer Anna's and Martin's question

about the degree of similarity of their accounts, but equally may not have in a different

household.

The issue which I had not fully appreciated until I began to tape was that the thesis

would itself provide some access for each parent to the othet's account (assuming they

read it, which most said they wanted to). Writing an account which omitted all specific

references and details in order to make it difficult to locate the personal origin of
statements would have limited access to much significant evidence and rsstricted the

intertextual analysis. I have felt very conscious of the penonal nature of much of the data.

Parr of the reason for returning a complete ranscript was to allow editing out of material to

which the respondent wished no reference to be made at all, or to which only very general
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reference could be made. In the event only a very few excisions in the transcripts were

made. Three of the women and one man changed the tenor of some statements so that the

revised statement portrayed the ex-parmer in a more generous light than had the first

remark. One person deleted a reference to a particularly difficult and recurring event and

another excluded too easily identifiable material about a family member. Others added extra

information about some of the events about which they had spoken. Three respondents

had not read all of their transcripts when I arrived for the follow-up. One, who had made

some caustic remarks about her ex-spouse said firmly, "I am not afraid of the tnrth". Two

others said that they had lacked the time. There ale, however, some conrmenm where I
have not identified the speaker(s) since I did not feel that lhad, carte blanche in my use of

the material and have judged it necessary to quote some staternents without anribution.

The second area where connol of the material becomes problematic is at the point

of interpretation. lnterpretation is a]ready an issue because the respondents confirm

conflicting interpretations of each other and are aware that they have limited control over

the interpretations others make of their behaviour. An exactly parallel situation exists in my

use of the individual narratives. I am aware of not wanting to upset respondents who may

feel that the view they receive back of themselves from my interpretation is unflanering and

in their eyes inaccurate. However, my task in the uniting is not to resolve these conflicts

but to create an explanatory framework for them.

Although at the time of interviewing I was not certain about what my position was,

by the time I came to write I was clear that I must retain control of the interp'retation, and at

the same time that my reading was one of a number of readings that the texts of the

interviews could sustain. La Rossa, Bennet & Gelles seem to imply, as part of a comment

that individuals have been devastated to read what was written about them, that the

completed manuscript should be returned to the respondent for her/his authorisation of is
acceptability. Yet such an argunrent implies the existence of a single, authoritative reading.

I have discussed this point with some of the parents who felt on the whole that the issue of
interpnetation was my responsibility. Charles said, "You put the material together the way

that you think fit". But one other respondent said, "Well, if I feel too strongly about what

you've said, I can always withdraw".

The most rclevant argument is that I have not written case studies and my

interpreation of what was said is patently not intended as a character analysis of the

individual respondents. The focus of the analysis is on a sociological reading, and

therefore on the systemic and social issues to which their statements gave access. It is not

on whom the people are, but on what was said.

The inappropriateness of reading my text as constituting a character analysis is

further highlighted by an appreciation of the inherent instability of identity and of the

incompleteness of the accounts, since in the analysis I could only call upon what was said

and took place during the interviews and those accounts are actually or potentially in a state
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of constant revision. Thus any attempt to isolate the 'character' of the person speaking

becomes unadmissable. wesr (1979,p.733) quotes stimson to the effect thar

Life-hisories, whether self-reported or second level, are not unique or unchanging stories. There is no such
thing as a once- and-for-all-and-all-time-single-true-life-history of an individual. The contenr and
relationships of the life-history are influenced by the theoretical and practical concens of the history uker
or teller, and subject to revisions in light of changing personal fortunes.

I also had to decide what to do with the tapes after I had frnished the thesis. Apart

from destroying them, one alternative was to give them to the respondents, in which case

much rich, historical information would possibly have been lost anyway. Instead, I asked

respondents to sign agreements glving their permission for nre to donate the tapes to the

Oral History Archive. The forms authorising me to hand over the tapes were drawn up by

the National Library. The agreement stipulates that the respondents control access to the

tapes, which can only be used for research purposes, until a date nominated by them.

Everyone agreed to the donation of their rapes to the Archive.

The Respondents

My anxiety that I would not find enough respondents was unnecessary. Although I
was told that sharing responsibilities for the children on a fifty/fifty basis was less

common, referrals for such families were more easily obtained than for those where

sharing was not on such a footing, possibly because the fifty/fifty arrangements were more

visible. I approached thirteen families about panicipation, all of whom lived within seventy

kilometres of Wellington. I asked two families known to me personally whether they

would participate. Both agreed. Seven of the families were refered ro me by

acquaintances, one woman offered to take part after a seminar in Wellington, and three

families were referred by a local GP. Having obtained nilmes of people who would be

willing to consider panicipation, I still found it surprisingly difficult, especially at the

beginning, to make the initial phone call. My predominant feeling was of intrusiveness,

which persisted throughout the period of interviewing, but was most intense between

September and December, 1986. It was partly related to anxiety about undertaking

research. Panly too, I think that I had imbibed more than I recognised at the time the view

that research was more likely than not to bc disruptive and difficult for those taking part, a

view which made it difficult to'hold on to' the statements by most of the participants that

the experience was by no means negative.

Families were only referred to me after one partner at least had agreed that I should

contact himlher to discuss what participation would involve. Sometimes the person whose

name I had been given was happy to raise the issue about the research with her/his parher.

In other instances, I rang the other parent 'cold'. I suggested to all potential participants

that they should think about the idea for a few days before deciding definitely whether or

not to take part, and I then rang back to check on their decision.
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During the course of that initial conversation, I outlined how I proposed to spend

my time with them, said that I would be taping all interviews, explained about subsequent

disposal of the tapes, discussed problems of confidentiality and contnol of the material.

The importance of each respondent's feeling that it was likely that she/he would benefit

personally from participation became appiuent after the first set of interviews with one

woman, where it transpired that she had taken part out of a general sense of goodwill and

because her ex-partner had already ageedlo. She was unsure what she herself would gain

from the process and found the experience time-consuming and difficult. As a

consequence of her experience, I spent more time talking wilh potential participants about

what they felt they might gain themselves, given the amount of time and energy I was

asking them to commit to the pnrject.

The people who decided against participation did so for a variety of reasons. [n

three instances one or both partners felt anxious about issues of confidentiality; one person

felt that taking pan in the research would only make maners worse between himself and

his ex-spouse; one person, who thought it was unlikely that his ex-spouse would be

interested never rang back, and another family who had ageed enthusiastically rang back

several days later having decided that they were concerned about invasion of privacy. The

only point at which I felt that the question about panicipation became a difficult one for me

was with the man who feared a wonening relationship with his ex-partner. I was at the

time keen to locate some families where the sharing arangement was less than fifry/fifty
(he had the children forone night a week and most weekends) and he would not, when

asked directly, actually say that he would not take part I felt that I should not have to make

the decision for him. Then other issues emerged which would have made the whole

situation extremely fraught, at which point we agreed to terminate contacl

Out of the thirteen families approached, I intewiewed eigh1ll. I had expected to

interview from six to ten families, and was relying on the concept of 'saturation' (Gilling,

1984; Glaser & Srauss, 1967) to define the point at which it would be apparent that I had

collected enough data. 'Saturation', as Glaser & Srauss define it, is not to do with

universality nor with absolute proof of data but defines the point where there is sufficient

data to sustain ttre analysis, and when more data adds bulk but does not facilitate the

emergence of a further categorisations (p.l I l). The use of the concept of 'saturation'

involved clarity about what I will call 'the allure of form'. To have attempted to include a

wide variety of the possible different temporal combinations of shared parenting

iurangemens (apan from being beyond my resources) would have overlmked the extent

to which, within the different arangements, the experiences discussed were becoming

repetitive. However, I did make a point of interviewing two families where the sharing

was less than fifty/fifty in order to get some sense of whether the issues which their

l0 Only one other parent gave as the ex-parher's agreement as a reason for participation.

ll See Appendix l.
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experiences highlighted were, in contrast to the fifty/frfty shared parenting families,

idiosyncratic or had some structural significance.

Five out of the sixteen parents were cunently in de facto relationships and these

partners panicipated to varying extents in the research. One person was extensively

involved in all the interviews. Another spent some time with me in general conversation,

and joined in the taping at the end of the fnst interrriew; and the others were present for

either all or a considerable part of one interview. I also interviewed one of Liz's teenage

children to get a sense of what the arrangenr€nt meant to her, and spoke with one family's

daily child minder. She had looked after the children immediately prior to the separation

and during the fint year of the shared parenting.

The value of participation

I hoped that participation in the research would be helpful to the respondents, as

well as grving me the material I sought, being conscious, as I have said, of the amount of
time I was asking respondents to commit to the research, and because of the implication I
&ew from the Justice Department's response that research was by definition upsening and

threatening to the participants. I have not found an extensive literature which addresses the

reasons why people decide to take part in research projects or their assessment of the

experience, no doubt because, as Oakley (1981) notes, it is a question that is often left

unasked along with others that concern the process of the interview. Allport, quoted in

Plummer (1983, p. 9l) gives a substantial list of rcasons, including exhibitionism, self-

justification, a desire for order, placing events in penpective, pecuniary advantage,

viewing the encounter as therapeutic, making a confession, and seeing the oppornrnity as a

kind of public service. Askham (1982) suggests that people participate because they think

the experience might be fun, for therapeutic reasons, or because there is a particular

incident that the person wishes to relive. His fint two points are endorsed by McKinley
(1983) and by Oakley who relates the positive benefit that her respondents derived to the

reduction of anxiety and a sense of reassurance, the perceived value of reflecting on and

verbalising experience, and the changes that participation wrought in attitudes and

behaviour. Scon and Lyman (1968), in a more social interactional perspective define talk

as a central human need, and describe it as a'shoring device'with the'ability to repair the

broken and restore the esranged' (p. 343). They describe accounts as means of making

sense of the unexpected and designate them as one of two types. Either the speaker is

presenting to what amounts to an excuse or a justification for an action or gives an account

with an eye to the nature of its reception by others. They conclude that "Every account is

the manifestation of the underlying tzgotiationof identities" (p. 357). While my concept

of the therapeutic encompasses the notion of 'making sense', the extension of their

argument, that all accounts are either excuses or justification, seems to me to be somewhat

limited and exclusory. They have appeared to ignore the other value of account giving

indicated by Oakley, that of clarification and extension of understanding. Instead the

direction of their analysis is towards a form of self-seeking and self-justification, and they
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appear to hold to the notion of a stable self which the account-giver attempts to project onto

his,/her audience. Nor does their analysis address the more altruistic reasons that people in

my study gave for their participation, although it may be that Scon & Lyman would ascribe

to such motivation the conscious management of identity.

The wide variety of reasons that were given in answer to my question about why

people agreed to take part pointed to a density of motivation, in which some anxiety about

what was going to be involved, and who I was, was present. For example, Keith spoke of

his wish to repay a debt to the counsellor who had worked with him and Maree over their

separation, while at the same time voicing his initial hesitancyl2:

I'm glad that {the counsellor} asked, "Would I take part?" because I owed her. Now that was originally the
only reason that I agreed to do iL Now, I don't feel like that at all. I feel that I haven't just done it for (her)
at all. I, you know . . . I didn't really want to - you don't really want to - especially when you don't know
the person. Right? I didn't lnow you from a bar of soap. You could have been . . nasty. Or you could have
been . . . . cold-blooded or. . . (3rdlnterview).

Fifteen of the parents said explicitly that they hoped that nking part in the research

would be personally beneficial, the benefits being seen as the value of discussing and

reviewing with a outsider an arrangement that had in most cases been on-going for several

yearsl3. For Luke, it was important:

To clear my thoughts, to put forward my own points. This whole area, this shared parenting thing - it
needs to be dealt with. Deciding to do rhis - this was the most imporant decision that I have ever made in
my [ife, so the last 2 -3 years have been a growing experience.

Some spoke of the need to clarify points for themselves, of the need to throw light

on the issues, or to address'niggling doubts' (Patty) and to gain some perspective on the

way the arrangement had developed. The desire, explicitly mentioned by some parents, to

know more about how the children had fared, both from their point of view and from

mine, was part of this. Some parents viewed the process of discussion with the children as

useful, since either no discussion about the shared parenting decision in which the children

had been involved had occuned, or because there had been no recent reviewing of the

anangement. The situation, however, was not devoid of anxiety. Mary, for example, felt

that she had to make it clear to the children that re-opening the discussion was in this

instance not connected with a custody battle, and my sense was that there a number of
parents who were apprehensive that the children might say something that might throw the

:urangement into question or would be upsetting.

Others said they took part because of a general interest either in the topic, which

was clearly one close to their hearts, or because the whole idea of panicipation sounded

interesting. In the following quotation Anna implies that the subject was of interest to her

12 Maree also mentioned the same reason as an imporunt factor in her participation.

13 This figure includes Liz Smyrhe who took a very active part in the interview.
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and that a further reason for taking part was because she saw me as something of a role

model.

Oh, youarelikeabreathoffreshair! Imean,if youlivedfor4years (here) dealingwiththemenaliry
[here],yar wouldbeleapingatanything....anything exciting. ( ..... ) Well, flrstof all, itisan
areathatreally interestsme... secondly,I likewomen whoaredoing reallyinteresting ... work.. (..
. . .) and I suppose you - yes. You are going in the direction, developing in ways as a woman that I would
like o develop in . . umm . . . (sistts). . . I just - when tvlartin said to me, I said, "Oh God, that sounds
really interesting". And thatwas justmyresponse. Yeah... ahead thing.... (3rd Interview).

Stephen felt that he had been to some extent jolted out of the way that he viewed the

iurangement by the request to participate.

Closely connected with the expectation of personal benefit were fe€lings, again

very widely shared that there was a lack of information about what the ilrangement was

actually like and that sharing their experience would, hopefully, assist others. Stephen

corilnented further:

So panicularly when you talked about how, um . . . you were planning to publish and so on . . not that I
am interested in being splashed everywhere, but I mean, in terms of my experience of the situation . . if it
was of interest . . . and help to other people . . . it's good.

I-awrence, who had been a separated father with access after the ending of his first

marriage and then a shared parenting father, felt that he was well placed to comment on the

fact that both arrangements had their'shades of grey', the greyness being differently

located in each iurangement. He wanted to stress the importance of avoiding a categorical

assertion that one arangement was necessarily better than the other. Mchelle felt that

people needed to be aware of the pitralls and to know that shared parenting arrangements

are not easy but involve 'blood, sweat and tears'. Jane spoke of her sense of the value of
sharing a pioneering experience, and of the personal benefit in doing so:

I agreed to take part because I was fascinated with, umm . . . realising, um, tlat what we were doing waVis
reasonably new and I was fascinated at the idea of exploring ttrat being a new idea. Also, maybe I thought
that, umm . . . I would get some sort of insight about what I was doing ( Follow-up).

Fay's comments made it clear that she did not consider that her participation had

held much personal value for her. She had found the experience'tedious'and did not

believe that it had extended in any way her view of shared parenting. Her reason for taking

part touched also upon the importance of making information available to other parents,

and is expressed in much more forceful and ideological tenns than other parents used:
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I believe that whu can be revealed is that shared parenting in is different forms is increasingly common. It
is important that support is given to others who are considering it as an option, and to ensure-that others
are aware of it as an option. It is important that the idea become visible, and seen in the mainsream, so
that people know where it does and doesn't work, and ways of resolving difficulties. fResearch should
establish) that this is a real and developing pan of New 7:aland life for others, and for those who want, to
break out of the myths of how society functions (Follow-up).

At the end of the third interview and during the first follow session I asked what it

had been like to uke part in the research The response was ovenilhelmingly positive.

People felt that they had enjoyed the experience, that it had been clarificator!, exciting,

challenging, (because it made you question, as Liz pointed out, what you otherwise took

for granted because you were in the middle of it, living it), therapeutic in the broad sense

of the word, and had heightened awareness of some facets of the arrangement that could

be improved. Jane, as a consequence of what the children had said, felt that she needed to

manage conversations with louise differently when she rang to report a fight with her

father, so that Louise did not get the impression that Jane was backing her against Dave.

She was also greatly relieved to discover (a question she herself had not felt able to ask the

children) that her house as well as the family home was seen as'homely'. Keith felt that

the experience of talking together, which was not something they often did, had served to

bring him and Sam closer. Stephen mentioned a similar aspect. Jim's presence during the

second interview had opened up things between them, and they had later talked about

Stephen's homosexuality, which did not appear to be an easy subject for Stephen to

discuss with Jim. Stephen and John spoke about how they had felt about Jim's presence

during one of the interviews in the following way:

JG: . . the thing that I found . perhaps most unusual was . . sitting down, talking about things
thatweweretalkingabout... with...Jimthere.Usually..I'vealkedaboutthose things... justme
andStephen....aboutthewayinwhichrelationshipshavedeveloped...and..how....umm,Patty
and Jim sort of slotted in . . . . weave in . . I suppose.
AO: (. . . ) You, you . . express some concern aboutJim's presence ., .

JG: It wasn't concern.
AO: It wasn't? No. But sort of . .

lG: It was . . . .. . um . . sort of, it wasn't a familiar situation . . either the subject matter of . . . the fact
that the - firstly, the fact that he was - we wsrc talking about him . . in front of him.
AO: Right l-ooking back on it, do you - how would you - do you have that same sort of . . . feeling -
IG: ltwasgood. Yeah.I,Idon't.... iris something thatyoudon'tgenerallydo. Youdiscuss... um..
. . you often discuss people behind their backs (Iauglts). . basically . . um . . so there is thar But the
fact thu there was somebody else. There was yourself . . which was also - ahh . . well, it is not like a
normalsinndoneither..becausethequestionsyouwereaskingwerequitesearching....ahhhh...
especially from the point of view tlut we couldn't give straight answers all the time. lvtainly because they
were things that we hadn't sort of put into words. They were feelings that you were trying to put into
words, which takes longer than thoughts into words really. . . . .

AO: My impression was that as far as Jim - because there was a lot of non-verbal interaction between you
(to Steplwn) and him in particular in that second interview, and my impression when I left was that it
actuallyseemed,likeyousaid..averypositivething(Mmm)forhim-ohearsomeofthosethings...
togetasenseinadifferentsortofway...ofthewaythatyouvalueandlovehim....
SC; Yeah. Yeah.I feltallthar IthinkI......atthetimeI supposelgotquite...notuncomfortable
with it, in an unpleasant way, but just again it might, I suppose I felt . . . . you know, that it was
somethingthatwas unfamiliar.. .. yeah....In whichcaseitwas abitdifficult toputinto wordsall
the things (Right)... butyeah. Yeah.I found itareally good thing.... asfaras Jim was
concerned, I was really pleased, really that he was there. ( . . . )
,IG: I found it interesting from the point of view - yeah I found it valuable for myself. But I also think
that it was quite valuable for Jim to sort of . . . .see and watch us - all of us - being asked about situations
which he probably hadnt thought aboutor taken for granted . . . . . so . . .
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SC: Yeah. Taken for granted much more because he was much smaller . . . so that we do in fact do

things - it is part of his life and he doesn't know anything else -
,/G; You were saying,'How does he feel about . . .sort of . . him being here"? Well, he probably . . hadn't
sort of . . thought about it. . . . "I wonder what people do think about it?" I got that impression anyway
that he hadn't considered that . . . that a lot of the issues that you raised were actually questions that people

were thinking abouL

Taking part in the research meant that several of the women felt ttrat their valuing of

the arrangement was justified. Patty, for example, said:

It. . it's made me value it much more too, because it's made me see, made me more awiue of the gmd
things, that there are many gmd poins . . . sort of refreshed, renewed my enthusiasfl, ry faith in it, if
you know what I mean (3rd Interview).

On the other hand, Michelle felt that the experience of rcviewing and rc-assessing the

history of the difficulties she and Lawrence had experienced with shared parenting had

strengthened her conviction that it was not working for Kay, and that she was colTect to

insist that the sharing anangement must end.

It was also an experience which was slightly double edged and unbalancing.

Throughout the interviews there were comments from a number of people that the act of

engaging in the research had challenged their perceptions so that the arrangement came to

be viewed as morc problematic. One person said, "It's a can of worms". But my belief

was that although this was slightly uncomfortable, it was not entirely unwelcome. The

doubts had been there. The interviews allowed their airing and evaluation, and affirmation

that the iurangement had, on the whole, something to offer. Some, though, felt doubtful

about the value of ttreir conribution:

DB: lt is a little bit - like if I said rhar I wanted to interview you about your car-driving habits, after a
while you sort of wonder what I was asking all these questions for because surely everyone drove cars in
fint gear all the time or something, so to some extent I find - I feel puzzled to see how you are going to
develop any material of any wide interest, unless you were to impose your own philosophies on them . . .

. on the material and make a story out of it . . . (3rd Interview).

Nonetheless, he had found the experience a'pleasant one' and enjoyed the time to talk

about himself.

One of my reasons for returning a copy of the transcripts was to do with

respondent control over what was finally to be used; another was not only to gain a further

perspective on what had changed or developed in the family, but also a sense of their

reactions to what had been said previouslyl4.

14 I was very anxious about renrrning the transcripts. I felt a partial responsibility to give respondents a
text which would have some merit and some value for thern, so that for me there was an implicil question,
"What will they make of it?", while at the same time, I felt very vulnerable in case anyone decided to
excise large segments of text, or worse still, to withdraw from the study.
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What was widely remarked on very early during each fust follow-up was a sense

of tension on receiving the transcript. Charles voiced the feelings of several respondents

when he said:

I read them with considerable urgency I think. . . . .
AO; What was the urgency about?
CD: I don'tknow.I was... thinkingwhen youcame uptowork there...I hadrathera lottodo to
preparc for (. . . ) but I didn't do it ( . . . ) I sat down and read them ( Follow-up).

The intensity of the experience of reading the transcript was reflected by the frequent

cornments on the'gnpping'nature of the material, and the extent to which it was like a

'movie'or a'novel'which required careful reading. Mary described the experience as one

which she valued but which had nonetheless thrown her off balance, and she had 'spun

out' the readings over three days. The sense of being thrown back into the time of the

interviews and of 'hearing' again what had been said was also commented on. Often this

was a positive feeling, because there was the sense that personally one had moved on:

"IA: I waslercinated when I read it. It took me back to that time. I had forgotten where t had been, and the
amount of process and progress that has gone on in my head. I really regret not making tapes myself so
thatlhaveasenseofhowlresolvedthingsandhowfarlhavecomesincethen...Readingbroughtitall
back - how I used to go back to the house to sleep. At the time it did not seem overwhelming. I just did it"
But now .. AHHHH!

Other people spoke of the difficulties they had been experiencing with their ex-partner at

the time of the interviews, and how distant that time now seemed. Reflecting back was a

confirmatory and hopeful experience, anesdng to the way that relationships could and did

change and improve. Anna referred to the way sharcd parenting helped to retain penonal

bonds whose severing damages individuals.

I was trying to picture myself not knowing who I - who this family was and . . . you know - what
interesting things they had done with their life, and I think I, I, I haven't seen it documented
anywhere before.
AO; What? This?
ArV; Mmm. This sort of information. I think if I had been doing it again I would want that son of, want
access to that sort of information. Because I think tlut one of the things that I - it really keeps hiuing me -
how difficult it is to change . . . and to move away from people that you have close bonds with . . . and
we don't realise the damage that we do in making such . . . . (Traumatic?) mm, demarcation lines. Like,
you know, "I'm in iE and now I'm out of it". And that must do untold damage o people. Forever. And
they must live with the scaning of that. . . .

Doubts, however, were also expressed. Lizhad previously been positive about the

value of panicipation but now appeared to doubt it somewhat, characterising what she had

said, as 'Words, words, words', as well as reiterating that the cost of the iurangement

restricted it to middle class families, so that the whole research was of limited value. Ross

said that to research families you'need to watch their boots as well as thefu rnouths'. l,ater

in the interview, however, this more categorical assessment appeared modified by the

statement that he felt that the research overall had given an opportunity to reflect and to
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become aware of some issues that he thought he and Fay could have handled better, and

Liz thought taking part had clarified significant aspects of her relationship with Tessa-

Reading the ranscripts was not a completely positive experience for all. Michelle

wrote of her 'embarrassment'. She felt that reading the transcript took her back to a past

that was now over but had been painful and difficult. She did not like to think about it too

much because she would have preferred to have acted more assertively from the

beginning. Charles spoke of a re-surfacing at times of the old pain although I also

wondered if there was for him some disappointment that the transcription did not'say

more'. Both Lawrence and Keith, whose shared arrangements had ended by the time of

the follow-up found the experience painful, and distressing in many ways. Keith's distress

and anger was related to his violence towards Sam, and his recognition that he had

behaved in the way he said he would not. Lawrence did not read the transcripts until a year

after their recording. When he did so, he wrote of being engaged by the conversation, of

being choked with emotions, and of 'wanting to intemrpt LB and tell him to come clean,

instead of being so wonderfully evasive'.

Everyone (myself included) was taken aback at the physical appearance of the

transcripts, which gave clear visual evidence of the broken nature of our speech, the

unfinished sentences and the 'illogicality' of what had been said, and the lack of verbal

precision. Some expressed a concern about their ability to communicate at all. John, who

described himself as a 'fast communicatoy', was concerned at the extent to which he

intemrpted'more that I would like to'. The Cooper/Pearson households gave their

impressions as to why speech is so fragmentary. Tom commented on the way that non-

verbal behaviour provides vital clues to understanding what is being said and enables a

sort of shorthand to take place:

But also . . . . . and also the fact is that you gave - when you are just looking at the transcript" you can't
find rhe information - the voice, ttre raised eyebrows, the hand over - the whatever. Yeah, the, the, the, the,

even though you may say, "Yes", "No" and "I don't know" . . . . as all being the answer toone question,
just the wiy you say'them gives the answer that you can't see in the transcript. You can only see thu
(Points to the trarscript).

John, while making similar points to Tom's about speech as an event closely associated

with body language, raised another very intercsting point, describing speaking as a risky

event:

Yeah. I was concerned maybe . . about the repetition and ttre lack of understanding by myself . . about
whatl'dsaid..andl,Ithinkthatitisbasically...Iwascommentingonthe...thenervousnessof
puning fonpard a point of view, because it may be judged by people. If you say ttrings in a way which you

feel are unfair . . . and not quite exactly what you want, then the wrong value judgement could be put upon
ir..
AO: Mmm. So speaking is to take a risk?
,IG: Oh yes.....andumm.... justtogiveanexample. Iam inclinedtothinkasl speak...
sometimes you finish saying something, and think, "My, that was a good idea". You actually didn't think
il Youspoke it. Um... butjustas .. quickly, itcouldbeabad idea... and you havetotryand retract

ir.
SC; I edit it before it comes out of my mouth. . . . .
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AO; So, so that part of the editing is then in a sense leaving you with nothing to build upon? Like if you
speak, you've got, like there are words that you can then . . play around with.
5C: Yeah. That's true. . . . Bur I can do that in my head.
,IG: But the only problem with that is that I go rabbiting on and you say nothing! (Much laughter)
Mmm. Very true.

Speech may catch the speaker unawar€, and result in an unintentional utterance which,

spoken, cannot be reracted. The pauses, the ums, the changes of direction reflect the need

to clarify thoughts around a panicular question and to ensure that one says what one

intended.

Respondents have traditionally been allocated a passive role in the research act and

their comments on the value of the experience not sought. The placing of the respondent in

a passive role and the lack of interest in her/his experiences as subject has helped

perpetuate a consenrative emphasis upon potential damage to the respondent as a result of
participation in research. Adopting a methodology where both rcsearcher and panicipant

are active, and where seeking the lanter's views about taking part is understmd as part of
the research process challenges this assessment. Certainly, the experience of my

respondents clearly conmdicts such a standpoint. For most of those in my study, the

experience was significant and valuable, and empowerhg. The transcripts which they

retained were spoken of by several parcnts as forming part of the family history and as

documents to be preserved so that the children could read them in full when older.

Certainly, there were doubts, hesitations and criticisms expressed at times, and no doubt

people at times regretted their decision to take part (as I at times regetted my decision to do

the research), but the overall tenor of the comments confirms that panicipation could in no

way be described as a negative experience. Michelle said:

I've really enjoyed it I said at the beginning that one of the rcasolrs was that I wanted o clarify my
thoughs. Which ['vecertainly done( ) I think that I wasconcemed to startwith... thatl might
feelinvaded...Ididn'tfeelthatatall..andum..um.andlthinkthatthatissomethingtodowittrjust
feeling comfortable with you. I think that I could have very easily felt invaded. . . But I di&tt. I wondered -
I know . . . after I agreed to it - I thought, 'Oh God', you lnow? But I've found it really quite delighfully
easy. . . . Truly (3rd Interview).

The process of the interviews

Bell & Newby (1977\ and Wax (1971) point out that discussion of the processes

of research have frequently been regarded as unimportant. Both books present

autobiographical accounts of fieldwork in which the more diffrcult aspects of research are

addressed with the intention of breaking down the myth that fieldwork is easily

accomplished, and making visible some of the hesitancies and doubts that many

methodological accounts smooth over. Accessibility to this type of information assists

newcomers to the field to conceptualise the difficulties and doubts which are endemic to

the situation and not the result of personal failure.

Interviewing was simultaneously far more difficult, far more exhausting, far more

challenging, and far more enjoyable and amusing than I had ever imagined or my prcvious

experience in counselling had led me to believe it would be. I looked fonrard to going
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most of the time, but invariably anived at the house experiencing a high level of
apprehension, uncertainty as to what I was doing, a desire to flee and doubt that whatever

koha I had brought would be adequate for the occasionls. There were many times during

the whole process when it seemed to me that invisibility would have been a distinct asset,

regardless of the hospitality and friendliness of the families. Although the extensive notes

that I made of the interviews during the time with each family, and on retuming home,

give ample evidence of doubt and anxiety about how to carry off the role, and of persistent

tiredness, they and the transcripts also give much evidence of the laughter and joking that

was part of the process as well as the care and thoughtfulness with which people

responded to my questions.

The period of greatest exhaustion during my fieldwork was between October and

December, 1986. Over this time I was often intenriewing thrce times a week; attempting to

keep abneast of tape transcriptions; maintain something of a presence in my family while I
was leaving home often as the children walked in from school; coping with feelings of
guilt because of their cornrnents that I was never at home; and because of my barely

minimal conribution to ourdomestic economy. As a consequence of this experience I
organised the interviewing of the remaining four families in t'wo groups of two, which

proved much less stressful. Over time a pattern of intenriewing emerged. For the first nro

intenriews I would observe, eat with the family and tape. On the third interview I generally

arrived after the meal and completed the interviewing. After two experiences of acceding to

the suggestion that I interview the child at the first interview, I made a point of never

interviewing the children until the second and sometimes the third interview because I did

not want to rush things, and felt that they should have time to become more accustomed to

me.

I had decided at the outset that taping the interviews and making full transcriptions

was an integrat part of the study. Because of prior clinical and research experience of

interviewing using tape recorders or audio-visual equipment, I assumed that using this

equipment would either not be regarded as intrusive or that anxieties about talking into a

tape recorder would rapidly diminish. Ross and Liz commented fairly early on that they

were not used to sitting round a table to talk, and my attempts to try and accommodate their

style - which meant that we sat around, somewhat spread out, in a large room - resulted in

poor quality tapes. After that I decided that I had to ensure that we werc all positioned so

that voices came through audibly on the tape recorder.

There were the inevitable technical and human error problems. On two occasions,

for no clear reason, the tapes wound on but did not record, and I lost each time thirty

15 Giling (1934) also mentions similar feelings of apprehension as she anived for her week's stay with the
families rhat she studied; and I think ttrat Iv[alinowski's (1967) trccounts of his feelings of anger and
disappoinrnent towards his respondents can be interpreted in the context of the ambiguity and uncertainty
inherent in such research methodologies. Howev€tr, Tiffany & Adams (1985) suggest that his behaviour can
also be interpreted within a paniachal, exploiative frarnework.
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minutes of interview. When I discovered this, I put despair firmly to one side, fell back on

a principle that if what had been said was important enough it would probably be alluded

to again, swallowed my discomfort, explained what had happened and re-did the'lost'

section at the next interuiew. After the second mishap, I used a differcnt tape recorder. One

tape also developed a loud screeching noise that made transcription diffrcult. Manin and I
virrually completed the the follow-up interview before I realised that I had forgonen to turn

on the machine. Martin kindly suggested that we redo the interview, which fortunately was

not very long!

Making the transcriptions proved to be, as I had expected, extremely time-

consuming. I found that it was impossible to keep abreast of more than two sets of
interviews a week, so that during the time that I was intenriewing three families each

week, I listened to one set of tapes prior to the next interview. Transcriptions of each tape

(although my abilities as a touch typist improved dramatically) could take four or morc

hours a side, depending on the quality of the tape, the numbers of planes that went

overhead, or motorcycles that roared up the hill at critical moments, and the audibility and

enunciation of the respondent. However, doing the transcriptions myself helped develop a

detailed knowledge of each one and assisted the process of reflection and identifrcation of
issues. Like so much of what I have come to feel about the research prccess, the decision

to transcribe and to continue doing so in the face of what at times felt like considerable

odds was something akin to a leap of faith, the full significance only being visible once

much of the work had been done.

In retrospect, I think that some of my feelings of difficulty and uncertainty about

entering the lives of the families arose because I had rather facilely assumed a parallel with

a therapeutic session, without thinking through the differences sufficiently beforehand.

The principal differences arise out of the different direction and focus, the role of the

interview, and the nature of the relationship of the participants in the interview to one

anotherl6.

A family entering therapy presents their definition of the problem, which provides

the initial focus, and the basis of the contract benveen them and the therapist. They move

into a particular environment, where each member is expected to remain for the duration of
the session. The task of the therapist is ostensibly explicit, i.e., that s/he help the family

work through their difficulry, although s/he may not carry it out in quite the expected

manner. From the therapist's penpective, a majorresponsibility is to promote family

interaction in order to understand the nature of the system. The position in observational

research is different.

Instead of wanting to get a diagnostic view of the family, I was more interested to

see how they interacted over time and therefore to enter, rather than to stay out of, the

family system. By moving to their home ground I was entering into their stnrcturing of

16 See Chapter 4 for the discussion of my redefinition of the researcher/respondent relationship.
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time rather than my own. I chose times to go when I assumed that parent and child would

be'together' (i.e., after school, or shortly after the parent got home from work). In fact,

what frequently happened was that there was a minimum of interaction, although clearly

life was going on 'as normal'. Parents and children carried on their own lives. Children

had friends round to play, disappeared to friends' houses, went off to music lessons, did

homework, stayed in other rooms or watched TV. At other times they played in the house,

or were generally around but not necessarily spending time with the parent. In quite a

number of instances the lack of interaction carried over to the meal times, when there was

little said and the children left the table as soon as they could. I realised quickly that there

were inherent problems in being, usually, the only other adult present. The adult unit then

became the 'natural' focus for conversational activity, which meant that I was then

possibly uking up the time that the parent might have been spending with the child. I came

to realise that for several people 'doing research' meant talking and asking questions and

that they did not feel comfortable with me trl.lng to obsenre, rather than actively asking for
information. I found myself constantly juggling with the problem of finding a level of
interaction which did not just seem'rude' (which I characterised as sining there and saying

nothing, and refusing to be drawn into the conversation) or overly involved (which I saw

as talking too much), but the happy medium was certainly not always apparent and I
wondered to what extent my own presence was altering family rhythms. I asked several

families about this. Sometimes they seemed to feel that what was taking place was what

mostly took place. On other occasions different family members gave different answers.

There were other times when we had amusing conversations about what would constitute

normal family interaction were I nor there.Would they go to the beach, or for a walk? But

by the time the decision had been made, domestic responsibilities loomed and no-one went

anywhere. There were, of course, also periods of intense pareny'child interaction, both

positive and negative.

Under these less than straighforward circumstances I found it easy to question the

value of the observation time. In the first instance, it gradually dawned on me that what I
had set myself up to observe was substantially actually unobservable. I was seeing, as

Charles put it, 'alternate week solo parenting', and not'shared' parenting in the sense that

there were few face-to-face parental interactions to be noted. But at the same time it was of

considerable value to be in a position to make this observation, and to be able to note the

sudden tension when one parcnt came to see the children, or the anger another felt when

the clothes on the day of the changeover had not been delivered by mid evening.

Nor was I altogether clear initially about what it was that I expected to be able to

'discover' by obsewing. I was clear that I was not wanting to use the material in an

evaluative way in terms of superior/inferior parenting. However, the value of coping with

my frustration, sense of discomfort and uncertainty about the meaning of what I was
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trylng to do, became appiuent over timelT. For instance, I was frequently able to see

behaviour which had been previously mentioned in conversations, thus confirming what I

had been told. I was able, in several instances, to see the effects associated with the

transition of the childhen from one home to the other. It was very important to observe the

different dynamics and temperature and mood change in conEast to the previous visit, and

then was able to comment upon this and raise for discussion something that, had I just

come there without previous awareness, I may have taken for a'normal' atmosphere and

situation. To have been able to see these things seems to me to be of inconrovertible value

in interpreting the material that I collected.

I also think it was important that I did not just rush into the house to collect my

material and then disappear, but had tirne to talk about other than shared parenting, to share

who I was and to talk when it seemed appropriate about my own personal and family

experiences. It is of course impossible to determine precisely what conribution this kind

of informal contact made to the outcomes of my rcsearch, but I believe that it contributed to

a closer relationship generally with my respondents and therefore to greater ease in most

cases in our exchangestg.

The other problem that I initially encountered was deciding what constituted

'sufficient' observational time. There were two different models that I could call upon. The

first comes out of family therapy, and asserts that one can get a good impression of a

family system in a relatively shon time, although it depends on one's right as a therapist to

test and challenge family boundaries. As a researcher, my role was not to deliberately

challenge family boundaries but to stay within them. The second model proposes that an

observer needs to spend a much longer time with families in order to get a clear sense of

how they interact. Hanson (1981), in her study of families, comments that it took about

three days for the family to become comfortable with her presence and to let down their

guard. Given what both she and Gilling (1984) noted about the stress associated with

living-in with different families, I decided that attempting to spend a minimum of a week

with sixteen different paren/child combinations was probably tantamount to a suicidal

gesture, as well as placing considerable stress on my own family. The solution I adopted

left me somewhat stranded between Scylla and Charybis. But I felt that it was personally

manageable, and I was aware of its limitations. The strengths of the iurangement were that

it gave me time to be other than just a researcher, and that spacing out the three interviews

gave time to process what I had seen and heard and to ask further if need be.

17 See erody & Endsley (1981) who comment on the importarrce of smdying process in order o understand
some of the full complexity of family dynamics. Kan[or & trhr (1975) comment on the necessity of
studying the family wirhin its nanrral environment because of the richness of the data which it provides.
They suggest that part of the significance of ethnographic surdies is that the family's intemal life does not
correspond to the behaviour described in the clinical literatue, and that behaviour is faussed owards ttp
habitud and everyday. Furthermore, because the naoral environment is the familiar one, family defences
are less likely to be high, and the conduct in the home therefore discloses critical information.

18 For comments on the facilitation of self-disclosure, see Jourard (1964).
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By choosing to'be there'rather than to just'interyiew' meant that my role was by

no means a 'pure' onel9. To have anempted to play an objective researcher role would

have been impossible to sustain over a series of interviews because of the length of time I
was in the homes of my respondents as well as being personally out of character. The list

of roles which I occupied during the research were several: masseuse for a baby with

teething troubles, child minder for one father (who put his request for help for this

occasion in an unrefusable framework, that this would be an excellent time for me to get to

know the child. But I think that her level of anxiety both about being with a relative

stranger, and feeling that she was in a position of 'hostess' prevented this from

happening); purveyor of information about other families and their situations2o; a person

with whom to discuss a changing situation outside of the research interviews; friend, in

some cases, and therapist.

I am using the last word almost provocatively because it seems to me that this role,

in this type of research is almost inescapable; and since that is the case, it is better to make

a virtue of it and to explore what are the therapeutic dimensions in qualitative research

rather than to shy away from them. It is inescapable because a question can be seen as a

challenge to a previously defined reality which has lain more or less unquestioned.

Avoiding challenging, even implicitly, peoples' definitions of their worlds is almost

impossible, the difference being that the challenge is not intentional as it is in therapy. It
was also, as noted earlier, impossible to anticipate the reaction to an apparently simple

question. Nor could, I predict the direction the interviews might take Indeed I think that for

some families my arrival permitted the doubts, hesitations and uncertainties about the

nature of the arrangement to surface2l. Nor was it possible to formulate neutral questions.

At the fnst interview (where I had thought that at least the opening questions were fairly

neutral) discussion with one parcnt almost immediately focussed on the nature and

implication of parental differences about beliefs, about style and presentation of sclf, and

how these differences might affect a child.

I-eaving a clinical or controlled setting and entering the familial world requires

adjustment to the family's timetables and patterns and exposes the researcher to a whole

series of obstacles which ensure that the interview does not necessarily flow in quite the

19 See Oakley (1981).

20 I seaw fris as an important part of whar I was able to give back to the parents. Few knew of orhers
using a similar parenting mode, and I believe that it was valuable for me to answer questions after
finishing the interviewing about what I knew o date of others'arrangements, and to confirm that they were
not alone in experiencing doubs and difficulries.

2l t ttrint that the other point tlrat has to be taken account of here is that ir is generally easier to talk about
what is difFrcult than what is flowing smoothly becarse of the unremarkable natue of the larer. Kanor &
khr (1975, p. ix) point out that even the most disabled of families spend a lot of time in everyday affairs.
They say, 'Disabling proc€sses occupy a considerably smaller subclass in the universe of family events
than the literature of family pathology might lead us to believe'. Such poins confirm the value of the
observational periods. Although what was talked about often concerned doubts and difficulties I could also
observe the functional naturc of the day-oday arrangements.
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intended manner. People didn't always manage to get home when they said they would or

forgot that I was coming. Interviews stopped, re-started, or ended around the arrival of
visitors, TV programmes, getting children to go or returning them to bed (I waited once

for three quarters of an hour for a parent to senle the child, to discover when he finally

returned that he had gone to sleep while singing songs), sorting out fights over chairs,

chocolate, roorls, and general bad moods. At the end of my last, and unexpectedly slow,

interview with her, Jane explained that she was confronting possible major changes in her

personal life, which irccounted for her abstraction and uncertainties. On my first interview

with Luke, I did no taping at all, because of the family fight ostensibly over lateness but

also, as it transpired later, Luke's uncertainty about his own role as father. The children,

for whose sake he had given up his work, werc wanting to spend all their time with their

friends and very linle time with him. My notes on this occasion read as follows:

6.1 5 Dinner was ready. No sign of children. Luke slightly irritated. Reiterated that Diana had said that she

would be back before 6.00. No concem about her safety, but cross since she had been difficult recently.
6.25 Isac came back. Luke reprimands him for not being home at 6.00 . Isac's rugument is that he was not
told specifically to be home at 6.00 this day. He does not know where Diana is, but thinls that she was at
her friend's. Says he is going to play with his friend. Luke says he isn't. Both go off to look for Diana. A
friend rings again for Diana.
Luke comes back. Isac plays with the dog, who is discovered m be on heal Luke returns to convenation
about valuing the domestic side of life, but also feels the 'lure of the dollar'.
6.35 Diana still not back. Luke explained that she is snoppy at the moment.
6.45 Luke goes off again to find Diana.
7.00 Diana comes back with all her friends, and the friend's mother who explains rhat the task of
delivering the throwaways wils impossible, and that the delivery area was too big. Luke was very
re.strained. Diana seemed somewhat on the defensive. Friends lefr Luke served the meal. About half way
tfuough Luke began to ask very point€d questions about how Diana and friends had canied out task, and
pointed out the ways in which they could have sp€€ded things up. Diana began to get ratty back, and the
mutual needling continued. Diana went anglly and in tears to her room. She came brck and said that she
was going to her friends. Luke said she wasn't and she wept again. She went outside and sat there. The
friends appeared. Luke hulled strawberries for dessert. Called Diana, who said that she was not going o eat
any. Luke told her not to be silly. She came in and both she and Isac ook dessert outside.
7.40 The hostilities continue. Diana refuses to eat the strawbenies, and makes a series of comments

impllng that they and Luke unlikeable. Luke fying to ignore, and not over-respond. Then tells her she's
giving him a hard time and that it is time to stop. Asks her to feed the dog and the issue of when this is to
be done starts another argument, since Diana :rccuses him of telling her to eat the dessert and
simultaneously ordering her to clean up the dog's dishes. Luke tries to clarify tlre sequence. In the end he
washes the dishes.
8.10 Both children are outside again, with friends. Luke tells them to come in - they are'playing garnes

and suetching points'. Diana slams the door in tears. Both she and Isac go to their room and talk to their
friends ttuough the window.
&2[Luke goes to room and tells friends to go. Diana responds. "fVe are not outside. We are just cmped up
inside'. Luke says that tlrey spend all the time with tlreir friends and that he wants time without the friends.
Diana counten ttnt he has told them to play outside and that now he is trying to stop them.
8.30 Isac comes into the room where we are - I ask them if they want to talk into the tape recorder and play

their conversations back to get a sense of what their voices sound like. They don'r Isac is told that he has

lo go o bed at 9.00. I say to Luke that I will leave at same time. Diana wants to have the dog in her room
- Luke refuses because of the dog's being on heat.
8.40 Things start to quieten down. A discussion ahut watches starts, which seems to help clear the air,
and Isac times Luke smoking a cigarette. Each child times the length of time the other can stand on herAis
head. Equanimity is clearly restored. I leave at 9.00 feeling exhausted.

At such moments I wondered how I would evsr finish the interviewing and decided that

quantitative methodologies had perhaps som€ advantages!
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The analytic process

My decision that a case study approach to the data would be an inadequate

response to the data I had collected was determined partly by my theoretical position in

relation to the inherent limitations of case studies, and partly by the mode of analysis that I
adopted. Case studies purport to retain of a sense of the individual, the unique and the

whole. The selectivity, partialising and ideology of the account is often ignored. At the

same time the study rcmains rmted in the particular, and the significant wider social issues

are unobservej'Z.

My sense of the inadequacy of case studies was reinforced by a semiotic

interpretation of a tourist bus trip where the tourists purportedly re-traced the steps of the

early European explorers through the Australian Blue Mountains (Payne, 1986). A case

study can be described, borrowing Payne's terminology, as an 'architectural viewpoint',

where the reader, like a tourist, arrives at the pre-selected site, follows the arrows pointing

to the view, and takes away an 'already constructed image of what is to be seen' (p. 16),

because the journey has been edited and the moments of exploration, hiatus and turning

back eliminated from the armchair view of the world (p. 18). Similarly, a case study is a

means of appropriation of another's experience, the fullness of lived experience being

converted into revealing only those features of interest to the researcher who frequently

presents his/her account as though it were complete and without recognition of the extent

to which it has been structured by ideology.

By choosing to write a deconstnrctive analysis of shard parenting, I have also

chosen not to pnrduce accounts of each individual's experience of shared parenting after

separation or divorce. lnstead, I have sought to convey something of the everyday

experience of families who are sharing parenting; to retain the multiplicity of voices from

which my text has been formed; and to explore the gendered and ideological dimensions of
textual production, thus emphasising the interplay benpeen micro and macro, between

individual experience and social structureB. I have sought to produce a text which is dense

and richly texturcd; which imposes an order across a ftmge of disparate accounts; which

emphasises patterns and juxtapositions of events in ways in which they may not have

occurred in the 'raw' data24; which moves the data on from the particular to the general and

22 N4aclntyre (1979) says that case studies often allow little sense of comparison, tlr,at they tend to bury the
general features, or lose the unique ones. Phillipson (1973 b) also points out that the problem of what
constitutes an adequate account is always present, since even the mo$ detailed accunt can only senre as a
gloss on the full experience.

a See Silverman (1985, Chapter 4) where he argues for the importance of adopting a sociological position
which incorporates both dimensions of experience. He notes that although much sociology has seen micro
and macro as in opposition to each otlrer, it is imporunt to avoid the assumption that a'fundamental
choice must be made between these two penpectives'; that although neither level can be reduced to the
other, ttrat'each presupposes the other'; and that sociology cannot be conceived as either 'meaning or . .
structure', but that while'individual elements ne€d to be identified . . analysis [should] centre on their
articulation within a network of relarions' (p. 70).

24 Abrams & McCulloch (1976).
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more abstract and yet which still is valid in relation to the accounts from which it was

constructed; which'minimizes distortion' (Willis, 197 6/ 1980, p. 9 1 ).

That some distortion of the respondents' experiences occurs within sociological

analysis is well recognised and seen as inevitable and necessary. Phillipson (1973, p.79)

notes that methodology is a 'process by which a sociologist generates an abstract view of
the situation'. Baldamus (1972, p. 286) quorcs Rapappott to the effect that

[t]he stuff from which human relations and social s8uctures are made is not evident intuitively. It must
somehow be distilled, or abstracted from the innumerable "evenls", and the selection of ttp events depends
to a great extent on one's experiences, cultural background, and biases.

Similarly, Giddens notes that researchers while having a responsibility to "pick up' the

differentiarions of meaning which are relevant to the accomplishment [of an interaction] . ,

. are in no way constrained to embody the same differentiations in their own formula'

(Giddens, 7979, p. 151), while Backett describes a dual process of analytic abstraction.

The rcspondents'accounts are the first step in the moverrent towards an imposition of

order and abstraction, which is expanded upon by the researcher's processes of selection

and ordering from that account. Such processes can result in what she calls a'false

anribution of clarity', in that what has been produced as panial and incoherent, in the

process of analysis becomes distilled into a more coherent and clearer product (Backett,

1982, p. 10;zs. Barnett (1970, p. 150) describes the reorganisation of experience as critical

to developing alternative ways of viewing events and as involving analytic and associative

acts (p.161), thus enabling a'recombination of elements' (p. 162). Willis (1976/1980,p.

91) points out that, 'Even the most 'naturalistic' of accounts involves deconstruction of

native logic and builds upon reconstructions of compressed, select, and significant

moments in the original field experienced'.

Writing up the data involved writing up notes of interactions and events that had

taken place while I was with each family; transcribing the tapes; making notes about issues

that I wanted to follow up on in the next interview, and on issues emerging from the data.

This part of the research took from the middle of September 1986 to the middle of June,

1987. All of the first follow-up interviews that I was able to do were completed by

December, 1987. By the time I had completed all the transcriptions and notes, I had

approximately fifteen hundred pages of printout o be analysed.

Although there is now a substantial literature, which I have cited earlier, on the

value and contribution of qualitative research, references demonstrating the actual analyic

6 Plummer (1983, p. 123) however, warns of the obverse danger, pointing out lhau 'A central theoretical
assumption in most interactionist writing is that the personal life is nowhere near as linear and clear as

many social science accounts render it. It therefore, theoretically, leads one to seek out the diversity,
ambiguity, negotiuion and emergence in the construction of an individual's life. The trouble with this
view is that it might encourage the researchers to seek ambiguity, flux, contradictions and diversity where
there is none. The very process of allowing a subject to ramble on about his or her own life will confirm
the tenets of interactionist theory about the rambling and negotiable aspecs of life', and Plummer
concludes thaq in general, 'it would seem that there is no way out of this problem'.
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process are fewer (Becker & Greer, 1960; Backett,1982; Bulmer, 1979; Glaser, 1965;

Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Mclntyre, 1979; Phillipson, 1973,1973(b); S. Jones, 1985;

Halfpenny, 1979; Silvennan, 1985). What is repeatedly emphasised within this literature,

despite its diversity is both that theoretical and analydcal categories should be 'emergent'

and therefore open, and that the conduct of the analysis must be consistently comparative.

Overall the intention is to avoid foreclosing on conceptualisation and to'preserve

plasticity' by avoiding prior categorisation @ulmer, 1979,p.661), in order, as Willis

(1976\1980, p. 89) suggests, to achieve'surprise . . . by reaching knowledge not

prefigured in one's starting paradigm'. Ricoeur, in writing about the meaning of

subjectivity makes a similar point, that interpretation and understanding go 'beyond' the

content of the data:

understanding has nothing to do with an irurudiate grasping of a foreign psychic life or with an emotional
identiFrcarion wirh a mental intention. Understanding is entirely mediated by the whole of explanaory
procedures which precede and accompany it" The counterpart of this personal apropriation is not
something which can be felt, ir is the dynamic meaning released by the explanation . . . thai is, its power
of disclosing a world (Ricoeur, 1979, pp. lm - l0l).

One of the srengths of Glaser & Strauss's work is that there is throughout a close

correlation maintained berween the development of theory, in which the production of

'grand' theory is challenged, and the processes of analysis. Their intention is to develop

'grounded theory' (p. 1). Theory is, then, within the constant comparative method, a

'process' (p.32) which grows out of the material rather than being either superimposed on

it or rigorously defined prior to the study. They seek to generate theory which is open to

constant modification and is

integrated, consistent, plausible, close to the data. . . . Still dependent on the skills and sensitivities of the
analysl the constant comparative method is not designed . . . to guanmtee that two analysls working
independently with the same daa will achieve the same results; it is designed to allow, with discipline, for
some vagueness and flexibility that aid the creative generation of theory (p. 103).

Nor is the researcher concemed to achieve a universality of reference, or of causation (p.

103), but instead to generate categories, properties and hypotheses primarily through a

process of sanration of data. The stages through which comparative analysis moves grow

out of each other, while simultaneously earlier stages remain in operation throughout the

analysis. These stages ar€:

(1) The comparison of comparable incidcnts: This is a process which involves

the generation of as many analytic categories as possible as they emerge from the data; the

comparison of each incident categorised with the incident prior to it, in order to develop an

awareness of the continua of the category and its dimensions; the rccognition of the

theoretical properties of the categories - its 'continua . . . its dimensions, the conditions

under which it is pronounced or minimized, its major consequences, its relation to other
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category, and its other propefties' (p. 106); and the noting and coding of ideas as they

develop.

(2) The integration of categories and tlvir properties; This involves a movement

away from the comparison of each incident with the previous ones, to 'the comparison of
incident with properties of the category that resulted from initial comparisons of incidens'

(p. 108). The intention at this point is to achieve the integration of properties through the

comparisons, which then enable the analyst to'make some related theoretical sense of each

comparison'(p. 109).

(3) Delimiting the theory: The researcher at this stage concentrates on reduction,

which Glaser & Srauss describe as the discovery of the 'underlying uniformities in the

original set of categories or their properties' which enables the fomrulation of theory with a

'smaller set of higher level concepts' (p. 110). This process is assisted by recognition of

the saturation of data, i.e., the point at which it is acknowledged that an incident does not

add to the category through the highlighting of a further dimension, but merely adds bulk.

At this point the incident is not coded, a procedure which also helps reduce the amount of

data with which the analyst has subsequently to deal (p. l l l).
(4) Wrirtng theory: The final stage is the writing of the theory, a process that then

becomes a logical extension of the earlier stages.

Glaser & Strauss's model has not been accepted uncritically by all qualitative

researchers. By implying that once the category has reached'saturation'data no longer

need be placed in that category Glaser & Srauss lose sight of the density of the experience

which they are conceptuelising. Willis (1976/1980, p. 89) has suggested that their notion

of approaching the field to be researched without prior conceptualisations is not possible,

and that the development of theoretical constructs which then close off alternative

viewpoints may begrn at a very early stage, a point which Bulmer (Ln9, p. 665) also

makes and quotes Brown to the effect that

[g]rounding an analysis in member's own perspectives is pobably easier where ore is concerned with
'relatively short-term processes, sequences ofbehaviour that are directly observable or can be easily reported

upon, and behaviour which has a repetirive character'

Nonetheless,I believe that Glasers & Strauss's emphasis on emergence and a continual

modification, and grounded development, of theory has considerable methodological

significance and value in qualitative research. However, I also believe that their

conceptualisations arc op€n to the criticism that they have not themselves quite followed

through the implications of their own model. Their emphasis on 'prediction', 'control'

and hypothesis construction (p. 3) places their work more within a quantitative

framework.

In a recent article Richards & Richards (1987) are critical of qualitative

methodology in general, arguing that'there is an enormous gap between goals and

performance' (p. 23) and that there has been inadequate attention paid to the problems with
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method. The failure to solve these problems have resulted in a lack of 'methodological

discussion allowing innovative scholars to build upon others'experiences or learn from

their mistakes' (p.21126.In the conrext of describing the value of an analysis done with the

aid of a particular computer package, they point to the various significant constraints that

researchers not using computer analysis must contend with, suggesting that these

constraints detract from the full development of 'gtounded theory' because freedom is

required to move beyond preconceived ideas and indexing patterns. Richards & Richards

do not think the major constraints to the exercise of this freedom are restricted to qualitative

work but their existence then throws them into conflict with the central tenets of qualiutive

methodology. The constraints that are highlighted relate to volume. They stress that the

sheer volume of records generated through qualitative research immediately creates

problems with the size of records that can be 'created, retained and rerieved'; the

complexity of analysis that can be set up and handled; the constraints arising from the

detail of classification of records which occur when researchers confront their inability to

process and interpret records properly, and perhaps most importantly the constraints that

arise through the process of analysis.

As analysis proceeds, so does prcssure o settle (early) for simple and fixed indexing systems. Sheer clerical
effort forbids running several at once or creating categoies during the process of analysis. The complexity
of unstnrctured data, its essential inransigence to order, encourages taking-over of analysis by themes that
emerge early, discourages intenogation of the data for further themes, verification of those dominating
analysis or investigation of their pauerned occurence. So a major constraint is onflexibiliry and
monvnlum of analysis O. 25).

The core of their critique is that although grounded theory seeks expansion and

openness rather than reduction, and the analytic prccesses are intended to encompass

change and development, nonetheless few researchen acknowledge how early analytic

choices prevent the emergence of later themes, thus ossifying the analysis. The end rcsult,

they suggest, is that qualitative work can only offer tentativeness, a lack of authonity and

few certain conclusions, so that qualitative methodologies become'associated with

episodic and tnrncated research', case studies, and the noting but lack of exploration of the

patterned occurence of themes (V.Zl1zt . Not surprisingly, they criticize a tendency to

26Theydonotreference,however,thepaperscollected insaciologicatReview,(1979),inWalker(1985)
or Morgan (1983) which represent a recognition of, and an attempt to meet, many of the issues raised by
Richards & Richards.

27 While their assessment of the low sanding of qr.ralitative work is valid, the impression they give is that
it was solely because ttrc methodological means for adequate analysis were lacking. What they seem to
have ignored is the existence of a cultural constraint which both valued quantitative and seemingly
'scientific' work and at the same time denigrated alternative modes of viewing the world. Schor (1987), in a
fascinating book, Reading in Detail: Aestlutics and the Feminine discusses the way that detail, over a
period of several cennuies, was associated with the feminine and therefore with inferiority and
subversiveness. She notes: 'The ineconcilability of details and the sublime and concomiant affinity of
details for the effete and effeminate ornamental style point o what is perhaps most threatening about the
detait its tendency to subvert an internal hierarchic ordering of the work of art which clearly subordinates
the periphery to the center, the accessory to the principal, the foreground to the background. Given the
persistent association of all manner of devalorized or threatening details with the feminine, it is scarcely
surprising to find the insubordinate detail singled out as distinctively feminine'(p. 20), and her book is a

-l
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write in tentativeness with such phrases as'many suggested' (p.27). The remedy they

offer is the use of a sophisticated computerprogramme, which provides the mode of

readily accessing under multiple headings a range of previously differently classified data,

and allows for calling up data not seen as relevant at an earlier stage in the study.

Interestingly, they appear here to overlook Glaser's & Strauss's suggestion that the

emergence of a new coding does not necessitate going back over previously coded material

in order to achieve a totalify of reference, but that the analyst merely continues the task,

while incorporating the new code. They appear to have ignored the concept of saturation,

and concentrated instead on that of inclusiveness.

Although I believe that the criticisms Richards & Richards have offered of
qualitative work have substance, and that a computer analysis would undoubtedly have

helped in my own approach 0 did not have sufficient space to do the analysis on the

computer), their approach emphasises different aspects from mine, most significantly

highlighted by Richards'(1988) statement that at base qualitative and quantitative

methodologies could offer the same result. What they are seeking is a means by which

qualitative research can become associated with the achievement of definitiveness and

completeness, both of which arc accepted as feasible and desirable. Whereas my

understanding of qualitative research is that it provides a means of generating enqulry

about the stmcnrres of society, and how these are unselfconsciously sustained through

discourse, Richards & Richards appear to define the purpose of categorisation as the

ability to assign behaviour value in relation to its numerical status. Their concern is with

truth, and tnrth here can only exist in a precisely quoted percentage. While from their

vantage point, they may well be corect in asserting that much qualitative research could

have been done more speedity and with few different results from quantitative, the solution

they offer to the problem denies altemative ways of conceptualising the significance of

qualitative research.

In conducting my analysis I have relied heavily on the mode suggested by Glaser

& Strauss. Having completed the analysis of the first four ses of interviews I formulated a

tentative outline of what seemed to be emerging from the material and drew a rectangular

diagram which, while anempting to show interrelatedness, consisted of broad thematic

headings and subsections listed underneath.

Stage two began as I moved towards completion of the interviews. At this point I

began what turned out to be a very lengthy process of working through the ransctiptions

and coding each set onto a very large sheet of paper. I worked at each set of nanscripts

without direct reference to those I had already analysed to avoid the possibility of

interference from previous analytic decisions. Each set of transcripts took many houn to

discussion of the gradual process of the reclaiming and sublimation of detail. The growth of interest in
qualitative work and the further elaboration of qualitative methodologies has occurrcd over the last two
decades, during which time philosophers and critics of the'centre' (such as Derrida,Ilcan, Deleuze &
Guauari) who have challenged the periptreralisation of &tail, have emerged.
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complete, the first interview in all cases taking the most time because of the density of the

material and many items were cross-coded to retain their breadth of reference. An account

of a particular event might well refer simultaneously to an emotional reaction, the nature of

the post-marital relationship, gender issues, and the value of a particular sort of support. I
placed each 'event' under all the relevant headings and drew connecting lines between

them. Creating this diagram drew my anention to the way that the 'event' itself was not

stable, but its signification changed according to how it was coded, and to the particular

frame of reference. Each coding, then, was rnore than just a multiple coding of the same

event; it also reprcsented a slightly altered perspective. I then noted the codings for each

section on the transcript.

The significance and value of this procedure rapidly became apparent. In the first

instance, there was a relatively clear emergence of a chronological sequence and the

chapters, insofar as each moves the'story' on reflect this chronology. The series of

interconnecting lines benveen different categories gave visual force to the complexity and

disposition of each set of transcripts, and indicated of the particular tensions in individual

and family accounts. Constructing the diagnms also made me aware of the pressure

towards linear sequencing of events although in the accounts, however, such clear

sequencing is not so apparent because each recounted event has reference forwards as well

as backwards. Recounting the past and envisaging the funrre was, for example, coloured

by rccollected and current evaluations of the marital and post -marital relationship. It

became increasingly clear (Wallerstein & Kelly, l!$Q; Ahrons & Rodgers, 1987) that the

legal termination of a relationship has little connection with its emotional termination.

Ending a relationship, so that one is no longer affected or constrained by the other, is a

process of great complexity, requiring a considerable amount of time to work through.

The linearity of writing can lose sight of density of experience. It was easy for me

to overlook the number of significant other events that parents were experiencing

simultaneously in addition to the separation and the impe,rative to decide about custody. I

drew chronological charts, showing the different and often stressful events which parents

experienced during the time they were attempting to make decisions about custody.

Having completed the coding of the transcripts of the fint four families I wrote up

in a more detailed form my notes on the emergent categories and revised what I was by

then calling my 'map' of shared parenting. The discrete themes in their rectangular box

became a series of open concentric circles, the purpose being, as I describe below28, to

stress their interrelatedness, and to support a conceptual move away giving priority to

specific components or features of experience. This map, however, I felt to be

unsatisfactory since events were still static and centred.

It took several months before I was able to grasp a way of mentally visualising the

interactional map. While waiting for something to surface I had made unsatisfacto,ry

28 See Chapter 4.
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attempts to draw'cross-sectional' maps where events were temporarily rooted and yet

dynamic, uncentred and connected. The visual meuphor which I believe reflects

something of the interactive mode which I was trying to suggest developed from a paper

on recent New Zealand art which has rcjected conventional boundaries (Barrie, 1987), and

a discussion about Alexander Calder mobiles. Hanging in space, lacking a formal

geometric structure, their skeletal forms symbolic of the pervasiveness of language, their

'leaves', spread out over time, delicately balanced, each of equal significance, the mobiles

embody fluidity and relatedness, each'leaf section having a freedom of movement yet its

own movement being affected by, and affecting, the movement of other'leaves'. [n terms

of providing a visualisation of complexity, balance, density and integration of elements,

the concept of the mobile offered a way of moving beyond strict linearity and the rigid

orderin g of experience.

Stage three of the analysis was to return to my charts, and key into the computer

the information relating to each coding. Doing this gave brief notes on respondents' views

on each topic, in which family and gender readings were easily located.

The founh stage brought me back to the transcripts which I cut up and categorised.

Because most sections of the transcripts had multiple points of reference, I spent houn

xeroxing, labelling, ttren cutting up and sorting, and taking a number of my completed

xeroxes back for further sets to extend the analysis. The rcsult was a pile of folders nearly

a foot high. It was only at this stage that I decided on chapter headings and the allocation

of topics in each chapter. I carried out the final process of analysis of the data as I came to

write each chapter.

Using a highly qualitative methodology has had its unsettling moments. Doing so

meant managing my hesitations about qualitative analysis, and the ingrained

methodological assumptions of professionals in the general field of family research that

quantitative studies are mone valid and'real'in order to focus on process and to allow my

interpretive stmctue to emerge.
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MOVING BEYOND LOCAL COLOUR: THE VOICES OF QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH.

Introduction
The dimension of voice has typically been excluded from consideration when

interview material is analysed and interpreted in sociological research. Where extracts from

interviews with respondents have been included in a text, they are usually presented as

complete and finished statements. Only occasionally is some of the recursiveness and

hesitation of the speaking subject reproduced but these features are treated as

nonsignificant. The effect of editing out these features is to create the impression that

respondents present themselves as consistent in thinking and logical in the development of

their thought and knowledge. Payrng attention to the whole process of articulation opens

up another view of the way that meaning is communicated, one which emphasises

inconsistency, paradox, ephemerality. The nature of the spoken language perceived in this

way is well defined by Barthes (1971/1986, p. 309 - 310) when he writes:

The corrective and perfective movement of speech is a stammer, a fabric that frays itself out as it lnis
iaelf together, a chain of argumentative corrections . . . : the eponymous figure of the speaker is Penelope.

Paying attention to these features of the spoken language broadens understanding

of the complex meanings embedded in respondents' speech and affecs significantly the

conclusions that are drawn.

The texts of the transcripts were fascinating. They varied in length, one running to

over one hundred pages, the majoriry being between sixty to eighty pages long. By

looking at ex-partners' texts comparatively, it was possible to place the texts within nro

main groupings, each with sub-groupings. The first group, in which I placed the majority

of the accounts, varied considerably in emphasis, direction, and in the expression of

feelings of optimism, despair or concem. There was also variation in the degree of

detailing of events. Within this group, all except one of the women, and only one of the

men adopted with varying degrees of intensity a critical social perspective, locating

themselves in a feminist (or in Ross's case a Mancist) ideological framework. The (mostly

male) accounts of the remainder of this group functioned more as narrative within a taken-

for-granted world where the same degree of questioning of the social structure present in

the women's accounts was omitted. Three of these texts in particular were noticeable for

the way in which key events were presented with considerable detail in a manner which

had the effect of emphasising a particular ideological stance. Detail and ideology combined

to increase the listener/reader's awareness that this account was to be regarded as giving

the full and tnre version of complex personal and historical events. Intertextual

comparisons between these ex-partners' accounts, however, made apparent areas of

tension and omission and contributed to a fuller appreciation of the way gender and

ideology informed the texts.
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In the second group, in which I placed six of the accounts, the experiences of the

ex-parmerc were often considerably different, and two out of the three women addressed

structural and feminist issues. But in comparison with the first group there was not the

same degree of tension and undercurents of uncertainty, doubt, despair and anger.

Differences were more obviously respected, and the respondents expressed less

ambivalence about each other. This greater unanimity of view and recounting of what was

presented as a shared, and much less stress l experience was particularly marked in the

accounts of the lesbian and homosexual couples and their new partners.

There were also some gender differences relating to the way that respondents

constructed their texts. The women in both groups, rather more than the men, occupied a

different position in relation to their texts, in that they were immersed in, yet also more

distant from, them. The women adopted a more evaluative, and critical stance in regard to

their own actions, while not denying their validity. They welt more likely to offer a

sympathetic awareness of the others' position, thus making more positive verbal 'moves'

towards their ex-paftner, and to recognise systemic elements within the relationship. In

this respect, more of the women, and considerably fewer of the men were closer to what

Flynn (1986, p.276) has called an 'interactive center', being better able to achieve a

balance between detachment and involvenrent. In contrast, the men tended rnore to

positions Flynn has characterised as overly detached, or overly involved, where the critical

distance which allowed a 'dialogue' (p. 268) between the text and self was not achievedl.

Atthough I generally began the fust interview with each parcnt by asking for an

account as to why they had chosen shared parenting as the mode of custody the texs by no

means developed in identical fashion, each having its own idiosyncratic features and

internal logic. In some cases respondents voiced substantive concerns about shared

parenting almost immediately, and the relationship panerns and family themes glven

expression at that point were subsequently embroidered and expanded through the

subsequent interviews. Others took a more historical approach. Some began at the point of

separation, addressing that in a relatively neutral and matter-of-fact tone of voice. Others,

however, began at the same point but their recounting immediately immersed me in a

complex situation in which personal problems were accentuated by structural issues. In

these texts especially, the chronology of the arrangement was often difficult to Eace, a

situation not helped by the fact that it was the event which had the ernotional significance

for the speaker, not its date. To some extent too, the length of time that families had been

sharing the parenting influenced the emphases of the texts. Those who had more recently

started sharing and those for whom the sharing had been difficult tended to speak more of

the difficulties that had been encountered in the early stages of the arrangement.

I See also Bleich (1986). His article and Flynn's arc recent studies seeking to understand the nature of
gendered reading. Insofar as I have understood ttre speaking of the text to consdnrte an encounter between
self and 'other', where the speaker may occupy different locations within her/his own tcxt, then these

studies offer valuable ways of thinking about the manner of textual construction by the respondens.
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Alternatively, those parents who had both established their shared parenting arrangement

some years before the interviews without too much difficulty, and whose curent

iurangement was functioning reasonably smoothly, gave less attention to this dimension.

My decision to make complete transcriptions of the tapes of the interviews was

based on a theoretical and personal orientation towards ambiguity and difference as

constirutive of social reality (Pelz, 1974; Plummer, 1983; Silverman, 1985; Walker,

1985). I also wished to recond my respondents' speech in a manner that would retain its

density of reference, multi-directionality and richness of expression2. While qualitative

research has provided general theoretical support for my approach, I found that recognition

of the importance of language is not accompanied by detailed discussion, outside of a

linguistic framework, either of procedures for making a complete ranscript of interview

material, or of appropriate methods of analysis3.

The act of taping directed attention to the problems of note-taking in such

situations. Had I been uying to take notes of the long and often discursive interviews I

would have had to contend with the potentially conflicting demands of retaining a grip on

the direction of the interview, making immediate decisions about ttre value or significance

of what was spoken, and writing down what was said in sufficient detail. Note-taking, at

best a reductive activity (Barthes, 197111986, a), precludes the opportunity to return later

to the full text and, in the light of subsequent interviews, to re-assess the earlier decisions

about the significance of specifrc statements. In the effort to remain abreast of the verbal

outpourings of one's respondent, there is a tendency to concentrate on the factual content

rather than on the process of speakingl. Subsequently it is very difficult, as a note-taker, to

recall speech patterns and the'rustle of language'(Barthes, 1975/1986) without the aid of

a tape. The reported statement (already reduced to the researcher's appreciation of what

was said) can too easily become reductive and seem definitive simply because it has been

sripped of its surrounding qualifications - the back-uacking, changes of direction,

hesitations and repetitions. Consequently the reported statenrcnt is often in a starker and

more authoritative form than would be the case if one is working from a transcript. In this

light, note taking has to be seen as an act of closure on the part of a researcher.

2 An interesting point of comparison is with case studies compiled by Wylie (1980) from inerview notes

where the elements which caught my interest are lost.

3 Dawe (1973, p. 33) says that, To capture, in Richard Hoggart's words, 'the wlwle sense of an experience

. . . rich in simuluneous meanings', we need a language which communicates, expressively as well as

instrumentally; a language which pays as much auendon to style, tone, feeling, emphasis, inflexion and
imagery as o the rigorous representation of formal concepts and logical propositions. For much of our

[sociologicall terminology destroys our sensitivity to most levels of meaning on which human activity and
experience must be grasped'. See also Denzin (1971), Phillipson (1973) and Phillips (1973), all of whom
describe language as critical to the assignation of meaning and comprehension but nowhere elaborate in any

detail an appropriate methodology or theory. Equally, Brannen & Moss (1987) state that the language used

by respondents has is ttreoretically significant, but do not expand the point further.

4 I am using "process" here, not in terms of the psychodynamics of the situation, but in terms of the
speech process itself.
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It is no longer sufficient merely to assert the centrality of language in the mediation

of experience. To appreciate fully the complexity of experience demands a concentradon

on the more radical issues raised by the process of language itself. Paying anendon to

these issues requires moving beyond regarding language as a source of content and local

colour, or as a means to enhance a sociological account by insening nuance and

complexity. Focussing on the prrcess of language opens up questions about the naturc of

dialogue and of interaction within the interview, the existence of a rational, coherent

subject, and the deeply entrenched Western metaphysical notions about the 'centre',

'essence' or'rootedness' of meanings.

Language/research interface.

The hierarchical relationship of researcher and respondent characteristic of

quantitative methodologies, where the researcher is presented as dominant and the object

of the research is seen as 'presenting [her/him]self directly to the observer' (Willis,

In6lL980, p. 89), denies the existence of an inricate and delicately balanced relationship

and a process benreen the participants in a resealch act, a relationship that becomes all the

more ambiguous in qualitative research. Within interactionist theory the description of both

researcher and informant as participant observers implies equality yet because interaction is

viewed as problematic the respondent comes to occupy a potentially deviant role6. The

ethnomethodological approach likewise implies equality through the emphasis on the role

both play in the creation and maintenance of the social prccess of the interview, but this

position is rendered ambiguous and implicitly subverted by viewing the relationship as

asymmetrical, and as one where the interviewer has greater power and authority?. Feminist

research, because of its extensive challenge, both theoretically and methodologically, to the

objectivity of the social sciences, has also challenged the notion of the inferior status of the

respondent (Benston, 1982; Keller, 1983,1985; Oakley, 1981, Snnley & Wise, 1983).

Focus on the process of the interview enables further conrment on the notion of equality of

interviewer and respondent, and on the way that the interaction, verbal and non-verbal,

benveen the participants creates a milieu which facilitates and constrains the development

of the interview.

I recognised in the early stages of interviewing that the conception of the interview

as a dialogue between equals (Oaktey, l98l; Laslett & Rapaport,1975) was inadequate.

5 The Western atbchment to the concept of a centred universe is illusrated in the following quotation of
I-acan's. '[T]he Copernican Revolution iailed o dislodge the pestige of the centre: it shifted from man and

the earth to the sun but it is still the idea of the centre that controls discourse . . . ' (lvlacCannell, 1986, p.

16).

6 Denzin (in Silverman, 1985, p. 163) suggests that there are a number of facors which can 'distort'

respons€s: the respondents occupying different interactional roles from the interviewer; the problem of self-
presentation; the problem of 'vo-ladlJ rehtionships, which may lead o fabrication of the ruth; the

Oifncutty of entering subjrxtive worlds; the relative staUrs benveen the interviewer and respondenq and the
'cont€xt' of the interview.

7 Siluerman (1985). For a discussion of these issues see especially pp. 156 '178'
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The supposition of the equal nansaction did not recognise the different but also shifting

power positions that I as researcher and the parent as respondent occupied in relation to

one another. On the one hand, I became very aware of feelings of dependency on the good

will of my infomrants, of intnrsion into their lives, and of the way in which these acted as

constraints on pursuing questioning. At the same time I was aware that I occupied a role

which carried with it a certain status and gave licence to ask questions. Furthermore,

although I felt that I had tried to ensur€ that people were taking part 'of their own free

will', it became apparent that some felt'freer'than others, and that situational factors

affected the flow of the interview. An explicit illirstration of this clash between the position

of dependency, the right to act 'in role', and the issue of power in the relationship can be

seen in the following exchange with Fay:

AO: I actually wanttogobacktothebeginning(... ) when youweretalkingabout...yourconcern
about Tessa feeling that in any way she was in a - in anything other than a normal sinration and I realised
that as you were talking that I was beginning to feel very constrained about talking with her at all because
I thought that that was somehow going to be breaking the boundaries for you and was going to be creating
difficulties. . . .

F,/.' Well, my raising that with you tonight - I didn't mean to place constraints upon you. What I was
trying to say was that . . Ross and I were trying to provide the context, to let you know of the context in
which we'd placed it and if you could understand thu cont€xt, it may help you o place it in the same

light. That was all. It was extremely important because of your coming into our lives . . we know that,
that Tessa's situation is as normal to us but is not . . . .necessarily normal to the majority of society. She

doesn't necessarily perceive that. If you hadn't come into our lives, then . . .that's he way it is. But it kind
of puts a focus on it that wasn't there before and we are concemed that that doesn't . . . upset her perception

of her life which we perceive to be very stable . , . .(A.O.Starts to talk, but FJ. continues) Now, I didnt
mean to say . .that you have to represent it as this which it isn't. What I meant to say is ilut tttis is what
Ross and I have said to her and we want you to know that as you proceed . . . . . about the normal,
different ways of living, which she knows and that yon are interested . I mean she accepls that there are
all different family situations but it would be strange to say, "Here comes this strange person who's
interested only in your's". So we've said to her, "Here comes this strange person . . . we haven't known her
before, who's interested in all different types of families and that explains why she's come to our's
because our's is different from othem".
AO: I suppose (... )and this is anotherpurely intellectual thing forme,Fay,although I feel thatitis a

very different situation for you. I'm interested in how you're feeling that it is to talk about something is to
suggest that there's something different about it.
FJ: Because you weren't known to us. Yon weren't here last week. And suddenly you are here talking
about Tessa's life style. And for 7 years you haven't been here. I mean I think, that, that's . . . re:tson

enough to cause sometrle potentially, to cause someone to stop and wonder, "why ate the questions

starting now when they weren't there before?" If, we had been raising these questions it would have been

different. But you are a stranger. So I think that that is quite legit . . to have - not fears necessarily, but o
recognise that there is a different factor in our life now and that is somebody who is interested in that, and
who wasn't there last week. And that may mean nothing, or it may be cause . .to wonder. Now, if there is
cause to wonder, it's in the context of, "We wonder about a lot of things. Not just your situation, but all
family situations" ( lst Interview).

Perhaps it was not surprising that during the next and very tense interview, when I

began by asking what I considered an innocuous question, in Tessa's presence, about the

amount of contact between her parents in relation to her welfare in the early days of their

separation, the response was to assert that these subjects could not be discussed while

Tessa was in the room.

Furthermore, conceiving of the process as dialogic and exploratory meant, as I

have said, that the interview schedule I used was very open-ended. I found that the more I
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attempted to move into the material, which meant moving away from areas of questioping

planned prior to the interview, the more difficult at times became the easy or precise I

elaboration of what it was I wanted to ask because of a sense of pushing at the boundaries.

I found at times that my own questioning became tentative, and lacked clarity. This was

because I was attempting to satisfy three different criteria. I wanted to acknowledge what

had been said, thereby ensuring that the person realised that s/he had been heard. At the

same time I wanted to suggest that it might be possible to take what had been said further,

without implying that the first answer was somehow inadequate; and form the question

which would release further information without'directing' the response to a particular

angle. I was relieved to find that I was not the only one experiencing difficulties of
conceptualisation. Anna said, "I don't know how clear I can really be. I can only hint at

what I think I mean. . I mean,I can only say what I think I mean".

The extent to which the interview, conceived as a process of exploration, is

successfully collaborative raises questions about the nature of the respondeny'researcher

relationship which depends on several factors: the toleration of tentativeness created by

the interview process; situational facton (whether either participant is feeling ill or thed);

the notion of research entertained by the respondent and the respondent's perception of the

significance of the research, both personally and within wider socid horizons; the

willingness to question 'taken-for-grantedness'; and a transcending of social convention to

permit enqulry into tabooed areas. There were some subjects, the financial arrangements

between the parents being one, where my question to some respondents would bneak the

flow of the conversation and create a sudden barrier. Asking for further informatiofi

increased my sense of discomfort as the response became more hedged, and I felt anxious

about alienating my informant8.

I concluded that, in relation to constraint and facilitation, there were three fluid
groupings into which the respondents could be placed, fluid because some people could be

placed in different groups at different times. The visual appearance of the transcripts

confirmed this observation. The first group, those who were enthusiastic and interested in

the research, readily questioned their assumptions and spoke of situations which were felt

to be difficult as a result of adult interactions, rather than as the fault of the other. The

accounts they gave were detailed and expansiveg.They tended to draw connecdons

between their experiences and social structures and the interviews were easily sustained.

8 Ttrese sudden breaks in the conversation were usrully able to be explained by reference !o he same issue
in the partne/s transcript, whose account would provide an alternative reading of the sinradon, and confirm
my impression of the interpersonal difhculties associated with ir

9 The fact that nearly all of the womeq and fewer men came within this gouping could be interpreted
along gender lines i.e., that women are 'beser' and more experienced practitioners in the art of Prsonal
conversations. The other angle, which has to remain speculative, is to wonder in what way thelinterview
pattems would have changed had I been a male. There were certainly several occasions when I wondered if I
was inadvertently entering into a previously experienced marital pattems, where women 'wanted'answers,
and the role of the man was therefore to resist the questioning.
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Visually, the picture is of a minimal input from myself, and a maximum input from the

respondent.

The second group was more problematic in that the information was not so easily

acquired and there was an air of restraint in the manner in which it was given. There was

not the same sense of flow and the dialogues stopped and started much more, in

comparison to those in the first grouping. Follow up questions were not always easy lo
ask because what was said did not leave me with a great deal to build on. Sometimes the

manner of speaking was due to a failure of memory. Here, Stephen clearly felt that he

should be able to respond to the question:

AO: Were you aware at the outset of Jim's disuess? Umm . . . you ulked about the way that his
behaviour - he became much brighter and happier, umm, is that something that Pauy or yourself we,re

aware of, that he hadn't been particularly happy, or was it only afterwards when you saw this change in
him that you realised that things had not been going so well?
SC.' Idon'tknow. Thatisprobably somethingPattycouldanswerbetterthan me ... umm........I
think that it was something - from memory- that became apparent after I came back, rather than being
tenibly appiuent at the time . . . I am not clear on that (lst Interview).

Sometimes the hesitancy was also due to the way a question might throw up a new and

unconsidered facet of the arrangement. Hesitancy was also something of a personal l

characteristic. Stephen, for example, spoke, as I noted earlier, of formulating his

responses in his head before speaking them, rather than speaking out his thoughts. Charles

frequendy spoke slowly and very carefully. His manner of speech often resulted in long

silences which left me feeling anxious, intrusive and uncomfortable.

CD: Ummm....Y-es. Umm....Isupposethatlamconsciousthatthereisabout 50Voof thekids'
lives of which I know very little.
AO: Mmm. The 507o when they are with Mary? (Mmm) Whu does that mean, that, that knowing very
little? .

CD.' Ohh, I , I am not sure how you would put it any other way.
AO: Whatmakes itsignificant? Whatmakes... whatbrings it!oconsciousness?.....
CD: Oh usually it is likely to be kicked off be a sense that umm . . . I find myself missing thep. This is
ftequenr
AO: And so the frct that they are not here and when they ar€ here, there is always the sense of a,bsence? . .

. Because there's . . the week over -
CD: they won't be here. There is that sense of . . gernrally a greater degree of ignorance about rthe lives of
mychildren. ....(2ndlnterview).

In these situations my options were to avoid breaking the silence; to give leads in to

possible responses; or to proceed with asking questions, the responses to which lvere

sometimes regarded as so self-evident that the respondent was left stnrggling to ryake

sense of the question, while I tried to ensure that he was not left sonrehow feeling

inadequate for not having anything rnore to say. I am not sure I always succeeded. The

visual appearance of the transcript is the exact opposite of the first type of respopse and I

contribute much more of the conversation.

The third group, although visually appearing like the firsL posed problems of a

quite different n ature.
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F"f: Firstly - this isMY interpretation...of course...I rememberthattimeandl thoughtof itatthe
time as my idea, rny commitment and if nothing else came out of that awful time, it was that I was going
to make sure that this was the achievement of our breaking up. That we stuck together in terms of
bringing up Tessa. Now, Ross may see it differently, but I have always seen it that way. That / - it was
my idea. / was determined to make it happen. I've always been the more outspoken one and he's been very
passive and very quiet and one interpretation would say that he agreed to it and il suited him. Now,
knowinghimaswellasldo,that'skindoflikeanobserver's(........)-sooneanswertothat
question is: That was my agenda and I convinced him of il But I think that probably that was the way it
was played out because I'm the talking one and he has tended to be the listening and acting one .

AO: So, I still come back to the question -
FJ; tlang on. That's one answer. . .Thats the way t recall it. I can remember so much effort that I put in
to saying,"This has got to be the fundamental principle" . . . and lots of arguments hat went on. But he

agreed wirh ttr,at. Now, the other way of lmking at it is . .that it was a pninciple easily accepted by both of
ls dnyway because that's the ilra) even when, even when we were logether, Tessa had been brought up.

Unusually, in our perception, reladve o other kids of her age because, for instance, Ross's job was a major
factor. He was the milkman. He went to work before the child woke up in the morning and he was brck
home after the fint feed sort of thing. A very, I mean, he worked hard but a very short dme in the day. So

ttnt child . . . from her earliest moments didn't know one parent any better than the other. Which I think is

probably an unusual situation. When I started work part-time, when she was [a baby], I would work until
midday, take her lo work and before I finished worlc, Ross was 0rere to take her home and then before he

really had got setrled in, I was home again. So, in her first . . umm, say two years of life, it couldn't be

said tlrat she spent more time with one parcnt thim another. So, if we were committed, or, if I, my
recollection of the time was that I was committed !o convincing Ross of this joint parenting thing and he

went along with it and was - and, and subscribed o it whole-heartedly, it wasn't going to be particularly
difficult because it had always been that way. It had never been that il had been, orc of us, rather than the

other, who had brought that child up. We had always shared it and been equally committed to an

upbringing -
AO: So where did that decision about sharing her, within the relationship before you broke up, because

it's- thetryowerefundamentally linkedtogether,aren'tthey? (Yeah)(........ )Youhadbothbeen
really involved as parents - so how come you had both been so involved?
F,/: Why not?
AO; Quite! But I mean-
F,/.' Can't conceive of any other option.
AO.' No, I'm notasking outof - (laughs).(..... ... )
FJ: I don't think that it was ever something that we chose to do. It was natural !o both of us. I would
NEVER be . .the sort . . of woman who had kids and stayed at home and looked after them essentially and

then welcomed Dad home and he had his time with the kids. I mean,I never subscribed to thal I don't
think, philosophically, Ross ever subscribed, or would subscribe to that. But we never discussed it. Maybe

that's why we were together, you see. Umm, we were the son of people and still are, who . . . . . whose

philosophical standpoint on parenting was one that saw it as a slrared job. So I, I can't recall it ever having

Leen discussed. I certainly neuer coniidered - well, I did consider it to the extent that I went on 6 rnonths'

leave from work, that there would be a time when I would be home full-time with ttre child - it didn't
eventuate, but that was in the context of living with a father who wasn't full-time at work. So, we always
- it was always planned. Didn't have to be planned. It was always known that both parents would be

around to bring up this baby. And it just fitted our correptions of what-
AO: So where, where did ttre whole philosophical appoach come fr,om? I mean, was it something that
you had . . . . I suppose I am interest€d, Fay in why it is that people chose one sort of knowledge rather

than another. (. . .... .. . . )
F"/.' I don't think -
AO; What had you experierrced -
F,I: I don't think I ever, or we ever got to a point where we decided. . . that this was the way we would
proceed. Now, I think that, now we were together for ? and a half years - so it must have been 5 years

iogether before we had Tessa, or corrceived her, tud trer. . .before the birth and I mean, why are people

attracted to one another anyway? We were of like mind, outlmk and what have you. I don't think that it
ever came to a point where we said, "We decide that this is the way that we are going to bring up our
child" (lst Inteniew).

On the printed page, divorced from the speaking voice, and the speaker's physical

presence, and standing in isolation from the full conext of the three interviews, the full

impact of this statement is lost. What, however, is remarkable about it at first sight is that

the person speaking is using whole sentences, a'feat' which is retained for most of the
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manage for such lengths of time. There is undoubtedly a high degree of intensity,

strength, comminnent, determination, but above all, a sense of closure.

[W]e can speculate whether the sentence, as a practicdly closed syntactic structure, is not itself,
weapon, an operator of intimidation: every complete sentence, by is assertive strucure, has

imperative, something comminatory about it. The disorganisation of the subject, his timorous
o the mastery of langnags, is always ranslated by incomplete sentences, with vague conlours,
being. . . . in ordinary life we do not speak in sentences. And conversely, there is a mastery of the
which is very close to power: to be strong isfirsr of all to finish one's sentences. Docs not
de.scribe tlrc sentence in terms of power, of hierarchy: subject, subordirate, complement, els.?
197311986, p. 109).

The sense of closure lies in the precision of speech, which does not brook f
discussion. The contrast with the fust goup is absolute. The apparently detailed

not to be taken further. That is the way it is. To try to go beyond what had been said

asking about alternatives is to question ideological commitment and self-identiry,

sarc time to manifestly demonstrate inadequacy by questioning the self-evident and

obvious. The sign is "'uniaccentual"' (Volosinov, in Threadgold,1986, p. 23) and

alternative judgements and assessments are not to be entertained. Under these

circumstances, the interviews were somewhat difficult, developing at times into a

struggle in which the elaboration of different interpretations were suppressed.

The positing, then, of either an equal or stabilized hierarchical relationship

researcher and respondent does not accurately characterise the nature of this very

relationship. In particular, it ignores issues of power and the way that power can

exercised passively, through constraint in information giving, as well as by a

speaking which represents the speaket's wish to dominate whether by the process

speech, the intricate prcsentation of detail, or the determincd presentation of a parti

viewpoint and ideology. Formally the researcher can be described as having the

power by dint of occupying the role as questioner and therefore ostensibly retain

control over the direction of the intervicw. But within the process of the interview

hierarchical ordering breaks down and becomes much more fluid. Control of the

is not automatically invested in one or other, but shifts benreen the two in what,

relation to a slightly differcntcontext, Pithouse & Atkinson (198E, p. 186) have

'delicate blend of dependencies'. It is the way that the shifts of power occur that

representation of the interview as exploratory and dialogic, and determine the

information achievedl o.

There is, however, a final point that needs to be made in relation to what

in the course of an interview. The interview iself occupies a discrete point in ti

clear temporal boundaries, yet what is being spoken about has been lived and

10 Thar the power relationship between the two participans is unshble is further illustrated by
the htter stages of the research, where the researcher possesses the considerable power of
interpretation.
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about prior to the interview, and will continue to be so beyond it. The act of questionirlg

inevitably focuses more on some issues than on others, provokes thought on this, not 
Pn

that, and in this process brings to awareness points which may not have been thought pf

a like manner before, therefore affecting subse,quent responses and perceptions.

Correspondingly, what respondents have said, while valid at the time spoken, cannot

taken as a final word, but instead accounts must b seen as forever panial and f
undergoing revision. Language, then, is more than a neutral vehicle for the exchange

views or of information. Instead, the personalities and situatedness of the partici

create a space of varying elasticity, which sometimes enlarges and sometimes restrict$ the

bneadth and depth of an interaction. 
I

Identity and fragmentation 
/

Petforming a comparative analysis on the accounts of ex-partners pointed to t|re

existence of contradiction, omission, and expansion which wene present to geater oi

lesser degrees in all texts. A pattern emerged which suggested that the more conflicniU ana

difficult had been the breakup and the subsequent experience of trying to share the 
I

parenting, the greater the differences between accounts in weighting of events 
I

Convenely, in those accounts where the relationship had been less fraught after the 
1

separation there was a higher degree ofconvergence. 
I

Both of the more obvious ways of interpneting these differences seem 
I

unsatisfactory. One would have been to see the difference as simply related to truthfuhess

but this judgmental approach would have resulted in the polarisation of accounts, thp

denial of a gendered reading and the granting of a dominant reading to one accountll. The

second would have been to adopt a relativist position. But neither approach explainp the

way a texy'account seeks to impose a dominant reading, yet at the same time is des$bilized

by its internal tensions whose existence, although marginal, cannot be ignored In {he

following moment, the implication of unanimity of agreement and the advancing o{ best

interests of the child is suddenly disrupted by the insertion of one clause: 
I

I

KB: It was a godsend I think. It . . . was good in many respects. It was what I wanted, it was w$at Sam

wanted- It was what - whether she wanted it or not, it was obviously the best- you know, under $ese
particular circumstances that applied at the time (2nd Interview; my italics). 

I

By itself, or in an unrecorded interview, this sudden break in phrasing *g|rtd

escape notice, but contextually, and in relation to the account of his ex-parmer, th$

implications of such words assume considerable signifrcance. Goffman's (197411986)
I

I

11 A concern among sociologists has besn with the truthfulness of reqpondents, and therefore wfth the

credibility of their information. See, for example, Becker, 1967; Becker & Greer, 1960; Denzi4, l97l;
Silverman, 1985, espec. pp. 158 - 176. One of the difficulties that I encounter with the concep{ of
triangulation (e.g., Greene & McClintock, 1985) is the underlying supposition that there is an [ltimate
truth. Silverman is also crirical of the way that rriangulation has been used to discount informafion from
one field by elevating thiat from another as superior. He notes Garfinkel's iugument hat, 'actiorf makes

sense in context. We should understand how that sense is accomplished rather than appeal o oir other
knowledge !o discount it' (Silverman, 1985, p. 2l). 

/

I

I

1n
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work on the management of self-identity, when confronted with such texts, does not go

far enough. His theoretical account is based on a study of what arc presented as

fragmentary moments, but is inadequate for a study of a more sustained sequence. The

identity presented by the people that I interviewed was not consistently maintained and'the

speaking subject, who can thus be cast as the unitary origin of his or her discourse' (Moi,

1985, p. 107) nonexistent. The violent speech patterns, macho imagery, and accounts of

violence of one man are juxtaposed with his sense of himself as caring, gentle and

cultured. In another family, the mother spoke with strong conviction of her beliefs about

the importance of sharing children with the widercommuniry, and with equal

determination of her refusal to deal with her ex-partrler's new wife on issues which

concerned her child, although she recognised that the new wife was positively involved.

Given the textual oscillations it is inappropriate to privilege or validate one identity, thereby

editing out the actual variability recorded. To do so would lead to inaccurate conclusions.

But the point at issue extends further than this. It is not whether one identity is 'bette/ than

an other, but that each errirs. Rather, acknowledging variability seems the prerequisite,

and Lacan's conrments on the shifting, uncertain natru€ of sexual identity have meaning

within this context:

To be human is o be subjected to a law which decentres and divides; 5slrrqlity is crcated in a division, the
subject is split; but an ideological world conceals this from the conscious subject who is supposed o feel
whole and certain of a sexual identity.

The goal of psychoanalysis (and I would suggest, social science) then becomes 'the

destnrction of this concealment and . . . a reconstnrction of the subject's construction in all

its splits' (Lacan quoted in Mitchell, 1982,p.26).

But this was not the only problem. All of the transcripts contain sections of varying

length where a statement beginning in one direction moves offin another. Isa, in talking

about ttre issue of allowing choice to her son in his purchase of presents said:

(Isac knew) that he could get away with it He knows! I mean, I have to give him . . . . in his relationship
with Luke, you know, that's that, and I would have preferred him not to give toys, and it was to give it to
his friend Tom, !o Heather, a friend of mine, who knows I'm not - it's not like I am having to make
excuses for Luke, . . . but um, he let Isac buy a gun (2nd Interview).

Such statements cannot be regarded as transparent i.e., unambiguously clear and

unidirectional. This one simultaneously referred to issues of power in the post- separadon

relationship, to a position on the link beween toys and violence, and to the threat to her

personal identity lest Heather think that she was party to the purchase.

ln addition to the problem of the shifting focus in the respondents' speech patterns

was the prevalence of inconsistency, this time not to be seen in relation to identity and

truth, but the product of social realities which do not submit to neat categorisation. Clear

boundaries dissolve. An attempt to impose a dominant reading on an experience is then

undercut by other facets of the same experience which also call for recognition. Although
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Isa endorsed the idea of shared parenting for feminist and personal reasons spoke very

positively of the contact between the children and Luke, she nonetheless mentioned that

she had still, after three yean, a very informal surveillance network operating so that she

would know that the children were being properly cared for. Ross said that he was willing

to participate in the study because it was imp<rrtant that othen should know of the

possibilities and advantages of such a mode of custody resolution; he then proceeded to

address major concerns and hesitations about the very iurangement that minutes before he

was positively valuing. Anna recognised the inconsistencies of her position, and her

account oscillated beween emphasising both the continuing association between herself

and Manin and a need to be separate. Her opening statenr€nts polnted to this area of
tension.

z4lf: Well I think that I acted in a rather schizophrenic way because I could not accept the idea of a broken
marriageorthefactthatwewereseparating.Sol..developedtheterm"Livingseparately"....Sol
have never . . I suppose. . . I workon 2 different levels.
AO: And the 2levels?
AN: (Sighs) On the one hand it's taken me probably all this time o really believe that I was separated . .

AO: Which is now 4 years?
dff: Yeah . . . and in fact we are still very inlenvoven . . . (lst Interview).

Equally, she said frmly, 'No matter how that relationship had ended . . . I would have

found some way go keep it going'. And yet she also moved abruptly from valuing Martin

and his contribution to explicit resentment about him which disguised her own ambiguity

about the house sale, and could still conclude her comment with a sudden softening of
tone, where she drew attention to the wider systemic issues involved, and reaffirmed the

importance of their relationship.

AAI: And t think... he's awareof whathe's missing.. intheday today businessand I thinkthathe
adjuststoit,inhislifebeuer....Ithinkhedoes...Ithinkl...Ikindofmakehimmoreofa-
AO; Sorry figure.
AN; Than he actually is. I ttrink thai he's actually got a bloody good life for a man!
SG: Well, youdotendtogo toalternatives(.... )one momenthe'sdeprived... thenyougetall
rqsenful.
AO: . .. at times there is that feeling, ( . . . . ) "It's not quite fair".
ArV; She's noticing achink in the story! (laugla) Yeah, umm,I supposeso. Well....Idon'tknow. Do
I feel?
SG; You do!
AIV: I do. Yes. I do! He's off on his bloody yacht next week . . and he messes around to restaunnts and
concerts...Isupposethatiswhereitcanreallyhurtme..isthefactthat..andpart,partlylfeedino
this, but I don't really think that he has been honourable . . in that he hasn't settled . . he hasn't made it -
becauselhavebeenreallyoutonalimb,becauselhave-he'sthereinthehouse...Eventhough-I've
gone through some very low periods where I have acnrally needed the security of something of nty own.
Even if it is just a lump sum in a bag. He's seen it. He hasn't acted honourably . . and it is because of his
own fearof debt.. and stuff .. umm .. and he, hes, and I look at him as a man who. . didn't have his
lifeintemrptedbecausehegavebirth o2babies.. he'sontohis$40,000plus..and .. um .. you
know, all his friends and his yachts and his snrffand I think he's been to Bali and England and Euro'pe and
Australia . . if I allow that part of me to really get ino it, I can really at times feel bloody bitter , . but it
is not altogether lris fault because it is the way the system acts against women who leave the work force.
And that is when I am thinking in terms of my career and being at the bonom of the ladder and trying to
climb up again . . but generally I think I am really pleased with the way we have worked it out.I couldn't
have lived with an acrimonious set up where the kids were sort of used between 2 parens who had never
resolved things (lst Interview).
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What I was left with was a series of tensions within the text which, far from

enabling a reading where one could point unambiguously to a'real'or deep meaning

(Bandler and Grinder, 1975), suggested instead the need to develop a reading which drew

attention to the inconsistencies and for the instability and partialiry of truth within a

particular text. It would not be possible in the case of very many of the statements made in

the coune of the interviews to reduce them to a'stable meaning' where 'the speaker,

through an act of inward self-surveillance . . . ensure[d] a perfect intuitive 'fit' between

intention and utterance' (Norris, 1982,p.23). Therc is a real sense in which the above

quotation is centreless and substantiates Derrida's critique of structure in that the text is

neither immobile nor imbued with certitude, but instead slides and moves with sudden and

unexpected changes of direction.

The function of [ttre] conter was not only to orienL balance and organize the strucrure-one cannot in fact
conceive of an unorganized structure-but above all to make sure that ttre organizing principle of the

structure would limit what we might call the play of the structure (Denida, f978, p. 278).

To recognise a text, therefore, as being uncentred is to enter into a multiple world,

where instability and uncertainty are curent. In this world, the 'tnrth value' of two texts

does not have to be seen as competitive, but instead as offering unique and differentiated

accounts of complex situations while the internal tensions of a text suggest a high level of

ambiguiry and the extent to which individuals are able to entertain simultaneously highly

divergent points of view.

The questions that I raised at the outset of this section - the presentation of

contradictory identities, the presence of omission and contradiction internally and

intertextually, and the recursiveness and multiple directionality of speech - suggest that it is

inappropriate to operate within a philosophical framework which de-emphasises ambiguity

and stresses instead rationality and coherence. Instead, the characteristic raits of the

transcripts identified by close textual analysis are fragmentation, multiplicity, 'endless

displacement of meaning' (Nonis, 1982, p.29), uncertainty, inconsistency, and bias.

Analysis and the spread of rhizomes.

My intention during interviewing had been to start on what I conceived as'surface'

subjects and to progress, over the course of the three interviews, to what I considered to

be more processual and therefore potentially more'difficult'or'deep'questions.

Questions, however, that were innocuous in one setting, were not so in another or else,

because of individual associations, very rapidly moved to complex areas of experience and

meaning. The analytic process, too, confirmed the unsatisfactoriness of a hermeneutic

framework which, as part of our 'arborescent culture' @eleuze, 1983, p. 33) creates

meaning hierarchies from which orders and sub-orders are derived. It proved impossible

to compaftmentalise or order texts as meaning 'this and not that', because the wide-ranging

associations and ramifications demanded inclusion. The critical element in analysis then
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becomes not reducrion but enlargement, in allowing the different elements presence, in

paying heed to the multiplicities and densities.

Within this context, the work of Deleuze in Rhizomes has proved vital in providing

a framework which reflected the analytic process both intellectually and visually. The frst
step of the analysis was to 'plot' meaning and theme. From this fust and very significant

part of the analysis developed a series of inrcrconnecting lines. I realised that the analysis

could be started at any one point and gmdually worked iry'out/around to incorporate and

touch upon the meanings embedded in the text. The image is that of a web of
interconnections which stretch out, and round and through and beyond. To touch one

strand is to send tremors through another. A shift in position involves touching upon

another strand of multiplicities that arc set in motion, not because they are more signfficant

but because the connection is more immediate. To anempt to impose ctiteria of depth and

of hierarchical ordering from a stable centre point would have been to ignore the evidence

of meanings which stretched back into the site of the relationship of the parents, and into

experience beyond that again, and at that same time reached forward to inform funrre

expectations and actions.

Instead of roots, orders and models, Deleuze proposes rhizomes or tubers,

multifacetedness and maps. 'We speak of nothing but multiplicities, lines, strata, and

segmentations, lines of flight and intensities', and his concern is with 'land-surveying and

mapmaking, even of countries yet to come' (p. 4 - 5).

The rhizome is in one sense fragmentary, yet it retains cohercnce because of its

diversity, its ability to rupture and multiply and its range of different entry points. Of it
Deleuze writes:

Principles of connection and heterogeneity: any point on a rhizome can be connected with any other and
must be. This is very different from a tree or aroot, which fixes a point and thus an order (p. I l); and

Principle of multiplicity: it is only when the multiple is reated as substantive or multiple that it no
longer bears any relationship to the One as subject or object, as nanral or intellectual reality, as image or
world. Multiplicities are rhizomic. There is no unity that serves as pivot in the object . . . An
arrangement is . . . this growth of dimensions in a multiplicity ttnt necessarily changes its nature as it
increases its connections (pp. 13 - l5).

There are, of course, temporary racinations, where temporary hierarchies are

established. The primary metaphor is, however, of a process that 'is ceaselessly set up and

that collapses, of a process that ceaselessly extends itself, breaks off and starts again' (p.

46) so that what Deleuze is stressing through his use of the metaphor of the map is that

there are no boundaries, no centres, no beginnings or ends, a position which has

considerable implications for research methodology and for social policy.

As I worked through the transcripts, I became aware of a further issue, which was

very poignantly expressed with particular reference to the question of gains and losses

from the iurangement by two of the women. Mary said, in answer to a question:
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AO; But is it an issue for you? The children leaving?
MT: If they leave me? . . Umm, well, I fee I I've had . . you know some sort of, ahh, preparation for that
just by the fact that I am already half the time without the children.
AO: Do you think that that is a help?
MT: ldon'treally know, Anne.Idont.. know .. would have loved - I wouldhavereally loved,lthirk
now, I would have liked to have had a much more continuous sort of reluionship (2nd Interview).

She continued, weeping, to talk about her sense of her personal fragility in relation to her

capacity to love, her gradual, painful moves towards being able to affirm herself as a

loving and loveable person, only then to 'lose' for some of the time, the two children

whom she deeply loved, in the context of an arrangement for whose structure she was

responsible.

MT: I think that I initiated it.
AO: The separation?
MT: Yes. I initiatedthe separation.I think thatl initiat€dthe jointcustody too. Umm...I knewa little
bit about it as a possibility from - I had read a case in Wanganui that sort of broke ground (lst Interview).

Isa expressed feelings of loss very similar to those voiced by Maty although the

shared parenting arrangement with Luke had evolved very differently from that of the

Todd/Davises. The decision to share responsibility for the children had been much more

the result of a shared initiative between herself and Luke. Their relationship was much less

difficult and there were no problems about contacting the children at the other parcnt's

house. Isa talked of the many advantages that the arrangement offered. And she talked

about the pain, and loss and'coldness' which it held for her.

/M: Well, L . . having been raised in a big family, I've never come home to an empty house until . .

from what I can - until in fact the children left! And I used to get this incredible - if I came home and Peter

wasn't there - this incredible sense of loss, of wanting to turn round and get out of the house aSain ( . ' . )
and so when the children weren't there and I was in fact working, I came home feeling this kind of coldness

.. you know, itwas lackof human ... kind of activity and warmth.. and umm.. and thatkindof
incredible sense of loss. . . . It was - so that when I, I, I lmk forward to the fact that they would come
home and put life into the, rhe house. More life in the house. ( . . .) sometimes I have wondered in my
mind about, umm . . . I don't really know what's going on in their life all the time, so there's that, there's

not that continuity . . you know, I think, I know - if you are witlr your children all the time, and Fret$-
well, you know, iwalp of when they've gone out . . . you have some kind of physical picture or, and of
kind of what they've been doing. . . . But that's not the case . . when they are a whole week with Luke. I
don't know the otler half of their life. . . .
AO: . .. you hadn't expected your sense of loneliness? . . .

/M: No. I just ttroughi - "Ah, gosh, it will be great !o have some time out". You know? . I sort of
thought, "REALLY GREAT, you know, to have no responsibilities for the kids". But I didn't think, you

know when I ftink about ir" ir gers thar kind of ache - and it's very akin to that loss I felt when my brother

died. You know, it's very close - it's a grief (lst Interview).

To hear these words as rhey were spoken, and to allow the full impact of the

quality of loss that was talked about enter my own consciousness made it impossible to

then enter into any sorr of analysis which rationalised or simplified that experience. In an

evaluation of this experience of sharing responsibility for children after separation, the

critical conjunction is'and', not'either/or' or'but'. There is a loss and therc is a gain, and

the two are inseparable and spring one from the other.
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The identical point is made expticirly in Martin's statement about the anificiality of

ordering in descending hierarchies the reasons that were pertinent to his and Anna's

decision to set up a shared parenting rurangement. Instead he presents a much more

holistic, interlocking assessment.

M/V; There are various ramifications. There are various parameters there in the sense ttnt Anna and I
needed our own lives so tlrat part of the separarion - I couldn't even put a ratio figure on this - was to live
seFrat€ly. Part of the reason was because Anna already had left, had a suong link with Susan. Part of the
reaeon was to keep up ngether so that we didn't lose everything that we had builr up over the years . . part

of the reason was to keep an on-going family thing for the children. See, there are various things in there,

and I really couldn't. . . . .

AO: To give them weight is wrong?
MN: I really couldn't say. No. That's right. Yes. . . I don't know, I don't know that any one was more
relevant ttran the other. There were a lot of things there. There were several things there. About 3 things
there....ButIcouldn'tputanyratio..onhosethings.Icouldn'tputanyp€rcentagefigures(lst
Interview).

To allow these readings to emerge is to break with linear, binary traditions of

thought. It moves an analysis away from one where events within an account are given

priority, according to socially determined conventions of desirability, to an analysis where

the totality, ambigurty and tension that constinrte experience are able to be presented. The

use of a rhizomic metaphor underlines the extent to which events which are located at

different points from each other nonetheless still continue to refer to one another and it

emphasises that those points of connection should be retained in the analysis.

Summary
I have argued that if we are to make full use of qualitative material, then the

presence of tension, bias and overlapping dimensions of experience within texts must be

foregrounded by the research methodology and their implications recognised for social

policy. The logic of the tree is therefore the logic of a tracing, 'the tracing over something

given as already made' (Deleuze, p. 25), whereas the map of a rhizome, as its tubers

divide out from its temporary racination, is a consuuction whose value is that it is open,

revenible and modifiable. Furthennore, the rhizome is a'becoming' (p.49). The adoption

of a rhizomic viewpoint requires seeing research as not describing what'is' but as

immobilising a moment in time, artificially restraining what is evolving and changing. As

Luke graphically said on reading his ranscript six months laten

You ask me something a month ago, and then ask agun? months hence and you'll get a different answer.

You can only answer as your feetings are at that point. I was in a turmoil of working out what I was going

to do fm a living ( Follow-up interview).

One moves on. The issue may still be there, but one's appreciation and perception of it is

different. This also suggests the need to think of knowledge as tentative rather than stable

or internally consistenl

Allowing the voice of the respondents (with all the embedded implications of

instabiliry) to be mirrored in the srructure of the research itself suggests a completely
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different relationship ro the question of tnrth and therefore of dominant accounts. The issue

becomes no longer whether what is said is'corr@t' according to some objective criteria.

What is sought instead is a sensitive reading, so that the reader/researcher is not just'fixed

in relation to watching' (Coward & Ellis, 1974,pp.49 - 50), but occupies a position from

which the multiplicity of voices (or positions within even a single account) can be heard.

At the same tirne, a dichotomising of experience needs to be avoided. All material

is partial, both in the sense ttrat it reflects a subjective account, and because a respondent

can only express what is relevant for her/him at the time of the interview. But within the

incomplete rendering therc is still the totality of the account as it stands. To adequately

record its dimensions calls for a deparnre from binary mental structures which serve to

polarise and isolate, thus highlighting only certain facets of the situation. The sense of the

indivisibility of experience comes from a careful attention o the process in which that

experience is exprcssed, rather than from a quantiative attitude to qualitative material.

Such a position clearly places the making of social policy, iself a consnuct of

rationality and order, within a complex set of constraints and possibilities. In particular,

the adequacy (already underchallenge by feminism and ethniciry) of a univocal view

becomes highly questionable, as does the compartrnentalisation and prioritorization of

experiences. Recognising the existence of multiple voices and the complex and interwoven

nature of experience affects our'reading' and definition of social realities.
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DECISION MAKING: THE HISTORICAL, SOCIAL AND LEGAL
DIMENSIONS

Introduction
Little is said in the literanrre about parental decision-making processes. The

emphasis in much of the literature on the rational, maturc adult and the focus on the

outcome of the arangement appears to preclude the relevance of the past relationship as a

factorin the decision-making; while the question of male familiarity with and abilities in

child care is evaded through a series of assumptions arising from the ideology of the

nurturant father, in which his capacity to act in a hitherto unexperienced way is generally

not questionedt. Ahrons (1980) says of the parents that she interviewed in 1978 that they

decided on joint custody for the following reasons (listed in order of frequency, the first

being the most frequently mentioned): because of their assessment of the best interests of

the child; because both parents wished to continue their involvement as parcnts after the

divorce; because the arrangement offered practical rewards; and because it was the fairest

way to resolve custody. Bowman (1983), noting the mythical element of the belief that

such a decision is natural (and therefore does not need further justification) says that the

parents she interviewed chose joint custody to avoid a custody banle, thus locating the

'agreement' within the power politics of the family. Luepnitz (1981) says that families

reached their decision through various processes. Six families always assumed that they

would have joint custdy if they separated. Others engaged in bitter conflict. The mothers

in particular found the decision to share a diffrcult one, b€cause of anxiety that they would

be stigmatised as the parent who had 'given up' a child, and because of a reluctance to give

up some of the connol that they enjoyed in the private sphere. Most of the parents in

Irving, Benjamin & Trocme's (1984) study indicated that they viewed the other parent as

the decision maker. However, a few had agreed to or proposed the arrangement because of

a hope that it would lead to reconciliation, or because of guilt over termination of the

marriage. Others also hoped that they would avoid a custody battle. Morganbesser &

Nehls (1981) note the decision as a difficult one. Steinman, Zemmelman & Knoblauch

(1985) say that tamilies whose arrangement the researchers designated'successful'made a

point of avoiding contact with the courts and legal processes. The rcsearch studies also

note the general lack of information or role models available to the parcnts.

I See, for example, as a blatanr example of rhis point, Chang & Deinard (1982, p.242), who, on the basis

of a postal questionnaire sent out to fathers who had successfully contested custody, rccepted uncritically
the patemal claims to superior parenthood, and significant involvement prior to the separation. Their
assessment of the siuration is highly ideological. They conclude that the single father is a'highly educated,
capable, self-confident person whose marriage has broken up because of his wife's change in life-style or
irrreasing incompuibility. He seeks custody . . . because of his love lof his children] and his confidence
in his ability o perform paternal parenting functions, in as mrrch a.s he had been fairly involved in caring
for and rearing his chil&en prior to the disruption of the maniage. Many of the fathers have completed the

adjusrnent process quite well without major problems. Those professionals [involved in child custody
assessmentsl should take account, of this and other seemingly positive and successful adjustmenS of
custodial fathers'.
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Before beginning my research I assumed that parents would go though a rational

and joint decision making process. What I found instead was, on the whole, very

different. For instance, in the Black family, one way of characterising the decision to share

responsibility for Sam would have been that rheir highest priority was to avoid a custody

battle. But giving priority to this aspect would have suppressed other significant elements,

i.e, the parents' personal betiefs about how parenting and adult relationships should

function, which incorporated opposed ideological views in relation to equality of women

and power sharing within the family. The parents' evaluations of Sam's best interests were

determined by the stance each took in relation to the above positions. Rather than Sam's

interests which, in relation to the'best interests of the child' principle would be described

as allowing him easy contact with both parents and which would therefore have formed the

objective and disinterested focus for the decision, his parents could only evaluate his

interests in relation ro their beliefs and ideological positions.

The decisions that the families took, then, did not just suddenly evolve out of
nowhere. They were in all cases a response, some more positive than others, to the family

history and in pafticular to the parental relationship. In this sense, the agreements could be

characterised as constrained. In another, insofar as some attempted to challenge the

previously established patterns of parental and commonly accepted gender interaction with

the children (through a re-ordering of the parental relationship), they were also liberating.

Understanding the process of decision making about custdy by individual families as

historical, ideological andinricate enables a fuller appreciation of the issues with which

families proposing to share the parenting have to contend. It also makes it clear that the

concept of the best interests of the child is in practice higtrly contextualised and does not

represent the objective, disinterested position that the legal formulation intends.

No decisions are made in a vacuum. All are contexftalised in some respects,

develop out of what has gone before at the conscious and unconscious level, and represent

different elements of social perception and beliefs about what characterises right

behaviour. What was common to the parcnts in the study was the attempt to come to an

assessment of how to settle the custody issue for the family. Altematively, what was

peculiar to each family was the inheritance of particular issues (sorne intergenerational)

arising from its past history. Each decision about the way custody was to be shared

represented a continuation of the attempts to address or grapple with those issues. In this

respect the agreements were highly idiosyncratic and historically constrained. The history

of the family was the immediate and significant site informing the shape of the agreenrent.

As Martin commented, in the ending was also the beginning.

The site of the relationship

ln most of the accounts there was little sense of the parental relationship as equal

and involving much sharing of childcare responsibilities. The Thomsory'Jones were the

only family to have a clear parental consensus about the importance of both parcnts taking

an equal role in childcare and puttingthose beliefs into practice. In her account, Fay
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described their position as natural, logical, easily accepted by thinking people, and part of

the spirit of the 1960's - a perception which rendered her implicit ideological stance less

accessible for discussion. In contrast, Ross's was the politicised account. Ross gradually

recognised the significance of participating fully in child care. Disliking the dismissive

anitudes towards their children that he observed in many other men, and conscious of the

fact that a relationship with a child had to be nurnred, Ross out of all the men in the study

held the most clearly elaborated philosophy about paternal participation in childcare, which

grew out of personal experience as well as being informed by a Mandst political and social

analysis:

lt arose out of the situation, really . . . my own sort of ideological understanding . . . and my work
situalion. They sortof go in tandem. (...) I wasworking...t ] the sortof hours through the job
situation which let me be involved with her upbringing and become a lot more politicised and . . . [ ] it
so happened that at that point in time that . . probably decided on the family since the job was in my view
allowingthatarrangement...ahh.....thefactthatl wasousideof officehorns. ( )Idon't
think that it was even anything that I was inspired to think about until it actually got to the time, and
made the decision about having a child. . . . umm, seeing that the situation was quite favourable to us both
puttingtimein,andparticularlymyputtingiimein.ahh...andum.....thatwasperfectlyconsistent
with sort of . . . my . . . sort of politicising (lst Interview).
I knew that I wanted to make an investrnent of time . . that seemed - I had seen others working 7 days a
week to earn enough money so that the kids never had sight - and I thought that that was just . . cruzy
becausethey werein thesame situationas Iwas(....) andworking 2- 3 jobs [ ] andlhemost
preciousassetthatanyonecouldgiveachildwastheirdme...andumm....thiswassomethingthat
was a never-to-be-repeated experience both for the parent and the child . . and you lnow, in terms of
geningoneshotatthewholething...itwouldn'truniselfroundagain..so..mythoughtswerethat
you can't get o the end of that process [ ] what a stuff up they'd made of that one. You can only run it
through once (3rd Interview).

His critique of capitalism evaluated the way that work stnrcurcs farnily and social

relationships. [n order to be a father in the way that he felt best, he had to be able to control

his work situation.

I'd rather look ar it {the father's role) in terms of how that was possible . . . and how it is possible

depends on things like the structure of work and then say, and you start to lmk at some of the very
fundamentalproblemsbecauseitisbasedaroundaS-5ora9-5conceptandthewholefamilyeconomy
that's governed around that, tlrat . . . those hours, having !o e{rn that amount of money in those hours . . .

so that you've got to start from that point (lst Interview).

What he and Fay sought instead was a mode where both parents had some freedom, and

which allowed a balance:

I think that you need to have some sort of balance between the various parts of your life ' between your

workinglife,say...notonlyasaparent...becauseitseemstobeverymuchofaneither/orsituation
anditrendsto..umm..shut,yknow,one,oneareashutstheotherout(....)you'vegonahave
balance.. umm... you've gottahavethataspectbecauseof, ... yknow, justtobelookingafterkids
allday....
LS: Yes!

Stephen and Martin, whose comrnents about the implications of looking after small

children all the time lacked Ross's political dimension, nonetheless were aware of the

stress that Anna and Pany were under and helped out where they could, given work
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commitments. Both enjoyed doing so, and felt that they had built up a stnong relationship

with their children, although Stephen remained overseas when the marriage ended and it

was not until about two years later, on his return, that he and Patty began to share the

parenting.

ln terms of paternal involvement the Blacks represent the other end of the

spectrum. Maree said at one point that she had welcomed Keith's marginality in the family

because of his violence towards her and the children, and because she disagreed with his

macho values. Yet she also wanted the adult relationship to be different. She wanted to be

seen as an equal partner in the marriage, and each parcnt to have an active and positive part

in the lives of their children:

Well, I sort of wanted my children !o grow up thinking that they had two piuents and umm . . . that they
both had a role in, in, in bringing them up . . . rather than Mum that did everything for us and Dad was
the one who stood in the background and gave all tlre orders (2nd tnterview).

Whereas Malee's account gave evidence of her desire for a relationship in which

complementarity and equality were pres€nt, Keith's view of the adult relationship was

informed by a very different ideology. Although at times acknowledging that Maree did

want more sharing, his account revealed a very patriarchal view of the marriage wherc the

male held financial and decision making powers; maintained an authoritarian, disciplinary

role towards the children, which he resented yet was sustained in by the belief, shared by

Maree, that she lacked the necessary physical force to control the male children; was

distantly interested in his family (although working six days a week), and delighted at the

numbers of neighbourhood children who gathered to their table because that reinforced a

sense of family togetherness. But actual involvement on a day to day basis was less

inviting.

I didn't have the inclination. I didn't want [ ] rows an' unpleasantness at home. Just wanted to come home
and relax, really. If you've worked that hard to get somewhere you want to enjoy it the home was
somewhere where I wanted to relax (2nd Interview).

Between these two extremes were the other men: Luke, who described himself as

having succumbed or submitted to work pressures and his personal inclination to opt out,

thus giving but little help with the family even when his boat was in port; and Lawrence,

Dave and Charles. Lawrence had lmked after Kay a lot when she was a baby. While the

latter two saw themselves as involved with the children during the marriage, what was

questioned by their wives was not the involvement but its nature. Jane described a foaught

adult relationship, in which differing conceptions of the nature of the ma:riage relationship

existed, where communication had become very difficult (they had never understood one

another - at first it was just words, but then it became sentences that hung between them,

and luer, paragraphs) and where there was a constant sense of embattlement over the

appropriate ways of raising the children:
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Sotherewasjustthisveryunhappy...tens€...silencewhichwasbrokenbythechildrenfighting...
and me geuing mad at them, and Dave getting mad at me for geaing mad at the children (lst Interview).

Although she acknowledged that he did put in a lot of time with the children, Jane

emphasised the playful,'matey' nature of his interaction. Dave, however, thought that he

had shared responsibiliry for the children (although sonre of his other renurks suggested

that he understood this very differently from Jane, and tended to substantiate her position).

He also saw himself as constrained on all sides in relation to defining how he would

operate with the children:

Umm, well, I have qualms about whether you should be encouraging them at all . . . but . . whether you
shouldreally berestricting them,directingthem erc.I mean, there's2 ..roles -parentalroles - and I mean
all the time that I've been involved with bringing up tvlark from when he was little we had this conflict . .
. with my parents who thought that I shouldn't let him do that and should not let him do this . . . . erc.
And,andJanealsotendstobe..more......'Stopthemdoingthis.Makethemdothat",andtlntsort
of.......whereaslwasquitestrongonthat.Imean,Ihadallthesestandardsthatl...getquitesrict
about. My own little ones (2nd Interview).

He spoke of the diffrculties that he had experienced in attempting to be involved with ttre

children in the way he thought right, his perception that Jane saw his relationship with

them as threatening her in some way, the guilt that built up over task allocation versus

childcare and his feeling that he had to some extent opted out of what he had seen as a nG

win situation.

The women, except for Fay, saw themselves as having been primarily responsible

for the children, even when, as in Maree's and Mary's cases, they were working full-time.

The women tended towards defining childcare as physical care, presence and the

maintenance of an overview of the children's needs. Mary and Jane made clear the

distinction between playrng and the on-going routine tasks which constitute much of the

everyday with children. For instance, Mary said:

Well, I was the one who was always up at night, who'd be looking after them when they were sick, who
was doing all the washing, cooking, tending, nurturing responsibilities, clothes buying. Everything really.
AO: So where did you see Charles'role in that?
MT; Well, at that time Charles worked in Wellington, which I didn'L I worked in l.ower Hutt. . . .

Umm, he was involved in a lot of activities ouside work . . . umm, which meant that he wasn't around
too much in the night time, in rhe early , when they were awake. Yes. Umm, urd he was always a co-
operativeparent,um...veryhappytoreadthemstories,takethemforrides,givemeabreak.(...)
AO: (. . . ) but you yourself were doing the ground work?
MT: T\e 857o ( .. . ) at least, Anne. And in fact uher people who, ahh, who made any comment later
said they often saw Charles standing out on a limb, with tlrc children and I sunding apart. The children and
I were a rmit and he . . . was detached (lst Interview).

When partners had been seen as relatively peripheral or absent, the women were

anxious about their partner's ability to look after the children adequately (this concern was

reciprocated by Charles, Keith, and touched upon by Dave). Managing that anxiety in

order to share the parenting involved juxtaposing at times contradictory belief systems, in

which past experience and present beliefs informed individual assessments of the best
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interests of the child. This assessment was extended by an evaluation of the other's

relationship with the children (seen by the women in particular as something they wanted

to be enhanced); and also by anxiety about the way that the parenral relationship would

operate, and the extent to which the relationship could be changed.

The separation

I assumed that the handling of the separation would foreshadow the way that the

shared parenting might work. In some families the separation did provide a means of
making a conscious effort to change elements in the pilental interaction and to handle

things differently. As can be seen in Appendix l, the rapidity with which families

instituted shared parenting varied. Three families made up the fint group.The Nobles

moved into sharing parenting literally at the point of separation as did the Thomsonfones

once Ross had worked out his job to fit in with Tessa's needs. The Ashby/Bradleys

decided to share the parenting in principle when they separated, and the arrangement was

regularised once Jane had a house. Jane cornmented that if they had not separated when

they did, the hostility that would have resulted would have made sharing the children

impossible. Of these three families, the Nobles spoke most clearly of a planned and

consciously evaluated separation. Both Manin and Anna spoke of recognising the

inevitable in the light of the two year developments of Annas rclationship with Susan and

Maftin's homosexuality. Manin described the separation as a'logical outcome', and

remarked on the preparedness of both to acknowledge and allow it. But for all of that, the

experience was a disnessing and painful one, and Anna was aware of Martin's doubts

about the viability of her idea of a separation which would nonetheless preserve the family

unit:

AN.' I don't think that he did undentand {that this would be possible). I think that he saw my going as the
endofsomething...asthelossoffamily..thebreakdownofamarriage,umm...Ithinkforhimtoo
itwasalossofstatus...andperhapsareflectiononhimthathesomehowwasafailure.Iknowthathe
had a great sense of loss with the kids going. . . . The thing that pushed me out, was constantly there for
me, w.rs that it was not a good place for me to be personally . . umm, but I always knew that because of
my feeling for family and kids that I tud to find a way. Somehow taking . . it with me. And I spent, I
suppose, a long time convincing Martin . . that we were not, we were not a failure, that we had not broken
down, and in fact we had, I think that we tlad succeeded against all odds in staying ogether for so long, and
ending up as friends which is what we have done. And with still an awful lot of affection (lst Interview).

Given their background of sharing and joint commitment to Tessa, the

Jones/Thomson continuation of sharing parenting was not surprising. What was

interesting, though, was that Fay's description of events suggests that the decision was in

fact not quite as easy as may be supposed. The binemess of the paning, which took a year

before it became final, resulted at one stage in Ross's considering disappearing with

Tessa. Here, Fay speaks of her reaction to the possibility, and her moves to counter it:

It just inroduced to me this desperate element $rat, that is not the ideal situation.l don't want and I really
believe that Ross never wants us to be in that adversary situation, and it made me convinced that I had to
communicate lo him my . . . utter belief in the fact that this joint parenting thing would work. Not only
for Tessa, but for Ross and for me. And so to give him an alternative to rercting in that way. Because I
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didn't want, to react in that way . . although, I mean, the signs would perhaps have it that if I chose to I
would have WON butitwasn't inawinningand losingsituationas I saw it.(...)When wewere
together . .there was this assumption, and it almost went out the window because of ttrc biuerness of the
parting ttrrat dragged on over a year, and I mean we were both - we talked about it subsequently and we were

borh a little mad. You are a little insane . . in that sinndon and my perception of Ross's behaviour . .

was that he, he acted entirely out of character and quite insanely. Now, he may have stories that say the

same about me. But I know my perception of his acting that way made me go, "Click. I have to put all
myeffortinto-notfightingbackonthoseterms,buttoshowhim...that...thatlwasconvincedthat
ttre loint parenting would work". And I can remember sitting here with him one night, pleading with him
thaiwhail meanf was not "24 hours = 24 hours. 6 hours = 6 hours" but what I meant was, "When you

haveTessa,Iexisttosupportyou..tomakealifeforTessaWhueversupportyourequire"'Ican
remember sitting here t ytng o tell him what I meant by joint parenting -"and when you give Tessa back

to me yog don't say, 'Well, I'm living my life without Tessa and she's got her". You live your life when

she's not in your house actively supporting what I'm doing with Tessa in my place and the only way we

can do that is that I keep in ouch wirh . . the way you run your life and you keep in touch with the way I
run my life and to the eitent that it influences Tessa, we agrce on the approach to be taken. When she's

with you . . . it's your life. You, you have a tife with henl lave to know what that life is because when

she comes to me I have to be in a position where I can support what you're doing - in her mind" (lst
Interview).

What became apparent is that even in situations where the separation had been planned, or

where such a custdy decision would appeiu as a logical and necessary outcome of the

previous role-sharing, there was, nevertheless, an element of precariousness and hesitation

as to what might be achieved. However, the existence of such precariousness was easily

obscured by the strength of conviction with which the overall situation was subsequently

presented.

The second grouping was formed by nvo families, the RichardsMerrick and

Cooper/Pearsons whose arrangement developed over tinrc. The Richards/Jvlerrick's period

of separation allowed them a brreathing space and time for counselling about family needs.

In the latter family Stephen described the period of separation and absence from his son,

and Jim's reaction to his return as very significant in helping him to decide where his

priorities lay.

The third glouping, in which I have placed the Butler/Sulnmers' the Blacks' and

Todd/Davises, are remarkable for the difficulties that they experienced in the evolution of

their arrangements, for the use or intervention of social agencies and for the extent to

which, especially in the latter two families, problems inherent in the marital relationship, in

particular around the issue of power and the right of the women to leave the marriages,

continued to complicate the process of decision making. This happened the more so

because of the male perception of the separation as indicative an irrational rcjection. Their

binerness became formalised: for Keith, in an idealised notion of the marital state; for

Charles, in the certainty that the lack of a two-parent, intact family would leave the chil&en

permanently destabilised; and for both, in the belief that the person leaving was in some

way morally inferior. None of three families found it easy to reach a stable ilrangement for

caring for the children. These different iurangements in various ways provoked a great

deal of parental controversy and were seen, less by Keith than the other parents, as

extremely destabilizing and/or distressing for the children.
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Maree's account of the first nvo years after separation highlighted the on-going

power struggle benreen herself and Keith, notably in the way they dealt with the financial

issues of the separation and the struggle over where Sam was to live. These issues were

further complicated for Maree by an unhelpful lawyer, by on-going hostility between

herself and Keith, and by the way that her position reflected the wider, stnrctural

constraints that many women experience after separation.

M8: Well, um, it started off - l had thetwochildren. Hugh wasatcollegeand.. . Sam ....wasabout
10 when we separated and Hugh was just going through that really crucial age, um, of adolescence and he
was at college and anyway I had both Sam and Hugh. Part of it was because I had the house and then, um .

. . Keith wanted the house sold and it went on the market and although we were offered very little for it
Keith put pressure on me, y'know to get it sold . . um, ytnow so that he could get his money out of it
and even after that -
AO: Was he hard up frnancially?
M8: No. Not really. Because I was paying the rent on hat house. I think Keith was just really being
diffrcult at that stage and anyway, as I said-
AO: That was abut a couple of years afier the separation?
MB; About a year. There had b€en , um - of course, as I say, he put pressure on me and I thought thu
maybe I would be beuer off anyway, um, because ld get the money out of the house, so y'know we - this
was out of Wellington y'see and it was costing me an awfirl lot to come into town ( . . . .) and I had to -
um, well I thought, "If I do sell it I will be beEer off", so, so I agreed and then, although we were offered a
lot less, ytnow, than we bought it for an', um, then I found that I was sort of out on the sneeL
AO; Because that the money that you had was not enough?
M8.' Umm, well the money that I got out of the house was $20, 000 and the lawyer, y'know, um, he put
all sorts of obstacles in the way, and said that I couldn't afford to get a house . . um, and he said that [ ]
"And you won't, get this and you wont get that, and you would be best to just go and rent". And I said that
I didn't really want to do that because I'd frirer my, what I did have away. And um . . . anyway he said
tiat, um, he thought that it was impossible but that he would try and get frnance because Housing Corp.
was oul and everything was out. And he wasn't. very helpful and um . . mind you, it is difficult, y'know,
for mothers to get, money o buy a house. So, um, after a lot-
AO; Was the house, although you- you had been working beforehand but you didn't have any credit or
whaL
MB: Um. . I didnt have any credit. No. Because all the finance was left in the house.
AO: Yeah. So once that was split, that sort of left you-
MB: Yeah. High and dry. And, um . . . . as I say, the lawyer wouldn't help - he thought that it was going
to be impossible to fy and do what I wanted. And of course the Housing Corp. and all that turned me
down.Andintheendlendedupwith5mortgages...butum...inthemeantime,withthehousebeing
sold out there, I had nowhere to live . . and I had two children, and so I let Sam go to Keith, and ah . .

.then I had a devil of a job, y'lnow, because I couldn't support two children and nowhere to live, and
certainly rents - they were right over my head.
AO.' So, if you just had Hugh and you it was going to be easier?
M8; Then I could move in with somebody else, which I did. I ended up with having !o move in with
somebody else, ah, a friend, and atr . . .and . . it wasn't all that good yknow. I wanted to get out into my
own house ( . . .) and then I couldn't get Sam back again.
AO: llad Sam been in any way missing his father beforehand?
MB: Ah, he . .used !o see him . . and spend weekends with him . . whereas Hugh rejected his father
alogether...and.....
I wouldn't say he was actrrally missing him, but he was the one of course that wanted to go with his father
and I couldn't support two of tltem um, with nowhere o live and, um, so because Sam was wanting o
have something to do with his father and Hugh wasn't, then obviously, Sam was the one to let go. And
then I found that I couldn't get him back again. ( . . .) Keith said, "You've got your kid and I've got mine"
yknow. "You shouldn't have him back", and, and of course I wasn't happy with that. ( . . .) I missed him
and, umm, also I thought that Keith was really being nasry to me. He wouldn't even let him come over
hereatall .... Keithwas-hewasreallyatthisstagestillbeingquite... nasty tomeanditwasn't
until I finally gotthis house - l had oget5 mortgages anditwasarealstnrggle- (...) I justsaid to
him that I could not carry on with the two of them, and he said, well, he would take Sam and t said well, I
didn't mind, because I had, um, nowhere to go but, y'know, that this was !o be a temporary arrangement
and, um, as I say, even during the school holidays, Keith used to send him away. Used to send him up o
his parens - didnt even give me a chance to see him in the school holidays (lst Interview).
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The process of separation altered Lawrence's previously close relationship with his

daughter, since he believed for some time that she was in somehow responsible for his

estrangement from Michelle. His ambivalence and uncertainty did notmake decision

making easy, and at one point he was not sure that he wanted a shared parenting

arTangement:

and I remember saying when Michelle used to reason with me that it would be better this way, and because

after she . . asked me,togo..andsometimeinpointof factbeforel didgo (...) therewereoccasions
when we could talk about it . . um . and she often used o ry and soften the blow - I used to feel resendul

ofthis(...)bysaying,"Lrok,whenwe-youcanhaveKaysomeofthetime".(....)Theideaof
joint parenting ias itanteA fien. And equally I can remember being quite bloody-minded and saying, "We'll
-see, 

won't we-'?, you know, that I am not just going to be a . . I can remember tlnt" (chuckling) tlntl
was not going ro be inveigled into saying tlrat I was going o joint parent . . . and again, this was part of
thedifficultythatlhad(taug/r)..thatsortof,lindingthat...umm...oh,youknow,that,thatthis
was just me being sulky and resentful. Well, if she was going to turn me out, well, that was her problem.

AO; She could make her bed and lie on it? (lst Interview).

Significantly, Lawence located himself here as a site of conflicting desires abut

the value of shared parenring. Did he want to share the parenting because it maintained

contact with Michelle, or because of the deep significance that Kay, the last child of this

older man, came to assume as a 'bulwark against death', or because of Michelle's desire

not to cut him out, nor to deprive Kay of a father? The uncertainties in which the whole

family became enmeshed established patterns of interaction ultimately seen to be hannful:

M.S; Well, for the first year umm, we didn't have a co-parenting arangement I had Kay and ahh . . . .
( . . .) I-awrence didn't . didn't . . didn't feel that he was capable of having her. But also Kay was . . . very

unwilling to, to be away from me. ( . . . )2.
AO: So alttrough he had had quite a lot to do with her, he . . there was some sort of . . feeling that he

wasn't actually able to manage . . nrally on his own?
MS; I think thatthatwas panof . of the umm..pmblemsof separating.I think he.. tlnlKay was part

ofthebreak-up,but.umm..hebecameveryjealousofher..Ihink,andinfact..headmittedthatlrc
did, and um, I don't know how much of that Kay picked up . . but certainly there were tenible times after

we separated when I . . tried o persuade Kay to spend time with Lawrence and it was disrsmus. . . In fact

I som-etimes feel rhat I pushed her too tnrd . . at times . . runmr tlwt is water under the bridge now,

fortunately, but we've had a very difficult hisory . . of rying to co-parent'
AO: So hbw long did rhat peridd of her . not wanting to go, and your uncertaintyabout whether to push -

I mean, how, how was, what was Lawrerrce's reaction to her unwillingness to stay?

MS.' Well, it was all very traumatic,I think.
AO; Foreverybody?
MS: I g1in1- yes.-Umm..I think L. feltumm,.Icouldempathize withLawrenceand.. butlalso
felt.. really *brrieafor Kay because I.. ah,. it'sadreadfulposition tobein.. where - well, t feltabit
like the jani in the sandwich futween Kay and Lawrence . . and ahh, and it seemed that I couldn't actually
putafootrightintermsof ..eitherof them,becauseumm.. (...)Kaywasn'texactly umm....
..ommm spenAing heaps of time. She was happy to see him, but she was very, verl concerned about

staying. That was a problem for a long time.
AO; What did the two of you do about that?
M5: {Well, we fought a lot.
AO: ( Because obviously you persisted.
MS: Well, we. . persisted on and off. Umm . . . umm,I think I,I tried to do my damnedest to . .

encourage and foster their relationship with each other.
AO: And what did that mean you had to do?
MS: It meant that umm . . . it meant that I had to encourage Kay to ring Lawrence and Lawrcnce to

ring Kay and umm . . often staying with them both when they were having time together . . otherwise

2 Kay at ttris time was still a toddler.
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Kay wouldn't slay. (Mmm). And it got totally out of hand. It . . it - Kay had far too much control in the
goings on . . when I, when I think back on it, it makes me shudder. There were evenings . . when she

would . . we might try . . I can't quite remember the sequence, but I remember we tried him having her for
a weekend every fortnight or something, and.. she would ring me at 9.00 o'clock at night, absolutely
beside herself, saying, "Come and get me, Mummy". I just couldn't ignore that. And fd go and get her. Or

eb: What stopped you from ignoring it? (Oh, what?) Was it. . yorr were dead srue that, that was the only
thing that you wanted to do, or were you also feeling angry, resentful, manipulated? . . .

MS; I didn't know what was going on. I didn't know .. I was really wonied for Kay. ilat because of
Iiwrence, but because of the sinradon. .

AO: {So you felt 0rat you had to respond to her calls?
MS: I Umm,Iwas [ ] Yes.Idid.Ididindeed.Icouldn't'. just
leave her there. Umm . . because ftat was disastrous, because that just hyped up into the most . . . cruzy
siruation where she would be going off to stay with him . . back at my place 2 hours later and ahh God! -
calls in the middle of the night o go back . . for her to come back . . umm . . .
AO : Itwas extraordinarily sressful?
MS'. Oh, itwas! Itwas justtenible... umm....I'd,Idon'tknow what..lookingbackon itlguess,
umm......Well,Icouldcertainlyseethedifferentwaylmighthavehandledthewholething,butlfelt
that at the time tlrat Kay wasn't umm . . that i[ wasn't really right for Kay to be doing thar. . to be
going, and suying ovemight and things (lst Interview).

The particular question which was perpetually before these two parents was: What

happens when the current ideological construction of a child's needs conflicts with

individual experience? But Michelle also voiced the problem to which all the families had

to respond: What war right for the child? How could an answer to this question tre

separated out from one's own feelings about what was best? In other words, how does

one deal wittr the ambiguous, the ambivalent and the unknown?

Decision making, information and support

Most of the parents in the study were conscious of their trail-breaking status in

relation to developing an alternative mode of childcare after their separation. That status

itself implies that there were not many maps or guidelines available, and that therefore

there were other, compelling reasons which influenced their decisions. As with the

families in the American studies, ttre New Tnalandfamilies lacked information abut what

they were attempting to establish. Even the parents who had more r@ently started to share

the parenting had rcad little of the small amount of the easily accessible literature. Most of

the families had had little contact with agencies who might have been able to offer advice,

and a number of parents felt unsupported, sometimes for long periods, by family, friends

and work associates.

None of the four parents who have shared the parenting longest knew of other

families in the same posifion when they staned. Both the women from these families now

are often asked to call on their experience and give advice to others. Pany sees this as a

natural development of her work and feels thu her experience in this mode of parenting is

a practical strength that she brings to her career. But forFay, the requests for information

are still ambiguous.

I've had people come from Auckland, who I scarcely know, saying, "I've been given your name. I'm told
thatyouhavethisabsolutely...ideal ..umm...child-rcaring,jointparenting:urangement,andsoand
so told me, who's a friend of somebody, who's a Fiend of somebody else in Auckland, and I happened to be

in Wellington for 2 hours and would you talk to me about it?' And I get so crosq. This has happened to
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me more than once. I get so cross because it's tike some €ary-gorng thing that you dreamed up, some
mathematical formula for - and you both subscribe to it and it works and word gets round and it fails o
take into account that it actually rules your whole life. It takes an imtrunse - people who say - "Oh yeah -
I've heard about this wonderful couple who run their family so easily". I say, "Well, it may look easy from
the outside but it rakes - I mean you run your family - you invest as much into it as any other family
organisation, whether it's difficult or seemingly easy". But the incredulous factions are those who . . umm
. . . ah - my family among them perhaps, who haven't . . been in the situation themselves, can't conceive
of being in that situation ( . . . ) who say "Oh, how tenibly brave you are. You're wondcrful to be trying
this sort of thing out". And they watch with awe from the sideline because it doesn't orrch their
experierrce. It doesn't relate to their experierrce.

AO: Are you saying that they don't try to integrate it at all - 0rat it is something that is kept very much

out tllere?
FJ: Well, it's people who alen't in this situation. I mean, you asked me if I had ever known people o be

critical and I cant recall of anyone being critical at all. There are the supportive people and those who . . . .

who would never hnd themselves in this situation and so warch with eager anticipaiion for the next episode

and think that you are just marvelloru for working it out as though it's some mathematical formula.

AO; But that's what's so irritating.
FJ.' Oh, it makes me really cross.
AO: \\e crossness is the devaluation of the effort. Is that right?
F/: No. I don'r think thar they get to the point of devaluing ir They don't . . understand that any effort
goes into it at all. The easier and the better that this organisation works . . the less apparenl il is to
outsiders..thatanyorganisationatallgoesintoit...aswithanything.(.'.).
AO: And so it just looks like an absolute breeze?
F.I: Yeah. And arent we clever? . . . . Well, we are not clever at all. We are just determined. . . . ' But
the more successful we are at it, the less determination appears to be put into it (lst Inrenriew).

Seven of the parents who had more recently set up shared parenting alrangenrents

knew one or two similarly structured families whom they approached forinformation, or

to talk over problems. Luke made a point of mentioning the reciprocal support he and a

friend in the same situation were able to give each oth€r, and Isa was aware of the

problems another friend was experiencing over the actual division of time that the children

were ro spend with each parent. Lawrence talked with his neighbour whose children also

moved between their parents, and found these conversations very helpful because she was

familiar with the difficulties and was very supportive of him. Jane canvassed the opinions

of the children in a family she knew who moved between parents.

As I have mentioned, books wore not significant:rs a source of information. Dave

and Jane read Galper (1980). Jane found the book useful, mostly because she wanted to

know that such rurangements were possible, and the positive presentation was a help.

Dave, on the other hand, was rnore dismissive, seeing the book as boring, unhelpful, and

mostly about who did the housework. Both suggested that the reason for their assessment

related to what they had wanted to know at the time. Jane said that she would have found it

harder to cope with a book that said thEre were likely to be problems, i.e, what she did not

want to hear at the time, an attitude which Keith, who was initially bitterly opposed to

shared parenting, also mentioned:

youknowwhatit'slikewhenyou'vemadeupyourmindthatyou.. .dh.....Iwasveryangry.Now,
nothing rhatanybodydidorsaid,suggesteditrirlread ...if ilwas,if itwas..conoboratedthewayl
was, y6u know, my iheas, then it woulC have been good. It it didn't, it would have been a load of rubbish

anywiy (laushin1j writren by people who did notknow what they were talking about or something. . . .

Written by Maree's friends. Not mine! (2nd Interview).
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One woman, who had srudied some law, consulted law reports (the only other source of
written information mentioned as consulted). While she was unable to glean practical,

routine advice from the reports she found it helpful to know that the principle was

established and accepted within New Zealand law.

Only six people mentioned a reaction from workmates to their iurangement. Both

Isa and Fay had positive responses. Isa described the response from other, often older,

women at lvork as endorsing her stance in a way which supported her ideologically. The

reaction Fay got, while couched in more personal tenns, had considerable significance for

her. During the early stages when she had often been upset or worried she felt that her

colleagues had had time to listen to her, and that there had never been a suggestion that she

was letting her personal problems get in the way of her work. Such support was extremely

reassuring as well as personally endorsing. In contrast to these women, Mary's experience

had been very different. She repofted being openly criticised for not lmking after the

children full-time before the breakup, then for allowing Charles to take part as well and

then for not using the children as a bargaining chip when there were difficulties. She felt

for a long time extremely lonely, isolated and vulnerable.

Dave never talked about his situation to his colleagues. Lawrence had mentioned

his situation to a colleague who was also separated, but the conversation had never really

developed. The other two men, Luke and Ross had had somewhat similar reactions from

workrnates. Ross described his experience of being an actively involved father over the

years as follows:

Like with other people, there's not much understanding of what lay behind that decision . . . y'see, I still
get it every day with Paul. "Oh, you're babysitting today?".
AO; From . . .work mates?

rtT: Mmm. Generally. Yeah . . .I *y, "I'm not babysitting. I do this, yknow, regularly, and my . . .

that's what I've chosen o do in terms of their upbringing". And I don't, a hell of a lot of people don't cop
that.
AO: Why do you think that is?
RT.' Conventional outlook. . . . That people are supposed to be birer enemies once they split up, that the
child should go to one parent . . and that sort of crap. It's . .

AO: But as far as Paul is concerned, is there also some feeling that somehow you've been had? That
you've been exploited. That here you are looking after this child?
RT: No. People are surprised that he's . . prob'ly taken round and . . . yknow he's with me, during,
during the day and that I somehow sort of manage to cope with him and all thal There's some surpise that
I do (lst Interview).

For Luke, though, the situation was a little different. The reaction from friends appeared to

make him doubt his mates' interest and regard for him, which he found hurtful, as well as

implicitly questioning his sexual identiry. He felt that he had become something of an

enigma:

Well, they either didn't alk about it or you'd get the siiuation where a friend would ask, umm, after doing
it for a year, they'd ask, ahh, "How are the kids, like? How are - are the kids handling it all right?" After a
year,for God's sake!
AO; So they said nothing for a year?
LR: No. No. It's - it was kept being said, it was like . . you weren't being rcticed. Nothing was being
noticed, you know, that's particular o yoursetf. It made me realise who were, who were good friends, really
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. . and . . . well, jusr through being nodced - what are you doing? \rt"yb I'm nlking - I'm not really

ut6ng aboutmy ego. f r"r"fling"about ...if they areyourfriends.. they shouldbe able to see iI " '

being-good . . fuing right! (2nd Interview: my italics)'

For most of the rcspondents, friends and family were the most significant actual

and desired areas of support. support from their mothers seemed to be especially

important for the women in the study and several commented on lack of understanding

from their mothers as painful, and thought that the inability to be supportive was because

of conflicting notions of women's roles and correct maternal behaviour. Jane said:

well I rhink that they do Flnd it difFrculr that I don't have the children all the dme' But.I.think $at they

still haven,r got it reaUy ino tr"it f,""As that I have the children half the time. They still actually feel that

because I am no longer'living in the family home and Dave does have the children that Dave does have the

children 90% ofrhe time uni I ha"e rhe c-hildren l07o of the time, and there is still that , . . as much as I

say 0o rhem,."I tnve ttre children half the time" - but you $9y {ty still . . . refer and talk as though t

don,t achrally have the children much at all. (. . . ) it'ia real blockage about what mothers should be (lst

Interview).

Ross and Luke said that their parents did not understand their decision. Ross

placed this in a generational penpective. Luke, while acknowledging this element' also

described his parents' inability to really understand what he was doing because of their

concept of gender. Their definitions, especially his father's, did not allow maleness to be

read in the way that Luke was constructing it-

ln two families there were comments about in-laws. Jane was very upset at the

attitude of Dave's parents to her. 'They just slfced me off with a knife" But for Luke' the

presence and practical helpfulness of Isa's parents was valued, and the neighborrrhood

also functioned co.operatively, so that he was not totally on his own with the children' But

friends could also be critical, or just not especially interested - damning with faint praise -

as Luke, Mary and Maree noted. Marer, echoing Ross's comments about the community

perceptions of how separated couples ought to behave towards one another, said that the

man that she had Iived with could not understand why she still occasionally went with

Keith to school events. He believed instead that she should have no contact with Keith'

Maree said of his attitude, 'But you can't just do that to your children. People don't

understand that'.

On the whole, social work agencies and lawyers played little part in the decision

making processes. Lawyers tended to be seen as professionals who should be avoided

because of the likethood that tensions would be exacerbated, and consulted only if

necessary after the actual decisions had been made. Two families had made a point of

completely by-passing any judicial agency at all, on the grounds that this was something

that they needed to sort out themselves. Stephen and Patty had gone to their lawyer only

after they had decided what they wanted, and had been encouraged by her enthusiastic

response. They also felt that their plan had been given a very positive, if slighdy bemused,

reception at the Family Court when they turned up for their divorce hearing. Two of the
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families had gone at different times for help with counselling. Both Luke and Isa saw this

as extremely helpful, Isa particularly so:

the counselling that we had was a very imryrtantpart of that, when we came away ftom our families' we

came away, yOu knOw, from Our dOmesticenvironments, we Came away frOm Our wOrk envirOnment' and

we found some kind of common . . rhreads to 'oott witfr. nnd I think that the counselling was a central

p.n 
"ilft.t. 

fhe fact thar it . . that we - it was a phone call away. W-e g.ot in when we wanted ' ' they were

flexible enough to accommodate Luke's hshing ' . you know, qryllgon of a few appointmens because

of hshing and things, and it was short. It *atlo iro'rs in total, I think . ' . 6 horns. You know " that's a

very shoi space of time, with us making decisions in between'

AOI But it iocussed the making of the decisions?

IIqI: lt focussed the mak -
AO: l,rmeant that yan hadto focus, and you hadtodwidei!
IM: Absolurety. 'ihat we would not have - [ don't think we would have done ' ' on our own ' '
....No,Ithinkthe6hours-thebest6hoursinmylife-s:btlime'I'vespent'I'lltry-andputit
pr*;t. Ir was the U"riO f,outs I've spent in my lifi (Laughing).The best and most painful! (lst

Interview).

For Michelle and L,awence, however, the situation was not so clear cut' Both

spent some time with individual counsellors, and at one stage Kay had been

psychologically assessed to try to determine the nature of her fears about being teft with

Lawrence. What appears to have happened, though, was that the counselling focussed on

either inuapsychic or adulr interpersonal issues. Michelle in particular norcd that none of

the counsellors until the last one seemed to have been prcpared to move beyond the

conventional wisdom of the desirability of contact between Kay and her father and the

inhercnt value of a shared parenting alrangement, to question whether with the

arrangement" having never been stable for more than a short period of time and still

producing distress in Kay, should be continued'

Both the Black and the Todd/Davis families had extensive contact with the Family

Court. As part of the conciliation procedures the Blacks had extensive marital counselling'

Keith had believed that the counsellor was working to rcconcile the marriage (and thercfore

siding with him, since he had wanted Maree to return) and had not appeared to understand

the counselling as an attempt to redefine the principtes on which the marital relationship

had been based, in order that custody decision making could be facilitated'

The nvo families described their expaience of the Family Court in quite different

ways. The Blacks saw considerable value in having the decision effectively taken out of

their hands. Keith realised at their last mediation session that he'couldn't fight City Halt

(which may be another way of saying that he realised that he would lose custody if they

went the next srep beyond the mediation and counselling sessions), and spoke warrnly of

the judge s ability ro sum up the situation. But it is also clear that the decision did not

represenr an unambiguous termination to the on-going palental power smrggle' Although

Keith might have lost the skirmish he had by no means lost the war' He described himself

(a fact which Maree's account corroborated) as keeping a very close eye on events to

ensgre that Maree looked after Sam'properly', with the idea of taking the case back to

court when he decided that she was not providing adequate care'
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Both parents in the Todd/Davis family (Charles initiated the action, not, he said, as

a dispute about custody but as a dispute over Mary's having reneged on a cornmitment to

move out of the house and allow him to look after the children five days a week instead of

the weekend) found the experience of a court case harrowing' Mary especially expressed

herself very strongly about the whole process and the length of time it took. It went on'

she thought:

Indecently lang, Anne. Far longer thatil ever. . should have done. . . . from ' ' go to whoa' From the

dme he apprmched his lawyers-who notified me it was . . . . . coming on, and then w-aiting for the

hearing, then tobring inthese..professionalsof allsorts... it, yes, l8 monthsof " " ummtotal

uncertainty, umm . . . 
"u"i 

Arini'rhing - I lrad very, very little self+onfidence at that time in my life

anyway, and whar *i,t ;;;t-trii;lG.t or*n"i.'g gq.ryq, umm, ahh . . . . .yeah, yeah, over that 18

monthperiod,irwas....a: ...)yes,again,IO&trtrinfitreally,Anne,Ihavehadsometoughtimes'
but I didn't really think we would ever quite recover from this. t feit' umm ' ' ' it was too painful (lst

Interview).

She also spoke of the very visible increase in the children's disuess and tension over the

p€riod, and her belief that during tlrat exmemely difficult time, no real help had been given'

The assessments of each parcnt's palenting skitls had been for the Court" and she did not

think that they helped to clarify anything for her personally; indeed, she felt judged as

wanting by the psychologist whom they werc seeing. She was also terrified that she might

lose all custody, since she felt that a conservative judge might react negatively to her past

psychological problems. This meant that at a time when she should have been

psychologically 'there' for the children, she found herself holding back from too close an

involvement to avoid the pain should she lose them.

Only ttre Blacks and Todd/Davises appear to have negodated any sort of legal

agreement in relation to the structure of the alrangement' The extent to which the

agreement set down specific agrcements varied with the Black's being more more specific

than the ToddlDavises. Maree, however, was able to appeal to the agrcement in order to

confirm ground rules in some areas, but not in others. From Charles' account, their

agreement was basically one of principle and did not addless how they would put it into

practice. For example, it specified the need to conrmunicate rather than clarifying what

steps should or could be taken to remedy the situation if communication broke down' The

inference which I draw from Charles' comments is that it was at that time impossible to set

out how the agreement would operate in practice:

CD: ...noneof thetegalagreementsactuallyspecify..a..howit's fttretimeallocation1oeach
parent) sPlit uP.

aO: So itiey are rather vague on that point?

CD: They're silent. . .

AO; Why did they not specify how it was to?

CD: lrather suspect from memory that we probably agreed not to a$Pe on it ' ' in the sense of putting it

into a written agre€ment, a sort of contractual rype ageerTenl.
Ao: Righr . . Thar trrai'wouto formalise it d'muc"tr and make things too blrck^ and-white (Possibly'

ves.) m 
"*ourO 

Ue parUy nai U"t*t"" yog and |{ary there were still.some areas of conflict?

CD: Yes. Probably there were still some.tot-6ftn . . . it's not really eary P recall' It started

offthattherehadbeennothing..but..ahhjointcustdyevermentioned""'andinalegalsensewe
had . . . . equal responsiUitity,""qo"f, equal parental aurtr6riry such as it is " ahli " '(lst lnterview)'
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Best interests of the child

Under New Zealand law, the best interests of the child must be given paramount

importance in determining custody. Buttenilorths enunciates the principle in a manner

which implies its self-evident narure, in words which disguise its complexity and obscure

the extent to which custody determinations arc morally inclined and reflect social

convention and ideologY:

Although at the theoretical level there may be room for argument about the meaning of this principle, for

;;A;"rp.*. irs eriect is that rhe only retenant consiierations are those which can be shown to have a

bearing on the childs *rifr*. The interesis, wisft and relative needs of the parents.fu example are in

rhemselves not relevant];;d i" til onfitify eueniof Ue alternative placement being equal as far as the

child's interest arc concerned (eu[erworlhs, 198?, pp' 6015 - 6010'

Butterworths go on to make the point that there must be a broad concept of welfare' with

no undue emphasis on moral or material considerations' What must be sought on the

child,s behalf is the placement which allows for the 'development in the child of standards

and expectations of behaviour within our society' (p. 6016). Furthermorc, in contested

custdy cases, psychological aspects should assume the greatest significance' although it

is not quite clear to me how the aspects mentioned below can so easily be separated from

psychological well-being, which is given highest priority. The section quoted below'

while making an important point, implies an objective base from which such judgements

can be made:

It is in these respects that the child is most vulnerable and differences in the level of physical care' material

comforr, intellecnral stimulation, educational oppon*ity,--d *ool a1d sgqural g}tdP:g offered by the

alternarive placement will commonly be less t"iti^f. Witfare must be looked at in the individual

circumstances of "rftrs child with tftis father, ,rrir rotr"t, these brorhers and sisters and these particular

sunounding circumstances". The result n*roriiy h* t b" personalised to meet the welfare of each

particular child @. 6016).

Ottrer writers, however, have seen the concept as more problematic and as only

being able to be interpreted in the light of realistic and available options. Jeffries in A' v A'

(1g76,p. 281) conments that the concept is 'seductive in its simplicity, but in reality

conceals a mosr complex, far-reaching judgement'. Gilling (1984), quoting Brous, Green

& Jagg, notes the confusion, professional bias, and secdonal interests embedded in the

nodon, and draws attention to the ability of the law to prcmote contradictory concepts

simultaneously. Overseas cofirmentators treat the concept as problematic' noting its

vagueness (Irombetta, 1981), the problems of assigning weight m particular factors' and

the extent to which so doing is a political, ideological and also a predictive action (Scott &

Deryden, 19g4). The recent changing ideological climate in the United States has led to the

view that the child's best interests are represented by the financially advantaged parent, a

position which places women at a disadvantage in a custdy suit (Weiurnan'1985)'

Fineman (19E5), while also commenting on the diffrculties inherent in the concept' fears

that the movement away from attempts to determine what the child's interests and a

nurildng environment are in practice, is conducive to the development of a climate where
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numerical divisions and the rights of parents become more prevalent' Bmch (1988' p'

1 l2) notes:

The difficulry wirh the besr-interests test, according to_many tlrous.trttgt critics, is that it gives improper

bargaining leverage t" 
"p11*i*tro 

tras not been si-gnificantly involved in daily child-rearing tasks'

Because the test i, ,o 
"uiu", 

ttre re,sutts of a custodi conte$ cannot be pnedicted precisely enough to put at

ease rhe mind of a primail-iareater for whom trre'cusmav decision is exremelyimportant' even if the

ottr"t rpour" was relativeiy uninvolved in the child s care during the marriage.

In order to establish clearer criteria to guide the court in a sole parent custody disposition

and to rectify the problem some of the American legislatures have developed what is called

a'primary parcnt presumption', where the primary puent is described as the person who: I

(1) prepares the meats; (2) ctlanges rfre $1-anef .md dre.sses and bathes ttre child: (3) chauffeurs the child to

school, church, friends"home, ino rtr" riki; t+l piorio"iriai.ut attention, monitors the child's health' and

is responsible for aking the child o the doctor;--O tSl inF-!!F with the childs friends' school authorities'

and other parenrs engaged in activities ttrat innotve ttre child (Neely quoted in Bruch' 1988' p' I l2)'

Morganbesser & Nehls (1981) point out that, although in contested cases there may be

some attempt (fraught with all the difficulties noted above) to decide what is in the child's

best interests, there is no literature on how the question of best interests is decided in non-

contested cases. They suggest, while not addressing the implications of the statement' that

the person with the most power is likely to gain the concessions.

The significance of the concept of 'best interests' lies in is recognition that the 
'

child's interests and needs are more likely to be submerged at times of family

d,isintegration because S/he is the least powerful member of the family system' The

problem with the concept, however, is that it seeks to embrace equally the ideal and the

practical, a substantial part of the difficulry being that it attempts to locate a stable'

unbiased, and definable centre in a situation which is essentially centreless, where no

absolute and final reference can be made to what is in a child's best interest without

reference to, and therefore evaluation of, the familial and social system of which he/she is

a part; and furthermore, the criteria against which best interests arc measured are

themselves subject to gendered evaluation and to change3. In addition to this, the act of

defining at a particular time what constiturcs a child's best interests involves, usually, the

privileging of one principle. Historically, there has been a progression tlnough the father'

to the mother, principle, to that prevalent now, i.e-, that having both parents involved in

upbringing is'best' (although such a principle may ignore prevailing social realities)' The

weight of this moral and social judgement of what is 'best' in principle then produces a

siruation in which a particular family may theoretically be permitted to challenge that

definition because the importance of individualised decisions is endorsed, but in practice

3 some psychologisrs have spoken of their concern about the sexist, racist and classist attitudes which

result in rational and controlled behaviogr tmufel Ueing rewarded in Family Court seaings, while inational

and emotional behaviour (female) is regarded negatively. see Levec (1980.
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find such a challenge difficult to sustain. It also assumes that there is a'best' solution,

whereas the parents or the Family Court may be confronted with a complex sinration

where all avenues are open to qualification.

In reading the discussion below, the following points need to be kept in mind. No

assessment is neutral and objective. Parents commented often on the difficulty - indeed the

impossibiliry - of keeping separate their notion of the best interests of their children from

their own desires and hopes. How they saw the world coloured their assessment, as the

assumptions and ideologies of professionals colour their assessments, of children's needs'

This being the case, it is no longer sufficient to simply state that X is in the best interests of

the child. Instead, the question needs to be taken further, to ask what political, ideological'

sexist" and racist anitudes and assumptions produce that assessment'

Although there is no detailed information of which I am aware about the factors

and issues that contribute to parents'decisions about custody, the commonsense (and

tautologous) assumption is that parents decide what is best for their children because

parents want what is best for their children. This argument rapidly merges into a validation

of shared parenting being the best for the child because shared parenting avoids loss of a

parent and maintains continuity, so that parents who, for whatever reasons' have decided

to rake this course of action have necessarily acted in their child's best interests. This

somewhat simplistic line of arggment is undercut by a close examination of the texts of rhe

intewiews. A cursory review of their reasons would support the line of argument that

parents made their assessments wittr respect to what they felt was best for the children' A

more detailed examination of the texts, however' suggests that there were a number of

other factors influencing adult assessments of the child's needs. These bore upon adults'

perceptions of their own needs and rheir appreciation of systemic family issues. At times

some of these factors could be in opposition to other factors, at times they might

complement each other. There was a recognition in some texts that parcntal ability to cg-

operate was critical to the ease with which the arrangement would operate' This posidon

facilitated a reading of shared parenting which identified parental happiness or satisfaction

with the arrangement with child sarisfaction, and therefore reversed the direction of the

'best interests' principle.

Children's needs were not by any means ignored, but they were intermingled with

a range of other considerations which were given equal weighr For instance, five parents

said they seriously toyed with the idea of moving on once separated, but rejected the idea

finally as unhelpful to all. Dave said he wanted to:

disappear...fromeverything...but..um...itwasbetternottohavedonethat'Ithink'Beenalot
better not to have . . . 'co, I w;ould have just - it wouldn't have done me any good-and itrvouldn't have

done the kids any gmd . . . wouldn't havi done Jane any gmd. She wouldn't have been able to do what

she's done if she-had had the kids full-time (lst Interview)'
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Michelle also had wanted to leave Wellington but was constrained from doing so because

of feeling that to do so was unfair to Kay, that she deserved time to be with her father' and

that she Micheue) would have felt too guilry abut cuning Lawrence out at that stage.

Other parents hoped that the ctnld andthe adults would benefit from the

arrangement. Some of the women spoke of their anxiety about solo parenting' and saw

shared parenting as a means of avoiding those well-documented stress€s. Maree felt shared

parenting would give Sam access to his father and force him to chose between two very

different approaches to life; make Keith face up to his responsibilities; facilitate her

attempts to develop her new relationship; reduce the burden of child care on her' while

introducing the element of equality she perceived as absent from her marriage' Mary hoped

that the children would have a richer life with less tired adulS, and wider social and

experiential contact, and believed that Charles should have an oppor$nity to parent' Martin

thought that the intended continuity would benefit children and adulS, and so strengthen

the arrangement:

MN: the primary link was . . . it is tenibly difficutt to put it. The primary link was the children' and the

children not bging upset any more than they nee&d O, having rccess !o us both' and because there was no

sexrul jealousy, there rua, no reason why we.out{n't tptnd lime together happily ' ' (lst Interview)'

In other cases the decision that shared parenting would be be good for the children

involved acts of generosity to the other parcnt. For example, Isa, who acknowledged that

she and Luke had had disputes about money, spoke of the way that Luke helped finance

her purchase of the house because, as she said, he felt that the home was for the children'

though her's in name.

Fay at first appeared to subordinate her interests to Tessa's. She herself would

have preferred not to have such an alrangement. 'I can say that the overriding reason for

pursuing the joint parenting was Tessa's good'. Yet her valuing of shared parenting

develops from her perception of the sort of life and experiences a child should have, which

in turn reflected her own principles.

There were also points where ideological positions came into conflict with practical

issues. Atl of the women believed in the principle of extensive paternal involvement with

their children, but some had to contend, in the context of advancing shared parenting as

desirable, with doubt about paternal abilities. There were also indications that at times the

decision to persist with a particular course of action was less to do with the child's' and

more to do with the parents" needs. Here Anna speaks rhetorically of the value of

continuity, but she identified guilt as a factor in her decision, and presented adult and child

needs as synonymous:

IthinktharI-Ididn'tknowwhattoexpect...whenwefirstsrartedthissystem.Itlaslkindofblind
hope that we would be able to work something out hcause I had srclr a aiong need for the continuity of

our family unir in some form-And part 
"f 

td;; b"*d on the fact that I feli guilty because I was raking

the children from him, partti t .uuir t didn'iknow whether I would make it with - ttrere was definitely a

bridging mechanism for me going on there.

vl.clonrn uIJlvERSIt'Y oF \"/'tt-r*lI'lGT0N
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AO; That I can always fgo back? And he'll want me back?

Ay'V; {Go back? (Laughs) I don't know. That didn't occur to me' And

i ruppot" apart from that l believed that there were different wa1s in.which you could live ( " " ) that

there did not need to ue-irraiie11iuG iuiting on. . ttre cutting ofiof that history. wtult do you do with that

history? It is pan of your tiiet Even rakinfit with me, I didn't want this to happen lor 1e, my children or

for Martin. so l guess l, it, it was ' . oh' it was Gno*nce '-: '.h:p" "( " ') a blind belief that l could do

it. . . thar we could r"dk out something that was different (3rd Interview).

Overall, the evidence from the texs is that parents reached their decisions wifh

reference to a wide range of beliefs and hopes for the future which indicated the extreme

diffrculry of sorting out and holding separate the needs of one mem[gr of a family without

reference to the needs and desires of others as indicated by Michelle's account:

MS: Icertainly didn'thaveany,umm..,any idearhatitwould.. beas. .demanding .,as ithasbeen

and as difficult to sort out - nol bnry sorting .iul ue peopre, but sorting out my own feelings about it and

my own concerns . . ott . . the whole tusineis of riyitig O- deal wittr- what we were talking about

before - dealing with . somebody you are r.yi"fo t"ngate frol, tho is at the same time' the father of

your child . . (mm) and umm, ii its as if iliod t"o thingt are in direct opposition *d.q, I think it is

one of the things ttrat t trave founO u".y very difficulL ui, is my . '-earnest and honest desire to umm '

;;6 ilil" fint relationstrip between Kay and I-awrence ' umm, I mean' in' in a good sense' umm ' '

wirhout, remaining part of that system . . and umm, $ight.- do' ?) and its been exraordinarily hard'

AO: Yeah. And in faci . . * you almost oyi"J. . tfti"-ty way you cannot be part of that system is by

sopping the arrangement? . - __ r ,r irr6t .r,dra
Ms: No. I am not saying that at all. um . . you see, that, as far p I am concerned, that system " ls m

perpetuity because we are hcr parents CnignOluift tytitt - I don'tmeant the system as it was' (Right)'

I'm meaning the fact that we are her parcnts r;r th# is a system there, and I don't have to operate it in

a way that I chose not;, butl have a certain, umm . . tetponsibility towards that system ' ' because he

is the fattrer of my child, and, umm, stre is my Oiulhrcrr !o11-$ow'- all of those connections' Umm' so it

wouldn't matter where we were in lhe world. Tnere-wouh stitl be . that connection between us ' ' that can

neverbreak..andl think.. thetask. istotot"!otennswiththesys9T inaway thatsuis youand

suits everybody else. And . umm, I can, easily see ways that it might suit 2 of us -

AO: But not the third?
MS: But not - I can't i* *uy, that it is going to be ideal for 3 of us' (Mm) There is only one child' ' '
(Mm) and, umm, onlY 2 Parents . . .

AO; Right. And so rn away. it's almost a constant modification of those needs, or, or allocadon at one

pointln"time -someUoOyt n".*Ot 31t being met' to the detriment of somebody else' and t}ten -

MS: ThU's how it f."ti. fft like there is af""Vt a c"mpromise' T.here has to be' (Right) and I guess when

you are dealing wi& mme than one person, you have to compromise in any situarion (lst Interview)'

one family whose accounts werc highly consistent with each other did locate the

decision-making process more clearly and unambiguously than most within the context of

their perception of the child's needs, an assessment aided by the evolution of the

arangement from a pafticulal Set of circumstances. After the separadon overseas - a

gradual pafting of the ways in response to Stephen's acknowledgment of his

homosexuality and Patty's having an affair - Patry retumed to New 7-ealand with Jim'

Stephen came back to visit, and then returned again, this time pennanently about two years

later. Because of accommodation problems and because both parents still felt close to one

another, a position they, like the Nobles, felt able to sustain because of a lack of sexual

jealousy, Stephen stayed with Pany and Jim. Patty s account located the decision-making

very much in terms of what she and stephen saw to be in the child's interests, and placed

Jim squarely as the initiator of the action:
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Ir was Jim's, umm, expressing a wish to see us both . . every day tha1,- umm ' ' led us to decide' Ied us to

decide that that was the *ay ft"t we would do it . . Umm, his OaO naa been away for a long time and then

came uO stayed with us untn ne had sorted out livin-g accommodation for a month q so and . . il may

have been 2 months. I can't remember. Maybe even i monfts. Oh, we are like brother and sister, so it
*.rn'i" problem. And he got so used to ttre iOea of us both being there, that when he and I found a flat and

left his dad in our old one-iedroom flar - we found a flat to share not too far away - only about l0 minutes

walk, umm . . he felt a uit opr"t rto *id, you know, "why can't welive,like I want to see you both

"o.y 
O"y. Why can't *. Uofi f ir" all together". Of course'he was only 6 at the time, so it was hard to

explain (lst Interview).

And in later interviews their responsiveness to what Jim wanted was reiterated:

PP: but rhe kids instinctively know in terms of . . . love and contact with loving people' and you know '

. . that sort of thing, that their peopte, the people who are imporlan! t'o them ' ' 'they know how much

they want and how ru.it trr"v.n".h, urO I teh-that it - also also in this case him being the only one and ' '

. fding extremely important . . to ttre anangement that um, that it . . that what he wanted was very

i*p.ri-r,. . . Ana I thought ttrat itwas a very wise . . . (Choice?) Yeah. (3rd Interview)'

But although Jim's needs were important, other considerations of equal and practical

significance, especially what his parents could contend with, intmded:

pp: It is, was as far as I was concemed, what suited us, that" ttrat, was (Critical?)-Yfth. And Jim' you

know . . it boils Cown io f,im saying, "i want to teeidu both every, every 41"... ' ' T thit was the

way we arranged it. We satisfiedhiiwish, U.."o* in, in . . in as parents ' ' ' considering what he had been

through without his farher and . . with a toneithat was depresseb Pg *t wanted the best for him ' ' he'

he, *new what was the best, and wlr,at he wanted was emodbnally the best for him . . and it looked 19 me'

it made sense to us . . . in terms of time shuing, you know, it siemgd ' ' the most sensible' It was what

he wanted. l(Mmm) and we felt that we needed-o make up lor him, I guess ' ' for what h9 lad been

without...intermsoftimeandatlention-Otioff...inaumm..'...just"'(lstlnterview)'

The arrangement would also, while ensudng daily contact with him, give Jim the distance

Patry believed he needed from her. Stephen also couched some of his cornments in relation

to meeting Jfuts and the adults' needs:

I think that his very, very initial reaction was . . . . was somewhat shy and then he was thrilled' basically'

.o have me back . ummm before, a little while before I managed to get I full-dme job and so I

used to go and pick him up ftorn school, anO my -feeling 
was that he really loved. that '.' and also remember

discussing with the t 
""ni-t* 

They found ttrat tri had rrnprovgd ... noticeably wfth1n -t"tt*l'
AO; Over the period rhat your contact traO res;edf 6Y.fu1 So 0rar would have reinforced any feetngs of

your importance o him?
SC; Yeah. Yeah. I was in no doubt about that" " " 'Yeah' Thinking through' I think that that sort of

conributed n feenng naftft" O"i 
"t"ut 

. . thing was probably a good idea' or seemed right at the dme' ' '

. . . . Yes. I remember aistincUy now . that swelt asiOi anl sol of doubts abut coming back or ' '
anything like . . . I, it made me quite sure tfrat I had done the nght thrng'

AO: So not only was it important to Jim, but it was also imporrantfo yo!-thatJim in fact responded in

rh;i*y, rhat, rhat Vou rauiioi ioursef tirat you-were imponant !9 
trim (Mmm). Yeah'

SC: I think that it was g*O - ii was important for Pauy oo ' ' ',it was good from qff point of view' ' '
Well,Imeanitg"u"iititopponinttresitgationanO.....alsoitmeani"'theunhappychildismuch
beuer.

In this situation both parents, wishing to compensate for the difficulties created by the

separation, established an alrangement which was responsive to Jim's expressed wishes'

and which took account of their own needs.
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In other texts, although the dominant reference is clearly intended to be to the

child's best interests, such references are undercut by the acknowledgement of conflict and

unresolved power issues between the parents. Keith's grudgrng agrcement to share the

parenting was reached because he recognised the benefits of stopping'all the bloody

arguing",and at another point, appropriating thc role of child-prctector, he said that he

agreed because:

I was determined trrathe wasn't going to become a bloody . . . y'know, the prize of the taffy-pullin

contest . . . lt would have been s*buy . . lt was just not on (lst Interview).

But the way in which Keith described part of the decision-making prccess emphasised his

reluctant participation in the scheme and his preference for maintaining a situation where

Sam lived with him, rather than moving between two homes:

K8: his big brother nas over here when all of this was going on and his mother enlisted his, his help' and

of courseMalcom is .. is the, umm.. tregfeatp""ttti"t"i, youknow, and, umm ' " he'he's aquite

incredible sortof atiOaduaffy. .. .. hes iSfUi in lots of waysbut " you know' in summary' he's-

very much of a . .ahh, a big brother to his mother -O t it father. . 'and of iourse because he's got all of

rhisbloodymoney,an',uri*...andhesaveryfonfttigltlsonofajoker,youknow\9j".:w-whathe
wants he gets . . . . ahhh . he happened to be h;e aboutihis dme, and he said to Sam' "Well' what do you

wanna do"? . . . . fte said, "Weti, why Oon't youloti oy, tnt y doq't. y.* , instead of saying' "Yq, Yorl'll

go *itfr f"f"r;', or "Yes, you'll go with Dad", ,"ttiOon;i Vou go with-both? Why don't you go half and

half,?....so..whenlaskedSam,headmittpdthen,trat,lntreallyhe,hewouldliketospendsome
time with her. Because I iold him. I said, "If yoo, if you would like to s0ay here, you tell me ' ' "and " '

we'lltakeitftomthere"....Iwas,youinow,butl'canremembersaylngry-m-ePretly-becauselwas
hurt- When you're hurt you Oo oy rfringr, I rhink. I think that you tend - well, I do - I tsnd to say things' I

can be pretty vicious . .'and I know ttrai t saiO to him, y9u know, "Sod you' you know, if you're not -"'

Noldidn't.IprobablyOOnroytharButlsaid,"Yo;dorealisethatuinm""that"'Idon't
necessarily have to f."p tt"i i6tn fot you, that umm ' . When you ar9 at yo91-{um's' I might just decide

not ro keep the hou-,' thont know whai I saio, uut I sort of . . infened thar I didn't necessarily just have to

keep the place just tini"g-tL* *.itini for him to come back. Umm, I was pretty' pretty ' ' hurt about ir
(So basically- ) I d interfJred with my ielatio*ttip *iq ryrylfl 9F ' and Id gme bnkev-deep in &bt

. . really, donkey-deep to get the bloody joint Ud"u* he'd said tirat he wanted to come and live with me ' '

now. all of a sudden -
AO: And the bastard had changed his mind ! ?

K8.. Yup! And thats exactly what it ws .-: little cow. You, you know . . whatever the other righS and

wrongs of it were, you've g- it pisses me off rhat I . . went atreaO anO did this when I obviously didn't need

o . . --but I did neei to. Thls really is oar home (lst Interview)'

A decision against a custdy hearing and a decision to share the palenting implies

conflict resolution and the success of the conciliation counselling, but may also mask

other, umesolved issues; in pafticular, the way that the puents will continue to lelate to

one another. Agreement itself may in some instances have to be regarded as p'roblematic'

as not necessarily in the chitd s best interests and as walranting enquiry into its

production, especially in situations where parents have very differcnt ideological positions

about gender relationships, and where there has been a hisory of violence or abuse4' The

4 The tmLP Foundation has commented on the extent !o which, by using rlre gsqnenl tlrat the child will

be psychologically <tamaged through a cessation oi.ont".t with i15 father, the legal system supports the

father's, as against the child's, righS. If the cftifO's interests were to be p€ramount'which the law staes they

sfroutO be, th"en it st oufO nof ptJue as difficult as it cunently is to obtain cessadon of visitation' or

;;*rvised visiration when thlre is still some reason o beliive that the child is at risk' albeit that

determination of incest is noia simple prmedure. But the culrent approrch, which is often to regard
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official ideology of what constitutes family may unwiningly give status to an agleement

that has been made under duress, when further discussion of the validity of a particular

family's proceeding with a particular sort of iurangement would be in order. For three out

of the eight families, all three of whom had considerable contact with counsellors or with

the Family CourL the giving of priority to a single psychological factor, the assumption of

the desirability of the child s maintaining connct with both parents' app€ars to have

obscured the need for further questioning about the way that the alrangement might work'

At the Todd/Davis hearing, charles reported the judge as saying that he could see no

reason why their'progressive' joint custdy iurangement should not be continued:

l"Iaybe the courts just heaved a sigh of relief and said, (laughing), "If a seprating couple comes together

with a joint cusrody, we'll say, "yes, and ne atision'is rieir'i and not out's. We'll just endorse it ' ' .'"

Neither he nor Mary recalled any discussion of difficulties that had arisen, or which they

would face as a consequence of a custdy action, which would complicate the workings of

the arrangement. Similarly in rhe Summers/Butler family, although they had contact with

several agencies, there seems to have been, until the last counsellor, an acceptance that

their shared arTangement was in Kay's interest, on the grounds that both were'fit'parents

and neither wanted to exclude the other, although the arrangement itself was constantly

changed, and Kay was obviously triangulated and stressed. while it might be argued that

the problem lay in the parental inability ro separate finally and that counselling needed to

focus on that issue, the counsellors simply assumed that the shared parenting was in Kay's

best interests and failed to address the rnanner in which the continued difficuh parcntal

relationship suggested that on a practical level the alrangement was not functional for this

family. Michelle said:

Well, my friends who were social workers and teachers said to me, "For God'S sake' what are you doing?

um..shereallyneedstobewithyouand...u*tn...seeingkwrence,butnotgoingtlroughthat
process . . of having to be there" .'. . um, but then I had the most monumental pressure from Lawrence '

. umm . . . the, the counsellors that we o* ,otty didn't . umm . . they were more intent on trying O

sort out what the problems were between f-a*ren'ce and Kay, than in comingto a resolution of where Kay

should be, considering that it wils so . . blat - well, so perfectlyobvious that l-awrence was really

insisting, well, trying"to insist on a co-parenting arrangement (lst Interview).

ln contrast to Michelle, who concentrated on the problems she experienced in trylng to sort

out what was a good arrangement for Kay, Lawrence emphasised his fear and concern

about losing her. This made it very difficult for him to assess what Kay's best interests

were:

I do think that my continued love of, and care for Kay . ' :Tn - ' contribute something even though I

don,l, I don't think mi nir l" 
""imporunt 

for her. n fact I don't feel conceited about it ' ' um' the

mothers who have raised a concem about incest as manipulative is not adequate either'.IIELP is concemed

about the numbers of gids whose mothers are legally required !o ensur. e that unsupervised visitation take

place where there has n""n no uU*lute determin?tion of incest, but where there is still reason to believe

that the child may be at risk.
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contribution that I can make. I am bloody sure that rhere are awfully important contributions that Michetle

canmake,butlstillthinkrhatthereareimportantthingsrhatt.-99forKay.um..but"um"'I
dontactually..canoioiy,iOontrhinkthaiitwasthissortof..intellectual..intellectualised
consideration which wai irporUnt then. It was a sheer 8ut-reacdon. ".Y"t, I do love Kay' In fact' I can't

bear tnthink of living without her . . . and yes, the reas6n I want a joint parcnting alrangement is' yes' I

do want o live with Kay" (2nd Interview).

There are a number of points which can be commented on. Firstly, a close reading

of the texrs confirrns that rhe 'best interests of the child' is not a variable that can b
separated out and held constant against other unstable components of an agrcement' The

concept has to be read as itself unstable, informed and affected by the system of which it is

part. It is pan of an interlocking whole, where the interaction of pafls requires

acknowledgement so that the child s interests and the parental interests need to be

considered, and contradictions examined. Within a shared parenting arangement' the

famity system that evolves is not completely independent of the previous family system so

that aspects of ttrat system will continue to touch the child s experience'

Secondly, parental agrcement on an alrangement, which is the mode of decision-

making $ven preference within the Family Courts, may not necessarily result in an

agreement ultimately beneficial to the child, or even for his/her parents' From a

comparison of the Black's texts it becomes apparent that both palents accepted the idea for

radically different, and conflicting reasons. For Maree, such an agreement symbolised

what she had been unable to achieve in the marriage:

and of course, the orher thing was that I was determined in that the boys were going to, were going rc learn

to share . . . and I meant, ani't ttrougtrt I'd be starting that by having a sharing custody ilrangement -

,qrra inuotuir*nt, y'know, becawe it never was nhile n" wbre marricd, atd I conld start that process'

yi'tt on, ,n, when ie separated ' . ' (3rd Interview: my italics)'

Keith,s intenrion was somewhat different. What his account suggested was that

recognition of the possibility of losing custdy led to his reluctant agrcement' while the

power axis might, therefore, have appeared to have shifted to favour Maree' his agreement

invested him with potential power to monitor and control Maree and her care of Sam in a

way that a custdy preference for Maree would nol He said of Sam's first period back

with his mother:'I was watching like a . . like a . . .' there's never been anybody

monitored anything - nobody knew it except me'. What this particular instance suggests is

that parental agrcement may obscure the existence of an on-going marital struggle; and that

this may be fuetled by major differences in beliefs about the nanue of marriage and

relationships. The argument about best interests can hardly be regarded as self-evident

Thirdly, atthough it is now widely accepted that the meeting of parental needs in

intact families is important if the parents are to fulfil their functions adequately' the

paramountcy of 'best interests' once the parents have separated seems to undercut this

view. While it is now legitimate for parents in intact families to have individual needs, it

seems still not to be so appropriate for separated parents. It must be clearly acknowledged

that parents have needs, the interpretation of which will affect their decision making' Once
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those needs have been allowed as valid, then they can be discussed as part of the whole

process, rather than have their existence denied.

Fourthly, and this has particular relevance in situations where parents have come

for counselling about custody, counsellors need to be more sensitive to the consequences

of severe inequality in a parental relationship, and to question shared parenting decisions

more closely, although to do so goes against curent practice. Rather than the question

being, "What are the best interests of a child?", which too easily can produce what is

basically a reiterarion of principles, the question that needs to be asked instead is one

which acknowledges the connectedness of members of a group, and therefore addresses

the family system: "What arc the facilitative elements and constraints within this family

constellation? In what way will these work towards the elaboration of a system in which

the needs of all ttre family may be met, noting the necessity of compromise' and at dmes'

exclusion of one person; and in what ways is that system likely to be subverted"? In this

context Hipgrave's cornments on the problems of dyadic research are apposite:

A language of [best innrests of the child] can often serve to distst the psychologrcal and sociological

realities of an environment within which each individual is influencing, and being influenced.bY' tnose

around him. Families . . . are units in 
" 

*nt*ni-ttut" of negotiation" " the tendency to reduce this

ecological complexity to linear models Uasen on-ladcufrt [i-nterastsl needs to be readily recognised and

rt"ut i with appropriate caution (Hipgrave, 1982,p' 172)'

Summary
A decision to share the parenting is a complex event, in which the pre-separation

relarionship, the way that the separation was handled, and the social and legal environment

affects the subsequent working of the alrangement. Although some families were able to

use the perid of separation to renegotiate and positively chango the nature of their

previous relationship this was not always possible. Shared parenting may perpetuate an

unequal adult relationship, so continuing to complicate the alrangement for parents and

children. Recognition of the ways in which decisions are reached renders inoperable a

disinterested, objective judgement about the best interesS of the child by either parents or

professionals in the Family Court. I have argued that it is necessary to move beyond

staternents of what is desirable in principle to question whether that principle can be

practically achieved; and as part of this p,rocess to apprcciate morc fully the way that such

assessments are influenced by prevailing and often contradictory ideologies'

The second significant point is that parents, during an emodonally stressful and

difficult perid of their lives, received on the whole little support. The reason for the

absence of support appears to be related to gender constructs' Although the families' and

the frfty/fifty time sharing families in particular, were responding to the cultural demand

thar fathers spend more time with their children and become more involved as parents, in

practice such behaviour was perceived as potentially threatening and as subverting well-

established roles,
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DECISION MAKING: THE PROCESSES

Introduction
This chapter extends the discussion into the background of the decision to share the

parenting, in which the best interests of the child, held in the American literature to be the

primary reason for the parental decisions, is read here instead as one among a number of

contributory influences. This chapter focuses on the interpersonal processes of decision-

making. I discuss firstly the decision making as influenced by considerations of power and

gendetr and the centrality of the women's role as initiator of the idea is placed within an

account of power which challenges the notion of its attribution to a specific location or

sphere and sex.

Secondly,I explore the parental commitment to shared parenting, persisted with

despite the lack of support and information, as constituted by what I have called'personal

consciousness'. I have used this phrase to describe the way experiences from families of

origin and the views that parents held about the significance of parenthood contributed to

their wish to remain involved with their children's upbringing'

Finally, in the last section of the chapter, I give an account of the families' early

experiences of shared parenting, in which the commitment to the principle and hopes of

what might eventuate were given practical expression, and the obstacles and good

experiences realised.

Before returning to the research data further attention must be given to my use of

the term'powet'. My usage specifically challenges the traditional dichotomy between the

powerful and powerless and suggests instead a reading of power as an element which is

inherently unsrable, and potentially open to subversion. such a definition relies heavily on

Foucaulr,sl (1g76) and Lukes' (1g74) interpretations of power' and on sprey's (1975)

and Turk's (1975) accounts of famital power. It also acknowledges feminist scholarship

which has questioned the adequacy of a conceptualisation of power in terms of public and

private spheres, where women as a consequence of inhabiting the latter are viewed as

relatively powerless in contrast to men.

Until comparatively recently, power in the public sphere has been defined

unidimensionally (Lukes, Ig74).within this definition emphasis has been placed on

conflict and on observable behaviour. what this model of power and a later, more refined'

two dimensional model has excluded, according to Lukes, is the recognition that the

exercise of power may function through a process of non-decision making' through the

suppression of conflict, and through non-awareness of alternatives or choice' Drawing on

Bachracht and Baratz's work, Lukes also indicates that'power' is not a unifred concept

but has a range of different typologies, embrracing coercion (the securing of compliance by

a threat of deprivation); influence ( no direct coercion occurs from A but B changes a

course of action); authority ("8 complies because he recognises that /A's/ command is

I See p.41.
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reasonable in terms of his own values", and that the command is reasonable and legitimate

(p. 17)); force (the choice between compliance and noncompliance is removed); and

manipulation ('compliance is forthcoming in the absence of recognition on the complier's

pan of either the source or the exact nature of the demand upon him" (p' I S))2'

Lukes' model of power which incorporates a range of modes in which power can

be exercised is comparable to the definition of familial power discussed by Turk (1975)

and Sprey (19?5). The model which they propose is one in which power is conceptualised

as relative, embedded in interactional pattems and involving compliance and compromise'

Because the power of compliance derives from the fact that agre€ment influences

subsequent interactions, those often portrayed as 'weak' are not devoid of power'

Available to rhem are alternatives - the use of compliance, or the achievement of limits

through non action, which may also have the effect of negating indirectly the effects of the

other. Finally, as Turk notes, power has to be seen as transcending immediate temporal

limits. To defrne one person as definitively powerful in relation to a particular event

assumes the ability to define when that event is'closed'. Within these definitions power

becomes an inherently unstable, interactional (not hierarchical) and nuanced element in a

relationship.

Two of the outcomes of feminist scholarship have been the recognition that

biologicat essentialism is an inadequate explanadon of women's social and political

inequalities and the formulation of gender as a social construct3. Within this frame of

reference anribution of sex-specific roles and behaviour are no longer accepted and the

availability to both sexes of a wider range of social roles and behaviours which cross

traditional, Western gender boundaries is postulated. Furthermore, the dichotomy between

public and private spheres, in which the private, domestic realm inhabited by women is

seen as inferior and women, although acknowledged as powerful within this sphere' were

believed to lack power in the public arena, is invalidated. It is now recognised that the

historical portrayal of women existing within a closed, domestic world' which both

established and confirmed their inferioriry, beyond which their actions did not reverberate

does not adequately describe their lives a. Duffy (1986) through an analysis of the

2 See Arendt (198d), who is also crirical of the way that terms that refening to poYer have.been used

interchangeabfy anO synonytnousiy. i*o (1986) reiterates.rhe-need t9 g-p*q and probe-definitions of

po*"r,-toirO"'oranO iowei' as a relative concept, and as ggring beyond.the achievement of an immediate

goal in order to achieve io"g* i.* goats, inteiess anA 6tieIs. Ir,iaree's defining of shared parenting as the

i,"-, by which equafiti wiurd e"en'tualty be achieved (p. 117) is a practical expression of this point'

3 See Rosaldo (1973) and Orrrer (1973) for early elaborations of this viewpoint and Connell (1986) and

Nicholson (1986) for later and more critical discussions'

4 For a discussion of the inadequacy of this viewpoint' and the extent.to which it has overlooked and

oUr"ur"A the significance of Wfsern women's participation T--ttt: Pulli" as well as lhe private sphere see'

i;;;;pi", trr"e artictes in Cox (1987);Creene & Kahn (1935); Mitctrelt & Oaklev (1976/1986)' The

facile assumption rhat women have been universally subordinated E3** of pri-vag an{domestic roles has

ut o U""n cnatbnged by anthropologists. For example, see Pgye1 (1986) and Smith (1954), whose

accounts of women in Ogala lnhian"-O tt6tional i{igerian Mutl-- societies demonstrate that women

both carried considerabL"power in what has been desiftrarcd by Western writers as the'public sphere'and

*"t" r"rpor"O ror neirreiioductive capacities. Suchlccounts confirm that gender is a social construcL not

biological fact.
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influence that upper class canadian women were able to bning to bear on major social

issues at the turn of the century, is likewise critical of the notion that women operated only

within a particular closed sphere and questions the way that women have been historically

portrayed as powerless. She too criticises the association of power with conflict and

physical force, the possession solely of those seen to be making the 'real' decisions. Lack

of attention to the nuances of power and to studies of women's contributions beyond the

home have obscured the way that women have been influential in areas of particular

significance for them, and have brrought about *re legitimization of certain social issues and

the emergence of critical or alternative viewpoins'

The initiators of the decision

Defining the women as initiators in marital and custody decision-making would

traditionally been accounted iN confirming their influence in a limited, domestic sphere' It

is very significant, however, that the women express interest in a mode of custody that has

potentially radical social implications because of its implied redefinition of gender roles and

therefore of conventional social stnrcturesS. What is from one perspective only a domestic

concern, from another has much wider ramifications. But nonetheless the women's

proposing shared parenting and the men's accepttrnce of their assessment of its feasibility

continues to locate both parents within traditional gender boundaries' ln most of the

families the men recognised the women as the more knowledgeable palent and therefore

the one more in tune with the child's needs6. Continuing deference to maternal knowledge

in several of the families even ffter the men become more involved as fathers suggests that

the process of reorganising social notions of what is appropriate behaviour for each sex is

extremely complex?. Backett's (1982;1987) analysis of the negotiation of parental

behaviour around child-rearing offers a useful cornment on this process' She notes how

the mothers in her study quickly became identified as the more knowledgeable par€nt

because of the amounr of time they spent with the child, despite parental ideologies which

portrayed the father as contributing substantially to child rearing. Moreover, the interaction

5 See t{arper (1980) who notes that the affirmation of new trlemq of lifestyle !|" F seel as

revolutionary, inespecUve of ttre conscious intenf oi those iiving theqr' Ttre difficulties' however' of

achieving such changes should not be underratJ. i." St"in (1d84)who, in writing about the possibilily of

fathers becoming sigttn;rlt-ir;;lved wirh $eir childre-n qPqs qtf1to the effect that effective change

must occur at both instii"tionLr ano penonal levels; and Sandquist (19E7) who describes. Swedish social

policy with its emphasis on - u"ti"" paternal role'as the resuit of an unusual combination of social'

political and economic factors'

6 Alrhough Keith believed that he should decide where Sam lived, my reading of his account would stress

his punitiveness towards Maree -A nit emphasis on tigtt6 as the oviniding fac6rs' elements which locate

him wirhin a ras"utin" g"no"isvst"r *rotoing o eJrensky e1al. (1986,b. 8) who,.following Gilligan'

describe the developmenr of a morality aorreredio uy *o*"n'"t 'organised around notions of responsibility

and care'.

? Dave in particular spoke of the way he had to contend with his, the children's and Jane's awareness that he

was not as aufait as Jane was with the children's lives, and of the times that they ranq her., when living

with him, to ask her for informarion which she no longer had access, e'g', where their lunch boxes were'

Such actions easily could reinforce a sense of incompetence'
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benveen child and father, which both parenrs saw as highly desirable, was frequently

mediated and monitored by the mother. Backen suggests that the establishment and

confirmation of gender roles is achieved through interlocking processes, whereby women

ue expected to be more knowledgeable about the child. This expectation is reinforced by

the pattern of child-rearing which, at the same time gives women access to a certain degree

and type of power from which fathers arc mostly excluded, or exclude themselves'

What Backett is at pains to emphasise is that regarding the women as more

knowledgeableabout the children acknowledges a pilental relationship to which men and

women make different contributions. The result is the persistence of gendercd family roles

reflecting wider social sysrems. What is sriking about most of the families in my study is

their achievement of a radical solution (shared parcnting) through conservative means (the

parents retained raditional roles in relation to the decision).

In seven of the families the women initiated the decision to separate and to ury

shared parenting!. Their status and authoriry as the decision makers was both claimed by

themselves and upheld by the men except for Ross, who said a friend suggested the

arrangemenlg; and for Keith who allocated responsibility to successively to his eldest son'

Malcolm, to the Maniage Guidance counsellor and to Saml0.The authoriry and

determination manifested by the women when they spoke about the decision is revealed

through the considerable contrast in the density of their language. Specifrcally, the women

spoke with a detail and intensity absent from the men's accountsll. Whereas Charles

simpty said, 'Oh . . I suspect . . Mary initiated it', Mary presented the situation as a chance

to develop a different style of relationship more in line with valued feminist concepts:

Ao: And what was it about the joint custody concept that seemed o (Appealed), that caught your

imagination?
M71 Umm, because l felt srongly that umm . . whatever quarrel l had with 0't " Py husband 'umm "
it was not to be . . afrn, ne ifrifOien's problem. That we weie both, ahh . . parents of the children umm'

thatl didnt approve of theahh... niaintyt"ti*4 bias..um . 'thatlknew thathewasvery fondof

his children and that . . umm, that was . . .something that shorld go on, develop' They were very young '

8 patty was the only mother who did not specifically mke responsibility at some point for raising the idea

of shared parenting.

9 Fay,s account, however, emphasisedher g- $e initiator. For her :rccount of her role in establishing their

shared parenting arangement see pp. 85 and 100 - 101'

10 Maree's account was somewhat contradicory. At one point she suggested that Sam was responsible for

breaking rhe impasse -a;rkid the zuggestion (thus ei-tricating nim-setf from the unwelcome role of

'middleman'. 'And Sam "^ 
*nriff' ArerEiat the iounsellingJ as we! urd said whar his preferences were

and he said that tre OiOn;ireaU;;;, to, son of, um, be in 6iween, that he didn't want to stay with Dad

all the time and he AiOn'i wanfto stay with me ai ne dme [Be] sort of shared''tty'ell, of couse that suited

me, um . . and so . . it ;;;1t-S.ir,', Oecision in the end-' (tit lnterview)' However' I have included her

as an initiator because of her clear support for the idea, in contn$t to Keith's initial reaction, and becatse

oi r6e empt asis throughout her accounl on sharing and joint responsibility.

I I Lawrence's account was the only male account which is extremely detailed and inricate' Part of the

inficaci iefates to his description of what was.a very complex sinration, but the orientation of his

comments was quite differeni from the women's, in ttrar thi account was less an exploration of what might

be possible, and the various constraints encountered, and more an atrempt to bry to make sense to himself

why things had happened in tfie way they had"
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. and there was a whole, you know, relationship ahead and so . . . I went to my lawyer - as soon as I

approached him about ,# ;pd;" anO 3sfeOif . ' we could trav-el311custody as part of ouragre€menl

AO: How did you.* .l"iri."ti"O' Oiii"ting from, say, umm, a primary custodial parent' with liberal

access . . o the . . non-custodial parent?

,vri, *err, I just felt that the chiidren belonged equa!1. to us ' ' -both'

AO: ltwas lhe emphasis on the . . belongingne.ss anditre equatiy (Yes) that was important? 
.

MT: Yes. This was ,or"tt ing that Charles-muti -, U" depnv.ed-q?t all' It was up to him what he made

of it, but that there torifi no"diuirion in my favour as fu as the children went (lst Interview)'

There were, of course, some men who spoke more elaborately than, say Dave and

Charles, about their readiness to endorse the arrangement' During counselling' Luke

decided that he did want to pafticipate more in the lives of his children:

AO: Luke, you said that you made this conscious choice !o be a parent, to be a father' n be a full-time

fatner. . omm - what, what led you n make that choice?

LR; Umm . . understanding myself . . . mainly'

AO: Canyou say a bit more about what that means?

l,R .. Well, basically, I can be very slack anU quite fary anl' unrgr.' ' I can let things slip away and I wasn't

prepared, umm . . . to ever, to allow that O happen t"ith the children, to let them slip away'

AO; Bur you'd seen it happening, you'd seen iJ**if (I know) slipping out of the family effectively with

the frshing?
LR: Umm, well, yeah. That and, ah, also just knowing_myself, that umm, ahh, what's the word? I'd ' '

timeanddistance.. umm.. can dull ...your r"nre6f umm, your senseof, of closeness, of course'

AO: Mmm. To the children?
LR: yes. Or to anyttring. iot .specially to the children. I alk about myse{ now' And, umm' I never' I

didn'r want that to ".;: 
y;d;r". tt *.r, it *as 

"ery ir-nportanl$at 
ii didnt occtu' you know' That was

one of the reasons. Two, of course, I feel like I can pt&ior *r"thing. Like I can provide a sort of

balancing act or whatever you call -
AO: Balancing act. . ?
LR: well, just ro balance one - Mum and Dad you know . . . yin and yang. It's just to balance Mum and

Dad, you know. Umm . ' 'yin and yang. 
-- - .

AO: What do you see yourself providing (Me?) particularly? In this batancing act' what are fte things that

iou feef a. a p"tson thit you want to S1-v.e- to your kids?

ii: Oh, a sense of realiiy- A sense of life' A sense of ' ' '

AO: What does a "sense of reality" mean?

LR.. oh, just living. Day to day stuff. Just, you know . . . oh, very much a, umm . ' 'you know' a level

sort of person. I',m just - very flat feeL on the ground, (Iaughing) not on the air (2nd Intenriew)'

But there is still a clear contrast between the way he speaks and the account of the decision

making given

wanted, or in

by Isa. she began by saying that she was not clear what sort of outcome she

what sort of role She saw Luke. But, as the conversation developed' it

became apparent that she had a set of implicit condirions which in effect demanded change

from Luke and left little room for manoeuwe, although she readily noted in a subsequent

secdon the way in which Luke, having made the decision to be involved, then went ahead

to plan the practicalities. Her use of the first person pronoun (italicised here) contributed to

a Sense Of purposiveness and determination. Her sp€ech panerns accentuated her role as

initiator of the unconventional. Part of her power lay in her perception of herself as an

experienced and competent'solo' parent, a role which she had developed over the periods

of Luke's absence, and which rendered her largely independent of him' There was no

doubt that she saw herself at this time as having more power and control' and thus able to

dictate the rerms on which she would accept Luke's participation. Although she would

welcome his input, she viewed herself then as the superior and more knowledgeable

parent, a point made graphically when she said later that she'kinda thought that I was the
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benerparent'. On the one hand she did not want to rush him into deciding what his role

would be; on the other, she had no intention of acquiescing in an alrangement which was

personally and ideologically unsatisfactory. Then, at the end of the section quoted below

she talked about her doubts and uncertainties over Luke's ability to move into a much more

involved patemal role, and implicitly questioned whether such a move would be in the

children's best interests. But no sooner had she given voice to the doubts than she denied

them through a re-affirmation of the value she accorded Luke's relationship with the

children, although the echo of her doubts, once uttered, cannot be expunged' While

accepting what Luke offered, her words implied that she was maintaining an overview of

the arrangement in a way that he never did'

IM: Yes. Sharcd parenting to me is pretty well 50/50. That is taking responsibility for them financially

and socially and kind oi tt"'u" their, their, io cover somehow a whole responsibility'

AO: Righr. But did y";;;;p;'Gounsetting] *ith3 definitive idea in your own mind that that was

whar was going o happen? That you *er" goini o io for strareO parentingi Or did Luke have that idea?

Where did rhat idea come from?

IM; You',d have !o ask Luke about that one. I had No . ' specific. per:ept{ol of what the outcome was

gonna be. What in fact I even wanted. I kaewtfratl woufA . . . navitig just finisneA my degree and having

found work I knew that I could . . support *y .-ttifOt"n .nd care for [rim at the same dme' I knew that that

would be preuy impossiUr" if r was iirualty irnun.iuriirupporting the children and caring for them ' ' ' I

don't lnow how I would have coped, bul -

AO: You mean, if you were doing all of that full-time?

IM: ALlof that full-time. But one ttffigthatt da know thatl'd be prepared to take on lhat respon-sibility'

I lwd csred for rhe.hiid;" pt"tty wefr all rhe time that Luke *as oui fishing . '.1 .lad ' ' str?ng family

support networks so t iarn'iaep"*n. ypon Luke. It was the decision - any decision we made was

dependent upon him making some decisiont 
"Uoolti".-tributions 

that hi was going to make ' J knew I

didn,t want,umm , . . ;;ft;A father, a fun father. Tlnt was not acceptabl to nu;9oJ T:* rhat tlwt

was somethingtlatl didn'twsnt..Iknew that... I ladother supporianditwasn'tLuke thatlwas

reliant upon. Ideally . . . . some involvement "iU 
[. tftifOttn ft6it his point of view " ' would be ideal'

in that the kids loved him . . and he loved the kids'

AO: But as far as y* '""t" *n"erned, it had to be more than a weekend?

/M: yeah. And I didn't ianr any financial d";"4; upon Luke. I did not want - because money features

- it is a very imporrant - well, did more so_, umm, it's a kind gf very nngible " i0ql$$aUte '- " very

powerful . . umm . . mr, r."fiv, umm,-and gfi;iltt Ad( wani.rlut' t mean I didn't want any decision

to be made on the grounds of money. I didn'tiant Lt*eto be paying me off ' ' I didn't want any of that

m happen. That was wlwt I didn'twant . ?----- ^c r^-^-,ranar, ^n r *La wn
AO; Righr So, so in 

" 
*aV, *""f0 it be fair to say, 0ratrhe issue of dependency on Luke' you were qute

clear that tlnr had - if there had been ,ny irsu*ifiip""O"".v for you before tha-t hose were now finished?

/M: Mmm. I had no emotional dependency on -

AO: - on Luke and yoo *irttro obe finaiciaily independent of L.uke (Dehnitely) toally. Umm ' ' but

equally, rhat you weren't prepared, that in 
" 
*il- ;;i;hat yousaid,is that you were p'repared for Luke

eirlur romake a reasonable contribution, i.a-'rota trr* a weekend father as you were de[rning it, ar he

wasn't to have any contribulion at all? . .

/M: I think for me to take irccount of any decisions . . for me, for me to even to respect dre decision' any

influence of . him 
"r 

uFutf,",, tt" would have had n make a pretly reasonable contribudon for me to respect

taking notice of him Gdt"t iitr,ui irt u rnJoi comptei yli g{ seeing it but I thought' if I was on mv

own, I would make the decision accordingly, ;d if ;;-ted AI*IY, any fnvolvement in the children's life'

tt 
"n'tt" 

had to be (chucktes). ' ' involved ' ' ' It t"as like an earn ttring'

AO: An "earn thing"?
IM: I feltrlr,at he had to be involved to make those decisions. He had to be involved to make any decisions

about the children's lives. If he wasn't intof"ui,i *oufO make those decisions with the children and take

the consequences.
AO: Right. And he couldn't' because he didn't know?

/M; He would only know if he was involved'
AO: Yes. But that's what I was meaning. He-toddnl make a decision unless he was involved because he

wouldn't have the informatbn (both spiak togiineil !o make ir- ..' . SO in a sense' for you' lhere was

something at the outset, although you hadn't c"lttin.i p""isely what' although it was "a reasonable

commitment . . .or or, get stuffed".
IM: yeah.That was in the back of my mind all rhe time. I was not in any great h.urry because I knew that

wirh the family and friends . . utnm, *'".oura t-n-" the children and I could somehow make do' so there
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wasn't, wasn't me saying, "Make a decision now, or else"! There was . ."If you wanna make a decision" . '

i . . with no time framJuntil we go to counselling, but without some decision being made, I still felt that

I had ttre full responsibility for rhjchildren. . . . . And, umm, at tJle next session (in counselling) he-came

back and he said thar he had decided that the children were . . going m be the higher pniority and that he

had thought about ways that that could happen . . that he could . . . sell the boat, that he could joint

rr.ipp"r .l ,rrr,, unr, u 
-u*rioi" 

"orp-y,'* 
tt"t the boat would be working all the time, and so that he

.o,ifh rpenA nalf of tris - he would have one week on and one week off (Righ0 and so that the week on he

would be with rhe children and the week off he would be out fishing. . .And when . there was . ' a practical

solu- a practical way in which he could see his way clear to suppon the children and care for the children ' '

umm . . I suppose, Why not try? and so ' ' we did.

AO: But did you have any qualms . . . . I suppose I am interested in the extent to which people actually

were - do rcrua1y uust e;h orher . or whethii n"re rre doubs and hesiations which . . probably are there

in most relationships 
"ny*uy, 

Uut perhaps ar dmes of stress and, and separation' emelge more definitively'

/M; Mmm . . ,' . .I . . tne ract ihat Luke was living with my parents very close.by., and there

were 3, you know, tf,ere *ere 3 lenerations living in,t" *g household' and they were in the immediate

area where all my support net,rnoiks of women friEnds were - I wasn't concemed about my children's care ' '

because it was beyond . . Luke rhat the children would be being cared for in that community' So I didn't

have - If Luke traO Ueen going into . ntt" neighbourhoo4 intoa . . away from all.those' F9t' supports'

that support, . . I woUJfrueieen quite anxiJrs. In fact there was one time when he lived in Mornington'

away from a lot of ttre family . . ahh ' 
-

AOi And he had the children over there?

IM: Yes. But then he lived in a bottom flat. Upstairs was a friend of his and a woman who was a friend of

mine, who I knew *ouiO[ (iushing) would'be . . an avenue for communication if I was really

concerned about something . . fii" if"he was d"-t*itt; ' . . umm ".leaving them alone' If l had any of

those concerns, if I had *#rie, which I could umm -ih"t" *"." peo'ple to whom I could express them and

*"ii i" *tti.tr i co - the children could obviously te careO.for. ' , Sb I didnt' And ultimately' Luke really

loves fhose kids. He would . . be much tcinder anO . . to them ' than, thur our relationship was m each

other . . So I wasn't concerned in that way (lst Interview)'

Read comparatively, the density, richness and texturing of both accounts is readily

apparent, but the ways in which they are elaborated is very differenr Luke began his

account with an assessment of his position as it had been within the family (the historical

elemen$. He then indicated, still in very personalised telTns (although later he was critical

of male reactions to family responsibilities), something of how he came to occupy his

particular ideologicat and emotional place because of his unpreparedness to allow the

children to'slip away'. Implicit in such a staEment, and in its development' was the

determination of what was personally satisfying, simultaneously with what was in the

children,s best interests - both intermingled with a sense of himself and his identity' This

was expnded into a brief reference to the power balance of the rclationship, partially

disguised in his nice phrase abut'yin and yang' which includes some hesitation about'

and endorsement of, Isa. By revising his previously somewhat peripheral role' Luke

wished at one and the same time to ensure continuity and contact with the chrldren, and

affirm himself as a parent, and ensure that the children benefined from the particular gifts

that he had , and adoptsomething of a protective role for the children against Isa's'airy

fairiness', and theteby assert positively and from a position of knowledge some conml

and power/influence over the children's development'

. The opening sentence of Isa's statement located her within the feminist ideological

position that men should share parenting, in contrast to what is frequently taken for

granted about pafenting roles. This basic belief informed much of the way in which she

structured her comments. Her account involved a recognition of the financial and

emotional burdens of full-time solo parenthood and the historical dimensions of her own

experience as a mother, her positive constnrction of her parenting abilities and knowledge
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of family and community support. At the end of the section quoted here she returned to

define her construction of the children's best interest in the context of their love and

affection for Luke. Her awareness and valuing of their mutual affection was significant in

directing her thoughts towards shared parenting and overcoming her doubts about how

Luke might care for the children. In the following two passages, however, she noted the

need to adopt a self-conscious position as a means of overcoming her hesitations' She had

to:

consciously think about the conribution that Luke could make as a person ( ' ' ' ) and I-knew.that there

*rr",poih. nings abouil*it p.o*aity that were different from mine' like he's a hedonist and gota

senseoffun.Andlthinkrhatlammuchmbreofamarryr(...).Iknewtherewerepositivethings(lst
Interview).

And later she said that she focussed on the way'that by living with them he would

contribute to their lives, and I tried to look at those things'. Yet it would be difficult to

place her account as predominantly affirmative of shared parenting, grven the way it

flowed benpeen affirmation and hesitation. She could be seen to be caught between what

she ideologically valued, what she saw as valuable for the children, the doubts she

entertained at that time about Luke and her awareness that she was, perhaps, not bing

quite fair.

I was concerned that ttre kids wouldn't be eating properly, and th91 maybe he wouldn't' that' you know' that

t. *ouront y,know, rhat he'd have them out laie and do some of those things ttrat | (laughing) as the

better pareni had permission to do! . . But I was wonied about'
AO: Ii he did then, it would just be an indication of his being inadequate?

/M: That's righr Tirose kindbf messages were in my head (2nd Interview).

In the Noble family, Anna and Martin both said Anna first suggested shared

parenting as a means by which continuity and closeness would be maintained. In speaking

of the alrangement, she defined it as the means whereby she could meet her own needs'

leave the the maniage, avoid the usual pain and binernesses associated with ending a

relationship, and still not lose sight of the wider family interests.

AIV: Ithinkthatthebigprioritywasme.I..Iwasmakingadesperatebidagainstmyolvn-.' ' inner"

conOitioning. I was frgtrting against my own resisAnce to leave ' ' t teft and it was the part of me that

knew rhat I had to go - ioi"*io*n . .'ote . . my own personal happiness, development" whatever you

like to call it . . and it ,"as not to do with, umm. . . you know, wanting to go with ofler partners so

much as knowing ttrat I had to move from where I *"* b""uus" it was nbt a healthy place ' ' for either one

of us to continue. so that was the hrst one. I was the first priority. And then, following very closely

behindthatwasMartin....Andthechildren...becauseiwas"eryawareofhowmuch...thefamily'
. . meant to him. And I mean that in the conditioned sense of him needing ilre w.rf.9-and the kids and the

whole backdrop . . but Aio i tnew that he had a very strong commitment to tlre children " So l was very

aware of what I was *uSng him to suffer . . . .-;;'b*t"rl" I *utn't doing it simply YuoT lhad gotfed

up withhim.. and I wanted to getout,andtry... something frestr.. thatwas why I worked so hard'

And because I was determined, I iust did nor ortrpt,you know]that most of my friends' I suppose' had

separated, and I had r.r" * *,i"tip"i" -{ rel Oelruition and I was determined there must have been

another way, and I was determined to put it in 
" 
pdtiG framework, and I was equally determincd thatit

would work (lst Interview).

Maintaining the family links was, she thought, the 'right' thing to do, and breaking out of

the 'conditioned' mode of family life would enable them to'actually start living our lives
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. . . taking with us the good things that we had built'. She brought to the separation a

determination to create something which would hold together even in adversity, and a

desire to brreak out of the common destnrctive patterns of separation, thus questioning

directly the socially accepted behavioural panerns of the separated.

Martin's accounr focussed more on the gradual recognition of the inevitability of

separation, largely because of their sexual orientation. He recognised from the start that

Anna's and Susan's relocation outside of Wellington (bcause they coutd not afford a

home in the city) would mean that he would be less involved with the children on a day to

day basis. He accepted his reduced role partly because he was able to affirm both women

as 'good strong mothers' with their children's interests to the fore, partly because of his

belief that girls needed their mothers more' and because of his knowledge that there would

be no attempt to exclude him from the reconstituted family.

(Anna) had realised through talking to various peopte around about what an alternadve living was like'

That we could actually come to our own 
"gro*"nl 

make our own alrangement and live our own lives and

yet still in a context be together ..- -

AO; Mmm. fnat soundil. . ieniUl' . . rational' Was that how it actually felt atthe time? Imean' it

sounds like it's dead easy. You comirc these unOerstanAings and you do this and thar and it all flows very

smootltly.
MN: But it was all over a long perid of time, really' You do it-over a long period of dme ' ' ' and

whereas....youmightn't..Iiealisetheenormity-ofrhe.whole'...asyousoalolq"itseemsmore
and more likely that it can happen . . the more yoo'tttint uryg! it' the more you consider' the more you

talkitthrough...ther*rr,ihrmore...ttremorerationalitseems.'...Imean,wehavebeenvery
lucky in the whole ePisode ' .

AO: How was it - ttreri-*asnt any discussion or suggestion or you never felt that you should be' if you

like, the prlmary parent? [n the sense that this affangement involved one person'

MN : Ohfes. We u*ea mt rhrough be - I . . thinf that. . because " Anna was not working at he time

. . and wasn't for anottrer Z V*-t "fiJt 
. . we fraA separat a, -O beclTe I was having to be the breadwinner

;;"[i . b*"ur" i ttuo u loi;it."o'experience udnino me in my job and a gmd-salary to keep money

coming in forus.. utt.. *i t rupp6s"b"*;. . .by and largeand mostchildren'particularly girls

..dotendumm..tor"fy*oi"onaitrotttet1tanonafaiher..umm,wearrangeditthisway"'(lst
Intenriew).

Although the women acted powerfully as the initiators of the scheme' it is quite

clear that male compliance and active support was important in allowing the arrangement to

develop with the minimum of fuss and difficulty. In the two families where support was

not forthcoming and sole custody was sought, it was much more complicated to establish

the sharing. In other words, idealism and ideology could be, and werer resisted'

Gender issues in decision making

In con6ast to most of the male accounts, the women's (and Ross's) placed shared

parenting in a much broader context. They saw in the alrangement the possibility of an

alternative social model which revised long accepted social alrangements for child care'

although the extent to which each was explicitly informed by feminist discourse differed'

The value of the anangement lay in its ability to provide equality of responsibility;

conrinuiry of parenting; an opporrunity for the father to take an active part in the children's

lives, (and for Maree, equality in authority).They endorsed paternal involvement because

it did challenge the patterns of the relationships out of which most of them came' and

challenged the wider social structures around parenting' What was noticeably common to
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all the women's accounts (in contrast to fewer of the men's) was the frequent and explicit

valuing of connectedness between parents and children. As Belenky et al' (1986) point

out, this is a common way for women in particular to define themselves'

The explicit reference in the male discourse to shared parenting as implying social

change is more tentative, and the discussion is framed more by personal than political

concerns. Luke spoke of the male tendency to avoid childcare as 'naughty', although he

suggested that men were'hoist by their own petard' since they also missed out on the very

positive and affirmatory aspects of involvement with children. Dave spoke of sharing

par,enting as fair and logical, and aske4 'What other alternative would there be?'; and

Charles thought that at least it was better than weekend access. Furthermore' in contrast to

the women's agcounts, there was a notable desire to retain, and a valuing Of' mOre

traditional modes of relationship and child-rearing. So Keittr, Dave, Charles' Lawrence'

and Luke, with different deglees of frequency and vehemence, conrmented on their belief

that the intact family was the family of signifrcance. The alternatives implied some form of

'incompleteness', and the sharing of parenting was' in Charles' eyes, the 'least of the

evils, - i.e., it was still fundamentally undesirable. In this respect, while accepting the role

change, and in most instances coming to endorse it, the men started from a negative

position - what was lost - while the women adopted a more forward-looking position -

what was to be gained.

The decision making, for all that the women envisaged the possibility of different

family relationships, was not reached without their awareness of the significance and

importance of compromise and consensus. In some instances shared parenting was

formulated as a means of circumvenring difficulties that ex-parmers might raise' Part of the

energy Fay put into defining tenns arose from her indirect knowledge of Ross's desire to

disappear witfi Tessa. At other times the constraing had an historical component' Jane said

at first that both she and Dave were always in favour of shared parenting and were

determined from the outset to suppon each other.'we never talked about it in any other

way,. But those words also have to be read in the light of her recollection of Dave's thteat,

some time prior to the separation that he would go for custdy, a threat which Jane took

seriously. She proposed shared palenting both because she felt that it would work' and

because it would defuse the potentially adversarial situation. On the other hand, Maree's

wish to have an equal relationship with Keith and what she called a'total sharing'l2 3pt"

from a marriage where there had been considerable inequality of responsibility, and where

12 She said, in response ro a question about the extent to which they lrad tried to look ahead o potential

difficulties and ways rdrh"i;;ht oeJ wiu tttr*, trut fm her ttri focus had been different. 'I think that

Keith and l left there *ittt ttti ugrlrtent naq otn . " ' . wett, we had - we left there realising that we both

had a right to know,ytno*, *fr"ut the chitdren wiie aoing an{,- um, *.-th"t if one parent knew something

and the other one might be interespd, or y'know, if it waiproblems, y'know, that had to be sorted out

with the orher parent, so that it was total-sharing. ( . . . ) i{aving a.situation tike that' it was the base'

The basewas sharing all the time, and so all the-other things would ' ' come into it' as' as the dme went

on and we adjusted o iiUui it *oltO still be sharing. nnA ttral was something y-e.neY f$ in ne

marriage. . . . that was something I wanted for Ure ciitOten and for me and for Keith (3rd tnterview)'
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there was no immediately apparent reason to believe that the power balance of the

relationship would be easily re-negotiated.

The constraints Michelle experienced in continuing to believe with Lawrence that

the shared parenting would work out were in part related to anxiery about the distress Kay

was showing. But they could also be described as ideological, and Michelle described as

the site of competing ideologies around palenthd and motherhood, with which women

in particular have to contend. She wanted the maintenance of contact for Kay with her

father; she was anxious about herself as a solo parcnt; she was worried about Lawrence'S

dependency on the child; she felt some need to atone for the separation. As the selfless

mother, with the best interests of her child at heart, she would acknowledge the

significance of the father and welcome his contact with the child. As a mother, responding

to the matemal roles of protector and nurturer, her concerns about the stress for Kay

would lead her to reject shared parenting. As a woman, she was very conscious of the

value of connectedn ess, and her personal and'sociological knowledge' confronted her

with the shibboleth of the inadequate solo mother. Like so many other women, she 'knew'

that women could not make out on their own, and issues of dependency, integrity and

identity complicated her responses.

Having set the idea in motion, several of the women found themselves having to

sustain their vision of what was possible against their own temporary hesitations' and

against those of their partners. Martin and Dave confrrmed the importance of their wives'

believing in the viability of the atrangement as bolstering their own sense of what was

possible. And unlike the men for whom guilt at having initiated the bneakup of the

relationship was not an issue and who, with the excepdon of Stephen, did not make

reference to it as an emotion that plagued them, some of the women were placed in a

labyrinthine situation, where sustaining the idea subjected them to a variety of

contradictory emotions. Anna found, as she had hoped, that shared parcnting was a way

of mitigating the extremity of the separation; it was also an alrangement to which she was

deeply committed and which left her feeling resendul at times:

And I feel like I've actually carried a huge load with me. Like I've had respons -lhavefelt responsibility

for Martin . . I've felt responsible -

AO: Because You were the one who left?
AN: Yes. I walked ouif*uing 

"verything 
there except the childrcn's beds' And my sui-rcase' I never

touched athing inthathouseexcept*ttU*ti nftr".t"mine.. guilty '..Idon't likecausing 'pain'

And I knew that I was really hunir8 him. And I think I am over-responsi6le. I became responsible for fte

happiness, his future happiness . . . . I becameiesponsiUfefor mainnining the links of that family unit'

And in making ttls *orl'Uecause, umm, t *us. . f *as taking my children away from - I mean' I've

..oi.O ahugiburde; ....And i thinkit'sunrealistic. . attimes " (lstlnterview)'

Despite her advocacy of the iurangement Jane, like Fay, expressed doubts about the long-

term effects of shared parenting on the children. Dave also at dmes spoke of his doubts

abut the wisdom of the ilrangement, but Jane appeared to have them with a greater

intensiry:

But obviously for the kids, it raises tremendous disadvanEges - having 2 houses''Where's home?
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AO: But is that a disadvantage? Is that your anxiety or what?

,IA: Yeatr. That's it. I don't know.
AO: That's the crunch quesdon that you're too scared to ask?

.fA.. yeah, I mean I woulO have thought that for the children that would have been a tremendous

disadvantage,eventuallyhaving2houses,2bedrooms,2beds....Where,whereishome?("')'-
it's just trai nat rtre experience-is so different from my own, that I can't contemplate what it would be

like (lst lnterview).

Michelle located her guilt feelings in relation to what she felt was an act of atonement:

I, I did wonder . . . . much of my, um, effort was to maintain that relationship between them, was to do

with, um, his status u, u f"th.r,'*as, ils [o do with my--g.uitt at having left him ' ' ' and ahh ' ' trying O

aroneforrhatby...O.fi"iringo*ittifOinilratway.tiat's?trllill:thingosaybutl"'often
thought that there ,nu, u f"it aitoont of that going on ftere.. 

ryr_O.I 
f,tJl . . so guilty about him that I ' ' '

the child [ ] in a o,uy to *tt of, um, help hiin halve a good relationship with Kay (lst lnterview)'

For the most of the women the decision to suggest shared parenting was not

premised on certain knowledge of their partners' nurturant abilitiesl3. From the beginning

the women generally had to assume that the men would manage, their hesitations about

this balanced against the hope that the children would probably gain from the contact with

their fathers; and because they saw, as did Ross, in shared parenting a means of taking a

personal stance against the stnrctural inequalities in male/female relationships, particularly

as they revolved around childcare. The nrcn by and large occupied a different but

significant role. Their positive support facilitated the transition into the sharing, and was

sometimes not without personal cost. Both Ross and Luke were unemployed for a time in

order to care for the chil&en, and Martin had to redefine his paternal role once the family

moved away from Wellington. What was striking was the way that the a'Tangements welp

able to develop when both partners were able to affym the original suggestion, in contrast

to those situations in the men felt unable to endorse the arrangement and only acquiesced

because there was no option left; or where, as in the Butler/Summers' situation, both

parents remained very uncertain about the naturc of their relationship. In this family shared

parenting was, to some extent, a means of detouring around the problems in the parcntal

relationship, of disguising temporarily Lawrence's lesser involvement in contrast to

Michelle's assumption of fuller powers over decisions about Kay, and of avoiding

Lawrence's historically painful associations with the notion of 'access"

Personal consciousness

Rather than take for granted the desire to be involved with their children it seemed

ro me that this wish raised some questions. Why was it, out of the various and competing

ideologies c1yrent at any time within a society, ttrat a gfoup of parents should chose' or

13 Harper (1980, p. 118), like a number of other commentators on fte imagery associared with fathers'

says that fathers ute tuli tpecin".ffy noughr o-f in erms of discipline, andas p-ryvldilg a link with the

world beyond rhe home. She quotes Walter A Stinuet who reviewed a decade of farnenooO studies in 1971'

r,o rhe effect thar, The rtuOi"r-.on 
"ming 

childrenis perceptions of parents seem I'o converge in indicating

that children perceive fathers as being more fear-aroirsing, more punitite, more restrictive, colder and less

unOersUnOin! t arr tno**rs. Suctt nn'Ongs have implica-tiont Tq ryt" questions conceming the

socialization and expecUtions of the male in our society, particularly as a family member"
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later, as in Keith's case, come to endorse thiS form of custody in preference to solo

parenthd? Why was it that parents wanted to be involved with their children since, as

one parent put it, it was often easier to think of reasons against, rather than for,

parenthood?

One way of conceptualising these questions is to describe them in tenns of what

Shuu & Luckmann (19?3) have called the relationship between the'social stock of

knowledge' and the individual biogfaphy. Shutz's & Luckmann's response to the general

issue of the ransmission of cultural knowledge is to propose a hierarchical, authoritative

relationship between what they describe as the situatedness of experiencc which is the

'result of prior situations', and the stock of knowledge, which is'the "product" of

experiences sedimented in it' (p. I I l). Knowledge is therefore at once subjective - what is

relevant is formulated in the context of past experience - yet also draws upon a knowledge

base that is accessible, and where the process of sedimentation lends authority to that

socially acquired knowledge. However, the sort of 'prior situations' that Shutz &

Luckmann have in mind are sociological rather than personal, and relate more to the

transmission of roles, socially acquired behaviour appropriate to a particular role' and the

status associated with that role. Bauman (1978, p. 187) describes such explanations as

both general and'formal', but insuffrcient as a description of the particular. Nor does their

account, I believe, take cognisance of situations where the knowledge or approach which

would traditionally have been called upon was deemed unsatisfactory and an alternative

sought.

I have chosen to describe in terms of 'consciousness' the experiences which

influenced parents in their choices, and in their desire to continue to be involved in their

children's upbringing, rathe,f than delegating (and accepting the delegation o0 that

responsibility to one parent alone. A rnore usual term would probably be'motivation" but

I have avoided using the word because of the connotation of the unconscious which itself

implies relatively inaccessible reasoning processes. I also wanted to captue something of

the internvining between an experience which is idiosyncratic and subjective, and yet

which draws upon available social discourses, as de Lauretis' (1986, p' 8) definition of

consciousness makes clear.

consciousness of self . . . is a particular configuration of subjectivity or subjective limis, produced at the

intersection of meaning'in tr," iip"ri.n.". . . d.t" On ttnt forms of consciousness are grounded ' ' ' in

one's personal history;"but rhat hisory - ole'l iaenUty---is interpreted and reconstmcted by each of us

wigrin the horizon of m-"anltrgs anO lLrowledges araitabt" in the culnue at given.hisorical moments' ' '

Self and identity . . . * 
"f*":Vs 

grasped and understmd within particular discursive configurations'

Consciousness, therefore, is niver fiied, never anained once and for all . .'

I have analysed the parental accounts to the questions posed above as falling into

two main, interacting categories, bottr of which are about the nature of experiences that

parents wished their children to have, and some of which are about the significance of the

reciprocal parenVchild relationship. I will discuss first how parcnts talked about why it

was that they wanted to persist in the parenting role (although how much some of reasons
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parents gave for wishing to be involved were formulated as a consequence of their daily

involvement, as distinct from being consciously thought through prior to the sharing is

open to question); and secondly, the experiential component, in which what was

higtrlighted was the desire to provide experiences for the child which were different from

those the parents had experienced in their family of origin'

Parents saw themselves, through parenting, as participating in the formation of the

next generation. Their unique contribution was to the children's development into

adulthmd. The precise direction and character of that development was determined

ideologically, being based upon different interpretations of the nature of the parcntal task'

some parents hoped that their child would become, as Maree said, an 'acceptable member

of society'; othefs, that s/he would become an autonomous' rational being who would

have, as Charles put it, 'a sense of calmness . . . that was, civilised conduct in dealing

with others'; and others wished their childrcn to achieve happiness and positive self-

esteem, and to value co-operative behaviour over and above competitiveness'

How parents defined their responsibility was clearly affected by their concept of

human natufe, and by the goals they were seeking to achieve. Keith, for example' who

tended towards conceiving of human nature as potentially anarchic, placed a grcater

emphasis on the parcntal responsibility to impose control, although recognising that such

control would be temporary. He saw his role as preventing his sons from

falling on their pricks like you have. You know, if you know.thatacefizJin course of rction is absolutely

crazy andcan only lead o . . . to real solrow -O tlg191 for tl1g rest of your life' You know' lhere are

mistakes fhat you can make that you n"nt. rn"i*? re$et' Thele aie the ones where you say' "That's

that,,. But other, ourer ones ."n'l quit" rfte nat ano atrrr .l . breattus heavily) you'd like.to think that you

.. couldpreventyo*.titdr.n froh making ti"Uil tit,4"1- '.. Y'know, onceagain' it's a " " it's in

rhe lap of the gods 
" 

Uit. G"t*, mm) They, !!;i .l*."qgt6V is tleir own person ' ' ' if they want to oe

foolish, you can't ttp ilpl" U"ing'foolish if tfrey are treit Uent on destruction (2nd Inleniew)'

Where a more optimistic view of human natgre was held' there was a stronger belief in the

validity of personal expression, and in ttre child s capaclty to learn and to be self-

regulating, (wittr some adult gUidance). Parental goals were accordingly less oriented

rowards conforrnity, and more towalds helping the child develop its particular talents' The

stronger the belief in the child as a potentially responsible' self-actuating being' the gleater

the emphasis on the enjoyment derived from parenting, and the reciprocal nature of the

process of social learning and development'

Parents saw their role as very important. Being a parent was by no means a

straighdorward experience, a point made more emphatically by the women than by the

men; but over timen the positive elements wero seen to emerge more clearly' As Luke said'

'The child can be ateal shit for eight hours of the day and then give you ten minutes of

real joy, and that's it. That's all you need'. Parents emphasised their sense of commiunent

to being a parent. It was part of 'the natural order of things" charles thought; or as Isa put

it, 'parenting, like family, is pan of life'. Moving into this role was part of adult

experience and of making a commilnent quite unlike other commitrnents. Michelle, in
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describing the way she thought about the experience in rcnns of a refocussing of her life

and energies, made explicit what is implicit in other texts. The act of parenting made

possible a grounding in a life which went byond one's own'

Ithinklammuchmore...more,um..focussedpersonnowthanleverwasandlthinkthatthathas
had an awful lor b do with having Kay.

AO: Just in - in whar waYs?

MS: Well, in termsof myownlife..... myowndirections' Um " I thinkhavingher " somehow'

um...soppedr"..forluetbutterflyingfrornthis,thatandthe-other...um"IthinkfortheFust
dme I had to become constant in one way or another, and I actually think that it was high dme that that

happened and it has 
"auJfli 

iin." I travi_trad her, I have this constant, um, this constancy ' ' ' I've

actually leamt how o - *"it, I've leamt aUout toting 99t mI own directions ( ' ' ') settling into things

thaf I have never *$ledilto'U.for. in my life. And I-think tirat that has somethin8 t-o d9 with' with

becoming a parent. (Mmm) Umm . . it's a kind oi a commitment I suppose and maybe having made that

commiunenr, I rhen bd;;rhi"k about the ott"icor*irments t wiiren to make for myself ( " ' ) I

believethatithastoUiTocoss"dme(...)I;uallY!ra!tosettleonsomethingbecause.Ihadachild'
you don,t, you can'tiust walk away from a 

"hi16 
a. . ) I actually U".9--' I began to stay in one place and

look at how, how f mignt Airect mlsef, now t migtrt really use ty tif" ' . now that I had this fixture (3rd

Interview).

In speaking of the way they valued close involvernent with their child some parents

emphasised a certain vividness of experience and immediacy, a concreteness which other

experiences did not provide. Lawrence, when talking about his feeling of loss over one of

the periods when he was having less contact with Kay, laughed at himself for feeling

anry that he was no longer able to see her brushing her teeth, but was nonetheless making

an imponant point:

The little things of everyday life were not there fore me to deal with ( " ' ) Be involved with " ' um' but'

youknow..that,thataspect..thattivingroietherasp€ct...lmean'lreallyfelt"'um"'Ireally
felt I was losing something (2nd Interview).

Children also represented a degree of continuity in one's own life' as people to

whom significant values, beliefs, and interests (which in Charles' family had an

intergenerational aspect because Several generations had shared the interest in astronomy

that he hoped to hand on to his own children), and ways of looking at the world could be

handed on. This knowledge might be highly personal:

l,g: I think. .. um.. that it is imporant for Kay to know the kindof person that Iwas' Itis imporEnt

for Kay to know tte xini of tings tfratl think|i important : . . F"s quesdons revolve around moral

quesrions . . and life, betra"ioursl . . behaviouri ti*6 ti6t"viour to other people is obviously different

from Michelle's . . . Iii, irpot*, that Kay is aware of . . becomes aware of the way I approach people

(... ) because r ninrweaieaifferenrneoqral...)*dI rhinkrhatitright.. -!".t:llgl have the

oppornrnity, ir you r*e, oichoice t . . .) I ittinil rr,"rit is a rhing for her in her adult life (2nd Interview)'

Or it might be to help the children adopt areceptive, and open response to experience'

chades said that in encouraging the children to think and to read, and to ask questions

(even though he felt that the response had not been overly enthusiastic to date) he wanted

to impart the'idea, the basic idea ( . . .) that the universe is very interesting' I suppose ' ' '

we may as well remain alert to it'.
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parents also spoke of the personally immensely enriching experience of bringing

up children as a dimension of life which they wished to retain. Parenting was for some an

affirmatory experience, which enabled one to consolidate and extend personal strengths,

which gave one companions and'friends for life' provided that one went about the task in

the right way. Dave thought of the relationship as one which would be non-threatening,

non-competitive, where the children rather than ttre adult set the direction:

I, um, I tend to:lccept leadership from the children.

AO: 
'Butwirhout 

feeling that ybu've somehow got to be better tltan them?

DB: No. I would from another adult . . . I thinf . . . I would feel that I had somehow to sort of compete

*in nrtn and especiallil;b"btt f.m my wife. It's quite difflicult to, um, accept leadership ' ' ' umm ' '

from the woman ihat you're living with (2nd Interview)'

In talking about the way that the childrcn made a significant contribution to the adults'

lives, there was an intergenerational reciprocation implied' Although part of the adult

responsibility was to make values and experiences available, these were tempered and

challenged (not always comfortably) by the children. Anna spoke of the'nerve-wracking'

way Joanna and Rachel challenged her position, and forced her to rethink issues' Patty

said of children that they offered'a new perspective on life . . . a fresh outlook' You see

things in a different way. You know, ordinary things . . . everyday ' ' they'll find

something new or see it in a different way'.

Lawence saw Kay as having taught him to express himself, helped him recognise

the emotional side of himself, and contributed to his seH-esteem (a point made by other

parents). Children also provided a richness, a different type of humour, a'lightening of

the load' and a diversion from the pressures of working life. Having constant contact with

children gave a balance to one's life that was otherwise missing.

In addition to maintaining a role to which was attached such personal and

traditional significance, parents also saw in shared parenting an opportunity to correct

imbalances which they had experienced in their own lives and which they wished their

children to avoid. They desired, on the one hand' to glve a sense of family continuity and'

on the other, to ilct differently from their families of origin.

Maree, Anna and Mary spoke more stnongly than did other parcnts about the

importance of continuiry and valuing of family relations. The directions their remarks took

were, however, different. Maree spoke of the insecurity she had felt as a child as a

consequence of the way that her mother had run down her absent father:

well, if everybody else though t believedthat, what she was saying, well, what did rhey think of me?

When, y'know, he was my father, y'know r," **fuii of me. ' ' '.40 * yknow' by running him down' il

had the effect of runnin; ildgl;:so that I lost cbnfidence (. . . ) And t got to the stage where I was

walkingaroundwonderingwhatpeoplewere-ttrintingerme.('..)Idon'twanttobemeantoKeith"'
*r * ioi to gi"e ttte ctritOien rtre Ues:t of both worldsl They've got ' ' ' not n be denied one parent

because the maniage broke up (3rd Interview).

The continuity which Anna especially valued and wanted to preserve in the separation had

a more existential flavour:
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Isupposethatpartofitwasakindof..insurancepolicy(..)Againstanomie'Against"'asenseof
nor'b-elonging. Against a sense of being 1ii*hsi . . . lostbr :-: done . ' or unconnected' All

thosesorrioifeelings....Idid"co*L(...)andwelookedatfamiliesandllistenedtothiswoman
doing her whakapapa going igit Uact ani I triO ttris oven+'lulming sense of utter aloneness . . . And I

think that that's what it is -"wliether that is a particular hang-up of mine . . . or whether it's universal I

haven,t a clue. I mean, iha"e a sneaking feeling that we atl-fit it a bir lt's insurance against that ultimate

cold winter where you are really alone (2nd Interview)'

Like Maree, she located this belief in a desire to reverse her own experience as a child, so

that her children would avoid feeling fragmented and living'patchwork quilt lives that

don't tie up'.

Within Mary's account two competing recognitions can be identified- She talked of

her conviction of the absoluteimportance for the children of having both parents'

instancing her recollection of occasional, meaningful times with her father whom she saw

as 'the more lively parent'. But she spoke also of her own sense of division and later

psychological confusion because of family conflict, much of which was expressed by

silences between the parents which would last up to six months, and benveen whom the

children (herself in panicular) acted as intermediaries. Then in a later exchange, she very

movingly talked of her perception of herself as unloving, and of the effort she put into

developing a relationship first with a dog, and then with a child across the road' to see

whether she could be the sort of mother that she felt she wanted to be, remembering and

building upon aspects of her mother's parenting until she felt that'perhaps I could ' ' 'be

loving and caring and someone could . . . umm . . . receive it" The conflict she

experienced in deciding for shared parenting arcse out of having to let the children'go'

and to share the palenting with Charles, when their presence sustained the sense that she

had of herself as loving and nurnrring.

Another strand of consciousness, the desire to do differently than one's parents in

one's dealings with the children, was mentioned more specificalty by some of the men and

by Jane, who strongly affirmed the impo,rtance, in the light of herdifficult communication

with her mother, of establishing an arangement which would encourage communication

between herself and the children, and between them and Dave' Luke saw the value of

making a commitment to the children in the way his father had not done:

I've tried to do for my family as a man' as a failter actually quite differently as P ng* T{ father dealt with

us ( . . . .) a totof my attitude to my children-it, u.t, it, is . . . . . whai my father didn't do' and what I

would have liked him to do (3rd Interview).

Dave wanted to give his children a strong sense of self-worth through positive interactions

with him. He panicularly wanted through his contact with Mark to avoid giving the

impression his father had given him of always being'hopeless' at everything:

certainlywhen Markwasbom Iadoptedtheopposite.-. swingof,rhependg-lum to Dad3sfaras ' ' ' '

you know, Mark - ,ntnte"er tre did - iobs -O-lf,i"tlt - *fgpter-1te did I would sort of say it was right' utd

yknow, if he decided that nails trac 6 be rrammerEa in with the head first or the - I would say what a

brilliantnewideait*ar.-.in"urtyArou"l*"ol..O"spair,whereasmyfather-eveniflhadhadthe
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hammer and put the nail in wirh one tremendous blow, would have said that it was damaging the hammer'

Y'*now, it wouldn't have been right' y'know (2nd Interview)'

Both women and men talked abut the absence of warm, positive parental

relationships but it was the men who emphasised specifically the loss of a father or

absence of a positive relationship with him. While Martin described briefly a family life

which he saw as being very happy, only Ross talked positively at any length about his

father (who died when he was youngl4;, and gave a picture of a man who, like his son'

went b€yond prescribed male roles. He went on duck shoots and enjoyed opera' sung' and

baked cakes. However, although Lawrence talked at one point of the need to know one's

parents as individuals (his father died when he was very small. He became in Lawrence's

imagination, a fantasy, 'superhuman' father. The effects of such an elevation were not

easy to live with, and resulted in a loss of confidence), this was not the primary reason for

wanring shared p:uenting. Lawrence located his wish to share parenting less in relation to

that type of knowledge and more in a desire to avoid the difficulties he had experienced as

a father with access after his fint divorce.

By establishing a sharcd parenting iurangement parents expressed a desire to

continue or to establish an active prcsence in their children's lives. They sought to hand on

what they saw as desirable values and culrural experiences, as well as, in most instances'

hoping to reverse aspects of their childhood experiences. They thought that such a reversal

could be at least partially achieved through continuity of contact with the child and through

communication which would be more easily maintained because of the frequent contircL At

the same fime, shared parenting represented a means of achieving a morc balanced

personal existence, which the women especially saw as significant and which in itself

would contribute towards fairer and more equal gender relationships. Shared parenting, as

it evolved in the respondents' texts, appeared simultaneously as an act imbued with

personal significance in which were met issues of gender, power, ideology, recognition of

children's and adults needs, and equally a challenge to a social structure in which these

needs are segmented and fragmented.

Initial experiences

When planning the logistics of shared palenting, parcnts spoke of the importance

of maintaining as much continuity as possible between the previous intact farnily and the

new mode of living. They saw the minimising of disruption in the children's lives as

particularly important, and tried to ensue that the children remained at the familiar school

and that both parents lived fairly close to one another. Parental proximity was also

important from the parent's point of view, since greater distances would have created

Eansport difficulties, and complicated the actual transitions.

14 Nine of ttre respondens specihcally mentioned ttrat their fathers had been in one way o-r another absent

during their childhood. fJur OieO, one teft fottowingthe separation, one.was imprisoned for cattle rustling

for some time, and three were, in their son', accooits, payihologically if not often physically absent.
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Arrangement of the schedules and routines, once the idea was accepted, did not

appear to presenr problems, although in one family there was an initial doubt as to whether

one parent might refuse to return the child. Jim's daily swopping between his parents'

homes was,rcomplished easily. He had a bike, the two homes were at that time rcn

minutes aparr and the streets were not busy. Patty continued to be responsible for him after

school, partly because she wanted to and panly because Stephen's work hours made it

more difficult for him to be available. Ross and Fay began with a three day arrangement

because of Tessa s age, and used the staff at Tessa s day care centre as well as daily phone

calls to each other and to Tessa to keep themselves informed about her well-being' The

Blacks decided that a three monthly swop would give Sam more stability. Isa and Luke

and Jane and Dave built up to a weekly roster, the gradual approach in the first family

being related to Luke's getting a suitable home, and feeling confident in his role; in the

second, to Jane's buying a house in the old neighbourhood. Isa, who had moved away

from the very familiar neighbourhood, was adamant that a perid longer than a week

would have been too dislocating for the children,and would have been too disruptive for

her, since she would have felt even morc that she had lost too much contact with the

children.TheTodd/Davisfamilyalsograduallymovedtowardsafifty/fiftytimeallocation,

but this was accomplished over about two years rather than in the course of a few months'

Martin visited and stayed with his family at weekends, wtls available during the week if

there were crises, and paid the substantial phone bills. For some of the families there was a

feeling that the iurangement just evolved without a geat deal of discussion about when a

frm fifty/fifty arrangement should be finalised- Jane described the change from what she

called a'Mickey Mouse' alrangement, when there had been no definite plans about when

the children would be with her and when wittr Dave ro a gradual stabilizing of times in this

way:

I really don,t lnow [how it happened]. umm . . . I suppose, f9r m.e,.1noving in here and more or less back

into my own house again and ttat, n"t *"t . t-it*tion where the children could easily walk here after

school - made tr," *nore nio-g-a rii easier and the need yknow_, the possibility of having more

fOrmalised, deFrnite arrangement was' was rno"t *i"i, t'mean' t was, I suppose' felt so muCh more Settled

. . . and so it was just, I mean it was just, t mean tt at 6ave and I didn't siidown and say, "Now' this is

it". It's, it's, it just sort of happened (lst Interview)'

some of the early stages of some of the iurangeflrents caused stress. Lawrence and

Michelle spoke in detail of ttre agony and trauma of ttreir early experiences' when their

uncertainties about the arrangement and their relationship to each other contributed to

Kay's disness. Birdnesting was another arrangement that the two sets of parents who tried

it saw as unsuccessful, because they felt that thet privacy was invaded' and the brief

rerurns home were unsettling and difficult to manage. Charles also found that having the

children for the weekends landed him with all the unsatisfactory consequences of that type

of arrangemenl Nor did the children find it easy to adjust when he formed a new

relationship with a woman with two children of her own of very similar ages'
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Only two families, the Jones/Thomsons and Cooper/Pearsons' presented their

initial experience of shared parenting as almost entirely problem-free' But at one point

Stephen had to decide that regardless of whether his parurer moved away from Wellington'

his responsibitity was to stay to look after Jim. What both parents did speak of was

initation when clothing etc., did not make it to the other house. Of this early period,

though, Stephen says that it helped him to

feel as though I was really part of his life. And . . and this was the alrangement thut h: Yd happy with ' '
;; i*diy;njoyed Uei"i pan of ioo too*, his workday life as well as the weekends. Just sort of ' ' '
normat . . . f I itnt An ieO ,ne a iertain amount of time to do other things (lst Interview)'

I don,t remember uny - proUfonr .so.iut"O *itt ir Prob'ly initially it was, it worked out well because it

**j"tt*easy.Gigh[)..I*r-,PattyandlwereaUout..soclosetoeachother"so'wewereboth
about equal distance from his school .

AO: Right. And you also hadn't just gone ttrough a breakup'

SC: No. That's Eue.
AO; I mean, thats one thing that seems to me to maybe be quite important" '

SC: And I just- I mean, I hadnotlong comebac-k from-overseas "and " ' so'Patty hasalevel ' of

support in, in being 
" 

p.r"nt, ttt"t ttt" hai not had for the previous 6 - 8 months or whatever it was' So it

wasa...
AO: So in that respect it was very positive? Yeah.

sc: And . . . . I don't know whether Jim remembers, but he didn't seem to mind me being back too' ' '
And t felt beBer about the whole situation. It, ii was a . it was a positive thing at that point - . happened

undei positive circu*sfances . as opposed to what happened immediately before hand ' '
eO: Rigtrt. So that put you onto a very good footing to start off?

SC; Yeah. That was it (2nd Interview)'

In contrast, Maree expected and encountered problems' Sam was difficult to get on

with after having had no contact with her for a year, demanding money' accusing her of

having wrongfully left his father, and often dismissive of her and her values. She located

the source of the difficulties within the power stnrggle that had been endemic throughout

the marriage and the image of male/female relationships that had been perpenrated:

AO: Didyou have any doubts that it could work? That euly stage --Yere you wonie! abolt it?

MB: lfelt that ir coutO G difficulr (Why?) Umm . . just because Keith's - it seemed as if for so many

years he had had the upper hand an{ I thought .y!rol,.*"! umm . . . it was going o be difficult for me

io ry and get over thafone and I had found, snll find it' hard'

AO: (. . . ) there was still this anxiety that he was and in fact has continued in some ways to try and

make you feel less capable and less equal? 
-

MB: Ifelt it. But he has uied to make me feel as if I wasn't. And he's ried to put up barriers um' like ' '

the money for instarrce. No waycould you qu.ty i1 "There's no wdy you can give the kids what I can give

them", and um, yknow, he's trying to put up barriers like that'

AO: Were thereother apprehensions you had at the time?

MB; Umm. ,.only*rl"in"ruus*ore... forceful andum,he,um,hadmorepowerthanme,and,to
manipulatethechitdren. i..)fn.Vseemedtolisten tohim.. morethan theydid " tome' ylcnow -

what Dad said went. t . , . I Si, Keiih always upp"aoO ihe stronger one, the one yknow' that you ried not

to . . um . . . displease, um, and if it was a ctroice benl,een the wo, well, it was always Dad that they

pleased. And I thoughi tt 
^i 

rt ut was still goin! to be a difficulty and it has, um' to a certain extent ( ' ') I

understand now that, ;hith;t: they do iiUec"ause they rhink, irey know he's got the power and ' ' um ' '

( . . . .) Dad has the powir, but Mum'll understand (3rd Interview)'

she found much of her contact with Keith threatening. He would ring, ostensibly to speak

to Sam, and imply that her lack of precise knowledge of his whereabouts confirmed her

inadequacy as a parent. Maree said she dealt with the situation by refusing to speak with

Keith when he rang; by telling Sam, who was also critical of her, that he had made the
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decision to be with both parents and that he must stick by it; by insisting on the validiry of

her values; and by refusing to change iurangements unless there had been prior discussion

between herself and Keith. Nonetheless, she felt she had kept the peace for Sam's sake,

with litde reciprocation from Keith.

Surprisingly, few of the other respondents expected the difficulties which most of

them encounteredlS. Several found themselves thrown by the separation itself, which was

often unexpected. Jane had discounted advice that she might be upset because she felt that

she would be so relieved to have finally made the break. Anna believed that she had

already said goodbye to the relationship:

Well,ldon'tknow.Yousee,whenllefthome..'Ireallycongratulatedmyselfoltnyw.o(?fullylhad
stag;managed ttre wtroie tniir!-io,l know? We had oone att th? counselling. I had really left the marriage '

. before I left it - or so I told fryself. And wasn't I clever? And yet, the first 6 months here, my life just

weniupsiOe Oown. I was, 
'm*, 

itttt, ind that rcally slwtteredTg ' ' ' because it made me realise that

sometimes when we trinl r"" are doing - well what l, nat t was doing .grarq ' ' ' And in.fact I hadn't

realised how complex - it was like, it'slike unungling a cobweb, getting out of a.marriage, because there

* * r-v st 
"nds 

or you i.a ino it - some oi itri.-rt are sa unconscious . . . It is only when yo-g brea!

the web . . that it att stirS maniruting itself . . So it's not something that you ql-do on an intellectual

level.(....)thadn'tbanked-thatdidrhro."*".tha&r'tbankedonthat...Andtherehavebeentimes
when I have acnrally said ro him, "Shall *. g"fbu.f Fgether again"? Foru'rnately hes said, "No" ost

Interview).

Overall, she found things infinitely more suessful than anticipated. She felt, in her recently

acknowledged lesbian status, extremely deviant, she and Susan had difficulties in their

relationship, Martin came and went, but that was difficult and at times Susan would say on

his arival, "Well, here are the Nobles come to stay". Manin also found that the actual

reality of separation was more complicated than anticipated:

by the time we made our separation there was a lot of - we have always been very good friends ' ' ' as

well,youknow,whichisaverydesirablepoini.Utt.'sothattherewasno"'no"'thoughtof"a
toutspliroranything.Umm...there*.tno-itosity-..um.'althoughlmustadmitthatformyself
I felt quite a bit of, foi G first coupte of montt i or the'flrrst several months I felt a certain amount of ' '

anger, I suppose . . in the way that it had worked our Onfy becauq I was living alone ' ' and suddenly I

realisedthatl was alone:.tuienl finally r"*"torealise.. tttar.. thatbecause I suppose-basically Ienjoy

family life umm . . and suddenly my fi-ity- were 70 miles away . . so . . was it anger? Was it

wasn't despair * *Vtf,i"t. f . . ifrint I just felt tenibly alone at times (lst Interview)'

He was also upset by the children's difficulties and his own recognition that in some

respects he now occupied a peripheral position in the family, although Anna disputed

this16. Spending time with friends, contact with the family, the passing of time, and his

own even Emperament helped him get through this period'

15 Maxwell's (l9SB) research into the effectiveness of the Family Courts has indicated that the

psyct otogicati."ftft of those separating is affecreO- UV fo'r main factors: 'the number and magnit'de of

other stressful life events that arc occurring;. . .-. tt a 
"*t"nt 

of social support from those close.St to the

person; particularly fotn cfose friends, noii famity and from new partrrers;' ' ' ' the arnount of time since

the separation and the worst of the crises;. . . . n"'*o*t of conEol over the choice of the separadon"

Certainly a number of th; pa;; in ,ni siuO' faceO ma;or personal changes on a variety of fronts during

and shutly after their separation.

16 Anna said, in relation o continuity and her commitment to it"'this is whu I have said' I believe in

this, in this way, and you can still have strong family input' still be pan of the family' And yar must
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As has been noted earlier the women were the ones who felt guilty in relation to

their partners, and they were the ones who, while often sustaining the men's conviction,

had to deal with their own doubts. Fay, her strong ideological convictions about the value

of shared parenting notwithstanding, found herself wondering just what Tessa was being

expected to cop€ with, and interpreted Tessa's tendency to addrcss her as "Dad" as an

indication that she was stressed. (Interestingly, Isa remarked on exactly the same

phenomenon but interpreted it as an indication of how well the children were adjusting)'

In all of the families, there were problems with and/or anxiedes about the children'

In two of the families with one child, the parents felt that those children had had a harder

time of it since there was no other sibling with whom to sharc and, in sonre way' mitigate

the experience. Both Jane and Dave noted LouiSe's concern about the parent from whom

she was currently absent. The Nobles'children atso had a hard time, sorting out pecking

orders between themselves and Susan's children, coping with Martin's absence, and the

community perception of their parents as strikingly different- Both Charles and Mary were

extremely disnessed at the Cornelia s and Simon's regressive and difficult behaviour and

by the extent and increase in Simon's aggtessiveness. Luke found the children's response

to him ambivalent He realised that they were having to spend rcgular dme with him in a

way that was new to all three of them, but that their reactions meant he had to consciously

reaffirm the validity of his action:

Oh, the doubts were . . you know, they, they weren't entirely happy-insofar as they weren't used lo it' So '

. . of course the doubts come in, you tno*, and you srart thinkfiA; "T"y 
"tt 

u.nh-apnV.because ' ' ' No'

No. ThU s not the reason. Let's c'arry on". But . . . yoo have to sort of work at it' You have to sort of keep

doing it (2nd Interview).

Other pilents, though, also found aspects that they had not expected in relation to the

children rcassuring. Dave was delighted that touise wanted to spend time with him' Jane

interpreted the cessation of the previously incessant fighting between the children once the

separation had taken place as indicating the timeliness of the decision- Once the regular

patrern had been established l.ouise stopped asserting that she would prefer to live with

Jane whom she had seen immediately after the separation as the more peripheral parent'

Work demands intruded, and in several families determined the particular

combinations of time the children were to spend with each parent. Ross gave up his job

and went on the dole for a time because the early start was no longer possible when he was

Iooking after Tessa. Luke found that sharing parenting and the vagaries of frshing

incompatible and applied for the DPB, although he was concerned about his abiliry to

finance a proper home for the children. Isa, who had been so keen to get out to work'

found that her life was unbalanced, that working full-time was exhausting and time-

consuming and that school holidays suddenly seemed to create an insurmountable

problem. Patty organised her career around a job that would enable her to be free in the

believe it or it can't happen. I can't make it happen on my own. The children can't make it happen' (2nd

Interview).
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afternoons to care for Jim. Jane experienced the difficulties associated with moving back

into the workforce after ten years' absence and was very anxious about not hing at home

for the children after school.

Parents had to deal with personal issues. Mary, Isa and Jane all found the

experience of giving up some of the caring of the children to their ex-partners very difficult

and centred their lives around the children during their periods in the maternal homes. Jane

also rang, calted in to the marital home, or visited the children at school each day when

they were with Dave. She was aware that the children did not quite know what to make of

her frequent visits and that maintaining in maintaining them she was responding to her

needs rather than those of the children.

Of the men, only Keith and Charles spoke of a sense of losing the children. For

Keith this was also connected with his perception of himself as the better parent, and

therefore with the question of power and control vis a vis Maree. Charles had hoped that

the increased time with the children would reduce the stress on his new relationship and

alleviate his sense of loss. But this was not altogether achieved' The'numbness

continued. . . . It's better to have ten nights rather than seven in a fortnight. Yeah'' He felt

that the time with the children was not'sharrd'. It was just'distributed', a perception

reinforced by the lack of communication between the parens.

Dave, rising to the challenge in relation to his domestic capabilities ('Well, I had

had it hammered into me how hopeless I was at all that') developed extensive lists to keep

track of supplies. Lawrence found himself distraught at Kay's behaviour and rejection of

him, and equally distraught at the loss of involvement in the trivia of Kay's life' Both he

and MichEtle anempted ro cope by struggling to get Kay to settle with him, arguing, talking

and by having recourse to therapy. Their relationship was at dmes very ang-y and bitter'

and at others, close and Positive.

Mary began to have doubts about how the shared parenting would work out after

the separation. Charles, to whom she had looked up in the marriage and seen as cool and

controlled, now appeared irrational and emotional. Although she believed that evennrally

theywouldreachtheendof theirdifficulties (nothingwould last (... ) Ifelt " ' yeah' '
,,This will be difficult for a while".), and that they'would behave civilly, remain friends,

talk - keep in touch, and that the children would go to two happy people', the reality was

that there was virnrally no communication benveen herself and Charles'

Although relations benveen the parents occasionally reached considerable levels of

distrust and antagonism, the more common experience was of uncertainty about the other'

This was panicularly true of the women whose ex-partners had been less involved in

parenting although they made conscious efforts to put their doubts to one side:

AO; So actually, as far as rhe kids wene Concerned, you didn't have any concems at the outset' worries

about it?
IM: Nothing major. You know, nothing that I can easily Uring !g my mind,-other than the.general

concerns abour parenring. I, I know I traO 1o ginl-hi;;!"t.f. I fne'w &aL I had to give him a chance' If
things come up, then is 

"ttre 
time . ftrat neeOsio be kind of' things mav need O be addressed' BuL a' it's

like giving him the benefit of the doubt. I"*" f fior irrny t"i-utiontttip, when it was . . difficult and in
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monioring him . for not . doing things .

AO: Except you had your friend in MomingOn, whose place he was staying' (ThaCs right) and it seemed

tome-
/M; There was always a guard -

AO: A section of monitoring, somewhere along the line'

IM: Yeah.It was never, "Would you watch out for how he's"-

AO: No. But the knowledge that he wa.s, would be -

/M.. Accountable in some way, I suppose.

AO: T\atsomebody else was there, that you also trusted'

IM: yeah.That was aa-- i nanen't actuuily thought of it like that until kind of now, bul that was always -

in fact it came up.g"in oO"i *in ff*tf,ti, "OhLuke s€ems to be managing really w9l]"' And I' I' said'
;oo you ,"" *uln 6r nirt" -o ,t" says, "!!o.Not a lot". And I said, "Oh, that's good because if the hds'

were." and I said, "oo you see much or tsac"t and she said, "oh, the kids move to and from"' And I said'

"Oh, that's good, becauseliin f*q lhey were hanging round at t91-tiry and not getting fed' I would be

r*fiy-"onc!-.4". I said that- . . *fiict i thought was interesting (2nd Interview)'

The pleasantly unexpected was acknowledged as happening occasionally' For

example, Jane discovered that not only was Dave capable as a parent, but that he also

wanted to continue wirh the rurangemenl Dave found that after about six months he could

do without lists. Patty found the brreak from full-time solo parent every Second evening

valuable. After the first six months, Keith had to admit that Maree was able to look after

Sam, that sharing the responsibitity gave him more freedom, and that it was in fact'a hell

of a good idea" with sam benefitting from being a focal point in their lives, which he

hoped would in some way make up for the years of disruption'

Summary

ln this chapter I have offered a view of decision making as a process constiruted by

gender, power, ideology, and personal consciousness. I have noted that although the

women were by and large influential as the proposers of shared parenting, this does not

support an interpretation of power which is gender and site specific' Instead I have

characterised the women's suggestion as politically and socialty radical' Furthermorc' I

have noted the inherent instability of power, in that the ability to more easily achieve the

desired alrangement depended upon some degree of consensus and compliance between

parcnts and that women especially had to be prepared to relinquish some control over the

children.

The discussion of the decision-making processes highlights consensus and

compliance as significant elements in decision-making and in the sustaining of an

agfeement. A common tendency is to interpret consensual action as stemming from a

position of weakness and to view those acting unilaterally as nrore powerful' The data

from the respondents'texts illustrates the alternative proposition' Although I have

described the women as acting powerfully through their rerommendation of shared

parenting their ability to translate the concept into a reality was only confirmed through an

continuing interactive process. Their ex-parmers'preparedness to respond positively to the

suggestion made a considerable difference to the families' exp€riences of shared parenting'

The last secrion of the chapter surveyed the families' initial experiences as they

began share the parenting. It would appear that, like most separated families' these also
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,eepcienced a pe,flod of disor:ganisafion and pain. The prOcess of resr,g4qisitlg a family;

tegadlless sf the degrc* of cow.ligent to a modc of cusFdy that sought to minimisc-

Asruetion antl presWe trs vatuable confibution of caelt Par€ng lvas,noraetheless a

complex otrF, ring which tirermorst parBnts oxpcfienced some dorbt.about the validity

of6s 4[a[gtmcnt:
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LIVING A SHARED PARENTING ARRANGEMENT1

Introduction
As noted in Chapter Three, part of the reason for spending time with the families

was to get some sense of the everyday in shared parenting. Often the events that occurred

while I was with the families provided an opening to discussion about the workings of the

arrangement. But for much of the time the family events mirrored events occurring in any

family. Given the ages of the children, most interaction took place around meal and bed

times, when there were conversations, argufilents, fights over dishes, times spent playing

games and watching TV together. some children helped with meal preparation' others

didn't. The amount of conversation between parents and children varied, and was

probably in any event affected by my presence. Sam and Keith showed me photo albums

of various tramping trips they had done, joked, and decided about the TV progfilrnmes

they would watch. Lawrence and Kay spent some very happy times playing duets on the

piano. Fay read to Tessa once she was in bed. Jim did his homework and then drew very

elaborate, detailed spaceship diagrams. Dave, who was working from home, changed out

of his 'work clothes' at 5.00 p.m. to signify that he was now available to the children' The

Noble and Green children cooked pikelets after their school fair and then did not clear up'

Later that evening, Marfin took over from the two women who were tired and organised

dishes and bed. On the day I visited them, Martin, the two girls and I went for a walk

through the girls' old neighbourhood, a walk which provided an opportunity for

discussion about who had moved in and out of the area, thus creating a re-identification

with the past. Children's and parents' friends came round. Some families ate meals

together. In others, mealtimes were a much more diffuse occasion.

I came to feel increasingly that the boundaries between intact and separated families

are extremely fluid and that one of the difficulties facing separated families is the ease with

which behaviour, unremarked in intact families, is accorded problem status after

separation. While there were moments peculiar to a shared parcnting alangement' such as

the nansitions between households which had become routinized, the periods of tension or

stress2 which these families experienced during my contact with them are, after all,

conurK)n to intact family structunes, although the content might be different. Furthermore,

many of the issues about which parents spoke seemed, impressionistically, to be the sorts

I This chapter and the following three - the chapters dealing 
-with 

the parental relationships' the financial

iurangements and the accounts if the children ati oeat with d]fferent aspects of the everyday experience of

strare"O parenting. The divisions are in one sense artiFrcial, since each chapter informs the others, but

necessary in view of the bulk of the material.

2 For details of these events, see Appendix l. I am using here the definition of stress which is used by

Ahrons & Rodgers, (rgg7,pp. 44 :46),who quor€ McCubbin & Pauerson O the effect that a stress event

is an event or transition cubi6i" orproc'rrcing it"ng" in a family system, whereas a crisis is an event where

the family is unable to ,estor" staUitity and e-xperiences continuing pressures to make changes' A stress

event, however, may never reach crisis proportions.
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of issues which all families have to confront, but which, because of the separation and the

sharing, shared parenting families may have to deal with more directly. Reciprocally, the

common assumption in research on the family that parents in intact families op€rate as a

single working unit obscures the likelihood that those parents experience as many

differences in values and styles of parenting as parents in shared parenting arrangements'

Unsurprisingly, there were variations in family style between families and within

family units. Fay placed grcat emphasis on bedtimes as a significant time of interaction

with Tessa but in Ross's house going to bed was much more of a matter-of-fact occasion'

Stephen always went in to say good night to Jim once he was in bed, whereas Pany said

her goodnights earlier. Knowledge of the lives of the children while they were with the

other parent differed, and sometimes was a subject of comment' Expectations about the

extent of help that children might be expected to give around the house varied benreen

families and were not always consistent within the households of the gwo ex-partners' In at

least four instances, where the mothers spoke of anempts to get the children to take some

responsibility as a routine matter, the fathers had lower expcctations, and did not follow

through as rigorously as the mothers on their rcquests for help, or simply did not ask the

chitdren to help at all. Equally, expectations about behaviogr and manners differed, a point

on which Fay jokingly commented in a different vein when she told Tessa that a sore

incurred at Campbell St. could not keep her awake in Lancaster St'

It was easy to assume that matters like interpersonal adult nust, differences in ex-

partners' styles, and the sudden increases in tension associated with the arrival of' or a

phone call from, one parent were peculiar to a separated family, and to suppose that they

would not arise in an intact family. I found I was ready initially to assume that shared

parenting families would deviate from intact families in such areas as parenting styles'

discipline and expectations but on further rcflection, this assumption seemed unjustified'

As a consequence of spending the time I did with the respondents, I found myself asking

more questions not so much about the everyday in shared parenting families' but whether

many of the interpersonal and practical issues with which the shared parenting families had

to contend are also significant in intact families'

The families' routines

Routines in a shared parenting family, as much as in an intact family' are of

immediate practical value, and the literanse on shared palenting quite rightly notes the

importance of having clear, well-established patterns around changeover times as a nreans

of giving stability to children and parcnts alike. It also became appalent from my research

that routinized arrangements reduced possible points of friction in families where there was

still a relatively high level of parental hostility. Although a clear knowledge by all

concerned about the day on which the nansition to the other parent was to take place, and

how this was to be accomplished, was thc most obvious of the routines that had to be

established, parents had to defrne who was responsible for what' In intact families these

areas are more likely to be either taken for gfanted or are irrelevant'
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By the time that I interviewed them, most of the families had had a shared

parenting arrangement for over two years, and family roudnes were settled. It has been

suggested that parents should uke specific responsibility for certain areas of life, in order

to avoid conflict3. However, none of the families operated in this way because of the

impossibility of compartmentalising sinrations. Although most parcnts did notrely on each

other for day-to-day help and each house operated as a discrete unit, there were points of

overlap. parents shared costs of more expensive birthday and Christmas ptresents, but the

actual celebrration was by no m€ans always a joint affair. The tendency was for the parent

with whom the child was on the day of the binhday to provide the occasion. Whether the

orher parent came to the celebration depended on the parental relationship. On Chrisrnas

Day the children generalty alternated between households, but sometimes the day would be

celebrated jointly. Summer holiday times were shared out, with only the Nobles taking

joint holidays. In one family, part of the power play between the parents was expressed by

one parent stalling on telling the other of his plans, so that the laner felt unable to make

firm plans.

Interestingly, in view of the diffrculties many families experience around after-

school care, illness and school holidays,little was said about the division of responsibility'

atthough in most instances the women were no longer automatically able to provide thc

care. Sometimes, though, the women continued to ilssume primary responsibility for some

areas. Iane had continued to take the children to the doctor, with the result that Dave did

not feel that he was as conversant as he wished to be with this aspect of the children's

tives. Stephen said that whichever parcnt Jim was with took time off work if Jim was ill,

but that he (Stephen) tended nor ro ask too closely about ill-health. Michelle and Lawrence

had a flexible arangement if Kay was ill, but had had a period when both had gone

together to the doctor about Kay's asthma, since communication lines had become

confused, and information was inadequately relayed- Anna and Susan obviously took full

responsibility for illness and after-school care, since Martin was too far away, but he

would at times take the children for part of the May or August school holidays' Isa

depended on her parents who lived close by for after-school care, and Dave and Jane' and

Fay employed child-minders after school, and for some holiday care. cornelia and simon

always went to their mother's place after school, and played with friends until she came

home from work or charles picked them up at a pre-a[anged time.

Except for patty and Stephen, there was little reciprocation over child-minding

during evenings. Lawrence and Michelle had certainly helped each other out in the past

but, by the time I interviewed them, Michelle, in recognition of Lawrence's impending

deparnrre overseas was increasingly turning to alternative arrangements. The commonly

accepted principle seemed to be that each parent had to make their own alrangements' Isa

made a poinr of saying that she had expressly resolved rnt to child-mind for Luke' She

3 Rhonda Prichard, personal communication.
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had begun by doing so but then felt guilty if she turned down a request' and at the same

time resentful and wary of being used. She decided that helping out merely perpetuated old

roles and expectations about her availability. On the other hand, Fay wanted to be asked

first if Ross wanted a child-minder for Tessa, and had also offered to child-mind Paul'

There was a generally expressed belief that the geographical proximity of the t'wo

homes was significant in facilitating the movement between the homes (the children'

though, tended not to visit the parent with whom they were currently not living) and

helped in maintaining a continuity of neighbourhood. Isa noted that the significance of a

shared neighbourhood was brought home to her when it seemed as though Luke might

have had to buy a house some distance away. This would have had the effect of

complicating the transitions, as well as taking the children out of the area with which they

were extremely familiar, and reducing the amount of practical day to day assistance that

members of her family were able to render. Only two families (excluding the Nobles' who

lived too far away for a more regular sharing arangement to be possible) either had lived"

or stiu did live some distance from each other. Chades in particular saw his geognphical

distance (about sixteen kilomenes) as posing an increasing problerq as Cornelia was

wanting to spend more weekend dme with her friends, who lived close to her mothe/s

house. At the time of the frrst interviews, he was attempting to sell his house with the

intention of buying closer to the area in which Mary lived' Stephen and Pany had had a

perid when they had lived some distance from each other andJim had commuted between

the homes by bus. More recently, ttrey had both bought homes in neighbouring suburbs'

and Jimcycled benpeen them. while acknowledging that their arrangement would not

work if ttrey lived at opposite ends of the city, their feeling that some distance between the

homes was not necessarily a problem may have been because they had managed a gfeater

distance and Jim was generally responsible for getting himself from one to the other'

The acfual changeover between houses appeared to be accomplished with a

minimum of fuss or diffrculty. The children in two of the families went to school from one

house on the Monday morning with a small bag of clothing, and went from school to the

other home. Kay did the same thing on the Fridays that she went to Lawrence's' In these

tl[ee instances the parents took responsibility for delivering a larger quantily of clothing,

and animals (who moved with the children in two families) at some stage in ttre da/'

Tessa was dropped off to the other parcnt on Sunday evenings; Chartes collected the

children from Mary's. Jim biked to whatever parent he was due to be with' In two

instances, the frequency of changeover had been determined partly by practical

considerations, such as Dave's working pattems (he worked out of Wellington every

second week), and, in the Thomsory'Jones family'because Tessa was a toddler' and

initially needed more frequent contact with each palent. Fow of the fa:rrilies saw the weck

a Isa said she was surprised o find how imporunr their dog lvas T providing the children with a constant

presence in both homis. Unlike the parents, the dog was always there'
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as a sensible period of time around which to organise the moves, (it was, Isa thought, part

of a natural cycle), and most thought that a longer perid without the children would be too

difficult for the children and for themselves. In contrast to these parents' however, Keith

and Maree felt that a three month perid with each parcnt (with a weekly overnight say to

the currently non-residential parent) would give Sam more stability' All three members of

the Cooper/pearson family valued their daily transition arrangement because they described

it as allowing them to see more of each other, a comment which seemed initially puzz.ling

since quantiratively a weekly transfer would have given the same number of hours of

association. The difference sermed to lie in the fact that although the '14ily transfer imposed

a greater constraint on the adult lives than a weekly one would have done, they all

maintained the rhythm of association which reduced significantly the feeling of

discontinuity, and the loss of information about the children, of which other parents

spoke.

ln some families there was a phone call to confirm the changeover. Luke and Isa

contacted each other shortly before the transfer, and sometimes used the time of the

transfer to talk together since they did not have any ttne put aside on a rcgular basis for

this:

before the children go, like on Sunday night or Monday morning, I ring and-check that, "OK everything's

fine. Coming tomorrow", umm . . ( .-. .) We usualty mate-contict'ith each other on or around that time

of the swop. It's not something we said tt at we *oifd Ao. f mean, I just wouldn't send them off to school

and assume tfrat Luke's gonna ( ' . .) be there.

AO; Having not heard hom him all week?

IM: Righr As I wouldn'Lhave let Diana or Isac go off and play withrheir friends without checking with

the parenrs firsr lt's pafi ol you know, p"n of pitri"-g. your'Uis on' I do the same with Mum and Dad'

whatever. So . . . n*s a;"L,i,l.r kind oi rtring.ils 
" 

frrio or unspoken essential really. But we haven't

spent - said anything - unleis something happens, and it is !{uaity by phone rather than us putting some

time aside. It, it is t.""ffi" pfton".oni"*ddon, ot' ot if, if we ictiaity see one.anothel.in the handing

over of the clothes, likt,6 ii rc *itting or, ior'example, me taking ttre.c-loflres to him.or him

bringing ilre clothes to rne'. . gten we often - i, i tigttt *ttt op to the car with him and talk about things

...(2ndlnterview).

But Mary and Charles assumed the arrangement to be a'standing arangement' and no

contact was made. Martin said that there were no'rigid €xpectations' about the frequency

of his visits, and concerts or dinner arrangenrents would at times take priority.

The point where the routine was most vulnerable and caused the most difficulty - a

point made by the chitdren as well as the adults - was in packing the clothing and

delivering back a full complement to the other parcnr clothing did not always get returned

on time. No family maintained a full set of alternative clothing in each house because of

cost (although this had happened with Tessa when she was small) and the omission of

parkas or jerseys could cause a major upset' especially when the adult relationship was

fraughr In light of the tension that at times surounded forgetfulness, it was interesting

that no parcnts used checklists (they said they didn't work), and that there was no fixed

procedure in each family except Jim's about who was responsible for ensuring that

clothing got back. some parents made the assumption that the child was responsible, and
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that accepting this responsibility for one's own possessions was part of a maturing

process, but within this approach there were variations as to the extent of final checking

that each adult would do. In recounting an incident when Tessa's parka had been left

behind, Fay implied that she helped Tessa more than Ross did with the packing, and in the

incident discussed below tried to reassue Tessa by saying that she, Fay, did not expect

her to take the full responsibility for the forgotten parkas:

I'll give you an instance from today. . . is the endless, endless talk about transfening clothing from one

house to the other. Right?
AO; I undentood thaishe had one set of clothing here and one s€t of clothing there'

FJ,' O" ;rp"t-gut both the iainr"ear are now ddvn at Ross's place. So today at l0 past 12.' I broke inn

Ross,s house through a window in order to get her palka . ..bouury.' ftm . . . . it was pissing with rain'

and she wenr off ro sctrooi toOa' in .;*ttt 6f 1nine anC, and a woolly hat. She had no - I mean she has got

. i"t*" i*tJ1 r,O * "i[t;pdd 
.nii r"i*r"t oi G'n came back on 

-Sunday. 
Neittq of them came back

tfie-Soniay before . . Now, if you're in 22 degrees, and it lmks like you are goinq to have a. clear week -

now I can understand Uat yori forger to Urin!tre parfra and the gutqPs'but itis spring time and what

have you. So I . . wonied about tf,at at wor[ . . ait morning and gflOtd at lunch time to go up to Ross's

p[o -a g"t rhe parka so that at least she could g"! Eck t9it 9 lgtrilO-minder's] place.after school' I got

there. There was no-one there. So I broke in ( . ]. ) But' that is just one example of the dme it took me no

g" tftl* 
""0 

pick up the parka, which is no sweat''and, umm . ' 'isnot the cost' It's the emotional cosl

The emorional 
"ort 

** g![itd.. , h"r" rhis moming'because we had no parka and Tessa saying' "It's

my fadgMummy". nnl fm, saying, "It's not your fu-uft, t"to. It's.spring Ume and we slPttld remenber

ti tii, ihe partca from one imm o tfre ottrer. . one house !o the other". And Tessa says, "No, it's my

f"oft. flr responsible f* puiting my bag". And I'm saying, "Da$ shgrfd check"' So I got all upset' went

;;;;i upsei,ttrougrrr "fiurii 
irr ro.Ing, *ttitr t'r ,n.itt to be doing other thingsand then thought,

"Stuff it! Acf,ion", and got into the ,ar, toi op th.r., broke into the house, got the parka' went to school'

gave her the parka -

AO: And it fined uP!

F,/: Yeah. Now, in terms of emotional energy of mainuining a relationship wi.th Ross' I could have

uacked him down on t is a**"rphone anO iiiO,"far go ho-me an{ Rick up this patlS'Pd deliver it"' but

;;,hi"k, "No, you a"liy"|llr"if'- . . . . I, I mean, it ictually, maintaining an equilibrium is more

imporunt than saying, "This is your r€sponsigiiifi inO this is mine". And it takes, it ukes up more of

yo* tif" than the busider would see' coming in (lst Interview)'

Isa decided that her contribution to easing the tensions of the packing and

unpacking would be to pack the clothing, but to take no responsibility for books and toys'

The consequence was that she found herself getting flack from Diana for not packing the

right clothes, and the non-reappearance of the toys back at Luke's became quite an issue'

The one family where packing was definitively and unquestionably the child's

responsibility was the CooperlPearons' and this in some way appealed linked to Jim's

central role in the decision making about the arrangement' There wele' however' constant

references to his forgedulness, the inconvenience that this occasioned, and the efforts

made to ensure that he did think to take all that he would need that day - sports equipment

for after-school activities and completed homework being the most frequently forgotten

items.

5 [n an untaped conversation at the end of the third inrcrview with Ross and Liz' Liz became quite

dogmatic over the issue of forgotten clothing, *yt;t llrar stre felt trat both Ross and Fay were too casual

about it, that they coutd all do-b,etter, and thit more"effort ought to be put in to achieving this because of

the problems that it caused. she and Ross also considered that more attention ought to be paid to Tessa's

wishes about clothing.
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There were three families where there were either very few or no comments about

packing. The Ashby/Bradleys lived very close to each other, and Jane called in most days

to see the children, so that anything that either she or Dave had forgotten to include could

be dropped off. Michelle helped Kay with her packing, thought that Lawrence probably

did not, but said she was not upset if ttrings did not immediately reappear; and the Blacks

did not mention the issue at all - possibly because with a three month nrove and an older

child it was less likely that small but necessary ircms would be Ieft behind.

At times, the routines needed to be changed. The ease with which changes were

able to be discussed often reflected the state of the parental relationship, but the acftal ease

with which the proposed changes could be effected might also depend on other factors'

For example, Isa noted that Diana was particularly upset at any change that she had not

been told of well in advance (and even expected changes were traulnatic for a time), so

they tried to avoid any alterations to the routines. The family whose routine changed most

often was the Cooper/Pearsons. Stephen thought that at one dme their communication

broke down, ironically because the arrangement was working well' He believed that the

adults for a time had failed ro put sufficient energy into clarifying changes because it was

easy to assume that all parties knew what was expected. They all were tending to see the

transitions as no longer needing consideration. John said,'But it, it's like - family habits

are something that nobody queries because they just happen'. The result' however' was

that arangements did get confused for a time, andJim would appear at the wrong house'

much to his chagrin and their embarrassment. Stephen said:

I, I have felt more . . . you know, umm, I am happy wittr it at the moment' but I did go through

aperiodaboutayearagowhenlwassUrtingtofeelrtrafiiwasabit...just..."what'stheword?
bisjointeOf....'.Yeaf;;*"U,ttftini,rortoT,th"iurangementbrokedownabit,andumm"'Oftenl
,"asn't quite - Jim would turn up and I wasn't quite . ' expecting him' '
AO: So what did you think that- - -,r --,-^ ^^i .

SC: I think that that *.t F Ui ,,.O I ' Our communication broke down' She would make certain

aszumptions about whainights he was coming and I would have different assumptions' 
-

a-Or W.. ftere a partiiuhrleason for that happening? Because.it had b€en goqg 4*q {* several years

wirhout any UreafOown, and then suddenly afie'r qui6 a period rfrery ryas 
a bit of a breakdown' So wtrat led

rc that? Wit"t t.C n ne'fact that your assumptioni were no longer being discussed?

SC; Umm, well if ,ot"tttittg ."*e up like'. . . like I was going out oi PaUy was going out' and so he

wouldbeatoneplacesayZl:nightsinarow...ulnm,aiOtttergwasthis"a'amatterofworking
our, "OK, thats tiappened so . . dois Jim spend - do we go back to the normal day by day arrangement or

does he come fcn ttre next - which night does he come"?

AO: Righr- So you *ight;.k; an issumption that he would go for 3 nights but she might make the

assumption that he would continue !o alternate?

sc: Yeah. or it might have been the other way round. But, whatever. And I don't think that we discussed

those things often enough.
Ao; Because nere ,*i?period of difficulty in your own relationship with Patty? (Ahh . ) I' I suppose

what I am trying to utderstand, if things - it sounOeA as though thinql had been goingsmoothly for a

nurnl", of v6arsl anO tn-"n-"Uoui a year-ago there was ttris perioO of difficulty (Mm) and I am wondering

*t ur.t"ut"O *rg periJoi diffrculry wheieby it was difficult or whereby neither of yur got around o
clariflng what was haPPening?

SC; Actuallv... ntnonEsq I ttrinkitwas more.....'coslamactuallyquitee$Ygoingaboutit
but . umm . . I think that John was actually u"ginning ro find it more upryring than I was, and that in

turn made me upset, ot *"0" me - well nottufJf. ftri't is too strong a wbrd but made me more concerned

about it than - I dunno - than I would have been.

AO: Can you say a bit more abour what was upsetting to John?
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SC: Well, basically, this unclearness . . um, as I say, I, whether Jim is here or not' that doesn't sort of -

if l am here, it doesn't sort of matter. l mean, it's niie or ' whatever. But umm " " I think that John

likes . . to have it, more clear what, what's happening'

AO: Mmm. How do you understand that? His need for clarity'

SC; How do I understandit? (Mmm) . . . Oh, hes basically more organised than I am ,l think ' '
AO: So it is a temperamenral issue? (Yes) (Laughter) Is tlpl-h.ow you see it? (Yes) lvlmm . . How did

Jim handle the changes rt.n . . that wirent otal& expected? If tre turned up to orlg of you, and found that

he was meant to Ue at ne other, or . . if he came hetsand you weren't expecting him?

SC; He was quite upset actgaliy. And I feel a bit bad about it roo. (Mmm) [t is, "Oh, you're not meant to

be here". I mean, it hasn't happened very often, but it has a few times-

AO; You feel a bit awful about it?
sc; well sometimes rre nas rotgotten himself. It has been ananged and he has been old, but he has just

forgonen (lst Interview).

In the context of parental plans and children's arrivals, Lawrence made an

interesting point. Part of the on-going dispute beween himself and Michelle was whether

one patent should act as the primary parcnt and the other have access to Kay, and she to

herlhim whenever desired. l,awrence, who had realised by the time I interviewed him that

Michelle would become the primary parent' pointed out that the very open-ended

:urangement that Michelle proposed (where Kay could just drop in) would not work

because the non-primary parent would not necessarily be in a position to welcome Kay

when she arrived. The result would be, he believed, a sense of frustration and feelings of

guilt.

As Rachel and Joanna became more established in their new community the Noble

family graduatly altered the arrangement whereby the girls were to spend a regular

weekend in Wellington. The time with Manin was intended to give him and the children

time together and to give the two women a rcst. But, as Susan noted

But the children really don't like going !o wellington . . tenibly much. so -

AN: Their life is so rruUtirf,.A fr"ere frat ney--seJWeUingon almost as an intemtption o the flow' Once

they get down rhers, they are fine . . . It's not necessarily io do wi$ Daddy . . ' it's to do with the fact that

nelriife here is intemrp-ted and the things they want lo get on with . . .

AO: ls broken ino?
AN; Is broken into(.. . ) I mean, tastyear... we had sortof adopted.. a umm' apattern of sending

them-well,IriedOgetmyfiOs'Oot"rithereatleastonceamonth...buthemostlycomesuphere'
iG; O"er rire winter it ooesn't work so well becaur my' otlt kids have sport.

AO: But what are y" tryilt to achieve, what are you trying 19 meet by sending them down oncs a

month?
SG; Oh, our needs.

AiV: More our needs really, And also I have tried to encourage my kids to keep up links with other friends

in Wellington . . . umm . . .

SG: I think innariabrv'tiraiii *. gave any of rhe children choice, they would rather stay here ' ' ' which is

nor, not" against Martin. It's a vote about their suying here' ( ' ' ' )
A/V; Idon'tseeitasa(,. )problem.I think tsee itaisomett'ing thatlam goingtohave to watch (lst

Interview).

Later she said that it was up to the girls as well as the aduls to make an effort rc maintain

family links.

During the period that I was interviewing them three of the families altered their

normal routine to cover for a parent's absence and, just prior to my interviewing' Isa and

Peter had had the children continuously for six weeks to allow Luke to travel out of

Wellington to take up a shoft term contract. Those mothers involved.in the longer periods
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of care particularly noted that the longer period with the children was rewarding in a

number of ways. [sa saw the time as'much calmer'. Mary identified it as an opporn]nity to

improve her skills as a parent, and regarded as a significant bonus the temporary

suspension of the continual adjustment to the comings and goings' Nonetheless' she

thought that a routine where the children stayed for a longer perid wittr each adult would

have its drawbacks:

MT: lhave had the children alt this time . . and ' '
AO: How has that been?

MT: Which has been qui* 
" 

long stretch. Yeah. I've thoroughly loved it, umm ' ' ' ' just thoroughly

enjoyed rheir company ."Oio" f"ow, the way we have . . iorteC out ngether and umm ' ' ' you know'

ttrat's been quite nice(lalSlr).
eO.: io tft"i have been fomething of a compensation for a lot of things?

MT: Yes.Which have been goin! on. Yes. And, umm, you knol, I ttrint' it is one of those things' you

know, where I get the.ttifAt"f,in Fairly longish sretches ' it doesn't happen 
"lllltt 

ofte.1 and' umm' you

know,I can compare this time to othei ones, say when they ]vqr: Ioulser in different situations and' umm

....youknow,Ijustfeelnow,umm...yo,it'rsortof-Iihini(whithappenswlelyouhaveyour
children for a longer sreicn, you start to feil a tirte more confident as a parent' in a fuller context' than

umm, you do -
AO: Can you s:ly a bit more about that?

MT.. yes, because, i r*lt 1',O your parenting skills, qmm,.o"y a longer rytiod of time, as a solo

parent through, umm, good times, at leasrin m] case. t have had some iowish times' Umm ' you know'

iooO *.atfr"i, Lad *eaiher, their ups and dorvni, umm, you know a- whole lot of friends in or not' umm ' '

;;; 3,,o;l-'1O ijurt feel, umm, how nice - trow'touety it is, insteaO of 4 days here, you-are anticipating

already gearing up . . for 4 days without tlrern . .yes. .'. and' and it's sort of much more fragmented ' '
patt€rn.
iO: oo you notice changes in them?

MT; Yes. Yes. Because ahh . . .umm, I have had fhis longer exposury to ttem as they get older' and also

when they know that they are just going o 1piitn r* fir a tohger-time, umm, we s€em to all work in

UeUer,lf puU out tuefitti -iou tn"o*,"o a household better . ' so I find them a little bit more

cooperative,aweeUif"more'..thoughtfutahh..iouknow..been..wheneverybody'smoreorlesson
the hop.
AO: Mmm. Have You ever thought of . . ?
MT: Arelaxation. Yes. There is a lack of tension somehow'

AO.. Because they are not - I mean 4 days is - it still leaves them on the point of moving' doesn't it?

MT: Yes. Or re-adjustin! to coming bacic, euen if it's only a very minor thing' they' they still have got to

make it. We all do. Yeah.
Ao: Haveyou ever thought of auempting to look at the possibilityof what it would mean for you if you

were, for both of you inffi if Voulri* io have the children regularly for a longer period?

MT: No. I hadn't *roulitt Jf it, Anne, becaurr-. . ut* ' . you-tno*, I feel in some ways' a wee bit of a

sense of mystery of wlit Charles' future moves will be . ' now I just-sort of feel' umm' you know'

perhaps wrongly, Uut t ieet that he could be a"t"g -q of a numdr of rhings in the future' I feel that ahh' I

will be fairly much staying put, but he'll be . ';;;, it's not quite so easy tio anticipate what he will be

doing. Maybe a bir more .l ."f,tr, movement 
"i 

tn"l,i"o, uut nb. tt hadnt mcuned !o me to suggest thaL I

don't think t would like that. I'd sooner . . sooner have . . ahh " smaller' but more frequendy'

AO; Yeah, than the longer times without them'

MT: Yeah.And I lhink thar that would be too rougtr for them too,-you know, it must be ' ' ' ' ' it would

make it too mu - - "*nittinger 
demarcatio" ri""lr would think. I-think that they wouldle - well' I

know that his . . .house t*i oi"tutt differently 19 mine ' ' and umm, I think ilrat it would make' you

know. ..
AO; So that there would be too much of a contrast?

MI: yeatr. I think thar there would be. neaUi. ior them to either look back on or look atread to' You

know, for moving over.

She went on to comment on how she felt about the brrief, consecutive four days with the

children before they moved again back to Charles and her response to that:
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well, you are gearing yourself up for loss all the dme . . it's, as I say, this time it has been very relaxed

because we have known thar it won't be . . . . you know, that it will go on for quite a while by or
stanfurds (laugMng).

AO: Quite. But what does it feel like - the fact that you were saying lhat tomorrow they might not be

here, they mightbe going across to Charles'? ----,- :, -- r
MT; Now, o[, tt.y-r""f, Of. fn"y seem OK. But I am geging - my only concern is ' ' me' I am gotng

to miss them. Yeah.
AO: How will you deal with that?
MT: Ummm.... wetl, Voutno*,as Ithink I mentionedlasttime, I havereachedthestagenow' where

I am lmking more out again . . umm, sraned 19 get involved in a coupla things " umm .' so even if l
ar not goin-g to be invoi"ved over the next few diys, I am-. . ..something is coming ug.or gther ' ' ' umm

..il6;kiow,forewarnedisforearmed,Irhinf..andlwilluseomonowtodoabitof,tobringabit
of work home . . from work that I could have done any night over the last few nights, you know' but I

will bring it home tomorow night . . . (3rd Interview)'

The fact that the children werc seen as being more settled with the longer perid

with one parcnt suggests that even when the iurangement is working smoothly, it

nonetheless imposes some sense of strain. What is also interesting is the implication that

the parents have become acclimatised to the slightly more difficult behaviour and the

fragmentations, and are generally unaware of them as such until the situation changes and

a different vantage point becomes available. Yet there was a general consensus among

these parents that a regular longer perid with the children was not wanted' Dave said

slightly sadly:

I must admit that it's usually . . by the time that it's time for them [o move, they are usually just gening

ino doing all sors of nice things.
AO: Doe.s that make you thinkit all of extending the anangement so tlrat they are here for a two week'

rather than a one week?
OA: No. I think that it makes you get Oo used to it somehow (2nd Interview)'

Luke and Isa both echo€d this conclusion feeling that they would miss the children more

after a longer period with them.

Routines were valuable because they set pattems and helped form expectations'

Whereas the established routines, however, can b€ read as providing a type of security

which all of the families could take for granted (everyone knew that the other parent would

rcrurn the children and the children were familiar with the routine), the transitions

themselves were nonetheless experienced as emotional events by some Palents' and by

others as requiring some readjus6nent for themselves and for the children'

Transitions
It was clear from what I observed of the points of transition in three of the families,

and from comments made by parents in four others ttrat the smmth organisation did not

prevent the event from having its emotional side for the children and aduls, as Dave's

comment above suggests. Michelle spoke of Kay's slightly more difficult and weepy

behaviour as the transition approached; Isa, of Diana's statements at various times that she

wanted to stay at her father's because of his proximity to her close friends, and of her

earlier tantrums if arrangemen$ were altered; Pany, of the initial rcadjustment demanded of

Jim if he stayed a longer time with his father because of the different requirements in the
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two homes, especially in regard to housework, and her irritation at the way that he would

seem to'slow down'; Mary, of the children's initial tension on their return to her, although

much diminished from what it had been. Liz raised another point about the transition:

LS: is her life jusia s€ries of starts andsrops?. ...Idon'tknow quitehow tosay it...
AO: Whereas if she *ttj*lln on" - (Yeail ) Well, how would you ry and' and 

-concgntuallT 
Paul's life

or the life of a child in 'ttre intact ramity't Umm, would you see that in any ruptrls as having it's own

stops and starts or . . because these ones u" * ir*rotic (Mmm) in Utat they involve such' well' complete

removal?
LS; Ummm, the things like - I might be talking about.something.li.ttr her during the week' umm ' ' she

oit"n .pp.rihes thin[s in a roundibout way . .] . and it often mlght be something that she's worried

abour . . . and ir comes oui rfo*fy-O gradiall' and often I dont pick up on it'-but I know that when I

have been talking wirfr trei 
"lout'ror"illing 

that she's been on about, and sort of chatdng, and sometimes

things becom" r-or" ctear ttatert. "Oh, is th-at what she's been on about all week"!, and suddenly she's not

there.There'sanotherweek...andsoit'snotcanieathroughol...-'('..)Mightnotbeaconclusion'
y'know . It's hard to . . . because you don't 

".tu"tty 
rhink a6ut it at the time ' ' how much that sort of

thing goes on.
AO: Where she says something but no-one quite picks it up and she moves on and when she comes back

it's been forgotten, it's no longer quite relevant - yeah'

LS: Right. And it woutd soriof 6e . . itls the sort of things that happen andit would sort of be'

umm... ohh . itwouldn'tbeanobvious....thing o hurry it up_or..",tttg.t thatyou

wouldn't normally think about with people in the house all fie time (. . ' II just wondcr.how much of

ril;o.,;;inn6rnfe.....howmocitrtatp.it".isthere.(...)Yourmindisonlyhalfon'andshe'
and she talks so much any way. If she's there, 

'she's 
THERE (Iaughs)' And chatting an' a lot of it, average

kid,s drivel, abour how rany Ui6, it took to 
""i 

G appte atbtaitim e,.and borilg,son of (laughing) and

yotrr*. our o tratf of it anyway . . . umm . . but therl's pr<i!1bry things ttr-at l.miss and don't pick up

butifrherewasasortofcarrytiuough...ttmusthappenwithFay-as-well"but"'butthercwouldbe
a resolution to the whole - it'i trow i-mpotrant it is. I wonder about that' Umm " " " is that a

disadvantage? (2nd Interview).

The night prior to the changeover Sarn and Keith were initially non-committal to

me on my arrival and initable with each other, in marked contrast to their mode of

interaction of the previous week. Keith later rcmarked that the transition was not an easy

dme for him. out of all the adults in the study he appealed most affected by the actual

transition itself for a numhr of reasons, some of which ire mentioned in the section of

text quoted below - the extra importance that Sam assumed as the child who made the moSt

effort to ke€p in touch during the early stages of the separation; the 'anniversary' nature of

the event; his lack of trust of Maree, and his concern that she would not exercise prope'f

control; guilt at thc lackof provision of that idealised object, the gmd two parent home;

recognition that by the time Sam came back, he would be changed, itself a foreshadowing

of the fact that sooner or later Sam would leave home; and awareness that by the dme Sam

was due back again, a further readjustment of Keith's life style would be demanded' tn

talking about these issues, Keith employed a range of tones, reprosenting a number of very

different moods:

KB.. y'see, the kids have become incredibly important, much more important -

AO: Since the marriage broke uP?

KB: Yeah.
AO.' Because he's almost become as another . . . mate?

KB: Yeah. Definitely. That'd b€ exactly what it is. It's, it is very much like a mate and they become ' ' ' '
Sam...I used O""tt ti* the'landlady' .. utt..because his the, hes the fussyone' He's much

betrer ar keeping uungs tioy than I am.'He's marvellous. we'd become a tittle' a little l.ndt yknow' umm '

..apah...
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AO: And suddenly with the three months up, that's broken?

Kf ; That's exactly right and it's like anothei liule separation and I s'pose subconsciously rhat here is a

rinsey little . . tinge oF horror lhat must get prodded again. It's like poking a bliming [sore]'
AO: The horror of the original separation?
KB: Dead right Y'know, and you don't want to be separated . . . from people hat you love. I.mean'

common 5"nL ruyr, "O(, he's'only down there. I can go and see himwhenever I like. I can ring up his

Mum an6 say, "Db you mind if Sam comes down, if he wants to come down"? No, therdd be zo

restrictions whats@ver, uat is all a thing of the past" We just . . . have no restrictions whatsoever on each

ittrot 
"..tts 

ro the guy, and umm . . n6, that ii acnrally gctting better ( . . ) ummm' p9t fo1 dl that'

when he does go back ;d his Mum's . . umm . . . there ii ttrat, there is just thar,little thing' that is just a

little reminder . . tfrat sef.tarions are painful and can be dreadfully painful. In this case they aren't' it's not

Jtr"OfJri p"infU Uut iis:ust uncomioruUre fa a day_or tw.o . . ..nno,then of course by the end of the 3

il;thr yffi;e got back in1o a prery swingy sort of life-styte and-. . y.'know, we do have the best of both

worlds and we can be . . . pretty, pretty, umm . . carefiee, umm, pleasing ourselves sort ofexisrcnce

uecause we have no ottrer'responiiUlti'ties except to ourselves foithose three months . . . It's a definite

once a week -
AO; You mean when Sam comes here?

KB: Yup. And so by the end of the 3 months, you're.thinking to. yourself, "Oh blast it I don't know

wherherlwantto, b...... umm,gobackOihefairly... puritanical(laugls) disciplne' much more

disciplined, umm . . . . . iifr ttyf" tfii is required and dihatedby tlrc fact that Sam is going !o be her€"

(3rd Interview).

Only rwo of the parents said specifically that they felt that there was little in the way

of a transition phenomenon for them. Maree thought that she did not experience any

readjustment since she always saw Sam at least once a week when he was with his father'

Stephen said that he was not in some senses aware of Jim's absence, 'Because . . ' I

mean, it never seems strange when Jim isn't here becauSe . . you know, he'S gOnna be

here the next night'. Luke echoed the same sentiment at one point. He too saw the children

each day when they were with Isa as they came past to go to Isa's parents after school. But

later he said that he found the children s departure difficult to deal with and had evolved a

system whereby he retained some clothes that needed washing, so that he could then put

them away in the children's drawers, thus symbolically holding the children in the home'

Although Anna felt that she had to gauge Martin's mood on his arrival at the house,

Martin described the transition as easy. Aniving on a Friday night meant there was more

of a fuss made of him. Aniving on a saturday morning, he would find the day already in

full swing and he just fined in around what was going on, a situation in which he

described himself as 'feeling fine'. However' as with Keith's quote, a numhr of differcnt

rones and contradictory perceptions can bo identified. There was a veiled reference to his

being on the periphery of the family (people were already gone). Yet ttre fact that ttrey felt

free to go indicated the way that his arrival was taken for granted, and paradoxically

confirmed his membenhip of the family. His arrival was an expected event, so he just

slotted in and became immediately involved. But equally he referred to his'outsider' status

and the changing narure of his role and position in the family:

MN.. Because rhings have already started and you know that things-have already started by 8.'00, or by 9'00

or 10.00 in the morning, * ttrrri"n"rally rheie is pretty much early rising in sumrn€r ... . that's the way'

There are 6 people tne6. Uost w-ould gei on win tireir 6wn [ves, interacting and doing in various ways'

children to adults, children to children, aOuls to ctritOren ' . . ' ils I say, pm9 peopF might not even be

there by the time ttt.iV"" trrit". iou tigttt just . rS-rtrep and immediately gu thrown.into something'

ii;tglit be a confrontatiott tt tigt t Ue Jttfi,tg a children's dispug " it might be " getting a load of

manure for the garoen or whatevei. You might-be thrown in immediately. You might arrive and be lucky
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to have a late breakfast. . . it doesn't feel strange. It is incidental in a sense . . it suddenly hits you.
you've arrived right in the middle of somethinglnd you stot in regardless . . so that can be quite different

from when I anive on a Friday evening. But it's still a good feeling.

AO: Right. So it is very easy just to be incorporated.
MN: To be there. (yes. Yes.) Because you are going from being your own person straight ino the family

. . it is something that I look forward to. Yes.

AO; Mm. Mmm-. . . How do the kids see you? (Martin laugll''s)

,prur mat is a sore point because for the tast + Vears the children hav_e talked about . . adults being Anna

and Susan.. andManin - inasense,you,I have saidorhem, "Am I am notanadult"? (Iaughter).(...)

ttow do they see me? Umm part of an on-going thing,-but they.must see me as separate because I

i.rO *y o*n lif" here. Much of my Ufe is lived-here-after all, under different circumstances and for a long

fime rhey saw me as part of the family, yet going away from the family. But more and more they see me

as an individual (lst Intewiew).

The girls' visits to him in Wellington were not entirely straighforward as he and the hilo

mothers appreciated. As time had gone on, Rachel and Joanna had become more conscious

of the transition from one home and locality to the other as disruptive of their lives. Martin

felt strongly that he had something to offer them and drew attention to the'holiday

atmosphere' that existed when they were with him because pressures changed, but

acknowledged that the continuity in their everyday existence was brroken and that he was

less knowledgeable abut their prefened activities:

It's a different ball game. . rules. Different ball game because I think that things are far more free and easy

here because they don't have the home pressures such as they have there.

AO: The home pressures being?
MrV: The home pressures Uein-g that, that ttr,at is where their life is concentrated . . that's everyday life

rhere. Here itis more"i"pyf;a".. (gotiO"yf) andaholiday.. . it's moreof a, a " ' aweekend

arnosphere of being a trome away from homi' there aren't thi same pressures' I'm enjoying them ' ' '
basically.
AO: ( Iaughing) But?
Affv,'fttel nai,i teir momenrs. Umm, ir's a different atmosphere. They might see a friend. They might

noL We mightlust go out on a week - an afternoon swim. We might have a barbeque ' ' next door' It's

more of a .-. Uut niy get very bored. . . umm, because there areni the same things to do lrep and they are

missing . . continuity fierefoie of what things they might be dging t{gre, of what they T-igh1 be seeing'

S"thdmigtrttenC..owatchtelevisionh&e,urirm....-.Iactuallyfinditratherdifnc$ttosussout
what activities they do . . share . . and rctually'spend that time . . .conifucdvely Ogether..You' you do-n't

have, you, there is no point in spending yo* ilni,r otally constructively . Of course there have to be lulls'

rest periods.
eO;' gut is there pressure O feel ttrrat somehow you have to . . provide activitieS?

MN: No. I don'r Secause I wait unril they get to a bored stage. sometimes they are act'rtlly happy . ... to

come and be with r" . . -O to be with ealfother and just ptay rtreit own games . . . for hours on end in

another house . . . with, well with - with me, but without me ' '
AO: Wittr you there (with me there. certainly) but not actually.involved?

rtfN: Yeah. And so I *Gtrr leave them to ttreii own devices and just eo {or q sYiT m*.m{self ' ' and let

them - ttrey dont want to"come because rhey want to play l Sqre ol watch television. I'll take an hour and

" 
t Of *r io, myself, .o*" not. again, ani they'teeithir trid Ureamast in the morning-o.r they've just

r*ri"".a playiirg rhil;;;: rnr:v migrrt Ue tiniuty bored.andrhen we will do something together . '
ring friends oi rn["tu"rl t generally piay it by ear - their time here. Until, often Ill wait until they get to

a bored stage . . before we'll do anything.
eO, nigfrf nnd do they make thi sugie.stion about acrivities? Or is that your role?

MN: IIs a shared role.'sometimes tti['n do it. Sometimes I'll do it' ' ' Sometimes ' ' ' I'U suggest

somerhing but rhey Con'i*ant to do anyrning ar all. . . .it might be the location. They've actually got u)

go out of"the houG, Oo*n 
" 

fofof trpi. .Oti"". out somewhelre, umm . ' 'no. It is very m9c-h a shared

iole, 6rat one . . so. . but it is a different ball game here. They tend to treat it as such and I do also (lst

Interview).

The necessity of making an adjusEnent to the continual movement between homes

was, even if minimal, remarked on by most parents. Nor were other types of transitional
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activity easily managed, and reconstitution, as part of the movenrent away from the

original farnily to the formation of a new unit, was certainly not an event that the children

or adults generally took easily in their stride.

Reconstitution
At the time of interviewing, five out of the sixteen parents were living in

reconstituted relationships, and three others had been in another relationship for a period

since the separation. It is now widely recognised that reconstituted relationships have

srresses peculiar to them. Greif & Simring (1982t1984) note that although the custody

structure does have a major effect on the new relationships, the issue of custody has been

ignored in the literature on stePparenting. They suggest that joint custody may facilitate

the formation of the new relationship as well as reducing some of the tensions associated

with such.events. In particular, they suggest that the joint custody structure may lead to a

diminishment of the child's fear of abandonment by the previously non-custodial parent;

that the child is less likely to feel torn by the issue of loyalty for the 'absent' parent; that

there is less chance of the 'absent' parent feeling excluded, and more chance of him/her

being taken inO account by the rcmarried couple; that parents are less likely to exPect the

new spouse to take over a parenting role; that men:ue less likely to be looking for a

woman to mother their children, and morc likely to be looking for a sPouse; and that the

blunting of the demands of instant parenthd allows time for the new relationship to

evolve under less Pressure.

It may be thought that shared parenting by its very nature implies an openness of

relationship that could, without too much difficulty, be expanded to include another adult'

The accouns given by the parents and partners in the reconstituted relationships imply that

the situation is not quite as suaighdorward as Greif & Simring suggest' Reconstituted

relationships which were not exclusory, and which welcomed the connibution of all the

adults involved, generally did not seem to have been achieved at the time of the first three

interviews except in the families where one or both parents were lesbian or homosexual'

Out of the hypotheses advanced by Greif & Simring only the last appeared to gain

support in the context of parents' comments about the diffrculties they had faced in this

area- Parents stressed the value and importance of the time away from the children as a

time when they could put energy into the new relationship, and several hinted that their

relationship would not have survived without the break from the children. Isa and Peter

were most explicit on this aspect, since Diana and Isac had been difficult and aggressive

towards petets. Although the shared parenting should, theoredcallY, have assisted adults to

avoid feeling excluded or redundant when their ex-partner formed a new relationship' this

did not seem to happen. The formation of the new relationship involved the adults (the

ones involved in the new relationship, the ex-partner and sometimes her/his new parUrer)

6 Peter spoke of a long period where he would wake up each morning to find that Isac had got into bed

witlr them at some ,og" OGng tlre night, and Isac *outO nt to his mother and say, "l HATE Peter"'
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in a process of redefinition of place and position in the family in tenns of the adults'

relationships to each other, and in the context of the role the newcomer adopted in relation

to the children. Such a re-working and expansion of rclationships was not easy.

Several parents thought that their ex-pafiiers complicated their new relationship,

because of their jealousy or sense of rivalry with the new partner, and Martin, because of

his continuing close relationship with Anna, found that the question of whether his

loyalties lay with his partner or Anna unclear. 'At times it was a real complication,

particularly when things weren't going well tin the country)'. Anna, too, felt at times in

the beginning that she was in a balancing act, where Martin's arrivals were unsettling, as

she ried to deal with the guilt occasioned by her awareness of his pain and of Susan's and

the children's different needs. Nor did the partner who was'displaced'generally find the

situation easy. Their reactions ranged from extreme hostility to the new partner of their ex-

spouse, to feelings in one case that the new pafiner had compticated the issue further by

what the mother felt were unhelpful explanations of the children's behaviour, and her

hostility ro their motheq to attempts to set limits on their ex-partner's new partner's

involvement wirh the children. Two piuents spoke directly of the ways they had ried to

establish boundaries which would have had the effect of distancing the newcomer's

relationship with the child/ren, and which were intended to affirm the parent's special role'

At the time when Isa met Perer, the shared parenting idea was beginning to be established

as a reality. Although Luke was able to describe the issue as in the past, it had been

difficult not to believe at the time that the sheer fact of Peter's presence did not in some

way threaten his relationship and particularrole with the children:

it's OK [now] and . . . . you know, it, it it's a bit of a sensitive sort of area really insofar that umm' it's,

itr ft.ra m Ue specific about what's his job and whU's my job, sort of thing, umT " ' but' but " I have

to be [clear] wiifr him aUourit, you know. I had to be a littie bit emotional about it to maybe get it clear

with the chil&en -
AO: 'Il:urtyou were still ttreir father?
rn.' w"u,'y.atr. Right.Thatlwasthefarherandthatthere were... therewerethings... forus.. you

know ( . . .ittrat we want to do and that are oun (2nd lnterview)'

But for Fay, the shared parenting alrlrngement had been in place for some time before

Ross started his relationship with Liz. The events she recounted took place a while ago,

but the intensity of her language suggested that an automatic, easy adjusnnent to Liz's

presence was nor simple and that for Fay the issue was still open at the time of

inteniewing:

I srruggle to maintain that feeling that others have a right to' 'T "qual 
rig-hJ P g.row P wjth Tessa as I

do . .bur a, a prime example is ti'e traircutting. When it gets o the point of irritation, that I can't stand ' ' '
. . umm . . . my only recollection is rhat ir iJonly te *1o 

-ges 
to.itris noilt' gner-$an the others - both

Ross and l-' n aremuch more easy-going than I am . . then ihave it out with them' Now on the

haircuning-
AO: (Ovitapping) Whose responsibility is the haircutting?
FJ: Well, now,I am. . .On rtre traircurdng rhing, Liz . . il. . a._. . a home-baked haircutter from way

back . . Right? Ross is . . .one of those Ulokes fiot *"y back who thinks it's a waste of money and a

waste of riile to go to a hairdresser, so if he can find someone who can wield a pair of scissors, you let-- 
.

them have a go. You Oo il, Vou ,"". No*, ttratt nne. Im the sort of person who goes to a hairdresser' He's
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the sort of person who doesn'l Fine. But . . . .( . . . .) when my child comes back to me, and this

happened dhe and time again, some years ago . . withoul any consultation, wit]r her hair cutrodically

different like that short all-over, when beforeshe had her hair down to here and she just Ufned up as tltis

different child. "Guess wtratt tiz gave me a haircut!". I mean, I let this happen a few t1m9s ld then ' '
whx really nrned it around was one day when Ross said to me, "It's time that kid had a haircuu She's

looking really scrappy". And I said, "Well, thar's because she's trying to grow out this tagb.ollhaircut

that she - that somebody gave her", sort of thing. I summoned up ttti courage,tecause thu's what it took'

6gc"*.I was srugglin;ilrh .yrin yur knoi, "Am I being pittretic about this and really sort of

,"git*"t ry, or Odiit i."Uit"it". what she looks like, and wi are saving Tonel and Liz's enjoying

cutring her hair and Tessa doesn't mind? Ir's onty mewho minds". I srruggled with.tlat and I really finally

"*""o the point ttrat iis my bloody right as a mo0ter to know when my kidt hu{ p ggly be cut or not

(chuckles),and I rang nors ,iplror'Wtr-itianga in fact, when he had delivered me this child with this tacky

haircut and, umm, f *atO,;f-int so interestedin rhe way that Tessa's-.hair is cut that I am prepared not only

m p"i fot ir but to take *tp.nriUilitv to keep it neat ano tidy according to your wishes ' ' and I ask you,

please, ro ask Liz nr, , .,ii^l Oa1{efrteJ1fi3r". And I never, ever alked to Liz about it but it was ' I

;G; g.iid ro Tessa, 't *oulO tiie ,if.iizis doing a round of hair cltling in, in the family, I'd like you to

oy, i"rra please, ttt.t, 'ttt* will see rtrrat m/hair is cut'". And Liz " didn't demur ' ' ' at all' We never

talked about it They ptoU"UfV hughed and p[en . . down there . didn't - I don't give a daln about that'

The fact is that I got b;l;9,nrot"of ty . .fid's haircut. Now, Ross came to me . . about 3 week's ago -

well, brought Tessa Uact, anC said, "About time for a haircut, too. She's looking a bit scrappy, isn't she?"

tt'i now aciepteO that it's - I said, "You're dead right". It's up o me rc find the time, o find the money and

;;i h;r h"it cut for her, because I said rhat I wantid o get if cut.proryltf ' AnO he said' "Fine ' I think

]ou're mad. You're *p"tOint a lot of money. Nothing wrong with Liz's haircut But if that is the way you

feel, you do it".
AO: How has it been for You to . .to
F,/: I felt it real, l rrlitli ft;;i6^g)- | really fek shewas trampling on my rightl as a mother' that I
woufO git rhis child naci ifroimrleo oinerini rrorn the child I hao sent away. And nobody had consulted

me! Time and time again! (lst Interview).

Liz felt in retrospect that she had been insufficiently sensitive to Fay's feelings of

displacement, and that events such as the above clearly indicated the snength of Fay's

feelings. Liz'response was to withdraw somewhat from the situation, and make it clear to

Tessa that she was to call her by her Christian n.une, and not'Mum'' She found the

situation difficult because she felt that she had not got'into this possessive thing as a

mother . . . possessing a particular kid', and neither she nor Ross subscribed to

the view that the biological parcnt should take precedence, although Ross qualified his

stance by saying that his position as a biological parent had never been questioned since

Fay had not had another Parmer.

The families where the reconstitutions seemed to be most easily accepted by adults

and children were the Nobles (where the situation was not without its problems), and the

Cooper/?earsons. Martin was well aware that Susan's active presence in the family placed

him in a peripheral role, which was easier for him to accept because of his long association

with, and high regard for Susan:

they see me now, not so much as Daddy, as . . - . . how did we term it?

AO; Martin? .. PeriPheral?
MN: Yes. Peripheral. As a friend (... ) as partof rheiroverall concept' but not necessarily - you see'

Gy dont OepenO * *" ro much, Lecause in the sense that there arc two on-going parents there' I me{m ' '

. . fr.e them differently, and they see me differently (lst Intenriew).

The issues for the Cooper/Pearsons were slightly different. Their and their partners'

cornments focussed not an anxiety about exclusion, but on what was the appropriate role

for John and Tom to play. This shared concem was given particular piquancy since all
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four adults mentioned their belief that Jim, as an only child now had too many parents

breathing down his neck. Within each couple, the difference in parenting styles and

general approach to Jim created some tensions. Tom's theory of 'wallop' as a means to

command immediate anention did not go down well with Patt!, who felt that talking

through a situation and making allowances was a more effective,long term method. John

and Stephen also commented on John's higher level of expectation in relation to Jim's

behaviour, and Stephen, feeling slightly pushed by John to be more determined with Jim

about, for example, his expectations, was trying to insist more on Jim's help, although

this was not something that he would have done if left to his own devices:

SC: I think rhat John is the sronger. Yes. He has a much clearer idea about what should and shouldn't

happen than I do. ( . . .) I wouldireferro do-it tthe insisting) with me, rather than John' though I mean '

. .-t?n.an, John and I have discussed this and, ,rrnm . . . . . w-€ feel that it is much healthier if John does

come out and say what is on his mind. I mean, *. ,t" all part of the-same household, so we might as well

go .ftt"A -O oi it, ott o tt^n just hold bgc! and feel resendul or whatever' That I am not doing the

;"lli"g.....Uiu*.Idon'tnecessarityfeelwhatJohnsaysorfeels..But."itisworkingOKlthink"
...ImeanJimtendstobemoret"r"ntrotofwhatlohntellsbuthedoesit(...)Itseemsquite

atrictyone.Ididn't*ttof..anticipateitquiteas...Imean'nolthatit'sbeen"'reallybad'you
fttoo,....theydon'tgetalongaswellaslthoughttheymight...(lstlnterview)'

John, who wanted greaterclarity than Stephen ahut when Jim was or was not going to be

with them, said on the one hand that he did not see the actual transition as a'big deal

because you go to school and you come home. You are always leaving and coming

anyway', but on the other:

Frommyperspective[there]ismoreasenseofconfusion(...)oneverybody's.parfBecauselmeanJim
sometimes arrives wifhout his . . . whatever he needs and . . umm, sometimes when I ask Stephen when

he is coming and he is not really quite sure and has o ring and Frnd out or something. so I see it as being

generally confuseC . . ' a bit confused (2nd Interview)'

However, they all felt that they had been successfully navigating the various shoals, and

implicitly endorsed Tom s opinion, that because so many people were affected by the

changeover, they all needed to be clear about the arrangement, and that the system

dependedon them all working in together:

But you've got, as I say, you've got John luPprting Steahen' doing his bir for the mad nio' ( ' ' ' )
Right? And you've goirl on thjother siae iupporfing frytl i1, trer tratf of rhe mad rio. We are not trying

to screw each other oi. i"tn not rying to scre* up John ( .-' .) -d I am not trying to upset anyones

applecart rhis end, -i I'[ work in *itn ner ior t"i"t-n.i *ant to do and if there is somet]ring that I need

to do, I'll tluow that inO rhe pile early and say, "But I trave to be somewhere at 7'00 so fterefore you

turkeys have got Ar ni6i16 ;6y:B"1 i .;n 1i,i.G One, and you have 1o get me there by 7'00 and vou

do w[at you like" . . . . Or I do it myself (3rd Interview)'

Generally, then, the new partner's role in the family was by nO means clearCut' and

was in several instances seen as complicating the situation although, as the Jones/Thomson

and Cooper/pearson parents indicate{ means were found for managing the differences'

However, foqr of the other parents, men and women, used the phrase 'piggy in the

middle' to describe their sense of being caught between demands of the children and of the
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partner, and to indicate their and the children's sense of divided loyalties. Maree described

a situation where her new partner bitterly resented the intn'rsion of the children and

attempted to exclude them, so that the periods when Sam was with his father provided

welcome respites from the tension but left her feeling very angry with behaviour from her

partner that she saw as selfish. Mary commented rather wryly that although her partner had

been distantly helpful, and kind to the children, he had 'gobbled a lot of oxygen', and

'siphoned' off energy that she felt should have gone to the children.

Within the current relationships John, Susan and to a lesser degree Liz saw

themselves as actively involved in a parenting role and the first two felt that their role had

the support and endorsement of the other parent. Tom and Peter, however, adopted a more

detached role - Tom because of the differences in disciplinary approach; and Peter because

of the difficulties and tensions surrounding his entry into the family, his rejection by the

children, his resulting ambivalence about the role and involvement that he would have

preferred and his desire to make it quite clear to them that he was not anempting to usurp

Luke's position. During the course of the second interview, he and Isa spent some time

talking abour the ways that he had in the past and could continue to usefully offer her

supporr. Rather than intervening directly in a family row both ttrought that talking over

alternative strategies to manage situations and offering moral support were valuable modes

of behaviour. Both thought that his total with&awal from an active role would be

impossible since he was living in the house, was obviously affected by the children's

behaviour, and could not (Isa was keen that he should not) take merely a passive role'

Greif & Simring hypothesised that the anxiety children feel when in a custody and

access situation about the absent parent would be much less likely to occur in a shared

parenting sinration. This does not seem to be supported by either the parents'or the

children's accounts of their feelings or behaviour towards the new parmer' The issue of

loyalty is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Ten, but it is worth mentioning briefly that

several of the children had been or still were, at the time of interviewing, concerned lest

one parcnt be lonely when they were not present. These feelings occuned even when

neither parent was in a reconstituted relationship. Where palpnts had moved into other

relationships, only one child (Tessa) appeared not to have experienced some conflict about

the implications of the relationship on the other parent'

There is a consequence of reconstitution on the children which Greif & Simring do

not mention. Where the new partner bnought children of his/her own into the relationship,

the period that the transitional child spent with the otherparcnt might well be welcomed'

Linda, Liz's daughter, found, aS is often the case, that having a stepsister was'terrible''

She had been the youngest, now felt displaced and welcomed times when Tessa was with

Fay, but also found she then had to adjust to her return:

Mainty....Iwasquitejealous(...)asfarasmyMumwas-concerned"becauselfeltthatTessagota
lot more atrention than I did, and it was true, mainly because I was.so awful that Mum didnt want to have

much!odowirhme,umm.....(afterOmontnstiringsimproved) becauselwentflattingandwhenl

came back I started to get on better with her.
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AO: What was it like when you were living here and having Tessa here one week' and not another?

Linda: Oh, it was greatl (laughter) Umm I don't actually remember ' ' 'I can just remember not

,"ufii fin g her andnot really wanting m have much to do with her [ 1.

AO: But do you rerkon rhat ttre u.tual, umm . . . the fact that you did 1* rather less of her in the end

helped? If she had b""" li"i;th; .ri - 
"t 

in the end, maybe ii was diffrcult n get accustomed to her

because she was here one week and gone the next?

Linda: Probably it wouiO trave 6gefreasier if sfe t"as here all the dme' Umm ' ' ' because I mean' a week

is quite a long time not to s& somgone, and then it's a bit of an adjustment even if it is only a few hours

once she gers birck . . . ;;fi1fi;;ffig_; on Sunday night when Tessa gets back, tlo the Monday'

AO; What do you se€ having to change?

iinai" Urr . . . . juri.o-,ii"ry ,*fiy That there is one other Person 
to think of'

;-o;1" you suddeniy have !o malce space {g.vtt another person?

Linda: yeah. Bur you Oon'ii."ifi nint of it in Oat *aV. ln ttte end you just accept it, and it just becomes

. . . . normal. I mean, as with any other living sinration'

shared parenting does appear, in light of the accounts given by the parents in this

study, to assist a reconstituted relationship because the time away from the children could

be given over to devetoping the new relationship. while parcnts did not not want their new

parmefs to displace the other parent, or expect they would attempt to so' they nonetheless

wanted some fonn of support from them. The new piutner's desire not to usurp a role did

not diminish the absent parent's sense of threat in most cases, and the children's diffrculty

in accepting the new partners was related to loyalty issues to the absent parent' Although at

the time of the last follow up, five parcnts cornmented on the ease with which they were by

tlnt imeable to allow the new partnet's active role in relation to the children, and to

recognise the value of their input, such a position was only attained over a relatively long

time. The belief that reconstituted relationships ought to be able to include the other parent

more easily ignores the extent to which parcnts generally for some time see themselves as

displaced by a reconstitution, and feel the need to neassert their cenualiry and importance

through rejection of the othet's new partner, or by denying in some way the centrality of

role that the new Pcrson maY have.

Consequences of the decision-making

The period of decision-making can be seen as something of an idealisation, where

decisions ar€ made in the hope that certain advantages will accrue. It is only by actively

living out the consequences of the decision that the complexities of one's actions can be

fully appreciated. As has been noted in Chapter Four, the arbitrary dissection of a text into

advantages and disadvantages of shared parenting does violence to the tangled natulc of

that experience, yet one of the problems is that in the process of transmission of experience

it becomes linear and segmented. This splitting of experience and adherence to binary

thought happens, it has been suggestsd' because of the diffrculty of gnsping an event

which is simultaneously one thing and another. Writing of metaphor as a means to hold

two heterogeneous elements close, Carson (1986, P'73) says that:

Ension of an acute and unresolvable kind informs this mental action. It demands of the mind "a

stereoscopic vision" i . . :fg;;;tp[t reference" ( . ' .) that is, an ability to hold in equipoise two

perspectives at once.
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Thought is thus placed in a warring framework, from which it is rescued by metaphor'

The metaphor that I want to develop here is intended to incorporate my earlier comments

on the divisive nature of the conjunction 'but' which tums the flow of the sentence against

itself. Instead, the inclusive nature of 'and' can be thought of as the meeting point or

conjunction of two rivers, where the flow of each merges and the two rapidly become

indistinguishable from each other. The experience, starting from different points, expands

to a fullness and strength denied in the individual flows' In this context' Carson's

comments on the derivation of the English word 'symbol is apposite:

The English word 'symbol' is the Grepk word symbolonyrr]cn ryan1, in the ancient world' one half of a

kn'cklebone carried as a token of identity to *in*. who has the otlrer half' Together the two halves

compose one meaning (P'75).

Analysis results in a disruption of the fullness of the experience' and the creation of

discrete categorisations. It is therefore important to stress at this stage that no parent fully

and unqualifiedly endorsed shared parenting; that the sinration was not seen as clearcuq

that part of any experience is the managing of doubts through holding onto important

beliefs which can be ass€rted as positives; and that because doubts exist, this did not mean

that parents necessarily wanted to change the arrangement completely' Even Charles who

was most restrained out of all the parcnts on the value of the ,uTangement, noted that it was

,the least of all evils', and Lawrence pointed to the impossibility of making clearcut

distinctions:

I am not clear that I do believe, uking the intellectual view of it ' ' ' that il is altogethera success or nol

But I enjoy it. So there we are. There we are. Say no more, and if I said more I shall be in fact ' ' ' you

ffi;;"yfttto justify why I enjoy it.I really enjoy it (2nd Interview)'

I mean it has been an emotional experience, in a way which my other family ' '-' haven't provided' Yeah'

Sure as heck that has been . . . and by and large - I don't know-. . put the gooo ttrings 
-on 

the,scale and

weigh rhem, I would thiri. th; h"t i.U"Uf y U."" --l wouldn't lave gotitu ioy ' ' if I lwdn't had the

sorrow.yeah. Umm, l:ii;;;, mani ur"n ti"-ii)o"t rlure, it wouli hm'e 6ein a very diferent sort of

.|by. What *'", our of the balance I don'tknow (3rd Interview: my italics).

And in the sanp way Michetle felt glad that they had tried the alrangement" yet

simultaneously felt cynical about it and believed that it had greater disadvantages for them

as a family than it had had advantages.

There are considerable degrees of contradiction within individuat texts when it

comes to analysing the advantages and diSadvantages that each palent ascribed to the

experience. what I want to insist on is that these contradictions have to be maintained'

rather than explained away or discounted as not really significant' Thus Martin could speak

at different points of the closeness of his relationship with both wornen and the need for a

more distinct separateness, his delight in joining the family at weekends' the freedom the

arrangement had given him to follow up his interests and the loss that he had suffered:
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But in a sense . . . in one sense, I have been robbed of certain things of the children. Sometimes I can still

feel a little bit resentful abour rhar . . in the sense rhat they live (so far) away. The major decisions are not

necessarily mine to make, and the everyday decisions aren't mine to make (tst Interview)'

To understand the experiences then, means retaining a sensitivity to the complexities of

position, ro the inevitability of contradiction. It means seeking to join, not hold separate,

the two halves of the knucklebones.

Tlrc advantagesfor tlu children

One of the reasons for choosing a shared parenting arrangement was because it

offered a chance for the children to retain contact with, and maintain immediate, more

balanced and developing knowledge of both parents. Fourteen out of the sixteen parents

saw this as more advantageous than nol The remaining two tended towards feeling that

contact with the other parent might be more of a disadvantage for the child/ren than an

advantage. Several parents thought that the shared parenting allowed the children not to

feel pressured to adopt one Set of values as against another, and in some instances

mentioned specifically that the children were no longer subjected to parental arguments' or

to feeling that they had to side with one parent, as they had prior to the sepilation' Maree

felt that the custodial mode had meant that Sam was the best adjusted of all four of their

children and that she was able to have a much better relationship with him. Both Patty and

Stephen believed that Jim saw as much of them as if they had been living together so that

in that way he was not deprived; Mary, that shared palenting offered the children

awareness of parental strengths and, like Dave, wider experience than could have been

offered by just one parent, and Jane and Isa felt that the regularity of experience on a day-

teday level was sigfficant. Jane said:

JA: lthinkthatthekidsbenefitfromactuallyhaving to ...live " withboththeirparents( "')
having to live on a day to day basis, geUing op in ttt morning, B.,{ng ready, and going.to school and

comi,ig home and eofig to bad ana iist traiing to fit into a hJme life of both parenF rather than actually

having-one who isiher! 1s a sugar iaO6y . . .-or sugar mummy . . . (lst Interview).

Her comments about the avoidance of the 'sugat parent' relationship were echoed

specifically by Isa, Luke and Mary.

Another advantage noted by Anna in particular was that the children retained

contact with their father whom she saw as a positive male model for them:

AO: fu far as the actual sharing of the parenting - do you have anl regrets?

AN; No.I couldn'thave - I can'tconceiveof anl otherway.I think.. Martin's inputasaman and asa

rnut" i, really vital.I think that he'salovely malemodel.. formy kids (...).I thinkthathe'sgota
long way to go to communicate . . . but he ii certainly further down the track tran he was ' ' ' umm' I
think ttrat he is very gentle and he's . . he's got a verygood heart . . and " he's gol loll of suengths' He's

a very disciplined person ( . . . ) he's caring, conscienti-- he's just got lots of qualities I've always lgutd: 
.

He's an honourable p"td . , .'h"'s ttusry6nf,i, Vou know, 
-all 

thole really soud qualities that makes him

"g*Operson....'SoImean,Ican'tseetheywouldhave.been....less..theywouldhavebeenworseofi t consider than if they had just lived with me. It would have been too one-dimensional' Especially

since it is an all-female household. Umm . . . I like a balance (lst Interview)'
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Yet at a later point she is critical of Martin for not talking more explicitly to the children

about his sexual orientation.

Six of the parents thought that the arrangement had demanded a higher level of

marudty for their children than if they had continued to live in a two parent householdT.

Whilc sharing this view, Patty and Stephen, however, did wonder if Jim's problems with

forgetfulness werc a result of feeling pressured by the alrangenrent, and resulted in his

being yelled at more. Fay was prepared to concede that what she saw as Ross's failure to

check whether Tessa had cleaned her tecth and washed her hair properly may have been

his anempt ro develop Tessa's sense of responsibility. Others thought that the children had

gained a broader perspective through a fuller appreciation of parental differences. The

Nobles and Cooper/?earsons believed that the children had been able to come to a fuller

appreciation of their parents' sexuality through having to live with its consequences and

therefore come to terms with it because they rcalised dry their parents could not live

together. For Jim, the discovery of his father's homosexualiry had been rather traumatic,

especially during the period when the Homosexual Law Reform Bill was being considered

when it had been brought home to him forcibly by the TV debates over the proposed

changes that his father was then legally a'criminal'.

The implications for children of their parents holding different values were

mentioned by at least five parents. Prior to the separation, the children were seen as having

often been subjected to conflict over values. For Isa, shared parenting considerably

diminished this conflict and the children were presented with clear differences so that they

could appreciate each parent as s/he was. Jane, on the other hand, appeared to share this

view, in that the separation ended the constant and irritating awarcness of differences and

shared parenting meant that she was no longer confronted with aspects of Dave's parenting

style with which she was in disagreement. But while this was easier on her, she was not

quite sure of the effect on the children:

I tt ink that Dave is . . ahhh has toully different standards to mine, sort of, around the house, in

terms Of hOw it IOOkS and hOw clean it is, whit you eat, when you eat' you know ' ' Umm' I think he has

otally different . . . sets of values about what's important in life ' ' ' '
AO.' What's imporant for him, do you think?
JA: . . .. . . . What,, tha rnort imporunt thing for Dave? It's Dave's commitment to his parents'

but ,. the..I,I,m just-on rhefundamenif ro.iuf issies.. Daveandl havetotallydifferentvaluesand I

oint, yoo know, they are there, the children are going lo _get 
very conflicting messages ' ' ' and ' '

AO: li terms of sociai.**not, in terms of racl, fana tvtaori - those sorts of issues?

,/A; You know, I mean.. Dave's sortof .. goesOverboard abOut rugby.. ' you know'*glo.tcars racing

downtown round the f,"rUo-, KZ-| , yuttnow, up the national flag, you know, I mean, which' alound'

which leave me cold.And . . i *ean rirey are there, urd the children are ggTg to get very conflicting

things. I mean, they always have . . . you know, in that Dave's gone mad about the rugby and I go "Oh

yuck," you know. I don't like ir
AO: Do you think that that matters?

/A: Well,I don't, I don't think it does marer and maybe it's actually quite good for the cttl019n because

theyareactuallyexposed veryearlyon. to..tn"ontty,"erystrongiy..:dif{erentperyle(Mmmm) " '

. . . anU very early on, actuatly havi to sort of ses them ' that not everybody's he same'

? Weiss (lgIg}notes that children of separated parents are often more mature than are children in intact

families.
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AO: Right. . . Do you fhink that now . . now that yoll are out of-that relationship, and with that whole '
sort of slnse of conflict removed, that it's sort of, particularly as the kids get older, it will be easier to talk

about, in terms of the difference and making choices and those sorts of . . . areas' things?

lA: (sigls) Easy for the kids?
AO: Yeah. And easier for you?

JA.' Well, it's certainly a lot easier for me . . . .

AO; Because you feel a bit less threatened?

JA; Well, I don't have to be confronted wittr what I don t like all the time, particularly by somebody- that 
-

ir 
".tu"f'fy 

in thesamehouse wirh. Umm. I.... t think - well,I don'tknow, you see' I think

at times thit rhe children find it a little bit confusing . . . in that, you know, they say,- "Well, we know

iou Jon'i like this, and why don't you like this, Mum?" and it's a liale bit confusing that there can be two

people whom they love dearly who ' . . are sodifferent.
iA.: And a" you finO ii"ety ersfto . . r*plain why you don't like it, or just say, "I see it differently"? Or

do you feel a bit caught out, or on the defensive, or-

"/A: No. I don't feel on the defensive at all. And . . . you know,I would hope t!1t in my explanations o
thekidsastowhylreacrdifferently..umm....I,Ijustputmyowncase;andlnever,eversay'"WeU'I
tt int pa"es ,tupid fo, tfrinting fhe way he does". i niean, t, I . . I would never do that But maybe it's the

same sort of fhing as - and you-kooo,, riaybe . . the kids get a different messag€. t1*if certainly got a

diff"r"nt r"r*gjabout me telling her to 
-go 

and growl at=Da"e. It was something that I thought I had been

really careful about. . . . . .(3rd Interview).

Malee, who was very conscious of extreme differences in values benreen henelf

and Keith, felt in the fint interview optimistic about the possibility that Sarn would choose

her values in contrast to Keith's chauvinism, but during the third became distressed in the

context of a discussion about Hugh's treaunent of his puppy, and felt that there was little

that she could have done to really challenge Keith's values without wider social changes:

MB: asfar as the dog is concerned - and Adrienne said to me, "Ytnow ,the dog sh&cs ' ' when Hugh

calls it.
Sarn: That's because of the way he speaks to it. I've, I have said -

Mg; Because he,s cruel to it ifit doein't oby. And Adrienne said to him, "Hugh' I_thoughr you'd got the

dog to like". And ut, tt" i"yt, "t did, and I'l[ love it"' he says, "when it obeys me ( ' ' ' ) I've gotta make

it scared".
Sam: Yeatr. Y'gotta do that. But he Uies too hard . . to make it scared And Adrienne and I werg talkiqg

last night, yoo lfro*. We think that Hugh got he dog Eqqry . . he wants ' . Adrienne o think' 'It's your

kid. This is my dog". He thought Adrienne was givin-g the kid too much love so he thought that he'd have

something for himself ( . . .).
MB: Yeah.But that's nc, excuse to treat it crrclly and make the dog terrified of him' He makes thar dog

rcnifired of him (. . .).
eO, no you have sorne conrerns about how Hugh will react to his child when his child gets older?

MB: Yes. I can see the same, the same cycle.

AO; That he will have to mistreat rhe child in order to make the child resp€ct him (M8 eclnes phrase) in

order for him to be able to love the child?
MB; Yeah. It's coming through with the dog!
AO: What does that feel like?
MB: Well, Gally. Hugh spenr mosr of his time with me and I thought that I - it feels rcrrible' Because'

fmo*, 
"n.n 

.r'. little boy Hugh spent most of his time with me, and it was only the 6 months that he

spentwithKeith(...)Your,.boys.you.know.being.tike'tlwir.father'because 'l 'let'
them . be . likz . their . farlwr! ( . . . )
AO; Do you somehow fiet nat you could have done more?

MB: ldon't, I don't tlink that ItouH have done more, umm, without the help of yciety, um, right at the

beginning, I s'pose, um, to make things equal for all of us. I s'pose ry9rhen and fathers, both parents have

ro"ha"e fr rq,iaf involvement with rh-e chitdren . . . and I thini that it's society thar has to make those

changes (3rd Interview).

Rather pessimistically, she concluded that the most she was able to do was only to'offer

alternatives'.
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Another advantage noted by parents was that the child became the focus of

anendon. Fay, Isa, Keith and Lawrence spoke of their delight when the children returned

to them. Lawrence used the phrase'bursting with enthusiasm', and Keith felt that he could

concentrate on Sam without the arguments and fighs beween himself and Malee acting as

distractions from Sam's needs:

K8: We work our lives out ogether.
AO: Is rhat somerhing ttrat you did not do with fte other fchildren]?
K8: Sure, I wa.s far more dictatorial.
AO: Why were you so much more dictatorial?
K8; I don't know. I think that I was just selfish.

AO; So what led to this change? ( . . ')
KB: ltbecame imponant torie rhat $m. .. ... um.. becausehehad gonethrough.lhe.,the' the

froniUte asp€cts of his Mum and I spliUing up, tlrat then ' . . that I owed it to him that his life would be '

. as.... pleasantandas/ull ....andascontrolled,I suqPosgthewordis. Butinotherwords' thathe

aion t aipout, you know. That there was as much as possiirie that, that the positive asp€cts of this were'

were emphasised . . . (3rd Interview).

Finally, Luke mentioned that he felt that the arrangement had also brought the npo

children closer rogether, and given them a sensitivity to each other and an interdependence

which he felt that they might not otherwise have gained'

Disadvantages for tlw children:

It could be argued that a good deal of the day to day stress associated with raising

children comes from the necessity of having to make continual decisions about what is in

the child s interests, often with the awareness that confirmation of the adequacy of that

decision may be some way off, or at other times impossible to conlirm directly. In this

context it is ineresting that six of the parents (including Liz), felt either that they would not

themselves like to move between houses with the frequency that their own children did or,

alternatively, that the whole experience was so foreign to what they themselves had

experienced as children that it was impossible to imagine what it might really feel like' Jane

was worried for some time about the children's having to expand their definition of what

was'home' and furthermore, that she was seen as outside the family by the children:

I don,t know how much the children actually view rhis as being 'their' home and how much they see it as

'Mum's house'. I would actualty hope that they come to see it as'

AO: What is the differcnce for you ( ' . ')?
JA; Iguessit's sortoint.... s"ni"of,of - I supposeformyself that I need toknow that they have a

senseofbelongingwithmeandwhereIam,inmy-space.--''''.'umm'''''yoqknow'thatthey
don't actually see me * U"i"g t"p.*r"from, from iheh anfl Dave - being one little unit and me on the

outside (lst Interview).

The fairly general lack of knowledge about how the other home operated on a day

to day basis made a fuller knowledge of the children's response to the sinration less

available to parents. This lack of knowtedge became more pervasive the more difficult the

parcntal relationship. Chades spoke for several parents when he spoke of the 'great void (

. . . ) I just don't know what is going on. That is the fifty percent void" Yet this is not to

imply that parents worried constantly about the arrangement and the effects on the
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children. Michelle said that while she felt a nagging anxiety about the way that Kay was

affected by the alTangement, she certainly was not just sitting and 'moping' about it'

However, both Keith and Luke noted the ease with which they ended to blame the

arrangement when things went wrong. It was easy to assume that the children must !g

disadvantaged because of the unconventional parenting alrangement'

It seemed 16 me that the questions which parents asked about the arrangement were

often to do with its possible destabilising effects. could you, for example, explain Jim's

seeming lack of friends on the arangement, or was it morc a temperamental feature' that

he, like Stephen, just had one friend at a time; or to do with the fact that Tom was not

always welcoming of otherchildren? would it, Luke worried, lead the children to think

that, because their own alrangement worked well, this was a better way to raise families

than in a more conventional mode? Were thebhildren, Dave wondered, in some way

missing out bcause they only were with one parent at a time, and therefore in some sense

Iacked the balance that would be provided by both? What, others wondered' were the

long-term consequences?

The other concern, raised especially by Michelle and Mary, was to do with the

child's sense of impermanence. Michelle felt that the movement, the changes and the

adults' inability to separate emotionally, which was further complicated by the shared

parenting, had contribured substantially to Kay's vulnerability. In talking of her perception

of their situation over the years Mary's account moved between doubt and affirmation' She

expressed doubt about its effect on the children, acknowledged the way that the

iurangement served her needs at times of great stress, and concluded at the time of the

interviews that there were some real positives. What is interesting about the way she

expressed herself is that in exploring some concerns' she was also able to confrrm

elements of the situation that she viewed positively:

MI: Well, I dont really know about the children. There is some . . sometimes I feel ' " lrnm' I'd like to

know if thisgoing Oon"19 the other...umm reduces.. ' ahh " theirability to makea

commitment, you t"roJ, r"tt"n".- . umm, children need . ahh, something much more central' umm ' ' to

branch out from. They need more of a Uase unrm, rore of a definite -*n*, of belonging to one particular

place. I don'r know about that, Anne. They *"ii."" Urryn OgirivgO of that . . umm' in physicat terms' ( '

. . ) there are times when I . umm, have gone tirougtr a lot of anxious thought, quite emotionally bad

;il"d; ril hsr few years. I think, umm, naia-fot was related to my p€rsonat {tuatiol' A lot was

related to the very Uad Pi"ff that I was sufferingfrom : : ur.nm,..i-t's alwaysbeer fAty.g* ' 'umm ' ' sort

of 1o know yo'r own cicf icaf na*e a Uit . . -if."l, ahh, ihat "I can hold back, I can hold back' The

children will be going i*ai', oinot getting too wonied if you w9p getting too 0i,9ur}c0 because of the

fact that rhey will onry J6*poira io-rt ir ior another Aay ino a bit . . or things like that. Like when you

know that there will #;;pG from it V"tl"t . . -. o,'''o, so those have always been one of the good

things.Isnlldon'tbelievethatoneparent....onbeadequate' I l},if thereare2parents'andhave

something of each of them.
AO; Even when split? (Mmm). when you say, " I don't believe one parent can be as good as [wo" arc you

talking about -
MT: 2 very sound Parcns.
AO: Yes. yes. Wfrat arelou feeling thar frey would be missing if they had had only one very fond

rent?
MT: Well, I wouldn't have had that energy, umm, in physigaf lerms., umm, to give them the range 9f
experience rhar rhey can have with me onZrft"it i"itt"t. Gigttq They'd be living a much more limited ' '

sort of existence.
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AO: So the fact that the kids go away gives them (Variery) Gives them variety, (Yes) and gives you

yourself personally an opportunity m re-charge?

MI: yes. I need that. Ves. nnd it gu.r them an exposure to a gleater range of activities than one parcnt

could make available.
AO; Right. When you talk about -
MT: And people (lst Interview).

But her hesitations abut the arrangement persisted, and were given expression at different

points of the interview. She wondered if the frequent changes had meant that the children

had not adequately developed a daily routine, and if the breaks from parenting had meant

that she had not developed suffrcient expectations in relation to their helping around the

house, while recognising that they could rise to the occasion when necessary. She

reiterated her concern about the children's lack of a firm base, and expressed anxiety that

they picked up too much of the hostility between herself and Charles, illustrating this by

reference to a letter written by Cornelia during the period of the court case. Once again, at

the end of the section of the interview quoted below, she came to a stronger point of

resolution:

AO: Haverhey ever expressed any feelings about the pacqg and- unpacking? The sense of movement?

MT: Well,onte opon itit" .. iUout .. ..Zyeatsigo,I was-cleaning upCornel!'s PoP when she

** .*oy, -d I found these various little notei, saying quc! the same thing under her bed,. umm ' ' ' it

was reh#sing a goodbf i"trr to." . . . and - noto6oth of us, umm . . . ."Dear Mum and Dad""ahh'
,,I,m sorry to * O6ing tt i, to you . but I'm going away somewhere.-I don't know where- I'll do my best to-

be happy. I love youloth very much . . . I'ir siik of being a yoyo. Don't come and look for me"' and so I

l"ptihi on" nat iooteO Ufe tfre nnaf 6praft?) copy - yes - yg umm, waited until I had Comelia on her

own, and asked her what this wa.s . . . aUouf, yotl'frow, and she never lold me ml{ing of how it felt and

I asked if did it feel like this to her, and the proor linle girl got extremely concerned for me that I had seen

it, anA . . .very anxiotu to tell me that sne irad only *tnioking- . . '.she was only pretending' that it was

noning, it was nothing 19 do with what she was feeling' But l-felt that she wasn't ' ' ' umm ' '

"Orittilig.Ithoughtth-atshedidn'twantmetoknow,yes.Ald,umT.'..:.Yeatr-'.rIFTkthatwasreally aliut iq b;aus"l; r." *V times I ask them about what was happening at Charles' ' I.didn't want

to pry into his affairs, but they *outd clam up. I felt that they felt that it was something that they couldn't

teti. gut l realty didni:tynow if there was anything in the signals that l had been giving . . umm " ' why

she should feel any sort of disloyalty or . .
AO; Whu did you feel like when you found this note from Cornelia?

MT: Devastaledl Just, umm . . . '
AO: Can you explain what the devaslation was?

MT: Well, O ed you the truth, you know for about 4 years o! m1 !i.fe' all I seemed to be-doing was

lurching from one crisis to another. There seemed O be tto end of things' I was having AWIUL problems

withthlsman.Idon'rknow how Ishouldhavetoleratedthose... Iwashavingpmblems in . 'every ' "
. corner.I was having proUf"rr with Charles, with this house, my mother had lung cancer,.there was other

sortsof. ...ev, eu"ryihing.Therewasnop€aceatall. NO tetup. Andumm.....Oh,I justwanted

Comelia to talk, I irstwaited her to tell me, you know, just '
AO: And so ir also felt like some personal re.lection of you, that you were her-?

MT: Yes.Yes. She couldn't talk io me. yeah. BuE you know, I really wanted to know what this zote

was all about. I wouldn't have really guessed from her demeanour, ummm '
AO.. you,ve never been able to work out - I mean, you've just assumed that that was actually a "real" note

and was -(Yes yes) and she's never said anything?
MT: No. No.
AO: It must have been - oh, just a really difficult -

MT: Yes. Difficulr dme. Yii, Anne, yes. Umm . . . . ' yeah, yeah- I think there were dmes in it' when

umm . . . I really did wonder whether it would be bener lor the children just to be mainly ' .with one or

other of us.
AO; And what times sst that feeling in morion?
MT: Well, somerimas, I think, wtrei t would be under so mtch enorional srass I'd feel they definit- no

matter what was going on with Charles, I'd feel that they rrould be better off with Charles . ' . umm ' ' '
and then, at other timis, when I felt rtnt he was, ahtrh, playing up, being hostile,I'd think, "No' I should
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have been suong. Yeah, they should really just be with me. . . It would make more s€nse, you know, that

the other way wasn't gonna work". Yes.
AO: But now, you can actually say, with some . . . . strong feeling that it has been -

MT: T}l,atl am very glad.
AO: And that it was worth the pain?

MT: Worth the pain. Yes.
AO: Despite the things'
MT: Tliy se€m to UdOoing so well, in their lives, Anne. Cornelia brought home her meritcertificate that

tlre op t0 got at the end of 
"ttp y."t. Sn" was 3rd in the class of a very, quite an achieving class, and you

mo*, sne'i lov - and Simon is going very well with his wsk, and I just feel, well, their friendships are 
. -

g*d,';d that, and the teachers-feet ttrat ney are prerry^OK .-.Td 
31,h, 

I feel . . . you know, that, umm' if
if,"V ion" &nn lwrnudl don't see too much-evidence bf it, of that. Yeah. ' . . t hope I'm not being blind ' '
(lst Interview).

While Mary reaffirmed here the choice she had made, both points of affirmation quoted

above are unbalanced by her other assessments, and by her comment that they had

'survived' the arrangement, a choice of a word which has connotations of toughness and

tenacity, but also of extremity. What also has to be taken into account is that when a

decision has been made to act, and that action has been persisted with over a long period of

time in the face of considerable difficulty, then it is simply not easy to admit, or even to

know, whether an alternative cogrse of action would have been bener.

Shared parenting, as described by the adults, in relation to their perception of the

children's needs, did not add up to a wholesale endorsement of the arrangenrent. Some

had many fewer doubts than others, but all expressed some reservations. As in most life

situations, the advantages and disadvantages were there and informed each other. It is as

though the arrangement has to [e seen as moving between two planes' The everyday

routines happened and these in themselves helped sustain a belief that the arrangement was

viable and positive. But beyond lay consciousness of concerns, doubts and hesitations

about children's needs.

The advantagesfor the adults

Some of the advantages of sharing parcnting had been anticipated at the time of the

decision. Others had emerged as time went by. Consequences of the arrangement, such as

the diminished contact with the children, about which the women were particularly

concerned, were later seen to have some advantages. Nearly all of the parEnts believed that

shared parenting had contributed extensively to the development of their self-esteem and

sense of identitY.

For the men in panicular, (excluding Ross, where the shared parenting continued

the previous allocation of child-care responsibilities, and Martin) the arrangement meant

that rhe children were able to become, as Stephen said, 'part of my life', in a way that

generally they had not |gen before. Stephen found that the shared parenting meant a feturn

to a previous norrn, the, 'fairly . . . constant contact involvement " "you know'

and I felt really, really not happy when that wasn't happening (1st Interview)' The gaining

of knowledge about, and participation in, the children's lives was seen as very important

by the men, and was consistently mentioned as a particular and often unexPected delight'
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Parents too spoke of being able to enjoy parenting more than before, panly because

of the time away from it. A reduction in interspousal tension over differences in values

was, as noted previously, observed by several. Dave felt that he was no longer so open to

criticism over his parenting techniques, and that he could do things in his own time'

according to his own standards; Isa, that the conflict in values had diminished The way

that Isa spoke suggested that she no longer felt responsible for the sort of person that Luke

was, and giving up that notional responsibility and the conflict associated with it was a

relief:

Luke &nows that I, that we, we just know that we see things differenily ( , . ' ). That once the children are

with him, his values, perceptions, the richness of his character, the [ ] things ' they are not my

responsibility. That I offer iomening different n the children and my values are much clearer o them by

traving rtlat in&pendent relationship-wittr ttrem and Luke's . . . values are clearer to them because of his

indeSndent relarionship ( . . .). I ttrint ttrat rhat is one of the big reliefs of us living separately.and

,"coinising each orher's'din"r"n.o and hoping that the uniquenessof ech of our lives will enrich the

chil&en, rither than be a, you know, a point of conflict (2nd Interview).

An increase in personal flexibility was noted, either in relation to oneself, or one's

partner. For example, Maree thought that Keiilr had become less chauvinistic. Keith, too,

saw himself as very different in some respects:

[SamJ is really the most fortunare in some r€spects of all four of the boys b.*q* he had hap the best of

Mum and Dad. He certainly had the best of me. t am a far, far better bloke than I ever was when I was

married. Far.far beUer.l'inmor€ - really got my nut together, y'lnow, because you luve to' I was

determined I wasn't - I think M. just nolintl'dsitin apigsty ..and just, just " " 'I don't

tno*-justdieof....cinhosisoftheliverorsomething..'..Uutum.'....y'know,that'snotthe
way (lst Interview).

Mary thought both that she was nrore relaxed and morc able to see the children as separate

entities, and that Charles had increased in sensitivity to the children as a result of his

involvement. Recognising that one was dispensable could only happen with the sharing of

the children. Sharing then contributed to a broadening of one's horizons, a point made by

a number of the parents. Michelle s first reaction was to feel that the shared parenting had

had little to contribute to the development of seH-esteem, a point of view which she

changed in mid-sream:

I sort of feel that it is not the shared parenting that has done that fassisted with ttre improvement in her self

esteem). It is a1 the oftr rhings. tfi been Oiing ne degree, it's been taking myry.Jf off to Australia'

dispire'all odds and afiemorts"o rry and make ie say . . . . was. actglly.a very liberating ttting for me to

do . . . was to actually . . know nai t neeOeO to do that and say it and do it, and not allow [awrence or

*yon" else to actoally stop me. Umm . . and then !o come Uict< . '. and make a living for myself ( - ")
yeah. To be able to Od uU it or" rhings. Yes, I rhink it's been a sort of - Ye's! I can actually see shared

parenting as really.onritutitg to &4, um, although - let me think for a moment ' ' ' ' I am wondering

whether time out fto*X"iOidactualli help me . .". son of, um, salve which pieces 9j myself when I

needed to.'Cos achrally,lit traOn't traO ttntitrareO parenting - Yeah. Y''that is actually a-very interesting

question. I think ttrat ne shared parenting did have a lot ofvalue, when I think about it' for me' Um ' ' ' '
]. iGss arcarse of att tnat anl a[ Oirhings of.powerlessness and all the rest of it . . . the time out I
had 

-from 
Kay was proUaltyieatly quite valu6le, in terms of, um, letting me catch up on people who were

quiteimportanttomei.-...1'C'otwhenshedid,um...disappear,um"forthosedays'thenI'Idid
use that time lo otn . . gtt my*lf (laughing) ightout of the roles of an ex-wife. And that was very

valuable (3rd Interview)
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The theme which Jane explored was also in relation to identity, but focussed more sharply

on the way traditionally defined images of women had become unacceptable to her:

Ithinkrhatiflhadhadrhekidshereallthedme...Iwouldhavejustah..sortofsubmergedmyself
into the children ( . . . ) ie-ort';mo* *tt"tfttt long term it would h.*".sen a particularly good way of

coping. I think tftat rfti, ut . . iou know, havinf dmes without the children here ' ' ' umm' you lnow

trai rfify sort of forced rhe issue and fuced melo look at the future and um, come to terms with it ' '
cqne to terms with the reality . . . Yeah. So I rhink that it does make it easier fnot having the children all

the time).

And she went on to talk about the fact that, conhary to her expectations, Dave had coped,

so thar she did not have the children full-time as she had expected. She felt this was

ultimately all to the good:

it would certainly have been very much harder for me to, um, n re-establish my life' I certainly - one of

tir" ni"lt, o"" oi'tt 
" 

tt ing, that l've sort of come to teaii.e' sort of, after having had the kids' and' and

ioogniiitigtttr ton of str6ng socialisation that I had had about the role of mothers, that I didn't want to

L"A ip.t tf,".g, of 45, like so many womenn when the children leave home, that they astlrally have

"otftitig 
( . . . )-Yes. Ir is a loss of identity in a way . . in-that, olm .. . for a long time I suppose ' ' ' ' '

umm....sortofseenmyselfasbeingamother...andthensuddenlyrealisingthatactually,youknow'
. . I'm not. I mean, tfra*iot mV prim-ary function or role any longer. And that's taken a long dme to

work through uut - yeatr - forini in" control of the children and those sort of silly little *aYl - I mean'

buying theii clotheiand thingsi I mean, in a way. Yeah. It's just one more thing (lst Inten'riew)'

similarly Mary thought that shared parenting had made her value the children more, yet

their absences had prepared her somewhat for the time when they would'go their own

ways,. Yet is also worth noting that both the women were talking about an event which

they had defined for a long time as a loss, an event which involved a significant

redefinition of themselves and which, although they could subsequently lmk back and

applaud the step they took, was painful at the time'

Shared parenting provided a respite from demands and enabled parents to bring

more energy and often enjoyment to parenting. Keith believed that taking responsibility for

sam ensured he provided a proper diet which had spinoffs for him too, and he enjoyed the

way they organised life together. Luke enjoyed the fact that the kids'know I am there"

and Dave spoke of the way that more inpnse involvement in the day to day had meant that

his relationship with the children had become much closer:

Fay's comments provide an indication of the way that many of the texts move across

boundaries, so that the disadvantages, the loss, the loneliness, the loss of control, are

interwoven with the benefits:
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I've said to you I think that one of the singular benefits for Tessa is that ' ' 'she gets ' ' like fresh laundry

onceaweek,aparent..whoisdeadkeentobewithher...overjoyed16havethegirlandeagertohear
how she is, iiscuss things, support her . . uganise her week, do things rcgetherand then come the next

Monday she,s got anonlt parlnt eager ro dithe same things. W-ell, conversely' I get arenewal of my joy

inhavingTessa..."u"ry'fo.t,ighii...) Never*eatstliin.Neverwears thin" " 'Conversely again' '

. . yoo triue rhe lonetinesi and lo"nging foiney that parents who have ttreir kids around all the time

pr6Uuuty have forgotten .uout. uui itjust, it keefs'tlr,at re_lationship.with your child really valrcd'Thats

what I feel. I value it so much because it is precious and I have to share it, not day to-day, with my mate

Uot i tit"trtty have to hand it over . . . not tiat you have to claim all responsibility of love or whatever ' '

butl lnndoyer control of ir-O Or organisatidn of it, *eet after week- after week . . . . But for that I get it

handed back ro me too. And tlat's neaL That's really good. And to see her - the joy . . .at coming back' I

mean, she not only gets a keen parent, but she is loving ' ' '(3rd Interview)'

The time without the children was descrihd rnostly as a very considerable benefit.

As nearly every parent noted, it meant that you had time to pursue your own interests'

Dave pointed out that you did not get ground down by the'drudgery'of solo parenthood'

and nor were you confronted with a situation where'the other person was in Someway ' '

benefitting . . . from the fact that you were looking after the children most of the tirne',

which he thought would be'annoyin$. Manin, who had least time with the children to

some extent balanced that loss against his ability to continue his own life style in a fairly

unintemrpted manner. And as Luke said, in answer to whether he made much contact with

the children during the weeks they were with Isa:

Isais more inclined to givethemaring andseehow they are,whereasl, I am notso... so " ' inclined'

..Youknow,I'vegotriUerealaboutit...umm...tieattylookforwardtoseeingthem,butdsolook
forwardtothemgoing....Iamstillaselfishperson.tstitilite...Istilllike...notbeingbound
(2nd Interview).

Furthermore, the women said that the alternate weeks of child-care responsibility

made coping with the pressures of full-time employment easier. Three of the women felt

thar they would not have been able to hold down full-time work had they been solely

responsible for the children because the demands would have been too great' The

alternating arrangement allowed them to make a commitrnent to work, and meant that they

werc able to schedule evening meetings where necessary during the times that the children

were with the other parenr. In this way the time that the children were with them was kept

free so that they could give the children their full attention.

Tlu disadvantages of slnred parenting

yet the childless time was also a difficult time for nearly every parent. The three

exceptions were Maree, Stephen, and Ross. Ross commented:

Iampteasedtoseeher.BythetimeSundaycomesround....bythesametoken,umm""'you
know, she,s not there, ttren, yknow . . . things just rundle on (2nd Interview).

Pany felt that the iurangement meant that she saw less of Jim:

there are times when l wish l could see a little more of him, have a little more time with him but " ' but

that is only every once in a while (3rd Interview)'
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All the other parents spoke with different degtees of intensity about their sense of loss

when the child/ren went ro the other parcnt. While it is clear that the acuteness of the

experience of loss had to some extent diminished over time (Michelle, for example, no

longer felt'desolate'), it had by no means disappeared' and the sense I was given was that

parents had to deal with it each time the children moved. Against the freedom, the retef

from the immediate responsibility and the'holiday'n as Dave putit, had to be placed the

loneliness, the empty house, the feeling of missing out on part of the childlen's lives

which were difficult to reconstruct (the loss of continuity was mentioned by many parents)

as well as the readjustment that had to be made when they returned' One of Keith's

reasons for advocating a longerperiod for the child to stay with each parent was because

this reduced the frequency with which one was faced with the deparnrre. That this

experience of loss was seen as a necessary evil was apparent - it was impossible to have

the advantages of the shared parenting without also experiencing the drawbacks' Mary

remarked that she had learnt how to live without the children, but that she was happier

when they were with her. Where the advantages of shared parenting were seen as minimal,

as in Charles' case, then the sense of loss was all the more difficult to deal with. He spoke

of his continuing, although reduced, sense of 'numbness', and Luke, as has been noted'

kept back some of the children's clothes to retain a sense of their Presence in the house'

Jane was still finding after a year of shared parenting that the children's absence was

d.ifficult to rnanage. She had continued to make a point of seeing them every day, although

she regarded this as'unhealthy' on her part, bcause it meant that she could not'let go',

and therefore appreciated as well as resented the children's lack of overt interest in her

visits.

The way that the loss was managed appeared to be through emphasising the

advantages, and the building up of activities and interests as compensation. Parens learnt

tolivewiththeirchild/ren'scomingsandgoings.Butthefactthatthesenseofloss

diminished somewhat over time should not be used to discount the intensity of feeling

which was experienced by both parents. The arrangement does involve discontinuities,

and readjusunents in style and pace of life. In what is seen as the conventional family' the

perid when a child might be expected to leave home is foreseen for some time, and there

is the knowledge rtrat developmentaUy such an action is appropriate. While the period of

mouming and readjustrnenr that women have been seen traditionally to experience when a

child leaves home has been glven pathological connotations (albeit that women were seen

as experiencing the'empty nest' syndrome because of their internalisation of a particular

ideology of motherhood) what becomes apparent here is that one cannot expect to

compensate for loss simply by creating alternative pursuits. The argument has been put

forward in the literature on shared parenting that women resist shared parcndng because it

involves a resnicdon of the maternal role (and therefore of power); and that, if women

have careers (an option not available to many women because of stnrctural inequalities and

high unemployment), then there would not be the experience of loss (Richards &
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Goldenberg, 1985). My data would dispure such simple causalities. In the first place, such

an argument does not account for the feeling of loss which the men experienced, but which

is surely not surprising in the light of the redefinition of identity which shared parenting

demanded, and their discovery of their children. In the second place, such an argument

overlooks the nature of the experience of loss in this particular context as a significant

psychological event which requires time as well as energy to sunnount.

In addition to the mostly unexpected experience of loss, parents spoke of a number

of other drawbacks, which had become rnore apparent over time. Some of these are also

noted in the American literature. A number of parents noted the rcstriction on relocation

which the scheme imposed. Some found the necessity to have contact with their ex-partner

a disadvantage and Luke, when things were difficult between him and Isa' felt that he

would much prefer to communicate through the children. Fay spoke of the intensiry of

emotional commitrnent that she had made to shared parenting which left her with

insufficient emotional energy to invest in another relationship:

It just akes so much out of me and it is tfte most important thing o me so that I sort of haven't got

iriougfrenergy forotheirelationships (...) ... w'hatitmeans19 meis that" ' umm " it's so

emotlonally-tixing that, umm . . it is the mosr . . . important thjng to me that there is bugger all energy

left in.. . investinotherpeople. (.. ..) Andit rakes ip 
^ort 

o!loul tife-than.anou.tsiderwould see

ii^ing in. ( . . . .) I live this thing all day, everyday. Ross cruGs abng j9r 
"lolg 

qf" and.then blows

or saves rhings up ano trren savr, 
iTir" tii aniC aUout a whole heap of things". lut t carry them around

with me and-alk'about them ail-tJre time, it seems to me, which is, for a person of my-make up' an

immense emotional undertaking (lst Interview: My italics)'

Ross, however, did not feel that he was so emotionally bound up in the iurangement:

if things are floating along reasonably well, we, you h9*: y9q dont try to . ... . '.' get into any great

pnifos6pnicaf rort oi . . .I .exchangei about . . . . the whole thing (2nd Interview).

The issue of career loss was also mooted by two parents, both of whom had been

most affected in career terms by their parenting choices. Once again, the problem was not

seen as either black or white. Anna, who felt that the extra commiEnent she had had to

make to the children had increased her parenting ability substantially, and that she had

enjoyed and valued the time she had given them, nonetheless felt that she had had to chose

between a career and children, so that her career prospects were much more limited than

Martin's. She said,'I think that it has been very successful' but I don't know that I would

do it again'. Luke, who at one point was struggling with what it meant to be a parent to

older children in relation to the amount of contact necessary to sustain a relationship,

wondered if he had put aside his fishing unnecessarily8. He instanced friends who had put

in very linle time with their children but who still seemed to have a close relationship. At

the same time, though, he appreciated what he called his'semi-retirement', with the

opportunity it afforded jg'ruminate on the past, the present and the future"

8 At the time of the interviews, he was having an on-going argument with Diana about whether she would

eat breakfast with him and Isac or go next door O eat with her friends.
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Despite the flexibiliry which shared parenting afforded parents during the week or

other times that their children were not with them, some parens also spoke of the

constriction of their social lives. Mary said that she 'never budged' while the children were

with her during the diffrcult years immediately after the separation, and several other

parents said that they stayed home to be with the children. Dave felt that the whole

arrangement created for other people a'basic unceftainty whether they are going to find

you with the children or without the children'. Others, however, had felt in the past that

they perhaps ought to have spent nrore time with the children ttran they had:

IJ; But you se€ . . . when you, when you confine the thing fo15 o.ays you Te inclined P lryk back on

G period of the 5 Oaysanltttint, "Crumbs. That day I was-doing this, that day I was doing that ' ' and

pooi child. I have noieven spent a moment with her;'. So, if you've got a continuous period and your

i onrt and fattrer are there every day of the year, you'd never look at it that way' There is always tomonow

(....)
aO, gut in a way it is almost as if you have to make this slightly more special all the time because you

don't have her every daY.

L8; That's right-
AO: Slighrly unreal implications for both of you.

LB: yes. Except t Oon'[tfrint I get too affectid by it (...)_Itis like all thesethings when youputa " I

think I am used to it now, but ceiainly at some stages, um, I have been more worried about it thu at

others. you over-componsare . . . You feel almost dury-bound to provide a wildly entertaining " umm "
AO: An exciting and innovating time?

LB: Every,every soft of the, th"e period that rhe child is with you. And you can t go on like that' No' ' '
No. I thinft I havb gone ttyough that one. I ttrink that that is past (2nd Interview)'

Michelle who had conrmenred on her freedom to develop her own life when Kay was with

Lawrence, also spoke of the way that the arrangement imposed a different sort of

constraint when Kay was with her:

Because I think that part of the co-parenting thing has meant that I have over-compeneE{: ' or felt ' '
restrained . . . or sort of stayeA puiwhen fiy is tere and o sort of try a19 grvg hel everything she needs

when sheisaround.ldontninkthatlhavegoneloo overboud.....Therehasbeenthattendency ( ' ')
iflfeelrhatsheishavingrhatsettled...seclrebase,thenlthinklwillfeelalotfreerahut,um,you
tno", g9i11g off and Ooif,g *frar f want to do . . . on the nighs I choose to go out etc., hcaus€ she is here

...I mean,I don'ttnow ihetherlam neurotic aboutitornot, butl feel it is differentand it will " nke

away my anxiety about her long-rcrm I suppose. And I wont be inclined to sort of partition off time left'

right and centre . . . -U O"notrhyself exilusively to her,_because there won't be that need, there won't be

that...sortofunOertyinln."atoOothat,or,or,'sortoffeeling(...)Isupposeffyo.ufrylthatyour
O"ogttt"t is not gettini*"titfring that she very much needs ttren you try and give it to her in other ways '

. .litrictr becomes a bit disastrous, I suppose (2nd Interview)'

More recently, she believed that she had begun to work through that feeling of having

always to be there for Kay, deciding that it was now possible for her to go out' She

mentioned the way that a friend wouldring up:

she first started ringing and saying, "How about coming and do-ing.rlris tonight?" I-thought' "Oh, I couldn't

possibly do ttrat! f ie ioi ry duuifirc. here". (Laughtei).N.on.Iiin\' "Well, you know, if vou give me a

night's warning, I think I might be able to urr-triomething". There's been a bit of movement there! (2nd

Interview).

About half of the parents expressly committed themselves to being at home over

the time that the children were with them, or at least to go out as little as possible' While
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such bhaviour can be read as partly practical (it is easier and cheaper not to have to use

child-minders) and as paftly compensatory (as pan of an attempt to ensurc that the children

felt that they were available to them), it may be that such availability creates unreal

expectations in the children about the nature of parenting'

Gender Issues

Although the issues of gender and identity arc discussed more fully in Chapter

Eleven, it is worth noting here bniefly some of the gender issues that emerged as a result of

shared parenting. There were clear divisions in relation to concerns and issues expressed'

ln general, the men were conscious that the adoption of a fuller parenting role demanded

an increase in sensitivity and awareness. They recognised ttre need to'learn the linle

things,, the 'mother-type things'. shared parenting created the need and the opportunity to

explore the more feminine sides of themselves, an opporunity which seemed to be

welcomed yet was not unambiguous. For Dave, the ability to be a'more equal' more even

. . .' parent was a necessity if he was going to perform his role adequately' But such a

development had its systemic features. If he was to become more competent, then Jane had

to be prepared to take a less central role:

AO: When the children are with you, then you would go to, sa-y a school meering or would.Ake them to

rhe doctor, or buy ttrings that rney neeOf Is lhat how it tappensi Are there some areas in which Jane is

sri ll primarily responsible?
D8: Well-
Louise: Jane takes me - Jane took me to the doctor the other day'

DB: lane -
Louise: And she took us tol ].
DB: lanetends . . to do more than me. Y'know? she jusu when I'm looking after-tlrelids, Jane still ' '

i"rpi i" " 
1ot and does things. I mean, she _drops 

in . .-quite a lot, takes them to school and she tends- she

takes them- I don't nink tvJuken rhe children'to the doctor yet. Mainly because - th'I took l'ouise to

tft. f,orpiAf, Uut usuatty Uecause lane iumps T and sort of says that she sort of needs to go to the docnr

before i . . would have ' . realised it or thought that it was-

I-ouise: Mum came * 
"69ut 

*v r,"ir."t rnoi rrao an earache and she had to ring up the doctor at schml'

D8: Yes, so that's -
AO.' How's that for You Dave?

D8: Well, I would prefer to be come a more equal' mop even .' '
AO: You'd prefer tottlk;,fitp""iiUifity for getting them to the doctor ( Yes ) and aking them to get

their hair cut?
D8.. Yes, I woutd prefer that. Like I did raise it . in the early dayg -!Pm 

. . '-' she was always

rushing out to buy clo0res and still is to some extent, but I sort of saiO ttO likz to take moe part in it

because, y'know, . . .-i*i;;t.d 1o. The fact that Jane was more used to it' was more ' ' ready to do it -

in fact . . . felt rot" griirtt" ougtrt to be doing it meant that she was getting in there and buying them

clothes whereas I would sort of . . put up with -

AO: You'd wait just that bit longer and then-

D8: Yeah. And I would miss out (lst Interview).

Dave saw his self-employment as contributing to a greater flexibility which enabled him to

drop in at school, get involved in school activities, and be home at times in the afternoon,

all of which helped extend his knowledge of the children'

For Luke, though, the process of developing more sensitivity to the children was a

learning process which came'naturally'only tO women. He made the following comments

in the contexr of talking about the ease with which he felt he could have opted out of the

children's lives when the separation occurred:
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we[, I'm realistic enough to know myself and rc know that that's the way I could F'--d it's something I

trave O continually fig[t, and so you know, you consciously do something about it' I suppose' But you

,tiUf"rf,things,"irtYoustilllack,umm...umm...thesocialsortof-likeyou-aretrying.tobea
mother and father 

"t 
on.",-you inow, and . .l admire the ability of women rc be able to actually ' ' '

otioyr feel sensitive to rtreir children though . . youtn-ow glways..sort of . . "umm "react " whereas "
. wirh me, umm . . . . it's, it's not quite thaieasy, eh? You k1-o1v, i{s got to be a conscious thing' You

tr"*,irigottaconscio-uritthi"k..soandso...there'salittleofabreakthere'youknow'
ejr Wfr"tiyou say, "consciously to be very sensitive to the children" are you meaning in terms of the

kiG'feelings. . or?
LR: Yeah. In what they are doing, or reacting !o, umm, how they ahh, how they are doing at school '
or,or, just to be, yeah, just to be sensitive to them'

Ao: But do you think ttrat over the time that you've been doing-this, that that sensitivity is, has changed,

d."'rfoG, ga*"t (Umm) Meaning, are you feeling that it is such a conscious endeavour now zts you were

perhaps at the beginning?
l,R: Not as much. No. But it's continually, umm ' . have to do, I continually have to think about it ' 'for

me . . . . you know, I am ulking to you about my upbringing, eh? And, and, and me as a man' and I'm

uery toch, I know that I'm, I'm quite a lot like my fatfrcr'

ao; wnaq fie tendency would be easy for you to be distant (Yeah) as he was?

LR: yeah. So thar's . irryp"rronat tiring ior me, you know., thatis just a . . ' . you know.I think we

cope. I think we ,opr,yii[no*. f rfrin\Ialfr.. *Ln..I think I deal with it, you know' but you've just

seen rhe children on n.]nrrinigttt *0, ahh, I feel sensitive to Isac coming here at the last possible

moment sort of thing - having iea, and "I want to go out with my mates", you know ' ' ' ' (Because?) and

Diana's the same, You know.
AO: But what are you, what, whar's that eying to you?

/,1q: It'ssaying tor"th"t..'ahh.. WhatG iti;tfi*1ome? ..It'ssayingtome,ahh, thatthey'drather

beelsewhere.....
Ao: But... insaying .... "They'dberatherbeelsewhere",are you achrallyreading thatas " 

"'They
don't - I'm not good enough. They don't want me"?

LR: Could do. (Mmm, Mmm)' . I could. . .

AO: So you have o fight to stop yourself reading that into it?

I,rt : Yes (3rd Interview).

So while the men's concerns tended to !6 more inward looking and more concerned with

the development of new roles as fathers, the gender issues for the women were on the one

hand more outward tooking. They expressed concern far more ttran the men did about their

ability to get work and to eam enough to support the children adequately; they were

conscious of the pressures of working and having child-care responsibilities; and some felt

that they had to make a choice benpeen carcer and work. Some continued to express

concerns about the men's parenting abilities because they saw the men as less pracdced

and in some instances differently or less, bonded to the children.

Support networks

Climgenpeel and Repucci (1984) point out the importance of the support of formal

and informal networks in a joint custody alrangement. They suggest that flexibility of

working hours and a sympathetic and understanding school system are important as ale

understanding and helpful kin. In like manner, Bronfenbrenner (1979) notes that the

interplay between the person and the envfuonment' and the ways in which interaction

between different settings can affect behaviour, is infrequently explored' [n a recent study

of newly sepiuated women, and of the support which they found most useful' Ginsberg

(1986, p. 348) notes that qualiry of support often remains undefrned:
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little information about the quality of support that is protecdve or lowers the risk of psychological

jioUf"rt [is available]. Even if it can be-demonstrated that the presence of supportive relationships

Influenceshealthy funtdoning, the process by which this operates is not understood'

Families, obviously, as Bronfenbrenner wishes to make apparcnt' do not live in a

vacuum. All family memhrs arc continually engaged in interactions with wider social

systems which can rcinforce or quesdon the ways in which that member and that family

are functioning. While it lay beyond the scope of this study to undertake an extensive

investigation of the interaction of the different formal and informal systems, there were

nonetheless comments by all parents abut different aspects of the social systems' These

comments ranged from an awareness of the consriction of ideologies surounding the

definition of 'family' as intact and heterosexual, as well as comments on the impact of the

reactions of informal (family, friends and neighbourhoods) and format networks (schools,

and counselling agencies).

Inforrnal networlcs

On the whole, there were relatively few refercnces made to families or to family

support once the :unmgements became stabilised. As was indicated in Chapter Five, there

was strong feeting from the women in particular about lack of moral support from

parentsg, and in one instance lack of support from siblings was also mentioned as hurdul'

Jane, however, had confronted her parents about their lack of support by the end of the

first three interviews. She felt bener for having done so, although she realised that there

was still a substantial gap in understanding between herself and her moth€r' In other

instances, the value of supportive siblings or parents was noted, and the practical help that

they were able to offer when they lived in the same city was appreciated. There was often,

though, a sense of distance and disengagement when people talked about their families,

and our of the eighr families, only two sets of grandparents acilally lived in Wellington' Of

these two sets, only one was intensively involved. Their prcsence was seen as critical to

the success of the urangemen1 When they were living with her, Isa s children went to

their gandparent's each day after school. The grandparents' willingness and ability to help

with the child-care meant that Dana and Isac retained a major stake in the small and highly

cooperative community that they had lived in prior to the separation, and still lived in

when they were with Luke. Not only was Isa able to rely on family for after-school care

and also know that the children would be safe in the neighbourhood itself because they

were known ro all the residents, but she felt that her family's presence was in itself

protective of the children, and that her parents played a facilitative, supportive role towards

Luke, inviting him down for family gatherings and celeb'rations. They were also able to

intervene protectively on an occasion when Isa realised that her presence would have been

an initant, rather than a helP:

9 Ginsberg (1986, p. 364) notes in relation to the study of recently^ separated women that in the early

stages of siparation or divorce women are especially vulnerable ,p {-4y criticism and blame: ?.erceived

rffiort of titr divorce from relatives appea$ o tts*gt self-recriminations and tle agony of ambivalence"
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well, I think the thing is that my family is there, who are sensitive' and I know that she (Diana] always

tras got that connecd6n. In terms of a, that . . she's not necessarily in an all-male environment' because

there are a lot of women and gids and my parents and family around her. So that's, that's how I accept that

she's living ina relationshipl...youknbw,with herfather .. and herbrother ' umm " 'and I haveex '

. pior.A .] reseruarion, 
"bout 

hii Arinting . and so have the children, and I have expressed ' . my disuste

f6r him driving . . and I, you know, that iione gring that I have always , it' 6ere is nothing new in thaL

AO: Right. T[at has been on-going for a tong time?

/M: Mmm. Umm . . .and . . *-nirci can express those reservations, I can't acunlly do anything about

them, from here, where iu,,,. f only hope that, that he will take some kind of hee4 as far as they are

concerned. Because rre *ants o - not Uecause he's doing it for me, and because . . it feels more responsible

than to drink and drive and, ensure that umm, . . the ki-tls are kind of cared for. " But alth " ' ' I

Jpose I just have to, I, I, I dunno whether it's kind o! age, you know, I feel, "OK' If the consequences are

such, if iomettring happens, we'll meet them when it comes"'

AO: Do you think n.iiit b.nfi actually . . . if yqr like, growing into the agreement' growing ino the

mode of living, that at the ouset you don't know what is g6ing ro-happen, and you've now lived with it 2

years - more or less -
/M.' That's righL And none of those -

AO: Havehappened.
/M: No. (And so-) Except once, when the children rang one evening' And they rang because he wasn't in

the house. \\atreally slwcked me.
AO: And how did you deal with that?

IM: ... umm..Iwasoverhere,andlwasveryconsciousof thefactthatldidn'twantto..innude'that
rhat would cause problems so I rang my family,'and my sister answered rhe plone ' q1{ t sai.d that the

children are upsef and that Luke win'ithere. ioiont too* where he was. But he could have been called out

to a sick friend . I didn't know what it was. And; I, the imporrant thing wasfhat the children were cared

for and that I wasn't . . gonn" go over there . ahh . . if somefiody else could. They were kind of worried, so

Id calmed them down,"so I raig my family, and my sister wenito them and wrote a note saying lhat, nThe

kids woke up, and you weren't iteri, so I've raken them to their grandparents". And in the morning I rang

Mum and I was upset 'cos I woke up feeling quite shocked because fdhad an unsettled . . . and worried an"

umm, that was, that was the biggasi proUleirbf him caring for-the children that I've ever had to face' And'

"rr, i*g r"f"* anO saiC rroi-t was feeling and thar t di-<ln't know where he was, or why he was called

ouL and wanted trer in some *ay to do *tithing. . Umm, she went down in the morning about 7'00' and

mentioned, you know, that he knew that she hJ fre children, and found that he was there and said that she

had rhe children, that they had woken up upset and next time she thought that it was really.important he'

for whatever reason he was called out - I don'r lnow !o this day- he, umm, let' let somebody know' You

know, let - somebody could have come down. She could have come down and stiayed'

AO; Righr One of the things that seems -

/M: So there was a solution.
AO: Yeah - is rhat - it is certainly a solution, and it seems admirable, insofar as you haveset up a

system, and he's crear ttrai *pU.frv knew what tnd happened, and he was given ideas of what to do about

it in a different situadon.
IM: And that it wasn't me!

AO: Buf ilpre are also elements of real constraint insofar as you couldn'l go down, tF *y: "Don't do that

again". And thar has come across in other families tm - that you actually, in order to keep the arrangement

going, you have to be careful.
/M: I could have gone down therc, but I know the consequences would have been very severe and that is -

AO: What do you think would have happened?

/M: I would have been rold to mind mfown business urd I didn't rcnrally know' I wouldnt 8!t any

infqnarion at all as to *ht hi'd gone.'I , t wouia just be told "to mind my own business,and that it was

nothing to do with rr, tftuitre wi caring for the children. He was doing it quite well." ' thank you very

much,,. yes. That *ouid h"u, been ir Thit is what I assume would happen (3rd Intenriew)'

Some parents had friends, and in three instances, work associates, who remained

important sources of confirmation. In Michelle's case, they continued to question the

validity of the arrangement and to ask abut the directions that she was taking which,

while distressing, also allowed her to feel that her doubts abut the wisdom of the

iurangement were shared by others. And both Patry and Fay, as noted eadier' also saw

themselves as lending support to other parents who wanted to know more about the
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implications of shared parentingl0. Although this was not an area about which I enquired

in gfeat depth my feeling was that in relation to informal suppoft networks rnany parents

did not have a geat deal of support and at times felt quite isolated.

Fonttnl networks - sclwols

I did not make any attempt to interview the staff of the schools that the children

anended, but in the coune of a discussion about other matters with the principal of one

school it was made clear to me that women should not leave their families, and that the

mother of one of the families in the study had in effect abandoned her children. Several

parents mendoned the value of staff who were sympathetic and did not leap to adverse

judgments about the value of their alrangement. Only Pany had found one particular

teacher unsympathetic to what she and Stephen were trying to achieve' Schools were seen

to play important roles in the lives of the families. They often provided a point of stability

to rhe children over the period of the major family changes. They provided access to other

adulS who could see the children operating outside of the home environment, and wett

able to comment on how they saw the childrcn handling the changes' And in some

instances they provided the children with a touchstone against which they could measure

the advantages of their custody ilrangements. Isa, whose children attended a small inner

city school where over sixry percent of the children came from sepamted homes' felt that

the tolerance of diversity of living styles, and the children's awareness of their contact with

their father in contrast to their knowledge of their friends' lack of contact with their fathers'

had been valuable.

Comselling agencies

Only three famities had used counselting facilities to make the decision about

custody and of these, only one (the Butler/Summers) had sought further help' either as

individuals (which was seen as very helpful, especially by Lawrence) or as a couple or

family, which was mostly seen as less helpful. Michelle was deeply relieved and felt her

'gut feelings' to be validated when the counsellor at the last agency they wcnt to took into

account the difficulties the parents were having in providing a stable iurangement for Kay'

and said that he did not feel that the shared parenting was working in Kay's interests'

What I found interesting was the fact that while parental relationships remained

highly stressed in two instances, and other piuents experienced periods of stress, Parcnts

did not return to or seek ftgther help from counselling agencies. One reason seemed to be

that they felt that they ought to be able to sort things out themselves' I was also told that

the other parent would not agree to attend and there was no point going unless it was a

joint affair. The Davis/Todd family felt that their experiences of the psychological services

at the time of the court hearing militated against further contact after the hearing' It rnay

also have been that parents simply were accustomed to levels of stress that appear high to

an outsider, and therefore did not consider their experience in any way unusual'

lo see pp. 10a - 105.
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Summary

Four significant points emerge from this analysis of the everyday experience of

shared parenting:

(1) Although the actual routine of the changeovers was well established and, with

the exception of Jim's occasional confusion, working well, the transitions - practical and

emotional - were less easily managed, and the pain and sense of loss for the parents,

spoken about in greater detail and intensity by the women than by the men, continued,

albeit in a diminished fashion, over quite long perids. There has been a tendency to

assume that this loss is merely because women are insufficiently oriented to the outside

world of work and careers, or (among some New Zealand counsellors) to describe such

loss as a manifestation of an attempt to control access, rather than to view it as a legitimate

expression of grief. Furthermore, it is also important to acknowledge the legitimacy of

many women's on-going concerns about their ex-putner's pttvious lack of child-rearing

experience, rather than neat this concern as a additional attempt to exclude the father.

(2) [n reconstituted relationships, shared parenting offered the considerable

advantage of allowing time to the adults to develop and confirm their new relationship

away from the demands of children. However, the other areas where it was hypothesised

that shared parenting would reduce tensions remained problematic for most parents and

some children.

(3) While it was appilent that parents advanced some specific benefits which

accrued as a consequence of sharcd parenting, there were equally specific disadvantages.

In writing of how parents perceived the arrangement, I have not attempted to attach

quantitative weight to either category. The experiences were often spoken about a manner

in which each implied or referred directly to the other, and it is this interrelationship which

I have sought to preserve. Although it is difficult to avoid using such words as

'benefit'/drawback', or'advantage/disadvantage'which carry strong positive and negative

connotations and which polarise experience, those dichotomised experiences then have to

be reconstituted in all their complexity so that what is finally stressed is the way that each

informs and is informed by the other.

(4) There wer€ many points in the course of writing this chapter where I came up

against my own assumptions of normality in regard to family life and, like the parents, felt

inclined, unjustifiably, to see the difficulties that were experienced as a consequence of the

shared parenting and therefore, ultimately, as a consequence of the separation. As a result

of the experience of spending time and talking with the families, the inappropriateness of

many of the arbitrary divisions between intact and separated families has become more

obvious; and the extent to which parental division and difference is obscured within intact

families by the models and assumptions used, more apparent. The difficulties of noting

continuums between intact and separated families is complicated by the lack of recent,

qualitative work which addresses the parental relationship and explores dimensions of this

in terms of gender, class and ethnicity.
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THE ADULT RELATIONSHIP FOLLOWING SEPARATION

Introduction
The relative ease or discomfort experienced by palents and children in a shared

parenting ilrangement depends substantially on the ability of parents to satisfactorily re-

organise and to'manage' their relationship after separation' The importance of a good

parental relationship is noted frequently in the joint custody literature, and its absence seen

as problematicl. Achieving a positive relationship may be difficult because distance and

hostility between sepalated couples ale seen as the norrn, and Ahrons (1980) has

suggested that an adequate language with which to describe closer forms of separated

relationships does not yet exist. There is, however' an increasing awaleness of the

psychological tasks facing the separated, in which disengagement from the other is no

longer seen as an ordered, bounded event; instead it is described as a complex' extended

process, which is not necessarily orderly, predicuble or certain (Duck, l98Zie' ftt
authors who specifically discuss the nature of shared parenting relationships (Ahrons'

1979, 1980, 1981, 1983; Ahrons & Perlmutter, 1982; Ahrons & Rodgers,19871. Ahrons

& Wallisch, 1986; Goldsmith, 1980) emphasise the complexity of co-palenting; the need

to establish firm spousal boundaries in place of the probably more fluid parcntavspousal

boundaries prior to the separation; the on-going interaction of ex-partners alound child and

family related issues; the increase in psychological distance over time; urd the gradual

diminution of hostility. A primary concern of these writers is to brring the notion of

friendly contact and continuity of relationship after separation back from the realms of

outer darkness where it has long resided, by advancing the nodon of a continuing post-

separation interdependence as nonnative and non-pathological' At dmes' however' the

ideological definition of norms has taken prccedence over everyday experience' Goldsmith

(1980), for example, does not resolve the tension between her account of the existence of

new,normative' (i.e., friendly) behaviour and her acknowledgement that three quarters of

her sample of one hundred and Menty-nine former sPouses in mother-custdy cases saw

their relationship after separation as conflicted, difficult and involving major differences in

opinions about child rearing.

Ahrons & Rodgers (Ig87 , pp.1 15 ff.), as part of a study, the purpose of which

was to explore the dynamics and processes of divorcing families, have developed a

I Steinman ( 1983), for example, notes that rhe arrangement is. not likely to work when either or both

parents are emotionally disturircd; when there rt" nir6ti". of alcoholism, violence and/or spousal abuse;

when tiere is on-going hostility and conflict between par-ents,.including an extreme lack of respect for the

other as a parenq when there are major Offetenc"s ititift tt/t"; and w-hen one parent denies the reality of

the divorce.

2 Bohannan ( in Ahrons and Rodgers, 198?, pp. 105 - 106) describes six interacting factgrs in.a divorce

nansition. These are: emorional (centering .o*J,t* problems of the deteriorating relationship); legal (the

grotlllar for rhe divorce); economic (the di-vision of money and proTerty); co-prental (the custody

arrangements); community (the changes as a result of ne separaUon in relationships with kin' friends and

community); ana psycnic (centering iround the problems of regaining individual autonomy)'
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typology of four interactional modes of shared parenting relationships. The authors

advance their typologies tentatively, calling them'signposts' rather than 'markers', and

say that the typologies should not be regarded as discrete. The types, each designated by

an alliterative phrase which no doubt adds to its memorability, are:

Perfect Pals: The most distinctive attribute of couples in this type is the ability to

retain their friendship (perhaps because of a life srvle decision) although the separation

itself may have involved some conflict. Ahrons & Rodgen regard such relationships as

creative and flexible, and as providing a strong continuiry with the rituals of the previously

intact family. The parents' ability to embark on such a relationship is described as

stemming from the mutuality of the decision to separate. Neither felt abandoned by the

other. The existence of a warm, mutual regard allows each to see the other as a

responsible, caring person, open to compromise. Some anger may be present, but it will
be muted. Some couples, but by no means the majority are able to take holiday time

together. The researchers believe that this type of relationship is likely to be transitional

because of the difficulties of attaining a more independent existence. They suggest that it is

possible that a'perfect pals' type of relationsnip may prolong reunion fantasies of both

adults and children, but balance this potential drawback by the suggestion that the long,

slow transition towards independence and greater separateness is possibly psychologically

advantageous for the parents and children.

Co-operative Colleagues; Among couples in this typology a close friendliness is

lacking, but co-operation as parents is possible. The couples accept the importance of
compromise, and wish to avoid conflict in order to minimise the trauma of divorce. As

with Perfect Pals, they are flexible and able to manage conflict but there are more areas

where negotiation is necessary. Parents are able to offer practical assistance to each other,

and they share some major life events. Unlike Perfect Pals, there are clear boundaries

benveen spousal and parenting roles.

Angry Associates: Anger dominates the relationship. Couples in this $oup may

continue fighting for years, arguments occur easily, and non-conflictual discussions are

rare. Rather than having a murually supported basis, parenting occurs as a parallel process

and implicit agreements between parcnts are rnost unlikely to exist. Each expects contact

with the other to be difFrcult. Conflict, when it occurs, escalates rapidly. Continual power

struggles are likely. Children are unlikely to feel free to associate easily with one or both

parcnts.

Fiery Foes: Parents in this type of relationship continue to experience intense

anger at the other partner, and the ability to co-parent is almost non-existent. Contentious,

litigated divorces among this group are also likely.

Typologies or idealisations such as these are, however, problematic. Despite

Ahrons'& Rodger's disclaimers that the classification is tentative, the alliterative and

onomatopoeic quality of the phrases used has the effect of constmcting a dominant

orientation, i.e., that the relationships are either friendly and equanimous, or co-operative,
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or angry, or highly conflictual. The dominant focus tends to exclude or suppress other,

often contradictory orientations which may exist simultaneously within the typology.They

therefore imply relationships which are open or closed. Interestingly, Ahrons & Rodgers

have omitted any discussion of issues of gender and power. There is no suggestion of a

nmge of emotions within each type; and implicit in the constnrction of the typologies is the

suggestion that each partner occupies the identical psychological space, and furthermore,

that the relationship never changes. The typologies as they have been delineated can only

be read as very broad generalisations, from which it is difficult to get any detailed sense of

the richness, diversity and paradoxical narure of the parents' everyday experience.

hescriptions are offered about the need for the parents to re-establish roles and draw

boundaries in relation to the children and each other. There is no account of what is

involved in such a task, the complexity of which became more apparent as the analysis of

my data progressed and as I gave further thought to the implications of such words as

'tnrst' and 'maturity' which are so casually and frequently used in the context of

discussing relationships.

The demands of shared parenting

Many of the issues which parcnts in shared parenting arrangements have to address

are prcsent in intact families. But because it tends to be assumed that intact families

function adequately until a point is reached when it becomes apparcnt that this truism no

longer holds tnre of an individual unit, the tensions surrounding parenting (as distinct from

mothering) have not been researched in any detail. This has meant that the difficulties and

negotiation involved, and the existence of issues of trust and power, are only accredited as

significant at the point of bneakdown, when the difficulties the parents experience are too

easily construed as a function of the marital problems, rather than being understood as

reflecting as well areas of tension endemic to all parenting relationships3.There are,

however, additional demands and paradoxes specific to shared parenting. Within the joint

custdy literature, writen have concentrated on the need for flexibility, openness, and

communication as critical to parenting. What has not been discussed in any detail is what is

required to achieve such positions, apart from the moral injunctions about the necessity of

placing hostility aside in order to work together for the children's benefit. Communication

is raised in terms of content (what should be discussed) rather than process (how does that

discussion take place and what is its outcome?). The consequence is that the energy and

determination required to maintain a functioning, separated relationship are obscured, as

3 When Ahrons & Rodgers say rhat'angry associates' have a'parallel', not'co'-parenting relationship, the
implication is that detailed sharing of informarion about the children, participation by both parens in the
daily tasks, support, help etc. are the norm in most inttrt families and that it is only with separation or
divorce hat these things change. Brannen & Moss (19E7) who researched aspects of life in families wittt
pre-schmlers, say that fathers participated little in child-care arrangements and in other major issues, such

as the wife's return to work. See also Backeu (1982; 1986); and Russell (1983) who had considerable
difficulty finding subjects in intact families where both adults accepted considerable responsibility for the
children.
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are the difficulties around the establishment and maintenance of tnrst and the wav in which

power is handled.

The most obvious issue confronting shared parenting couples is resolving and

defining the nature of their changed relationship - the frequency of contact, and how that

contact will be handled. Parents are faced with the paradox of defining themselves as

separate and retaining some degree of connection, while avoiding the pirfalls of the

interpersonal dynamics of the old relationship. They are thus called upon to manage a

relationship where the incentive for establishing a relationship that ideally is both trusting

and close, where each is prepared to make allowances for the other, is likely to be less than

it was.

AO: I suppose (... ) thatlhere isalways... potential forconflict... butthepotential is thatmuch
greater because there's . . . . there canb less assumptions of good will?
Rf; Oh, notonly that, because inarelationshipyou..may.. be.. moreaccepting... of theother's
behaviour and outlook, umm, in the context of an overall sort of . . . thing, you know, where lhere are
pluses and minuses (laugls) about the other person and that sort of, you know . . . that evens out. Now,
where the pluses in the relationship are taken away and you've got only the bloody minuses (lauglu) tlw
makes, yknow, that makes the going a little bit difficult (lst Interview).

For the relationship to work well, trust that the other person'won't bloody well

uip you up,' as Patty's partner, Tom said, remains an essential ingredient. The Concise

Oxford Dictionary defines 'trust' as a 'firm belief in the reliability, honesty, veracity,

justice, strength, etc. of person'. Granting the other these qualities may be difficult

especially when the meaning of the word is thought about in the context of active trusting.

To trust a person implies openness which also suggests a prcparedness to allow

vulnerabilities to become apparenL A willingness to share problems or concerns stems

from the belief that the other is likely to respond positively and helpfully. Although, as

Ahrons points out, shared parenting parcnts arc mostly likely to limit topics of

conversation to family and kin, thus drawing boundaries around the spousal subsystem,

this does not altogether dispose of the problern The question of trust in relation to the

other's ability to care for the children, and the implications of talking abut" or admining

to, difficulties with the children remain. In tense or conflictual parental relationships,

problems with the children may not be easy to admit because of anxiety that such

admissions may be read as a prmf of personal failure, and may open the way for further

action over custody. Equally, paxents may not feel able to raise general concerns about

aspects of upbninging because of an awareness of the fragility of the relationship, and a

desire not to complicate the situation further. Children too may well behave differently

with one parent, so that the one may simply not be experiencing the difficulties, and be

disinclined to take the other's concems seriously, especially when to do so may mean

agreeing that the sharing is not working in the child's benefit.

Furthermore, when one parent who has had linle to do with the children then

becomes an equal caretaker, the parent glving up some of her responsibility has to take on

trust that the other will manage well enough. On the day to day level she is likely to
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experience little feedback as to how things are going. When there is linle interaction

between the parents, and because to ask the children in any detail what takes place at the

other's home could be too easily construed as prying, there are few means of knowing

how the children and the ex-partn€r are gening ona. The more difficult the parental

relationships, the grcater the constraints to knowledge- sharing and building trust. Nor,

when the parental contact is infrequent and generally unrelaxed is it easy to upgrade one's

perception of the other. The ideology of shared parenting demands something akin to a

'we-relationship,' while what is often experienced is closcr to a 'they relationship' (Shuu

& Luckmann, 1973)s.

Trust involves faith in the other person, and in particular faith that the parent will
not harm the child6. Where the parental relationship is conflictual, trust is often an early

casualty. Overall, it would seem that the greater the distance between the parents, the less

the tnrst is likely to be, the fewer opportunities there will be for remedying that situation,

the less goodwill there will be to make allowances or to place a positive interpretation on

an event. Under these circumstances, trust bcomes a precarious commodity and not a

quality that can be assumed automatically to be present; and distance, rather than

closeness, the norm.

Considerations about trust open for analysis the notion of power as pervasive, and

central to all relationships. The way that power is defined and allocated benpeen couples

becomes a significant indicator of the ease with which the adult relationship will be

conducted. Readiness to open oneself to the other, and the ability to define the nature of
shared parenting or move the adult relationship in a panicular direction, relate to power.

Fqually relationships are affected by power when one parent attempts to control the other,

either through threatening orviolent behaviour, or through other mechanisms such as

through the control and allocation of finance or moves to terminate the arrangement It
relates to actions which are perceived as arbitrary, and is present in the ways in which

patterns of communication become established. It is also implicit in the way that each

regards the other, since positive regard aids the development of a flexible rather than a

constrained relationship. In the more difficult relationships, for example, it becomes

4 Daue mentioned, for instance, that he coutd get some idea of how things were benveen the children and
Jane when he rang by the sorts of noises that were going on in the background. However, such a mode of
information collection has its distinct limiutions.

5 A 'we-relationship' is based on immediate, interactive experience, in which the participating members are
relatively unreflective about each other, where the aciurde of each is open to the olher, and where therc is a
sense of commonality of experience. A'they relationship'becomes more distant, and therefore involves
greater degrees of typification and anonymity. The other is experienced less directly, and the detailedness of
knowledge present in the 'we relation' is lost, to be replaced by a higher level of generalisation (pp. 55 -
8l).

6 There was at one stage a concern about incest in one of the families. Because insrances of rcported sexual
abuse in familie,s are believed o signal merely the tip of the iceberg, there is a real possibility of a child
being placed in an unprotected abusive sinr,ation. Ttn ideology of shared parenting specifies a concerned and
nururant male and does not take sufficient account of the gap between the ideal and acnrality.
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appilrent that a negative or critical perception of the ex-partner itself provides justifrcation

for arbitrary actions, attitudes and behavioufl.

The way that the issues of trust and of power (which themselves were given a

gendered expression within the texts) are handled affects the nature and conduct of the

relationship. While such issues are endemic to all relationships, it is likely that the decision

to share the parenting rnay result fr,om their greater explicitness. What differed between the

families in the study was not the absence or prcsence of tnrst and power but the way in

which they were given expression, and the degree to which the relationship could be

skewed when one person had significantly greater power than the other, or was less

prepared to trust.

Re-defining the typologies of interactional relationships'
In place of Ahrons' and Rodger's (1987) alliterative but closed relational

typologies, the typologies I have developed are intended to encapsulate change and process

and to imply gradations of experience within each type. The latter t'wo typologies,

however, have a rnore static quality to them, reflecting a higher degrce to immobility and

inflexibility. Two other points are important to note. Ex-partners may not occupy the same

psychological space, so that desire by one parent to improve relationships where

relationships ile more fraught, is constrained by systemic and personal rigidities. It was

apparcnt in the families in this study that relationships changed, both for the better and for

the worse over time, so that the positioning of families within a particular type, although

valid at the time of the research, is not a final classification.

Type l. Relatioruhip characterisedby a nndified inrirrucy

Both the couples placed in this tlpe described the decision to separato as munral,

and their ability to maintain a close relationship as a consequence of a lack of sexual

jealousy. The most obvious characteristic of the two couples in this grouping was the

sense of common accord and the extent to which they took each other and the relationship

for granted, perceiving it as offering valued and positive support. Differences of power

werc apparent; they were not exploited or seen as divisive, although this did not prevent

rnoments of resentment about them. The couples described each other as significant and

valued people. Nouns such as'friend'and'support'and adjectives such as'strong',

'caring', and'aware' were used. There was a sense of real affection for the other and a

lack of imposed conditions on the relationship. Compromise was possible. When Anna

and Susan were unsure whether their relationship would work, Anna and the children

returned home for a week to live with Martin and his lover - an experience which Martin

described as 'difficult, but which he was preparcd at that time to manage if necessary.

7 Haney et al. (1982, pp. I I I - 112) quoting Orvis et al. note that the validity of an auribution may be
impossible to establish since attribution changes over dme. '[A]ttribution represents a process of on-going
evaluation and restructuring, whose quality must change as the relationship's basic premises are intensified
or altered . . . . motivation, as well as the quality, of auributions change in the course of a close
relationship'.
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Contact with each other was regular and valued for its own sake. Patty and Stephen

thought that they probably phoned each other two to three times a week. They both

expected to child mind for the other if they were free, and they felt easy in approaching

each other to vary €urangements. They described their shared parenting iurangement as

initially dependent on a good relationship which then created its own momentum for

maintaining that anitude. They and their partners helped each other in a variety of ways,

with child-care, wiring of houses, car repairs, gardening, moving and house maintenance.

Regular contact assisted ready discussion ofissues affecting the children, and each parent

thought of the other as the most appropriate person with whom to have the discussion,

although both couples recognised that the communication was not always easy.

Conversations in neither family were restricted to child-oriented subjects. Personal

problems were discussed, with knowledge that these would be taken seriously, and

thoughfully addressed (although Martin said that once when he was disnessed about the

ending of a subsequent relationship, Anna could not help because she was herself going

through a vulnerable stage). Schools were visited jointly, partly as a matter of principle,

and both sets of parents participated jointly in school activities. Martin spoke of the

relationship in these terms:

I like the link. And as you probably saw,I love going up there, and being in among the people there, the
familythere,um,Ilikethem,Itikehelping,Ilikeworkingthere..umm..itfeelsagoodplaceobe
and I feel part of it. I want to continue to feel pan of it . . and as I said, Susan has been such a good friend
ofmine(...)I,itcomesdowntothis,thatlreallyenjoybeingthere(...)Ilikebeingamongstthem
. . because we have actually built something very solid in the last 4 years. It just" it feels really, really
nice. I always like going there. Definitely so (2nd Interview).

But endorsement, enjoyment, and friendship did not proceed on an unbroken

surface. Tensions edged and rippled. Both of the women werc a little critical of the way

that their ex-spouses responded to the children. Patty, endoning though she was of
Stephen, also queried whether Stephen had followed up the agreement to ensure that Jim

helped in the house, and whether he talked much with Jim about his sexuality (an issue

which also concerned Anna), or more generally about the amount of time he spent talking

to Jim since he sometimes appeared unfamiliar with aspects of Jim's life which she had felt

were self-evident. What was interesting was the way in which the criticism was offered

Having spoken of her concerns, she then proceeded to partially withdraw them and

attempted to restorc an unbnoken surface by detailing mitigating circumstances which

explained Stephen's lack of knowledge.

He . . lets Jim get away with more than I would. Fbt it that way. He lets, he lets Jim take advantage of
him, of his good nanre. Dunno if that's a bad thing. It balances. We probably balance out . . . and Jim
seems to be coming on all right . . . but there have been times in the past when we were having trouble
with this forgetfulness and (. . . .) when I felt thar it would have been, when some pushing on Stephen's
part wouldn't have hurl
AO: Were you able to . . talk to Stephen about that?
PP: Well,I talkedtohimaboutit.. inrespectto.. housework(...) thatchartbusiness.. um..
Stephen'sgotlotsof ... goodintentions (laugls) (....) Justveryoccasionally, um,I find thathe
doesn'tknowthingsaboutJim..that,thatum,(....)theonelualkedaboutbeforewhenlfoundout
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that he'd, that he didn't know about how strong Jim's interest in motorcycles was, and that Jim was reading
Popular Mechanics and that sort of thing, and Jim's interests . . that he hadn't . . . been in ouch with -
been quite as clued up.
AO: So how did you - you had this sort of anxiety or awareness maybe that Stephen didn't know this? I
mean, what was your response? ( . . . )
PP; Well, to begin with it wils . . . it hurt me a little bir But then I thought about it" I realised ttrat part
of it is a time factor, that I have Jim through most of the afternoon . . . and that I do things with him, like
go to the library, which Stephen can't do (2nd Interview).

On another occasion she retumed to similar issues. However, her tone was tentative. She

used'mention', a word which is muted and implied a bare touching upon a subject, rather

than a stronger word such as'tell', which is much more directive. She was clearly

uncertain about possible boundary trans gressions :

in a way I don't feel that it is my place to tell Stephen how he should parent . . . and that would be, it
wouldbeabitlikethat,doingthat....IdidmentiontoStephen,thatlthought,ironicallyenough...
that he ought to be a little bit harder . . . (2nd Interview).

It was clear though that sensitive matters could be raised, even if tentatively, and that to do

so in no way implied throwing doubt on the other parcnt's commitment to parenting, or on

their positive relationship.

Parents in both families spoke warmly of their relationship. But they were equally

conscious of a gradual modification of their closeness, exemplified by Patty's description

of the relationship benveen herself and Stephen as having been like that of a 'brother and

sister' and then having become more like that of 'cousins'. The Nobles were also aware of
gndual changes in their relationship, and the following quote from Anna's text expresses a

degree of ambivalence and, at tirnes, a muted fnrsuation with Manin as well as the

awareness ofchange.

AO: How do you manage - you said something before about joint responsibility. No. Decision-making . .

for the kids. I mean, how . . He said, "I'm not responsible for the day to day care of them", or something.
AN; He said, "I'm not involved in them (Yes and you said-) and 0te decisions that are made about the
children" , . and I said, "That's not tr - that's not true". And he says, "Well, certainly the day to day stuff' .

. and I think that he feels -
SG; Well, it is true to a large extent.
Ail: Hang on. I acknowledge certainly the day to day stuff which is fairly . . mundane but makes yol (to
SG) an active partner in parenting . . . I accept that. But I said, "You are as active in the decisions that are
made - major decisions as you want to be".
AO: What would you see as being major decisions?
AN.' Well, what would you think? Secondary schooling for one.
SG; But don't you think that you and I discuss that and virtually summed it up? Without reference to
Martinatall?....
AlV.' Yes WE HAVE.BuI the other half of 6aL is that if, as I said, if he wanted to take more part . . ."If
you wanted to play a mone active role in decision-making then you certainly could. If you felt strongly
about it, then we would take note". (Yeah) It's very diffrcult !o know with ldartin . . . . when he's feeling .

. . . he isn't being a part of something and when he is. Umm, I actually find him quite a hard person m
read.Idon'tknowifSusandoes.Butl..Icertainlydo..Idon'tthinkthatwecan-Ithinkthatour
communication has deteriorated again it is better up here than in Wellington. . . . And again it is
betterwithabuffer(Mmm)..benveenus...Wehavetrl,lr.mentslikewehaveamomentthatdayyou
went (off) and I was really down - nothing to do wih him or the kids. Just. . me and he stayed behind
and said, you lnow . ."What's wrong"? and we had one of those rare moments where we really
communicate . . and all the bullshit or whatever it is that gets in the way gcs . . . and then we can really
talt about issues like . . solving the problem of the house. I mean, he has talked to me, we have had
really good talks, and he's said to me, you lnow, that he's worried about the cosls and things. That's why
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I am aware that, even though my hiends keep saying that I ought do something . . and I know what we
have discussed and I must act in my way even if it is contrary to everybody elset and do it . . in the rather
convoluted way I do things.
AO; But just to come back to this issue of responsibility and so on. One of the things that ir seems to me
is that r/ you have got somebody who is . . .and in some important resp€cts Manin is, it seems to me -
do say if you don't share the perception - on the periplrery of the daily lives (Mmm) . . imporunr decisions
are . . more easily made . . because you have that day ta day context in which to place them. . So it
becomes much harder - I mean, you, you can make decisions about the secondary schmls because you
know the secondary schmls. You know what is involved. Whereas he has o rely on your interpretation of
what is involved . . which - at a distance. . distances him from that sense of immediacy. Does that seem
fair?
AN; I think that he has distanced himself . . because he lnows that . . . which means that he is less
(Involved) . . or in, in, in not in a very good position to make a judgment . . .

AO: Were you ever able o talk, over the last 4 years . . umm . with him. I mean, you talked about
talking with Susan - no, you talked, Susan, abort the almost incessant talk that you have, discussion and
evaluation and re-orientation about the kids - but, but are you able o talk with him? Were you able to alk
with him . about the children, and about what you saw:rs the difficulties and Rachel's difficulties.?
Alf: Over the last 4 years? (Yes) Yes cenainly. Again, it is all right if you hit the magic momenl I mean
.....Iusedto.. waituntil hegothereandsee- andreadthesignals.. if therewassomething thatl
wanted. I mean, I would try and - if I 0rought that it wasn't a particularly good moment I would try and hit
the moment. That doesn't happen with Susan. We can sort of always . . . (Right.) interact
AO; And you've got more moments (Of course) to potentially interact, haven't you?
A,l/; I had the same problem when I was living with him . . you know . .

SG: Did you, did you talk with him?
AJV: Had to hit the moment. (SG: Righ$.
AO: But, by living together there are more moments when you come into contact (True) o evaluate.
AN.' I've talked o Martin a fair bit about the kids.l lave certainly talked abottthe kids and especially
when we were having problems with Rachet. I've talked to him, I've said to him, "How do you feel about
how things are going, or do you ralk to the kids about our lives"? Therc's nothing he has actually done. I
don'tknow whether -welll DO think .. astimegoesoneand we'vegotintoasortof apattern - I really
think....itisbecomingmore...hisrelationshipwiththekidsinaway...isbecomingslightlymore
distanced . . and superficial . . . and that the other primary person in the kids' lives in terms of, is Susan. Is
Susan.
AO: And that perhaps becomes fairly . . .

AIV; Whether that is inevitable. . .whether that's . . . .I dunno . . .

AO: Do you feel that that is because . . . his disunce from here, the . .
A,V: Yes. And I think perhaps in time he is changing too hause he sees ineviubly . . that it's not go- I
mean, itwon'tchange.. we aren'tgoingto live togetheragain...I think, asaprotection forhimself ..
he's gotta cut off . . . I mean if he allowed himself to sit in Wellingon and think, "What are they doing
today fover there)? What decisions are they making"?, he'd go mad. So I mean, he's gor to. I think that any
one who didn't have their children aI the time, must have (Yeah) times when they cut off from it . .

@ight) for their own sanity but perhaps it is something that I should ask again, and check out
with him. I haven't . . . and I think thalpart of the problem is because our relationship is tm bluned.
(Mmm)Weneedtoclarify..someofthe..setsomelimisand,..demarcatetheboundariesabitbeuer.
. (lvImm) which is around finance, I feel . . . umm . . .

SG: It is an important issue psychologically.
AN.' I mean, when we ralked out here the other night, and he was talking about the children, and said, you
know, that he was sad . . he had stated to {a friend} thu he was sad that he wasn't part of the decision
making and that he missed that day to day stuff, and I said, you know, "You can be . . as close as -" and he
said, "For example, the children . . . really want - I can s€e that they get a better deal from you and
Susan". He said, "I wouldn't be able to offer the kids the life that you do"..4y'y'D I think that's, that's trrc
except that could change with day - to - day contact . . his life would change. As I say, it's an untested . .

givenumm...
SG: When we ,ue all away on holiday together. . . . the holiday that we had in Rotorua - that was really
good, he was really involved with ttre kids.
AlV.' He certainly has . . . the potenrial for it.
AO: So there are dmes . . .when, if, if there is long enough, because a weekend basically is very short,
isn't it?
AN: And quite often over the weekend, he will have things that he wants to be doing. (Yes) Spanish and
things like that.
SG: Catching up on the Listener and especially if it's sunny, he will go out an' lie in the sun wittt his
books . . . umm, and he doesn't really interact with the kids , . .very much at all.
AN: Except I think tltat lw's just generally - He really does enjoy being here -
SG: Hanging round, geuing meals together.
A.f/: And he likes the fact that he's got a home in the country.
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SG.' He's got his bike. He's brought his l0 speed up here, and . . . He takes the kids swimming and in the
winter he, he's very keen to go off to hockey and soccer, yell at the sidelines.
A//; .. Butwedoneedtorethink.. maybeweareslowlydrifting... abitfurtherapart... thanI....
. . thought I dunno (lst Interview).

The text moves benreen affrmation of and irritation with Manin, between

moments when the strucilral impediments to his greater involvement are recognised, to

sudden slidings when these are turned into something akin to personal failure - he could

take more part if he wanted to - which is then excused, much as Patty excused Stephen.

Martin's remoteness becomes for him a psychological necessity and the person who is

increasingly significant is Susan, who is tlwre and, whose presence makes Martin's in

some ways less necessary. The relevance of Anna's comrnents, however, extend beyond

their immediate situation.What is also highrlighted by her text is the need to glve greater

precision to the meaning of decision making in any parenting relationship. [n a context

where one parent remains more actively involved in parenting tasks Anna's ideological

position about participation confronts the practical difficulties arising from Martin's lesser

daily involvement. At the point where Anna was challenged about Martin's real ability to

be as involved as she felt he could be, in contrast to what ought to be possiblen she shifted

ground. The difficulties inherent in Martin's position were given momentary expression

when she noted that he had to 'parent out of context', thus rendering her assertion about

the possibility of his involvement more ideological than practical.

In the American literature decision making is given considerable status as a parental

act, and 'decisions' are recognised in relation to the significance of the issues, e.g., issues

of health, insurance, schooling. In New Zealand's different social climate, the decisions

which families had to make, and which appeared to take up more of their time and energy,

were mundane but still at times difficult. Sometimes there were major issues - a change of
school, the deparnre of one parent but these occurred infrequently. What was given

signifrcance, not only by Martin, who questioned the adequacy of Anna's formulations

about his ability to participate in decision-making while not doubting that she intended he

should be involved, but also by several of the other men, was the certainty that

involvement in the childrcn's day-today lives constituted meaningful and knowledgeable

panicipation, and was basic to the formulation of decisions. The everyday, rather than the

infrequently occurring'major'decision, was therefore more important, a point b,riefly

conceded by Anna when she talked of Susan's being the active parcnt because of her

involvement in the 'mundane'day+o-day. Thus the inherent inadequacy of the distinction

used in psychological assessment between quantitative and qualitative time becomes

apparcnt. Each depends on the other. Qualitative time requires quantitative experience. The

children and parent need both in order to get to know each other and to feel comfortable

with each other, and to ensurt that the parcnt has sufficient information on which to base

decisions.

Anna also noted other ways in which Martin's role and his ability to share the

parenting more closely was constrained by the stnrcture of their arrangement. Firstly, the
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person with whom she really shared the parenting was Susan, whose parenting abilities

she respected and were clearly visible to her. Secondly, she drew attention to the way that

within the marriage she had played a mediatory, interpretive role in relation to the children

and Martin, suggesting that the adult parenting relationship had not changed in this respect,

although there are hints that it could were Martin to care for the children on a daily basis.

Thirdly, she noted the self-protective nature of his withdrawal, both understandable yet

irritating. The couple retained their friendship, mutual affection and respect but not without

a certain tension and the gradual emergence, at this stage, of psychological disnnce and the

modifi cation of intimacy.

Anna needed and wanted continuity and a commiurrcnt to the family. She also

wanted, four years after the separation, some more clearly established boundaries and a

clariFrcation of finances which would confirm the termination of their marriage. She

questioned, while simultaneously asserting its continuance, the significance which each

could have for the other. Martin was Anna s 'security' and her life was 'interwoven' with

his. But this had its uncomfortable side. She had a'double life'and at times found herself

'flicking in and out' of being Mrs Noble. She suspected that Manin saw her as an

'albatross' and recognised that unbluning the boundaries was a psychological necessity if
their lives were now going to move on and really affrm new commitrnents. Settling the

marital property became a significant symbolic act, as well as giving her the material

security which she lacked:

Iactuallythinkthatlamreadytohavemyownmoney...Itiinkldecidedilntifwecanendure4years.
. . even if we don't endure many more, I mean, , it's proven - I've proved myself, that what I set out to do I
could achieve . . . certainly with tlre help of othen, but my idea of where I was going and what I wanted to
achieve in the going - I have proved that it was possible (2nd Interview).

In their relationship, as in some others, the house was given symbolic status. Martin was

surcr than Anna of the need to settle the property, thus rc-defining their relationship. He

was clear that they would not live together again. He said at various times, in ways which

subvert his comments quoted earlier about togetherness. 'We must take the independence

thing funhe/. 'We've all gone and grown in our respective ways' and 'We have to face

{the property division} and the sooner the bener. It must happen'. He noted that the

arrangement had meant decreasing familiarity with the everyday, and that effectively the

women had to make the day-to-day decisions. The lack of re-definition of the marital

relationship had also become something of an impedifirent to the formation of a new

relationship.

I could . . . this, this is another reason why I need independence, why I need independence also, and Anna
must have her's as well. Because I have conrinually felt in the last few years since the demise witlt Nick,
which is . . . [a little while back now ] that I would not want to start a relationship with somebody else in
ourfamilyhome..inWellingtonherewhileAnnastillhasatitleoit...becauselwouldneverfeel..
.... comfortable in thesensethat... rhat..whilstI, whilstIstill...live in thehouseandhaveapart
share in it, that Anna would . . .oh, this is tenibly convoluted, isn't it? How can I say it simply? . . . .

AO: Well, say it and then you can re-say iL
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MIV: Sure enough. But I have got to say it for a start. (laughter) Can't find the right words, the right
phrases.Umm..Iwouldn'twanttofeelthatlcouldstartanotherrelationship,or..beinapositionto
start another relationship with a man . . till .. Anna . . . was very much more independent of me and had
her own house and property or whatever so that I wouldn't feel that . . being in that home, that she
wouldn't suddenly want it sold. That I wasn'l necessarily - oh, gosh. I couldn't really feel my own person .

. I wouldn't want to start another relationship until we were both more independent of each other. That is
when we take that Rnal . . more major step of both having the property issues -
AO: Declaring your independence?
MN; Right . . .Separate, separately having it. . a land title each so that there wouldn't be any problems
about..whoyouweresharingapropertywith,whoyouweresharingalivingspacewith...yousee,if
. . . if the worst came to the worst and Anna and Susan - suddenly things fell apart, then Anna would have
to have a place !o go. Now, slp would really have to come back here, to Wellington.
AO: Right and if you were -
M/V: And how could that actually work if I was living with someone else? So we've got to take that final
step . . as much for ourselves as for erch other . . .and make that break so that we can still have, we can
definitely go ahead and have independence ard form another relationship. But I wouldn't want to form
another relationship and it's part of, as I said, of the frusration that I have felt over the past 2 years . I
wouldn't want to form another relationship until . .we have laken that final step, that next step . . . . For
ttnse very reasons. In case things fell apart . . . and Anna and the chil&en would have to have a place to
come to. . Right? Yeah.
AO: Right. That makes sense. So again it is o do with that, that whole, it is o do with the . .
divergence, isn't it? 0t is) . . that divergence and re-establishment . . of, of yourselves as in fact separate
and-
MIV: Not being so dependent. Yeah. . . . . . (lst Interview).

Martin's diffrculty in making this statement anose because he did not want to imply a

rejection of Anna. At the same time he wanted to assert his need for some clarification of
their relationship, so that their lives could move on even if, as was suggested on various

occasions, they all might live together again in their old age.

The relationships which constitute this typology are able to transcend the disruptive

nodes because each person remains concerned and caring abut the other. The relationship

is valued for itself rather than just being perpetuated because of the children. The strengths

and weaknesses of each are acknowledged, but the maturity of the adults lies in their

refusal to exploit arcas of vulnerability. Nobody has to defend him/herself against easily

voiced, highly critical perceptions.

Since closeness after separation is still easily sloned into a pathological framework

it is worth comparing elements of the relationships of these two couples with that of the

Butler/Summers, whose accounts stressed the difficulty they had in separating and the way

in which shared parenting became a means, aided and abetted by Kay, of retaining contact.

In contrast to the Butler/Summers, the Cooper/Pearsons, and the Nobles in particular,

made a conscious decision about being close. Although this was done in part bcause of an

agreement about children's needs, the children were not instnrmental in the adults

maintaining contact. The adult relationship was valued for itself, and each partner was able

to feel, generally, comfortable with the other. The separation was seen by each participant

as a positive, if painful, decision. Importantly, the shared parcnting was regarded not as an

act of atonement but as having positive value for all concerned, albeit that Anna saw their

style of parenting as a means of damping down some guilt feelings. The contrast between

the way in which these families spoke about their relationships, and the way in which

Michelle spoke about her and Lawrence's failure to separate was considerable. Distress,
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resentment, anger, and an inability to resolve issues permeated much of both of thet
accounts:

MS: I have always been very, very - I mean I was, I thought that I was very much in love with Lawrence
when I met him, and . . got involved with him. I still have this great affection for him . . which is
actuallymoreofahindrancethanahelp..um,intermsof...sortingoutotherthings.Um...I,I,I,.
. I tttink that I was still, [, I think ftat we tmk a long time o separate properly and I think by the time
we were thinking about . . about living in these two flats, we hadn't actually separated at all, and um, I
and I, I was um, very, still fond of him, and . . ahh, we seemed to have cleared the anger between us, or a
lot of tlp anger . . and it, which of course had been the major cause of . . I suppose that we simply had
ever really, got it, I - it became clear to me that lp wanted a much closer relationship with me than I , I
feltcomfortablewithandum..thatwasjustdisastrous.(....)heook(mywithdrawallasthemost
monumental sort of personal threat and . . um . . and so we began this whole, um, tension again . . you
know, me feeling tenible because I wasn't giving him the closeness that he wanted and him feeling tenible
and pissed off because I . . was not able m be that close. It was just awful ( . . . ) I thought that I had done
everythinghumanelypossible...toworkoutsomesortof..arrangementbetweenLawrenceandme(..
.),thatlcouldn'tdoanythingmore.Thatlhadactuallyoverdonemyeffortsto....um...havea
friendly,reasonablerelationshipwithhimar....um...reasonablyclosequarters.(...)
AO: So would you feel that because of the whole issue of Kay and so on, that that actually militated
a gairct your separation?
i/S: Yeah. If we hadn't had Kay, I am quite sure we certainly wouldn't luve made the efforts we did, um,
to maintain contact and to try and sort something out . . betwe€n us . . . and the fondness might have
stayed...butldoubtthatlwouldhaveputthatsortoferrrgyinoit.(....)Iflwashardhearted
enough now, and I was going through that again, I, I'd leave town (lst Interview).

There was also a further way in which the gradual modification of the the Nobles'

and the Pearsory'Coopers'relationships was facilitative (as Ahrons & Rodgers (1987)

suggested such relationships could be) rather than pathological. This lay in the place that

they gave to process. They did not attempt to hurry the act of separation and make it
psychologically definite (despite the fact that other parmers were involved) at a time when

it was not. In their accounts there was a sense of acting in the fullness of time, when they

were ready to move on and in a way which was responsive to the trauma of separation and

the psychological and social tasks which it imposed. Anna suggested that she had fantasies

of reunion. Maybe these were not a bad thing in themselves, and maybe retaining

closeness and observing the process allowed them to be dealt with at the psychological

level and then put aside, rather than be acted out. It is also clear that that all four had

slowly come to recognise - by no means simultaneously, since the nvo men appear to have

reached that position first and more firrnly - that the marital relationship was really ended

but that the friendship would continue on a different basis.

The couples were not uncritical of each other, and the lack of definition of
boundaries in some areas of their relationships became less comfortable, and more

constraining. There were in both families communicative breakdowns and irritations. The

couples were not'perfect pals'. It seemed likely that the relationships would in some ways

beome more separate. But there was a fondness and respect and concern for the other and

a mutual valuing of the arrangement which assisted in the maintenance of the relationships

in the face of uncertainty and difficulty. It may well be that the problem in noting the

existence of such relationships is not related to the inadequacy of language, as Ahrons

suggests, but to the ideological implications of allowing relationships between separated
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couples generally to be defined as close rather than hostile and distant. Continuing a close

psychological relationship after separation intemrpts generally accepted moral prescriptions

where (male) individuation and sepilateness is valued, and replaces that individuation with

(female) notions of connectedness (Gilligan, 1986).

Type 2 : Relaiors hip clnracterised by a more distant frie rdliru ss

The phrase denotes both a range of positive emotions towards the other partner,

including friendliness, toleration, and also some feelings of alienation from the other.

Within the four families whose experiences conributed to the development of this

typology, the decision to separate was not mutual, although in most cases it would have

been regarded by the non-initiating member as inevitable. In contrast to Type l, the

friendliness was much more murcd. Some of the parents felt that if adult wishes alone

were to be consulted, then they would have preferred not to have to deal with each other.

Although the relationships weathered difficulties, and a generally positive view of the other

was retained, such a disposition was the result of a decision not to become bound up in

negative perceptions and of a more deliberate effort to avoid this,

On the interpersonal plane, in contrast to Type l, more prccariousnessn wariness,

caution, and constraint was felt in relation to the other. Issues of power and control existed

around competing definitions of parental rcsponsibilities, values and sharing information

about the children, and theie was less of a sense, in some families, of shared value

positions. Correspondingly, there were firmer boundaries around the parental systems and

a morc reluctant admission that new paftners could have a legitimate and important role to

play in the bringing up of the children. Nonetheless, there was overall a belief that the ex-

partner had honourable intentions, although at times of individual stress this belief came

under snain.

Parental contact was significantly reduced, most centering on the children. Some of

the couples participated in joint social activities occasionally and of those, some did so on a

much morc rcgular and easy basis than others. For example, I-awrence and Michelle had

coffee together quite often, Luke went to Isa's party, and Fay often stayed for tea when

she returned Tessa. Sometimes children's birthdays had been celebrated jointly, but this

was not always a success and the occasions had been filled with tension. Fay regarded

herself as Paul's 'other mother', and had offered to babysit, as part of her desire that the

two households should operate as a large, extended family although, where Tessa was

concerned, the boundaries between herself as 'the mother' and Liz as 'Liz' were sharply

defined.

Some couples stressed a desire to act cooperatively. Dave saw the shared

parenting iurangement as making such behaviour easier than it had been in the marriage.

His statements seemed to indicate a distinction between 'having children' in the marriage

as a taken-for-granted state and the later decision to share the parenting, into which an

extra dimension of consciousness and carefulness about relationships entered. With the
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marriage ended, goodwill could no longer be traded on. He said,'Y' know, you have to

do what you say you're gonna do. . and all that. Which is necessary to co-operation',

thus offering a definition of co-operation as meaning predictable, trustworthy behaviour

which he later extended to include neither parent using the children to'gang up' against the

other. Such behaviour was easier to maintain because you were removed from the daily

irritants of the other. 'That's all that you have to do. ( . . . ) There's not the petty day+o-

day matters to cause conflict and we are free to do our own thing'.

Regular meetings, in which there was some sharing of parental perceptions of the

children or discussion of any difficult areas, although planned for in nro families, did not

appear to take place in any. Instead, paronts felt that they consulted when necessary. This

meant that consultations took place mostly when something had gone wrong, so that

contact often became associated with tensions. Isa and Luke rang each other imrnediately

after some very difficult behaviour from Diana to discuss a joint approach, although in

other, more parentally contentious areas such as Luke's moves to get on the DPB, in

which it appeared that Isa's connivance would be necessary, discussions wel€ impossible

to firange, possibly because a situation in which Isa might become the recipient of Luke's

anger was not as easy for her to dealt with as Luke implied:

LR; Well, we gotta talk about it, eh? It's crazy. It's crazy the way we can't sit down' ( ' ' ' ) She should

come round and loosen up and ait, haue dinnei with us ina ta|k about it, but it doesn't . . . iust always ' ' '
,id.rt"prit(....)Sidesieppedgoingoutforlunchor..'haviqgdinrprtogether,.eh,jult-!9randI"I
don't ,"-t . . . to go UacL t6letfrir t"i[h h"t again, or anything tit<e thar' but why, y'know? Why sidestep

it?
AO; Maybe she has feelings very different from yours-

Lqt ltlaib. she'sfrightenlC trall'il getangry anCahh.. 'be,benasty. ' ' Canalwayswalkaway " " '

So you cant Ue sensitive to what could be ( 3rd Interview).

Jane and Dave, the parents who had rnost recently embarked on shared Parenting, thought

that they probably talked together on the phone most weeks. Fay and Ross phoned each

other if things came up (for instance, he phoned her during our fust interview to talk about

how the research might be represented to Tessa). Fay was probably the parent most vocal

about the lack of meetings. She believed that she and Ross ought to go out more often, as

they had on one occasion, 19 talk about Tessa and to enjoy each othey's accounts of her'

She also noted that Ross's first response to the idea when she had mooted it had been that

something must be wrong.

Some of the distance benveen the parents seems to arise from the fact that,

although theoretically it is possible to talk about parental and child subsystems as

auronomous, parcnts clearly, in day-today living, do not find the distinctions easy to

maintain, and experience a blurring at the edges or, alternatively, one parent might perceive

an overlap which is denied by the other. In the following quotation Lawrence comnrents

on the impact of different perceptions of behaviour. Ostensibly, what he was talking about

was the child subsystem. But the parental system, distorted by an imbalance of power,

also intnrded in a contexr of determining whose definition of issues was to be accepted. If
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Lawrence accepted Michelle's definition of the meaning of Kay's behaviour, then he had

to accept that the shared parenting may not be working. What is also interesting is that the

way he accounred for the difficulties ignored the wider issues which Michelle was trying to

address.

But she (Kay] can be difficult. And I ttrink that what Michelle says to me is that she is d€manding ' : '-
Umm . . no* i think again, it is probably one thing fc me . . to gigate an acceptable level of demand that

tcanrolerateinmy5-O"yJ,o*,^i.iJag"oflifi,withmypriorities.um'.andallthosethings(..')
you can be looking 

"t "ti"iri 
n"gt cniiO anC reach two iohflerely different opiniorts-about whether

she is demanding or nol eni ptictrette is at a different stage. S-h-e,now .h* gol !q *o$' She is now much

at that stage wtreie t ut.d to be. She is trying o make a name for herself. I think that in any case

Michelle's sons of s1anAarCs anO experience-of parenting are different from mine. Um, there is nothing

*rong *ith this being so. But again- we are starting frorn.different norms as it were, to what consdnrtes

suffic'ient parenal uuLhr"nt. dut it wouldn'q ir iouldn't even surprise me if I were a fly on the wall. and

could fly from one person to the other, to find rtrat Kay's behaviouris actually no different there than it is

here. It is just that the two of us -

AO: Are interpreting il differentlY?
/.B: Are interpreting it differently (3rd Interview)'

There was a general consensus that overt criticism of the other was to be avoided'

To be overtly critical went against the spilit of co-operation, and was unhelpful in the

context of the necessity of having to continue to deal with one another. Dave, in a

starement that began by sounding quite critical of Jane, altered course in mid-sentence and

turned the nature of the comment quite around:

I don't rhink rhat it would be good for the children to spend all tlreir.time with Jane. . . . They need'

y'foo*-Idon'tthinkthatshf'silrat-Imeanshe's...notnecessarilythatgood,as,asamotherforthem
in some ways.
iO' fn you U,int that it would be good for them to qn9ld alllheir time with you?

Dg: No. No. 'Cos U,"i *oUA rirriut on all sorts oithings. I mean, each one of us contributes - lhat's

the idea of having 2piople.fuchof rs has adifferentthin[.J t*,Jane's ' ' . does more" exciting '

things probabfy. tfoie aiuenturous things and unexpected things . . . and I'm sort of " " (2nd

Inteniew).

Both Ross and Fay spoke of the importance of holding the significance of the

arrangement for Tessa to the fore at times when ttrey felt iritated with one another. Rather

than sounding off at Ross, Fay's response was to express her anger abut him to friends:

So when it came to breaking up it seemed to me . . um, an absolute loss if I were going to bring up tessa
...nottohavenor...usl.i".tofherlife.(....)Imean,Isay,evennow,inmybadm-oments'I
would , would love to have Tes; wirh me atl ttre tinie. But I would never choose !o do that. I mean, there

have been bad times recentfy anO menOs of mine say, "Go for custody"' I say, 'NEVE-R even consider it"'

ft.V *y, "Why not? Vou'O grt ir". I say, "lecause i dont want to deprive her of her life with her Dad

wtriitr stre has alwayshad an-<l its awoiderful relationship" (lst Interview).

Equally, Ross spoke of the need for deliberate constraint when he felt irritated by

Fay and of the importance of not dealing in global accusations, but of talking about

specific issues in order to protect'the two parent thing'. The importance of constraint was

illustrated in Lawrence's account. He decided against a custody battle when Michelle went

to Australia. 'Winning' in the legal sense of the word would have given him only a phyrric
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victory. Sharing parenting in the way he wanted would have become impossible because

of the hostility the court case would have provoked.

There was a co(nmon consensus about systemic boundaries in relation to two areas

in particular. As far as the children were concerned, there was a common belief that

children should not be allowed to play one parent off against the other, and on the whole

no-one seemed to feel that they currently had problems in this area. After Kay began to

rush from Michelle to Lawrence when she had a falling out with the former, they agreed

she would be returned immediately. Dave said that such an agreement was implicit

between himself and Jane but had never had to be put into practice, although l,ouise had at

times nrng Jane when she was at odds with Dave to complain about hirn Everyone was

clear that tnrst of the other was important and that criticism of the ottre/s action and values

was unacceptable, although it did not make differences easy to accepl Most believed that

you should not attempt to insist on the observation of your values in the othet's domain,

but should acknowledge differences in value positions and make clear the rules for each

individual home. Dave observed,'Real conflict is when one parent says, "I can't getthem

to do the dishes because you let them not do them", or something like that'.

Differences in values wer€, at times, felt to be problematic. On the one hand, to put

forward one's own values in contrast to one's ex-partner's meant confronting the child

with significant differences in what was permitted or seen as'correct'behaviour. On the

other, giving credence to his/her values meant denying your own, and implied agreeing to

a way of value position that was personally unacceptable. One parent who felt very

strongly about this resorted to a compromise of sorts, some of the other parent's values

being more or less upheld, and others, such as the child's scandalised but too self-

conscious reaction to swearing, ignored. Fay commented on how she saw the implications

of the different value positions:

So I rang him, or talked to him from time to time and said, "How come . . you seem not now tro maintain
the same position on painting nails and having lipstick and Barbie dolls and stuff like that?". Well, in part
that was a criticism of him but in part it was my saying, "Keep me in touch with what you are thinking
and how your ideas are changing because . . / certainly - you know my attitude on these things which still
remains in my house. If things are changing in your house, / have to be able to explain them to Tessa as
well as you do". Umm, and he accepted that argument . . . that he says, "Oh well, yknow, I've changed
my ideas because of this, and this and this", and Im saying . ."Please keep me in ouch with your
changing ideas because . . we don't want to confuse her. If ideas change, then we have to explain to her
why ideas change". Now, I can say t,o her, "!(I ideas haven't changed", but it doesn't seem right b aay,
"Dad's ideas change and I can't tell you why". . . That kind of support. So that whatever she happens to
ask about Dad's situation when she's with me, I'm in a position not to undermine his situation. Now, I
have to continue to be in touch with his situation to understand it and o either support it or if I don't, to
agree with Ross what the story will be. Because its important not to undermine what he's . . what his . .
.he's got a right to lead his own life. Tessa's got a right to know about it but she d@sn't have to save up
her questions until she's with him. So I have to be in a position to . . echo his upbringing of her when she
happens, through no fault of her own, to be out of his house when she wants to ask a question. That's
what I mean (lst Interview).

Taking such a potentially intnrsive position depends on a relatively equal power

balance, on the existence of gmdwill between the parents and on the feeling that they can

communicate with each other without too much difficulty. Despite the best of intentions,
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communication between the parents was not seen to be a simple, easy matter and, as in all
relationships, became more complicated at times when the relationship was under stress.

When parental interests became diametrically opposed then the discussions became even

more difficult as l,awrence found when he and Michelle were in the middle of the debate

about her deparnrre for Australia.

Michelle had given a course on communications. It, it must have been an evening . . course at the . .

Polytech, I think. On communications . . and she had left notes in my kirchen. This would have been
about July that she did this. . . I remember leafing through the damn thing over that period . . and it was
all these things, you know, "I have a right to express my opinions." " I have a right to be heard", etc. etc.
(lauglu) So I [ ] rang up Michelle. I remember it was a Saturday morning. I went over to ttre telephone
after having read - No. 6. on the list was, "I have a right to have, to have my opinions listened to", or
something. So I went to tlre blessed telephone. I rang up Michelle who was only next door, and said I
wanted to talk about this, and she didn't want o talk about ir I said (laughing), "I have a right to have my
opinions listened to". And she said, "I have a right not to listen to them", and slammed down the phone.
That's as far as we got. Oh God! It was dreadfuM shouldn't laugh about it. I was really absolutely at my
wit's end (lst Interview).

During the course of the intewiew, he began to wonder if many of their difficulties were

not related to communication problems:

I have come to the definite conclusion . . . belatedly (lauglu) that although Michelle and I appear o
communicate . . . I mean we have our difficulties but we do communicate . . we are both quite articulate. .

Iam damnsure thatlam articulate.(... )but ...bothcommunicativepeople, weapproachproblems
from . . the antipodes . . . and somehow we never meet in the middle (1st Interview).

He located a source of the difficulties in radically different approaches.

Ithinkwesortof-wererchthingsinaquitedifferentway.(...).Andalotofherapproachesacurally
antagonise me . . . they would be approaches which I would only make in, um, in conditions where umm ,

..Ifeltadversarial.,totheotherperson,wherelfeltlhadtoassertmyselforbeundercutUm...andit
may well be lhat, um, my indirect method of approrch . . . is counted by her as some sort of vacillation
and she may actua[y have the implication . . that I am only half hearted about things when in fact I think .

. . I really think quite srongly about them (2nd Interview).

Overall, his sense was that as the situation evolved, Michelle was taking control in a way

which excluded him. 'Michelle is always telling me, assenively, clearly, umm, what she

feels about things'.

For some of the other parents the predominant feeling was that discussions were

often potentially difficulr Part of the problem lay in the lack of knowledge as to what

'space' the other was in, and the existence of prcviously unresolved issues could still

rankle. As Luke said, it was important to make time to talk:

things can't be left unsaid, the opportunity is still there for - to fester and make judgments, and . . . and if
you don't deal with it, and rationalise it, then, ah, you know, judgments will be made and, and attitudes
will be set and generally cementing . . those auitudes - it's quite dangerous (2nd Interview).

Past communicative diffrcultiEs also contributed to an expectation that maners

would not resolve easily:
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Ao: lou talked about your crossness and your grumpiness when you talked on the phone to Dave. Does
that make it difficult to reach agreemens ( . . .) or are the issues difficult ro reach agreement on?
JA.' No, the issues aren't difficult at all. ( . . . ) I mean, it comes also back to pattems of interaction which
have actually built up over the years and um . . . I find it incredibly difficult to talk to Dave because he
nevers€emstounderstandwhatlamsaying(...)Ifinditreallyinitatingtohavetoactuallygobackand
basicallysaywhatl'vejustsaid,butrephrased(...)andlmayhaveodothat2-3times(...)Ijust
get tense right away as soon as I surt talking to him (3rd Interview).

Dave also experienced, at his end, feelings of irritation, mitigated by the fact that the phone

communication meant that they could ntorc easily terminate a conversation and come back

to it at a later date:

Jane annoys me quite a lot . . . often. Almost every conversation ends up with some sort of annoying
thing happening or . . that's - if we were living together, I would just sort of attack Jane on the subjrxt . .

. and it would have gone on indefinitely, whereas now, it's just the end of the conversation.

If Dave thought Jane was in a bad mood he realised that urying to continue the discussion

was counterproductive, but equally it was difficult to decide to ring off when there was an

issue on which he needed clarification. As a consequence their resolution of issues

happened in stages:

Usually it's 2 goes. First, might meet with some sort of anger. The next go . . the matter has been there to
mull over. (....) So itsortof works like that. Mention itthe first time..... .. Talk about itthe
second time, I guess. And that can probably work for me too, you know. Jane can mention something o
meandlwon'thavetime.I'llbebusywithsomethingelse....andlwillcomebackanothertime...
and be all helpful about it (2nd Interview).

In other families, small issues remained unaddressed until enough sufficiently annoying

events had occurred to wiurant an explosion. One parent would find herself thrown back

into quite intense feelings of irritation or fnrsration around the necessity to discuss and re-

discuss issues which she had thought had already been settled.

The general difficulty surrounding communication, and the diffrculty parcnts faced

in talking about their own relationship and entnrsting the other with their deeper feelings,

meant that situations could'fester'an4 as in the account given below, begin to cast doubt

on the validity of the whole iurangement In the following quotation, the sinration which

Luke describes grew out of what he saw as Isa s preparedness to undermine his financial

ilrangements, and which she saw as his asking her to be an unwilling accomplice in

fudging the truth. She felt pushed back into the less powerful position that she had

occupied during the time they lived together, where she had to accede unwillingly to some

of Luke's financial decisions. His feelings of anger and upset led to his reflections on

inequality and lack of feedback in the shared parenting relationship with Isa, and spread

out to a more generalised conviction that she did not tnrst him or value his contribution:

there's nothing of the children's even here, . . tlrey you c:n never bring back here what will stay here . . . .

. what . . even toys, you know - like I buy them toys and they end up back at Isa's place and they stay
there. She forges to pack them, they don't arrive. Like clothes, you know. So she says,"Oh, they havent
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got enough clothes". But I know that she's got drawerfuls of clothes up there. So I don't have a back up
with anything. So you are continr:ally having that auitude of the children coming here for a week, urd rwt
the obverse of going there for a week. . .you lnow . . . .(Right). Do you undentand?
AO; So this feels very transitory, and-
IR: Well it does. rf., rf nothing stays (Mmm) . . you know. Once the children are gone out of their
bedroom it looks very empty . . . . . (Mmm) because it, the toys, ah, you know, things like that go. Even
tlw ganus. They go up there'cos they like playing them here. I buy them games, and they end up a[ Isa's
placeandttreydon'tcomeback.Youknow....it'sabit...it'sabitsortof..one-sidedreally...And
that's what I'm urying to, umm - the remark that I was making about Isas basic insensitiviry to me,
though. That as much as she pays lip service to what I'm doing, which I don't even feel, I don't even feel I
should have to say what/ m doing. It should be what we're doing - umm . . . but it's, "I aprpreciate what
you're doing", sort of a[itude . but hat's not even the matter. It should just 6e. It should just be. . . . how
itis..It'snot.....(Soyou-)Themanemotionallygetsthethinendofthestick.
AO: "The man emotionally gets the thin end of the stick". When?
/,R: Well, well, with, with -
AO: You mean with, whole (Because o0 - the culnre-?
/,R.' Because it's, it's the nature/nurture thing again, isn't it? You know, I mean, the children are
obviously from Mum . . you know, so, i, i, it's goua all sort of, b, be, be taken into perspective as that,
you know, so you've gotta - lhe woman is, i, h the situation like this, it's very imponant for the woman
to actually be more in tune with what the man sort of has to cope with emotionally. I really, I really feel
that, you know.
AO: Are you in tune with what you feel Isa has to cope with, which may be quite different - I mean -
/,R.' I understand what Isa. has to cop€ with. I don't . . . I, lll move with whatever she wants to do if we
can . . you know, physically, as far as the children are concerned, eh, as far as our situation is concemed,
we can move around a bit, as it's necessary for her . . . to, ahh - she's going away this week apparently.
Irlaybe she's not, you know, but she said, so we had a double week - she looked after - I had the children a
week before last - no, no. She had them the week before last (And last week?) and last week, you s€e, but
Diana was away . . for most of the week. And then she says, "Well, I have o go away this week for a
conference in Christchurch? Can you sort of carry on? And , you know, Ill have them for another week,
and I'll carry on sort of thing, you know". "Yeah. OK". The children are quite happy about it . . .

AO: So are you asking that you be given some credit -
/J; I don't wirnt credit.
AO: Not credit, no. Aclnowledgement?
I.R: Idon'teven wantacknowledgement.I justwantunderstandingof howdifficultitis.. umm...to
feel . . . .like I've got a, a *a almost I've got to sity to Isac - like "You have this transformer toy. Leave it
here because it's . . not coming back, you know. You're not gening a chance to play with it here. You're
not getting a chance lo make your sgar€ here. . . . . .

AO: ( . . . ) in this sort of arrangement, the relationship has finished and the 2 of you are in many
respects very peripheral to each other's on-going lives . . and yet, at the sarne time, around some very
cenral personal issues, you actually need to be able to speak, !o be able to . . . to say how it actually
feels, to somebody who acurally now is no longer part of your life.
/,rt: Yeah.
AO: And whom you can't totally tnrst. (Mmm) Or maybe dont totally trust. @ight) and that's how - o
me that seems like an incredible conundrum.
LR.' Yes. Quiterighr (...) I'dsaythatit'dbethebiggestissueactually.(Mm)... bethe,wouldbe
the biggest. ( . . .) we don't joint parent as such. We ah -
AO; But can - I suppose in a sense what I am asking, Luke, is, "Can you"?
/f; Well if I - I am justsick, Anne, of ..of feeling, youknow, that... there is so much !o talk about,
thal maybe there's, maybe tlere's just too much, you know. Maybe there's just too much to talk about
becaue I'm - I feel, you know, lhat I've done heaps, eh?You know, just n doing it, you know, and
without that sort of feedback, witlrout it being umm . . . patronising or matronising sort of attitude, eh,
wilhout some son of understanding of what you actually have to go through, eh? You know? I mean, it's
everything, eh? Its economics, it umm . socially, it's, it's without making judgment on the other person.
It's without being jealous of the, without jealousy of the other person . . because . . you know, where I
am, and where she is, sort of thing . . you know it's just . . . it's just saying, "Well done. Yeah. Had a
goodtry". It's "Yeah,OK... you know, you, you've.. been abit lucky, eh?" &, "You'redoing agood
job".....(Yeah) Umm.. it's likelsagettinga job.I dontfeelTeolons thatshe'sgota {gmdl job...
but somehow she feels sensitive to it because things have been said - umm, they, they don't matter, eh?
As, like, like, I've said that, atrh, "OK, you got your degree because I was doing the job at the time", you
know. "It might have been difficult, but you got your degree". But thar was said . . a year, l8 months ago,
you know. I don't begrudge her the fact that she's utilising her ability, eh? . . . It'd also be nice that, if
you were given a little, ahh, oh well, you know, thanks for it. Thanks for it.
AO: So there's asense of youdoing itvery muchon yourown,without... support. ..I am trying o
think what are the right words.
l,R; I honestly don't feel any of that out of Isa. No. I don't feel any support whatsoever. . . You know,
even when I-
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AO: Has that got worse, or do you think that 0rere was more at the beginning?
LR; Well, it doesn't seem to get any better when I, I - this business of the DPB, eh? I make it - maybe
I'm blowing it out of all proportion, but . . it just brings up . . wounds that I'd ralher, you know, that had
almost been forgonen . . .you know, that I was prepared - they don't matter a - to what we're doing. But
suddenly she's wrioen a letter without discussing ilwith me.. without talking aboutit... abouther
acitude to the Family Benefit, you know, and I think that, "Fuck," you know, "Can't you actually" . . . .

you know - and she's already written away the leuer! You know, and knowing that I was going for the
situation, she's frightened. . . .It's almost like she's sort of going, "Thwack! I'll get in fust . . . 'cos I'm
scared at what will come out of this'. . . You know, but it's not for me to judge why she does things, but,
surely, I'm not an unreasonable person, eh?
AO; But there's obviously something which, for the both of you makes it very difiicult !o meet, to . . !o
discuss and I'm -
/,rt: I think she's scared she'll like me! I don't know. I honestly don't know.
AO: What? l{aving, having sopped loving each other, o like each o0rer is another big step?

/.R : Yeah. . . Maybe she's afraid of that. . . Maybe I am too.
AO: Are you?
I.R : Ahh,l was.
AO: Why? What was that?
If ; Why? (Mm) To like her? (Mm) Because I might start loving her again. . . it was a strong emotion.
Don't want io go through that again. I don't have lo worry about that any more. But I don't want !o dislike
her. I don't want to, eh, but she keeps throwing things at me that I feel, that raTly annoy me (Mmm),
that I, well, I don't feel are reasonable you know, for 2 rational human beings who have nied to do this
deal without the law, you know, without having ro go through the Family Courts . . . you know, so, you
can't stop. When 2 rational human beings get together, yor c(n't rely on the leuer of the law. . . . (3rd
Interview).

Luke's speaking possesses a numbr of quite rcmarkable qualities. The text can

almost be read as a monologue in which Luke, brooding over a number of incidents from

the past, began to construct a powerful narrative of the situation and develop a perspective

on the relationship in which he depictcd himself in something approaching'victim sttttus',

a perspective which could then become the basis for subsequent actions irrespective of the

accuracy of his interpretation. Words such as 'apparently', which would normally read

innocuously enough, are charged with meaning signifying an imptied doubt about whether

or not Isa really was going to a conference and because of Luke's realisation after he had

agreed that the change in ttre arrangement would mean that Isa for the second time would

have the children with her on Christmas morning. Attendance at the conference hcame a

calculated strategic action against him in order to gain the children for Chrisunas rather

than a simple, work-related event. The significance of other events which matter to Isa are

down played, through Luke's characterisation of her reaction to the rcquest from Social

Welfare that she financially support Luke, as unfairly working against the spirit of co
operation that should prevail. This particular period of stress blew over because the

parental commitment to continuing with the shared parenting made it possible for them to

soft things out before the situation deteriorated further, but it may be ttrat a series of such

crises or stress events would be unsustainable.

This section of text is further remarkable because of the way that Luke raised

issues of trust and distrust. He located some of his discontent in the lack of feedback,

feedback which ought to acknowledge how much he h,ad given up to look after the

children. During this interview he gave another account of an event where he thought that
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Isa had misjudged hims. Whil e the proce,ss of the discussion was centned overtly on the

parental relationship, it was quite clear that many of Luke's comments refened to

situations and feelings beyond that relationship. This double reference suggests, then' that

the adult relationship is particularly susceptible to pressure and that it becomes a locus for

distrust and discontent, so complicating the parents' ability to work together.

Each parent had to manage a relationship which was (as in intact families) affected

by consciousness of issues related to trust, and power, where boundaries had to be re-

defined and yet were experienced as unstable. Discussion of the quality or type of

parenting the childrcn were receiving from each parent involved trespassing over the

other's boundaries. Detailed information about what happened in the other household was

not sought from the children because of implications of 'checking up', and knowledge

about positive happenings as well as negative ones built up only very gradually'

Communication on the day-to-day level generally did not occur' Each parent was

responsible for the children while they were with them. There were few'ritual' occasions

when piuents and children got together as a family, although there were sometimes other

meetings. The occasions when communication happened easily were given a considerable

significance. As Isa said,'They give me and him evidence that we are working in

togethor'.

Type 3: Retatiorchip clnracterised by distance, lnstiliry and silence

The dynamics of this rype of relationship appeared to stem from one partner's

unresolved anger over rhe separation and his/her feelings of rejection. The most striking

aspect of the relationship was the disappearance of most interpersonal flexibility which

was replaced by feelings of rigidity and immobility which both parents, especially Mary'

found distressing for all family members yet, at the same time, felt relatively powerless or

unwilling to change. The parents disagree.d on the ultimate desirability of shared parenting'

There was an almost total lack of direct communication between them on any matter

whatsoever, con6ibuted to by either an unwillingness to trust the other because of past

difficult experiences or a lack of desire to have any contact. The two homes operated

almost completely autonomously. The parents regarded contact as potentially explosive

and liable to result in each feeling further upset and distanced from the other. ln the family

the systemic silence, which had developed from a sense of mutual powerlessness and as a

means of avoiding battles, was a powerful constraint. The long-estabhshed difficulties

with communication effectively hindered any re-evaluation of the way each perceived the

other, since contact only occurred at times of considerable stress when negative

perceptions of the other tended to be reinforced rather than modified. The dominance of the

negative feelings then discouraged contact at other times and F€vented the public

emergence of a more balanced of more generous evaluation of the other' Negativity and

distrust also substantialy hindered co-operation with the regard to the children's care and it

8 At an earlier point in the interview, he spoke of Isa s 'look, in which she implied considerable criticism

of him. What is interesting is the gender reversal - usrrally it is the female subordinated to the male gaze'
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was often easy, especially for the parmer who regarded him,/herself as the injured party, to

attribute the problems in shared parenting to the other'

Although both felt in some important respects uapped by their interpersonal

system, there were significant differences in their descriptions of it. Charles emphasised

'rival4/', the d.istance which at lgst could be only temporarily broached, his sense of his

powerlessness (which in itself becomes a powerful position), and his lack of desire to

remedy the situation. [n response to a question about possible further efforts to improve

the relationship, he said drilY:

Well, I dunno whether I will make another one. Um . We had a run in just before I w-ent away last

week. ....o"attntpnont. Mmm.Umm " "Well ' ' In asense I

thinkttratlprobablyt"ittt&ing"rrymuch......aum"'continuationofthesortofpatternthat
wasin the marriageand,atrh..... wo, u*t.. 

"ttft.. 
theseparationdidntacnrally resolveanyof the

tensions between us. rtllJgot us out of earstrot ( . . . ) if at any stage, if Mary had, ahh, acknowledged '

.... thatherconduct*as not faultless.. um.... peitraps even apologised forsomeof hermore " ' '

eercgious acrivities . . . . might have helped quite a lot (2nd Interview).

In contrast, Mary's account moved mor€ immediately to an appreciation of the

destnrctiveness of the adult systenl Her text oscillated between optimism, when she talked

about the possibility (after five years) of a better relationship with Charles, and despair,

when she acknowledged the difficulties of moving the rclationship onto a more open

footing, and had to recognise the painful irony of the generational replay of her pafents'

distance and silences. In talking about the still unresolved hostiliry between them, Mary

said, ,It is hard because |fear that, um . . . . if it hasn't been come to gnps with by now'

well it will probably only get worse, and not bener' and she continued:

it doesn't work as well as it should, and I would think that with the passage of time everything should have

becomeabirmore civilisedberween Charlesarni,.weshouldbeable-o...@b-quchother"'just
as parenrs of the chilGn . . who share their upUtinging . and um.. . sort of ry and be a bit more helpful

-d uoortodating . . . umm . . a bit more sensitive .-. to the other (2nd Interview)'

She spoke of seeing charles as 'less and less approachable' and of no longer trusting his

reactions; of feeling (as did Charles) that the muilality of the contract was really only

'shared time'. In contrast to Charles, who appeared to want their dealings to become even

more remote, she spoke of the importance of retaining some connectedness' What she

would'love' would be closer contact. 'I would dearly love to talk to Charles. You know,I

would love to sit down with Chartes . . . if only it were possible'.

Because of the expecration that things would be difficult, direct communication

was reduced to essentials - asking for an item of clothing to be dropped off, or a change in

the a:rangement - and left to the last possible minute. Mostly, issues were addressed in

writing, the benefits of which Charles described as:

Well...'..it'smoreremot€.Um'..youarenotobligedtose€orheartheotherperson.
AO: And there is a lapse between your communicadon and rheiriesponse and you don't have m deal with

them on the spot?
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CD; yeah. Ir's probably rhat. Yeah. Mmm . you can, by taking a little time^over it sort of ahh .

....getdownwhatyout"*ttosayquitesuccinctlyil'msure)without...gettingfurious.'..(2nd
Interview).

Such communicative practices had a tendency to generate further distrust and hostiliry.

During my contact with the family, Charles' last minute explanation of a need to alter the

iurangement for two weeks was unacceptable to Mary. By leaving the consultation so late

he had failed to stand by an earlier agreement about longer advance warning since she

could not accept his statement that he had not known earlier that he was going away'

Disappointment at rhe failure to consult earlier and a further diminution of tnrst resulted in

a major row which Mary found devastating while Charles felt confirmed of his belief that

the situation was impossible. Confidence in each other evaporated yet again. The

possibility of regular joint decision making receded into the distance and Mary spoke sadly

of the way that nor even ostensibly noncontentious information could be passed on:

MT: lwoulddearly love moredialogue betweenCharlesand I.. um '.. on this whole' juston the

p.tnting...iusttiris;p.-....I iould like obeable Oask him,say, Corneliaasateenagerqq 
-

surting t0 moveouta loimore.. umm.. . whetherhefeelsthatshegoe!9qt9oof5nor " say' if she

io"r o-ut quite a bit when stre's *in me, I might ringtrim, a1d qV, 'Oh, I think Cornelia should have a

Eoupte of 
'early nighs ar yonr end because shE mighib€ geuing tired or something". Or even say if she is

o"iiOoingit(...lAndidon'tfeelthat,that,umlm...-yoqknow.r.thathe,hewillbeverymuchin
n" ,n*do t'otty'ti.t n . - -I, fO like - well mayb he would listen but I would like just to feel that it

was something that could be done quite easily (2nd Interview)'

Furthermore, both parents spoke of the stress that the children were subjected to in talking

to one parent in the other's presence, or even of speaking on the phone to the parent with

whOm they were not culrently living. Because the children were very aware of the adult

tensions, such conversations rarely happened or, if they did, werc kept very brief' and this

was another factor in reducing each parent's knowledge about the children's lives. Mary

also worried that the hostility might mean that the children could not review the

arrangement, because of the difficulties in gening their needs across two such 'opposing

forces', alttrough before the exchange with Chafles about his absence she had begun to

feel that they might be able to impticitly work towards an easier relationship.

The parental difficulties meant that there had been virnrally no family occasions

since the separation. Shortly after the separation, ttrey had celebrated the children's

binhdays once as a family but the practice then stopped. The parents did not go to school

interviews together. Each reponted different conrments from one teacher abut how well

the children were doing and each used those comments to suppoft the view that they held

about the efficacy of the arangement Very occasional convenations took place about kin,

and Charles had gone to Mary's mothet's funeral'

yet the adults' profound sense of alienation was called into question by Mary's

comnrents which suggested that the hostility, distance and silence notwithstanding, there

was still a possibiliry of a more neurral relationship. Mary regarded Charles as having

become more caring and reliable. She felt that if she had major concems she would
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approach him and that, although they never talked about it, each offered tacit support in

relation to shared values. She believed that they would never have a close, or even

particularly friendly relationship, but continued to hope that they could put the hosrility

behind them at least for the children's benefit. Charles, by the end of the third interview,

said that he felt better about Mary than he thought he had. At the time of the first follow up

interview, the relationship had thawed sufficiently to allow some easier, brief social

exchanges.

Type 4. Relaionship clnracterised by nntifs of control and defence

This relationship was characterised by an intensification of the inflexibility'

umesolved anger, and continuity of a dysfunctional pre-separation relationship found in

the previous type, but with a heightened emphasis on the exercise and centrality of

coercion and control as major factors. This characterisation is intended to indicate the

dominance of systemic factors in the relationship; where the (male) need for control,

possibly exerted through violence and domination resulted in both partners acting

defensively in different ways against the other, and the partner who was perceived and

perceived herself as the weaker, felt embanled.

In the relationship informing this type distnrst was endemic, and each partner was

very critical of the other. The parent who was seen, because of his reliance on physical

force, as more powerful interpreted the boundaries between himself and his ex-partner as

fluid. He abrogated to himself the role of policeman of the agreement' thus provoking his

parurcf to attempr to create morc rigid boundaries betrveen them in an attempt to minimize

his attempts to dominate the separated relationship and to restrain his attempts to exercise

power. parenting became a highly competitive exercise, where Keith's conviction that he

made the bener parent placed Maree continually on the defensive' There were major and

irreconcilable value differences benpeen them. In this sort of relationship, the sharing of

significant information and joint action to establish boundaries for the child were viaually

impossible. The establishment of ground rules about the parental relationship, although of

some help, did not sufficiently diminish Keith's psychological, and potential physical

dominance. This type of relationship illustrated extremely clearly the interweaving of

gendered concepts and power relations in a way which placed the woman in a vulnerable

position, and in which her capacity to parent was continually under challenge. Under such

situations openness and trust were impossible.

The right to continue to intnrde, to check up on, to make it clear that he was the

dominant paftner in the relationship was grounded by Keith in arigidly gendered view of

the world, where women were'happiet' being'meek and mild', 'sweet' and'the little

wife,, unable by size and nature to control the anarchic male. Such'natural' inabilities then

became augmented by a moral inferiority, i.e.,leaving the marriage for another man'

Further instances of inferioriry and frailty were provided through Matee's link with the

feminist movement because it became another instance of an inabiliry to withstand
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pernicious influences. There was a certain heavy-handed logic about the position-

Inadequacy legitimated control.

The parents' accounts offered radically different interpretations of significant

events. points of consensus were few, there were few expressions of concern about the

other, and events were recounted in such a way as to place the partner in a

disadvantageous light. But Malee's account, rather more than Keith's, noted the climate of

distnrst and animosity as disfessing and certainly harmful to the younger two children'

Although the extreme hostility present after the sepamtion had diminished, it was still a

significant force and the power play of the relationship, which lay beyond the hostility,

had not been resolved. There were, however, rloments 0iterally) when the two spoke well

of one another. Keith praised Maree's'analytical ability' to isolate the meanings of

situations and to bring home to him the imponance of not criticising her in front of the

children:

And....youknow,M. of allpeople... w8s, saidsomething w-hich isso valid and itwasoneof the

th@s th,at, that... helped to ripr"ttthis,this.. . bad'revengeful sortof " um " 'attitudeandshe
said - how the hell it caire up I haven't a clue when she said it but, and it was at some stage when there

*rrn'tthisloveydoveythatthere is now... umm... ' shesaid, "Youknow, if lou " ""' SheSaid"'

I never run you ho*n tir rhe children". And l checked and she didn't. . . and I don't know " ' whetlpr l
bad-mouthed her too much in front of the kids. I . ' .

AO: Suspect you might have done a bit more than youcare.to remember'

KB: lsuspect . Dead right.I susp6ct rhat thatwould be fairly accurare,(:.') butshe,

M.said,',youknow,ifyou....fora.[itOoO.iVonggfisparents..'thenliterallyitdenieshalfof
iself.And itisdrea$ut roexpectachildtocuridlf off from...oneof itsparents'.Andshesaid,"This

is something tt at. . . 
-" 

ttte ttO'"^p"ti"n"ed with her own situation . " They bt+ tplti fP " ' and

remarriedandumm..ahh,hermother...atoughie'..andumm...IthinkthatM'knewalotmore
about it than I did . . for oLvious reasons. She'd 

-been 
there . . and you know, it's, it's something that

probably was the . . .,"as 
" 

u.ty, very worth-while thing for somebody to sal . . - u"9 th9 frct that she said

it, th"t f remembered it, that I tobf nbUce of it, means-that, y9g qow, that it must be, that it must have

U""n ifnport"nt. And probably I wanted ftrat to il so anyway. You know, I . . . deep down you don't want

to turn your kids against. . . against heir. . . . . (3rd Interview)'

Over the years, the couple had come to have more frcquent contact, although

descriptions of such events differed. Keith, who emphasised their occasional outings,

placed them in a context of Maree's continuing dependence on him' Mafee' however'

emphasis€d the functional nature, describing the contact as abut Sam or another child'

They had been to school functions, and "meet the teacher" evenings together. They had

been able to discuss which high school Sam should attend, (in contrast to the decision

making abour Hugh's future which had been conducted competitivelY) anC Maree believed

that her advice over how to approach that decision had prevailed. At times of major family

crisis (one son's serious car accident; anothet's court appearance on a drugs charge) they

had stood rogerher. Keith agreed, however, that the'friendly'relationship which he

claimed was conducted on treacherous and difficult ground. Substantive discussion was

impossible. In answer to whether he and Maree could ulk about concerns each might have

about Hugh, Keith said:

K8: No. We can'L
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AO: Although you're the best of friends?

Kg: Can't talk abour ni"grlit" ,t u,. y'ro, this is where our maniage . . . was able to break down - the

factthatwedidvery...:. ..... acrimonious with eachotherand we '..I think thatshe isgrossly

unfairastosomeofthethingsthatshesays....She,um....shewillnotacceptblamgfolanything'I
don't think I've ever n"arO ft"? oi, "That's'my fault". . . . Y'know, mea culpa.is sornething that she

doesn'tacceptexists...and...itrismakesmemorereluctanttoacceptanyblamebec?yse1!r9nlfeelthat
in" got t9 accept all blame. So, um . . . because, you know, if I'm. the one that will, will, will accept any

blame, at all and yknow, if she won't accept -y, ttt.n it must 
"ll 

be ry faglt' 59 when it comes !o things

fif. rf,U it usually ends up . . . . y'know, we can'get heared. pretty quicklV' !o1for a long time because

;t;l*; careful. f[no*, we - rhe rwo of u-s are ideally suited for the diplomatic corps!

AO: But what you .t" oiitU is that this good relationship is cenred on this sort of being enormously

careful not to move into any potentially -

K8; Yeah (2nd Interview).

Keith's descriptions of the adult rclationship gave a geneml sense of a superficial

functionality and friendship, in which his attempts to control the way that Maree

functioned as an adult and as a palent were only momentarily acknowledged' But

alongside the friendship was a fragility which made discussion of substantive issues

impossible because both parents were still caught within the maritd system'

Maree, although she saw Keith as stiU emotionally dependent on her, accePted the

character of the powerless woman but found working within such a constraint very

difficult. Unsurprisingly, her account did not support a reading of their relationship as

friendly. Instead, she noted various ways in which Keith attempted to control the

relationship, such as detiberately not telling her of a son's suicide attempt and blaming her

if Sam got into trouble. But at the same time she was reluctant to say that the shared

parenting was not viable, a reluctance which contributed to internal contradictions in her

texl For example, she described the parenting alTangement as gd because it allowed

Sam to have two equal parents, but at the same time acknowledged that the equaliry did

not exist, and that she had to resort to placatory behaviour:

MB; so I keep him informed about the kids all the time and ttrat is the main con[act th;at we have' Because

I want him to keep me informed you know if he -

AO: So for you Oe an"an-13les ottceeping in contact is that (1) you sort out stuff about Sam, but (2) if

Vo" f. e fritir informed aboui ttre ortrei ctrltOren when they conUbt you, then it places an obligation on

i,i,nor,."pyouinformJi....l...butdoyoufeelrhatthatclosecontactalsohassomedisadvanEges
for you?
M8; No. I dont. . . . . It's got advantages because if Keirh - you know, Keith gets very jealous of' and if

he finds oul that lve had -y-rot*unidton - ft" 
"t"A 

to try feepfg them away-from me ah because he

wanted to turn all the childrin against me, and ah, if, y, y'know, if ne nnOs out that' that causes jealousy

and I think that it still does, even now. 
t?AO: So you are still caught up' you arc still living out your malnage

MB: Yeah.I suppose so.

This point was confinned later in the interview:

AO: h you think that Keith sees you as equal now? ( , ' , )
Mg; Acnrally he srill tries o tell me wtrat ooo. tte siitt thinks he owns me. ( . . ' ) And do you know'

he comes in here and he sunds over there - in fact I said to him, "The Lord has work for me today"?

San.' Gee, that was asking for trouble!
MB: (Rising ronesl And-tre comes into my house MY HOUSE as if he owNS ME STILL!

AO: Well, how do you cope with that?
M8: But I'm still scarea. He scared me because of the mood that he was in.

AO; Jusr 0ris weekend?
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Mg: Just this weekend I I can tell when Keith is in a bad mood and when he's in a bad mood he scares me'

And it do"sn't matter whether I am in my own house or out on the street. Could be with anybody. He still

. . . . can manage to do that to me.

AO: And then your own sense of being equal dissolves rather rapidly?-

MB: Yeah.Rigftr. Because here's this ma; who gets. really angry and really physical Mmm ( ' ' )
Yeatr. I'm still scared of him at times ( 2nd Interview).

In these circumstances, where parental closeness was monFntarily possible but

could not sustain prcssure, shared parcnting enabled a dysfunctional marital system'

ma*ed by a severe imbalance of power, to continue. The relationship was a competitive

one, where generosity to the other was fragmentary and infrequent and all acS performed

by the other were open to scrutiny and (mis)interpretation. The question here was not just

whether information about a child could or could not be shared, but rather how that

information was shared and to what use it was put. As is apparent from a comparison of

experiences of the parents in the study, information can be used to exclude or to try to

ensure inclusion, to establish superiority, or to maintain equaliry. Depending on the way in

which it is used, information is a means of control.

In this typology, the way in which power is gendered, which is rarely addressed in

the research studies and disguised as continuing interpersonal hostility, becomes most

obvious. Yet Ahrons' & Rodgers' (1987) failure to make reference to the power

imbalances which are most expticit within the type attributes problematic behaviour to the

individual psyche, so narrowing the scope of the analysis. Recognising that relationships

are affected by power based on physical force extends the reference beyond mere

interpersonal hostility where each partner is implicitly granted the same degree of power,

and beyond the individual situation, to the wider social praxis in which issues of gender

and dominance are grven expression. Acknowledging that power is distributed unequally

in interpersonal relationships exposes the interaction between individual behaviour and the

macro system in which behaviour supportive of male dominance is given legitimation. For

change to occur further questioning of the ideological, gendered nature of the definition of

power is necessary. The necessity for change lies not merely within the individual, but

within the social context and social meanings which affect individual expression.

Power and the post separation relationship

The issue of power pervades the shared parenting relationship as it does all

relationships. Understanding more fully the natue and role of power in shared parenting

depends upon a b,roader definition of power than that which has been conventionally used

in studies of this subject. Iftanichfeld's (1987) article is useful as a confirmation and

extension of the work on power quoted in Chapters Two and Six. She is rightly critical of

much of the previous work on family power, believing that'resealchers have continued to

assume that family power is generated by acquiring skills, resources' and status outside

the family, rather than by acquiring skills for relating to others within the family' (p'42);

she argues that 'family power exists because of one's relationship with the family system,

rather than merely because of one's personal characteristics'; and she suggests that power
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has to be seen as 'a capacity, one that may be used to the detrimenr of others or may be

used to promote the well-being of othen' (p. 43). The point that she makes, which

parallels Duffy's (1936) is that women arc supposed to lack power because they lack

access to the types of power held by men. What has been insufficiently noted has been the

'fundamental and pervasive nature' of power held by women (p. 45) i.e., their capacity to

shape whole generations of families . . . . Women's pole{ may have low visibility frorn a nonfamily

perspective, but women are the lynchpins of family iohesion and socializarion, and this is a position of

power (p.48).

She then argues that this power is used extensively to maintain connectedness, which is

intergenerational and horizontal. Her argurrcnt is analogous to Gilligan's (1986)' In a

discussion of the psychological notion of attachment, Gilligan notes the prcvalent tendency

in Western thought to conceive of the self as autonomous, and in contemporary

psychology to atrempr to reduce complexities to simple unities which ignorc the notion of

reciprocity. Furthermore, girls have been assigned to an inferior moral position because of

their perceived inability to deuch during adolescence. Instead, Gilligan argues' they have

necognised dependency as palt of the human condition. The responses she obtained from

the girls she intewiewed

convey the perception that attachments arise from the human capacity !o move others and to be moved by

rcm.-nein! dependent, tren, no longer means being helpless, powerless, and without control; rather it

signifies a Ionviction rhat one is abl6 to have an effut oh ohers, as well as the recognidon that the

inierO"penOence of attactrment empowers both the self and the other, not one at the other's expense (p'

249).

Dependence, in her terms, is an 'active construction', not a 'failure of individualism'.

Such reconceptualisations and redefinitions of power are imponant because they

challenge much commonsense knowledge about the nature of power and the

powerlessness of women. Furthermore, the inadequacy of the model of families that is

used clinically and sociologically, where the parens in intact families are placed as equal

and complementary (Minuchen, 1974), becomes appiuent The power which Kranichfeld

and Gilligan believe women hold within the farnily sysrcm is denied by this model, which

also implies, inaccurately, women's equality in the macro sphere. The concept of power

that I want to advance is threefold. It incorporates the concept of power defined by

Kranichfeld, and the re-writing of dependence as connectedness or interdependence by

Gilligan; and does not represenr power as a totality. Power is fissured. Power is possessed

here, but not there. Power is undercut by a 'plurality of resistances' which themselves can

simultaneously 'play the role of adversary, target, support. . .' (Eco quoting Foucault'

1979, p. 251). Power is challenged by'proglpssive adjustment through slow, marginal

shifts, in a centerless universe where all is margin . . .' (p. 255). Women derive power

from being attentive to connectedness and generational responsibility, but that same power

is at once lauded and marginalised by the social context of women's lives in which the
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ideology of motherhood ostensibly reinforces such values but in which autonomy is the

preferred value.

Recent promotion of the benefits of paternal as distinct from matemal care as an

argpment in favour of shared parenting seems m emphasise the maintenance of

connecrions and the interdependence of family members9. What the texts that I have

analysed indicate is ttrat although the importance of connections and continuity as areason

for shared parenting are present in different degrees in all but one of the accounts, there are

gender differences. The women make connectedness and caring central to and explicit in

their discussions of the value of shared parenting. Although Anna's account emphasised

most clearly the double nature of connectedness, the other women and Lawrence among

the men also defined connectedness as consisting of vertical, intergenerational

connections, as well as the horizontal connection with the partner. When the men talk

about connectedness, there is more attention to the vertical lines, but in general there is

either less overall discussion of ia significance or they have, as in Martin's case, followed

a lead provided by the parher. But what does need to be emphasised is that a valuing of

connectedness is present in the male texts, and is often seen as important. The gender line

is a fluid one. Connectedness in both its dimensions was prcsent more in the accounts of

the men who fell into the first wo relationship types and was present in the latter two, to a

lesser degree, in relation to the vertical links only.

Thinking about power in these terms highlights certain critical feattues in the

management of the shared parenting arrangemenr Generally speaking, these features are

more clearly associated with the approach taken by the women. Emphasis upon

connectedness reveals that the wornen tend, morc than the nrcn, to maintain an overview of

the arrangement. Three of the women worry mor€ than their partners do about

communication panerns beween the children and their fathers - whether issues that need to

be talked about are; and whether things really are going all right. They ulk morc of the

needs of the children, as distinct from their own needs. Charles, for example, dwelt on the

relationship difficulties with Mary mostly as they affected him; Mary addressed the

children s perspective first and in some detail. The women have tended to think through

the implications of shared parenting more, because adopting this arrangenrcnt did involve a

renunciation of some power and of contnol over the children, and they implied that they

have, as women, an additional responsibility which went hyond the father's. Although

agreeing that Luke was now involved in previously unprecedented ways in the children's

care in a mannef which she mostly valued, Isa placed her'monitoring'of him not in a

context of distrust but more in terms of this other dimension of power:

9 It has, however, been suggested that one of the reasons for an increase of interest in parenting among

men is that men have foun'dthemselves in competirion with women outside the home, and have

accordingly moved back to compete in ttre homi (McKee and Otsrien, 1982).
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And that's evidenced by the fact that when the clothes come home, come back to ms, when the children's

clotlps come back, they are preUy well always clean . . . if there s an occasion ' I always find myself

going, as he mighi tm'- ttrougtr the clottres: and I'll pull out outa.pile.if they are dirty or something ' ' '

ifrafs-a kind of fanern of the Jlothes when they are - it's not checking. It's just to ensure -

AO: Ttnthe'd done it?
/M: Not that he'd done it, but that the clothes that come back are able to be wom. You know? So it is

very seldom rhat I have , Oo, 
""ry 

seldom that I, that there is a pile of washing' Very seldom (2nd

Interview).

Where one parcnt is more the full-time parent, then the issue of how connectedness

is maintained and what it actually means becomes more prominenl It is one of the ironies

that Anna who most emphasised connect€dness had to move away fr'om Wellin4on

because of house prices, so that physical distance eventually contributed towards sonre

degree of psychological disconnectedness. Where the parents have had difficulty in

separating, the questions abut closeness become more complex, because there is the

problem of determining what aspects of connectedness are to be given priority, by whom,

and for what reasons. Michelle's account highlighted another of the shared parenting

paradoxes in that her understanding of Kay's needs, which did include contact with her

father, necessiated ending the arrangenrenl This decision obviously conflicted with one

aspect of the principle of connectedness. Having gfadually, over a number of years' come

to a conclusion that moving between parents was destabilising for Kay, she felt that she

had to'defy'Lawrence. During the course of the frst three interviews she moved from a

position where she decided against telling him that she'would not let it {the shared

parenting) resume'on his return, to telling him. Her ability to reach the decision to stop

the arrangement and to tell him that this was what she intended involved the attainment of

much more positive self-esteem, a belief in the validity of her action, the confronting of her

fears about Lawrence's vulnerabilities, and the acknowledgement that she would be cuning

some of the links benveen Kay and her father. Yet she also needed to act to end a situation

that was out of control. She described herself as acting powerfully:

I felt very powerful and liberated ( . . . ). That I could say, '.To. hell with the reaction. um, um " To heu

with trying to balance lawrence s neeOs anO Kay's needi. It's..time for me lo simply qittk ' '.' of Kay's

needs . . . . and f cant go onGing sandwiched bett"een them". That's something thl I havedone to

,nyr"tf . . you know. I;E-hi; deJpair and I find it very difficqtl not to respond to thar. (. . ) {Things

t 
":""t 

tr"pi*ed for me over the last few monrhs that have enabled me to get to the position where I can

,ay,;Ldi,I am sorry thatrhatis theway it.is foryou-......butIlitply ... can't....'.. afford O "
concenrat€ on that. f na"e io *n."nr"t" 6n t is herre, which is my daughler t , and lvhals 

happening to

tr"iin n" pt*ss". And yet. t n t Eken me a very long time O do that ( 2nd Interview)'

Depending on one's position, such decisions can be affrrmed as recognising the reality and

the destnrcdveness for the child of continuing the shared parenting, or criticised as

uncaring, arbitrary and negating of the other. Lawrence continued to want to believe in the

possibility of a compromise (although he agreed that he partly viewed her decision as

'wise'), and much of his account stressed his awareness of the difference in power

between himself and Mchelle.
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ohh,rh,thisissomething,Ithinkwhich...umm...somethingwhichlfindactuallyquitedifficultin
OJingwlrtr, withMichiie...umm..andI,I,Idon't thinkofitinasortof,ukeadim viewof ir,bur

il;:. yeah..I, tfeel ttrat ...I feelttrat...ahh,lama secondclasspar,.paren!-" in reladon !o Kay'

Tharis,frotttuiatleasiMichelle..feelsherselfiobetheprimaryparent.(....)Itisthefactthat
someone in my position is always under challenge (2nd Interview)'

Although he acknowledged severdl areas in which Michelle had the $eater power' one

important reason may have been that unlike him, she was finally prepared to give the

greater significance to Kay, not the adult relationship'

In other instances though, aS Maree's account showed, the maintenance of

connectedness is at some personal cost. Recognising that things would work'smoothly'

y'know, so long as I play Keith's game', Maree said:

I want things O be smooth for Sam's sake because I don't wanr him in the middle ' ' ' he' he would be if
Keith geS hostile to*rrOt me - well, then yknow, Sam is gonna get the brunt of it ' ' ' and then yknow'

I don't know what's gonna happen (3rd Interview).

Although she had, in some rcspects, to act in an accommodating fashion because of her

fear of Keith's physical force, it was also clear that she asserted herself to set guidelines

wittr Keith that would function for Sam's benefit, i.e., that afiirngements had to be made

between the parents, not bgtween one parent and Sam, and that information had to be

exchanged, actions in which she felt that Keith made little reciprocal efforr If she were not

taking the steps that she did to ensure the observation of some bundaries, she felt that

there would be 'chaos'. Despite this, her overall Sense was that shc was 'mostly not' in

control. Her efforts to control the situation wer€ directed towards trying to minimize the

hostility benreen herself and Keith in order to mitigate difficulties that might arise for Sam

because of the problems benpeen the adults. Although she found the shared parenting

relationship oppressive, these efforts or'marginal shifts' nonetheless challenged Keith's

portrayal of himself as dominant. His efforts to conuol were instead expressed in

authoritarian prohibitions which ultimately he could not enforce. Maree was to behave in

certain ways, and Sam was to remain aloof from his prodigal brother, even when living in

the same house.

power is about connectedness. [t is also about control and acting assertively, and it

was clear that at different points one partner had more control than another, or used power

to exclude and to place boundaries. Within the first type of adult relationship, where power

is not a significant issue between the partners, issues of control are not contentious'

although Manin considered himself less powerful, and Anna asserted there were ways in

which he could extend his Power.

Within the second type of adult relationship, the exercising of power was more

evident at poinS of tension within the rplationship, and became explicit when one parent

felt threatened. Liz's moving in with Ross prcsented Fay with a major change' in which

not only values which she had seen as stable and shared appeared to be become fluid' but

also the person she had thought she had known well was inexplicably changing. she
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reacted to the changes by drawing tight boundaries around her relationship with Tessa and

with Ross. Ross was asked to explain himself and his altered viewpoint:

the thing rhat got me really cross about that in the early stages *T Ft my knowledge of Ross before he

had seuled in wirh Lit:i'Nnnot Llaming this on Liz,iut ii was being in a house with teenage 8!!s r,ealty

rhat did ttris - was tfrat noss tuO ul*r"y, drmUfed and moaned and maintained a position on painted ladies

"ntiitt" 
r"ttt.O in fhat sit,rafion anO siAienty it seemed not !o matter any more' And it was influencing our

child. So I rang him, or Ulked to him from 
-time 

to time and said' "How come you s€€m not to maintain

the same posifon on puintittg nails and having lipstick and Barbie dolls ' ' ' ?" ( lst Interview)'

Tessa was also given clear instmctions on what was family:

earlier in the piece I can remember saying repeatedly to lessa., 
"W-ell, Liz Smythe mq-Ty thaL but she's

nor your morher,. Umm, oh, I cant remeirber any e'xamrles, but, "Liz *f -ti{flg_*:I: 
that"' I

oi,1W.ff, tnat's Liz S;tft t"ying thar Fair enough, .Su! t 1rn 
your mother and I am saying such and

such,'. And I reallyfeft i-ir,ad o-imp?or opon ttei tnit I had attituie's because I was trcr mother . ' ' ardLiz

had attitudes tlat she had because ine *.t tiuing with her and was very close O her and was fond of her

and had been a mother to orhers, but there was 
"a fundamental differenc€ ( . . .) it's my business with Ross'

. . Because Ross and I are bringing up Tessa, notRoss - not me and Liz (2nd Inrcrview)'

As the relationships between the adults deteriorated further, so control, especially

through threats, financial pressure, and the maintenance of distance became nrorc overt'

But even in these relationships, power cannot be seen to be held just by one person'

Because of the past and potential violence implicit in the Blacks relationship, and because

of the explosiveness with which Keith often spoke, it was easy to designate him as

overwhelmingly dominant, thus accepting his view of himself, and to ignore Matee's

power because it seemed so much more precarious and limited. But it did exist, and Keith

did not hold a monopoly. Maree did leave the ma.rriage, and she was able to achieve a

shared parenting relationship, even though that had its rcal problems' What also needs to

be noted in the context of this family's history is that attempts to effect complete control led

to a loss of control and o alicnation. There arc ecological and environmental parallels here,

where male attempts to control Nan[e (female) have resulted in major environmental

disasters. Another parallel, in a differently cosmic vein, is with King l*ar,wherel'ear,

who believed implicitly in the legitimacy of his control over his family, is finally left bereft

and isolated, as Keith was for eighteen months following the episode of violence with

Sam.

When women who had felt threatened in some way by their ex-parrrer spoke of

these occasions, they referred to them in terms of a diminution of trust, of personal

diminishment, and of an anxiety that future dealings might well become more difficult' In

contrast the masculine reaction to a perceived threatening situation was more to resort to

rhreats about legal actionl0. Thus Luke, for whom the experience of sharing parenting

included an exploration of the more feminine side of himself, talked momentarily in a

rather diffuse, bullying (and erroneous) way about how he would use custdy threats to

l0 It could be suggested thu a male strategy in these circumstances is to go outside the relationship for

support from 'male' institutions.
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coerce Isa to take the approach to Social Welfare that he wanted; while Charles applied for

a custody order, and Keith continued after the court hearing to threaten further legal action

in a manner designed to prove that he was still in control.

In addition ro my analysis of power, which questions the adequacy of investing all

power in the parent who appears morc powerful, or who acts in a more controlling

fashion, and which emphasises the sustaining of interdependence and connectedness as a

powerful action, I suggest that there are two further ways that power can be used in a

relationship. One aspect, which is discussed in the following chapter, relates to the

allocation between the parents of the financial costs of caring for the children. The other

relates to the power of interpersonal perceptions as means to constrain a relationship or to

p€rmit it to movc on. As Haney et al. (1982) note, a close relationship with another

allows mynad and often conflicting interpretations about that person to be formed. What

attributes are called upon to form the notion of the other depends on the stage of the

relationship. When an emotional distance makes emendation of atnibutes difficult, or once

the relationship has dissolved, then the attribution'may take the form of justifications

regarding one's own course of action or blaming the othe/ 1p. 109). As the writers go on

to note:

Insofar as the relationship exists in the mind of the participant, it continues to exist cognitively although
practical circumstances have reduced or eliminated contacL Relationships are as much symbotic events and

images of the involved parties as they are interactional episodes or histories. We may put time or space or
other people beween ourselves and formerly significant olhers, but we traintain the relalionship in our
minds ( Harvey et. aI, 1982, p. l19: my italics).

The way, then, that the other is perceived, the extent to which alternate notions and

images are allowed to enter that perception, and the way that that perception colours

experience is itself powerful, and at times coercive. Where one person knows or thinls

that she/he is seen by the ex-paftrer in negative terms, then the possibility of a defensive

rather than a morc open reaction has already been set in motion; while the partner,

especially as perceptions become more fixed, finds it generally easy enough to find

reasons for sustaining, not altering, that perception. The holding of a strongly negative

view of the other person can be a very controlling, powerful act bcause it constrains and

complicates communication, and can place individuals in double binds. If they do try and

work something out, then the form of the interaction will doubtless confirm the othe/s

impressions; if they don't, then the result will be the same. Alternatively, the more a

perception of the other is positive or is able to avoid emphasising negativc features, then

the greater the freedom which can exist between the couple. Neither is forced back into

defensive behaviour, and because neither feels that they are constantly having to defend

their integrity and character, communication is easier.

In relation to the typologies of relationship, it was apparcnt that those in Type I felt

secure in their knowledge of the ottret's positive evaluation. Not needing to defend

themselves, an open approach and a discussion of concerns was possible. [n contrast to
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those in Type I there is, amongst those in Type2, a more noticeable ambivalence. Not

surprisingly, at times of crisis or tension a less balanced and more negative view of the

other's attributes prevailed, and it was assumed that the partner would also think badly of

oneself. This perception hindered communication, and panially broke down tmst and a

sense of personal security. In the last two types, perceptual power had become much more

controlling, character much more rigidly defined and both partners consrained. For the

women in these relational typologies, the constraint lay in the need to struggle against the

expectation of rebuttal, and the imposition of limits on what could be discussed. For the

men, the constraint was that the negative perception of the other created barriers where

discussion was seen as pointless because of the limitations of the other and/or because it

was the natural male responsibility to retain control. In ttris context, issues of power and

control are more than the manifestations of individual family systems. They are also part of

a penrasive social and ideological system wherc conventional, dominant definitions of

power have supported particular values - autonomy, individuation - and certain

manifestations of power - control, physicality. Such definitions have suppressed

alternative values - connectedness - and alternative manifestations - the centreless nature of

power - whose wider public acceptance would rcsult in women being able to see

themselves as active and powerful, rather than powerless.

Implications for parenting

The model of the adult relationship in the joint custody literature is schematic and

inadequate, in that it rests primarily on a number of prescriptive assumptions about how

this relationship ought to function. What I have sought to present is an alternative to this

prescriptiveness by teasing out the smnds of these relationships and to reach an

appreciation of what it means in pnactice to be a parent in such a situation.

(l) In all wo-parent situations, parenting ideally implies mutuality, r€spect for the

other as an individual and as a parcnt, reciprocity and a relatively well balanced power

relationship. It involves the sharing of information, partly as a symbolic and inclusive

gesture, panly to ensure support and help in rearing the child. I have purposefully used the

word'ideally'because thinking about the ways that the parcnts in this study managed their

relationship has raised a series of questions about the nature of parenting in intact families

and rhe wider applicabitity of the typologies that I have developed. One significant

difference benveen shared parenting and intact families is that in the former the child

moves between - between homes, betrpeen parents. Information accessible to the parent

with whom the child currently resides is potentially much more difficult for the other to

acquire than for a parent in an intact family unless there are open lines of communication.

I-ack of knowledge simply complicates the parenting task, and could be detrimental for the

child. It is not, however, enough at the time of separation simply to determine that therc

should be meetings between the parents and to establish rules for the handing on of

information. For the lines of communication to be open andemoionally accessib\e and

usable for both parents, then the presence of the above-mentioned qualities in the parental
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relationship become necessary. What the different typ€s of relationship show is that the

task of shared parenting becomes more draining, less supported and more open to attack as

one progresses through the types. What also emerges is that shared parcnting has two

interrelated objectives - the maintenance of the relationship of each parcnt with the

children, and the maintenance of a facilitative adult relationship. ln these families where

shared parenting has been least stressful, both objectives were reasonably successfully

met. Where there were higher levels of stness, then the fint objective became the major

focus of the agreement.

(2) If shared parenting is to provide a facilitative relationship for the adults as well

as for the children - and my belief is that the needs of the adults-as-parenB cannot tle

ignorod in a shared parenting family any rnore than in an intact one - then it is likely that

some reworking of the couple system will be necessary. Although the first, third and

fourth types of separated relationship involve least change to the system, it is the latter two

which are of concern in a shared parenting situation because of the way in which the

parenting tasks become more difficult to carry out. The greater the rigidity- whether it be in

tenns of the negative perception of the ex-partrler, the ideological commitnent to an intact

family, and/or the way in which gender issues are understood - and the more power has

been used for the purposes of conrol within the marital system, then greater the difficulty

which will be experienced in changing the system.

(3) There is a very close relationship benreen the judicial concept of the child s

best interests and the nature of the parental relationship. Once again the system, not the

moral principle alone, has to be addressed. Because the child is the least powerful member

of the system, it is important to build in a means of taking care of her/his interests. But the

child s needs cannor be held separate from the family system. A systemic undersnnding

makes possible the recognition of the way in which the psychological principles of

continuing contact and the'best interests' argument on which shared parenting is based

conflict at times in practice. In the Black's case, for example, the intention was for both

parcnts to act parentally, and to share responsibility as the best way of meeting Sam's

needs. But because the Blacks were unable to rework their marital system that principle

conflicted with another, well recognised principle in divorce literature, i.e., that children

do not do well in families where the parental tension is maintained at a high level. In

addressing one principle, the dynamics of the other are ignored.

(4) The two men who felt peripheral as parents were the two who were least

involved on a daily basis with their children. Both werc emphatic that participation in the

dailiness of children's existence is significant in the creation of knowlodge of that child,

and in bcing able to make well grounded decisions. That detailed knowledge only comes

from close involvement is a point echoed by other fathers who realised the difference only

after uking an equal share of the parenting. What this suggess is that substantially unequal

time allocations have different outcomes in terms of paternal satisfaction. If there is a

poticy or belief that fathers need to be encouragd to share parenting rcsponsibilities, then
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merely endorsing all arrangements in which the father has relatively little time with the

child as 'shared' perpetuares the conventional divisions of parenting responsibilities.

Fathen are not asked, let alone expected (in the way that women are) to accept the real and

immediate limitations on private life, careers and financial power which result from caring

for children, and minimal patemal involvement is accepted because that is the norm. On the

other hand, labelting any agreed time allocations 'shared' may create false expectations

which subsequently are realised to be incompatible with the structure of the arrangement. I

would lot wantthis to be seen as an argument for the desirability of univenal fifty/ftfty

shared parenting iurangements. But parents, if they are to make adequate assessmens of

the potentials of different custdy iurangements, need to know more about the likely

consequences of establishing one sort of arrangement rather than another.

(5) The way in which the separation and the establishment of the shared parenting

are carried our also help or hinder the shared parental relationship. Mutualiry of the

decision to separate, the minimizing of hostility and, in some families a planned, gradual

approach to sharing appear significant. A gradual approach allows some trust to be re-

established. It also gives men with less practical parenting experience time to develop

skills, and their ex-partners time both to adapt to relinquishing connol, and to develop

some confidence in their parrner's ability to look after the children.

Summary

As with all intapersonal relationships, the shared parenting relationship is

complex, delicate, and changes over time. The ability to trust and to assurne that the other

means well is clearly significant in diminishing power plays and in assisting

communication abour the children or the workings of the atrangemenr The four rypes of

relationship that I have suggested form a pattem where, as the relationship becomes

progressively more difficult, so the presence of positive qualities and emotions are

displaced by more negative ones, power issues become more sharply focussed and their

expression becomes more gendered. The more inEusive the negative factors become, the

more fraught the relationship for adults and children.

The relationship, because of its paradoxical nature, does have tensions peculiar to it

which need to be noted - the need to continue a relationship at the time that separation from

that relationship is being atrempted; the difficulry of changing perceptions about the person

with whom there is little contacq the need to continue to make an effort in a relationship

which is no longer meaningful; and the need in the majority of instances to change or

modify the previous pattern of relations benryeen the adults.

Finally, power as an element which can nourish or complicarc and frustrate

relationships has to be noted. A broad conception of power, including ideas of

connectedness and interdependence as well as authority and conmol, makes possible a

more subtle appreciation of this element in these relationships. The way that power is used

by adults in shared parenting iurangements is a further indication of their abiliry to carry

out this form of parcnting.
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FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Introduction
In the American research studies, the cost of shared parenting and the allocation of

costs btween parents receives minimal attention. Whether the fact thu the families

participating in these studies were middle class,and were not seen by the researchers as

having financial problems, or whether concentration on the psychological well-being of the

panicipants precluded a more extensive discussion of the financial issues, it is evident that

much of the literature tends to emphasise the intra- and inter-personal factors at the expense

of the structural issuesl.

I was able to locate only one study which is explicitly concemed with the actual

cost of joint custdy. Patterson (1984) draws anention to the issue of economies of scale

and points to the well-known fact that two households are more expensive to run than one.

Accordingly, she suggests that economic facts need to be given careful consideration when

parenrs are contemplaring joint custody. The national budgets on which she drew to make

an assessment of the cost of joint custody assume a non-working mother and do not make

allowances for the increased cost of older children. A joint custdy family, however, is

more likely to have a working mother who will also have to meet added expenditure on

transport, work-related costs and child-care, thus substantially increasing outgoings.

Patterson writes:

We are unaccustomed to thinking in terms of the "real" costs of joint custody, such as household work,
child care, and parenting services. Few people can either afford or find replacement services to sustain

households at the level before the divorce (p. 76).

Other writers have commented briefly on the issues. Salm (1984, a) thought there

might be financial problems associated with joint custdy. Bowman (1983) noted that

parcnts in her study developed their own ways of sharing expenses, which reflected

differences in parental income and the amount of time spent with the child. Luepnitz

(1981) observed that while joint custody meant that the women in her snrdy did not have to

return to court to get unpaid child support, in relation to their ex-partners they were

Frnancially disadvantaged and had to rely on parental help. Over fifry percent of the joint

custody mothers had to seek work for the first time, and had more difficulty than did men

in obtaining access to credit. The parents in the study done by kving, Benjamin & Trocme

(1984) shared costs in different ways. Forty one percent shared costs equally, thirty eight

percent shared costs on a seventy five/twenty five percent basis with the husband taking

the higher proportion, and in thirteen percent of the families, one parent took all financial

responsibility (figures rounded). However, none of these writers comment on the

I See Meyer (1987, p. aOt) who argues that, The cunent popular turn inwards on both psychological and

social levels has supported a focus on personal feelings' with the nett result that structural issues are mo
frequenrly ignored by those in the helping professions'.
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respondents' views about the allocation of financial responsibilities. Nor do they connect

stnrctural and gendered issues of financial inequality with the costs of joint custdy.

Much more recently, however, Bruch (1988, p, 115) writes that joint custdy has

posed new questions about child support. How, for example, is child sulport o be allocated between rwo

parents who share significantly in the child's physical care after divoce? What happens if aparent defaults

bn rhe contemplated time-sharing anangement?How are travel costs to be alocated when the piuents'

homes are farremoved from one anothefl
Funds are sometimes placed in a joint account from which payments are made for certain major child

support expenses ( . . . ) ttrat might not otherwise be fairly shared between the parenr because-of their

timi+luririg plan.'Cours have also recognized that maintaining a child at comparable standards of living
in both pate-n's' households requires that support payments be made to the parent with the.lesser earning

capacity, even in cases where the wealthier parent has physical custody for an equal period of dme-

Over the last few years there has been wider recognition of women's financial

disadvantage, relative to men's, after the breakdown of a marriage (Brohpy & Smart,

1981; Cartwright, 1986; Johnston & Johnston, 1985; MacDonald, 1986; Seal, 1979; Scutt

& Graham, 1983; Weitzman,l985), although the coining of the phrase, 'feminization of

poverty', has the effect as Cass (1987) pointed out, of implying a new development rather

than the reworking of an old theme. In addition to a financial inequality experienced at the

time of marital dissolution, most women also face inequalities in the workforce (Crompton

& Mann, 1986), where women in full-time work earn less than men do. In New Zealand,

women earn approximately seventy six percent of the male wage (the Equal Opporrunity

Act (1972) notwithstanding) and three times less overtime (New TaalandRoyal

Commission on Social Policy, Vol. 2, 1988; Novitz,1987)2. Women are also

disadvantaged in relation to part-time work (Allen & Barker,1976; Baron & Nonis,1976;

Clark,1986; Shipley,1981). Clark, in her recent study of part-time work in New 7-ealand,

notes that it is a'female phenomenon' (p. 3), and quotes Shipley to the effect that

'participation rates are highest among divorced and separated women' (p.7). She also

notes that much part-time work is lower paid, lower skilled, has low stants, and that

women in such employment are least protected. In the light of this now well-recorded

structural inequality, fairness in apportioning child-care costs between partners after

separation needs to take into account women's restricted ability to participate on equal

tenns with men in the workforce.

The New Tr.alandMatrimonial Property Act (1976) placed the division of

matrimonial property on an equal fmting, part of the philosophy behind the act being that

women deserved financial recognition for theirdomestic contribution during the marriage.

While at the time the principle of equal division of assets represented a considerable step

forward in relation to fairness and women's rights, increased awareness of the continuing

stnrctural inequalities which particularly affect women has meant that the adequacy of the

principle in now under question. Weitzman (1985) argues that gender neutral legislation is

2 See Ap,pendix 2 for ables drawn from 1986 Census data which point o a gpss disparity between the

earnings of men and women.
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discriminatory because of structural discrimination against women. In the United States

women are entitled to receive an equal amount of the marital property at the time of the

dissolution of the marriage. But because many women continue to assume the major care

of dependents, Weitzman describes the outcome of divorce as very different for men and

women. In contrast to the women, men's careers are not hampered by dependents, their

living cosrs are much reduced and their overall frnancial position considerably improved as

a result of divorce. Whereas the divorced wonren and their children in Weitzman's study

suffered a reduction of seventy three percent in their living standard, the living standard of

the men rose by forty two percent. Weitzrnan argues, therefore, that equal division of

assets fails to take account of the differential financial outcome of divorce for men and

women. lnstead, the division of matrimonial property should reflect the inequalities with

which women in particular have to content. She advocates the inclusion of career assets as

part of manimonial property and suggests that property division should be based on

principles of equitability, not equality. This would mean that assessments to determine the

level of contribution of each parent towards the costs of the children should reflect the

partners' differcnt abilities to conunand work and their different earning capacity.

The families' financial arrangements

The questions that I asked about the financial arrangements of the families were not

designed to provide precise, quantifiable accounts of expenditure, which would make it

possible to assess relative degrees of wealth. I was interested in a morc subjective

app,roach. How did the parents divide up the costs of sharing the children? What issues

had affected their practice? Did they feel that their alrangement was fair? Two points,

however, need to be noted. The first is that I felt very uncomfortable asking for details

about expenditure and financial arrangements from two of the men. One had never been

happy with the arrangement. The other had felt angered by the financial outcome for some

years and, in both instances, I was aware of aspects in their accounts which did not'make

sense'but felt inhibited about asking for more detailed information. The second is that two

of the women who had expressed some dissatisfaction with their arrangements asked, on

reviewing their accounts, for these sections to be omined or discussed only in general

tenns. They did not want to upset or alienate their ex-partners.

The amount of detail given in response to my questions varied Feady. One couple

hardly discussed the issue. In some other families, it was discussed at length, and in

others, the financial issues of the sepiuation and the on-going costs of raising the children

informed many parts of the account. As might be expected, emotions about property

division and how costs had been shared ranged from equanimity, to slight feelings of

annoyance that it had not, perhaps, been quite fair, to considerable anger because of the

pcrceived greed and financial inransigence of the othsr. Some of the families were able to

reach agreement easily about how to meet expenditures, but for others, the same issues

presented major difficulties. Although the distribution of costs could have provided an

occasion for power plays between the couples, it happened in only two instances to any
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major extent and in those families was commented on as such by these women who had

felt they had borne the brunt of the situation. In only one of the npo families was the use of

finance as a weapon by the male partner believed to be continuing and the mother

described the on-going conflict around money as extremely destnrctive for the child. One

other couple, who eventually ceased shared parcnting, did not mention nroney as a major

issue, but the man subsequently implied, without ever stating directly, that his

preparedness to be financially generous had been exploited by his ex-partner.

Several of the families commented spontaneously that they saw a shared parenting

arrangement as primarily a middle class arrangement because of the costs involved. In

particular, housing costs were mentioned as a constraint for many families who might

consider shared parenting because of the need for each parent to have an adequate base to

which children could come. Few of the parents in my study had bought their homes before

the major hike in house prices. Anna, for example, had to leave Wellington to move into a

house that her parmer could afford. Keith and Maree mendoned the crippling mortgage

costs they had had to face, and Isa had only been able to finance her way into her house

because of a loan from the Housing Corporation, and because she had received

considerable help from her own family and from Luke. Finding adequate rented

accommodation, because of high rental costs and low subsidy (then) to which she was

entitled on the Domestic Purposes Benefit, had also been a major problem for Michelle

who felt that the difficulties with housing which she experienced as a consequence of her

poverty had meant that she had remained financially very dependent on Lawrence, and that

the financial dependency had not helped the clarification of their emotional relationship. As

was nored in Chapter Five, two of the women felt that they had been pressured by their ex-

parmers into agreeing to sell the marital home and that the price obtained had not reflected

the then current market values, thus impairing their ability to establish a separate home.

Establishing a shared parenting ilrangement had immediate repercussions for three

of the women in relation to work. At the point where the marriage or relationship broke

down, only Maree, Mary and Fay wsre working full-time outside the home - not a typical

situation. Both Jane and Isa realised that they would have to work full nor nearly full-time

in order to suppon themselves and the children, an experience which Isa at least found was

not all that it was reported to be:

Theotherthingis,thatldidn't,thettringthatldidn'texpectisthat....working,youknow,.'.the
kind of roll thit, you know, working pretty well full-time, in the work force takes in terms of energy,

kind of creative energy and organisitibn - itrtr - how much tinu ittakes up. in, in on_e's life,_organising
your day around, you 

-kno*, 
sdmeone else buying your time, your mind, your body, I mean I didn't . ' . .

(2nd Interview).

Jane, who had been at home for ten years, worked part-time as a radiologist, for

which she had trained before mariage, but then found it very difficult to get full-time work

as a researcher, especially since she was concemed to retain some flexibility of working

hours because of the children's needs. She was very conscious that skills which she had
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developed while at home were accorded no value in the market place. Patty, who had

worked interminently since her return to New Tnaland, also started looking for a career.

One of the factors in her career choice was being available for Jim after school, so that she

could look after him each afternoon, and thereby eliminate the need for Stephen to change

his working hours, a decision which clearly resnicted the career options open to her. Both

Michelle and Anna went on the Domestic Purposes Benefit and found themselves in very

constrained financial circumstances, despite help from ex-husbands. Michelle described

this experience as 'quite traumatic' and one which accentuatod her sense of powerlessness.

In the following quotation, she described her powerlessness as having developed out of a

series of interlocking social expectations about the roles of men and women which were no

longer valid once she was separated. Her acceptance as a young woman of the convention

that women are financially dependent on men conuibuted to her failure to recognise the

need to plan for financial independence which, after the separation, left her with few

employment oprions. Her flexibility in relation to employment was further hampered by

the double bind of high childcare costs and the level of sdary that she would be able to

command, since she lacked experience and recognised work skills, so that the Domestic

Purposes Benefit appeared as the only'unpleasant'means of support:

Well, I find it very difficult ro sepiuate quite wherc the sense of powerlessness was coming from. Um, I
know that it was iertainly, that the sruCtrne certainly contributed largely, but I also . . felt that' um . . .

um . . that there must have been a fair amount of my own dependency for me . . to have allowed me to get

into that toral state of powerlessness. That I, for some reasonor another felt, felt . . inadequate in the world

wittr a small child. And, um, I remember it was a tenible panic for me in that fint year of us being

separated . and ahh . . I'm sure that over that year it kept me hanging on . . pretty cl9ry.to I awerrce.
Becauselwasactuallytenifiedtobe..olrmyownwithKayandl...Icanthelpfeelingtl{thatwas-
ir, it happered to me. i rernember it shaked me. I didn'r know how o deal wi0r it. Because I thought I had

been preity independent, um, sort of a person before I had actually, um, settled with somebody and had a

child.(..-.)Irememberfeeling..reittysickthat.Ihadbeenreducedtothatsortofstateby..whaLl'I
wouldn'tliketoputrheblameonanything...I..itstill..floonmeslightlytothink(.'.)There
wereanawfulloiofthingsthatlcouldn'tdowithachild..Icouldn'tgooutandearnadecentincome.'
with a child. In the way isaw ir, I couldn't bocause, um, if I had, maybe if I had had a well'paid job before

I met lawrence and had the child I might have had something, but I didn't and the options seemed n be

incredibly narrow. Um . . as a result . . um, those were the sorts of things that had never.occllrred to me

before I liad Kay. um . but certainly the choice when I separated with her seemed to be either o go onto the

DPB and do some sort of training br to . . get some sort of job and spend most of it on child care. And,

um . . now they were two fairly unpleasanl son of altematives. I guess only having those alternatives is a

pretty powerless feeling (3rd Interview).

By the time that I interviewed them, all the women had been able to find full-time

employment or were self-supporting, and most of them were in professional occupations.

That they were in full-time employment defines these women as atypical New Zealand

worpn. But none were in senior positions, and certainly six of them earned less, and

sometimes considerably less, than their ex-partners. One spoke of the costly consumer

items that her ex-partner was able to afford, was anxious at times that these might become

a rcason later on for a choice by the children to live with the father, and also wondered if
her relative poverty and lack of electronic equipment inhibited invitations to school friends

to come home. Maree was still collecting Family Support, the income guarantee paid to
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lower income families. Isa had lost her entitlement to Family Support when Peter moved in

to live with her.

While the men had cenainly had major changes in their domestic situations, they

were not confronted with finding work. The fact that nearly all were able to continue in

work meant that in this aspect of their lives they had some continuity, in contrast to the

women who had to adapt to major changes domestically as well as find work. Only two of

the men, Luke and Keith, spoke of considerable alteration in their financial circumstances.

Keith had been hit by soaring interest rates, and also found at one stage that he could not

afford to meet his insurance premiums. Luke's situation was different, in that he had given

up work to be with the children, and was some conflict bt\ileen his desire to earn mor€

and retain close contact with the children. He was the only person to mention

superannuation as a cost which had to be given some thought.

I can get by on a minimal amount but I must also plan for my old age. It's not fair to rely on the kids. I've

got to-"a*, since you cant rely on super(annuation) being still available or enough. Taking out insurance

involves more outgoings. There is a cbnsiant balancing act beveen money and child orientation (lst
krteniew).

He was also the only man to have had recent close contact with the Department of Social

Welfare and believed that the Department was basically unprepared to accept his decision

to stay home with the children.

The common aspect of all the financial arrangements wits that each parent met daily

costs and outgoings of the children during the time they were with her/him. Beyond that,

the apportioning of other cosr varied- The way the agreements worked at the time of

interviewing was not always how they had worked. For example, in one family the mother

felt that the father was now meeting his share of the costs, but that for some time after the

separation, money had been withheld, resulting in her meeting the major expenditures. In

two families the Family Benefit was pooled in a joint account which could be drawn on by

either parent. In frve families, the mothers continued to receive Family Benefit and one

father in this goup said he could not see why he should pay anything since his ex-partner

was getting the Benefit. Charles had also been trying for some time, with Mary's

agr@ment, to get half the Benefit paid to him. This was evenrually arranged, but the

diffrculty experienced in urying to do this suggested some inflexibility on the part of the

Deparrnent of Social Welfare. Luke also had difficulties gening onto the Domestic

Purposes Benefit, since to do so he needed to hold half of the benefit which had been

capitalised earlier.

The agreements

Eqrcl division of costs

of the wo families who shared out costs equally' the Thomsory'Jones used the

Family Benefit paid into a joint account to purchase clothes and took turns at meeting other

regular expenditure incurred for after-school activities. Substantial extra costs were
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checked out with the other parent before the account was utilised. Neither parent felt that

financial matters presented any difficulty.

The second family, the Ashby/Bradleys, initially used a joint bank account, into

which the family benefit was paid and kept accounts of other expenditure, such as child

care costs which were shared out at the end of the month so that each paid half. Any

holidays rhat were taken with the children were paid for by the parent who went with the

children, because they were having all the fun. But there was also a feeling, at the time of

the first three interviews that this arrangement could well be temporary. Dave said,

Well,asJaneandlare....talkingmoreeasilyitisn'treally..aproblematthemoment.Thisisthe
sort of thing . . that . . could easily be important bos of course each of you is spending your joint money

too. In a wiy. Well, irs organised so it's in a way. Rushing out and spending your - the other person's

money withour discussinglt. And it may be on essentials or it may just be . . because you're feeling

guilty about something. Oh, I'm not entirely clear on that one yet (lst Interview).

He also mentioned what he saw as the difficulties of the arrangement, and whether it

should take into account the 'relative prosperity' of each partner. This was difFrcult to telk

about with Jane:

I mean this is the difficult point, really But at the time of our legal arrangement that was what

was arranged - that we would share. So it's quite simple really. Except that this business of every time you

buy somelhing you are spending the other p€rson's money without ulking to them,abou! it ( : " , ) I tend

to-becautiouJiir tttatI... feel-... thatlhavetotalkaboutit... butumm...Janedoesn't. She just

spendsit...umm...
AO: lt sounds a little bit inimring for you, Dave.
DB: Well, ircould be. I, ir'sa tiirlebit....it'salsobecauseit'snotasubjectthat, thatis... is...
veryeasilyopened youknow. ....Jane's likely tofind itiritatingtomention it.^...('..) It
tends to nrk€ (said stowly) the whole question of who's better off . . . in life . . and who's suffered from

having children an', you know all -
AO: So it's not just a simple question? It's a symbolic question?

DB: (taughing) Yss. It's nbt just a maner of, "Did you spend", you know, "$25.00 yesterday or was it
$24.60"? You know? It's, "Wtat's happened to me? I-ook what you've done to me" (lst Interview).

Jane, however, felt that the financial issues were not a hassle, although she did feel that

issues of equitability were important. ln their case, the fact that they were not

impoverished by the separation was a help in ensuring an easy financial.urangement. At

the time of the second follow-up, there was less apportioning out of costs, partly because

they realised they were spending about the same amount on items other than day to day

costs which Dave was meeting since the children were mostly with him for the year, and

because Jane was not able to get a full-time job. Dave was not sure whether they would

have to look at costs more closely in 1989, when Jane had the children with her full-time

because of these changes in her financial position.

A'topping up' arrangement

Under this type of arrangement, in which I have placed three of the families, the

men contributed an extra amount to cover expenses. ln two instances, the men were

paying for some time a "liable parent" contribution of (then) $25.00 per week to the

Department of Social Welfare, but thought that this was inadequate, and made additional
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payments in kind (clothing, shoes,and equipment for the children. Lawrence also paid for

rhe books for Michelle's courses and doctor s bills as well) to avoid reduction of the

mothers'benefits. As both women became financially more independent, the amount was

reduced by common consent. Lawrence decided that it would be best to contribute to

Michelle's rent, which would enable him to feel that he was suPporting Kay without

making Michelle dependent on him.

I said that I thought thar one of the things that was making Michelle unhappy w-as that she was depressed

( . . .) living in gtty surroundings and it r"asn't improving, you knov, her self-image ' . and we came to

ttre c'onctus'ion that Michelle did iot have the money to live in anything otlwr than gotty sunoundings ' .

.ahh,andI said, "Well, you wouldhave.. ahh, if ...I ga"e youthegoney.Look,I'lldo this.Goand
nn6 Voutr"ff a decent flat and I will pay Kay's strare of the rent " and if I remember rightly what happened

"na, 
lhat she [found a place] ( , . .) ariO stre s,aid, "But you can't possibly pay half of ir Ttrat is too much",

anditwassortofdonettraiway.iampayinghalfofit...and..thereisn'tanargument"(2nd
Interview). .

In the third family, the Cooper/Pearsons, Stephen contributed $20.00 per week

which he thought (without being certain) was to cover the additional costs incuned by

Pany because of after school activities and clothing. AU three of the men felt that it was

appropriate to make the extra conribution, and also relied on the wonren to ask if they felt

that they needed anything more while at the same time recognising that the women did not

find il easy to ask for extra assistance.

Mostly, money was not regarded as a problem. As Lawrence said:

lthasn'tbeen asourceof argument.. ever.. . and I take it,because Michelle is direct....
AO: \\atshe would have said?
LB: I rakegteatcomfortthatl wouldhave heard.. umm...I don'tthinkthatshe has ...(Znd
Interview).

But there were times when awareness of financial ine4uality created tensions. Although

Michelle hinted thar occasionally she had felt that money had been used as a means to

secure compliance, more often her sense of powerlessness was related to structtfal

inequalities. Nonetheless, as the person on the receiving end, she was aware of her

financial dependence on Lawrence and resented the fact, as did Anna who felt snongly at

times about the difference benteen her salary and Martin's, a difference which she could

never hope to equal3.

Balancing out the frnances

Parents in this group intended that costs should be met more or less equally but,

unlike those in the first grcup, they did not run a strict accounting system. In both the

families who operated this system, money had been an issue in the past but was much less

so at the time of the three interviews. Luke and Isa saw their arrangement as a logical

extension of the non-legal approach they had taken to the separation, where preparedness

to compromise and to co-operate was basic to the agreement. They operated a system

3 See p. 89.
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where each took rurns at meeting major expenditures. Isa felt that she had a responsibility

to trust that Luke would make an equal contribution, felt sure (most of the time) that he

did, and emphasised his substantial contributions. She believed (a point which Luke

confinned: 'She's more sensitive to things like that'), that she thought ahead more and

bought sale-priced clothes which she knew would be needed soon. In the other family,

there had been a history of financial difficulties, disagreements and distnrst" although at the

time of the interviews there was common agreement that costs werc more equally shared.

Each parent bought clothing for one child, and extras for the other when they felt they

could afford them.

An arrangemew regardcd as inequitable and ur{air

Only one couple continued to argue about over expenditure. Both accused the other

of bad faith and each major expenditure had to be negotiated, with the expectation that

there would be difficulties. Both parents felt financially disadvantaged in relation to one

another, and Keith was dismissive of any ideas of equity, although he supposed that

Maree did not earn anywhere near the amount that he did. Maree felt strongly that money

was used as a weapon, a process in which at times Sam was unfornrnately involved, since

he had in the past taunted her for her lack of money and told her that she should never have

left his father, but had more recently stalted to apologise for needing anything. Keith

thought it unfair that Maree should continue to collect the Family Benefit and the Family

Support payments, and the $3.m per week that he paid throughout the year while he

looked after Sam for six months of the year but received no extra financial help. The way

in which the $3.00 per week had been arrived at was commented on by both. Keith said'

It was finally agreed tlrat she would have all the family benefiL yknow, for the full 12 months, all the

time.... .but umm. ... . yknow, whetherhewashereornot- thatshe wouldbuy
his clothes and I would pay, I would also pay maintenance for - all the time, which is not very much, but a

certain sum per annum towards clothes etc. (lst Interview).

Maree's account was somewhat different:

M8: Keitlr and I cametoadecisionbecause hesaid tome, "Youcan... .. seeingas youget
the Family Benefit and I don't get anything", he says, "you can buy all of Sam's clothes and pay-for all his

school fees and school books and anyUing nat he'i got !o have besides food". And ah, anyway-, I said I
couldn't do that on $6.00 per week and he said, um, 

oWeU, I'll help you oul". And I said, "OK", and he

said "How much do you want"? And I was hoping the counsellor and the court would wor* that out

because we left it open when we were with the counsellor.
AO: So you never went back to your lawyer?
MB: He-wasn'talotof useandalso, um,.... itwascostingtoomuch (....) And Ionly foundouta
couple of months ago that I could have had legal aidl I was completely ignorant and the lawyers weren't

any help at all.
AO: So there was no clear financial anangement?
M8; No. And there still isnt. And thar, ttut's *here I find it hard. Although Keith did tell me - we came

to this arrangement, Keith and I. Keith said, "I'll give you so much and how much do you want"? And I
said to him,-at that srage I said to him, "Well, if you give me $75.00 at ttre beginning of the year, before

Sam srarts school to h6lp me buying clothes and'rhings like that and $75.00 at the winter" and, um, he

saidOKandwesortofsettledonnaqandum...then....um...hetoldmethattheCourthad
demanded that he pay $500.00 to me every 6 months . . . . but because we already had this agrcement'
well,Keithsaidhiwasn'tgoingtopayit....(...)andhesaystome(afuptsanaggressive.tone),"5o,
if you want your $75.0 euery O months, you had better ring the Family Court and tell them that we've
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come to another agreement so that they don't put pressure on me". So I did that. I,wanted to pleas€ Keith
so that he wasn't hostile with me, because, y'know, he had been hostile with me for years and ah, so

y'lmow, that's why I agreed to, ah, y'know.
iO: nnO so you cancetleU it all, without actually consulting anybody at that stage?

MB; No. And I was quite happy, yknow, with $75 every 6 months. But it's ge[ing so - it's getting a bit
outof hand now . . . . . . .(2nd Interview).

Implications
Several points emerge from the analysis:

(l) At the time that the financial agreements were made none of the couples had

considered issues of equity and it may have been that the four couples where the costs of

the children were shared out more or less on a fifty/fifty basis assumed that such a division

was fair. An advantage of deciding on an equal apportioning of costs is that it avoids

conflict and the necessity of trying to evaluate what should be taken into consideration in

assessing levels of payment. The effect, however, is that where parcntal earnings are

unequal, the women who earn less than their ex-partners are in effect subsidising the men,

whose salaries and earning potential are often higher. By the time I came to interview

them, three of the women felt that income discrepancies should be taken into account.

When asked about what advice she would give parents thinking about shared Parcnting,

Mary said:

what I would really want them !o do . . you know, any couple wtp were contemplating this and they were

right ar the end of the maniage but they didnt know what lay ahead, because they were still 907o married to

each other in their heads. Thlt's the world, you know. You haven't come out of it . . enough, and I think I
would really persrnfu them, you know, to ihe best of my abiliry ttnt they find some kind of counsellor .

.orwhatever..umm,tohelpthemworkoutthepractical ...iurangements...facetheconsequences,
anticipate, umm ., . you know, the emotions, umm . . . in advance. . . and umm . .'
AO: And financially? (. . . )
MB: ...Iamarueit paid woman..and most...womenare, yes,notaswell-paidas Iam.. ' andl
feel that, ah, to do it preuy equally, umm, if one parent . . has a lot more . . . mind you, it might be that

they would have a lot more outgoings too . . umm . . .

AO; That presumably would have to be balanced?
M8: Yes. They would have !o agree, umm . . . well, just realise that there is an income discrepancy ' . .

and try and work out in advance how they were going to . . . get round it. . . (lst Interview).

Although I believe that her point about taking account of real discrepancies in income is

valid it is interesting that she spoke with considerable tentativeness. Her concern was that

an insistence by one pafiner (more likely to be the women because of the strucnral and

gender issues associated with employmen$ on achieving an equitable financial

arftrngement might lead to a deterioration in the parental relationship and thus disadvantage

the children.

(2) Three of the men made payments to the women who incurred extra costs

because they assumed a fuller responsibility for the childfen. In the course of the

discussion with rwo of the women in this goup it became clear that the financial

arrangements were not inflation proofed (the amount paid to one had not increased for

several years) and nor did they take into account the increased costs of clothing, food and

equipment incurred by an older child. The fact that an adequate reviewing anangement had
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not been agreed on may have contributed to the women's reluctance to ask for extra

financial assistance.

(3) It would be easy to assert that the relationship ought to be regarded as a

hardnosed financial one, in which relational niceties have no place. However, although the

two women who were expected to ask if they needed moIE, had excellent relations with

their ex-spouses, they did not feel easy about making requests, and it became clear that

frnancial matters touched upon other areas of feeling. Martin said a trifle complacently:

MN: I'm a bit tight with money acrually . . . . Always have been. Probably just a family-trait- Certainly

a trait of mine. Umm . . . and Anna is a person who has rcurally never been demanding of money.

Extraordinary really because I think . . . ttrat she actually got by, generally got by 9q litle as.' with as

lirtle as she ian. I fiink that it is also partly a guilt ttrin!, as well- I think that she felt, thar she realised as

well,becauseofwhatlfelraboutfamilylife,andbecauselenjoyedfamilylife('..)thattherewasa
certain amount of guilt in Anna when she did move, and, and so I think ' . .

AO; So this involved . . . managing on as licle as possible?

MN: And I think that because oI ttrit - managing on as little as possible was always a thing with her.

AO: And it fitted in with your tighmess?
MN; And it fitted in with my tightness (laughing) (lst Interview).

Anna, on rhe orher hand, felt slightly resentful that she had, as she put it, 'protected'

Martin because she felt that there was a (small) element of exploitation in Martin's

explanations abut the costs of buying out her interest in the house:

I don'r rhink that Martin has ever been in a posirion where it hurs him financially. I think that I have

always...attempfedtoactasabuffer.Ineverspentwithoutasking'Ialways'youkn9ry'I.always
jroiicrca nim. enO I feel that rhere is a part of me that goes on pfotecting him ( . . 

-.) 
I !o1't lvant to do il

U""uo*itisnotgood forme..butlthink, youknow,thatthereisaresidual... thatfindsithardrct to

feel responsible . . .(lst Interview).

In other words, although it should ideally be possible to get these things out in the open,

the couples with the easiest relations found this difficult to do, because of a feeling of not

wanting to rock the boar This was itself a measure of the diffrculties the other, less

amicable couples faced.

(4) Despite the ambivalence and uncertainty which financial issues introduced into

the relationships, it is clear that the majority of families werc able to manage their affairs

with relative equanimity. But equally, it should not be assumed that this meant that money

had not been used at times as part of a power play. Several of the women felt that money

had been used in rhe past as a punitive or controlling mechanism, and this was felt still to

be the case in one instance at the time of the interviews. In conEast to the women's

emphasis on unequal power, men implied (in those situations where money had been or

still was an issue) that the women, in expecting extra financial assistance, were acting

greedily. In other words, whereas the women emphasised structural inequality, the men

spoke of the issue in moral terms, so denying the existence or significance of structural

inequalities. Where the adult rclationship was perceived to be difficult, there was the

greater likelihood that money would become a contentious issue and be used by the male

as a means of control.
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THE CHILDREN'S ACCOUNTS

Introduction
New Zealand law states explicitly that all custody arrangements should give

pararnounr consideration to the best interests of the child. Currently the principle of 'best

interests' is interpreted by those working in the area of divorce and separation to mean the

children's easy, unconstrained access to both parents. Sharcd parenting obviously derives

much of its perceived value from the belief that the notion of 'sharing' custody removes

parental conflict, thus facilitating interaction between parcnts and their children. However,

the account of the parental decision making processes in Chapter Five has indicated that the

assessment of the child's best interests is not a disinterested, objective exercise, but a

intensely personal, intricate, and ideologically informed process. The act of labelling a

familial iurangement as'best'carries the implicit connotation that it is in fact'best', and

tends therefore to deny or submerge the difficulties and ambiguities associated with all

interpersonal relationships. Furtherrnore, the decision of what is 'best' is necessarily made

without the advantage of experience, wittrout the family having acrually panicipated in the

iurangement to evaluate how satisfactory it is for them.

Talking with the children about their experiences in shared parenting families was

an important part of the research study, both because the arrangement is made on their

behalf for their ostensible benefit and because, although they form an integral part of the

family system, they occupy the least powerful position. It is, however, a reflection of the

process of shared parenting that while the shared parenting is seen professionally as being

in the best interests of the child, this chapter, where I have focussed primarily on the

children's views about the arrangement forms one of the smaller chapters; and that the bulk

of the adults' accounts of their experiences of shared parenting dealt with their concerns

and situations in which the children were only indirectly implicated. The structure of the

adult accounts, then, indicates the extent to which it is impossible to separate out children's

needs from adult perceptions and capacities. What is constantly being dealt with is not an

unsullied concept, but one which is necessarily muddied by adult practicalities and

psychological possibilities. The responsibility for creating a viable arrangement which

meets the children's needs lies with the adults. What becomes possible depends on them,

on their ability to rework relationships, and to provide financial security so that, by an act

of inversion, the adult relationship in all its manifestations becomes the primary focus of a

shared parenting rurangement. This is certainly not intended to imply that the children's

interests are unimportant. It is intended to stless that simple principles disguise and distort

complex processes, and that it becomes all the molt necessary to think through the basis of

understanding and acceptance of those principles, to examine whether the accepted verities

can withstand pressure, and to become more sensitized to what the adoption of any

particular custdy arrangement might involve.
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The children, like their parenrs, did not unreservedly endorse shared parcnting. A

positive, and at times enthusiastic response that the arrangement was'gleat' from some of

the children was undercut and thrown into question by other corlments, and in only one

child's account (Jim's) was there little evidence of internal inconsistencies. I would not be

able to write as posirively as Luepniu (1986) has, that the children were pleased and

comfortable wirh the arrangement. My data indicates is qualified endorsement. It should

also be noted that the children omitted reference to snessful situations in the past which

their parents described and they do not refer much to aspects of the arrangement that their

parcnts were conscious might be difficult for them to handle. Obviously, in view of their

ages the children could not be expected to comment on the iurangement in the detailed,

wide-ranging fashion of their parents. But what they said is at times very perceptive, and

gave evidence of considerable feeling about the point which they were addressing. There

were, however, factors which complicated their ability to respond and which were

consrraining for me as interviewer, which affected the general ambience of the interview

and therefore the nature of the information I was able to obtain.

Methodological issues

In an anicle on children's friendships, Ginsberg, Gottman, & Parker (1986) write

that observational research is rarely done in studies of children's friendships. Most

researchers in this area ask the child about interactive patterns with their friends, a type of

question which children have difficulty in answering because what they do together is in

fact difficult to report. While acknowledging the validiry of that comment in the context of

my interviews with the children, the problem that I encountered early on was that

observation would not give me the needed information, and I did need to ask the children

what they made of the iurangement. Yet the act of asking was not a simple social pnocess.

I had to contend with my own anxieties and my awareness of the children's anxiety or

reluctance to panicipate. Several of the children were clearly anxious about being asked

about their situation, and in Kay's case, Michelle and I discussed whether, because of her

vulnerability (historical, and also immediately connected with Lawrence s impending

deparnre), she should be interviewed at all. The anxiety of these children stemmed, it

seemed to me, from a number of interrelated factors. I thought it likely that some children

picked up the parental anxiety that the children could conclude from the questioning that

the arrangement was open to doubt or, alternatively, that the children might say something

which the parents might find difficult to handle. [n some of the families such matters were

not normally discussed, and so raising the issues involved transgressing family

boundaries, which was difficult for parents as well as children since they had to move

beyond familiar modes of conversation. As a consequence, the situation was, Kay

thought, 'embarrassing', because I was an unknown quantity, or as Jim said, 'strange. I

didnotknowthatpeoplecame....andinterviewedpeoplelikethis..and..aboutthis
sort of arrangement'.
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Some of the children made it very clear that they were reluctant to take pan.

Sometimes the lure of a TV prognmme or activities with friends were very understandably

seen as a more desirable diversion, and at other times the children were anxious that they

would not know what to say, or that they would not be able to say anything.I made a

point of both asking for their help and leaving it up to them whether they took part, since I

felt that they had the right to refuse and I could see little point in entering into a battle over

participation. Rachel and Kay frnally decided that they could if someone else was present -

Anna in Rachel's case, and a school friend who was staying the night, in Kay's. I tried,

on various occasions, to move away from only verbal interactions, by asking for drawings

of families, in the hope that they would have provided a way into talking about what the

child had highlighted as significant, and would have given some indication of the child's

feelings. However, most children refused point blank to do this, so I did not persist.

The purpose of the quesrions wits to get some indication of the children

understanding of the arrangement, how they felt about it, and the difficulties and

advantages that ttrey felt living in this way offered. The factor which I had not thought

through prior to intenriewing was the length of time that a number of the children had been

living in a shared parenting arrangement, and their age at the time of separation. Most of

the children had been quite small when the parents separated, and because they had been

living in this type of drangement for some time, there was a taken- for-grantedness about

ir. Not only did mosr not have clear recollections about what family life had been like when

their parens were living together, thus precluding an easy comparison but this factor

contributed to the unremarkableness of the arrangement. The nanrre of routine is that it is

unremarked, unfocussed, and correspondingly difficult to talk about. As Ross commented

about Tessa, 'It was juSt part and parcel of her ' . her, ulrun' - she never asked questions

about it. It was just part and parcel of her life style'. Cornelia pointed out that she and

Simon had been moving for so long that to do so was natural,'like tying up shoe laces'.

Because the arrangement was routine, the younger children in particular did not elaborate

comments to any extent. I found myself constantly asking questions and feeling that the

discussion did not flow because rhere was often only minimal development of each point.

In most of the families, because of the children's age at the time of the separation

and because parents generally regarded the decision about custody as their own, the

children had not been consulted about the establishment of the arrangement" and nearly all

the parents were clear that for the time being they were still responsible for any alterations.

Discussions had not been initiated with the children in most families about the way that the

shared parenting was working, just as most intact families do not discuss the process of

their life together. ln the Black, Cooper/?earson, and Menick/Richalds families, however,

there had been some consultation with the children. In the first two instances, the children

were seen as playing a substantial role in the evolution of the idea. Sam s statements that

he wanted to live with both parents had, over time, come to be given at some points a

slightly punitive edge, something akin to making beds and lying on them' Maree in
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particular tended to see Sam as having primary responsibility for the maintenance of the

ilrangement. He had to make sure it worked because it was what he wanted. In the

Cooper/Pearson tamily the same element occurred momentarily in the context of Jim's

forgedulness but the emphasis was morc on the importance of the adults taking his wishes

into account. Patry saw Jim as being the most affected by the iurangement and therefore

believed he had the right to have most say about any changes, "cos it's his life . . .

ultimately . . . . that it would affect the most. It is his time it would affect'. By contrast,

Isa and Luke, in their counselling sessions, had asked for the children's opinions about the

idea, and later how they felt it was working for them, while retaining the responsibility for

any decision to stop or carry on. Awareness of the potential destructiveness of parental

hostility and recognition of the children's desire to be fair to each parcnt had in the past led

Mary to encourage the children to raise any concerns or feelings they might have about the

arrangement with her, even if what they had to say was unfavourable to her personally:

I think little things that I might have said quite some time ago, but I've always tried to - if there was ever
the suggestion that they did not want to hurt or offend . . I think - I haven't said it for a while now, but
earlier,I think...Itried tomakeit...preuyclearthattheymustnotworryaboutoffending ...me..
. they must say . . . whatever is on their minds. Whether . . . it seemed unfavourable to me or not (2nd
Interview).

However, anxiety about offending was still a current issue for Cornelia and Simon. On the

one occasion that Simon could recall when Comelia had, by tryrng to get her parents to

stop arguing, indicated how she had been feeling about the fighting, both children agreed

that their parcnts had not liked her saying anything.

I returned copies of the children's transcripts to the older children (Cornelia and

Simon suggested this) and talked to rhem about how they had felt about participation in the

research. Jim, Cornelia and Simon said that taking part had helped sort out what they felt

about the arrangement and had thus been very helpful. Sam said the same at the end of the

first three interviews but, at the follow up intenriew which took place after the fight with

his father and the termination of the agreement, he denied his earlier statements and said

that all his comments about appreciation of the shared parenting were lies.

The children's perception of the arrangement

The children who found it easier to talk about the value of shared parenting were

those who knew a number of other children whose parents were separated and whose

custodial iurangements meant that those children saw little of their fathers. In contrast to

their friends who lived in sole custdy situations, the children in the study saw their family

situation as advantageous, and because they saw it as bener than those of their friends, not

socially unacceptable. Out of all the children in the study, Kay appeared to be least

conscious of other children's family patterns, and at one point became quite distressed

when her friend who was taking part in rhe discussion suggested that she was the only

child to come from a separated family. In response to a question whether she knew any

other children whose parents were separated, the following exchange occurred:
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Kay: I just don'1, know {who else is in a separated family).
Fricnd: Everyone in the school is $e same as me (i.e., parents tive together) . Except Kay.
Kay: Tlwt s wrong!
Friend: Well, in the class. I mean.
Kay; That's wrong! I don't think that it would be only me with parents divorced!

Whereas she was the most uncertain about the living iurangements of school friends and

acquaintances, Diana, Isac, Mark and l.ouise were all able to name about seven friends

each whose parcnts were sepirated, and knew whether they lived primarily with mothers

with intennittent contact with their fathers, or spent weekends with their fathers.

Wallerstein & Kelly (1980) note the feeling of shame experienced by children

about their parents' separation and/or divorce because such happenings are perceived by

the children as deviant from the majority cultue. In an anicle about children's concepts of
family, Pederson & Gilby (1986) note rhat in their study children's cognitive

understanding of what constituted family did not seem to be affected by experiences within

their own families, and that intensive tutoring in school about alternative family concepts

and roles did not seem to markedly affect concept development. The authors note that this

finding deviated from other research wherc concept development is found to be affected by

experience, and suggest that their study may not have concentrated sufficiently on affect as

part of family life. With this proviso in mind they go on to suggest that, because of
childrcn's tendency to stereotype, they need extra help and support in b'roadening

perspectives, especially when the reality is so different from the ideal. The purpose of my

study was not to explore concept acquisition and development. It became clear, though,

that the more information children in the study had about other family situations, the rnore

positively they viewed their own and the less they felt in some way either disadvantaged or

abnormal. While this was panicularly true when the children were able to comparc their

circumstances with those of children in solo parent families, simply having some

awareness of different family structures helped to throw doubt upon the ubiquity and,

therefore, ultimate superioriry, of the intact family.

All of the children mentioned that the arrangement meant that contact with both

parents was able to be maintained. Although younger children were not able to say much

more than that the value of the contact lay simply in the fact that this was desirable

'because he's our dad', the four older children were able to comment more extensively on

the aspects of the contact that they valued. However, they too thought that contact with

both was necessary simply because parcnts werc parents. But in the context of talking

about why they valued the contact, children emphasised different aspects. The Noble

children dwelt more on the fact that they did not see Martin as much as they would like,

that they missed him, and that his visits were good because he was then around the house

and available, although this did not mean that they spent rime only with him on his visits.

Jim emphasised two aspects of shared parenting that he saw as importanr The first was

that valuing the contact with both parcnts panly depended on the fact that they did not
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hght, and that, unlike a friend, he was not triangulated or caught between his parents by

parental hostility, which would, he thought, complicate matters.

lim: They are friends so I can easily commule between the two.
AO: So them being friendly is important? (Yes) In what ways?
,ftm: Well it means - if they weren't friendly, they pob'ly - they might be, umm, fighting over custody
or something. I've got a friend, umm . . . the husband and wife - the ex-husband and ex-wife - both
hghting and trying to gain custdy . . . over rhe child.

The second was that shared parenting in a non-hostile atmosphere allowed him easy access

to each parent. Being simply able to see Stephen and spend time with him was important,

and he said that he would miss his father rnore if they lived, with little access to each other,

in the same city, than if his father was living some distance away.

ln contrast to Jim, Cornelia and Simon felt less positive about the arrangement.

Their comments ranged from an assessment that it was 'OK' to feeling that it was a 'bit of

a pain' because of 'having to cart things back and forth and long trips in between . . . . . a

bit of nuisance really', to feeling that the arrangemont was 'part of life, really' and

'supposing' that 'it is pretty good the way we see them. Half and half ; and they concluded

that they would recommend it to other families. 'Well, I reckon it's better this way because

even if they don't talk very well, other families do. . . . It's fairer on everyone'. Diana's

account also reflected some of the ambiguity with which she viewed the arrangement. She

granted some benefits to the location of Isa's house, but what was clearly significant was

that staying with her motherremoved her at nightfall from the very important peer goup:

Oh,l,Idon'tlikeit(wherelsaliveslmuchbetterthanumm....roundDad's,becausethisplace-Idon't
knowanyone... andahh.. . it'squitegood,goingandwalkingthrough tlreGardens.. and Is:pendmost
of the time except for night time with my friends.

Some of the children saw the arrangement as 'fair' to both parents and to

themselves and ttris seemed to appeal to a sense of natural justice. But other factors entered

into this assessment. For Sam there was relief that he was no longer the middleman, that

he no longer had to feel the need to juggle his time between his parcnts. His account is

interesting in the way that it bypasses the power issues berween his parents and focusses

on him as the decision-maker:

Well, first of atl I decided that I wasn't seeing enough of my father. I saw him once a week and could qpend
just a liule bit of time with him, and that didn't seem enough and ah . . . . . Dad talked it over with me. If
he went to, sort of, a little bit of rouble of, atr, buying a whole house of his own, would I live with him,
be prepared to live with him, and, um, I said,'Yes'because I had been living with Mum all that time and
then after, when I decided tlut I wasn't seeing enough of Mum we all decided that we'd Ey and share it out.

Half of the children also mentioned that such an flrangement stopped them from

missing the parent who would otherwise be the non-custdial parent. Isac and Diana

attributed some of the fairness to the fact that their father would have been lonely without

them. Isac said,'It's good that we are going to both because then we see both our parents
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and everything, and they don't get lonely'. [.ouise, too, was particularly concerned about

the loneliness of whichever parent it was with whom she was not cunently staying, in a

way that indicated, it seemed to me, her own sadness at the family separation. She spent

quite a lot of time making glfts for that parent - cards giving her/him the reassuring

nressage that she still loved him/her. At one point in the interview, she talked about her

sadness at her mother's absence and the way in which she tried to retain aspects of the old

family system through phone calls. At the time of their interview, the children were

spending an extra week at Dave's to allow Jane time for swotting for university exams.

Mark had just commented that Jane came down each day, or took them to school:

lnuise: I don't think I see her very much To my . . .

AO: To your way of thinking? (Yes). Do you miss that, Louise? Do you miss seeing her?
Inuise: Well, when I get grumpy with Dad then I actually like o have otler people to talk to and play
with afterwards. [I have to talk with him] so it's not really much use.
AO: So when you get grumpy with Dad, then you wish that Jane were here to talk to?
Louise: Yeah . . . and then I just go ring her up.
AO: So you ring her a lot?
lnuise: Well see, when I ring her up it seems to me like she's at home with me, and so I do ring her up
to talk to me.
AO: So when you feel a bil lonely, then you can ring her up and talk.
Inuise: Yes. Because I know both phone numbers off by heart. It's just good knowing them by heart ( . .

..)Iringherallthetime.(....)Daddymakesmeverycross.IringupMumandltellherandshesays
to me to tell him off, so I do (SiSftJ heavily) . . . it's just useful when, um, when they are close together
because when you are feeling like it you can . . . go up there.
AO; So you sometimes pop up to see Jane although youre down here with Dave?
Louise: Sometimes I ring her up . .. she, she asks if I want lo corne up to see her because she always does
that when I phone . . . Mostly I don't go up therc.

Kay was also intensely concemed about Lawrence's loneliness as his deparnrre

became more imminent. Michelle spoke of a time when Kay retumed from her father and

Michelle had interpreted her difficult behaviour as related to Lawrence's departure. She

was also concerned because she thought that Kay (as she herself had previously) was

feeling that she had to take a lot of responsibility for Lawrence:

MB: She came back from lawrcnce's about a week ago and she was very screwed up and very angry and
we had this wonderful confrontation, and I said to her, "Look". I was furious with her. She was so rotten.
And I said to her, "This is not the way I want us to behave together. Come and have a cup of tea on the
back porch". So we sat and she began o cry and cry. She said that this was wrong and that was wrong al
school, and I said b her, "fus you anxious about Daddy going"?, and she just. . . . broke her heart, and
said it was like a death and that she didnt know . . how . . . it was like him dying and she was scared that
she would forget him and . . . she was angry wirh me, because I wasn't with him, because I wasn't with
him, or, you know, that he was on his own, and she didn't know how he would cope with it, and she was
angry with me because I had her, and it was tremendous. It was like the most enormous relief of feelings
(lst Interview).

Children mentioned more practical aspects of the arrangement which appealed to

them. The advantages included having five Christmasses (Diana), the avoidance of

borcdom (Simon, Mark and louise), the advantages of having two different houses

(Tessa, Mark and [,ouise) and of not always having to do the same chorcs (Tessa). The

Noble children, although saying on the one hand that coming to Wellington to stay with
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Manin was disruptive and somewhat threatening, since Wellington was so much larger

than their town, nonetheless felt that doing so gave them the opponunity to keep up with

old friends, and that Wellington stopped being strange after a time, and became a more

interesting place.

Unlike the childrcn in Steinman's study (1983), twenty-five percent of whom had

felt some confusion about moving, this was not an issue for these children. Simon and

Cornelia, though, saw the arrangement as disruptive because their ransfers operated on a

more complex system than in other houses because of Charles' hours of work. Simon

said:

Well,Ireckontheplancouldbeabitbeuer,likeseeingDadfor3days,Mumfor4...Dadfor4days,
Mum for 3 days. Because if we keep on going the way we are, it's a bit too topsy turvey . . . . but Dad's
work mucks it up. The late nights. That's the pain.

Only Simon and louise thought that the moving sometimes made it difficult for

friends to contact them (friends rang rhe wrong house frs| and several other children

mentioned that the moving disrupted friendships to som€ extent. Mark and Louise

(children in the family which had begun to share the parenting most recently) mentioned

that they had had to get used to living in another house. Comelia said that she sometimes

found that she was in the wrong house, depending on the sort of help that she needed for

homework, and that this was a bit of a nuisance since, in this family neither child liked to

contact the'absent'parent. Tessa sometimes missed the physical contact she had from her

mother when she was with Ross. Sam recognised his mother's more straitened financial

circumstances as a bit inhibiting. Jim would, on balance, have preferred to live in one

home but, since this was not possible, he thought that the moving was not really an issue,

did not feel dislocated by the daily transfers, thought that a weekly transfer would be

strange, and would have 'hated' to live with just one parent. Diana also expressed herself

stnongly on the issue of living with one parcnt:

AO; So what you are saying, Isac is tlrat Alan {his friendl d@sn't see much of his Dad? (lvlmm). What
would you feel like if you only saw your Dad every second weekend?
Diara: Il if it was arranged like that, do you know what I would do at the start? If I didn't start liking it,
andlhadtodoit,Iwouldn'r-I'djust...gowithmyDad....'cosllikestayingthere{witttherfather}
better than up here! (Gives Isa a very provocative look. Isa chucHes).

Packing

Frequent packing was generally agreed to be an unpleasant by-product of the

shared parenting, with the children well aware that forgetfulness caused tension between

family members, while Diana thought that Isa, who packed for her as a contribution

towards reducing demands on the children, often packed the wrong clothes. The following

quotation gives the children's perceptions of the situations that arose when things were left

behind, and a flavour of the family processes:
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AO: So does it feel that you irre living out of a suitcase a lot because each week you have o pack up
your things and make sure that tiings get down from one place to the other?
Diana: No. Usually I want to pack my clothes, but Mum goes and packs them.
/M: If she wanted to and did, she could! But . .
Diana: But I want o pack my clothes. But I did leave it up to Mum, I think.
AO: So they get everything ready? (Yeah) Do things get left behind?
Isac: Yeah. Sometimes.
Diana: Yeah. Sometimes we might just leave our socks, or nighties, or toys and something, but we can
easily get it.
AO; So, it, you do - do you ever end up leaving a raincoat and it pours with rain the next day - does that
happen at all?
/sac: Yeah. Sometimes.
AO; So how do you manage wittr that? What happens then? Do Mum and Dad get initated?
Diam: It's not confusing or anything.
/sac.' Sometimes Mum (Diana: Ges mad) drives us there and we pick up our coats and go.
Diana: Well, she's mad!
AO: Does Dad get mad?
Diana: Yeah. . . They are mad people (laughter).
AO: But do you reckon that that happens a lot, Isa?
/M.' Doesn't happen a lot, does it?
Diana: It used to. With Isac's . . . raincoat.
/M: With the raincoat . . it, it's, if in fact that does actually happen, then between us, either Luke or I,
you know, make contact with each other, and say, "Well, can you pick it up or . . "
AO: lt sounds lenibly rational ( . . .) but, do you in fact feel initated with tlre other for not ensuring . .

that it's got back? Like, Diana was saying that you got crcss and it sounds like thar would be fairly
undssnndable.
IM: Yeah, it's nota maj - it's nota disaster.It's just like - its an inconvenience. . .

Diana: They usually . . . like, Mum gers mad with us, but she can't get mad with Dad (IItl. laughs).
AO: What does Dad do?
Diana: Oh, she doesn't talk to him about ir bur . . she gets mad, umm, by talking to us . . . she tells us
(lM. makes disowning noises) that she's mad with him (IM. lauglu).
/M: I wouldn't interpret it like that! Umm,I ask,I may go, "I asked Dad to make sure there were, the
raincoats-"
Diana: He doesn't pack our things.
/M: You do?

Likewise, Michelle said that she could easily collect what had been Ieft at lawrence's, but

Kay said that she swore about it. Cornelia, though, had now got used to the packing:

Cornelia: I can remember - keep on forgetting things all the time . . . and leaving them at one place and
needingthemtobeintheo$erplace...soitwasabit...difficult,andkindof..youknow,haveto
be one step ahead all the time, and plan what you were going !o wear.
AO: And do you still have that feeling of always having to be one step ahead?
Cornelia: Oh yeah.But........I manage OK. Just sortof .. cartthingsaround.

Clwnges to tlu anangement

Sam, Cornelia, Simon and Jim also addressed, in different ways, the crucial issue

about the role that the older child might play in determining the shape of the arrangerrcnts,

and the difficulties that this might provoke. The situation in the futurc for Jim seemed

fairly uncomplicated. He had already talked generally with Patty, and very recently with

Stephen, about how long he wished to continue moving. When I interviewed him Jim

thought that he would go on moving daily until he went to university, at which stage he

would spend alternate weeks of the vacations with each parent. Although both parents had

feelings about being the parent with whom Jim might chose not to live at sonre stage, the

point is that the issue was able to be addressed and Jim was able to feel, as he was moving
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towards adolescence, that he was being given some control over how long the arangement

lasted.

In the other two families the situation was seen as more constrained. Sam thought a

decision to srop moving (and in particular to live with his mother) would create

considerable conflict, so that the only way of terminating the arrangement would be to

leave Wellington. Cornelia, rather more than Simon, was beginning to feel that she would

like to be included in a review, since she was nearly sixteen. Both she and Simon indicated

that what ttrey wanted was a more flexible system rather than the termination of the

agrcement:

Cornelia: buttwoutdn'tmind... Idunno... somethingsortof ' notsomucha
timetable . . so that we could decide whoever we want to go with . . .

and later Simon said that they would probably go just the same though. Not the same

times, but the same amounts of time . . .'.

The other issue which Cornelia, Simon and Sam raised in particular, and which is

addressed exhaustively in the literature on divorce, is the discomfort and stress which

children feel when rheir parents are in obvious conflict. All of the families had times when

the parents were in disagreement (louise for example, castigated Jane for speaking rudely

to Dave and said she always knew when Jane was talking to Dave because of her tone of

voice) but in the two more conflicted families, the children made it clear that they disliked

the antagonism and wished that their parents could resolve their disagreements. Although

Sam said that he took sides, Simon and Cornelia felt that it was not their role to be

'messengers', and that they did not want to take sides since'it is not really fair and you

hear one side of the story and don't hear the other one'. It is possible that some of their

lukewarmness about the desirability of the arrangernent developed out of their dislike of

having to so comparrrnentalise their lives and to be guarded in what could be said, because

of the continuing parental hostility.

Within the overall contexts of the children's and the adults' corlments, several

issues emerged which are well identified in the literature on separation. An increased level

of sness on childrcn and parents is a well recognised separation phenomenon, which is

expected to last for at least two years. Most parents commented on the levels of stress

which they had experienced after the separation, and it was apparent that shared parenting

did not in some way enable the families to avoid the initial difficulties of separation.and

that the process of redefinition of family boundaries, rclationships and rcsponsibilities had

to be worked through irrespective of the mode of custody. Neither did shared parenting

automatically remove some of the children's concerns about the well-being of one parent,

nor in some instances, their sense of loss.

The second significant point bears directly on the issue of 'best interests' and the

importance of the naue of the parental rclationship in determining how that issue is met'

In nvo of the families the children spoke of their dislike of the continuing Parental conflict
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and their experience of stress and pain as a result of their parents' disagreement and

difficulty in meeting easily with each other. Obviously, such conflict can continue in a

custody/access situation, and also be painful and constraining for the children. It may be,

however, that shared parenting (when children are spending an equal or almost equal time

with each parent) makes them very awarc of the problems and means that they have to deal

more frequently having to manage the hostility and anger. In the third family, where the

parents had remained for years unable to resolve their relationship, Kay had gone to

extreme lengths to hold them together, to the extent of threatening at one point that she

would die if they were not reconciled. Living in such a situation, for all that she had access

to both parents, could hardly be describ€d as being in her best interests. While shared

parenting may have fuelled her fantasies of reconciliation the generally amorphous nanre

of the concept as it is still employed by many helping professionals and their lack of

understanding about boundaries did not help her parents to move earlier towards a more

complete separation and a fuller assessment of the wisdom of their choice of custody. As I

have already commented, the ideology surrounding shared parenting and the ease with

which the arrangement has been accepted as having universal validity made a more

determined and earlier challenging of the efficacy of the idea for this family very difficulr
The third point that I wish to make concerns the fantasy of reconciliation and the

importance of a distinction benreen fantasy and belief. Fantasies ar€, after all, part of most

peoples' experiences, wher€ part of the fantasy is the recognition of its impossibility.

Concern has been expressed that shared parenting would encourage a child to persist in the

fantasy of parental reconciliation. Such persistence, with the exception of Kay, did not

appear to occur. Although over half of the children expressed a wish that their parents

would reunite, even when the separation was well established, they realised that it was

impossible and accepted it.

The final point concerns the differential response by children to the separationl.

This was remarked on by three of the mothers who connected the nature of the response to

the different ways their children approached the world. Two of the children found change

or unexpected situations difficult to deal with, thus placing on the parents of one child a

recognised extra responsibility to mainrain continuity in the iurangement, and on the other

a responsibility to help her work out anxiety- coping srategies.

Summary

I Wallerstein & Kelly (1980, pp. 53 - 54) comment on a wide range of faclors which affect the outcome
of separation and divorce for children. These are: 'l) the extent o which the parents had been able to resolve
and put aside their conflicts and angers and make use of fie relief from the conflict [oU divorce; 2) the
coruse of the custodial parent's handling of the child and the resumption or improvement of parenting
wittrin the home; 3) the extent. to which rhe child did not feel rejected in the relationship with the non-
custodial . . . parent, and rhe extent ro which this relationship . . . kept pace with the child's growth: 4)
the range of personality assets and deficits which the child brought to the divorce, including the child's
history within the predivonce family and the capacity to make use of his or her resources within the
present, particularly intelligence, and capaciry for fanuasy, social maturity, and the ability !o turn to peers

and adults; 5) the availability o ttre child of a supportive human network; 6) the absence of continuing
anger and depression in the child: and 7) the age and sex of the child.
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For the children the most significant factor about shared parenting was that it

allowed them to spend time in an ordinary, routine fashion with both parcnts. Children

recognised this as more explicitly advantageous when they were more knowledgeable

about the family structures of friends who had less contact with one parent, generally the

father. The regular contact with both parents did not prevent the children missing the

parent with whom they were currently not living, and particularty feeling concerns about

their father's loneliness. The benefit of the on-going parental contrct was qualified when

the parental relationship was more stnessed, and also by the recognition of the inherent

srnrctural disadvantages of the scheme, although discontinuities acquired their own

patterns over rime. Packing was seen by members of most families as difficult because it I

focussed on the transience imposed by the arangement, and generated ill-feeling over

forgotten items. It was least problematic when there was daily contact with each parent,

either through parental visits or because of the schedule, or when the move occurred

infrequently. While younger children were not given any choice in the form of the

arrangement, and did not (with the exception possibly of Diana) expect to be involved in a

rcview or to have a greater say in its operation, older children did want to be consulted and

were also sensitive that choosing to stay with one parent, rather than continue to move

between homes could easily be interpreted as a preferrence of one parenL
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PROCESS AND CHANGE

Introduction
The proposition that process and change are fundamental constituents of human

experience has informed my analysis of the texts of the interviews throughout this

discussion, demonstrating that these experiences must be taken into account in research

design. My intention in spacing the interviews over eight to ten weeks and carrying out

two follow-up intewiews (the first six months after the end of the three interviews with

each parent, and the second in August, 1988) was to allow observation of the processes of

shared parenting over time and the changes in family experience and parental perceptions.

The families' changing situations are explored in ttre first three sections of the chapter. The

fust section deals with the parents' assessment of the issues which need to be taken into

account by those intending to share parenting and discusses their evaluation of the

arrangement's viability. The second section explores the issues parents believed they

would have to addrcss in the future and the third details the actual changes in the families

benreen the two follow-up interviews.

The last two sections of the chapter extend the analysis into more personal, but

nonetheless significant and political, arenas of process and change, documenting rwo

unexpected consequences which emerged from my research. The first of these takes up the

issue of changes in identity which the respondents reported as a consequence of sharing

parcnting, and how those changes drew attention to embedded strands of ideology and

gender. In the second I discuss the signifrcance of the therapeutic effect of the interviews

in light of the changes that took place in a previously inflexible relationship,and draw out

the implications for social work practice.

The parents' evaluation of shared parenting

A major concern of the American researchers into joint custdy has been with

outcome, and with the evaluation of the arrangement's 'success'. Although the purpose of

such evaluations is obvious enough from a social policy perspective, they are fraught with

difficulties, partly because scales of measurement tend to be closed (when is a family event

finished?) and overlaid with cultural and class prescriptiveness. Furtherrnore, pronouncing

an alrangement 'successful' is a political act. If shared parenting is deemed by researchers

to be 'successful' such labelling tends to obscure its inherent tensions and difficulties. The

inference then too easily follows, especially when that value judgement feeds into

dominant ideological postues about the nanrre of families, that such an arrangement is

therefo,re the'best' and that it should be widely utilized. The point was made emphatically

by several respondents, whether they viewed their arrangements positively or not, that the

fact that the arrangement works for some and has some very real advantages should not

lead to the general conclusion that the same arrangement will be of equal benefit to all.

They suted very clearly that what may well appear to be an easy and flowing arrangement

was only achieved with a great deal of effort and commitrnent, yet the intensity of effort
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was not immediately obvious to an outsider.

My interest, then, did not lie in an evaluation of the'success'of shared parenting

but in developing an appreciation of the issues confronting families using ttris mode of
custody in which the parents' evaluation of the iurangement was an important element. At
this stage, I was specifically interested in their assessment of how they felt the arrangement

worked for them as a family, and the changes to their situation which they had

encountered. This orientation raised several points. The first and most obvious is that

evaluation of an event cannot be separated from aspects of process. What is said at any one

point will be coloured by the current experience of the respondent and by current events in

the family. For example, in the first interview Mary spoke of the diminution of her concern

about the agreement and her appreciation of its positive aspects. She spoke of her growing

confidence as a parent, the lessening of tension around transitions and verbal exchanges

between herself and Charles, and her sense that she had been able to develop a good

relationship with the children despite the fragmentary nature of her time with them. She

was aware of the cyclical nature of children's needs in relation to contact with a parcnt

which the arrangement was able to satisfy:

you know, at one period, when Charles toots, they may be dashing off far more eagerly, urnm . . . to go
off with him, you know, and come back, walk back to me not looking so eager. Umm . . . you know at
other times one or both may sort of, you know, fiddle around and fiddle around and slouch off to the car to
Charles and come back very happy . . . to see, well to be back here. But this comes and goes (lst
Interview).

But in the following interviews, after the argument with Charles, and even though she

retained her belief that shared parenting was a more viable mode of custody than single

parenthood, her doubts were more pervasive, more visible, undercuning and qualifying

the positive assertions. From the other side, Charles who spoke of his 'dislike' of the

iurangement could also say that it was'probably worth a try' (my italics) because he rather

gnrdgingly conceded that it did allow the children conact with both par€nts.

Secondly, what is seen as 'working' has different implications for different people,

and depends on what is currently being emphasised as important. Maree described the

alTangement as successful at some stages of the interviews when her comrnents were more

ideologically structured in relation to the potential achievement of equality as a result of
shared parenting, but was less certain about its success when she reflected further on how

much real equality she had achieved in her relationship with Keith.

Thirdly, the issue of commiunent to a particular idea or mode of living obviously

affects the evaluation of its viability. The greater the commirnent, the more the assertion of

value is likely to override the points of discomfort, so that there is a tension between what

is desired and what is actually the case that goes unremarked by the speaker.

The questions which interested rne were, as I have said, not to do with success,

but with the changes parents observed as they lmked back over the course of the

arrangenrent, and the nanre of the advice that they would give to other parents
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contemplating shared parenting. The comments that they made have the character of an

overview, where one stands back from the immediacy of experience to establish a longer

perspective. The image that lends itself as metaphor for what I am describing is of reaching

a plateau in the process of having climbed a long ridge, and of looking back over the route

taken. The point of departure is observable, as are some of the more obvious rocky

outcrops that had to be negotiated en route, but other hazards, although present, are

obscured because of the angle of vision. There is another ridge to one side. It would have

been possible to climb that one instead of the roure taken, but the difficult sections of that

track cannoL from the perspective of the climber, be easily delineated.

In the context of giving an overview, most parents' comments about the viability of
the arangement were positive and most thought the decisions they had made had been the

right ones, notwithstanding the difficulties which they had encountered. There was a

general conviction that what they had been able to achieve was, as Ross said, a turning'of
a negative thing into a positive, really'. Some of the changes which the families

experienced have been noted in the the divorce literaturc. For example, most parents spoke

of the gndual easing of the psychological stress that the children were under at the time of
the separadon. Behavioural problems diminished as parents rc-established themselves as

separate from each other. The imponance of the child's undersunding of the parcnts as

sepanrte was underlined by Michelle:

I have - I think that in the past I have had lots of concems about what we have done to her . . umm . now
Ifeelmucheasieraboutherandlthinkover-particularlyoverthelastfewmonths.....it'sbecome...
..muchmoresecureandsoon,andum...Iamreallypleasedaboutit....She'scomealongway
from where she was last year at this time . . . . .

AO: So that your sense . . is again that you are able o offer something which is fairly secure and also
give her the space and rmm !o, to stand herself and to move out again?
MS: I think... thatthatprobably has a lottodowirh it, um...I guess thatthathas a lot todo with
her age too, but I certainly fiink that it has a lot o do with me separating myself much more completely
fromlawrence.Ithinkbeforeldidshewasjust...runningbetweenourtwoplaceslikesome..little..
. umm . . oh, she - it really used to break my hean, bur I feel that for a long time she desperately ried to
hold us ogether when we weren't properly separated . . and ried to carry our relationship . . in some ways
and I think that if that had canied on any longer it would have been - well, it was destructive at the time,
but.umm...Icertainlythink..umm,themoreobviousseparationandthemoreobvioussettlingdown
was gmd for her. ( . . . .). Kay would say, "But I like the way we live", and Lawrence would say, " But I
like the way we live and so does Kay". I could see that she was actually going mad trying to . . . um . .

trying to hold the whole thing together and feeling that that was her job (3rd Interview).

Several parents felt that over tirne easier and more constnrctive parenting became

possible, from which both children and adults benefitted.This was in pan a recognition of

the timeliness of the separation. Anna felt that Rachel, who'had lived through so many

years with me being depressed and unhappy . . . . torn . . ', was able to benefit from the

parenting she was now able to offer since Anna felt less divided and was able to give more

energy and commitrnent to her parenting. Luke (and other parents) emphasised a gradually

incrcasing sense of comfort (in which the incrcasing maturity of the children played its

own part) benreen himself and the children in contrast to his earlier doubs about his

capacity to sustain the arrangement:
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they get better and better. The last few weeks have been good. The two weeks in Ausralia - it, was . . . .

theywereaturningpoint, I'dsay.Well,notaturningpoint...oh,acuwe. (...)Wewere, like,
together,andyeah....I.....I...really feelhappyaboutit.lreallydofeel,lkereally comfortable
about the situation, and um, of course, you know, there'll . . . they will have their own doubs, you know.
But...ahh...itseemstogetb€tter...rheoldertheyget.(....)Theybecome..justmoreloving,
moreunderstanding...more...lesschild/father,andmorefriendsaswell.Imean, IamstillDad.That's
very important, umm . . . we can sit down and |alk, and, and we are people, you know. That's very
satisfying (2nd Interview).

Stephen and others commented ttrat the:urangement became more complex as new

partners came into the family and rclationships had to be re-worked. Charles said that,

although the stress over the separation and early perid of shared parenting had

diminished, there was now another potentially difficult situation to be dealt with, i.e., the

fact that hg was physically located at some distance from Cornelia's friends, which made

her increasingly reluctant to spend time at the weekends at his home. Although the

iurangement had been one which she had wanted to establish, Isa had felt at one stage that

the arrangement might in some way rurn out to be a rap which would result in her losing

the children. Over time, this sense of threat had diminished and, although she missed the

children when they were with Luke, the time without them was also valuable both for her

to extend and develop interests outside of the home, and in increasing her sense of

commitment to parenting.Fay believed that although there had been times when she would

have preferred not to have a shared custody arrangement, shared parenting did allow both

her and Ross to have very positive times with Tessa.

The Nobles noted that over time there had been a gradual increase in independence

from the ex-spouse. For Martin and Anna, this slow movement towards a greater

separateness came as something of a surprise:

MN: when we fint separated I tended to see things as just being in that on-going reluionship for, with,
well, all round. The whole family ogether . . being as strong as possible. But I don't think that I felt, or
thought at that stage that, that, with, especially with time ttrat we would actually gain more independence
from each other. And umm . . . you know, that our friendship wouldn't actually be as important o
maintain as it was then. I don't think that I did rhink that way . . . (lst Interview).

As he rcviewed the a:rangement, Luke thought that a major change with which he

had had to contend was a limiting of his freedom of action and a nanowing of his

par,rmeters, which paradoxically resulted in his feeling freer and happier.

AO: You had to make a conscious decision to re-involve yourself with the kids?
LR; Yeah. Yeah. Very much so. And I knew that il wouldcreate an incredible turmoil. (...) I justre-
directed my life. It was, it was a major decision, and, ah, it was, I had to redirect myself and funnily
enough, whether it's in the stars or whatever, things have gone incrcdibly well . . since . . Umm, I, I, I
just - making that decision and limiting, ahh, limiting rhat decision, limiting my life -style . . . it actually
made me freer.
AO: ln what ways?
l"R: (...) maybel feel happier. Umm, itwas likeaburden (...) well, it, it's likehavingtoomany
alternatives and not. knowing which one to take so you lo - you narrow your options . . and ahh . . and,
and.. you makethe rightdecision. And.. all thesame... theburden - that was agreatfeeling. Still is.
AO: (. . .) it doesn't seem like it's as though the conflict has completely terminated although there have
been these benefits.
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LR: Right True. Ir hasn't. Well, life is jusr a lot of decisions, really, isn'r it? Nothing changes

(taughing). You've gorta keep on making decisions as opportunities arise. ( . . .) Well, I have parameters.

Well-, my parameteri are a bit narrower than mosL That's all (2nd Interview).

Parents also commented extensively on what had to be taken into consideration by

other parens if they were thinking of establishing a shared parenting iurangement.

Comments abut the way that the adults'relationship needed to work occurred most

frequently. The abiliry ro trust and to maintain a good working relationship was mentioned

specifically by nearly half the parents and implied by most of the others. Such a

relationship involved maintaining significant contact, good communication, an openness of

spirit and'genileness' towards each other, and the avoidance of situations where, as a

consequence of parental difficulties, the children's loyalties were divided. Two parents

emphasised the importance of a sound organisation in which the child had a recognised

role. The fact that the arrangement, originally between two parents, came to affect others in

reconstituted relationships was noted by John:

He is always here. It's just some nights that he's nor. So there is never really a period withour him. So he'

heliveshere.He'sgoftrisot"nroo-m.So..heacurallyislivingin,in2placesso.'..both....
Stephen urd Pauy have to have . . . compliance of partners (Follow-up).

Whereas John's conrments relate more to the individual situation, Liz placed the

issue of reconstirution in a wider context. She had come to feel that the notion that shared

parenting was only between two people (i.e., the parents) was a societal fiction:

Tessa's life is affected in relation to me, Ross, Fay, Linda and Paul. It is not abut an arrangement between

two people at all (Follow-up).

She went on to instance a situation where a friend's part in bringing up a child had been,

she felt unfairly, completely ignored. 'No-one asked her what she thought. It is just

because she is not a parent. Because you are the parent, then no-one else has a say'. On

the other hand, Keith felt that reconstitution would be likely to jeopardise the arrangement

because the new partner would be bound to act selfishly.

There were also a number of more general points made. Two parents expressed

concern again about the financial cost of the arrangemenL and felt that difficulties would

arise unless finances were thought out carefully. Both Ross and Charles made further

conunenrs about the way that shared parenting wils too easily idealized. Shared parenting

did not offer a clear cut solution and anyone undertaking it needed to think through the

implications carefully, and be aware that it, as with other modes of custody, had its

peculiar problems. Mary and Luke spoke of the difficulties likely to tre encountered at the

outset and of the importance, therefore, of remaining determined abut the value of the

principle itsetf. Jane was concerned about the fact that many people thought of the child

from the separared family as damaged and disadvantaged by the separation, while the

stress arising from unresolved issues in intact families often ignored She felt that the
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general public needed to revise its view of children as harmed irrevocably by a separation;

and that there was often a point in a relationship where ro sray in it meant that all positive

feeling about the other was lost and co-operation became significantly more difficult. It
was important, she thought, to make the break before animosity set in. Isa focussed on the

importance of adaptability to change, not just in terms of adapting to the weekly

transitions, but to the fact that the arrangement must remain sensitive to the changing needs

of family members.

Future Issues

In discussing what lay in the future, the parEnts raised a single issue. They were

all concerned about the termination of the arrangement. They believed that at some point

the children would want to stop moving between homes. The subject was discussed in

relation to the child s role in such a process and the implications of being the parent who

was not'chosen' to be the one with whom the child would live. It would be easy to

assume that such concerns are peculiar to shared parenting, and that they indicate an aspect

of disjunction benveen shared parenting and intact families. It may well be, however, that

the disjunction is more visible than real, and that the question of how intact families deal

with issues about alignment of children with one parent rather than another has simply not

been studied.

Recognising that the child might at some stage want to stop moving benveen

homes appeared to bring home to the parcnts the full implications of the separation which

the shared parenting had delayed in some respects. In particular, it raised the issue of the

nature of the contact that would be possible with the child if s/he was living primarily in

one home, it confronted parents with the extent of freedom of choice they were prepared to

allow the child to exercise, and it made them think about how they would respond to a

choice to live with the other parent Dave discussed these points when talking about the

implications of Jane's friend's departure from Wellington:

I mean, it is really only a temporary arr:rngement . . . . while the two parents are living in the same town.
AO: So if the whole thing then does come under threat ( . . . ) I mean, where does that leave you?
DB.' Well, that'swhereyoureallyfacethemain.... themain.. umm.. ahh..pointof theseparation.
I mean, that's where the separation actually becomes the problem. ( . . .) I can't really quite figure out how
tofacethefissue](...).Basicallyitcomesbackrotheoriginalsplitup(...)atthepointwhereyou
decide o split up, you've basically o, to split up the children or . . split up the children somehow or
other. So if shared parenting - it only avoids the issue . . . . but sooner or laler, the issue comes home to
roost....andthereisno-Idon'tseeany...ldon'tseeanysolutionforitapartfrorn...urnm...a
final split of some sort (3rd Interview).

There was a general agreement that the children should be involved in making

decisions about the futurc of the arrangement at adolescence, although adolescence was

defined by parents to occur in age from about twelve to sixteen, and as Fay pointed out, it
was difficult to forecast what the rieht rime would be:

There must come a time when she . . . chooses . . not to go to one house at the expense of the other, but
that she will be equipped to choose who she wanrs !o be wirh, and when and why. And we don't know
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when that's going ro happen so no - not ad infinitum, but as a child that remains the ideal until
-I'vesaid,umm-Iwouldseeitrightthroughhighschoolyears.Butthat'snot...tosaythat....I
would hold oul for that necessarily because you can'r tell (2nd Interview).

Ideally, parents felt that they would recognise a point when a child would be ready

for active involvement in the future evolution of the atrangement, and that prcssure should

not be exerted on the child to inlluence the child's preferences.They described how they

saw the children influencing the evolution of the arrangernent in a variety of different ways

which ranged from a willingness to accept the children's right to decide where they wanted

to be, to a recognition of constraints which might well restrict the children's options.

Acceptance of tlu child's decisbn

Some thought that the time would come when the child's right to decide about the

future of the iurangement was both inevitable and appropriate. Parents who spoke about

this mode of decision making did so in light of an assumption that the shared parenting had

enabled them to build up a strong reluionship with the child which would not be

jeopardised by the child's decision to become more firmly based with one parent rather

than the other. Charles spoke of the children as rightly being'more influential'in this

matter. Mary said that events must take their own course, that the children should be able

to develop a'healthy self-interest', and that they had as a family'earned each other now'.

If Simon chose Charles then she would see this as a stage in his life where he wanted to be

more with his father. Ross, like Fay, thought that it would be right for Tessa to be more

involved in the practical operation of the arrangement when she was older, when he

believed that it was likely she would to want to stop moving and that it was very important

for the parent with whom she did not choose to live to accept her choice. Luke believed

that his relationship with the children 'could stand a bit of space . . . among us, y'know,

the ease is there'and that the bonds established by this time would not be b'roken. The

Cmper/Pearsons had already individually talked about this with Jim and believed he

would say when he wanted a change. Although Jane confirmed the children's right to

decide when older where they would live and felt that both she and Dave would encourage

them to exercise this right, she also had to contend with a nagging doubt about the fairness

of asking the children to participate in this decision:

maybe you know, I would go away for a few months and take the kids with me. I don't know. . . . But
certainly, that's something, y'know, what to - I mean, I would want to talk it through with the kids and see
what they wanted lo do . although in a way, it's nor actually tair . . . o ask kids to make
thatsonofchoice. (... ) ... Is itfairatany agetoask children tochoss between theirparents,even it
if is only for a short term thing? And that . . . . I mean, Louise here tonight, sort of desperately wanting to
makesurethatthetimeshewasspendingbenveenDaveandlwasfair....Ithink,um..Ican'tseethat
, that sort of. . . feeling of wanring to be fafu o us going to disappearjust because she happens to be a
few years older. And is it fair to actually say to her, " Well, y'know, Louise,I want o go away for 6
months. Do you want to come with me, or stay with Dave?" Isn't that asking her to make a choice? And I
mean, ultimately, she's going to feel really tenible because she's rctually going to have to say, "Well, t'm
rejecting this parcnt in favour of this one?" (3rd Inrerview).

Qwlified acceptance of the child's dccision
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Some parents stressed that they would only agree to the changes proposed by the

child if they thought that the rcasons for the choice were valid. This perspective was

advanced by Fay, Keith and Maree. Children should not, in Fay's eyes, be allowed to

make choices because they rcpresented easy options, while both Keith and Maree felt that

the reasons for making a choice had to be adequate:

M8: I wouldn't like him lo s:ly to me, "I've decided to come and stay with you, Mum, because you, you're
a sort of a push over, ot, and I can get away with a lot more", and all this sort of thing (2nd Interview).

Adult constraints on tlrc child's dccision

There was also some concem exprcssed in two instances that the child's freedom

to choose might be considerably constraind by one parher. One parent thought that the

other might unduly try to influence the children's decision; another believed that the mother

would be so devastated by the children's choice to stay with him that there was really no

option but for them to eventually live with her. Keith also believed that the choice may be

taken out of Sam's hands in light of his (Keith's) belief that he was the better parent:

if Ithoughtthathewasnot gettingthe ..careandcontrol -controlbeingthemain thing... um..I
would whipback o thecourt... andask forahearing.I'dbevery, very sure I hadchapterandverse..
andlwoulddragtheotherroosterftvlaree'sex{efacto}throughit"Um...Iwill..be-lv{areeandlwere
speaking on the phone several times a week . . . and I am . . quite insistent. . . that he doesn't just - that
she does know where he is . . . and that he's somewhere accepable (2nd Interview).

Maree expressly recognised that the family dynamics may be such thu expecting

choices to be made by the children could be umealistic. She thought that the nature of the

relationship between her and Keith was likely to make it impossible for Sam to choose to

stay with her even if that was what he wanted, and that the only way of ending the

ilrangement would be for him to move right away from Wellington. She also proposed

that the decision should not be regarded as the child's alone. Parents tm might eventually

want to end the arrangement because of life changes and the problems associated with

continuing the arrangement indefinitely.

Otlwr reasora

Factors beyond the child's wishes might also affect the future of the iurangement.

Four parents pointed out that the arrangement would have to end if one parent moved away

from Wellington, but recognising this possibility did not necessarily solve the problem of
where the child would live. Fay was clear that her agreement with Ross included the

understanding that the parent who left Wellington would become the absent parent, since

she thought that, when formulating the agreement, she and Ross had agreed that

Wellington was to be seen as the base. Ross'comments on the same subject suggest that

while he agreed that a procedure for decision making ought to be clarified prior to the

event, no actual conclusion about the course of action had been reached, and he thought

that such a decision would be difficult to make fairly:
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rhe whole sort of emotional temperature would be going up and therefore the chance of coming to some

more . . ahh . . rational,.easoned decision would be that much more difficult (lst Interview).

Isa also described the arrangement as physically constraining, but then suggested that she

offset the immediate limitation on relocation by the recognition that sharpd parenting was a

finite arrangement. She said in the fust interviews that she was prepared to postpone plans

for moving away from Wellington for a few more years.

ln contrast to other parents, Anna and Martin felt that any changes to the

arr:rngement in the future might well involve Martin in a more active role, and that,

whatever happened, some sort of continuity between the parens would be maintained

because of 'our connections as parents and because of the history we have had together'.

It became clear in the course of the discussion that most of the pilents entertained

the belief (rangng in snength from hope to a strongly asserted conviction that such would

be rhe case) that the child would in fact chose to live with that parent rather than the other.

Charles, locating the question of where the children might end up in the competitive

framework that he felt still existed between himsetf and Mary, said,'My, my expectation

is, Isuppose,thatlwon'tseelessofthem(...)Ithinktheymay...opttospendtime
with me'. Fay viewed the possibility of Tessa's choosing to live with her father more full-

time as painful:

I rhink . . . that what would make it hard would be not. . . . feeling rejected,relatively' likes.he would

prefertobethere.Whatwouldmakeithardformeis...havingless...ofher"'inmylifethanl
iaueno*r,forme...losin'memate,and..the,the, lhe,umm..recipientof.allmy-loveand""
rhat'swharlwouldfeel...theloss.iwouldfeeilossratherthanhurt,lthink(...)Butlthinkrather
than hurt . . . it, it . . it's rhat kind of thing that feels like, "This is it. This is the end of our close, close

physical time together, and it's gonna havE m be much more a spirituel, intellectual . - - closeress' given

thatshesoverrhere".t.-.lfnifswhatlrhinklwouldfeel(...)Ofcourseitwouldbeakickinthe
reerhifTessa-"I'drarirerbewithDadrhanwithyou'(...)butlhavetalkedaboutittoRossinour
beuer, more trusting moments. I have said, you Lno*, ;'l feel as if she is all I've got and I 9o*'I'm not '
. . diminishing what she means to you . . . 

'Uut 
you've got other - you lnow, yo9-ve gota whole family

stnrctue . . . and she's all I've go! anO tn"'s so preciousbecause of that . ' '" (3rd Interview)'

What comments like this indicated was that, for most of the palents, the possibiliry

of not being 'chosen' was surrounded with very understandable feelings of hurt, rejection,

loss and devaluation, of which they were certainly awarc, and in anticipation of which

some had developed coping strategies - the'adequate reasons'for the choice, the belief

ttrat the child would remain still in very close contact, the different sort of relationship

possible with an older child, and the necessity of letting the child go psychologically.

For two of the families, one unexpectedly, the question of an immediate ending to

the agreement loomed large by the time of the third interview. In the Butler/Sunmers

family, the question of the future had been in the air for some time because of Lawrence's

proposed trip overseas and, as the time for departurc approached, Lawrence found himself

confronting the question of what sort of explanation about his decision was adequate.

How could you tell a child that you were leaving her because of work?, and he felt

frightened at the uncertain future of his relationship with Kay. Over the course of my
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contact with him he came to recognise that cancelling his trip would be a mistake for

himself and for Kay. His dependency on her had to end, there was more to his life than his

contact with Kay, and, whatever happened on his return, his relationship with her would

be inevitably changed:

I have really felt, I think, I have really felt, more than anything else that I have to ry and end this form of
dependency. And so, although I do not want to do it . . . and although t am quite cerlain in my own mind
that it is going o be upsening for Kay, umm . . I think that it is going to be enormously upsetting for
metoo...Imean,Iknowthatlamabsolutelygoingtohatemyselffordoingil.Ithinkactuallythaiit
is the thing that I have to do, and I think ultimately that it is through this that my relationship with Kay
willbedifferent.Butlthinkthatitwillbe-Ihesiuretosay"healthier"-butatleastitwillbe-Ishallbe
freer of some of the tenible binds of which I am capable of getting drawn into as things arc at the momenL
Bu[ I don't think that it is right or wrong, if you follow me. I don't think there is a cut and dried case (lst
Interview).

I think, I think there will be a distancing. I think, I wanted (my counsellm) or someone to tell me there
wouldn't be. . . He was, um, you know, I think that he made me realise . . . that there was bound to be a
distancing as a resuh of what I am doing . . . It would be silly to embark on this thing without supposing
thatthatwasso...Um...butitwas,ilssureashell,oneofthemorediff,rcult.....blesseddecisions
I've ever had to make I don't know now if I am really right, but at least I am feeling a good deal
be[er about it (3rd Interview).

The Ashby/Bradleys were suddenly confronted with the possible end of the shared

parcnting if Jane were to move south. Their initial reactions to the situation were very

different. Jane canvassed a range of options, from going with the children, leaving them

for some time with Dave, commuting herself, to thinking that the children ought to take

absolute priority and that she should place her relationship'on hold'for several years.

Dave, while saying that he wanted to keep the children with him, also felt that there were

other factors to be taken into account. He thought that Jane's involvement as the primary

parent who had invested morc of her life in the childrcn gave her a prior claim, and that she

would feel more guilty than he would at'giving up' the children. He fell back on the belief

that, wherever they were, they would come to no harm and that whoever did not have the

children now would be likely to have them when they were older.

Follow-up interviews: six months later
At the time of the fint follow-up interviews, what was immediately obvious was

the amount of restructuring and change that had taken, or would soon be taking, place in

five out of the eight families. The Ashby/Bradleys were still in the process of trying to

clarify what they would do about the children, in light of Jane's decision that she would

definitely leave Wellington at the end of the year. l.awrence had gone overseas. Michelle

had re-married, gone to the United Sntes to live and then returned to senle some distance

from Wellington. The anangement between the Blacks had broken down, after a violent

episode between Sam and his father, over which there were conflicting stories. At the time

of the first follow-up Sam was living with his mother and had rejected his father

completely, while Hugh, who had been rejected by, and had himself been rejecting of,

Keith, had now become the favoured son. The endorsing tones and language which had
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been employed to talk of Sam had been ransferred to his older bnother, while Sam had

inherited the anger and rejection previously resenred for Hugh. In terms of physical

relocation, Charles had moved into Mary's neighbourhood, and Anna's and Martin's

settlement on the house had meant that Anna and Susan had been able to buy a larger

house close by the current home, and were about to move.

Changes had occurred in other dimensions of life as well. Parents spoke of

changes in the children. Cornelia, Charles and Mary spoke positively of the increased

flexibiliry that the family had gained as a result of Charles' move. Nor was the schedule so

rigdly observed. Cornelia now spent about the same amount of time with each parent,

although Simon spent more time with his father. Isa noted an improvement in the

children's relationship with Peter and a general improvement in family ambience; Patty and

Stephen spoke of Jim's acquiring friends, a decrcase in his forgefulness, and the

cessation of Stephen's business trips away, so that the arrangement had to be changed less

often. Luke, feeling 'surer of my role', did not feel so threatened at the children's

unwillingness ro spend time with him in preference to their friends. Although Jane at this

stage felt that her guilt about not being with the children had gone, and she felt that she

'wanted to see them'rather than feeling it as a moral imperative, she was still concerned

about Louise's anxiety over Dave's isolation if the children were to come to live full-time

with her. Dave also noted that Louise seemed to be unhappy, but that she would not say

what the matter was. He also spoke of a certain inflexibility which he felt had crept into the

sysrem because the children opposed any small changes, such as staying with one parent

for an extra nighr Anna spoke of rhe way that the girls had for a time made more frequent

trips to Wellington to visit Martin after the house settlement, during a period when he had

not visited because, she presumed, he was working through for himself what the

settlement meant in relationship terms.

Personal changes were also noted. For example, Charles felt that he was'getting

my life back on track' after twenty years.Luke felt that he had now got his base

established. Mary said that Charles' moving into the neighbourhood did not rcpresent the

threat it once would have been. Anna spoke of carrying less of a burden than she felt she

had been in the past and was feeling psychologically more secure, and freer. Martin, in the

context of the sale of the family home, which had previously been accorded the

considerable symbolic value of signifying togetherness, felt that his marginality to the

family had diminished rather than increased, and that the close relationship between

himself, Anna and Susan still existed:

It is a kind of tacit agreement between us. Umm . . . . in one sense we don't need o talk about it after 4

andahalfyears...l .outliveshavenowbecomeso...setrled...separatefy...butstilltogether'.
.That is an on-going thing. I meanr my contact is srill there, their contact is still there . . um . ' and the

phone still goei. WE still"share oo.rirr ogether - what time we have' so there is an on'going thing and

that is the good thing about it. Gosh, we are lucky.

Jane spoke of feeling that some'dramatic changes' had taken place in the way that she felt
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about herself, the children and her future.

Changes in relationship with ex-partners were spoken of by nearly everyone. Of
these, most commented on, significantly, that the change was for the better, that tensions

were reduced, and each was more prepared to trust the other. Isa noted optimistically that,

'Everything is resolvable'. Fay noted a diminution of her feelings of resentment towards

Ross, and felt that increasingly she was able to regard him as a'good friend'. Jane and

Dave saw much less of each other, but Dave ascribed this to the fact that there were no

problems that they needed to discuss - although this statement did not appear to take into

a@ount their joint concems about Louise. Dmmatic changes had also taken place in

Charles'and Mary's relationship in that for the fint time in five yean they had been able to

share a social occasion - Cornelia's binhday - in a state which, while'cool', was not

unfriendly. Charles described the change that had taken place as follows:

AO; But what made you decide to make the invitation, since there has been this long gap (sirrce tlrey
shared a child's binhday)? . . . .

CD: Oh - whatcan I say? . . . . Signalling. (What?) Signalling. Yes.
AO: Yeah. What does ttrat mean?
CD; Markets signal and leaders of world powers signal o one another. They don't specifically sarc
anything.(...)Theymakeasign. Imadeasign.signing,shallwesay,um..."['vemoveddownhere
and we are now fairly close neighbours . . um, let's try and keep it as civil as we can" . . . . .

The major exception to the achievement of improved relationships were the Blacks.

Maree had set a divorce in motion which had come through in December, and she now

realised that,'I didn't lave to have anything to do with Keith anymore. . . . If I saw him

in the street, I would say "Hullo", but keep on walking'. Since the ending of the shared

parenting she had had virnrally no contact with him.

The Blacks' situation also draws attention to another issue of shared parenting. Out

of their four children, two left home either before or shortly after the separation. Sam

eventually moved benreen homes but Hugh, after a difficult time with his father, moved

back to live with his mother. Although an older child is recognised legally to have the right

to make the decision about where he/she lives, it was apparent that this decision was

viewed with great binerness. It seems that parental conflict appears to increase the

difficulry of allowing one child to make a different arrangement from hiVher siblingsl.

Three parents specifically re-affirmed their belief in the validity of the arrangenEnt.

lsa's reaffirmation was in the context of feeling that, if she were to have another child with

Peter, the issues of continuous responsibility would have to be very carefully assessed.

Dave thought that such arrangements ought to be considered more carefully for intact, and

not only separated, families. He thought that the achievement by each partner of financial

and social separateness and independence while retaining points of togetherness had a lot

to say for itself. Mary felt that the principle of a fifty/fifty drangement ought to be implicit

in separation agreements as far as possible, that such agreements would go some way

I See "Sue's account" for a similar difficulty, in Opie & Morris (1985, pp. 43 - 50).
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rowards breaking down rigid role distinctions; and that the increased psychological and

financial r3sources available to parents in a shared parenting:urangement made it very

much in the children's interests. But at the same time she spoke again of her sadness at the

children's absence:

Well, I notice liule things like rhe days without the children - tike they are still quite bleak in ways. I
mean,Icope,buideepdownlknowtheyareoftenquitebleak...Ifindldolittlethingslike,youknow,
my odd peir 

"t 
work -'I'll spoil rhemfla u'S/rs) (.. .1 *tnn ttre kids aren't here, or when I have come out of

a weefend without tfte chil-clren . . . yes. t am looking - yealr. It's got to go somewtrere else. Yes. I've got

to - yes. I am looking foran outlet.

Four families nored a change in their financial iunugements. The Nobles' house

settlement allowed Anna to feel freer and more independent, and more able to make a

financial contribution ro her relationship with Susan. Luke had got the Domestic Purposes

Benefit. Once Sam was living with her full-time, Maree got her lawyer to write to Keith to

inform him he had to increase his maintenance payments for Sam. Davc said thu he and

Jane's were acting more independently in meeting the financial responsibilities towards the

children , since this avoided the issue of either being seen to 'approve' the othet's

expenditure, although there was still some sharing of costs.

The second follow-up: August, l98E

I telephoned thirteen of the parents to ask what had happened since I had spoken

with them ar the first follow-up, and wrote to Jane2. Once again my dominant impression

was of events and people having moved on. Children were growing up. Jim, Rachel and

Simon had gone to high school and, in Jim's case, both parents, who had been worried

about the transition specifically remarked how well it had gone. Mark would be starting

high school next year but in Invercargill, and Diana would also be leaving primary school.

Sam, had failed School Certificate, perhaps not surprisingly given the difficult events of

the previous y€ar, but was at this time living with his brother because his mother had

moved too far away for him to get to work easily. He had an apprenticeship, and was

taking School Certificate subjects at night school.

Some parents spoke positively of changes in their own lives. Maree had moved

into a relationship which she felt was working very well, and in which for the fust time,

there was no sense of competition for her anention and time between the children and the

new parmer. At the same time, she made it clear that the contact benreen her and Keith

which she had maintained for the children's sake was, now that they had all left home,

terminated completely except for the very occasional family gathering like twenty-first

birthday parties. Luke was back in the work force, managing a small factory. He and Isa

were planning to marry their respective partners, and Isa and Peter would be leaving New

2 t naO interviewed rhe Ashbypradleys, Blrcks, Thomsonflones and MenicklRichards in April, 1987; the

Todd/Davises and Nobles in'OcoUer, t987; and the Pearson€mpers in December, 1987. I received letters

in relation to the follow up from the Butler/Summers in June, 1988.
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Znatandat the beginning of 1989 to work overseas. The shared parenting was to operate

on a year abour basis for the next two years, but with an extra degree of flexibility built in

so that" should Diana be really resistant to the idea of leaving New Zealand, she would

stay on with Luke and his partner, Judith. Jane's move south was a move which in the

long term she did not regret. Having time without the children to establish her new

relationship had been very valuable, but the absence of the children had been very painful,

and staying with the decision, that they should remain with Dave for 1988, especially after

they had visited her, had been very difficult. She had found a two day a week job, and

was looking forward to having the children with her and her partner again at the start of

1989. However, she wrote:

How we will make rhe decision about 1990 [about where the children are !o remain] frlls me with tenor. I

don't know how we are going to do it without asking the kids themselves. How will I know where t'he

children are happiest andtro* will Dave when neither of us have seen the children in the other

environment?

Michelle wrore of feeling very happy in her new marriage, and in the way in which

Kay was now well setrled, despite all the major changes of the last year. She felt that the

experience of shared parcnting, while very 'destructive', had nonetheless helped her to

develop a much stronger sense of self and confirmed the importance of not 'settling for

what I didn't want'. Because of the way that her career was developing she was for the

first time completely financially independent of Lawrence.

Keith, having had no contact with Sam for about eighteen months, except for a

very strained time at Christmas in 1987, had just had Sam staying with him for ten days

and was hoping that this would mean the easy resumption of their relationship, and

possibly Sam's return to live with his father. Malcolm, to whom Keith had attributed the

responsibility for introducing the idea of shared parenting in the fust place, was again seen

as having brought him and Sam back into contact.

Other parents, such as Patty and Stephen, spoke not so much of changes but of a

valued continuity in their relarionship with their ex-paruler, and with herlhis parurer. The

Nobles felt that the issue of independence from each other was no longer relevant and that

the relationship between the three adults was a strong and lasting one. Both Dave and Jane

felt that their relationship had improved. Fay specifically mentioned the imprcvement in

her r3lationship with Liz. She affrmed and Ross and Liz mentioned the same points that

she could now openly regard Liz as a friend, that the three adults were now operating as a

mutually supportive, extended family unit and that her own touchiness and suspicion were

things of the past. As a consequence the arrangement had become 'naturally flexible" so

that nights could be easily be exchanged if need be. Isa and Luke also felt that their

relationship had become much easier, and they were both able to accept the involvement of

each other's Partners. Isa made a point of mentioning how supportive Luke had been over

a problem with Diana and how much she (Isa) had welcomed his comments, which had

helped to clarify the siruation. Like Fay, she felt that they had all become more adaptable,
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that the situation was much more flexible, and that her distrust of Luke was now gone'

Fay emphasised the importance of time as the most significant factor in change. The same

point was made by Luke and Isa who also stressed the need for openness and for working

to develop rrusl Isa described how she and Luke resolved major issues as having a series

of steps (analogous to those Dave described3): suggesting an idea; thinking about it, and

giving it time to jell, with the knowledge that it will be opened up for discussion again;

raising questions, doubts, and possibilities with each othetr allowing more time for

thought, and then deciding. She again described the shared parenting arrangement as

involving losses and gains, and thought that Luke was now feeling that he had gained

more than he had lost. This was in contrast to his earlier position where he was more

conscious of what he had given up and less certain of what he had received in return.

Dave, who had been looking after the children since the beginning of 1988, was

facing a major reorganisation of his dme with the children. The eight months that they had

been with him had helped to establish a much greater degree of continuitY, and others tm

had commenred that the children were more settled. Sending them to live with Jane would

be, he thought,'quite a shock' for him and, although he thought it likely that they would

then stay in Invercargill because further changes would be too disruptive to the children's

personal lives and to schooling, he was not sure what his own plans would be' He and

Jane had talked less because of the physical distance benreen them. He was not sure how

much the children missed Jane, having never asked them directly, and thought that the

only time when they had been stressed was when Jane had been proposing a renegotiation

of the original plan, i.e., that they stay with him for the year'

Lawrence had returned to New Ta,alandrelieved that Kay was not going after all to

be tiving overseas (although she would not be living in Wellington, and he would

generally see her only at school holidays) and hoping that the 'warfare'benreen himself

and Michelle would die down. He was upset and angry, and felt that he had been unfairly

held solely responsible for Kay's difficulties. He no longer regarded himself as a Joint

parent' since he no longer had a close, caring relationship with either his child or his ex-

spouse and, although he wanted a smoother relationship between himself and Michelle, he

thought it would be difficult for them both to avoid over-rcacting to the other. Part of his

evaluation of where he now stood involved a rcassessment of earlier comnrents. While he

thought that his relationship with Kay had been overly possessive in some respects, he

now insisted frrnly that there were strong and valuable aspects which had been over-

looked. He had also concluded ttrat one of the major problems had been that neither he or

Michelle had ever defined with sufficient precision what they meant by 'shared parenting''

Each had, he felt, operated on quite different rules, and their refusal or inability to openly

confront the differences and the different expectations created by them, had conributed to

the conflict and to the perception that the other was behaving dishonestly'

3 See p. 203.
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The most significant conclusion to enrerge from the second follow up is that the

adult relationships took a grcat deal of time to improve, or specifically to become much

more flexible, and open. When the first three interviews took place most parcnts were still
experiencing a significant lack of trust, and unease about the other, despite the fact that

most endorsed the principles of shared parenting, were determined to make the

iurangement work, and had been sharing parenting for between three to six years. The

negative feelings disappeared over the following twelve to eighteen nronths, as two of the

relationships moved towards a'modified intimacy' in place of the more distant

friendliness, and others srengthened their ries or moved to a less conflicnlal position. But

this means that it tmk somewhere betweenfive to seven years for parents to feel rhat they

had moved beyond the eurotional entanglement of the separation and were able o establish

new and different relationships with each other.

This finding has two implications. The first confirms the fact that a close

relationship stretches far beyond its physical and/or legal termination. Parents, therefore,

who plan a shared parenting arrangement which is clearly more than disguised

custody/access, will need tolerance and forbearance and will need to monitor their

relationships with each other consciously for a very long time. The second is that the

rclationships moved on over the period of the resealch, in the context of the families

panicipating in extensive discussions about their arrangernents. The way that nearly all of
the adult respondents (and some of the children) spoke about the significance of the

opportunity to talk through what had happened, and the value of this discussion in helping

to re-shape and redefine their perceptions and feelings, suggests that the research activity

as well as the passing of time contributed to the changes. It is possible, that without the

intervention of the r€search, the relationships would have taken even longcr to become

easier, more accommodating and more flexible.

Identity and gender

Changes in identity as a consequence of panicipation in shared parenting

,urangements reflect the way that inherent in gender determinations are ideological

constntcts, which stnrcture normative beliefs about relationshipsa. Sharing the parenring

appeared to involve nearly all parens in some modification of identity, which resulted, in

particular, in the movement away from a more rigrdly gendered identity. This development

was not unilateral and straighforward but involved ambiguity and uncertainry as

respondents moved across ideological boundaries.

During the analysis of the texts it became apparent that the subject of a developing

4 For a disctssion of the ideologies of motherhood see Wearing (1984), who understands the power of
ideological representation to lie in the claim to a 'self sufficient whole', and writes thau 'Ideologies can
affect'reality'by imposing rules and limitations on acrual living men so that, although tlrey reflect only a
portion of human reality, they can be part of acnral experience. They offer a way of seeing the world and
living which is at once illusory and efficacious, fictitious and real'(p. l7). See also McKinley (1983) who
defined the three ideological positions goveming mottrerhood open to the women she studied as rraditional,
new conventional and unconventional.
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identity, which did not rely on a single point of dehnition, was more central to most of the

women's accounts than to those of the men. As part of the process of tracking where they

had come from, these women discussed the assumptions they had held about mothering

more extensively than the men did about fathering. The language that they used indicated a

perception of motherhood as central to one's being, and as highly desirable, 'natural and

inevitable'. Mothering meant that women were'bound into your child's life', having

primary responsibility for the children. It required self-sacrifice, gentleness and

understanding. Women 'fine-tuned' urangements, wer€ conscious of detail, and were

knowledgeable about children. Yet such positions were also perceived as highly

conflictual, especially by some women5. Jane in particular spoke of the disjunctions she

experienced between her assumptions about, and the reality of, motherhood:

I suppose prior to Mark, I saw mothers as being totally selfless, making willing fcti.flggt and gening

wonderful-rewards.Imean....lwasotallyun-realistic.Ihadnoclosefriendswithchildrenaroundandl
had no idea abour what I was letting myseli in for ( . . . ). Very soon after having ldark, the reality of full-
time motherhood struck.

The family moved to Wellington, and her sense of alienation increased:

I had to go o Playcentre because ttere were no places in the 2 kindergartens. It was fuedful'T"lrcte werc all

these vefi OeCica-ted, devoted morhers there. Ali it did was to increase my senry of guilt. I felt that I was the

odd ball out because I was not enjoyng every minute of it. [t wu really tenible.I was rying to rebel

against it, but there was nothing tb iay ttat my feelings were normal. Even after I started my degree,I

would look at other women and wonder if I was real (Follow-up).

The women found the ideology of the devoted mother with its implications of

selflessness, dedication to the children and subordination of self to be unsustainable.

Feminism offered an alternative ideology which drew anendon to the significance of self

beyond the role of mother and studying at universiry helped several to develop a sense of

competence and an increased self-esteem, thus facilitating a process whereby centering

oneself solely in the childften came more and more under question. Sharing the parenting

both extended and confirmed the women's sense of an identity which sought to

incorporate wider experiences than just motherhood into their lives. As part of this process

of redefinition, several spoke of their desire to achieve a more balanced existence in which

parenting, working and the development of penonal interests all had their place. Yet the

achievement of such a position was not without its tensions. Most of them spoke of their

guilt feelings about not being a'proper' mother, and of the difficulties of balancing their

needs against the children's - what Anna called'the issue of self and selflessness' - which

constituted the more difficult aspects of redefinition with which they had to contend- Nor

was the relinquishing of the responsibilities of the pnimary caretaker easy, regardless of the

extent to which they defined themselves as feminists:

5 Harper & Richards (1979/1986) nore in their snrdy Motlvrs andWorking Ulrlnr: tlrat the conflicts

inherent in current ideologies surrounding women's role as mothers make it difficult for women to feel that

whatever course of action they adopt is socially acceptable.
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AO: So you are srill carrying a residue of your old . . . intact mother /family role, but increasingly Dave's

moving in and taking some of tlrat? (Yeah) What does that feel like?
JA: ......ltactgally fw,lsquite naturai.. umm.. yknow,giventhathe,Imeanhedoesnowhavelhe
responsibility for the ininr"n half ttre time. It does sort of feel quite natuml. I don't know how I wouldfeel

about him aittully . . . buying . . a lot of ttu clotlwsfor tlu chiWen. (my italics)
AO: Why do you think that?
,IA.' Dunno. Mightnt like them (laughs).
AO: But he has to like yours?
.lA; Yeah. I know. It's absolutely pathetic. I don't know, Anne. I mean, maybe,.maybe I would find that

justaliulebit...sortof...tlreatening,sortofclosingmeout...sortofhimjusttakingabitmuch
iesponsibility.Idon'tknow(...)tthin[it'sasenseof...ttratit'smymotherlyduty..andsomehowif
I'm not doing it, then I'm neglecting the children and -

AO: lt doesn't seem right for it be a fatherly duty?
JA: Yeatr.Imean,Iknow it'scrazy......Imean I cansitbackandrationaliseitandsay it'scrazy but

( . . . ) it's, it's all rhose really silly, critical, guilt - all those silly hangups, those sort of things that you

ifti*'of yourself and rhat yori strouiO do as a-mother . . . and the things that my mother used to do for me.

Ir's all sort of tied up (lst Interview).

Another significanr point of gender difference manifested itself in the opinions of

five of ihe *omen that they were affected by the public perception of solo mothers as

incompetenr. Awareness of the negative public image fed into personal doubts about their

ability to cope. Only Isa spoke of single mothers as strong, competent and able, and of the

way that her personal knowledge of women who were managing well as solo mothers wits

a source of strength for her for at the time of the separation. In contrast to the women only

two of the men, Dave and Luke, felt that their lack of experience in day to day fathering

raised an issue about competency. Martin touched upon the subject in the context of

Anna's being the more knowledgeable and therefore bener parcnt. Ross and Stephen saw

competency as an irrelevant issue for them, because they had been, as were indeed the

mothers, involved with the child's day to day routines. Lawrence discussed not so much

his competency as a parent, which he assumed, but more the implications and effects of

his dependency on Kay. Where more of the women, then, tended to assume that they

would experience difficulties, a number of the men either did not make this assumption,

or, if they did, they did not talk about it.

The women, in talking about their concerns and anxieties about Parcnting, were

more likely to portray themselves negatively as they moved across the ideological

boundaries. The situation appeared somewhat different, and differently contradictory, for

the men. On the one hand, although male ideologies in relation to parcnting are unstable,

and the exrent of change in identity and behaviour represented by what lrwis & O'Brien

(1987, p. 2) call the'new father image' is uncertain, m€n rcceive endorsernent and

credibility from feminist discourse which values the concept of the nurturant male. On the

other hand, though, the two men whose participation in child-rearing was more

intensive,and paralleled the position of many women, found that the social endorsement

they received was consrained6. Ross's and Luke's perception that the reasons for their

6 Harper (1980) suggests that the housefathers in her snrdy often found themselves being regarded

ambiguously because of the role they had adopted.
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decisions were not generally understood, especially by men, implies that men who are

intensively involved in raising children may be seen as threatening by other men because

their behaviour challenges rhe ideology of the father as distant and as the breadwinner - an

ideology which allows more freedom from child-care responsibilities than does the

nurturant father idmlogyT.

The termination of the marriage or relationship was also spoken about by several

women as a cnrcial element in the development of an improved self-esteem and the

recovery of a submerged sense of self. Michelle said,

I think, um . . . fhe whole process of coming towards an independence of my own . .- ' which is, um,

removed me from under . . . as it were. Umir, I don't have to depend on him for anything, um, and that's

acruallyenabledmeto69, um... farmoredirect.. inhowl seethingsandwhatl thinkis '.. agood

or a bad or whatever (3rd Interview).

Mary also recognised wittr hindsight the importance of the ending of the relationship:

I feel that Ihave probably been . . . a better model to my children than, umm, the way / mysef was in the

marriagehadthe'marri"g".ati"Oon(...)ttreywouldhaveseenlessoftheadultinme(...)Butlstill
feelfhit,umm,youknow,thatyisavismyex-husbandthatheplayedmoreofa..'parent"'adultrole
... andl was stillabitof a ... umm... niUUeny gibbet.I was(...),he was more the sourceof

wisdom, and *nowledge, and um, you know, judgment and whatnot . . ahh . . whereas / was more the,

youknow,aslight-qiiie alotsitiier.( ..)-Analknowthewayweweremarried,ahh.. '. youknow,

ior all my femin-ist principtes and whar not, it was still very much Charles who . . . did all the expendimre

-everythinglikethisrhaiwasverymuchrharway..andumm....Ithinkthatitwouldhavebeenquite
easy to continue (2nd Interview).

The identity that most of the women saw themselves as having moved towards was

one in which they felt that they had gained in self-esteem, strength, independence, and

capability. Yet there were also moments of contradiction. Maree still held to an image of

women as the weak and soft members of families despite her own considerable tenacity.

Anna was very aware of the security emanating from the immediate identity that she

acquired as a result of becoming a mother. ('This is who I ant.Tltis gives meaningto me. I

am this and this and this in this context'). The security offered by this role, was, however,

limited. At some point the children would leave and she believed, as did other women, that

she needed to develop a gre€lter competence in other roles:

I really want to take my place as an adult in the wortd ( . . .) but there is another part of me that really

wans-tosay"Totrettiiitrbeingresponsible",andretf,qrt(...)becauseitisallsoscary...andlmight
fail (3rd Interview).

These doubts notwithstanding her words, together with those of the other women,

describe their sense of who they had become which attested to feelings of power,

7 Luke at one point suggested rhar men are nor'capable'of undersunding lis ac-qoF' bq.u^ryS"y were:.'A

bit frightened if ir ttrii"parenting involvementl, t'ttrint. (Why?) Why are they frightened of it? Because it
is feu of rhe unknown . . . and ['s a tn"tt"r of-stepping into itrat breach before you realise.that.it's not, that

bloodyscaryatall.It'srheirown....um,psyctrii.].feat....It'sjustfearofnotknowing'(3rd
Intenliew).
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competence, sEength, equality, stability, and securiry. Intermingled with these were

feelings at times of doubt and uncertainty, but the overall impression was that, from the

period of crisis and change, they had achieved personal growth and a richness of identity

which now extended beyond the family and was no longer dependent on one role. Patty

made this clear

certainly, when I was younger, I think I would have been honified to think that I would have ended up as a
divorced penon becarse-
TG: You'd been brainwashed the otlrer way.
PP: Marriage was hap'py and if you weren't in a happy marriage, you were stumped!
TG: lvlarirage was happy and the house never needed painting! (3rd Interview).

What is immediately striking is how differently the men talk about their changing

sense of identity. In contrast to the women, most of the men who were sharing parenting

did not have to relinquish part of a significant nrle. Whereas more of the wornen faced

major changes on the domestic andworkfronts, the men generally faced major changes

only in relation to the domestic environment. In other words, [rovement into shared

parenting involved the men in an expansion of identity while for the women, it involved

the management of a partial loss of identity in one area, and an expansion in anothers. Nor

was the subject as prominent as it was in the women's texts. In npo or thrce instances, the

issue of a changing identity was only touched upon briefly. One respondent was unsure

how much he had changed at all since he was eighteen, and two others simply said that

they felt that they had gained in maturity and sensitivity because of their parenting

experiences9. Other men, however, talked in more detail about the implications of such

realignments. It was interesting that Luke, who spoke extensively of changes in identity,

was the man who currently was adopting a life-style more akin to that of many women and

that both he and Ross (who had also adopted a life-style at considerable variance from

many men) identified themselves more closely with women and with feminism than did the

other men. It is possible that the male lack of discursiveness on identity changes is itself

the result of gender - i.e., that wornen have more readily available to them an ideology

which endorses the development of competence and a strong sense of self across a number

of different areas of life, whereas the dominant ideological prcscription for the male role

and performance still locates achievement in the more resricted areas of work and career.

But be that as it may, none of the men spoke as extensively as did the women about their

8 t"ty betief is that for lhe women, morlrerhmd was a central part of their identity around which ottrer
aspects of identiry had io be managed. Fatherhood did not, for most of lhe men, form such a cenral aspect
of self-definition. See Harper (1980) who makes rhe same point and quotes Russell to the effect that a man
who defines himself in terms of fathertrood is likely to be perceived as less masculine.

9 A common theme in research on fatherhood is rhat sustained contrct with children dcs develop gteater
sensitivity to needs of children. For example, see llarper, (1980); Keshet & Rosenthal, (1978); I-ewis &
SalL (f985). Parke (1981) dgues that patemal participation in child-rearing in intact families results in a
better marital and parental relationship. Russell's (1983) research into shared parenting in intact families,
howevetr, indicates that fathers in shared parenting intact families mnge from those who are uninterested and
unavailable to their children, to those who interact extensively with them.
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sense of themselves and their personal development in the context of the life changes they

had experienced.

The descriptions that the men offered of their early perception of fatherhood and

what they themselves had experienced from their own fathers were, as were the women's

initial perceptions about mothering, based on highly gender-specific and functional roles.

The men's fathers were spoken of as avoiding responsibility for their children,

uncommitted, the absent breadwinner, tough, and competitive. Occasionally descriptions

of softness and delight in culture crept in, but it was only in Ross's account of his father

that this intermingling of gendered attributes was unqualifiably valued. Keith at tirnes

talked of his delight in cuddling the children when they were small, but his tone implied

that such behaviour was not quitc acceptable.

Yet the men like the women, were involved in an exploration of the different

dimensions of identiry and gender which shared parenting provoked. Ross, holding to his

Mandst and feminist reading of society, remained critical of the disjunctions that rigid

gender roles created. Although he said that his business partners accepted his reasons for

taking a less active part in the work in onder to spend a regular two days a week looking

after Paul, whether they understood why he did it was doubtful and his behaviour was

questioned by colleagues:

it was David in the union. He was saying, "That's another one, isn't it"? "Yes". He said, "You've had

another one, haven't you"? I said, "Yi:s". "How old's that one"? ( . . .) It was like 0re whole thing had

stood still, you know( . . .) Here was another one (laughing). He couldn't quite figure out how I was still
walking around with a baby under my arm! (3rd Intenriew).

Keirh, who recognised that one way of reacting to the separation would have been

to have gone further into alcoholism and/or substance abuse, thought the separation and

the shared parenting had in fact given him the opportunity to explore, more than had been

possible in the maniage, his interests in music, art and books, and to become much more

'disciplined' and responsible. In discussing the alternative courses of action that he saw

open to him, he describ€d at some point making a conscious decision to regard the process

of the separation and what it subsequently entailed as a learning one:

there, there are so many things that do ctunge, and if you do let them be a . . . a learning process, if you

do take the positive aspects Trom it and sayl "Right! What's gonna come out of this bloody heap is gonna

be gold.It's not gonna b crap. Yonknow, I'm not gonna be drossed off. I'm gonna be . . . I'm gonna be

fte goods" (3rd Interview).

The texts of three men, Lawrence, Luke and Dave, all of whom were more vocal

about rhe ways that shared parenting had destabilised their sense of self, are all the more

interesting because each account in different ways crossed gender lines explicitly and, as a

result, each became involved in an exploration, and valuing, of aspects of the female

world. Lawrence proposed a direct link between the fact of his professional standing and

the lack of a need to compete as giving him the time to spend with Kay that he did not have
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while his first family were growing up. Yet rhis centering on her, for a variety of reasons

brought with it an intense dependency on her to give meaning to his life:

Kay had become almost, if I can put it this way . . almost too heavily relied upon by me. You know what
Imean?...(...)AndinfactKaywasagooddealmorethanjustadaughter.Andldon'tmeanmorerhan
that, that she was, she had become, well, she was - she was company. she's very good company, I
suppose,forachild...Shewassortof,justification,ifyoulike,forthewholeofthe...ieaityvery
great period of upheaval in my middle life . . . ftom the time that I left my wife onwards. She seemed to
come out of it. She was also a future for me in a way, which, um, nothing else is quite a future {once you
are olderf . Over 56, the future is a bit limited, and um, all this sounds very ungrateful in terms of my fint
family. But nonetheless . . . I say these things quite genuinely. Kay did represenr for me a srake in rhe
fu0re (....)whenshe {wentoAustralia} itwasa really,really, absolutely - lcan'treallyexplainit
other than in terms that it was really like the death of the closest person one could have . . um . . I found it
quite alarming . . umm, it is not because I am ashamed of feelings or ashamed of . . grieving or things of
this kind, but . . I really .. it's um, I sup,pose that il takes things tike that to make one realise just the
extent of one's - well, what? One's dependence, I suppose (lst lnterview).

His decision to take up work elsewhere for a period was partly recognition of the problems

of his dependence for both Kay and himself, and his belief that he needed to reorient his

life to include more of significance than just his daughter. In other words, he was

experiencing at the time what the women explicitly wished to avoid, an identity too closely

bound to the child.

The period of assuming half dme care of the children was also not without its

conflicts for Luke. Becoming more involved meant confronting his tendency to be lazy,to
take the easy way out, to perpetuate the intergenerational, distant father/child relationship.

His comments abut his change of direction made it clear that the experience was

destabilising at various times, his sense of his own adequacy as a parent came under

threat, and he had to content with his own doubts, and awareness of going beyond socially

normative behaviourl0, during which time he felt that he had come to value'women's

work'much morc. His experiences and doubts parallel those of many women and, like
them, he was awarc of the constraints over employment that his position created.

The changes abut which Dave spoke ('a whole heap of things that I'm just

learning, not only in relation to the children, but also in relation to myself) were to do

with his sense of personal growth in relation to assuming domestic responsibilities. Shared

parenting enabled him to learn about himself, separate from his partler, to re-assert the

validity of his own viewpoint and confirm his patience and specific abilities with the

children that he believed the marital relationship had obscured:

You know, I struggle on doing these things in my own time. A little bit like ( . . .) tramping. I mean,
giventhemouncainandthefreedomtowalkatyourownpace...you'llclimbit....Butifthereare
only 2 of you and the other person goes a lot faster than you . . . walks differently, you'll probably lose
any interest in tramping . . . You know, you are puffed out before morning tea time. You don't understand
what it is all about. You can't see the pteasure of it and you ttrink ttrat maybe you'd rather not do
ramping.(...)Imeanrnow,ifl've...madethedinnerordosomething...thatissatisfyingtome

10 Having got rhe Domestic Purposes Benefit, he was quite irritated to receive a note from the Deparunenr
of Social Welfare advising him that he must advise the Department if 'his husband'was to return (my
ialics).
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becausel'vedoneitandit's.....undermycontrol ....Inthepresenceofasuperiorperson...asit
were, there is no satisfaction at all. You just feet humbled all the time ( 3rd Interview).

Yet what is interesting abut subsequent cornments was that although he made it clear that

he had enjoyed and appreciated the opportunity to exercise the feminine in him, to act

supporrively with the children rather than, as he supposed many fathers might, to act

competitively with themll, this change was also unstable. He felt that he could, given a

change of circumstances, slip back easily into a more traditional paternal role, and he made

it clear that some of the effort ttrat he had put into assuming new responsibilities echoed

what has been seen as the masculine desire for control. He did'not want get caught out in

a situation of not being able to handle things'.

What emerged from the texts, then, is that both women and men were confronted

with convergent and conflicting ideologies about parenting roles, which affected their

perception of identity, and that participation in shared parenting demanded changes in the

way individuals saw themselves. Gender affected the direction taken by personal growth,

but it is also important to note that within each gender there was no conunon position to

which all members of that gender adhered with equal strength or conviction. In some

instances a radical position in one area of the relationship was higtrlighted by more

conventional beliefs and behaviour in others. What became clear was that the women's

sense of identity was extended, and confirmation received, by their becoming'more than'

mothers, although mothering was still a central part of their sense of themselves. The

process wenr in the opposite direction for the men, in that their identity was challenged

through the process of accepting a much more involved role with their children..

Ar rhe beginning of this chapter, I labelled this section and the subsequent one as

possessing not only personal but also political significance. My exploration of the identity

and gender issues that arose for the parents as a consequence of shared parenting indicates

that the arrangement is not gender neutral and that, because of the curent social structure,

it is likely to place women in a position where they have to make more major rcorientations

of their identity and, consequenrly, other areas of their lives than do men. Saying this is

not to decry or to qualify the reorienutions that the men confronted, but to emphasise that

the changes for the women encompass morc aspects of living. The women in this study,

although at times ambivalent, viewed those changes as more positivc than negative. But

this did not mean that they were easily accomplished and it ought not to meanr taking into

account the way which different ideologies are embraced by institutions when it suits

ll He said,'Some people are more acdve and some people are passive . . .Most men . . Iook at what they

can make other thiirgs'do . . . and sort of push them inro shape, and they teng to take that attitude to the

children as well . . ir"t . . and make rhdn do this and makd them do that So they wouldn't necessarily . .

get benefit out of looking after them . . . though I think that children do like having that role.- someone

fiushing rhem around. Al-so someone else, umin . . bending a bit with them. Which has raditionally been

ihe father and rhe morher . . and really . . . and what I'm doing is more like being the mother.(-. . .) But

really you have [o say, well, I'm not ieally fulfiUing the nonial father's role ' . but just . . all I'm doing is

fulfilling the mother's . . type role (3rd Interview).
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them, that all women would necessarily welcome these changes or that shared parenting

has universal validiry.

I also want to return to the issue of competency and incompetency, and to reiterate

that five of the women specilically mentioned the pervasive social assumptions about the

inadequate solo mother as personally destructive and disabling. That such knowledge is

still current says far more about the persistence of misogynist thinking and sexist models

than it does about the capaciry of individual women. I would suggest that the fact that the

ability of most of the men to take up a day-today parenting role in which some had had

singularly little experience without any public questioning of their capacity to do so cannot

be read either as an affirmation of competence or as proof of male insensitivity to the issue.

Rather, it reflects a widespread willingness to endorse male efforts at competence, and a

too easy assumption of women's incompetence which is not borne out by the more recent

studies of women's adjusunent to separation and divorce (Blechman, L982; Brown, 1976;

Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980).

A more abstract way of thinking about the questions raised above would be in

relation to empowerrnent. Just as stnrcturally and psychologically insensitive models of
women's reaction to separation and divorce continue to disempower women, so to can

counselling models disempower parents. Certainly, the principle behind the counselling

made available to families through the Family C-ourts is that of self-actualisation; as much

as possible p:uents should arrive at their own decisions and that these should not be

imposed on them. It is also, however, recognised that there will be some families

chronically unable to move beyond the relational battles, who will consume in relation to

their number a disproportionate amount of resources. This means that the decision is much

more likely to be imposed by professionals. At present, ther€ is no New Zealand research

evaluating the consequences of Court-imposed decisions. There may be, however,

alternative ways of working with some of these nrort entrenched families which have not

yet been explored in any detail, and it is to one such way that I now turn.

Process Issues

Although I have discussed the therapeutic value of the interviews from a

methodological point of view, I want to return to this issue by way of looking further at

the process, and what implications it might hold for social work practice. I will use for

exemplary purposes only two texts, Mary's, and Charles'. I have taken their texts for two

reasons. The fint is that both found their relationship exuemely difficult for a number of
years, so that the change at the time of the fint follow-up, while perhaps appearing small

quantitatively, is significant qualitatively. I will be using Mary's as the primary text

because she illustrates the issues in greater detail, and I want to place this reading in an

overall context of an earlier section of this chapter, the fact that the parents generally spoke

of an improvement in their relationship over the six month period following the first set of
interviews and, at the second follow-up, that improvement had been maintained and often

extended. It is also, I believe, useful at this point to re-emphasize the most significant
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differences beween the intewiew process in the interviews that I was conducting and the

prccesses of a family or marit"al interview. The interviews that I was carrying out were

discursive rather than intentionally therapeutic, where obviously there was no suggestion

that participation in the research necessitated a public definition of the family as

problematic. Parents presented their experiences, in which they recognised problematic

areas, not to get help themselves, but to give help - in the fint place specifically to me as

the researcher and, subsequently, to the wider public through the medium of the thesis.

The relationship between us, although it was not a straighforward one, was more

horizontal, than hierarchical.

The second major difference was that there was no implicit or explicit suggestion

that the intention of the interviews was to produce change. This is of course completely at

variance with family interviews in counselling, where the entire stnrcnre of the interview

is intended to focus on change, what is preventing change occurring, and how positive

change can be made visible and sustainablelz. Instead, the intention was to pnrduce as full
an understanding as possible of how the various situations had evolved, what parents

thought and felt about it, and how they saw the future development of their shared

parenting. In the process of asking for their accounts, I was very aware of therapeutic

boundaries, and took considerable care to avoid crossing them. What transpired, and the

frequency with which it did so was completely unexpeced, was that the interviews were

so clearly regarded as having had considerable therapeutic value. This finding was

unexp€cted and serendipitous. Above all, the respondents found that panicipating in the

research gave them the oppornrnity to talk over the past. Giving a history of the

relationship was it itself beneficial. In response to a question about what had made it
possible for him to assert, at the end of the third interview, that 'I find, despite the recent

blowup, that I am somewhat morc charitably disposed to Mary', Charles responded:

We-ll . . . I suppose until - talking to someone else about it instead of just . . . . mulling it over
..foryourself,whenittendstogetabitconvolutedandtwisted....asaresult.....Oh, Isuppose
thatsomethingofher...well,somethingofherposition..emerges...Isupposeitreallydoei.tOon't
know what she thinls. But, um, rather that . . . some sort of sense of empathy, I suppose.
AO: ln the process of talking about what had happened for you, tlrat, that made you abit more aware of
what was going on for her? (Mmm) Mmm. . . Did rhar surprise you rhar that happened?
CD; Well.... itcomesandgoesabitanyhow.... Sometimesl feel fairlycharitably disposed towards
her. Sometime,s I feel . . .l don't.

Given the constraints under which their relationship had operated over the years, it would

be surprising if his reply did not include simultaneously experienced change and stasis.

Mary gave a more detailed account of her understanding of how the changes

occurred. What she noted was that the speaking of the account in the first instance meant

12 See, for example, the work by Haley, (1977,1980); Minuchin, (1974); and Warzlawick, Weakland &
Fisch (197a). Michael White, a family therapist in South Australia, has developed a distinct schoot of
therapy which concenrates on the highlighting of change, and the means by which positive change can be
reinforced
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that she achieved some distance from her story, and that the subsequent reading of her text

both gave it an immediacy, and also emphasised that that'present'encapsulated in the text

was now the past. Reading the text was

probably like hearing yourself or something on a tape recorder, ah, . . . and thinking, "That voice isn't
mine" . . . Yes, and also it, it's something that you never ever, ever think about except at this rime which
was rather intense, and then . . yknow, it's all so personal . . and . . acute, so that when you surt reading
it srikes a nerve . . . . Yeah. It really does strike a nerve.
AO: And the nerve is?
MI: Well for me, I think that tlris was somewhere where I had been very emotionally involved and that
minute you are not . . . and it is a reminder of your past. Probably like seeing an old home movie or
something like thau (...) just... watching the patternsof somebody . thoughs and rerctions.
. . I jut thought, "What an odd creature!" Y'know? Yes, and I remember thinking at times, "That dilly
woman.....Icouldshakeher" (laughter) Yeah,givesmeadetachedsonof .....um.. feeling butat
ofiertimes.....itwasallveryclearlycomingthroughthe.....(...).Butlstillfinditquite
moving.

The interviews gave her a hitherto inexperienced angle on their situation. Previously, she

hadn't known what she had thought, and she now had had time and opporruniry to think

events through more. The interviews were a'relief :

Well, I think probably just to express things . . . you know, and to, um, in a very non-hostile and non-
judgmental sort of climate . . and um . . . it gave us that time we needed to recap. We probably bottle
thingsupabit...

She went on to talk about the rduction of her feelings of fragility, a process that had been

going on for some time prior to the interviews but which the interviews confirmed:

I believe this, this must have something to do wirh that. Um . . . I felt at the time that it got rid of quite a
...aweight...thathadbeenhangingthere....Wedidntwanttoknowaboutitanymore...yknow,
wehadtro .. sortof bring itout..... itmusthavebeen somethingtodowithit.I knowatthetimel
saidtoacoupleofpeopleatwork...ytnow,whatwasgoingon,andthatlfelt...verygoodaboutit
andthatitgavetime... justo thinkthingsthrough orreassess.. and, ah..yeah (...)and
also n see where you had been . . . . . . in the course of lmking back.
AO; So there was a chart, a charting of the process?
MT: And that you have passed through all these stages and um . . . got through them all, and they were
no more.

The changes that she specifically identified were that she had come to feel henelf to

be on a more equal footing with Charles and that their relationship, while remaining

distant, was likely to be a more tnrsting one. The process of reviewing the arrangenrent

had also allowed her to confirm to herself her capability as a parcnt, both now and also in

the sense that she felt that she would be able to let the children go, and not be emotionally

dependent on them as she might have been had the shared parenting arrangement not been

in place. And, as was noted above, for the first time in over five years, the parents had

joined to celebrate Cornelia's birthday as a family.

At the second follow up, the relationship was still desc-ribed by each as'distant',

Charles characteristically describing it more distant than Mary, but without the hostility of
the prcvious years. Some fairly minimal social contact was being maintained and although
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the arrangement had reverted for some months to a more rigidly defined one (Charles had

had to move out of the area again because of housing, requiring the children ro move

between parents on definite days), he felt'relaxed' about the way that things would

develop. He also noted that Cornelia and Simon appreciated the reduction in hostiliry.

Mary spoke more strongly of the'feeling of maturity' that she now felt in relarion to the

.urangement, the 'absence of hassles', the ending of the 'little needling things', and of the

way that when Cornelia had been difficult, she and Charles had been able to act together

'swiftly'. She ttrought that the past" which had been a time coloured by interparental

stress, was now gone, and that while they were not'friendly' (as in'close'), they were

much more easy going and detached from each other. And at the end of my conversation

with her she emphasised again the value of the interviewing in helping them move on.

To return again to my distinction between a therapeutic milieu and a research

interview, it seems to me that process in this context can be thought about in at least two

different ways. In the former setting, the process to which frequent reference is made is

the process of the interview itself, i.e., the way that the family conducts itself and handles

its transactions is seen as the substance of change. The process, however, that I was

obsenring was of a different nature. It was a longer historical process, which is itself

embedded in techniques of family therapy such as the development of the family
genealogyl3. It is also recognised as central in other therapies or growth experiences such

as Playback Theatne and psychodrama, both of which create an interesting interaction

between elements of oral and filmic cultures. It may be that social workers or therapists,

responding to the metalevels of Western capitalist culture, too easily overlook the

significance of the telling of the client's story as itself therapeutic because of agency

pressures to assess and to produce change, although the processual nature of interviews is

paradoxically acknowledged through the spacing of encounrers.

Obviously no method of therapy has universal applicability. However, given that

separation does involve a reviewing, it may well be appropriate for parents who have

reached an impasse and who have sought counselling not to be interviewed as a couple,

but to be interviewed as individuals who are themselves seeking an understanding of the

directions they havc taken. In the light of the value that the respondens gave to my

returning of the transcrips as a means of reviewing and cementing change, transcripts of
interviews could be made and parents and older children encouraged to keep diaries in

order to be aware of the otherwise too easily forgonen changes they have madela.

Summary

13 For instance, Margaret Topham, who was one of rhe first teachers of family therapy in Australia,
emphasised in workshops in Sydney in the early 1970's the imponance of getting a hisorical account of
how erch family came to constitute iaelf. See also Satir (1967 ) on whose work much of Topham's was
based-

14 Such a suggestion is in line with White's emphasis on leuer writing to families as a means of review
and cementation of therapeutic experiences.
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The focus of this chapter has been on process and change, in which change has

been defined as endemic to the human condition. The first three sections of this chapter

addressed areas ofprocess in shared parenting arrangements, and changes that had taken

place in the families over time. The first avoided the American tendency to def,rne the

ilTangement as 'successful' or'unsuccessful' because of its moral and culnrral

prescriptiveness, and focussed instead on the parents' evaluation of shared parcnting. The

second indicated the need for anangernents to be seen as open to change and the

importance forparents who undertake this form of custody of recognising the older child's

right to be involved in ttre assessment of the arrangement and recognising that at some

point the child is likely to want to senle for one physical home. The third discussed the

changes that parents related in the course of the two follow ups.

The last nvo sections discussed areas of change that are both personal and political.

For most of these parents, shared parenting involved a redefinition of identity in which the

changes that women and men discussed involved the dissolution of rigid gendered

identities, but wherc each gender had a differcnt direction of gaze. Finally, the therapeutic

experience of extensive and discursive interviews was discusse4 and attention directed to

the need for a closer evaluation of the meaning of process within social work intenriews.
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REVIEW AND PROSPECT

The view of shared parenring that I have offered throughout the thesis is that it is

complex, gendered, often contradictory, and processual, emb'racing personal experience

and ideology, in which the past history of the parental relationship and current

circumstances affect the ease with which the arrangement is able to be managed. In the first

section of this chapter, which bears upon policy formation, the profile that I have

developed in relation to rhe viability of shared parenting focuses, therefore, more on

systemic considerations than it does on personal qualities. [t highlights the value of a

systemic and critical reading of the principle of 'the best interests of the child', and the

sigfficance of the adult relationship in rclation to the daily experience of shared parenting

families. In the second section, I will discuss the value of deconstnrctive qualitative

research. There are, of course, obvious points of overlap between the two sections, where

the manner of reading and analysis affects the perspective that I offer on shared parcnting.

Shared parenting and social policy

Although I have written above that the purpose of the study was not to evaluate the

general applicability of the arrangement, but rather to explore in some detail the everyday

experience of families who had lived in this type of relational stmcture for differing lengths

of time, the question of the viability of shared parenting as a custodial arrangement cannot

be ignored. However, the language with which this issue is discussed is critical. The

American literature adopts the criteria of success or failure, telms which are abrupt and

arbinary. Altematively, comparative terms are employed by which one arrangement is seen

as'better' than another, and in which family structures receive their ideological stamps of

approval (and shared parenting ranks higher than solo parenting because it more closely

parallels the intact family, in which are embedded liberal-humanist assumptions of parental

equality, love and shelter). Instead, I have focussed in my evaluative corrunents on what

facilitates and complicates the alrangement.

This language recognises that all relationships have points of ease and tension,

makes immediate reference to systemic issues, and refers beyond those issues to ones of

gender and power. It recognises that an assessment of a family situation can never be final

and incorporates potentially competing definitions of experience. Furthermore' the

ascription of success can be interpreted too facilely and result in blindness to the poins of

tension and problems inherent in any relational structurc, thus presenting the

observer/policy maker with too bland a picrure from which assumptions of universal

benefit can too easily be deduced. Equally, in assessing what shared parcnting has meant

for the palticipans in the study, the interrelatedness of issues could not be ignored' in

contrast to the more usual manner of assessment where advantages and disadvantages of

an arrangement or policy are spoken of as separate from one another. Understanding of the

intensity, albeit diminishing over time, of feelings of pain and loss experienced by most of

the parents (and especially the women) has to be read together with the freedom from
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parenral responsibilities and the stronger and/or different sense of identity to which shared

parenting gave rise. The consequence of shared parenting was that it guaranteed the

children continuing contact with both parents, and required the maintenance of an on-going

parental relationship, even if it was often unsatisfactory, and not necessarily easily

managed. It gave time out to parents which was especially useful at times of psychological

stress, but was destabilising.The time without the children was also important when new

relationships were being established, and other interests being developed. Equally, the

time with the children became all the more important because of their absences and the

awareness of the lack of knowledge about 'the other half of their lives'. The nature of the

rurangement meant that both parents were involved in some redefinition of identity and

role, which was inherently stressful but was finally considered valuable. Routines were

established to minimize disruprion, yet the ransitions between homes had their peculiar

stresses for the children and parents.

The assessment, then, that I would advance of shared parenting dispenses with the

notion that it is better or worse than other modes of custody. Its greatest strength,

especially where a fifty/fifry iurangement has been instituted, lies in the access children

have to both parents and in the encouragement il offers to par€nts to sustain major

parenting roles. Yet these advantages cannot be taken independently. Certain conditions

facilitate shared parenting.urangements: commirnent by both parents to the idea; non-

violent and non-abusive relationships prior to, and after, the separation; a separation which

was managed without great animosity; a parental relationship which is more rather than

less comfortable, and where a relatively equal balance of power between the parmers

exists; the recognition by each parent of the value of the other's contribution and,

correspondingly, a more positive than negative evaluation of the other parent; the ability to

share sensitive (and not so sensitive) information; the desire to tnrst the other, and to feel

some confidence in the ability of a previously less involved partner to cale adequately for

the child; the ability to develop a separate life, yet retain links with the previous partner; the

preparedness of each parent to redefine roles and identity; the financial and emotional

capacity of parents to maintain two homes relatively close to one another'

Best interests of tfu child and the parental relationship

In reviewing the study, two closely connected points, both of which receive

prominence but linle analysis in the American reseatch, stand out with particular clarity: the

best interests of the child and the nanre of the parental relationship. My research confirms

the imponance that both play in the arrangement, and extends the analysis offered by the

American writers.

The concept of the 'best inrerests of the child' is a further reflection of the binary

and hierarchical thought processes of Western culture, in which has been intermingled a

persistent confusion between an ideal, that the child's interests are paramount, and the

realiry, that it is ofren difficult ro separate the child s interests from parental interests. My

analysis of 'best interests' suggests that, as with other value judgments, it is ideologically
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structured and culturally determined. Parental assessments of what is in a child's best

interests reflect elements such as the current beliefs governing understanding about the
ways by which families are constituted, and about the psychological needs of the child.
Also, the particular slant that a parent will give to the concept reflecs issues deriving from
her/his family of origin in addition to beliefs and feelings about the ex-partner. The currenr

and widespread reading of the phrase tends to disguise the fact that the decision that a

particular course of action is in the best interests of the child is constituted by a wide range

of compedng and often conflicting beliefs, whose relationship to each orher is often not

given serious consideration.

In order that the principle of 'best interess of the child' is more than a convenient

catchphrase, whose enunciation suppresses or closes off further enquiry, it is important to
separate out the two main psychological principles by which it is currently defined, and

which contribute to the endorsement of support for shared parenting. One is that regular,

unimpeded contact with both parents is psychologicalty healthy for children; the second is

that children are psychologically disadvantaged when their parcnts are unable to resolve

their interpersonal disputes. These principles should be read as having different points of
reference in order to terminate the uneasy competition benveen rhem. The former -

unimpeded access - could be rcad as the more idealised of the two, describing the type of
living situation that could prevail, other things being equal. The second principle - the

problems for children of on-going parental conflict - should then provide the backdrop

against which the possibility of the establishment of a shared parenring situation could be

discussed. [t would provide the focus around which parents might think through or
discuss with others the difficulties they might expect, and the ways in which the

ilrangement might be expected to flow more easily.

Advantages of focw on parental system

The advanuges of more clearly subordinating the first principle to the second

would direct attention specifically to the individual family system and emphasise:

Awarernss of the systemic nature of on-going problems. It would help to avoid

the very painful situation that the Butler/Summers family experienced, where it appeared

that the first principle - unimpeded access - was given priority by a variery of counsellon,

despite the manifest problems which the arrangement caused for the child and her parents

for years. Obviously I do not intend to suggest that, if parents experience difficulties, they

should immediately give up anempts to share parenting but, when those problems persist

without resolution, questions about the validity of the arrangement for rlrrs family at this

time need to be raised.

Awareness of parental system. It would direct attention specifically to the parental

system and to its history, about which parenrs, if in counselling, would need to be

interviewed separately. A long history of violence and conflict, marked gender inequality

in the parental relationship, and extreme differences in values over which the parents have

been in conflict in the past are clearly not good precursors of an ability to share parenting.
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Strong negative perceptions of the other also indicate situations which are likely ro be

more, rather than less stressful. It was clear from the children's accounts that the more

stressed the adult relationship, the less certain they were of the benefits of on-going contacr

with both parenrs.

Reorientation of direction of Court reports. It would have the effect, where

families are proceeding with custody hearings, of changing the alignment of rhe

psychological reports. Rather than focussing directly on the child, and the child's needs,

the rcport would address the parental abilities to meet those needs in the context of a

particular form of custdy. The report would thus be grounded in the immediacy of the

family situation rather than addressing a more abstract concepL

Practice implicatbrs

Clear subordination of the principle of unimpeded access to more practical

considerations of individual families' flexibilities and systems, and their consequent

capacity to work through stressful situations would highlight the following implications:

No one principle is universally valid. This assumes that in principle no one oprion

is'best'I. Awareness of the ideologies which perrneate a principle opens it further for
inspection and assessment and complicates an easy acceptance of its self-evidence and

taken-for-grantedness. It therefore requires counsellors and parents to move beyond

simple truisms - shared parenting will be best because it will give children access to both

parents - to think further about the systemic implications and application of the principle

within a particular family. It assumes that a divenity of family structures are valid, rather

than confronting parents with an idealised model of family life to which all arrangements

ought to conform.

Slnred parening is not an easy option Shared parenting should not be regarded

as an easy option, nor one to be adopted because parcnts cannot agrce on who should have

custody. While the point was reiterated by all parents that shared parenting gave children

contact to both parents, and that this was its primary value, it was also recognised that the

flrangement has its peculiar stresses for the families involved. For example, there was

some umesolvable anxiety about the long-term consequences for the children. Several of
the families remarked on the fact that continual moving, although routinized, nonetheless

resulted in a level of tension for some children that only became visible when they spent a

longer time with one parcnt. The failure to transfer possessions from one house to the next

was a source of fairly constant irritation between the child and parent, and between the

parents. Nor was the situation clear cut for the parents. Apart from the management of the

parental relationship, community support was in reality ambivalent, despite the ostensible

ideological approval of parental involvement. Some women felt criticised for'giving up'

mothering; others reported that their actions were viewed as progressive and intelligent.

1 Court counsellors in lvladison, Wisconsin, said ftat they approached custody disputes with the clearly
stated view that tlre matter could be resolved in more than one way, and would examine ttre implications of
solo parenthood as well as joinr custody with each family (Personal communicarion).
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Two of the men were also well aware of the implicit criticism of their choices by their
peers and families.

/ssuzs of gender and power are relannr. A critical and thoughtful focus on the

parental syst€m which takes seriously issues of gender and of differences in power (either

physical, emotional or struchral) as real and potentially destabilising elemens in a shared

parenting situation is important. A policy or orientation towards shared parenting is not

gender neutral. For most of the women in the study, shared parenting required a

prcparedness to move out of the primary care-taking role that most had adopted, accept

their ex-partner as an active parent in situations where most had some doubt about that

person's parenting experience, sustain enthusiasm and belief in the arrangement in the

early suges while often coping with their hesitations, and doubts about their adequacy as a

solo parent. Shared parenting also involved most of the women in finding work and

managing the implications of recognising that their earlier decision to follow a socially

prescribed role had resulted in a lack of recognised work skills and experience in a tight
job market at a time of rising unemployment. Financially, nearly all the women were

generally at a disadvantage in relation to their ex-partner because of lacking a career and

lower wages, yet no couple arranged their finances so that the costs of the children were

shared in proportion to earnings, although some of the men subsidised their ex-partners

more than others. Where extra money was paid to give additional help to the women, no

family had built in periods of review of the amount to take account of inflation. Unlike all

but two of the men, both of whom gave up work for a while to look after the children, the

women had to manage grcater changes in self-perception, identity and role, although the

extent of the changes they faced were by no means uniform.

For most of the men, shared parenting involved a significant re-orientation of their

domestic lives. Where concerns were raised about the abilities of their ex-partners to carc

for ttre children, the context was more in relation to an overall negative view of that

person. Whereas the women spoke of the significance of life involving more than child

cale, the men spoke of the way that participation in daily childcare had increased their self-

awal€ness, sensitivity and sense of responsibility. The men sometimes received support

from the community, with women being more supportive than other men; but (noticeably)

in the two instances where the men had given up their work, there was suspicion about

their motivation and a suggestion of doubt about their masculiniry.

One of the areas where gender difference was remarkable was in relation to power.

On the descriptive plane,I have followed Gilligan (1986) and KranicMeld (1987) in

describing the women as powerful in relation to their desire to establish an arrangement

which allowed for the maintenance of connectedness and intenelatedness, an zurangement

furthermore, which offered a considerable challenge to the present social structure. Part of
the significance of viewing women as powerful in this context is that it demands

acknowledgment of the importance of women's actions and concerns, instead of regarding

them as either insignificant or as something that can be taken for granted. It calls for a

-L.^r
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notion of power as more than physical force, and recognises power as a potentially

positive (as well negative) element in a relationship. tt also, in line with Foucaulr's (1976)

theoretical framework in which I have placed my reading of power, insists that women are

not merely powerless. This is not to say that they are always powerful, or that the nature

of their power is necessarily the s:Lme as men's; but it does mean that they are not without

power to effect change, and it emphasises the fact that power is not the sole possession of
either gender. It is seen to exist as a destabilising element to be managed in all

relationships, to which both parties have access, although the extent to which they have

access may change over time.

Counsellors and others involved with the Family Court have therefore a

considerable responsibility to acknowledge gender differences and to think through

carefully their understanding of such differences. In particular, it demands awareness of
the ideological assumptions that inform assessments, the extent to which they may

consistently privilege one gender over the other. Counsellors need to be more awarc than

they often are of their embedded sexist assumptions, and to morc aware of the implications

of these assumptions in their work with families. In particular, it is important to become

aware of the extent of assumptions about women's incompetency, and inadequacy, gender

issues which are daily reinforced through the media.

Consideration of practical issucs. Focusing on the adult relationship demands

awareness of the practical issues which confront parents on establishing a shared parenting

agreement. These include the acquisition by both parents of adequate housing; establishing

the forms of the contact with which both feel comfortable; re-working their relationship;

clarifying the logistics; and the presentation of the plan to the children. The nature and

extent of day to day responsibility assumed by both parents in the past should not be

ignored, or taken for granted. It is imporunt to acknowledge as legirimate the concerns

raised by women about the abilities of men to move suddenly into the role of primary

caregiver when they have had little prior experience of giving children practical and

emotional support Although maternal doubts should not automatically dictate the decision,

men should be required to recognise why they connibuted little to child-care before the

separation, to lmk at what has changed, to think through their nurnrring capacities, and to

assess the available support2. Concerns about incest or abuse need to be taken seriously by

counsellors as part of a recognition that the ideology of the nurturant male is not

universally confirmed by men's behaviour.

Recognition of the dffirent psyclnlogical implicarions of shared parenting.

Gender affects the nature of psychological experience and it is important that counsellors

and policy makers are alert to these differences. Some of these I have noted above, but

they are significant and can stand repetition. Shared, fifty/fifty parenting involves both

2 Mrany men, prior to the ending of the adult relationship, have never taken care of their small children
completely on their own for even a short period. One counsellor to whom I spoke talked of the need to
help develop in these men the ability to remain conrrnually runed to the child.
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genders in changing identities. It involves men in a redefirnition of self where more

feminine qualities are accessed. It involves women relinquishing part of their role as

caregiver, and therefore demands of them a realignment of an often cenral part of their

identity. While feminist ideology has given significance to an identity extending beyond

the home, some women who have been at horne as full-time caregivers may feel very

threatened at rhe paftial role loss involved and on the practical side find it difficult to obtain

employment at a time of high unemployment. Although the women in the study, as did the

men, came to feel positive about the redefinition of role they had undergone, the transition

was not always straighdorward and involved coming to terrns with feelings of redundancy

and change. These processes need to be recognised by counsellors as legitimate, and their

expression not seen as masking a desire to conEol the other, nor as manipulative or

punitive.

Shared parenting is a dynarnic process. It is important for parents to take note of

the fact that the arrangement they establish at the time of separation and/or divorce is likely

to change over time, both as a result of the children's changing developmental and social

needs and because their own lives do not remain static; and furthermore, that as the

children gow older, their feelings about the arrangement need to be taken practically into

account. Parents who have shared the parenting may therefore, when the child becomes an

adolescenr, be confronted with her/his desire to live physically only with the other parent.

Thus, in this respect, shared parenting postpones but does not cancel the consequences of

separation. Recognising the chitd s right to have a say in the future and therefore,

possibly, in the termination of the rurangement may be diffrcult, especially when parents

have persevered with a diffrcult relationship, whet€ there are still umesolved issues of

control and superiority between the parents, and when the child's decision is read as a

personal rejection.

The valw of a gradrnl movement into slnred parenting. It is also important to

note that some of the women's hesitations about shared parenting were reduced over time

through practical awareness of the men's caring abilities, thus reducing tension. Yet there

is too often a pressure, dictated by the desire to provide some stability as quickly as

possible for the children, to decide on custody arrangements and to regard those as final

(possibly because lack of longitudinal research has not indicated the extent to which

custodial iurangements change), although custody agreements are often made during a

period when both parents are under a grcat deal of stress. Where one parcnt only is in

favour of a shared parenting turangement, stress is likely to be increased by pressure from

counsellors and court personnel that this arrangement will most benefit the child' Where it

seems reasonable to assume that the parents can work out thet dfficulties, and because it

is not in the child's interests to be in a shared parenting situation when there are still major

problems to be dealt wirh, the establishment of a trial period might be helpful. The

situation could be monitored for an agreed period by a social worker or psychologist, and

attempts made to clarify and work through some of the difficulties. When situations were
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not able to be resolved, it would be apparent that this iurangement would not be valid at

this time for this family. It would be important to monitor subsequent disposal of such

cases to assess institutional attitudes towards gender. Such a scheme is not appropriate in a

situation where there has been allegations of abuse.

The needfor a, mare detailed terminology. Some gender and stnrctural issues are

obscured by the failure to develop terminology which would distinguish between different

degtees of sharing:

(a) Including a range of very different time allocations within one tern, 'shared

parenting', supprcsses the extent to which women are likely to continue as primary

caregivers, with the social and financial inequalities which that role carries. Furthermore,

since the ideology informing sharcd parenting implies equal involvement by the father, the

failure to discriminate between different types of sharing arrangements implies overall a

level of participation in child-rearing and of nurturing behaviour which may in no way

reflect acrual paternal behaviour. The lack of differentiation of terminology also

complicates the ability to identify real changes in parenting behaviour and helps disguise

the disjunction between ideology and p'ractice.

(b) Shared parenting is meant to encourage the father to retain an interest in his

children after the separation, and to recognise his on-going right to participate in the

decisions about their lives. Yet the lack of terminology permining types of arrangements to

be differentiated does not take into account the relationship between decisions and

knowledge and the differences, in this context, between quantitative and qualitative time

with a child. Since parenting most of the time does not call for major decisions about

schooling, health or religion, but is on a daily basis constituted by the continual, often

subtle adjustrnents and readjustments to the child's needs and developrnent, the fathers in

the study emphasised the importance of quantitative time in order to remain in tune with the

children. The longer periods during which they were responsible for the children not only

gave them confidence in their parenting abilities but also gave them the continuity of
knowledge and experience without which making decisions about the children's needs

would have been much more difficult.
(c) It could be argued, furthermore, that to allocate substantially less time to one

parent in an arrangement which is called'shared' invites subsequent comparison of the

extent to which the parent with the lesser time is nor sharing as fully as she or he may like,

and invite that parent to feel, as did one of the fathers in this situation, that the value of his

conribution was continually downplayed. Labelling is an interpreadve act. Applying
'shared' to many arrangements which reflect a diversity of parenting iurangements

suppresses the diversity of patterns cunent within a society at any one time. [f, instead of
placing a variety of parenting arrangements under a single classification, a more various

classiftcatory system were used, such a system would allow a fuller appreciation of the

different types of shared parenting iurangements and, furthermore, help to establish
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appropriate expectations as to what parents might expect from those different

iuTangements.

Recognitton of tlu centraliry of the parental relationship. The realignment of gaze

that I have suggested - away from the idealised principle of 'best intercsts' to a focus upon

the ability of the parcntal system to operate effectively in a shared parenting situation -

places the parental system centrally in relation to the practical workings of the arrangement,

and recognises its vulnerability. Because the management of adult relationship is central to

the practical ability to sustain the arrangement and because it is very vulnerable to stress, it
is vital to nrove beyond the ascription of individual personal qualities which will make

such an arrangement'successful'-the direction of the American writings - to a fuller
appreciation of the tensions and paradoxes of the relationship. Ideally, the arrangement

requires trust and closeness. However, such qualities are not easily retained nor developed

immediately in the light of the problems thrown up by the history of the relationship and

the stress of separation, the prior lack of experience of many men in day to day caring for
theirchildren and, subsequently, the difficulties ex-partners, especially in more tense post-

separation relationships, experienced in discussing the needs of the children, and sharing

relevant information or obtaining a clear idea about the way their ex-partne/s parenting

skills were developing.

As part of the appreciation of the intricacies and the variety of the post-separation

adult relationships, the foru relational typologies that I proposed are constituted by fluidity,

instability, and conradiction. I have conceived of them as parts of a continuum, where the

boundaries between each type merge with the type before and after it, so taking account of
the different psychological space occupied by each individual, while reflecting the systemic

nature of the couple relationship. The typologies refer implicitty to what I have described

as the central question to be addressed in shared parenting, i.e., in what ways can this

family system facilitate or frustrate this sort of agreement? insofar as they describe a

progressive movement into a more constraining situation. The more constrained the adult

relationship, the more the experience of shared parenting is likely to be more stressful for

all those involved3.

Part of the significance of developing typologies which arc open-ended rather than

closed, which note the interpersonal difficulties within relationships which superficially

may be labelled as 'good', and which recognise the range of behaviours which separation

3 On a practical level, the sorts of quesrions that parens might think about, or discuss with counsellors or
therapiss are: Are they both in support of the idea and for what reasons? Do they both have the same
structurc in mind? What kinds of contact might they want with each other? How much can they trust the
other parent, and what constitutes the areas of distnrsr? What sort of information about the children is o be
exchanged? How comfortable will each be sharing information about the children ttr;at could at a later stage
be used against them in a court case? What are the stnrcturd and/m gender issues within ttre relationship
that could complicate the arrangement? If such a discussion were to ake pan in the confext of counselling,
then these issues would need initially o be explored in individual sessions, to avoid situations where one
partner, because of differences in power, felt unable o disclose concerns; and the counsellor would need o
remain alert to poins of omission and significant difference between the accounts.
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and divorce can provoke, is that it encourages a movement away from a dominant,

prescriptive model of relationships whereby parcnts arc meant to deal firmly with their

negative feelings towards the other and make decisions only in the'child's best interests'.

Instead, developing typologies which embrace the internal conmdictions of relationships,

highlights the inadequacy of much everyday thinking about them and will assist in the

development of a richer and fuller appreciation of the complexities of experience, on which

grounded social policy can be formulated.

The value of qualitative, deconstructive research

My original methodological decision to tape and transcribe fully all the interviews

has enabled me ro offer a deconstructive reading of the parental texts which have informed

this text. My reading confirms the significance of qualitative research and shows that the

distinctiveness of this type of research lies in its ability to prduce a knowledge

subsrantially different from that produced by quantitative research. Two particularly

important aspects of this difference are th€ contribution qualitative research can make to an

analysis of the ideologies behind the taken-for-granted explanatory categories of both

respondent and researcher, and the positing of alternative philosophical and

methodological ways of reading or analysing the data to which it gives access.

The significance of texnnliry

Most importanrly, the transcriptions gave access to the textualiry of the

respondent's language, to its richness, density, recursiveness and contradictoriness.

Attending to the way respondents spoke acknowledges that language is more than a neutral

or innocent medium of exchange. It created an awireness of the imprecision of speech, the

significance of omission, and of the way that positions atrirmed at one moment were

undermined by the same speaker in contradictory comnrents. Nor was it possible to

conceive of the subject as occupying a stable identity, or as located at a single dominant or

unified position. lnstead, the subject is seen as fluid and as constituted by competing

ideological fields across which herlhis thoughts and speech mnge. Consciousness of the

way that the subject constructs himlhersetf, then, moves qualitative research beyond a case

study approach, where its value has typically been seen to lie, and beyond the conservative

concern to access the nuance and complexities of individual experience. Instead, it

addresses what informs that complexity, and the nature of its consmlction.

Textual production

Identification of tlwory and ideology. It is characteristic of post stnrcturalist and

deconstnrctive readings to insist that theoretical and ideological strands should be overtly

recognised in any textual analysis. Taping and transcription accessed the respondents'

experience more fully than note-taking could have done, and exposed the way that the

familiar dichotomies and binary thought processes - successfuVunsuccessful,

advantages/disadvantages, qualitative/quantitative time - suPprcss and distort experience,

through categorisation and analysis which distracts attention from the interrelatedness of

events and perceptions and rhe manner of their speaking. The ways in which data is
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spoken, analysed and categorised cannot be understmd as neutral, since often the overall

effect of the approach to the data is subtly to confirm the validiry of a particular

construction of the social world. in which maintenance of relations of dominance are

involved. Attention to the speaking voice demands complex coding, where not only what

is said is important but where content cannot be the only criteria of interest. The analysis

must also take account of the intensity, direcmess, and extensiveness of comment, and the

power with which the matter is addressed. A reading of this nature goes far beyond what

could be accessed through a quantitative analysis.

Textual construction. Detailed use of taped and ranrribed material challenges the

way in which sociological writings arc presented. Recognition of the diversity of the

respondents' voices makes it impossible to produce a text in which there is a single,

dominant, authorial voice, briefly and very occasionally broken with miniscule extracts

from the research data to give flavour or human interest to a particular area under

discussion. Allowing voices articulating competing ideological positions to enter a text

together frustates the presentation of a final point of social consensus, thus highlighting

the fact that there is no ultimate point of reconciliation of diverse viewpoints within a

complex society.

Tlrc significance of process. The method used underlines the way that process

affects the constitution of the data, and reaffirms its significance in the srudy of dynamic,

relational situations. Awareness of process introduces into a text its own subversive

elements of fluidity and change, and increases sensitivity to the way that a text is

constructed. It involves comprehending the way that a rcsponse to a question is implicitly
structured by the question, so foreclosing alternative responses which could have

stimulated alternarive directions of questioning or analysis. It involves understanding how

intertextuality and ideology structure a text and why a text can never be regarded as final

but is potentially always open for revision, reworking, and reassessment. The researcher

must recognise the multifaceted and interconnected nanrre of the data which Vhe is

analysing and the importance of creating categories that are themselves reflexive.

My understanding of the function of social science research is that it exists to

inform social policy, and that it can only do that through a process of questioning. f,
however, it adopts a methodology which merely allows it to reflect back the dominant

view which society already entertains of iself, then the social policy that can eventuate

from that research is already inadequate and stultified. The critical elernent of rcsearch lies

in the adoption of a manner of reading which is 'ludic', in the Barthesian sense of the

word, which is stimulating, exciting, provocative, which demands a re-examination of
earlier well-established'truths', and which is flexible and creative.

Tfu red$nition of the researclurlrespondcnt relatiorship

Other significant issues also emerged from the deconstructive approach. The model

of the researcher/subject relationship derived from quantitative social science is one of
dominance and subjection, of activity and passivity, which has only been partially thrown
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into question by qualitative methods. [n contrast to the two rypes of relationship, unequal

or equal, which are assumed by these methods, I have posited a more intricate,

interdependent relationship. I have suggested that within the research act participanrs are

imbued with power but that each requires the other in order to exercise that power.

Whereas the researcher derives power from status and role and from the'control'over the

direction of the interview, that power is resrained by the r€sponse q/he is able to elicit
from the respondent, and the nature of the r€sponse affects the direction of subsequent

questioning. The manner in which power is shared benpeen participants affects the degree

to which power becomes an impediment to the research and affects the information that can

be obtained.

My particular approach has also allowed me to define the research activity as

mutually beneficial. Not only was I able to achieve texts of great richness, interest and

variety, but the effect of retuming transcripts to my respondents was empowering and

facilitative. Since research can become exploiative, the researcher consuming her

respondents'time and giving little back, employing a mode of research from which both

parties benefit is inherently more satisfactory. There is, however, a further point. Since all

analysis and policy formation is dependent on the data on which it is based, and since I
would argue that my theoretical and methodological approach is of particular value in the

area of studies of relationships, then the question of the extent and direction of sociological

training in intenriewing arises. In order to conduct detailed interviews sociologists require

a training in interviewing skills which aims at developing self-awareness, the ability to
intewiew sensitively and thoughdully, and would include as part of the significant
knowledge base a knowledge of systems theory, theories of relationships, and awiueness

of boundaries and process.

Future Research

Appropriately, in view of the value I have placed on the importance of questioning

funher, nvo significant areas of research emerge from this study, where the approach I
have taken would be particularly apposite.

Re s ear c h into fwnily proc es s

In the course of thinking about the issues which confronted the families in this

study, I continually came up against the lack of detailed, longitudinal, qualitative work

describing and analysing family life and processes in New 7*almdand elsewhere.

Consequently, I found myself constantly having to fall back on my years of clinical
experience with families, and my experience of living within my own family, as points of
reference. Yet the intact family is constantly used as an almost unconscious and certainly

ideal point of reference, and the embeddedness of the idealisation is such that its

dysfunctional aspects are still obscured, while in non-intact families, dysfunction is taken

as nonnative. In the intact family, it is assumed, parents support and trust one another, yet

in situations wherc the wonren in intact families are the primary caregivers, there is no

material on the nature of that support or the extensiveness of the tnrst, and their
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development or lack of development over time. Nor is there information on the patterns of

relationship between partners, nor between children and parens, nor on intergenerational

relationships. The'New Zealand family', in its daily life still largely an unknown, ideal,

homogeneous entiry, easily appropriated by different ideological groups, needs detailed

and thorough research.

Process and'dfficult' cases

Although what are known as'difficult'or'bulky'cases (Colby, 1987) constitute

only five percent of the work of the Family Courts, they nonetheless absorb an inordinate

amount of time and resources. In order to reduce the costs of such cases, Colby suggests

that a procedure based on the personal characteristics of the cliens should be worked out

for rapidly identifying such cases so they could then be dedt with at the judicial level

without recourse to counselling. Such a move would recognise, she says, that these adults

have linle faith in their ability to influence events positively and arc therefore not

predisposed to counselling help or able to use it when offered. Such families would then

no longer block the system. While this may be true, the evidence which is offered for such

assertions is slight and her focus of attention appears to be on cost-cuning, completion of a

case from the Court's viewpoint, and an emphasis on the desirability and validity of

mediation, itself a process which assumes rationality, equality of partnenhip and an ability

to clearly delineate between different needs.

My proposal, then, of a pilot study of an alternative mode of working with families

where the decisions about custdy are caught up in on-going parental banles assumes that

no one model of seryice is going to have universal validiry. Rather than characterising

individuals who fail to utilize services in the manner professionals deem correct or who do

not seem to respond to a certain type of therapeutic intervention, as in some way deviant, it

may also be advisable to question the manner of service delivery. The manner of working

which I am suggesting would involve the conscious decision that in some instances it

would be more appropriate, as a principle of case managemenL to spend longer over the

decision making rather than assuming that it is in anyone's interests to hasten through a

decision which will then prove difficult for the parcnts to implement. It would explicitly

build in recognition of the therapeutic elements of process described in Chapten Three and

Eleven, through the spacing of several interviews with each parent about their past and

crurent relationship with their ex-partner and their ideas about custody, and the completion

of transcripts of parental accounts and their handing over to those parents as part of their

oral history. At that point, the direction of the interviews would become more familiarly

therapeutic and concerned with change, in that the clients would be expected to respond to

their transcript, to talk to the person in it and to explore relevant therapeutic and practical

issues.

Obviously such a model of service is unlikely to meet the needs of all ennenched

clients. But its strengths lie in the recognition that, at the time of separation, parents may
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not yet be ready to face issues of custody; that it may help locate families where violence,

abuse, or extreme imbalances of power are or have been an issue, rendering forms of

custody such as shared parenting inappropriate; that it may encourage the establishment of

more flexible modes of service; and the provision of professional help for some adults

who would otherwise find it is very difficult to obtain help for themselves outside of

psychiatric institutionsa.

Recommendations

1. That shaled parenting be regarded as one possible mode of custody, but not

necessarily the'best'. In particular, it should not be regarded as the way to resolve difficult

custdial siruations and it should be explicitly noted that a marital or relational history

including extreme gender imbalance, violence, substance abuse, and consistently negative

views of the other are not conducive to a manageable iuTangement.

Z. That anention be given to developing more detailed terminology which would

more explicitly define the different types of shared parenting, and which would assist in

clarifying the responsibilities of each parcnt in the different alrangements. Arrangements

where pilents sought either fiftyfrfty responsibilities or allocations of time close to that

could be described as, for instance, slnred eqwl n'rne. Where the allocation of time was

clearly unequal between parents, then the terminology should rcflect that

3. That arrangements involving one parcnt having substantially less time with the

child should still confer legal responsibility on that parent, and greater attention should be

paid to defining how that legal responsibility can be used positively.

4. That the Family Courts produce pamphles which would define the alternative

custodial possibilities, and possible versions of a shared parenting iurangement. The

pamphlets would also give information on the implications of choosing one custody

,urangement rather than another and, with reference to shared parenting iurangements,

would ser out the implications of the different time allocations. The significance of the

parents'relationship to each other, the practical issues each family would have to negotiate

and clarify, and the points of sress for the children and parents would be addressed.

5. That the Family Courrs ensure that their staff, counsellors, judges and counsel

for the child are awiue of the problems inherent in shaled parenting ilrangements.

6. That the Family Courts consider the establishment of a pilot project as outlined

above, to assess its viability for some clientele and, assuming its capacity to help some

families, to establish the personal and systemic characteristics of clients for whom this

mode of service would be valid.

4 Personal communication from Dr. Gay Maxwell who is conducring research for the New Zealand Justice

Department on the operation of the Family Courts.
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APPENDIX I
INFORMATION ON THE FAMILIES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THEIR SHARED PARENTING ARRANGEMENTS

ASHBY / BRADLEY:

Dates of Intenians:

Jane Ashby Darc Bradlq

July, 1986 (Pre-interview)

24 9.86 30.10. 86

11.11. 86 7. 11.86

26.rr. 86 3. 12.86

Follow ups: 9. 4. 87 14. 4. 87

August" 1988

Hours ofcontact: 17 hours 18 hours

Parental Occupations: Researcher Management Consultant

Ages:r 36 38

Children: Mark 10

l.ouise 7

Frequcncy of maving: Weekly.

Date of separation: Late 1984.

Reconstitytion; Neither Jane or Dave had moved into other shared living firangements at

times of lst four interviews. [n 1988, the 50/50 sharing ilrangement terminated when Jane

moved south to join her new partner.

Nature of arrangemenr; Couple determined at outset to manage their situation amicably

and to avoid custdy disputes and to share the parenting. Their accounts of how they had

gone about developing the arrangement showed a high level of congruity.

Plnses of development of arrangement: Ptnse /.' Jane went to friends for 3 weeks. Dave

and children stayed in the family home, and Jane visted the children each day.

Plnse 2: lanemoved into a flat. Childrcn moved benreen homes, but there was no fixed

schedule although in principle the parents saw a 50/50 arrangement as one they wanted to

work towards. The family home remained the major base for all family members. Jane

went and stayed when Dave was out of town on business and the children returned there

every day after school, even when living with Jane. Jane continued her daily contact with

children and experienced a high level of guilt and uncertainy about her right to decide on

the separation.

Phase 3; May 1986. Jane moved into her own house close to the family home. A definite

50/50 iurangement was established at that point, with the children moving homes on

I RU ages given are ages at the time of the first inteniew.
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Monday afternoons. At the time of the first 3 intewiews, Jane had very regular (most

days) contact with children either by phone or calling in when they were with Dave. She

was srarting to feel by this stage that this contact was taking place less because of her own

feelings of guilt and more because she valued the contact with the children.

Pluse 4; January, 1988. Jane moved south. The children stayed with Dave for the year,

and visited Jane at holiday times.

Significant events during Ist 3 interyiews; Just prior to the 3rd interview Jane learnt that

the man with whom she was developing a relationship would be leaving Wellington. This

event threw into sharp relief the question of the pennanency of the shared parenting, and

issues surrounding the concept of the best interest of the child.

Follow up: a) April, 1987: The question of the funrre of the arrangement and where the

children would live was still uncertain. Over the 6 month period, Jane had moved ttrough

a variety of stages, from thinking that she would go without the children, to looking at fte

possibiliry of sraying, and managing her relationship as an infrequent commuting one until

the children were older, to finally deciding to leave at the end of 1987, although with or

without the children was still uncertain.

Dave's response was to feet if the children went with Jane, then they were likely to

want to live with him when they were older. In other words he was not anxious about

losing contact. At the time, he appeared to think that the ultimate right to make the decision

about the children lay with Jane because of her earlier primary parenting role.

b) Augnst, 1988 : Dave reported very positively on the continuous time with the

children. He felt that they were more settled, that there was a grcater feeling of continuity,

and he was aware that their going to live with Jane was going to be quite a shock for him.

He felt that the children had not been too stressed by Jane's absence, but had been stressed

over periods when the arrangement was uncertain, and that at one stage it had been '

imporunt to make a firm commiunent to their remaining with him for the year. There had

not been extensive discussions between him and Jane because of distance, and because

Jane was upset at being absent from the children. It seemed likely that the children would

remain with Jane, because of major schooting changes which it would not be appropriate

to put them through again, but both parcnts rtported that no final plans could be made until

everyone had had a chance to see how things went.

BLACKS:
Dates of Intewiavs:

Keith

17. 9. 86 Pre-interview

2. 10.86 24. 9. 86

l. 10.86

17.10. 86

Maree

17. 9. 86

r0. 86

10. 86

9.

16.
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r. 4.872
Follow Ups: 23 . 4. 87

August, 1988

Total lwurs of conmct: 17 & Il2 hours

Parental occupations.' Printer

6.4.87

ll & ll2 hours

Clerical worker

Ages: 45 42

Child: Sam 14. Three older children, Malcom, John & Hugh, had not been involved in

the arrangement.

Freqtrcncy of moving: Every 3 months, in addition to which Sam spent ond night a week

with the parent with whom he was not currently living.

Date of separation: Late 1981.

Reconstitution: Atthe time of the first 3 intenriews neither parent was in a reconstituted

relationship, alrhough Maree had very recently broken up with the man for whom she had

left the marriage, and Keith had had a number of girl friends.

Nature of arrangement: Theparcnts maintained some contact, and although Keith at dmes

described Maree as a friend, their accounts showed considerable divergence in most areas

discussed and pointed to a high level on on-going conflict which had remained unresolved

during the separation. Although the shared parenting functioned on a day to day level there

was a pervasive sense of distrust and doubt about the other parent. Specifrc points of

disagreement centred on finance, the question of who was the bettter parent and, explicitly

for Maree, the issue of power. The arrangement ended abruptly after Keith's violence to

Sam.

Pluses of darclopment of arrangemcnt: Phase /; Maree left the marriage and initially had

custdy of the two younger boys. Keith had weckend access to Sam. Hugh refused

contact with his father.

Phase 2: Endof 1983. Maree had to sell family home, was underconsiderable financial

pressures and had no adequate alternative accomodation. She asked Keith to take Sam to

ease the pressure temporarily. Maree said she did not see Sam for a year, except for a 3

week period when he returned to her while Keith was in hospital. Keith took him back

without consultation.

PhaseS.' Counselling to attempt nesolve custdy issue. According to Mar@, Sam was

beginning to show signs of strain.

Plnse 4: Oct.1984: Keith reluctantly agreed to share custody, but then came to think that

it was a good iurangement.

Plnse5.' March, 1987: Termination of agreement due to violence.

Significant events during lst 3 intemiews: Sam moved back to his mothet's between the

2nd and 3rd interview with Keith. The move produced a dramatic change in the nature of

2 This date, when I return€d the transcript is included because I spent over I hour talking with Keith about

the way that the arrangement had terminated
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the account that had been given in the first interview, in that many more doubts about

Maree's capability as a parent were expresse( while Keith appeared depressed and sad

about his son's departure.

Follow Ups: a) April, 1987: (i) December, 1986 - Maree applied for and obtained divorce.

(ii) The shared parenting arrangement had terminated in March following a violent

row between Sam and Keith about drug use. At that time Sam had had no contact with his

father since the night of the fight.

b) Augnst, 1988: Contact with Sam had titerally only just recommenced after 18

months during which father and son had had minimal contact with each other. Malcom

appeared (again) to have been one of ttre main instigators getting them back together and

Sam, who had been living with Hugh, had moved back to Keith's for 10 days while

Keith's boarder was away. Keith thought that Sam would like to move back permanently.

Withl the boys having left home, Maree ended her contact with Keith, except at the

very occasional family garhering. She had formed a new relationship, where for the first

time, there had been no competitiveness for her between the boys and her parmer, and

where all were reported as enjoying each others'company.

THOMSON/ JONES:

Dates of Interviavs:

Fay Joncs

28.10. 86 Pre Interview

4. 11.86

23.11.86

9.12.86

Follow Ups: 9. 6. 87

August, 1988

Hours of contact: LZ & Vzhoun
Parenal Ooccupatiors : Public Servant.

Ages: 35

Child: Tessa 8

Separatiou Separated December, 1981.

Reconstittuion; Ross was living with Liz Smythe, a relationship that had begun several

years ago. They had a small baby. Liz's teenage child was still living with her and Ross.

Nanre of Anangement: Both Fay and Ross brough a very high level of personal and

ideological commitrnent to shared parenting, which was seen as a logical extension of their

lives prior to the separation. Nonetheless, both parents experienced srain around the

maintenance of their relationship and around the question of different sta:ndards.

Development of arrangement: Both parents had participated equally in child care

anangements since Tessas birth. Shared parenting seemed a logical conclusion.They

Ross Thomson

28.10. 86

12.11.86

19.11. 86

2.t2.86
26. s.87

16 & ll2 hours

Self - employed plumber

36
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began the arrangement almost immediately after the separation, once Ross had changed

jobs to allow him to be available in the early mornings.

Phase,l..Tessa changed houses every 3 days until she was 5. As a pre-schooler she was

attending a day care centre, and the parcnts kept in touch with her prctgess both through

the staff of the Centre, and by daily phone calls to each othet-

Phase 2.' Tessa's transition to school led to a decrease in the frequency of her moving

from every 3 days to once a week.

Pluse 3: Reconstitutbn; i) Ross's relationship with Liz introduced a further element into

his and Fay's relationship, and the question of Liz's role had to be dealt with. Fay's

response was to emphasise the biological parenting role, and to wish to exclude Liz from

significant decision-making about Tessa.

ii) Fay believed that Paul's birth made her and Ross's relationship easier.

Significant Events during lst 3 Interviews: None.

Follow Up: a) April 1987: The shared parenting had continued without intemrption, and

Fay especially reported that her relationship with Ross had become much easier.

b) Augnst, 1988: All three adults reported that the arangement was going well,

and that there had been no crises of any sort. Fay and Liz emphasised the continuing

improvement in their relationship, the ease which was now present in that" and the way

that the arrangement had become much nrclre mutuatly supportive. Fay spoke of the way

she felt that ttrey had all now reached a'natural flexibility'.

MERRICIS RICHARDS

Dates of Interviews:

Isa Menick Lt*e Riclnrds

June,1986 Pre-interview June, 1986

10. 11- 86 13.11. 86

23.1r.86 18.11.86

4.12. 86 ls. 12. 86

Follow ups: 4. 4. 86 9. 4. 86

August, 1988

Hours of contact: 18 houn 16 hours

Parennl occupatbns; Public Servant Fisherman

Ages 34 35

Ages of children: Diana ll
Isac 7

Frequcncy of moving: Weekly.

Date of separation: Md - late 1983.
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Reconstittuion.' Isa had formed a new relationship about 9 months after the separation.

Peter Wan had been living with her and the children for nearly 2 years at the point of my

contact.

Narure of the arrangemenr: Gradual development of arrangenrenl Critical aspect in the

early stages was Luke's decision to give pnority to family comminnents and to arrange his

working life accordingly. Although both parents had some distinct feelings of wariness

and reserve towards each other, both were commined to sharing parenting. For Isa, part of

the reason for the ability to work the agreement had been the prcsence of her family and

supPort networks.

Plnses of dcvelopment of arrangement: Ptase /; At time of separation, Luke stayed with

friends for about 4 - 6 weeks. He was still working full-time fishing and had children for

occasional weekends when in port Isa and children stayed on at the old address.

Phase 2; Luke moved to to another suburb in April, 1983.

i) Over a 6 month period there was an easing into some more sharing of children.

ii) They went to counselling. Luke was fishing out of two ports further up the coasts

until July, 1985.

Plusei .. Isa saw need to establish her financial and physical independence if she was

going to take afull50Vo responsibility for the children.

i) Bought and moved into her own house, thus freeing up the old family home as a base

for Luke.

ii) Isa moved into full-time work.

Phase 4: Reconstitution: Met Peter in January, 1984.

Phase5; Luke bought current house early 1986 thus making it possible for the family to

be geographically close and preserve important social networks.

phase 6; Luke gave up job since incompatible with children's needs. was attempting to get

DPB at the end of 19E6,

Significant events during Ist 3 intemlews: Over this period, there was a gradual build-up

of hostility and distmst in relation to financial issues, which also began to invade other

aspects of the agreement.

Follow up: April, 1987: At this time the hostility had evaporated and both felt that their

relationship had become easier and that they were working in together bener. Luke was on

the DPB.

Augrcr, 1988: Both parents reported very posiwely on the way that the shared

parenting was going, and on the ease that now existed in ttreir own relationship. Both

families are also facing changes. Isa and Luke were marrying their current parmers, who

had become very much included in the shared parenting. Isa and Peter were to leave New

Zealand ar rhe end of 1988 to live overseas for 2 yetm. The plan was that the children

would spend one year with Luke and Judith, and the next with Isa and Peter. Luke and Isa

both mentioned the importance of all involved being able to speak openly about concerns'
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and to be flexible. Luke had moved off the DPB, and was managing a small manufacturing

company.

BUTLER/SUMMERS
Dates of intenti*tts:

Michelle Surruners

22.4.87 Pre interview

4. s.87
4. 6.87

16. 6. 87

Follow up: June, 1988 (by letter)

Hours of Contact: 12

P arental O c c upations: Graphic designer

Ages: 40

Child: Kay,7
Frequency of moving: Kay spent 5 out of 14 nights with her father between January -

June, 1987. There were a series of other iurangements prior to this one.

Date of separation: 1982.

Reconstitruiou At time of interviews neitherparent had moved into a new relationship.

Benveen June and December, 1987, Michelle remarried and left the country.

Natwe of tte arrangenbenr.' Both parcnts wished to establish an iurangement which would

ensure that Kay had some contact with both of them, but the achievement of a stable

iurangement proved extremely difficult, and was exacerbated by Kay's attempts to hold

her parents together.

Plnses of tlw arrangement: Phase /: After the separation, Michelle moved out with Kay,

who then became very distessed each time she was left for any period of time with her

father. This was a period of constant meetings, renrmings and general disness at events.

Following a psychological assessment of Kay towards the end of this period, there was a

gradual increase in the amount of time Kay spent with Lawrence.

Phase2: Both parents took a firmer line and werc able to reduce the frequency of their

own contact, and Kay appeared to be more settled. General feeling of reduction in strain.

Michelle moved next door to Lawrence, partly because a suitable flat was available and

accomodation was always a problem and then retumed to live with him with him. The

relationship gradually deteriorated again. Michelle saw that the relationship could not work

and that she would have to move.

Phase 3; Kay again became very difficult. Michelle told Lawrence that he/s was to be the

primary home, and that he could visit frequently. The parental relationship deterioratated

further.

I-awrence Butkr

22.4.87
l. 5.87

28. 5.87

11. 6.87

June, 1988 (by letter)

l9
Researcher

58
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Plwse 4; Michelle decided to move permanently to Melbourne. Prior to her deparnre in

September, 1986, there was a high level of tension and anger. Lawrence contemplated

legal action. It was agreed finally that Kay would visit her father at holidays.

Phase 5: October,1987. Michelle renrrned from Australia. Because of her diffrculty in

getting adequate accomodation, Kay lived for about a month with her father, and Michelle

was prepared for him to become the primary caretaker. However, she believed that Kay's

behaviour was again deteriorating, an6 she found a more adequate flat with financial help

from Lawrence. Kay returned to live with her mother, but visited her father frequently.

Ptnse 6: January, 1987. The cunent iurangement was instituted.

Phase 7.. June, 1987. Lawrence's leaving New 7*alandfor a year terminated the physical

shared iurangement.

Significarx events during Ist 3 interviews; The perid was dominated by Lawrence's

imminent deparnre from New Tnalandfor a year, and his gradual recognition that the

ilrangement would not be reinstated on his return.

Follow up: June 1988: Michelle had rcmarried, left New Tnaland with Kay in the latter

part of 1987, but then returned to live in a different city. Kay was to visit her father at

holidays. Lawrence's and Michelle's relationship had worsened, with Lawrence feeling

that he had been deceived, and misled; Michelle, that the previous patterns, and

interlockings had been very unhealthy, and that they had to be finally stopped Michelle

felt that Kay had coped with the changes very well, and was now happily settled;

Lawrence was less sure.

PEARSON/COOPER

Dates of interviavs:

Stephen Cooper

t. 4.87

26.4.87

13. 5.87

Patty Pearson

I. 4. 87 Pre Interview

15.4. 87

30. 4.87

15. 5.87

Follow nps: 20.L2.87

August, 1988

Hours of contact: 17

Parental occupations: Social Worker

Ages: 32

Child: Jim 12

Frequency of moving: Nightly, but the arrangements were altered depending on adult and

child commitments.

Date of separation: Eafly 1979.

14. t2.87

16

Personnel Consultant

35



Reconstittuion: At time of interviews both parents were in relationships lasting over

several years.

Nature of anangement; The iurangenrent between the parents was characterised by

flexiblity, their positive evaluation of each other and the sense that they and their parmers

have made strenuous efforts to put the child's needs fint. As he has grown older, Jim has

had to take most of the responsibility for managing the moving.

Phases of the darclopment of the arrangemew: Plwse /: Pany returned from overseas after

her marriage with Stephen had ended. She and Jim went to live in a provincial town.

Stephen came back to New Zsalandon a visit in October, 1979.

Phase 2: Reconstitution: Pany returned to Wellington, where she fomred a new

relationship with Tom Gray. There were difficulties and Patty, who was unemployed was

also depressed The relationship broke up for 2 years.

Phase3.. Stephen returned to Wellington, and moved in with Jim and Patty because of

accomodation problems. Jim's'blossoming', and his assertion that he wanted to see both

parenrs each day led to the setting up of the shared parenting, where Jim moved between

houses each day.

Phase 4 :2nd reconstitwion: Patty and Tom s relationship was renewed.

Ptnse 5: Reconstirution: Stephen began a relationship with John Green in 1985.

Phase 6; Both parents bought houses close to one another partly to facilitate the working

of the sharing parenting.

Significant events during Ist 3 interuiews: There were no stress events ttrat I was aware of

during this time.

Follow up: December, 1987: i) The frequency with which the adults changed nights had

diminished with Stephen in a new job that demanded less ravelling.

ii) Patty's concern about Jim's lack of friends had lessened since had had made

several good friends.

Augtnt, 1988: Both parents and Jim felt that things were going well, that there

were no majorproblems, and felt conscious of how lucky they were that the ilrangement

is working well. Patty and Stephen mentioned on point where there had been some

difficulty with Jim, where they had acted together to prevent re-occurrences, and there had

been no difficulty in formulating a joint policy.

DAVIS/TODD
Dates of Intertiavs:

Mary Todd

9. 2.87 he interview

23.2.87
10. 3. 87

24.3.87

Charles Davis

9 2.87

4.3.87
4.3.87
25.3.87



Follow ups: 17.9.87

August, 1988

Hours of Contact: 16

Occupations; Teacher

Age: M
Children: Comelia l5

Simon l3

Separation; Separated early 1980.

24.9.87

l4
Civil Engineer

47

Reconsdrution; Neither parent wils curently in another relationship, although both had

been so. Mary's relationship with her partner had terminated just prior to the intewiews.

Frequency of Moving: The children spent 2 set days each week with each parent, and 3

days altemately with each parent. e.g., Mondays and Tuesdays with mother, Wednesdays

and Thursdays with father, and Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays were sp€nt in alternate

weeks with each parent.

Nature of the arctngement: The current arrangement was arrived at over a two year period

during which Mary initally had $eater physical responsibility for the children. The

developement of the shared parenting agreement was complicated by the considerable

degree of hosility berween the parents which culminated in a custody case in May 1982,

and dragged on to the end of 1984. There had been mininal contact benreen the parents

over the last 5 yean. At the time of interviewing they lived at some disunce from each

other which complicated the ease with which Cornelia in particular was able to keep

contact with friends.

Plases in development of arrangement: Pluse /; Birdnesting arrangement for weekends

for about 6 months. Neither parent felt that this was satisfactory.

Phase2: Children lived with Mary, and visited Charles for the weekend. This

arrangement essentially lasted until mid year, 1984, with Charles asuming gradually more

physical responsibility for the children. There were also a series of disruptions:

Phase 3 ; Early 1982: Mary moved into new relationship.

Plnse 4: May,1982: Charles bought Mary out of the family home. She then had to buy a

small and run-down house some distance away from wherc Charles lived.

Phase 5 ; Court case initiated by Charles.This was seen by both parents as introducing a

very high level of str€ss into all their lives.

Phase 6; Mid 1983. Charles' new partner surted living with him. This relationship lasted

until mid 1985.

Phase 7: Early 1984: Case was heard, and the court affirmed that the couple should

continue with the jointcustdy iurangement.

Phase 8: Full 50/50 sharing of responsibility for children established-
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Plwse 9: Mid 1987: Charles sold his house, and moved into Mary's neighbourhood to

faciliate the arrangement for the children. Later he had to move again while building his

own house.

Significant events during Ist 3 interyiews; Mary experienced Charles'failure to alert her

to a change in the schedule as a major crisis, which led to a furttrer deterioration in their

relationship. This was in fact seen as the fint crisis for some time, although both parcnts

spoke of on-going petty hostilities which both deplored but appeared powerless to change.

Follow np: October,I987: Charles had moved into the same neighbourhood, and therc

had been the occasional friendly gesture from one to the other.

Augyst, 1988: The still distant but now less tense, more easy-going parental

relationship had continued. Mary emphasised the absence of hassles and her feeling that

they had'matured'into the arrangemenq Charles, his sense that he was rclaxed about the

way that things would develop over the next few years. He also mentioned the children's

approval of the less stressed adult relationship.

NOBLES
Dates of Interttiews:

Anna Manin

18.2.87 Pre Interview

27.2. 87

25.4.87

13. 3. 87: I spent from Friday p.m.to Sat. pm. with the family during which time Martin

was also there for the weekend.

Follow aps; 15.10. 8? 22.10.87

August, 1988

Hours of contact:

Parewal occupations: Self-employed Film producer

business woman

Age: 41 43

Children: Rachel 12

Joanne 9

Freqrrcncy of moving: The chitdren live primarily with Anna, but Manin stayed

weekends about once a month. During summer, Rachel and Joanne visited him for about

every 6 weeks for the weekend. They visited less frequently in winter because of sport

commiunents. Summer vacations were often spent all together.

Date of separaion: April,1983

Reconstitution.' Anna left the marriage to nrove into a relationship with Susan Gardner,

who also had two children, Ella and Katherine. This relationship has continued' Manin

25. 2.87

13.3.87
24. 5.87
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had one ottrer serious relationship with another man, but at the time of the interviews was

living alone.

Natwe of the arrangement.' The separation was seen not so much as a seParation, but a

living singly, and both parents (Anna in panicular) have sought to emphasise their on-

going bonds and joint concern and care for the children. Anna and Manin have maintained

close consultation between about the children's welfare over the four years of their

separation. There was a high level of cooperation benpeen the parcnts, and between them

and Susan; and a high level of congruity in their accounts.

Daelopment of the arrangement: Plnse /; Early 1983: Anna, Susan, herparmer, and

ttreir children starred to live together. There was a perid of considerable stress especially

for the first 6 months in terms of adjusting to the changes and different styles of living,

and the social consequences for all 6 as a result of Anna and Susan having come out as

lesbian.

Phase 2: Anna left Susan and returned home to Martin for a week.

Plnse 3.. During the first intenriews both Anna and Manin talked of the need to settle their

affairs more, with the recognition that this might involve some further distancing from

each other. A financial settlement in particular was seen as necesary, both to allow Anna

some greater independence. Martin saw the settlement as symbolic of the reality of the

separation, and of his right to move into an new relationship.

Significant events during lst 3 inteml'e!rys; The most significant was the felt need of both

to move towards greater separatedness, but this might be seen as an evolutionary move,

the groundwork for which had been laid gradually since the ending of the marriage.

Follow up: October, 1987: Over the intervening 6 months Anna and Martin had reached a

financial agreement, and Manin had bought Anna out of the family home, thus on the

symbolic level signalling that they would not live together again as a married couple; and

on the practical, ensuring that Anna, with money of her own was able to finance a move

with Susan into a larger home more suited to their family needs.

August, 1988: Very little had changed over the last 10 months. Both Anna and

Mafiin spoke very posirively of the impo'rtance to each of the continuing rclationship and

friendship between aI three adults, and of the way that the issue of independence had

diminished once the property settlement had been effected. The children were doing well.
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APPENDIX 3

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

How chose shared parenting?

What do you call this arrangement?

Availability of information prior to choice, and from whom/what source?

Date of beginning of agreement

Inititarion by one paruler, and implication.

Extended family/friends support for idea.

Support of community, friends once iurangement started.

The attractiveness and unattractiveness of the arrangement? (Inc. values/personal

identity).

Concernslissues at outset -

i) Positives and negarives seen at that time.

ii) Positives and negatives seen now.

iii) What help to believe that arrangement would work for all family

memben?

Practical fssues

Objectives

What attempting to meet ttrough shared parenting

i) What think would involve practically?

i) What found did involve?

iii) What trying to achievefurovide?

Everydoy expertence:

Description of way flrangement functions now, inc; practical day to day

nrutines plus:

i) transition times.

ii) Divisions of responsibilities for specified areas.

iii) Management of celebnations (birthdays, Xmas etc.).

iv) Contact with school.

Problems - emotional and prractical that arose at inception and action taken.

Subsequent problems and modes of handling (ex-partner & children).

Degree of contact with ex-partner, and experiences.

Changes in relationship with ex-partner over time.

Financial arrangements and changes (if any) over time.
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The children (Parental perception).

Discussion abour arrangement with the children - how talk about plans, and

reasons given. Involvement of children in decision and subsequent decisions about

arrangement.

Children's inirial and subsequent reaction and mode of handling - what like when

started moving?

Issues which evolved and mode of handling?

Parental assessment of child stress - signs, reactions, explanations.

Continuities and planned changes.

Children's participation in continuation of agreement when older.

Personal issues

Clwnges in tife style as result of arrangernent:

i) Way this form of chitd care alters reladonship with other adults, if it

does.

ii) Way thought about maternal and paternal roles prior to and subsequent

to this drangement.

iii) Changes in relationship to child as consequence of arrangement.

iv) What value and dislike about involvement with child?

v) Differences in way act as parent now - assess strengths and weakness

of self as parent.

vi) Experience of transition, and the period on own.

vii) Anxieties and concerns now about shared parenting.

viii) Issues that face as consequence of arrangement in coming years.

Persoral clwnges

i) What found out about self as result of arrangement?

ii) Changes in values, ranking of priorities, before/after sharing parenting.

Day*m day-contact whh ex'partner:

i) Wto initiates?

ii) What does contact occur around?

iii) Degree of satisfaction with contact.

iv) Nature of difficult areas, if any.

v) Changes over time to relationship.

vi) Perception of ex-partner.

Process questions

Meaning and nature of parenthood - why want to be involved?

Changes in definition of role as parent.

Personal issues around choice of shared parenting
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Changes in self (e.g., way respond etc. to children) ovor time.

Hopes, expectations for children.

What like to be on own, as distinct from in relationship when difftculties with

children occur?

Changes over time of perception of arrangement.

Would you recornmend this arrangement to others?

i) why
ii) Whar, for own experience would you think others might need to know

about this mode of custody?

iii) Would you recomrnend this sryle of custody to other families?

iv) What are the issues which you think the research needs to highlight?

P anicipubn in research :

i) Why decide to take part?

ii) What has experience been like? - valuable, helpful, unhelpful and why?

Children's perception of arrangement

current age.

Age when shared parenting started.

Recollection (if possible) of how arrangement explained to them, and by whom.

Recollection of what like when start moving.

Knowledge of children in similarflrangement.

Peer group reaction to own family iurangenrcnt.

Aspecs of arrangement that like/don't like - ask specifically about how feel about

the moving and the frequency of changeover.

Who talk to if unhappy about some aspect of the ilrangement?

What happens on day of changeover - who packs, who transports? What is it like

leaving one parent and going to the other one?

If telling a friend of your arrangement, how would you describe it to her/him?

Would you necommend this arrangenrent to a friend?

Awareness of differences $etween homes prior to, and post, separation.
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APPENDIX 4

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

This is to stare that I voluntarily agree to panicipate in a programme of research that

is being being conducted by Anne Opie, Ph.D. student at Victoria University,

Wellington.

- I understand that the primary purpose of the research is to study the evolution of

the concept and practice of shared parenting after divorce or separation among

some families.

- I understand that my identity will not be known.

- I understand that the dam from this study may be published.

- I understand ttrat I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue my

participation at any time without gving notice and without negative consequences.

- I understand that I am panicipating in this research with the full understanding

that it is for the possible advance of knowledgc.

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ AND I UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT.

TI{EREF'ORE I FULLY AND VOLI.JNTARILY CONSENT AND AGREE TO

PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY.

NAME (PLEASE PRINT):

SIGNATURE:

WTINESS' SIGNATURE:-
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DATE:
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